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ABSTRACT 
In South Africa white leaders in some Christian Churches have 
encouraged and supported the government policy of segregation which 
separates black people from white in most areas of life. However, white 
leaders in some other Christian Churches have been loud in their 
condemnation of this policy and have called for an integrated society 
where people of different racial groups might live together in harmony 
and mutual acceptance. 
If all these churchmen adhere to the one Christian faith, why have 
they apparently taken such opposite approaches to the problem of race 
relations; and on what scriptural and theological grounds have they based 
their approaches? 
After tracing developing patterns of race relations in southern 
Africa. since the time white and black peoples first m~there, this 
study examines theological arguments on this issue that have been made by 
assemblies, commissions and white leaders in one of the Dutch Reformed 
Churches on the one hand, and in the .1-i.nglican, Methodist and Roman 
Catholic Churches on the other. Then, having made some assessment of 
these approaches, it examines the sociological and theological factors 
that have given rise to them, and to the actual ordering of race relations 
in those Churches. 
Thus throwing light on some of the complexities of the racial issue 
in South Africa as it is faced by Christian Churches, the study concludes 
with some comments on several factors that require attention from 
churchmen who wish to help bring .in a new order of race relations in that 
country •. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. 
2. 
The population of the Republic of South Africa is generally classified 
into four broad racial groupings: Africans (or Bantu-speaking people), 
Asians (predominantly of Indian origin, but including Chinese), White people 
(initially of European origin), and Coloured people (originally of mixed 
racial descent) .Cl) At the time of the most recent census, in May 1970, 
these groups numbered as follows: (2) 
Africans ••• 15 057 9.52 ••• 70,2% 
Whites . . . 3 ?51 328 ••• 17,5% 
Coloured • • • 2 018 453 ••• 9,4% 
Asians . . . 620 436 ••• 2,9% 
21 448 169 ••• 100,0% 
Through the years many members of the white racial group - which is 
only a small minority in the total population - have felt threatened by 
the numbers and aspirations of the other three racial groups (all of whom 
may be termed black people ) in whose midst they have been living. There 
has been considerable friction between white people on the one hand and 
black people, more particularly Africans, on the other. Ostensibly 
to erradicate such friction and to protect the identity and way of life 
of the whites, successive Governments of the country have implemented policies 
of racial segregation designed to s~parate black people from white: but 
such policies have also enabled the white minority to retain to themselves 
political and economic supremacy in the country. Consequently many others 
ha~e condemned segregation as unjust and have called for a common society 
where racial integration would be permitted and equality of opportunity 
made possible for all people. Here, then, is what is known as the 'problem' 
of race relations in South Africa. How should society be ordered so as to 
safeguard the rights and freedoms of both white people and black? 
·-·· 
(1) There are some members of other racial groups, but for government 
administrative purposes these are classified within the four larger 
groupings. For instance, Japanese are classified as whites. 
(2) Refer Horrell, M.(Ed): South Africa: Basic Facts and Fi~1res p2. 
The Asians included some 8 4oo Chinese. 
At the forefront of the Churches which have advocated racial segre-
gation are the three Dutch Reformed Churches~l) 
The first white settlers at the Cape were members of the Reformed 
Church of the Netherlands, which sent a resident minister to the settlement 
in 1665. On his arrival a consistory was formed, which was for many years 
subject to the control of the Amsterdam presbytery. Later it became a 
separate presbytery. Then in 1804, by an Ordinance of Commissioner-General 
de Mist, it was rendered independent of the Church in the Netherlands -
and the first synod of the duly constituted Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk 
in Suid-Afrika (NGK) met in 1824. The 186os saw the formation of an inde-
pendent NGK in each of the other territories, Transvaal, Orange Free State 
and Natal - each linked in spirit with the Cape Church, but each with its 
own autonomous synod. In 1907 these formed a Federal CpUncil of Churches, 
then in 1962 they became a unified Church under a General S;ynod. This 
Church is now by far the largest of the Dutch Reformed Churches in South 
Africa and includes some 4o% of the white population. Since the latter 
part of the nineteenth century its policy has been tel form separate and 
independent churches for the members of the different racial groups. 
Because of its great size and its prominence in calling for racial segre-
gation in South Africa, we shall make a detailed examination of thinking o_n 
race relations in this Church. 
For comparison, we take brief note here of the racial policies in the 
other two Dutch Reformed Churches. 
In the late 1930s there was a great movement of Dutch people from the 
Eastern Cape northwards into the TransYaal. Many of these people became 
displeased with the NGK back in the Cape, partly because they feared ~~at 
its clergy would bring the influence of the British Government tc the Trans-
vaal (for the Church was until 1843 closely bound to the a.dministrators of 
the Cape and decisions of all Church courts were subject to the approbation OJ: 
veto of the Governor), and partly because they disliked the 1liberalism1 of 
the Church regarding race relations - for at that time no distinction was 
made by the Church between its white and black members. So it was that 
under a minister from the Netherlands a new Church was established in the 
Transvaal in 1853, known as the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk van Afrika. 
It was to become the established Church of the South African Republic. 
~ These a11 subscribe to the same doctrinal standards. 
This Church has been far more rigid than the NGK in its separation of 
the races. It is an exclusively whi,te Church, for Article III of its 
Church J,aw states: "The Church, aware of the dangers inherent in integ-
ration for both whites and non-whites, intends to permit no equality of 
treatment (gelykstelling) within itself, but contemplates the establishment 
of national churches for the various national groups, in the conviction 
that in this manner the c9mmand of the Lord - 'Make d.isciples of all 
nationS' (Matthew 28il9) - will best be fulfilled and that the unity in 
Christ will not be harmed by such a distribution of service. Therefore 
only white persons belong to the NederduitschiHarV:o~d.e Kerk. 11 (l) During 
the General Church Assembly of March 1961 two theologians of this Church, 
Professor A.s. Geyser and Professor A. van Selma, moved that this article 
should be tested according to the Scriptures, but the motion was defeated 
by a large majority and members were ordered not to criticise this law in 
public. (Following this Geyser was tried for heresy, deposed as a minister, 
but reinstated after action in the Supreme Court.) The Assembly of 1964 
changed the word gelykstelling to vermens:ins:, which means 'integration' 1 
as it was felt that this expressed more exactly what the Church wishad to 
convey. (2) 
Some mission work amongst black people was begun in 1923 when an 
African minister was appointed to work in Natal, but it was only in 1951 
that the Assembly first accepted such work as the official task of the Church~ 
(It is Church policy that only African ministers and evangelists may be used 
to preach the Gospel to the African people, though the white Church is prep-
ared to train them and provide them with funds.) Thus a separate Bantoe 
Hervorrnde Kerk came into existence in the 1~50s 1 consisting of sections for 
Sotho .. and Zulu-speaking people. In 1964 the status of this Church wus 
described as •autonomous but not independent' as various matters were still 
controlled and supervised by the white Church. The reasons for this policy of 
separate churches for the different racial groups were first given in the 
Church Law as follows: "The Church bases its action on the differences which 
exist between white and non-white and is aware of the danger inherent in 
integration for both whites and non-whites. The Church, therefore, wants 
no integration and wishes to avoid any hint of equality or integration 
in the carrying out of its mission to christianise the heathen. 
· (1) Gelykstellin.g has often been translated as simply 1 equo.li ty1 but 
is more accurately rendered as 'equality of treatment•. The Spro-
cas Church Commission translated it as •assimilation•. (Apartheid 
and the Church (Commission Report) p30.) 
(2) Cawood, L.: The Churches and Race Relations in South Africa (1964) 
p34; A SurVey'of Race Relations in South Africa (SAIRR Survey) 
1962 P4. 
The Church envisages the establishment of an indigenous church for each 
non-Christian race group." Then in 1964 this article was amended to remove 
all reference to 'dangers' of integration, to read: "The Church shares 
in the calling of the holy, catholic. Church to preach the Gospel to all 
nations by training ministers of the Word from amongst those nations that 
are predominantly heathen and preparing them to preach the Gospel in the 
language and concepts of those to whom the preaching is directed, and by 
helping those converted to faith in this way to~rm congregations and 
eventually an independent Church or Churches •••••• "(l) 
The third and smallest Church of the·Dutch Reformed ~uith came into 
being·because a number of people were dissatisfied with the close link 
between the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk and the State in the Transvaal, 
and also because they had scruples about singing hymns rather than only 
psalms during church services. In 1859 they establi~1ed the Gereformeerde 
Kerk in Suid-Afrika also under the leadership of a minister from the 
Netherlands. 
This Church again differs slightly from the other two in its racial 
policies. People from different races worship in separate congregations, 
which are organised under separate Synods for each racial group, with the 
idea that these should be parallel and independent. However, it is accepted 
that the spiritual unity of the Church must be manifested, and so the separate 
divisions are linked within the one Church by an Ecumenical Synod. (The 
· acceptance of this link is easier for this Church than for the other t~o­
Dutch Reformed Churches since here the local congregation and not ~~ S~ is 
the fundamental and decisive unit in the Church structure.) On the other 
hand, as Holy Communion is regarded as a matter for ~he local congregation 
its use 'as a demonstration of ecumenical unity' between Christians of 
different races is specifically prohibited~~)~ 
Whereas it is widelJ · thought that these three Dutch Reformed Churches 
have a common approach to race relations within their church structures, 
it is important that their different emphases should not be overlooked. 
During the nineteenth century the question whether the proclamation of the 
Gospel to black people did not imply the granting to them of an equal status 
with white Christians was a controversial issue between the Churches; and 
during the twentieth century there has been some tension ovor their diff-
erent approaches to this matter. Nevertheless, there is an inter-Church 
(1) Cawood ~·~9it., pp35-36. 
(2) i"bid •.. pplto-45 
B. 
committee which links the three Churches, and in the face of criticism of 
their racial policies from other Churches there has been much pressure for 
them to remain united in their call for racial segregation. 
Alongside the Dutch Reformed Churches there are several other Churches 
which also have a formal policy of separating their white and black members 
from one another - but which, because of their pre-occupation with spiritual 
as against social matters, have not made major statements concerning race 
relations in society. 
The Baptist Union of South Africa, formed in 1872 as a federation of 
autbnomous Baptist congregations, has adopted a similar policy to that of the 
NGK. Though it includes white, Coloured and Indian congregations, African 
congregations have been joined together in a separate Bantu Baptist Church. 
This grew out of the work of the Union's Missionary Society and remained 
under its authority for many years, but has recently been given more inde-
pendence. 
In a similar manner, the largest of the Pentecostal Churches, the 
Apostolic Faith Mission (formed in 1913) has separate sections for the diff-
erent /racial groups, and these have their own policies and constitut:Lr .. ~:J.s -
though the white Church (which is predominantly Afrikaans-speaking) exercises 
some oversight over the black 'daughter' Churches. Like the NGK and the 
Baptist Union, it believes that the Church runong the African people should 
become independent and 'indigenous'. The Full Gospel Church too, has comp-
letely segregated national Conferences for each racial group. Conferences of 
the third largest Pentecostal Church, the Assemblies of God, have been inte-
grated at alternate meetings (though it has been reported that a non-racial 
constitution was accepted by this Church in 1977). 
From the end of the eighteenth century several Lutheran (and Horavian) 
missionary societies in Europe and America sent missionaries to work among 
the black peopLes in southern Africa, and as the number of their converts to 
Christianity increased so each society established an independent Church for 
its (black) people. Meanwhile, as white people belonging to Lutheran Chu~cfies 
in Europe came to settle in Southern Africa, so they formed their own (white) 
Churches. The result is that there are a number of autonomou£;; Lutheran 
Churches with various national and historical backgrounds, e~ch ministering 
to a particular racial group. Thus white and black churchmen are again 
separated into different Churches. Some of these Churches have shown strong 
sympathies with the racial policies of the NGK - though leaders in some of tll·-· 
other Churches have denounced racial segregation. In 1966 a Federation of 
Evangelical Lutheran Churches in Southern Africa was formed, to which most 
9a 
of the Churches, both white and black; belong, while each retaining its own 
independence. However, there seems to be a reluctance amongst many of the 
white congregations against any closer union. 
In contrast to all these Churches that have advocated ~orne form of 
racial separation within their structures, and some of which that have 
supported racial segregation within the wider society, there have been the 
so-called 1 English-speaking 1Churchese (This title has been widely used to 
distinguish these from the Afrikaans-speaking Dutch Reformed Churches; though 
it should be borne in mind that most of them have some Afrikaans-speaking 
members and that a large proportion of their black membership do~s not 
speak English. (l~ The official policy of these Churches has been that no 
distinction of race should be made in the Church, and leaders and councils 
have condemned racial segregation in society. 
Following the British occupation of the Cape in 1795 and again in 1806 
there was a great influx of British settlers to souther~ Africa. At first 
Anglican church servicas were conducted in Cape Town by naval and military 
chaptains, then in 1811 the first 'colonial' chaplain was appointed. With 
further influxes of British settlers through immigration schemes in other 
parts of the country and with the growth of missionary work amongst black 
people, the ministry of this Church spread, so that in 1847 Dr. Robert Gray 
was consecrated its first Bishop of Cape Town. Then in 1870, by which time 
there were five dioceses in southern Africa, the Church became self-governirl6-1 
to be known as the Church of the Province of South Africa, part ·. of the 
world-wide Anglican communion. 2 
Meanwhile the l"lissionary Society of the Wesleyan Methodist Church in 
Britain officially commenced work in southern Africa in 1814 with the arrive:. 
of the Reverend John McKenny, who, however, stayed onl1 a few months. In 
1816 he was followed by the Reverend Barnabas Shaw. With increasing numbers 
of black converts and of white settlers of Methodist persuasion a South 
African Conference of this Church met in 1882, and all mis;:;:i_ons and churches 
south of the Transvaal were placed under its jurisdiction. In 1927 it 
became an independent and autonomous Church. Then in 1931 it united with tJ:-.e 
Transvaal and Swaziland District of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Great 
I 
Strassberger has referred to these·Churches as 'Anglo-Saxon orientated~ 
It should be noted that '!he Church of England in South Africa' is a 
different body which is not part of the Anglican communion. 
Britain, and wi. th b.li':r'J.niLtiw Me~ Missions in South Africa, to form 
the Methodist Church of South Africa. 
Because these two, the Anglican and Methodst Churches, are the largest 
of the 'English-speaking' Churches, and because they have been the most out-
spoken in their condemnation of racial segregation, we shall make a detailed 
examination of thinking on race relations that has come from them, Yet, we 
shall also observe that although each of them has sought to unite black and 
white members within one overall Church, there has in practice been a sep-
aration of black and white members into different congregations. 
There are two other Churches in~is group that should be mentioned as 
having a similar attitude to race relations. 
During the nineteenth century various Scottish missionary societies 
were active amongst blac~·people in southern Africa, and w~ite settlers from 
Britain also formed Presbyterian congregations. Consequently in 1897, after 
negotiations between various Presbyterian bodies, the Presbyterian Church of 
Southern Africa was formally constituted, with members from each of the racial 
groups. Though in practice people of different races generally belong to 
separate congregations there are no racial barriers to attendance at worship 
or to membership of any congregation, and all the congregations are linked 
in the one General ~ly. 
However, it should be added that in 1923 the missionary arm of the 
United Free Church of Sctitland established an independent Bantu Presbyterian 
Church of South Africa;. and in 1962 the Tsonga Presbyterian Church, which had 
developed from the work of Swiss Presbyterian Churches, was granted its own 
~utonomy. Both these Churches minister only to African people. Ever since 
1934 there have been negotiations seeking the unicnof the Presbyterian Church 
of South Africa with the former of these two African Churches, and more 
recently also with the latte~: but it appears that the African Churches fear 
that union might lead to domination by a more sophisticated white membership, 
while white churchmen fear being 1 swam~ed' by a larger African membership. 
Meanwhile, also since the beginning of the nineteenth century, many 
missionaries from the Congregational Churches in Britain came to work 
amongst black people in southern Africa, particularly under the auspices of 
the London Missionary Society. In 1877 there was established the Congre-
gational Union of South Africa to co-ordinate the affairs of congregations 
in the Cape, and later the oversight of this Union was extended to other 
parts of southern Africa. Then in 1967 it combined with the other LMS 
congregations that had remained separate, and with the Bantu Congregational 
Church (started by the American Board Mission), to form the United Congre-
gational Church of Southern Africa. Like the other 
ll. 
'English-speakin~ Churches· this Church also has black and white members 
within the one overall structure, though in practice they generally belong 
to separate congregations. 
Finally we should take note of the Roman Catholic Church. Fromthe 
earliest times of the white settl~ment at the Cape this Church was rigidly 
excluded and its public worship officially prohibited by the Dutch. Such 
prohibition was eventually removed in 18041 but it was not until 1837 that 
a Roman Catholic bishop was able to take up residence at the Cape. _Never-
theless, the ministry of this Church has grown to become one of the largest 
in southern Africa. In January 1951 a Papal Bull erec~ed the Hierarchy of 
the Church there and created four ecclesiastical Provinces with Metropolitan 
Archbishops. Yet the area is still regarded as 'mission territory' and so 
remains under the jurisdiction of the Congregation for the Propagation of 
the Faith in Rome. Thus this is the only major Church in South Africa which 
still derives its authority from outside the country. It, too, seeks to 
unite black and white people in one Church and has been a strong critic of 
racial segregation in society. Because of its overseas connections, and in 
order to compare it with Protestant thinking, we ~all also make a detailed 
examination of thinking on race relations that has en~nated from its leaders. 
Thus, bearing in mind their situation amongst other Churches, we shall 
in this study examine the theological approaches to race relations that have 
been taken by white leaders in the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk on the 
one hand, and in the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches on the 
other. At the same time, we sha11 consider briefly the actual ordering of 
race relations within the·structures of these Churches, so us to understand 
something of the setting from within which theological statements have 
been made, and to discern where there has been congruency or contradiction 
between teaching and practice • 
. As the Anglican and Methodist Churches have been members of the ChristiCL~ 
Council of South Africa, now known as the South African Council of Churches, 
with Anglican and Methodists taking many leadership roles in that body, we 
shall make some use of thinking that has been advanced by its commissions~ 
-1.2. 
It shoUld be noted, however, that this Council is not a Church, but a body 
which seeks to co-ordinate the work and witness of its member-Churche~ 
and to undertake joint action on their behalf. We shall not attempt to 
set out in full the official policies of this Council. 
Through the years theological arguments on race relations have developeC 
and changed. (l) We shall set them out in some detail in order to gain a 
clear understanding of them; and also because many of the sources referred to 
are not readily accessible, particularly to students outside South Africa. 
We shall seek to avoid repetition of arguments, but where new emphases or 
ways of expression have been used these will be mentioned, to show the weight 
of recurring themes and the ways theologians have sought to grapple with the 
subject. 
Having made some assessment of these theological approaches, we shall 
examine various social and theological factors in order to determine an 
answer to our basic question why such approaches have been taken by those 
concerned. We shall then conclude by commsnting meeveral factors that our 
study shows need attention from churchmen who wish to help bring in a new 
order of race relations in South Africa. 
Clee_r:ly all of this can be adequately done only if \oJe kno\oJ something 
of the historical and social situation in South Africa, We must understand 
the developing patterns of race relations since the time white and black 
peoples first met there,and dso b differences and similarities that have been 
evident in the approaches of Dutch and English-speaking whites in general 
to such relations. Furthermore, we must understand the growth of Afrikaner 
nationalism, and particularly the part that leaders of the Dutch Reformed 
Churches have played in this, for it has been closely bound up with their 
thinking on race relations. So it is that our study begins with such 
historical background. 
So far as we are aware, no publication has yet set out in juxtaposition 
the opposing theological approaches to race relations taken amongst major 
Churches in South Africa~2 ) nor traced developm~nts and trends within these 
This has not always been appreciated by observers. For instance, Van 
den Berghe in a publication in 1965 stated that 1;he Dutch Reformed 
Churches defended racial segregation on biblical grounds: whereas it is 
apparent that by that time no NGK theologian of any significance would 
any longer have tried to do so. (Van den Bergh~P.L.: SouUh:. ~frica,l}. Sb&Jt! 
in Conflict p226; c~ Pl41 ~~ 
(2) Strassberger's thesis entitled Ecumenism in South Africa 1936-196q dealt 
with the racial policies of the Federal Council of the NGK and of the 
Christian Council of South Africa, but with diffE~rent concerns from 
those of this study. 
approaches,nor attempted to explain them within their historical and social 
context. Thus it is hoped that this present study will help churchmen and 
observers both within South Africa and without to understand some of the 
complexities of the problem of race relations in that country as it is 
faced b.Y the Christian Churches • 
••••••••••••••• 
Note: Unless otherwise stated, all biblical quotations are from 
the Revises Standard Version of the Bible. 
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When the first permanent settlement of white people at the Cape was 
establiShed by the Dutch East India Company in 1652, the indigenous 
inhabitants of that part of southern Africa were not numerous. There were 
there clans of 'Hottentots' (the Khoi-Khoi people) who were nomadic pastor-
alists. Although the whites bartered with them for cattle, they did not 
at first want to become involved with them, and even thought of digging a 
canal or growing a hedge across the peninsular to keep the two peoples 
apart. However, as time went on parties of whites encroaching on Hottentot 
lands were molested and their cattle seized by Hottentots. So the whites 
came to view these people with aversion, mixed with contempt at their 
•extreme indolence' and 'filthy habits•, and friendly relations turned to 
hostilities - which lasted until 1667, when the last vestiges of organised 
Hottentot resistance haa dissipated.(!) ~mny of the Hottentots retreated 
into the interior to avoid further contact with the new settlers. Others, 
on the contrary, were drawn more and more into the life of the white com-
munity, and were only too eager to secure the good-will of the settlers, 
to whom they looked for all kinds of favours. Some were suppliers of cattle: 
but they gradually lost their inde.pendence and their value as 'allies' as 
the number of their cattle declined, and by the end of the century many 
were being entrusted with cattle by the whites for them to tend for the 
Company. Before the pressure of the settlers their loose clan structure 
collapsed, and they quarrelled amongst themselves over their shrunken lands. 
Many died from smallpox. Others drifted into the new towns and onto the 
farms, where they were engaged as labourers or did paltry services in 
exchange for food. At the same time the whites' conciliatory policy, which 
had emphasised placating the local people at all costs, was replaced by a 
more masterful policy of supervision and control. 
Meanwhile in 1658 the settlers had begun importing slaves from West 
Africa, and later from East Africa and Malaya too. These soon formed a 
iarge proportion of the local population.(2) 
In those early days distinctions were made between people, not on the 
grounds of their racial affiliation or skin-colour, but on the basis of 
whether they were Christian or heathen, baptised or unbaptised. Unbaptised 
It should be noted that the Dutch were not the first white people to 
show con.tempt for the Hottentots. English and Portuguese sailors had 
done so too, when calling at the Cape before the time of the Dutch 
settlement. 
(2) By 17561 when the total free burgher population. numbered 5 12}1 the 
slaves outnumbered them by more than 1 200. (Geen,M.S: .The Making of 
· South Africa (1959) p.29) 
heathen had no social or legal status: whereas those black people who had 
been baptised were entitled to be treated as equals of the white settlers -
and the profession of Christianity was one of the grounds upon which a slave 
might seek manumission. Burgher rolls show the names of 'black free Qurghers' 
(usually emancipated Company slaves), some of whom were landowners and 
agriculturists, arid no official distinction appears to have been made between 
them and freemen of European origin.(l) Nor was colour of skin a barrier 
to marriage. Once a black person was baptised she was allowed to marry a 
white: so that, for instance, in 1662 a Hottentot, Eva, was baptised and 
later married to the assistant surgeon of the settlement with the official 
approval of the Council of Policy. There were indeed several marriages of 
whites with slaves, though marriages with Hottentots were rare, due to the 
contempt of whites for them and to a failure to convert and baptise them.( 2) 
Meanwhile extra-marital miscegenation took place on an extensive scale, 
chiefly between white settlers or sailors and slaves, and was tolerated even 
after the Council in 1678 forbade concubinage with slaves. (As a result of 
~ 
this miscegenation and of that between slaves and Hottentots there was to 
develop a separate people known as the Coloured people - one of the main 
racial groups in South Africa today.) 
Due to a large increase in the number of slaves at the end of the 
seventeenth century and the presence of numerous Hottentots that could be 
employed, servants were freely available for the w~ite peop!e. This m~ant 
that they themselves were not required to undertake manual labour. In~eed, 
such work became infected with a taint of servility, and whites were iri~reas­
ingly reluctant to engage in it. Thus they became a privileged class,. 
dependent upon an excessive number of slaves and servants whose labour was 
wastefully and inefficiently used. At the same time white sons &nd daughters 
learned to look upon manual work as the natural function of blacks, and 
"the view began to be held and asserted that slavery was the proper condition 
of the black race!~3) The status of a slave steadily declined, until he 
became no longer the unpaid servant of his master but a valuable piece of 
property belonging to an owner. Meanwhile Hottentot labourers were hurd 
worked, their pay was poor and their treatment harsh. So there becrune 
established an economic and social hierarchy in which the whites were s~p­
erior to blacks, This was to last well into the future. 
Because the Hottentots had been accustomed to live off the land, farm 
MacCrone,I.D: Race Attitudes in South Africa (1937).p70tf. · · -
No doubt the early shortage of white women contributed to the accept-
ability of black women as marriage partners. 
Theal 1 Chronicles Vol II p465, quoted in MacCrane Race Attitudes p79. 
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labour did not appeal to them. Their legal status was at first not clear 
as they were neither slaves nor burghers~ but pass laws were created to 
check their vagrancy and contracts of service were registered to chec~ their 
desertion. Nevertheless many remained nomadic and drifted into a state of 
servile dependence without the law. So to the whites Hottentots seemed to 
exhibit every possible laziness and vice. They were all "dull, stupid, 
lazy, and stinking'. Little effort was made to raise their standard of 
living or to educate them. Occasionally some whites took an interest in 
their spiritual welfare, but on the whole whites were hostile to missionary 
work amongst them. Some even believed that attempts to convert them to 
Christianity were contrary to the teachings of the Bible. (So it was that 
in 1744 when Georg Schmidt of the Moravian Brethren, who had founded a 
mission amongst Hottentots at Baviaans Kloof, wished to baptise some of his 
converts he roused the enmity of the whites (thougn this was decently cloaked 
in confessional differences) and was forced to abandon his work and return 
to Europe.) 
Increasingly, there developed in white people a definite concept of 
the black people round about them as being culturally inferior to themselves. 
This was not entirely a novel feature in their thinking, but was rooted in 
their background. For it was common in Europe at that time to resard black 
peoples aa inferior to white. The comparative ease with which Europeans 
had imposed their domination upon blacks in newly discovered continents had 
enhanced their self-confidence, and developed new dogmas of their racial 
superiority and exclusiveness that had been non-existent during the Middle 
Ages. In particular, the races of Africa were regarded as wholly savage, 
without religion, law or morals- and were usually thought of as cannibals.(l) 
At the same time there was a tendency towards exclusiveness among Pro-
testants, particularly of a Calvinist or Puritanical tradition. In them the 
doctrines of predestination and election had bred a sense of special destiny 
as a peoPle of God; and to them their superiority was-a quality divinely 
given which could not be acquired by o~er races. (This faith gave rise in 
Europe to a pattern of race attitudes far more intolerant of other races 
and cultures than were the attitudes of people from a Roman Catholic trad-
. ition.) It was from this Europe~ and Calvinist background that the Dutch 
settl~rs in the Cape had come, and so it was not unnatural for them to think 
of themselves as innately superior to the black people amongst whom they now 
lived. Such an attitude was to some extent strengthened with the influx to 
the Cape of numbers of French Huguenots in 1688 and subsequent years. 
Fleeing from religious persecution, these people were much more keenly 
conscious of their faith, and their Calvinism was particularly strict. So as F cf. MacCrone Race Attitudes pp5-10; MacCrone in Handbook on Race 
1 
.RelatiOIIS in South Africa {Ed. Hellmann, E.) (J.949) pp67Q75. 
they became absorbed into the Dutch population they emphasised the exclusive 
bias of the white community and confirmed the belief in the superiority of 
whites. Regarding Africa as- their only future home, they stamped on the 
. t f lf . (l} white commun1ty an even s ronger sense o group se -consc1ousness. 
Because a lower economic and social status as well as cultural 'infer-
iority' and heathenism were usually found associated with people of a dark 
or black skin, while social superiority and Christianity were associated 
with people of a white akin, skin-colour becume the easiest and most con-
sistent criterion for differentiating between people. So colour conscious-
ness developed. By the end of the eighteenth century distinctions of colour 
- even when they came into conflict with those other distinctions with which 
they usually coincided - were more important than any other criterion as 
a means of group inclusion or exclusion. Thus the original differentiation 
made between Christians and heathens was superseded by a differentiation 
be~ween whites and blacks. Whereas formerly black people had been freely 
admitted into the white community if they had been baptised or were of mixed 
parentage, now they were more and more excluded, even in spite of having been 
baptised. For instance, mixed marriages became less and less acceptable, 
until by the end of the century disapproval of these had become abhorrence. 
Furthermore, whereas it had always been taken for granted that a baptised 
slave could claim his freedom, the Church Council of Cape Town in 1792. (in 
reply to a question from the Church Council of Stellenbosch) stated that 
neither the law· of the land nor the law of the Church prohibited the retentioo 
of baptised persons in slavery-, while local custom strongly supported the 
practice. Thus it was that there developed an ever c~earer distinction 
between the white and black racial groups. 
Meanwhile, the eighteenth century saw a vast expansion of the whites' 
sphere of influence, as stock farmers spread outward across the country, 
moving with their oxwagons, constantly in search of new grazing grounds. 
(In two generations these trekboere pushed the eastern frontier forward 
from the Breede to the Fish River.) Thrown upon their own resources in the 
African veld, they developed similar qualities of hardiness and self-suff-
iciency to those of frontiersmen in other continents: while they maintained 
a strong group consciousness and social cohesion, in spite of theirdlspcrsion 
and isolation. This group consciousness was to a large extent preserved by 
~ MacCrone, Race At·~tu4es ~7; Pa{berson, s.: 'l.he Last Trek (1~57) p272 
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the social attitudes that they brought with them from the western Cape -
whereby they claimed a status that placed them far above the level of ~he 
peoples by whom they were surrounded. As the dispersion increased, so they 
became progressively more race conscious, and more determined than ever to 
maintain their own racial identity• 
One·factor that stiffened their r~cial attitudes was their dealings 
with another people that they met in the interior - the 'Bushmen' (or San 
people). These were nomadic hunters, who raided the cattle herds of the 
whites - and as a result were harried and killed. The struggle between them 
increased in intensity and bitterness, as the farmers crossed the waste of 
the Great Karoo and (by 1??0) established themselves in country that had 
hitherto been exclusively occupied by Bushmen. Resentful at the loss of their 
immemorial springs and hunting-grounds, the Bushmen were incessant in their 
attacks on the farmers - and their practice of maiming or slaughtering stock 
which they could not drive off infuriated the farmers all the more. The 
whites considered Bushmen to be utterly beyond the pale of humanity, like 
wild beasts - to be exterminated. Commandos took to the field at regular 
intervals, and were utterly merciless in shooting down Bushmen: the success 
of a commando being measured by the mumber of victims that had been killed -
for in the eyes of the farmers 'the only good Bushman was a dead Bushm~'· 
' 
"That, in a sense, the Bushmen might claim to be the injured party and:that 
~heir depredations were the inevitable reaction to the invasion of the~r 
country by the Europeans who were depriving them of their means of sub9is-
tence, was a point of view that would have seemed quite incredible to any 
frontier farmer who had just been deprived of his own means of livelihood 
by a Bushman raid."(l) Indeed, the whites were firmly convinced of the 
righteousness of their cause, believing that God was undoubtedly· on their side. 
Some 1 tame 1 Bushmen struck up friendly relations with them: but the majority 
resisted encroachments until they were killed or driven out to the nor~h, 
where few of them now remain. 
At the same time, the attitude of these whites towards Hottentots 
became harsher. According to frontier sentiment, the natural role of a 
Hottentot was to labour for whites, to be· at the beck and call of any Christia~ 
who required his services. Thus any who were not in the service of .a white 
person as domestic servants or cattle herders were regarded with suspicion 
and hostility. Furthermore, the farmers in fending for themselves had 
learned to follow their own inclinations and to tolerate no interference with 
their own wishes, with the result that they were apt arbitrarily to impose 
their own will on those of an inferior status - frequently entailing sheer 
illtreatment an" cruelty. Recause _th~ .. frontier R~ci~ty was ret~~ively 
~MacCrone, Race At~itudes p123 · 
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isolated, any external authority was unable to punish such abuses or enforce 
justice. So Hottentots were almost entirely at the mercy of the farmers. 
If they were ill-treated there was no means of securing redress; if ~ges 
(food, cast-off clothing, or livestock) were withheld there was no me~ns 
of enforcing payment; yet if they left their service they were treated as 
runaways. Thus they were e~erywhere sinking to a level of complete subser-
vience to the white people. (By the end of the century only a few Hottentots 
retained some semblance of their former mode of life, existing precariously 
here and there, particularly along the coastal belt. Some withdrew before 
the white advance, to the north where they were to form the nucleus of the 
Griqua people. Today few pure-blooded Hottentots remain, others having been 
assimilated into the Coloured people.) 
In the interior the division between white and black people became far 
more rigid than in the settled areas of the western Cape. Whereas in the 
west light-coloured individuals might sometimes pass into the white community 
and ill-equipped whites sink to the lower status of black people, on the 
frontier sharp and irrevocable lines were drawn between white and black. For 
the general run of frontier farmer was more intensely conscious of his group 
identity, and so tended to be more hostile and aggressive. He was hard and 
intolerant, especially in dealings with those of another race. He ha~ "a 
cast-iron race prejudice that was infl~xible to a degree".(l) In short, 
his racial attitudes had acquired a new tenacity and rigidity. 
The isolation and difficult conditions of frontier life played an 
important part in developing these attitudes. Furthermore, the fact that 
many of the farmers had a standard of living that was no higher than that of 
the black people round about them prompted them to insist all the more on 
barriers between the racial groups. Yet another factor which placed a fund-
amental part in determining the whites' attitudes was their Christion faith. 
Of all the elements in their social heritage, there was nonewhich these 
frontiersmen prized as highly as their religion. In the absence of any 
opportunity for public worship and of sufficient pastors to minister to them, 
religious exercises were conducted by the head of each family and so took on 
added significanc~. Even in the poorest or most remote household the Bible 
occupied a place of honour and was read intensively, with particular refer-
ence to the Old Testament which spoke the language of their lives. The 
exclusive emphases of Calvinist teaching encouraged them in the belief th~t 
the claims of heathens could never compete on equal· terms with those of 
Christians. So, for instance, the idea that an offence byaChristian 
against the person or property of a non-Christian should be taken as seriour:.l: 
or ba dealt with "'!3 visorously ao a si.mil.ar offence by a notJ-C::hrtstian, was 
F':i.bid. pl09 ° ·-·- -·- • - - -·. -
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entirely foreign to the thinking of the whites. Thus his religion encouraged 
the white frontiersman to be race conscious: for membership of his religious 
group was an exclusive privilege which distinguished and separated hi~ by 
an immeasurable distance from those who did not share it with him. Similarly 
his religion justified for him his right to dondnate the heathen black people 
by whom he was surrounded. 
To have taken up any other racial attitudes would have been tantamount 
to undermining the whole foundation upon which the white frontier society 
rested. For these attitudes helped provide society with those qualities of 
group unity, cohesion and self-consciousness and those powers of resistance 
and persistance without which it could not have overcome its difficulties. 
By the end of the eighteenth century there had emerged in the interior a 
new kind of society with a tradition of its own. There the racial attitudes 
of white people were intense, and the social division between whites and 
blacks was sharp. It was these attitudes, as developed on the frontier, 
that were to be an important factor in shaping the future history of southern 
Africa. 
As white frontiersmen moved up the east coast they encountered in the 
second half of the eighteenth century yet another black people who were 
slowly moving westward, also in search of new grazing grounds. These were 
members of African tribes that were to the north-eastQ(l) They were peasant 
farmers, interested primarily in cattle, but also tending crops of millet 
and maize. Wishing to keep the two races apart, Baron van Plettenberg 
(Governor of the Cape) in 1778 persuaded two lesser Xhosa chiefs to agree 
that the lower Fish River should be·a line between whites and Africans. But 
a fixed boundary was contrary to the traditions of both trekking farn1ers 
and migrating tribesmen, for both were cattle owners and hungry for new 
pastures. Both crossed to steal cattle or.retrieve tl1em (frequently exacting 
more than equal retribution). There was incessant friction, raiding, rep-
risals and killings. In 17?9 occurred a clash serious enough to be called 
a war (the first of no less than nine Frontier Wars in the space of a century/ 
which was brought to an end two years later when the Xhosas were driven back 
across the Fish. Edicts were then issued recalling all whites to the western 
Bart of the great Bantu-speaKing people, the Africans ·i~ southern 
Africa comprised four broad linguistic and cultural groupings: the Ngunj. 
(including the Zulu, Swazi, Xhosa and Ndebele), the Sotho {divided into 
the South Sotho, Tswana and North Sotho), the Tsonga and the Venda. 
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side of the river and forbidding the practice of crossing to trade. But 
as there was nobody to enforce these proclamations nothing could keep the 
two races apart and friction between them continued. On the whole th~y 
became bitter and pitiless enemies; though some Africans who had lost land 
moved westward to seek a livelihood in the white community. There the social 
distinctions built up between white and Hottentot were now applied also to 
relations between white and African. 
Isolated in the interior, white frontiersmen were untouched by a century 
of European thought. They were narrowly conservative in their thinking, and 
determined to preserve the differences and distinctions which had grown up 
between the racial groups. Thus their displeasure was certain to be quick 
and strong against whatever changed or challenged the relations between 
master and servant, white and black. Now on them descended the full impact 
of new ideas. For in 1795 a British force took the Cape, to prevent this 
strategic halfway-house to the East from falling·to France, with whom Britain 
was at war. Eight years later, following the Treaty of Amiens, the Cape was 
transferred to the control of the Batavian Republic in the Netherlands: but 
when war brake out again Britain in 18o6 once more occupied the Cape, to 
retain authority there permanently. With the British came liberal traditions 
and democratic political ideas. 
In 18o7 abolition of the slave trade ended the flow of new labour to 
the Cape, and there followed a growing number of regulations which favoured 
slaves and impeded the use of their labour by the whites. 
In 1809 the Governor (Lord Caledon) issued a Pass Ordinance to meet 
demands by whites that vagrancy be checked and all Hottentots compelled to 
take service, for the Hottentots were now prohibited from leaving a district 
without a pass signed by the landdrost. But at the same time the Ordinance 
brought the Hottentots within the rule of law. Previously they had been at 
the mercy of their employers: for.thc landdrost~ having been farmers 
themselves, had normally used their authority in favour of the whites - or 
else the white farmers had been inclined to ignore such authority and to 
apply their own rough justice. Now Hottentots were given a status and some 
rights, in that labour contracts (limited to a year) had to be registered 
·and wages paid regularly. Then the establishment of a Circuit Court in 1811 
and of eight new magistracies in 1819 brought the law and its agents right 
into the midst of t~e frontier, and a new era was announced as the Circuit 
Court made itself accessible to Hottentots as well as to whites. 
Meanwhile several English missionaries were championing the cause of 
the Hottentots - to the indignation of farmers, who complained thnt mission 
stations gave Hottentots refuge and so were responsible for the shor~ge 
of labour, and who decried missionaries for teaching Hottentots reading, 
writing and religion and thereby placing them on an equal footing with 
Christians. This anger of farmers was increased when some of them were 
now brought to court by missionaries to face charges of ill-treatment and 
cruelty to their servants. Notably, the 'Black Circuit' in 1812 investi-
gated many assertions by the Reverend James Read (of the London Missionary 
Society) alleging murders and assault, illegal detention of cattle and 
children and the withholding of wages. Many of the charges appear to have 
been 'malicious, collusive and false' - but some accusatione were proven. 
The sentences which the court imposed, often on the evidence of black people, 
shook the colony with indignation. Here was a declaration that the protec-
tion of the law extended to a servant as well as to his master. Three years 
later the resistance of frontiersmen to this new conception of justice was 
hig~ighted by the Slagtersnek Rebellion. A farmer who had ignored summons 
to answer a charge of ill-treating a Hottentot was killed in a scuffle with 
solidiers attempting to arrest him. His brother and others swore to avenge 
his death and to set up a frontier republic, but soon about sixty of them 
were forced to surrender, and five of their ringleaders were hanged. This 
incident stirred further emotion against the new British rulers. 
Then in 1828 was issued Ordinance 50 by which 'all free persons of 
colour' were to have the same legal rights as the white colonists. There 
was to be no restriction upon their purchase of land. Vagrancy was no more 
an offence and Hottentots were free to move without passes. They were also 
free to offer or withhold their labour and therefore to improve their own 
situation by abandoning bad masters. Gone were the instruments which had 
been used to drive them into the service of whites. Immediately vagrancy 
increased (for the Hottentots had liberty but no land on which to live) 
and the colony was loud with complaints of stealing and trespass. In 1834 
the Legislative Council passed a draft Vagrancy Ordinance designed to return 
the Hottentots to their former disabilities - but Dr John Philip, a promin-
ent missionary, ensured that the ordinance was disallowed by the British 
Government. That year, too, saw the emancipation of slaves at ·the Cape -
the vast majority of them, after a period of servitud.e, passing into the 
labouring and servant class in the colony. 
The following year, after the Sixth Frontier War, the Governor 
(Sir Benjamin D'Urban) annexed the territory between the Keiskama and Kei 
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Rivers, so promising more land for the whites, even though it was still 
inhabited by Africans. But before effect could be given to this settlement 
it was reversed by Lord Glenelg, Colonial Secretary, who comr.k~ded that the 
" territory be restored to the African tribes. Thus, to the white front~ersmen 
it appeared that the government was taking from them newly conquered land. 
Instead of protecting the interests of the white colonists, British 
administrators had taken from them their slaves, had reduced the servitude 
of the Hottentots, and had intervened on behalf of the Africans. By 1836 
such conditions had become unbearable for many Dutch farmers in the eastern 
Cape, so that there started in that year the Great Trek - a movement of 
large parties of Dutch people northwards beyond the interference of the 
British government and further into be interior of southern Africa. In a 
manifesto issued by the ablest of the trekkers, Piet Retief 1 it was alleged 
that the colony was being overrun by Hottentot vagrants. The farmers were 
being plundered by African tribesmen, and the government was quite unable 
to protect them. The emancipation of the slaves and the method of compen-
sating slave owners had meant severe losses for the colonists.(l) Moreover, 
the farmers could no longer tolerate the unjustified odium cast upon them by 
the missionaries, who, they felt, seemed to care more for the black people 
than the white. "We are resolved, wherever we go, that we will uphold the 
just principles of liberty; bu~whilst we will take care that no one shall 
be held in a state of slavery, it is our determination to maintain such 
regulations as may suppress crime and preserve proper relations between 
master and servant." (2) Anna Stee:nka.mp wrote to her relatives that it was 
not so much the freeing of the slaves which drove the Dutch to the length 
of trekking, but "their being placed on an equal footing with Christians, 
contrary to the laws of God and the natural distinction of race and religion, 
so that it was intolerable for any decent Christian to bow do~m beneath such 
a yoke: wherefore we rather withdrew in order thus to preserve our doctrines 
in purity."(') Walker has commented that if ai~Y one cause could be named 
as the cause par excellence of the Great Trek, it was fear of that 11ungodly 
equality" between white and black. <4> By moving away from the Cape Colony 
the most self-conscious and determined Dutch frontiersmen sought to retain 
their customary way of life and race relations. (It should be observed, 
though, that not all frontiersmen trekked. The great majority of them 
remained behind in the Colony. The effect of the Trek was to split the 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Though it should be observed that most of the slaves nad been in the 
western Cape, whereas the trekkers came largely from the eastern Cape. 
Text in Eybers, G.W. (Ed): Select Constitutional Documents Illustrating 
South African Histo£Y (1918) ppl43-l45. 
Quote by Bird1 J: The Annals of Natal (1888) Vol.l p459 
Walker, E.A: A History of Southern Africa (1964) p200. 
white population in southern Africa into two social and political systems: 
the northern system dominated by the attitudes and traditions of frontier 
life, while the system in the south remained under the influence of a rr.ore 
liberal outlook.) 
The vicissitudes of their trek, in the vnstness of the veld, amidst 
droughts and bloody clashes with African tribes, brought into play in the 
trekkers in a more extreme form the frontier and Calvinist characteristics 
that had already been formed in those who l1ad been trekboere of earlier 
days. The trekkers were determined to maintain the identity of their group, 
whose white skin was the badge of Christianity and of civilisation. Their 
Church in the Cape did not keep in touch with them, yet sixteenth century 
Calvinist doctrines of predestination and election, reduced to their simplest 
form in the memory of simple men, now acquired an even sharper and more 
fundamental significance. As before, the Bible was their constant cor11panion, 
and daily Scripture reading with prayers was an important feature of life. 
To God-fearing people, the Bible was not only the sacred symbol of their 
faith but provided them with guidance, comfort and inspiration. Their 
simple piety was based upon the most literal application of biblical texts 
to their situation. So it was that they came to think: of themselves as a 
'chosen people' such as the Israelites of the Old Testament bad been: led 
by God out of the captivity of British rule, into the wilderness with their 
herds and servants, where they were beset by heathen enemies and had no 
protection but their rifles and their God; but nevertheless guided towards 
a promised land - to which, with its space nnd freedom, they were to give a 
~ierce and possessive love. This comparison was to them more than just a 
figure of speech, but a genuinely felt identity. It burnt itself deeply 
into their imagination, to be propounded even more strongly in years to 
come. For there was developing a charismatic mystique of themselves as u 
people with a special mission or desti~- vastly superior to black people, 
from whom they were to keep themselves apart. "The curse of Ham was taken 
as gospel. Or again, the dark races were Arnalekites and Canaanites, to be 
smitten hip and thigh, and, wherever possible, driven out; but there was 
always a reservation in favour of sufficient Gibeonites to be hewers of 
wood and drawers of water."(l) So between white and black there \vas to b~ 
no relationship except either one of master and servru1t or one of enemy and 
enemy. Nor should these attitudes by lightly dismissed, for many of the 
trekkers were upright and respected men, of substance and integrity. 
F"Macmillan, w.M: The Cape coiour Question (1927) p2.} 
Having crossed the Orange River, some parties of trekkers moved east 
over the mountains into Natal, which was at that time to u large degree 
depopulated as a result of the Mfecan~ (cruShing) which had been carr;ed 
out in the early 1820s by Shaka of the Zulus. (l) In February 1838 Retief 
concluded n treaty with Dingane, the reigning Zulu monarch, whereby the 
trekkers were ceded the territory between the Umzimwl·u and •rugela Rivers: 
but the Zulus then turned on Retief, murdered him and his escort, and went 
on to kill hundreds more trekkers. That December a large white force set 
off to punish Dingane, and after a battle on the bunks of what was later 
called Blood River his warriors were put to flight. This left the trekkers 
free to establish themselves in the area, and they set up the Republic of 
Natalia, with its own Volksraad (legislature). They entered into treaty 
relations with Mpande, Dingane•s younger brother (who had asked for their 
protection), and when he overthrew Dingane they recognised him as king of 
the Zulus. But no longer were their relations with the Zulu monarch on 
equal terms: for Mpande was to rule as a vassal of_ the republic, and had 
to pay the trekkers a vast indemnity of 4o 000 head of cattle and a large 
tract of land between the Tugela and Black Umfolozi Rivers. 
During the following years there was a steady influx of Africans into 
Natal. Some had fled from Mpande, or from warlike tribes to the south, 
while others were survivors of tribes that had originally occupied the land 
before being driven thence by Shaka. However,the white farmers now regarded 
the country as their own by right of conquest and occupation, ~s well as by 
the original grant from Dingane and its confirmation by Mpande, and they 
therefore resented the intrusion of these refugees. The Volksraad 
attempted to exclude them - but this policy failed, due not only to the 
overwhelming stream of immigrants but also to the anxiety of the farmers 
to obtain labour. So' the general strategy evolved of marking off an area 
for white occupation, retaining sufficient Africans therein for an equitable 
distribution of labour, and segregating the remaining Africans into other 
areas. (Those who were retained by the white farmers were held in a position 
of complete subordination, though Brookes has reported that there was no 
evidence of gross cruelty to them. (2) This was the fi.rst time a white 
community in southern Africa had had to deal with a large African population 
living in amongst them - and it is significant that they attempted a measure 
of racial segregation. 
In 1841 it was decided to dispose of the 'surplus• African population 
by transferring them to a huge reserve in the south. The whites were not 
able to implement this due to the considerable task involved; yet it was 
There . .,;a_s a little settlement of traders at· Port Natal, and ouiiJe 
white missionaries in the interior. 
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this decision and a request by Chief Faku of the Pondos in the south for 
protection, that gave the British government a pretext for interferin~.(l) 
So it was that in 1843 Natal was annexed by Britain. Then, diss~tisfied 
with the settlement of their land claims and with the granting of reserves to 
African refugees, the majority of the trekkers withdrew again across the 
mountains to the Transvo.al. 
Meanwhile, back in 1836 the first parties of trekkers to cross the 
Orange River had found vex·y few Africans living on the vast plains beyond, 
though along the Caledon River to the east the land supported a considerable 
population.(2) In a treaty of amity with Makoena, the chief of a small 
clan, the trekkers under Andries Potgieter were granted the vast expanse 
of land between the Vet and Vaal Rivers (which was not; Makoena's to give), 
in return for a few cattle and a small reserve where Makoena's people 
would have the protection of the trekkers. This was one of the many similar 
treaties that were to be made between trekkers and tribal chiefs, suggesting 
that· the trekkers generally wished to secure farms by peaceful means and to 
avoid conflict. But whereas the trekkers understood these treaties to be 
purchases of land for their ownership, the conception of individual land 
ownership was alien to the Africans. To them, land was owned by the tribe 
as a whole, so that a chief might grant the use of particular areas to the 
heads of households, but had no authority to alienate any land. Thus it 
would seem that the Africans regarded treaties 'ttith trekkers not as cession 
of sovereign rights but merely as permission for the trekkers to settle 
as neighbours with the same privileges over land as tribesmen. This mis-
understanding was bound to cause conflict. 
Moving northwards towards the Vaal River some trekkers were set upon 
by Ndebele under their powerful chief, Mzilikazi (from beyond the Vaal); 
and after repulsing an attack at a hill since named Vegkop withdrew back 
to Thaba Nchu where the friendly chief Moroka of the Barolong was situate~ 
There,_ joined by more trekkers, they drafted a simple constitution and 
established a Council of War and a Volksraad: and soon sent out a punitive 
ex edition which routed t:h.e Ndeb~le. In subsequent ye_ars. w_ith-... ~!t_ei!. ... -·. 
(1) Hritain was interested in coal deposits that were believed to be in 
Natal, and also hoped that the territory might prove to be a source 
of supply of cotton. 
(2) In the thirty years preceding the Trek this interior had been entered 
by white hunters, traders, adventurers and missionaries. There were 
also some white farmers who had bought or leased land from the Griquas 
just north of the Orange River. 
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numbers still growing, they overran much of the land between the Orange 
and Vaal Rivers - their claims impinging upon those of African tribes and 
of Griquas. 
But here too their freedom from British interference was short lived. 
Because there was general disorder where the Griqua chiefs were unequal to 
ruling whites that had leased land from them, the Governor of the Cape 
(Sir George Napier) in 1843 arranged treaties with the Griqua chief Adam 
Kok (as had been done with the Griqua chief Andries Waterboer in 1834) and 
with Moshesh (Moshoeshoe), the ruler of the Basotho people in the east -
in order to secure these black peoples in the ownership of their lands 
and to keep the whites within the influence of the Cape Colony. Two 
years later a British Resident was placed at the farm~loemfontei~with 
power to control the whites in the area: then in 1848 British sovereignty 
was prvclaimed over all the territory bounded by the Orange and Vaal 
Rivers. Dissatisfied with this annexation, the trekkers ejected the 
British Resident, but they were defeated at Boomplaats and the Orange River 
Sovereignty was once more proclaimed. 
However, not only was British rule opposed by the majority of 
white ~nhabitants, but it was found that keeping order was expensive, for 
intervention was necessary in squabbles between Moshesh and various petty 
chiefs. Thus, in keeping with current opinion that a large empire was ~~ 
unprofitable responsibility, a Convention at Bloemfontein in February 1854 
restored the independence of the Dutch farmers (Boers) in a republic to 
be known as the Orange Free State. Britain undertook to arrange no 
treaties with chiefs north of the Orange .River that would be harmful to the 
interests of the new republic; while the Boer government recognised the 
somewhat uncertain rights of Adam Kok, Waterboer and r~oshesh as chiefs of 
independent tribes, and guaranteed that they themselves would not tolerate 
slavery within their territory.(l) Soon a constitution was drawn up for the 
republic. This was a significant reflection of Boer political thoughG 
for it barred any black person from acquiring rights as a citizen and from 
owning land (though the rights to tracts of land owned by African 1al.lies 1 
in the district of Thaba Nchu were guaranteed). 
Subsequent years saw a great deal of friction between the Boers and 
the Basotho people. Major Warden, the British Resident, had in 1849 taken 
from Moshesh some Basotho territory, in order to include all 'tlhites uuder 
his direct control. In 1855 Moshesh and the Boers were induced by the 
r
This Conventi:on followed the similar Sand- River Convention of 18.52 
between Britain and the Boers in the Transvaal.. Previously Britain 
had been allies with the African tribes over against the Boers, but 
now Britain shifted policy to become allies with the Boers. 
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High Cor..r"..issioner at the Cape to sign an agreement recognising this 
status quo: but both parties continued to work for the expulsion of the 
other from the maize lands they both coveted. In 1858 Moshesh attacked 
Letele, a subject of the republic who bad been harrying the Basotho, ~d 
the Boers responded by declaring war. After arbitration from the Cape, 
an uneasy peace was restored. However, the Basotho continued to encroach 
on the republican territory - and a second war followed in 1865. Republican 
forces joined by volunteers from the Cape, Natal and across the Vaal, 
attacked Moshesh and eventually forced him to surrender half of his total 
arable land. Two years later he resumed hostilities, on the grounds that 
the republic had not granted his people reserves in the ceded area us 
promised. Meanwhile he had petitioned Britain to annex the Basotho 
territory and this was done in March 1868, The final boundary between the 
Or~~e Free State and Basutoland left to the republic most of the territory 
that the Boers had conquered: and so the long-contested maize lands were 
divided between whites and Africans. 
The British annexation of Basutol~~d meant that the Orange Free S~ate 
was relieved of the burden of its racial problems. The republic was left 
with comparatively small African population within its borders - living 
either in two small tribal areas (in the north-east and near the Basut9land 
border) or scattered over hundreds of white farms as labourers. "In general 
(they were) reasonabl7 well treated", though they were kept in strict . 
subordination.(!) 
Back in 1837, after quarrels among the trekkers at Thaba Nchu, 
Potgieter had led a party across the Vaal River. There they again 
attacked Mzilikazi and after a nine-day battle defeated him for a seco~d 
time, whereupon the Ndebele withdrew permanently across the Limpopo River. 
Potgieter then claimed all the land from the Vaal River to the Zoutpan~berg 
by right of conquest, and founded the settlement of Potchefstroom. (2) ~. 
Soon the white population in the area was considerably augmented by trekkers 
who left Natal when Britain annexed it in 1843, and by those who 1r1ould not 
submit to British rule following the proclamation of the Orange River 
1 Brookes, White Rule p9'1 
(2) Having left the Cape in 18351 a party of trekkers under Louis Trigardt 
had settled in the Zoutpansberg, establishing friendly relations with 
their African neighbours: but after a. year there they had been beset 
by fever and by diseases among their livestock, and so had retired to 
Delagoa Bay, whence a few survivors had been shipped to Port Natal. 
Sovereignty in 1848. In all these people the characteristics of frontiersmen 
were evident in an extreme form. 
Although the Ndebele had been pushed from the Transvaal, ther~ was 
still a large African population there, and this increased with a strerun 
of immigration following the destruction of Mzilikazi's rule. Some 
tribesmen were allotted small reserves by the Boer leaders; but many others 
were dispossesed of their land, for farms were granted to whites witho~t 
regard to other inhabitants. "An African might go to sleep in his tribal 
area and wake up a squatter on a white man's farm."(l) 
At first the Boers made no attempt to destroy the independence of the 
tribal chiefs, and attempted to maintain some sort cf separation between 
the two racial groups. But there was continual encroachment from either 
side, and Africans complained of game hunters and brigandage, while white 
farmers complained of cattle theft. At the same time, the problems of 
finding labour for their farms, and attenpts to impose an embargo upon 
trade in arms and ammunition, forced the farmers into closer relations ': 
with tribesmen. So it was that the Boers came to assume direct superv~sion 
over the small tribes that we~e within their bounds, and to reduce thea~ 
to a position of subservience. This included exacting from them a ye~ly 
tax or tribute - which was to be paid in labour. Whereas in Natal Africans 
had been forced to labour only for public purpuses or sometimes for 
military measures, now in the Transvaal this system of compulsory lnbo~ 
was widened and made available to private farmers. Such subjug.ation was 
facilitated by the disorganisation of African life caused by the generation 
of tribal wars that had preceded the arrival. of the Boers. Small and weak 
fragments of tribes, preferring the rule of Boers to that of larger tribes, 
were willing to surrender their independence in return for the peace and 
protection that they would have within the domains of the whites. 
Nevertheless, the larger tribes (especially in the north and north-western 
Transvaal), whose tribal system had survived previous wars, gave only a, 
modified allegiance to the Boer governments. 
In those days outsiders made many allegations that slavery and 
slave-dealing were being practised on a large scale in the Transvaal. 
Certainly in the early years in the wild and turbulent north and east 
slavery was connived at, and a number of slaves were imported from the 
Portuguese settlement at Delagoa_Bay. However, there were laws in the 
Transvaal prohibiting slavery, and in 1877 the British could find no slave 
system there.<2> 
fB~ookes, White. Rule p98 . ·- · . ibid.~l Agar-Hamilton, J.A.I.a·The Native Poliey·of"the Voortrekkers (1928)pl.92.S1mUar .cc.uaation~ of slavery had been made. against the • trekkers in Natal, but there too laws had forbidden this. 
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On the other hand, there did exist a form of veiled sl~v:ry known 
as •apprenticeship'. Sometimes African children fell into the hands of 
Boer commandos; sometimes chiefs made presents of 'orphan~' to white 
officials and farmers whom they desired to please; sometimes children were 
bound over by their parents for .a price. All. these children were forced 
to labour for white masters. In 1851 an Apprentice Law \-IUS passed, ostensibl~r 
for the protection of children, but fundamentally for the regulation of 
their labour. Boys might be indentured until the age of twenty-five, girls 
until twenty-one. Every (apprentice' had to be registered with a landdrost. 
and employers were required to give guarantees thut they would treat them 
well. Many argued that the system was not necessc.rily cruel. (l) But 
abuses soon showed themselves. Not only were there ki.dnapping expeditions, 
but indentures were passed from hand to hand for •transfer fees' that but 
thinly veiled a purchase price. Time and a~in traffic in indentures was 
forbidden, but the very repetition of such legislation showed that the 
practice continued.(~) 
It should be added that among the Boers there were some who.showed 
no respect for the life of black people. There was evidence of gross cruelty 
and ill-treatment of servants, and of plundering raids against tribesmen. 
Agar-Hamilton has judged it was not necessarily any large proportion of 
the Boers that were involved in such instances; and has pointed out that 
officials and leading farmers disapproved of glaring outrages that came 
to their notice. Yet these leaders were clearly too weak (there bein~ no 
effective central government until 1877) and the public conscience too lax 
for there to be more than ineffectual protest.<3) 
Meanwhile the Boers in the Transvaal, like those in the Orange Fr,ee 
State, adopted constitutional and legal measures placing restrictions on 
black people and denying them civil rights. In 1844 a constitutional 
document known as the Thirty-Three Articles, drawn up at Potchefstroom, 
stated that "no Natives shall be allowed to establish their residence nenr 
towns to the detriment of the inhabitants, except with the permission of the 
full Raa.d11 • (This policy was the precursor of residential segregation· 
in urban areas throughout southern Africa.) Later lm·1s were passed 
forbidding Africans from owning lo.nd privately. In one or t1110 instances 
the government bought farms for occupation by Africans, but the ownership 
of these remained vested in the State. Legal measures were also taken 
obliging every African adult male to carry a pass. 
The Reverend .James Archbel1, a wesley-an missionary and friend. o.L the 
trekkers, was one who defended it in 1841 in Natal .• 
(2) According to Brookes, •apprenticeship' had ceased by 188l.(White Rule 
pl08; Agar-Hamilton op.cit. ppl69-193) 
(3) Agar-Hamilton op.cit. ppl54-168. 
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Although there were not very many Coloured people in the Transvaal 
in 1844, the Thirty-Three Articles included a clause stating that "No 
persons of mixed race shall be able to ait in our meet1nga as member or 
judge, down to the tenth degree".(!) The Grondwet (Constitution) 
which was adopted at Potchefstroom in 1856 and revised two years later, 
establishing the South African Republic, emphasised that no blacks \'tou;Ld 
ever be regarded by whites as members of the Transvaal people. "The :i?~ople 
wills to agree to no equality of treatment (gelykstellins) between 
coloured and white inhabitants either in Church or in State." No black 
people were to be admitted to meetings of the legislature, nor to any fivic 
privileges. Furthermore, in order to preserve such policies from outs~de 
influences, this consitution barred English missionaries from the Transvaal 
and made it a closed preserve for the Dutch Reformed faith. Though the 
government apparently did encourage German Lutheran missionaries, who were 
.. 
content to work within the framework of the existing social order with9ut 
questioning it.(2) (Walker reports that in 1852 the Marico burghers had 
had no objection to the Gospel being preached to Africans by two Londo~ 
Missionary Society men - "though some of them would have felt happier ~f 
only the missionaries would have consented to teach ttk~t the Boers wer~ a 
superior race."(3) 
"The fundamental postulate of Boer native policy was that the nc1.tive 
was an inferior being, absolutely precluded from. receiving political 
privileges. The possibility of admitting him to equality, whether ecc~omic, 
political or social, was unthinkable ••• Their attitude of mind was not 
the result of any conviction carefully_ argued out from evidence, nor w~s 
there any feeling of ill-will for the inferior race; the established o~der (4) 
was accepted calmly as an absolutely unchallengeable matter of fact." :. 
Although the Boers in the Transvaal were rent by various factions (and in 
the 1850s constituted no less than four virtually independent states, 
centred at Pretoria (with Potchefstroom)~ Utrecht, Lydenberg and Zout~bergl: 
there was a strong bond between the different political groups: und th~t 
was the fierce sense of their racial superiority over the African paoP1e. 
1 Were not all Boers the chosen people of Godt' 
After the defeat in 1854 of Makapane, o. chief in the Waterberg, there 
was for many years no serious conflict between the Boers and surroundi~g 
tribes. But then in the 1870s some tribes who had never been crushed began 
to dispute the suzerainty of the whites. Notably, Sekhukhune of the Bapedi 
(1) 
{2) 
(3) 
(4) 
ibid p88. 
Wilson, M. and Thompson, L. (Eds.) The Oxford History of Sou·th Africa 
(19'71) Vol. 1 p43? 
Walker op.cit. p 278; cf Agar-Hamilton op.cit. pl23. 
Agal'-Hamilton op.cit. p88. 
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in the north-eastern Transvaal refused to pay taxes or allow prospectors 
into his reserve. A commando was sent out a~inst him, but lost heart and 
went home: leaving Sekhukhune in open rebellion against the white authorities 
for months to come. The campaign against him was left to a body of fili-
busters who acted -with great brutality. Mean~~Ihile, in. 1872 the warlike 
Cetshwayo had succeeded Mpande as chief of the Zulus, and, with a resurgence 
of aggressive tribal spirit, there followed a long dispute between him and 
the Boers over control of a strip of land between the Buffalo and Pon~ola 
Rivers which Mpande had ceded to the Transvaal in 1861. Thus there was 
a danger of open war between these two tribes and the Boers, which might 
have had serious repercussions for surrounding states; and so a plausible 
reason was provided for the British to intervene.(!) In 1877 Theophil~s 
Shepstone was sent to Pretoria, where, after failing to induce the Boer 
leaders to· co-operate in the establishment of British rule, he issued ~ 
proclamation annexing the Transvaal.(2) In 1878 Cetshwayo was awarded. some 
of the terri tory that was under dispute, and the following year Sekhukhune 
was subdued. 
But relations between the Boers and their British rulers were poo~. 
Finally, in December 1880 Boers assembled in force at Paardekraal 1 and; the 
old Volksraad met once again, announcing the re-establishment of a re~1blic. 
There followed hostilities known as the First Anglo-Boer War, which en~ed 
with the Boer vic·,ory at Majuba the following February. By the Convention 
of Pretoria in August the Transvaal, with its boundaries now defined fpr the (3) \ first time, was guaranteed complete self-government: subject to the. 
reservations that treaties with foreign powers could not be made withc~t 
the consent of the British Government and that the British Resident at 
Pretoria had the power to veto laws of the Volksraad which affected th¢ 
African population. The Convention also made provisions for a permane~t 
commission which was to mark out reserves for African tribes and hold in 
:· 
trust for African individuals any land which they had bought privately~ 
Some _existing reserves were delimited by this commission - but a number 
'· 
of tribes to whom land had been promised at one time or another never ·: 
had their areas beaconed off. (4) Subsequently, by the Convention of ~ondon 
:-
in 1884 the British Government gave up its right to veto Transvaal lesfs-
(1 irhe ·colonial Secretary, Lord Carnarvon, wished to form ·a permanen·t" · · · 
federation of the various states in southern Africa. .; 
(2) This was in contradiction to the Sand River Convention of 1852, w~ereby 
Britain had recognised the independence of the emigrant farmers living 
beyond the Vaal and had agreed not to interfere in the affairs of tribes 
north of the river - while the Boers had promised not to permit slavery 
in territory under their control. 
(3) By this Convention Swaziland was declared to be an independent state. 
(4) Commented Brookes: no Transvaal government up to the time of Union, 
whether Boer or British, ever honestly faced the African land question. 
Adequate land was never provided for the African _population. (\~hi te 
Rule :olOl). 
-
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~ation, and the Repub~ic was ~~owed to make treaties with the Orange Free 
State and the tribes adjacent to the northern borders of the Republic' 
though not with those on the east and west without first obtaining the con-
sent of the British Government. 
The following year the republic brought its African inhabitants under 
closer government control than had been in the past, and chiefs were 
•appointe~ to exercise jurisdiction concurrently with the government courts. 
A stringent pass law was enforced. 
Then in 1886 the discovery of gold on the Witwatersran4 brought 
confusion to the unprogressive rur~ society of the Transva~. Into the 
Boer midst came an aggressive and incompatible population of Uitlanders -
tough miners and cosmopolitan adventurers from the Cape, Britain, Europe, 
the United States of America, and Australia. By 1895 there were seven 
newcomers for every three burghers: and so the old rural way of life 
beloved by the Boers became overshadowed by a new urban life. In addition 
there was a flood of Africans from every part of southern Africa to work 
i~ the mines. By the end of the century there were more than 100 000 
of these labourers employed at one time, contracted for periods varying 
from six to twelve months, after which they returned to their families and 
homes in the reserves. Many of the white mir.le.t'S were skilled artisans and 
trained workers, well paid: but the Africans were unskilled and poorly 
paid. So there came to the Transvaal shanty-townsa.nd a pattern of labour 
and race relations that had already been set on the diamond mines of 
Griqualand West (as we shall shortly observe). 
Harsh naturalisation and franchise regulations. as well as other 
disabilities faced the Uitlanders, most of whom were British subjects. 
The British Government soon intervened on their behalf, demanding that they 
be given the franchise after five years residence. Extensive negotiations 
followed, but the republican government felt its independence decidedly 
threatened, with the result that in October 1899 an ultimatum was presented 
to Britain, demanding that all its forces on the Transvaal borders anq 
others recently arrived in southern Africa be withdrawn. There followed 
the second Anglo-Boer War, during which, in 1900, the Transvaal was annexed 
by Britain, as was the Orange.Free State, which had become involved in the 
conflict in terms of an alliance with the Transvaal. At length, after a 
prolonged period of guerilla warfare, the Treaty of Vereeniging was signed 
at Pretoria in May 1902, whereby the Boers of both the Transvaal and Orange 
Free State finally surrendered their independence to Britain. 
By this time, however, race relations as favoured by the Dutch farmers 
had fixed themselves firmly in the interior. Indeed, they were to flow 
back into the other British colonies, and to set their stamp upon the whole 
of the new Union of South Africa. 
2. BRITISH COLONISTS .. AND .'l'!lEIR RACE RELATION.§ 
The coming of the British to the Cape at the end of the eighteenth 
century marked a new epoch for race relaticns in southern Africa. In 
Europe new political ideas of 'Liberty, Equality and Fraternity' were 
abroad following the French Revolution. In Britain thought had been 
stirred by the Methodist movement and then by the Evangelical revival, 
with their concerns for missionary work and social welfare. It ~as the age 
of Clarkson and Wilberforce pressing for the abolition of the slave trade. 
It was the age of prison reform, of the spread of education, and of 
legislation rescuing children from coal mines G~d cotton factories. Further, 
the political outlook of many was being changed by a new missionary spirit 
which realised "that savages had souls and were fit, through God's Word, to 
be civilised"• 
The chief exponents in the Cape of this new liberalism were Christian 
missionaries sent out by great missionary societies founded in thos~ years. 
To these men the indigenous black peoples were souls to be saved; so they 
were soon challenging the common views on the rights of subject races. 
Dr. J.T. Vanderkemp of the London Missionary Society was in 1799 the first 
to enter the field after the British occupation.(l) He found the Hottentots 
in a state of servility, as farm labourers ·or vagrants, harshly treated 
and with no legal status. Believing that they should be free men, with all 
the rights and privileges of free citizens, and that none should be obliged 
to engage in any employment, he helped establish a Hottentot settlement at 
Bethelsdorp to provide a refuge for landless people where they could be 
trained in skills of one sort or another. (Similar institutions were to be 
established elsewhere, and Geen has estimated that at cne time about a third 
of the Hottentots in the colony were living in them.( 2 )) Further, Vanderkemp 
tried to identify himself with these people, dressing, eating and living 
like them, and marrying a 'woman of Madagascar extraction', the daughter of 
a slave woman (as did his colleague, the Reverend James Read). Public 
reaction to his marriage was hostile, however, fer times had changed since 
1662 when the Hottentot Eva had married a white man with official approval. 
Vanderkemp was accused of lowering himself and all other white men, and of 
dragging the Hottentots down and of treating them as though they were 
Rousseau's noble savage. In addition the white farmers were ang~red that 
Bethelsdorp and other mission settlements were drawing Hottentots away from 
seeking employment and so were causing a shortage of labour. These settle-
ments were simply 'nests of idleness•, it was said. (Agar-Hamilton has 
ln l7·92 .. the l-1oravians had re'Curned to the Cape c:t.nu taken up their work 
again at Baviaans Kloof (Genadendal). 
Geen, op.cit. p56. 
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judged that in some instances there was justification for such charges, 
and he has reported vagabonds issuing forth to plunder theneighbouring 
t "d (1) coun rys1 e. 
Meanwhile, as we have seen (Z), the British authorities abolished 
the slave trade (prior to emancipating all slaves), and by a Pass Ordin~~ce 
in 1809 brought the Hottentots within the rule of law. Soon missionaries 
were testing the efficacy of ·the protective ~revisions of this Ordir~nce -
and we haYe heard how Read laid charges before the 'Black Circuit' of 1812 
against white men for the murder, assault and ill-treatment of Hottentots. 
He and other missionaries had become the champions of black people. But 
the idea of whites being charged and even punished for such actions against 
blacks was revolutionary, and aroused a great deal of indignation. 
In 1819 another prominent missionary arrived at the Cape. He was 
Dr. John Philip, who for almost thirty years was to be superintendent of all 
the London Missionary Society's work in southern Africa. Contentious 
and at no pains to conciliate opposition, he was a controversial figure. 
He had a profound belief in the equality of all men, and so was appalled 
by the conditions under which Hottentots were living. Believing that 
unjust laws were responsible for their maltreatment, EU'ld unsatisfied with 
the response of the Governor to some of his criticisms, he involked the 
support of influential Evangelical friends in Britaino As a result of 
their representations the British Government in 1822 appointed a Corrmission 
of Inquiry to investigate general conditions at the Cape. There followed 
in 1828 Ordinance 50 which, as we have see, established that all free 
persons of colour were to have the same legal rights as the white colo~~sts. 
Philip was one of the spirits behind this ordinance; and he was also res-
ponsible for securing the addition of a clause forbidding any alteration to 
the ordinance without the consent of the King-in-Council, so that the Cape 
authorities could not amend or repeal it. The whites loathed the ordinance -
and Philip's name has always been linked with it in execration. 
That same year he published a book entitled ~searches in South Africr;,,_ 
which continued to assert charges of cruelty and injustice such as those 
that had already been made by Vanderkemp and Read. The book, we are told, 
was informed and factual, though perhaps exaggerated in placee.(3) 
Philip believed that if there was ever to be an answer to Hottentot 
vagrancy other than forced labour, these people should be trained and 
equipped to ;fuifU new roles. He was opp~sed to their being "dispersed 
(1) Agar-Hamilton, op.eit. p92. 
(2) Refer p 22 supra. 
(3) Hinchliff, P.: The Church in South Africa (1968) p27 
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among the farmers, without asylum to which they can retreat," <!nd urged 
that they ought to live on mission stations unci other "places of refuge" 
until they had become sufficiently civilised to take their place as full 
citizens of the colony. If they were really to develop they should be 
separated from the white community. Thus it was that he made a passionate 
(but eventually unsuccessful) struggle to secure for them (and later for 
Griquas and Africans) land and homes of their own, where they might live 
and develop their own existence. Consequently Macmillan has described 
Philip as "the first and greatest segre-gationist". (l) Yet we note that 
segregation for him was not an instrument of domination, but an interim 
measure to allocate land to the black peoples and give them security of 
tenure, and he hoped that they might ultimately be incorporated into the 
ordinary life of the colony. 
At the same time, Philip showed concern at the continual friction 
between white colonists and Africans on the eastern frontier, and charged 
that the whites were largely.to blame for the sporadic warfare there. 
He was of some influence behind the •treaty' system by which African chiefs 
were recognised as independent rulers - but the implication that they had the 
right to punish marauding whites was reviled by colonists. Ho\..rever, ·~1alker 
has pointed to Philip's support of the Government during the Frontier Wa~ 
of 1834-1835 to show that he was not just an enemy of the whites.(2) 
Hinchliff has made the observation that Philip 11has been reviled as 
a liar, a slanderer, a prejudiced and insidious politician. He hus been 
lauded as the first and most vigorous champion of the underprivileged 
people of South Africa. Perhaps the fairest t~d least emotionally distorted 
judgment sees him as an honest, sensible man, too far ahead of his contem-
poraries, sometimes making mistakes, but genuinely concerned with ·finding 
the just and practical solution."(') 
In their striving to secure just treatment for the Hottentots, the 
men of the London Missionary Society hastened the day when the status of 
other black peoples in southern Africa was to become a live issue. By 
the time Africans had become a significant part of the internal coloniul 
situation, the missionaries had compelled whites' opinion to take the first 
step towards equality. "The earliest Bantu subjects of the Cape Colony 
had at least this advantage, that they were recognised from the beginning 
as human beings, and not mere slaves. This they owed, above all, to the 
hard blows give~ ~~ received by the pioneer London missioi),D.ries on beP,aJ.J .. 
Macmillan, Cape Colour pl7'+ 
Walker, op.cit. pl69 
Hinchliff, Church in South Africa p27 
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of the Hottentots." However, Macmillan has observed that the heat which 
Philip's activities engendered was followed by a long reaction after his 
death in 1851, when missionary &o~ieties in the country were paralysed by 
fear of taking any political stand. (2) 
The impact of British city-bred liberalism upon the Cape rural con-
servatism was severe enough. But what made it more severe was the fact 
that at the forefront in pressing ·liberal ideas were missionaries. They 
had a sense of urgency, and hurried to impose from without changes for 
which the colonists had not been prepared. So they provoked a lasting 
resentment in the minds of whites, and this was seriously to prejudice 
the success of their enterprise.<3) Dutch trekkers were to take with them 
a memory of strong criticism by missionaries and 'wrongs roughly done•. 
Then in the interior they were again to find missionaries figuring as vocal 
protagonists of black people. J. Campbell of the LMS, who had organised 
one of the Griqua states to the north of the Orange River, resisted the 
infiltration of land-hungry Boers for some years and even attempted to 
exercise authority over those who came·within Griqua territory. The Reverend 
Thomas Jenkins, a Wesleyan missionary, in 1840 advised the Pondo chief Faku 
to appeal to the Cape Governor for protection from the Boers in Natal - a~d 
so influence the British decision to extend colonial protection to tribes: 
beyond the borders of the Cape. Then in the 186os the Reverend John Mac-
kenzie of the LMS championed the Bamangwato against repeated attempts by the 
Transvaal to extend its authority into Bechuanal~d. Thus missior~ries 
always seemed to be at the forefront of opposition to the Boers. This fact 
meant that the latter were even less likely to accept the new approaches to 
race relations that were being propounded. 
Only four years after Britain first took over the Cape did her adminis-
trators· have to deal with a Xhosa invasion on the eastern frontier. Subse-
quently, friction between whites and Africans in that region was to be a 
major concern to them for almost a century. 
After raids on white farmers in 1811, the Xhosas were driven back 
across the Fish River, and a chain of block-houses was built to check 
their return. Then attempts w~re made to increase the white population ~ 
. •:.1'". 
FMacmill~, Cape Col~ur .. p88 ibid. p2M cf. De Kiewiet, c.w.: A History of South Africa (1941) pp4}-44 
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the area as an.alternative to the maintenance of a strong but expensive 
military force there. At first farms were offered on permanent leasehold -
but few colonists took these. Then the Government in Britain directed 
to the eastern Cape some of the emigrants- who were at that time leaving 
Britain to escape the unemployment and poverty that occurred after the 
Industrial Revolution and the end of the Napoleonic Wars. In 1820 nearly 
~ 000 English-speaking people were settled in the Zuurveld on tho· colonial 
side of the Fish River - while perhaps another 1 000 settled in towns and 
in other parts of the colony. (These settlers more than doubled the 
English-speaking population, to form almost a seventh of the white popu-
lation in the Cape.) However, unfamiliar conditions made them poor farmers 
and blight destroyed their_ wheat: so that by the end of 1823 less than a 
third of them remained on the land, the rest having drifted to the to~ms. 
11Thus was founded the significant distinction bet\'leen the English in South 
Africa as mainly urban and the Dutch as mainly rural in character ••• Upon 
I 
Dutch and not English pioneers fell the responsibility of opening the 
interior of South Africa and determining its character. 11 (l) Nevertheless, 
even in the towns of the eastern Cape English-speaking people shared with 
Dutch colonists the dangers and difficulties of frontier life; and after 
the Great Trek they bore the brunt of frontier raids and wars. 
Meanwhile during the Fifth Frontier War (1818-1819) the Xhosns were 
driven back from the Fish and across the Keiskama River, and the territory 
between the two rivers was declared a neutral belt. But because empty 
land was too great a temptation for land-hungry people from either side, 
and because the Xhosas were becoming crowded into areas that were steadily 
growing less able to maintain them (due to Zulu depradations in Natal as 
well as to the whites' advance), unrest continued. In 1834 war erupted 
again. Now the Governor annexed the territory between the Keiskama and the 
Kei River beyond, and proposed to open this for white settlement,~hile 
the chiefs there agreed to come under the general c~1trol of the Cape. 
But because the British Government wished to avoid the expense and respon-
sibility of governing these tribes, the Colonial Secretary, as we have 
seen 1 (
2 ) restored their land to them. Instead a Lieutenant-Governor of 
the Eastern Districts was appointed with authority to make treaties with 
chiefs across the frontier: by which they were to keep the peace, check 
thieving, and act in conjunction \'lith British agents, who were to live at 
their kraals and have diplomatic powers. 
This treaty system was ended after another war in 1846, when the 
territory between the K~iskama and Kei River~:> _w.s_ again_ ~t:lllexed, to form 
~ibid P39 .-
1''""' refer p 24 supra. 
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the separate Colony of British Kaffraria. Now white settlers were intro-
duced to the territory; while the tribes were assigned to reserves where 
white magistrates were to supervise their chiefs. (The decisions of chiefs 
might be reversed by the magistrates if found 'inconsistent with justice 
and humanity•.) So was ended the policy of maintaining a rigid barrier 
between the colony and tribesmen, and a begi..nning was made at ruling whites 
and Africans as inhabitants of one territory. 11Henceforth the tv.ro races 
lived together cheek by jowl, in a manner that multiplied the causes of 
conflict, but also, far more significantly, increased their dependence upon 
one another." (l) 
However, the Xhosas soon rebelled at the loss of their land and the· 
control that had been imposed upon them, and there followed the lcngest 
of the Frontier Wars (1850-1853). After this the authority of chiefs 
between the Fish and Kei Rivers was restored in some measure, and the 
magistrates ceased to have administrative or judicial authority and became 
merely 'political agents•. Thus was a policy cf indirect rule adopted 
(similar to that which Shepstone was applying in Natal), while these 
tribes served as a buffer between the Cape and the tribes beyond the iei. 
This policy was soon reversed by Sir George Grey, who arrived as 
Governor of the Cape and High Commissioner in 1854. His aim was to extend 
white rule to all the tribes of southern Africa as occasion permitted, and 
"gradually to win them to civilisation and Christianity, and thus to change 
by degrees our at present unconquered and apparently. irreclaimable foes into 
friends who may have common interests with ourselves". (2) He planned to 
lure chiefs on the frontier into voluntary retirement by promising them 
pensions, and then to introduce magistrates to take their place. Insisting 
that whites and Africans should not remain separated but should live inter-
spersed with one another, he sought to use missionary, educational and 
medical institutions to create wedges of white settlement in African areas. 
So his policy was in effect one of integration - and many more whites moved 
into Kaffraria. 
An event which aided this integration was the Cattle Killing of 1857. 
Planning.to hurl thousands of starving Xhosas en a raid into the Cape Colony, 
Chief Kreli, with the help of a witch doctor and prophets, told the people 
that the great Xhosa warriors of the past would return to life, a hurricane 
would drive the whites into the sea, and new cattle ~1 grain would appear 
on the 18th February, provided all existing cattle and crops were destroyed I(") that date. Disturb!"! at. the. ~o•:<. of their land· to .:t/1•. whites and the 
De Kiewiet, op.cit. pb'+ 
Brookes, White Rule p25 
death of cattle through disease, the Africans both in Kaffrariu and in the 
territories east of the Kei set to destroying their cattle and grain. 
Famine then swept through the land - and the death toll was enormous. Some 
30 000 Xhosas moved into the Cape Colony to seek a living (thus providing 
the whites with a plentiful supply of cheap labour), while death and 
dispersion left Kaffraria open for yet more white settlers. The power of 
the Xhosas had been broken, until a new generation of warriors could grow up. 
Now comprising a scattering of amy small patches of black and 111hite 
territory, intermingled with one another, British Kaffrariu was annexed 
to the Cape in 1866, as it was too small and too poor to exist as a separate 
colony. Colonists and political leaders in the Cape bitterly opposed this 
annexation - for they wished Britain to retain responsiblity for ruling the 
Africans round about them. However, despite this outlook the Cape Government 
was in the following years drawn more and more into the affairs of inde-
pendent tribes beyond the Kei River. Notably, after the ninth and last 
Frontier War of 1877, the Cape Parliament passed a Peace Preservation Act 
stipulating that African tribes should be deprived of their fire-arms. In 
the Transkei disarmament was carried out with moderate success, for by that 
time magistrates had been put in control of most of the territories there. 
But in East Griqualand a rebellion was provoked, with the result that that 
territory was annexed by the Cape in 1879 - as was Fingoland - and whites 
were settled on lands previously held by Griquas. In Basutoland, which h~ 
been annexed by Britain in 1868 and transferred to the control of the Cape 
in 1871, the Basotho had already been antagonised by too rapid extension to 
magistrates of authority which had hitherto belonged entirely to chiefs: 
so that now when the Cape attempted to implement its disarmruaent Act m~ 
refused to give up their weapons, and war followed. ·From this the Basotho 
emerged practically victorious, for in the settlement the High Co~~issioner 
allowed them to retain their arms. The Cape ministry then requested the 
British Government to take over control of all the African territories for 
which the Cape was responsible, suggesting that Basutoland and the Tra.nskei 
would form a tolerably homogeneous and self-supporting· territory. But all 
that Britain would do was detach Basutoland frc:·m the Cape, for the prestige 
of the Cape Government had been destroyed there. 
Soon afterwards, however, this disinclination in the Cape for involve-
ment in African areas was once more reversed with a change of government. 
Port St. Johns was annexed in 1884 after a chief had interfered with trade 
between the Cape and Natal; Thembuland and Gcalekaland were annexed in 
1885 despite protests to Britain by those Africans concerned; and the 
Xesibe territory was annexed in 1886. Finally in 1894 Pondoland was also 
annexed. Now the Cape reached at all points the southern frontiers of Natal. 
Taught by their experience in Basutoland, the Cape Government took 
care floom the beginning to co-operate with the people of these Transkeia.n 
territories. Magistrates were to replace chiefs only gradually, and tribal 
civil law was fully recognised. White ownership of l(md was not perrrdtted 
except in urban areas and a few farming districts - with the result th~t 
the Transkei was to remain a large, consolidated African territory. 
So it was that over the space of many decades the Cape Colony grew 
in size to include within its boundaries a vast African population. These 
Africans were largely confined to the Tra.nskei, but there were some on 
small reserves interspersed with white settlements in the Ciskei (previously 
British Kaffraria), and on mission reserves and white farms and in urban 
locations elsewhere. In addition, some Africans acquired small holdings 
of land outside reserves: for the law imposed no restriction upon such 
acquisition as was in the Boer republica. 
The manner in which the Cape Cclony (and, as we shall see later, Na~al) 
was extended under British rule, showed many siw~larities with the manner 
in which the Dutch farmers in the republics extended their sphere of 
influence. Both English-speaking and Dutch people (sometimes but not 
always after treaty) freely assumed a right to take over land that had 
previously been occupied by Africans, and to confice the Africans to areas 
or reserves that were set aside for them. "It never seems to have crossed 
the minds of white South Africans that thereWQS any arrogance in assurr.ing 
that all the land belonged to the whites except for those areas legally 
set aside for the blacks." (l) (So was set the pattern for present-day 
racial policies, and the reserves that were left for African·occupation 
were to be the African- 1homelands 1 of today.) Furthennore, just as the 
Boers showed little concern for the government of Africans in their areas, 
so in the Cape there were times when the whites were very relucta.zlt to take 
responsibility for the Africans round about them. Indeed, whites gener~ly 
gave little attention to happenings in African society. Towards the end 
of the nineteenth century, observed De Kiewiet, "white society was too 
busy building railways and quarrelling over their use to give to native 
·.matters the care which they deaerved. 11 ( 2) 
ibid, pl59. Considering the land hunger of the white trekkers. and 
settlers, Brookes added that there might have been some merit in placing 
Africans in reserves, for this prevented the erosion of all their land 
rights and the turning of all Africans illto·•squatters' en-white land. 
But this did not justify the whites seizing other land. 
(2) De Kiewiet, op. cit. pl41. 
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Though there were some tribes and groups that were left well off, 
the majority of Africans were now confined to areas that were too small 
to maintain them in the manner they had been used to. Moreover much of 
this land was poor of soil and deficient in water and wood. Meanwhile, 
most Africans were becoming consumers of manufactured goods - and the salt 
and coffee and alcohol, the blankets and trousers were a charge upon 
their subsistence economy that they could ill afford. In addition they 
now became tax-payers in some measure. Yet they had a strong resistance 
against selling their cattle, and while they sold or bartered their grain 
in good years, they were too often compelled to buy it back at famine prices. 
So it was that they were forced to sell their labour to the whites. This 
was always in steady.demand (and many whites i~ both British and Boer 
terrLtories even regarded it as the duty of Africans to labour for them). 
So increasing numbers from the African population wer1~ diverted into 
serving the white community - herding their cattle and tilling their soil, 
working for them in their houses. Some lived as squatters and labourers. 
upon the white farms, while others came in temporarily from the reserves 
for some period during each year. But they entered a white society that 
was itself economically backward and too poor and unproductive to turn their 
labour to profitable account. Many of the white farms were farmed only 
at a subsistence level, which meant that cash wages were difficUlt to obtain 
and payment was usually in kind. This, together with the fact that there 
was little option for Africans either to withhold their labour or offer it 
where they wished, meant that they were bound to receive but little reward. 
Meanwhile on the northern frontier of the Cape Colony there were 
developments that were to have important repercussions for race relations 
in southern Africa. For in 1867 at Hopetown just south of the Orange 
River the first diamond was found; and the next year more diamonds were 
discovered further north, near the confluence of the Vaal and Harts Rivers. 
This territory had been the subject of dispute for several years, for it 
was claimed both by the Griquas and by the Orange Free State, but now after 
arbitration by the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal a boundary was drawn between 
these claimants; and in 1871, the Griqua chief having asked to be made 
a British subject, his land including the diamond fields was annexed as 
part of the Cape Colony, to be known as Griqualand West. So it was even-
tually to be British territory to which there came a veritable stampede of 
white diggers, not only from the surrounding territories, but also from 
Britain and her other colonies, from Germany, France, the United States of 
America and elsewhere. In a year after the rush began, Kimberley was the 
most populous settlement in southern African outside Cape Town. Nor were 
whites the only ones to flock there - for from the beginning diamond mining 
was vitally dependent upon African labour, and thousands came to seek 
employment and a cash wag~. For every white on the mines there were three 
or four blacks. 
Henceforth the problems of race relations were no longer simply rural 
but urban and industrial as well. On the mines there started a new 
competition between white and black people - not for land and cattle, but 
for a place in industry. From the beginning the white diggers reserved ~o 
themselves the skilled jobs and made it clear that no other place was open 
to an African than that of unskillGd and low-paid labour - just as they had 
occupied a servile status on the farms. So there developed a clear division 
between a small group of white labour earning high wages, and a much larger 
body of black labour earning low wages. There were other circumstances 
besides racial prejudice that led to this division. 1~he fact that~aine4 
workers and technical experts were in the beginning mainly from overseas' 
gave them a certain ·exlusiveness. The miners' traditions that they brought 
I 
with them and the great demand for their services set them apart; while 
experience and craftsmanship were their natural monopoly, whereas the Africans 
who came to the mines had no experience or skill to sell. The whites had 
a compactness and self-consciousness which tha Africans, drawn from ~any 
tribes and speaking several languages, could not have. Moreover, the whites 
were permanently on the mines, bound by many ties to the place of their 
work; whereas the Africans came and went, for their homes and hearts were 
in their kraals, whither they returned when their short contracts axplrad. 
In addition, the emphatic separation of whites and blacks eliminated the 
intermediate region of semi-skilled occupations by whj_ch men through their 
effort and the increase of their experience might mount upwards. Then when 
the large mining companies took over they found it to their economic advantage 
to maintain this distinction between whites and blacks, and because the 
African labour was voiceless and constrained the companies were able to 
employ them at rates of pay which were not only low but did not vary from 
year to year. So there developed a doctrine of labour economics that skill 
and high wages were a privilege of whites, while heavy labour and menial 
tasks, with low wages, were the province of blacks. Race and colour became 
more than ever before the badge of economic status. 
This doctrine was to be carried over to the gold mines of the Tranavual 
when these were opened up after 1886. For there there was a similar 
scarcity of skilled miners and nn abundance of unskilled black labourers. 
(It should be noticed that there too it was English-speaking peopla who 
were setting this racial distinction, for most of the white miners were of 
British origins and the large mining companies were also British-owned.) 
At the same time the distinction in skills between whites and blacks and tl1e 
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wage gap between them was carried into the many secondary industries that 
sprang up subsequentto the discovery of diamonds and gold. These differ-
ences have generally pertained to the present day.) 
Nevertheless, the movement of Africans to the mines and towns and to 
workgangs on the railways brought them more closely into contact with 
western civilisation, and there they learnt many thinge_that were new to 
them and which were in time to change their whole mode of life, fostering 
their detribalisation. Yet residential segregation continued, for the 
whites did not freely accept black people to live amongst them. The latter 
settled in shanty-town. locations on the periphery of the white towns, 
entering the white areas to work by day and returning at night. 
The political status of black people in the Cape was quite distinct 
from that of black people in the other parts of southern Africa. When the 
Colony was granted representative government in 1853, the constituticn 
made no racial discrimination between people when fixing their eligibility 
either for the franchise or for election toParlitUllem.(l) The vote was 
simply given to all adult male British subjects who earned at least £50 ~ 
ye~ or had occupied for at least a year property with a total value of 
£25. However, given the inequality that there was in the distribution of 
income and property among the racial groups, it was in fact easier for 
whites to be enfranchised. Moreover, neither domestic servants nor squatters 
satisfied the property qualification. Thus although Coloured people at 
that time outnumbered whites in the ratio of 55 to 45, there were far fewer 
Coloured voters than whites, and their vote did not vitally affect the 
return of a single member to the first Parliament. (At that stage there 
were few Africans living within the borders of the Colony.) 
Nevertheless, the fact that more black people might become eligible 
for the vote was to be a crucial issue for. both English-speaki~g and Dutch 
people in the Colony. Despite the influx of large numbers of British 
settlers through assisted immigration schemes during Grey's tenure of the 
governorship, augmenting those who had immigrated since 1820, English-
speaking people were outnumbered by Dutch by about two to one: for those 
who had trekked from the Cape to the northern republic~ had represented 
only a small fraction of the Dutch people, and a much larger number of Dutch 
! This was in accordau1ce wit~ Ordinance 50 which stated that all free persons of colour were to have the same legal rights· as the white colonists. 
farmers and townsmen had stayed behind. Between these English-speaking 
and Dutch population groups there was some friction. So, for instance, 
early sessions of the Cape Parliament showed a distinct cleavage between 
members from the largely English-speaking eastern province and the largely 
Dutch western province. Indeed, the former long opposed all attempts 
to introduce responsible government lest control of the executive fall into 
the hands of the latter, and at one stage they even worked for a separation 
of English-speaking east from Dutch west. This friction continued after 
responsible government was granted in 1872, and the llalance of power between 
the two population groups was always to be a delicate one. 
By the 1870s there were increasing numbers of Africans qualifying for 
the vote. They did not constitute more than a small fraction of the total 
electorate, but what was significant was the fact that they did hold the 
balance between political parties in several of the eastern constituencies. (l) 
Now, it was probably true that the votes of these Africans (ruld of a high 
proportion of the Coloured voters) were usually cast against the Dutch-
orientated party, the Afrikaner Bond (established in 188o) •. Consequently 
Bondsmen would have liked to reduce the pol.itical po,•er of these black . 
people. It would have been inadvisable for them to make a public attack 
on the non-racial franchise however, for this would simply have encouraged 
more blacks to vote against ~ candidates: so ~ congresses devoted 
a great deal of attention to an alternative approach of raising the quali-
fications for electors in such a way as to exclude Africans from the vote 
in practice without appearing to do so in principle - while not restricting 
the votes of poor whites, upon whom the ~ depended. (Davenport has 
judged that they would have had a very slender chance of success in bringing 
in such alterations.) But on the other hand the Engli~-speaking people, 
. (2) being outnumbered by the Dutch, needed the vote of black people. So, 
while Bondsmen tried to eliminate African voters from the roll, English-
speaking people tried to place as many Africans as possible on it. At the 
same time attempts were made by both sides to buy the votes of thewpposedly 
more corrupt black electorate.(3) 
Then, as one anne~~tion after another extended the Colony's boundaries 
and increased the number of its African inhabitants, it became clear that 
there would be a vast increase in the number of enfranchised Africans, and 
~~o;:;t even be an ultimate African majority _in the electorate. Fro~q t~~-. 
Prior to 1BB7 Africans numbered ~?% of all. voters in the five border 
constituencies in the eastern Cape and over 50% in two of them.Carter, 
G.M.,: · in ·South Africa: Sociological Perspecti~ (Ed..itdam,H) (1971) 
(2) 
(3) 
plOb.) 
Van den Berghe· has suggested that the original e,Tanting of the franchist:· 
to all regardless of their racial affiliation had probably been motivate~. 
in part by a desire to attract black people into the English-spe~~g 
camp to offset the numerical strength of the Dutch. (Study in Conflict,~'/: 
cf. ·navenport, T.R.H.: The Afrikaner Bond (1966) ppl20,329 : 
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possibility both English-speaking people and Dutch Shrank. So it was that 
in 1887 the Cape Parliament ruled that communal or tribally ownen property 
was not to be accepted as a property qualification for the franchise: 
and thus, Carter hus reported, some 30 000 Africans were eliminated from 
the voters' roll.(l) Then five years later the salary qualification was 
abolished but the property qualification was raised from £25 to £75 1 and 
an educational test was imposed on those seeking the franchise, requiring 
them to sign their name and write their address and occupation. These 
stipulations meant that now not many Africans in the Transkei qualified for 
the vote. So.while the franchise still appeared to be non-racial, it had 
been amended to preserve a definite advantage for the white people.(2) These 
amendments set a precedent for the progressive diminution of African political 
rights in the following century. 
In the years after 1894 there was a measure of self-government given 
by the Glen Grey Act to Africans in the Glen Grey district of the Ciskei 
and then throughout the Transkei. District councils \..rere established, 
with the majority of their members elected, and these councils were given 
power to raise rates from property owners and residents and to expend these 
- monies on such things as education, roads, livestock dipping and dams. 
Representatives were sent from the·se councils to a General Council, \'lherp 
they sat under white magistrates. Although this, like the district coun~ils, 
was little more than an advisory body, the quality of debate was often 
high and it rapidly became one of the most important j~frican bodies in 
southern Africa. This system of councils (which in rn;my ways led to the 
policy of 'Bantu authorities' in the 'homelands' of the present day) has 
been judged by Brookes as the most successful African administration in 
southern Africa before 1910;(3) yet it dealt only with local self-government 
and did not give Africans any real share in forming national policies. 
An effect of the qualified franchise was to encourage the formation 
of a political ~lite among Africans in the Cape, setting them apart from 
the great mass of unenfranchised Africans, and also creating political 
interests among them distinct from those of Africans in other parte of 
southern Africa. Educated people, they were removed from and sometimes 
suspected by members of the traditional African society: but on the other 
hand, although they were employed in such positions as clerks, interpreters, 
teachers, evangelists and pastors working alo~ide whites, they were 
excluded,J>Y. whites f~o.m _the_ Wt'stern society •. These were the men ~h.o _we1~e 
(l Carter in Sociological Perspectives (Adam) pl06. 
(2) Nevertheless, African voters still held the balance of power in seven 
constituencies between 1896 and 1910. It should be added that no 
African or Coloured person ever became a member of the Cape Pnrlicment. 
(3) Brookes , White Rule p84. 
to become leaders in the srowth of African nationalism. 
Because legislation in the Cape Colony in principle allowed an 
equality between people of different racial groups, in contrast to in-
equality in other parts of southern Africa, its tradition came to be des-
cribed as a 1liberal1 one. They were English-speaking people who were 
largely responsible for this liberalism - yet it had prominent Dutch 
proponents too. Facilitating this outlook was the fact that white people 
in the western Cape were less threatened by blacks than those in the 
northern republics. Not only were the numbers of Africans in the west 
small, but the Coloured people there had an affinity of language with the 
Dutch and long association between them meant that the Coloured people had 
been consistently exposed to European cultural traditions. These factors 
militated to some extent against the rigidly hierarchical social order 
which had develop6d over the years, and enabled some measure of acceptance 
and integration between the racial groups.(l) A little further to the east 
where Africans were more numerous there was yet a substantial Coloured 
population occupying an intermediary position between them and whites, aa4 
so the cultural discontinuities between blacks and whites were still not 
as sharp as in the north. Nor was it in the south that the first large-
scale competition between white and black in fining and industrial situations 
occurred. 
On the other hand, there must have been for many Dutch people in the 
Cape a tension between the egalitarian political system of the Colony and 
their traditional social values and colour distinctions. For in the east 
farmers held a memory of conflict with Africans over land and stock, and 
the ideas expressed in Retief's manifesto about proper relations between 
master and servant still co~nanded wide assent. Nor were all the English-
speaking people liberal minded. For instance, English-speaking farmers 
as well as Dutch were anxious to maintain the pass system that had been 
introduced for Africans in the latter half of the century. Then again, 
although Dutch people seem to have had a stronger repugnance towards 
educated Africans, English-speaking people also from time to time expressed 
concern that African children at school were a direct loss to the farme:t's 1 
labo~ supply. Mo:J;"eover, as we __ ~va aee:n.En&.:ish-:-.~.P-~~g peopl~. as much .. c.~.~-
1) There was to be strong reaction in the middle ~f the twentieth 
century by Afrikaners in the northern provinces against this tolerant 
· relationship between Afrikaners and Coloured people in the western Cape -
where Coloured people still sat on municipal councils and used the same 
buses and beaches as whites.) 
,50. 
Dutch were responsible for changing the franchise .qualifications in order 
to preserve political power for the whites. In both these population groups 
there was to be found a wide range of attitudes, varying from the benevolent 
to the brutal.(l) 
Meanwhile, back in 1843 it was partly for the protection of Africans 
from the Boers that Britain annexed Natal, and proclaimed that 11 there shall 
not be in the eye of the law any distinction of colour, origin, race or 
creed; but •••• the protection of the law, in letter and in substance, shall 
be extended impartially to all alike.n<.2) Two years later the territory 
between the Tugela and Umzimkulu Rivers was declared a dependency of the 
Cape Colony, with Faku recognised as ruler of the territory south of the 
Umzimkulu1 and the Zulus regarded as an independent tribe to the north of 
the Tugela. Maintaining good relations with these tribes and the task of 
ruling those Africans who were within the borders of Natal was for the next 
thirty years to fall to the government administrator in charge of 'Native 
Affairs', Theophilus Shepstone. 
In 1846 a Locations Commission was appointed and instructed to 
demarcate 'locations' or reserves for Africans in Nat~ 11in such a manner 
as will best prevent any collision between their interests and those of 
the emigrant farmers". Subsequently some eight small, scattered reserves 
were laid out - scattered due to the tangle caused by trekker land grants 
and the purchases.of speculators, but also in order to prevent a ~dlitary 
combination of the Africans, and to facilitate the suppl~ of their labour 
to neighbouring white settlers. Into these reserves. Shepstone had by 
1852 shepherded and cajoled two-thirds of the African.population. This~ 
not "a negrophilist scheme to hand great tracts of Natal over to the Africans, 11 
Brookes has commented, "but an insurance to save some.parts.of Natal for 
Europeans. 11 ( 3 ) Indeed, nine-tenths of Natal, inclu~ing most of the best 
farming land, was still left open for the comparatively small white popu-
lation. (4) So the racial groups were to be segregatec;i·,. though not as 
absolutely as had been recommended by the trekker Volksraad1 (5) 
... . . . . ... . -·· . .. . .. (1) Refer Davenport op.cit. ppll3-l20. 
(2) Quoted in Welsh, D.: The Roots of Segregation (1971) p9. 
(3) Brook· ; White Rule pti4. 
(4) There w~s at that time a population of perhaps 100 000 Africans but only 
3 000 whites. Although many Boers left for the Transvaal, other settlers 
moved up from the eastern Cape, and by 1851 som~ 40oO settlers had been 
brought from Britain (and some from Germany) through immigration schemes .. 
Between 1858 and 1864 another 1 500 new settlers arrived.) 
(5) Shepstone himself apparently wanted complete segregation, .even to removine 
Africans beyond the borders of Natal, but he was. never permitted to 
attempt this. 
There were insufficient white personnel to rule the Africans 
directly through magistrates, so a policy of indirect rule was implemented. 
As a result of Shaka 1 s rule most of the people \otere without chiefs and 
without tribal organisation, but She~stone set about recreating the tribal 
system, gathering scattered members of tribes together and giving 
jurisdiction to scions of the old royal house on· to appointed chiefs -
while the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal was proclaimed 'Supreme Chief of 
the Native Population'. An Ordinance in 1849 abrogated Roman Dutch law 
for the Africans and recognised their customary law "so far as this was 
not repugnant to the general principles of humanity observed throughout 
the civilised world". Thus Shepstone sought to reconcile the old African 
system of government with the existence of a white administration. His 
policy of guiding the Africans todevelop along their own lines was new 
in fQlt:tlarn..Africa. He did speak of 'christianising and civilising' the 
Africans, ae did Grey in the Cape, but in fact did very little in this 
regard - controlling the people rather than fostering their development. 
(Suggestions by the Locations Commission that industrial training schools 
should be established and agricultural education provided in each reserve 
were ~rned down by'the Colonial Office_ on the pretext of economy.) Later 
it became clear that by shoring up the traditional tribal system Shepstone 
hoped to impede the growth of political consciousness or of a desire for 
racial equality among the Africans. 
The white colonists in Natal were not in favour of Shepstone's schemes. 
They did not wish to be barred for ever from large tracts of land which 
had been declared African reserves; and they objected that the reserves 
also deprived them of labour. So it was that a Commission of Inquiry in 
1852, on which colonists were in an overwhelming majority over officials, 
recommended a reduction in the size of the reserves lest they enable Africans 
to follow idle pastoral lives. Economic measures, such as hut taxation, 
the introduction of individual tenure of land in the reserves (requiring 
people to purchase holdings), and a requirement that all go decently clad 
(obliging people to buy clothing), were suggested to pressure Africans into 
earning money, and so constrain them to work on the white farms. (These 
recommendations were shelved, however.) The Commission also protested at 
the resuscitation of the tribal system - for "Africans no longer acted 
submissively nor realised their own immense inferiority". Frequently 
during the following years colonists advocated that the racial groups should 
be •amalgamated•, that whites and Africans should live interspersed with 
one another. Such protestations meant that the Africans should be scattered 
on the white farms to work there - but did not imply the elimination of 
cultural differences nor. the granting of civic equality to Africans. 
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Indeed, Welsh has suggested that most would have agreed with an editorial 
comment in the Natal Mercury in 1858 which said: "We believe in the divinely 
purposed supremacy of the white over the black race; and all history 
interprets and illustrates this belief."(l) 
In 1856 Natal became a Crown Colony with its O\~ Legislative.Council. 
In terms of the Royal Charter there was no racial discrimination in 
determining those entitled to elect members to this Council; and although 
property qualifications were stipulated, these did not in theory prevent 
Africans from becoming voters or members of the Council, for Africans 
were permitted to buy land outside the reserves (as they were in the Cape). 
But dissatisfaction-at this non-racial franchise was soon expressed by white 
representatives on the Council (who were also annoyed that African affairs 
were effectively kept out of their hands by provisions of the Consitution). 
Concern was expressed at land grants being given to Africans round mission 
stations, lest they then qualify ns voters and soon form a majority on the 
electoral roll. In 1862 a Select Committee of the Council pressed for 
changes to be made in the franchise qualifications, as they considered 
that 'with scarcely any exception' the great mass of the African population 
was 1 utterly·unprepared 1 for the vote. "To exclude ••• the native races· 
generally from the exercise of the franchise would •••• be objected to by 
no one •. " 
Meanwhile, as a result of missionary activity many Africans were 
becoming detribalised, and entering into busir~ess engagements. This 
involved legal and social difficulties fer them, as they were still unde~ 
African law and subject to the control of their chiefs who were usually 
still engrossed in the traditional society. "Social changes among Africans 
were pressing against the sides of the watertight compartments which the 
established system of legal segregation had created."(Z) Thus in 1864 it 
was made possible for an African to be exempted from African law: once he 
had petitioned the Governor to this effect, furnishing proof of his 
ability to read and write and that he had no more than one wife, and having 
taken an oath of allegiance to the Governor. Yet, while an exempted 
African was exempted from customary law, he was not freed from various 
restrictions that applied to all Africans, such as thoserelc:tting to the 
possession of fire-arms and liquor, and to hut tax and squatting. So he 
was not in the exact political and legal position of a white man, but was 
rather a tertiUm quid. However, Africans were discouraged from applying 
for exemption, and by 1876 no application had been made. By 1891 only 851 
had bean gr~ted, ~hile ~v ha~ ~ee~ ~f~s~~· 
FWelsh op.cit. p'+l. ibid. p59. This problem still occurs for many in the present day. 
This legislation led on to an amendment to the franchise qualifications 
in 1865. Now if Africans wished to vote, they not only had to meet the 
ordinary property qualifications, but must have resided in Natal for 
twelve years and have had seven years exempticn from c·ustomary la\'le In 
addition, they were required to produce a certificate signed by three ~nite 
voters testifying to their loyalty. These stipulations, as well as the 
fact that each application for exemption or enfranchisement depended on 
the discretion of white officials, made it virtually impossible for an 
African to become enfranchised. So by 1909 only six Africans in the \~ole 
of Natal and Zululand had the vote. (Coloured people were still entitled 
to the franchise on the same qualifications as whites, but similarly only 
a few managed.to become registered as voters.) ~fuereas the British 
Government had insisted on eq~ality of racial groups before the law, it 
was·now argued that the franchise was a privilege to be exercised by 
'civilised' people only, and therefore that it was not inequitable to 
discriminate between people on the grounds of their culture, especially as 
a procedure had been established whereby 'civilised' Africans could become 
enfranchised. It is clear, however, that cultural differences between 
whites and Africans were being used as a convenient rationalisation for 
whites refusing to share political power with Africans.-
It was in 187} that the era of Shepstone came to an end. In that 
year Langalibalele, a chief in north-western Natal, had. some African 
messengers of the Government searched. An armed party sent to arrest 
him was fired upon as it pursued him into Basutoland, but eventually he 
was handed over to the authorities, and after o. summary trial by officials 
who had fought a~inst him was sentenced to life impriso~ent, and his 
lands were confiscated. However, the high-handed methods adopted and the 
inadequate evidance upon which he was convicted raised a chorus of protest, 
led by Dr. J.W. Colenso, Anglican Bishop of Nat~. As a result, a special 
Commissioner appointed by th~ Colonial Secretary strengthened the po\oJer of 
officials as against colonists in the legislature, and transferred the 
jurisdiction exercised by Shepston~ to a Native Affairs Commission. B1 
long personal contact Shepstone had won and held the confidence of the 
African people: but now his paternal rule gave place to the rule of 
officials. 
Not long afterwards, relations with the independent Zulu people to 
the north of the Tugela River were to take the attention of administrators. 
Cetshwayo had become chief of the Zulus and had begun to raise and train 
a large army that was a poetential danger to Natal (as it was to the 
Transvaal). After some frontier incidents in which people were attacked 
by Zulus, an ultimatum was sent to Cetshwayo demanding inter alia the 
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reception of a British Resident in Zululand, the disarmament of the Zulus, 
and submission within thirty days. No reply was received, so in January 
1879 the Zulu War ensued. A camp of British troops was routed at 
Isandhl.wana, but another camp at Rorkes Drift managed to withstand a 
strong attack. Eventually after various other enga~ments the Zulus were 
decisively defeated at Ulundi in J\lly, and their milieary power was 
broken. Cetshwayo was sent as a prisoner to Cape Town, while Zululand 
was divided into thirteen districts, each to be ruled by a chief advised 
by a government agent with consular powers. This was a policy of divide 
and rule. But there \«is no control over the chiefs and the scheme failed. 
In 1883 Cetshwayo was reinstated, but he died the following year and was 
succeeded by Dinuzulu. Soon afterwards Britain annexed St. Lucia Bay to 
prevent Dinuzulu from selling it to a German agent: and then 188? the 
rest of Zululand was annexed and placed under the Governor of Natal. Ten 
years later all this territory together with Tongalan.d to the north (which 
had been annexed to cut off the Transvaal's prospects of reaching the sea 
through Swaziland) was incorporated into the Colony of Natal. 
By the 188os tribal life in Natal had to some extent disintegrated. 
For whereas tribal society postulated a plentiful availability of land and 
economic self-sufficiency, there was a scarcity of land in the reserves 
and these were overcrowded, even though fewer than half the African 
population now lived there. Large numbers were living as tenants on land 
belonging to white farmers, or on mission stations, while some o~1ed land 
themselves outside the reserves. With this movement away from the reserves 
there was an increasing enmeshment of Africans in the white colonial 
society, and the social controls of the chiefs were breaking down. 
Missionary endeavour with its emphasis on education was also encouraging 
people away from tribal life. Thus there was by this time a small educated 
6lite of exempted Africans, many of whom served in roles auxiliary to 
white administrators, educators and missionaries. These were now beginning 
to express interest in the franchise, and were becoming vocal in their 
resentment at various discriminatory practices affecting black people. 
At the same time, whereas colonists had previously urged vigorous 
measures against traditionalism and the segre~tion of Africans in reserves, 
they now realised that the disintegration of tribal life was bringing 
them no advantage in their supply of labour. Indeed, certain aspects of 
traditionalism had in fact facilitated the flo1r1 of labour - such as lobolo, 
which required a man contemplating marriage to pay a price to his bride's 
parents and so induced him to take paid employment. F'urthermore, it w.::ta 
seen that the tribal system was a cheap way of governing the Africans; und 
that the traditionalist African was more amenable to authority. With a 
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significant group of Africans now no longer conforming to racial 
stereotypes, it became difficult for the whites to justify their exclusive 
privileges. In particular, as some Africans were claiming admission into 
the white society, whites began to fear political and economic competition 
from them. So it was that there was a gradual but di.stinct swing in the 
o:pinions of most colonists. Now they began to encourage segregation and 
the perpetuation of traditionalism. Africans should "develop· along their 
own lines", it was said. 
(Welsh has observed that among those whites who were genuinely 
concerned to see that Africans were treated with justice and who saw them 
as potential co-participants in a common society, there was also a change 
in thinking at this time - but in reverse to that among the colonists in 
general. These people had previously argued for a tolerance of African 
traditionalism, but by the early 1900s they saw traditionalism as ·an 
encumbrance which Africans inust slough off if they were to adapt to mode.rn 
conditions. (l) ) 
Another important factor influencing the thinking of colonists was 
that many farmers had by now obtained labour from elsewhere, so that the 
shortage of labour was no longer the central political issue. Sugar-CC\Ile 
had been introduced from Mauritius in the late 1840s, to be farmed along 
the Natal coast. As Africans could not be induced to leave their reserves 
to work on the sugar plantations, the Natal authorities had made agreements 
with the Government of India to import Indian labourers. These were 
indentured for three years, after which they were free to~rk for whom 
they liked, and then after five years were entitled to a free return 
passage or the equivalent of its cost in Crown land. The first group of 
Indians arrived in 186o, and within five years about 6 500 had been 
brought to Natal. Here was a more reliable source of cheap, regulS\.r labour 
than the Africans. 
However, the influx of Indians brought further racial problems. \~hites 
became hostile towards those who did not return to India after the expiry 
of their indentures; while 'passenger' Indians who arrived shortly after 
the indentured labourers and set themselves up as traders also encountered 
a great deal of resistance. So the granting of responsible government to 
Natal. in 1893 was soon followed by a series of discriminatory laws: 
imposing a tax on those Indians who did not return to India; providing 
arbitrary powers for the refusal. of trading licences to them; remcving 
from them the right to acquire the franchise (in 1896) (though those 
Indians who were already registered as voters were retained en the roll); 
and restricting further Indian imrni~,F~t:i:.C~n.~ Neyertheless. by f."IJ~ tu,r:p. of rm-ibid·~ p233 
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For British and American as well as French, Swiss, German, Norwegian and 
Swedish missionary societies became increasingly involvad in southern 
Africa during that time. 
Missionaries were among the first whites to enter many parts of the 
interior. For instance, by 1835 - before the trekkers crossed the Orange 
River - the London Missionary Society had helped to establish small 
Griqua states in that region, and was at work among the Batlapin at 
Kuruman; the Paris Evangelical Society had started working at Morija in 
Basotoland; and the Wesleyan Society had mUEions among various clans, 
including the Barolohg at Thaba Nchu. Likewise, before the arrival of the 
trekkers in Natal Anglican and American missiona.ries were working arncng 
the Zulus. All these and other missionaries were to play an important 
part, officially and unofficially, in relationships between the African 
peoples and the white communities. On the one hund, African chiefa·-
who were unused to the ways of European diplomacy and unable to read or 
write - looked to missionaries for guidance in their negotiations with 
whites. While some, as we have seen,(l) used missionaries to help them in 
their dealings with trekkers, others used missionaries as negotiators in 
dealings with colonial administrators. For instance, Moshesh employed 
the French missionaries Arbousset and Casalis as secretaries and diplomats; 
Montshiwa employed Wesleyan missionaries to correspond with Governors of 
the Cape to induce them to extend a protectorate over the Tswana on the 
Transvaal border; and further north Lewanika of the Barotse was advised 
by Coillard on how to obtain the best terms from colonial authorities. On 
the other hand, white officials sought the assistance of missionaries in 
promoting their racial policies. On the eastern Cape frontier Grey en-
couraged missionary bodies to establish institutions amongst the tribes 
to win these to western civilisation and to peace with the whites - which 
encouragement the Anglican and Methodist Churches accepted with alacrity, 
for it was an opportunity to obtain financial support for missions. 
Similarly in Natal, Shepstone pressed for the establishment of mission 
stations in the reserves, to help with the organisation of these: and Lindley 
and Adams worked closely with him in this regard, while Colenso was also 
associated with him. In the north the Reverend J.s. Moffat acted as 
diplomat to Logengula, and assisted in securing mineral rights in Matabele-
land. · 
However, while African chiefs were at first ready to welcome mission-
aries into their areas, they later came to sec them as threats to themselves 
and their peopl~s. For missionaries tended to ~dermine by their preachin~ I Refer p}9 supra. - .... - - - -.. . ., 
the traditional rites and customs which were the soc:i.al cement of African 
society, and to remove converts from the jurisdiction of chiefs into 
protected mission stations. Moreover, suspicion was aroused again~~ 
missionaries by their close association with white governments, particu-
larly when they acted as government agents or encouraged chiefs to sub~it 
themselves to British sovereignty. This suspicion was increased as 
missionaries urged tribesmen to observe God's command not to kill - while 
(particularly on the eastern frontier of the Cape) the tribesmen were 
themselves being subjected to raids by white people.(l) Not only did 
Africans become aware that Christian teaching as presented by white rr~ss­
ionaries and Christian life as practised by white men differed considerably, 
but they saw missionaries to be aiding white aggression, enabling white 
conquest and domination. 
Certainly, many missionaries in the TranSkei longed for and sometimes 
worked actively for the annexation of African territory by Britain. This 
was sometimes because their mission stations had become isolated by 
hostile chiefs, or because they wished to protect converts from others 
who encouraged polygamy and witchcraft- in which case~ey believed that 
the coming of British order and justice would help them in their ministry. 
Or is was sometimes because they looked on imperial responsibilities 
with an almost religious veneration, as many people did at that time. 
Certainly there were many miss:i.onaries who could fairly be classified as 
imperialists. Some have been described as 'pioneering empire builders' 
themselves, taking over with the support of the army large tracts of land 
which then became missionary reserves where only faithful and proved 
followers were allowed residence at the discretion of the missionaries 
concerned. (2 ) De Kiewiet had added that many a missionary, not always 
innocently, was the tool of land-sharks.(3) 
Not only did this association between missionaries and the deprivation 
of Africans of their land and independence anger the chiefs of that time, 
but it has provoked much bitterness in Africans of today, bringing discredit 
on the Church and hampering its ministry. 11You have brought us the Bible," 
some have chid, "but you have taken away our land and our freedom." 
Yet it is also true that there were some missionaries who sought to 
rotect Africans :f'rom encroachment by W:hites. Phil.i.p, .a.!3 \'ie have s.een •.. ( 4)_ . 
Refer eg. Williams, D.: 'African Nationalism in South J;.frica: Origins 
and Problems' in The Journal of African History Vol Xl No 3 (19?0) p379· 
(2) Refer Hinchliff, Church in South Africa p5Q. 
(3) De Kiewiet op.cit. p75. 
( 4) Refer p 38 supra. 
tried to secure for Africans land where they might live in freedom on 
their own. William Shaw, the leading Methodist minister and missionary in 
the eastern Cape in the l820s 1 likewise insisted upon the need for security 
of tenure for African lands and urged a temporary segregation of the races. 
(Though he did suggest that whites should act as trustees for the Africans: 
"For a time these lands should be legally vested in trustees selected from 
a class of persons who, by their inclination cr position, must be naturally 
careful for (the Africans') interests. 11 (l~ In later years Casalis and 
Mabille in Basutoland and Mackenzie in Bechuanaland played important roles 
in the recognition of those territories as 'Protectorates' for Africans. 
They sought "to keep some part of South Africa politically independent of 
the white colonists, where in an atmosphere of freedom, shielded from the 
restrictions and repressions imposed by the phobias of the whites, Africans 
might deyelop under the combined influence of an enlightened administration, 
education and Chritianity. 11 ( 2 ) It is significant that all these mission-
aries were advocating that black people - in their own interests - should 
be kept separate from whites. This fact has been seized upon by present-
day defenders of South Africa's apartheid policy, to show that they were 
indeed churchmen who first suggested such a policy.<3) 
In other respects too, there were missionaries who crusaded vehemently 
against the actions of local governments or against authorities in Britain 
for the rights of black people. Philip was at the forefront in securing 
a status for blacks before the law, equal with that of the whites. Colenso 
was also notable as a strong contender for political and social justice 
for Africans in Natal, and severely criticised British policy in Zululand. 
Indeed, while missionaries came to be regarded by African leaders as agents 
of colonialism, they were on the other hand being criticised by white 
colonists for their 'misguided and false philanthropy', for the way they 
provided refuge for black people from labouring at the demand of whites, 
and for the way they undermined the racial structure of society by producing 
a literate group of people who manifested a new social independence. 
Another accusation that has been levelled at missionaries is that 
they were agents of cultural domination - at the forefront of those ~ho, 
in a spirit of superiority, strove to supplant the traditional culture of 
Africans with a European culture. Certainly many missionaries made little 
differentiation between Christianity and~stern culture, sometimes implying 
that these were identical. .They expected theiz:-. convert~ to t~e ove~ ..... . 
. {1) Quotea by Hewson, L.A.: in The Christian Citizen in a M~ti-Racial 
Society (1949 Conference) p52. 
(2) Smith, E.W.L The Blessed Missionaries (1950) p88. 
(3) eg. Steward, A.: You are Wrong Father Huddleston (1956) pp43-44. 
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European customs at the same time as they adopted the Christian faith. 
For instance, almost all made the wearing trousers one of the requisites 
of conversion. It might be argued that these customs were the best that 
the missionaries knew: but it is now recognised that they and other churchme~ 
since then have suppressed much that was of worth in the Africans' way of 
life. So it is that proponents of black consciousness within the Churches 
today seek to encourage certain African customs and to show that the basic 
Christian truths may be understood and held within an African ethos. 
To many missionaries there was much in African culture (such as 
lobolo, polygamy and witchcraft) that was plainly diabolical, and so they 
looked on Africans as 1 brands to be plucked from the burning' • \1/hat 
encouraged their hostility towards traditionalism was the fact that the 
tribal system and tribal customs often militnted against their making 
converts. For many Africans were not prepared to have anything to do with 
a religion that interfered with their practices, and some turned to 
persecute those who did become converts. 
Some missionaries favoured an assault on traditionalism by legisla~ive 
action, designed to break up the tribal system and bring Africans into 
daily personal comtact with whites. Others, also seeking to withdraw 
Africans from their traditional society, encouraged them to enter missionary 
communities where they would absorb both Christianity and western culture 
at the same time. The Moravian Brethren were of this thinking. Their 
policy was to gather together converts into enclosed settlements, complete 
with church, smithy, mill, school, and other facilities - where the dignity 
and skills of labour, and elementary general eiucation, and standards of 
'civilised' living were all taught together with the Gospel. In this 'liay 
black people (Hottentots in this instance) were to be converted out of 
one kind of society, culture and life into another. Moreover they were 
encouraged to live the rest of their lives in these communities, so that 
their new moral standards might always be maintained. This pc..ttern 
became the ideal for many other missionaries - though some differed slightly 
in that they sought to withdraw their converts into a western community 
only for a while, then to return them to their people when they showed 
sufficient moral strength to stand firm in their new faith and customs. 
On the other hand, there were missionaries who did not intend to 
overthrow African traditions. They believed that converts to Christianity 
should be left in their own traditional communities, and that African 
tribes and the African way of life should be christianised as a whole. 
Bishop Callaway in the Transkei, for instance, wished to develop Christianit:: 
11in the kraals of the natives round their hut fires, and not make it a 
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speciality of a few gathered into a missionary compound". (l) Sonie warned 
that drawing converts away from their natural surrounds might suggest that 
it was impossible to be a Christian and still live in an African area. 
Colenso went so far as to argue that as the African was 'noble' the mission-
ary ought to attempt to buiid.upon the element of nobility in African 
religion. What is again significant is that missionary policies of this 
second type {in contrast to those of missionaries such as the Moravians) 
often encouraged some. measure of segregation between blacks and whites -
once more in the interests of black people, to preserve their traditional 
cultural background by insulating it from western influences. 
However, although many may be criticised for suppressing African 
culture, it must be acknoWledged that missionaries were the pioneers in 
education and medical work amongst Africans, and the value of their 
achievements in both these fields was considerable. Indeed, the education 
of Africans in agriculture and crafts ~ well as in the academic sphere 
was almost entirely left to the missionaries - so that by 1910 there were 
still no government schools for Africans in southern Africa.<2) Missionaries 
were also largely responsible for the reduction of African languages and 
folk lore to writing. 
It was as a result of missionary work that there came into being the 
growing class of Africans who had been given an elementary education, 
who had acquired new skills and values, including those of individual.isr.t, 
equality and democracy, and who had had their horizons widened. Many of 
these subsequently renounced their Christian faith under secularist and 
nationalist influences, yet they rarely, if ever, reverted to traditionalism. 
From among them came all the African pioneers of thought. Those who \'tere 
political leaders in the early years of the Union of South Africa, or 
who founded the African National Congress in 1912, or who became social and 
educational leaders, professional men, founders of the African press and 
pioneers of African literature, had nearly all been taught in missionary 
institutions. "Even those who are today in revolt and who criticise 
missionaries unmercifully are 'sociological Christians•, whose ability 
to attack missionaries on western lines of argument and in the English 
languags·is the result of the education which missionaries pioneered."{}) 
1 Lewis, C. and Edwards, G.E.: Historical Records of th·e-·Church of the 
Province of South Africa {1934) p537. cf report of the fiDst Anglican 
Provincial Missionary Conference in ibid. p2ll. 
{2) One government industrial school in the Zwartkop reserve in Nutal had 
been opened in 1887, but had been transferred to a mission six years 
later. 
{3) Brookes, White Rule Pl99. 
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Many missionaries in the nineteenth century may indeed be criticised 
for their complicity in the domination of white people over black in southern 
Africa. Yet it must also be allowed that there were many who cared deeply 
for the people among whom they lived and ministered, and for whom they gave 
their lives. No doubt these would have been shocked and appalled if they 
were to have seen how their actions have subsequently been interpreted.(!) 
When Britain assumed control in the Transvaal and Orange Feee State 
after the 1902 Treaty of Vereeniging, she was anxious not to offend the Boers 
in their deep convictions regarding race relations. So she promised that no 
attempt would be made to alter the political status of Africans in those 
territories before full responsible government had been granted there. "In 
that epochal decision,." De Ki.ewiet has commented, "the British Government 
receded from its humanitarian position, and enabled the Boer leaders to win 
a signal victory •••• Great Britain abandoned the effort to exercise a control 
over the vital relations between white and black. 11 ( 2 ) 
In the ensuing years it became clear to administrators that there was 
a need for co-operation between the Cape, Natal, Transvaal and Orange River 
CoLony in their ordering of race relations. Whites' dealings with Africans 
presented similar problems in each territory, and manifestly required a 
common policy. Moreover, in Natal (where the African po~lation was nine 
times greater than the white population) it was only with the aid of forces 
from the Cape and Transvaal tbat a rebellion led by Bambata in 1906 could be 
put down and other risings against the imposition of a poll-tax quelled. 
Natal was clearly unable on its own to govern its vast African population. 
What was more, both Natal and the Transvaal by now had Asian populations, so 
it seemed advisable to have a common policy towards them too. Not only was 
there a fairly large Indian population in the Transvaal, but from 1904 some 
51 000 indentured Chinese workers were imported to alleviate the shortage 
of labour on the gold mines. Most of these _Chinese were sent hou1e by 1910 -
for the supply of African labour increased - but some remained (and were 
allotted a social and political status similar to that of black people). 
1 
(2) 
"When the smoke of present-day controversies has died away," Brookes 
has suggested, "a better estimate of missionary work will be possible." 
(Brookes, E.H.: Apartheid (1968) pxix) 
De Kiewiet, op.cit. p143. 
In 1903 a Native Affairs Commission was ~ppointed to consider the 
situation of Africans in all four colonies. Two years later this Commission 
made some far-reaching recommendations, amongst which were suggestions 
that African ownership of land be confined to certain demarcated areas, 
and that locations for their residence should be established near labour 
centres. It was suggested that African representation in parliament should 
be by whites, elected on a communal franchise. So lines were set for 
future policy, which would clearly favour racial segregation rather than 
assimilat;ion. 
Alongside economic considerations, the need for a common racial 
policy was a forceful argument for the uniting of the four territories.(l) 
The way for their union was opened in 1906, when the Transvaal and Orange 
River Colony were each granted responsible government and so put on a footing 
of political equality with the Cape and Natal. 
In October 1908 representatives chosen by the parliaments of each 
of the colonies met in a National Convention to draft a constitution for 
a united South Africa. (2) When the Convention came to consider the question 
of voting rights in the prospective union, the majority of Cape delegates 
advocated the extension of the Cape franchise regulations throughout the 
country. This would have meant that black people as well as white (pro-
vided they were 'civilised') would have been eligible far the vote. The 
whites had a duty, it was argued, to promote the education and advancement 
of the black people - though it was made clear that social integration was 
not being advocated. However, the delegates from the ·Transvaal and Orange 
River Colony adamantly refused to consider union if they were to make 
concessions towards black people and even grant them a vote. With this 
stance the Natal delegation sided. Eventually the Cape delegates, earnestly 
desiring union and an end to division between British and Boer, gave \•my -
though they were outspoken in their hope that after union the white population 
would grow more tolerant and extend voting rights to black people everywhere. 
Davenport has suggested that it was because they needed to keep the 
African and Coloured voters favourable to themselves that the Cape politicians 
~~--~ t.<2..~S~~d the pol~tis~ .. right~ of black pe~p,.J.e i~ the __ g~:P~ .•. <~> 
~nis need ~or a common racial policy had been one of the main reasons 
put forward in calls for a federation of states in southern Africa 
by Sir George Grey (High Commissioner) in 1858, and by Lord Carnarvon 
(Colonial Secretary) in 18?5. 
(2) Southern Rhodesia sent observers, but the Crown Colony of Basutoland 
and the Protectorates of Swaziland and Bechuanaland were not represer-ted~ 
for the chiefs of those peoples preferred the rule of the Imperial 
authorities to that of their white neighbours •. 
(3) Davenport, op.cit. p2?8. The Afrikaner Bond (later renamed the South 
African Party) had been indebted to black votes for its victories in the 
elections of 1898 and 1904. 
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I! their liberal tradition had been consolidated within the framework of a 
political party it might have withstood the -buffeting which it received 
at the National Convention and afterwards, but there was no multi-racial 
party in the Cape.(l) Indeed the Cape delegates at the Convention were 
opposed on the question of the franchise by some of their own colleagues 
in the Cape ParliameA~i and their views apparently found little support 
among either English-speaking or Dutch people in the colony. (2) VJhat was 
more, those supporting political rights for black people would remain 
a minority after union - and would be suppressed within their political 
parties lestthey gave ammunition to opposing parties. Commenting on th~s 
si~uation, Denoon has suggested that whereas befors :unicn Cape politici~a 
could afford fairly liberal race relations because Africans were then largely 
external to their lives - "a philosophical problem for thoughtful but remote 
white politicians" - after union they would feel more threatened because 
Africans would now clearly be an internal and urgent concern.(3) 
It was agreed by the National Convention that each of the four territories 
should retain the franchise qualifications that · it had had before union. 
This meant that in the Cape the right to vote belonged to all who passed 
certain educational and economic qualifications, regardless of their race. 
This right for black people was protected by a clause stating that their 
franchise could not be altered except by the agreementcf at least two-thirds 
of both Houses of the Union Parliament sitting together. Without this 
entrenchment, won after a hard battle by the Cape delegates, the Cape would 
not have entered the union. In Natal, however, while whites and Coloured 
pe·ople who met certain economic qualifications could be registered as voters, 
only Africans who were exempted from customary law could vote - which 
exemption was difficult to obtain - and Indians were denied the franchise. 
In the Transvaal and the renamed Orange Free State, where black people had 
always been debarred from political rights, only whites were entitled to 
vote.· What was more, black people in the Cape lost their right to stand for 
election, for it was agreed that only whites might be elected to the new 
Union Parliament. "The Union Constitution, in native policy at all events, 
represented the triumph of the frontier, and into the hands of the frontier 
was delivered the future of the native peoples. 11 ( 4) 
Concluded in May 1909, the draft constitution was approved in each of 
the colonies and then in September was passed by the British Parliament 
as the South Africa A~t. .I.t Cllp'le into C?."P~ra.tion op. th_e_ 31st May 1910: a.nd th.~ 
1 ibid. p320. 
(2) Robertson, J.: Liberalism in South Africa (1971) p4. 
:3) Denoon, D.: Southern Africa since 1800 (1972) pl54. 
(4) De Kiewiet, op. cit. pl50. 
Union of South Africa was established - with racial discriminution part 
of its very foundation. 
In the first elections it was the South African National Party thc•t 
won the majority and so formed the Government. But this party was an 
amalgamation of parties in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony that had 
been committed to a doctrine of racial inequality, and of another in the 
Cape that had accepted racial equality only in a limited political sense. 
They had come together before reaching a common mind on questions of 
racial policy; nor did they wish to raise the matter in public lest they 
present a disunited front to the electorate. So it was that they 
proclaimed ·as a principle "the placing of the native question above part;r 
politics, and the honourable and sympathetic treatment of the colcured 
races in a broad and liberal spirit". But this formula meant that 
attention would not be given to developing a purposeful policy in racial 
questions. When minds abdicated the task, traditional sentiments would 
take over - and thus social and political assumptions of the age of the 
trekkers would pass freely into the society and politics of the Union of 
South Africa.(l) 
~Davenport, ~.cit. pp330-331. 
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3o THE RISE OF AFRIKANER NATIONALISM 
Whereas their very act of trekking, their wars against African 
tribes, and the British annexation of Natal in 1843 and of the Orange 
River Sovereignty in 1848; had at first bound the Dutch farmers of the 
interior together in a community of interests - their group solidarity 
subsequently waned, after the British had withdrawn their influence from 
the territories north of the Vaal and Orange Rivers by the Conventions 
of 1852 and 1854. Political inexperience and individualism tended to keep 
the Boer parties apart from one another, particularly in the Transvaal 
where there was much factionalism. 
But, in 1868 Britain took over Basutoland just as the Boers seemed 
likely to defeat the Basotho people, and three years later Britain snatched 
away the diamond fields of Griqualand West to which the Orange Free State 
laid claim. These actions evoked the indignation of the Boers in the Free 
State and united them emotionally in their dislike of the British Government. 
Not long afterwards, in 1877, BritaiA annexed the Transvaal: with the 
result that Boers there too, after years of dissensions, became united ~ 
their determination to regain their independence. Meanwhile, many Dutch 
people in the Cape were aroused by sympathy for their 1wronged 1 fel.lows · 
in the northern republics. Previously these settled colonials had not been 
much concerned with the affairs of the semi-nomadic trekkers 1 from whom 
they had been divided emotionally as well as geographically: but now they 
became conscious of their common nationality with the Boers; and at the 
same time began to diagnose their own position under British rule in the 
Cape, and to feel that they were not occupyimg their rightful place in the 
political structures there. (l) So, suddenly and quite dramatically, there 
was an awakening of an historical and national consciousness among the 
•Afrikaner' people of southern Africa. 
The first effective expressions of this sentiment came from a group 
of well-educated men in the western Cape, who hud remained aloof from the 
British colonial establishment. Prominent among them was the Reverenc! 
S.J. du Toit, a minister in the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk, who, with 
the backing of some other ministers, teachers clnd wine farmers, founded 
in 1875 Die Genootskap van Regte Afrikaners (Fellowship of True Afrikaners). 
This organisation fastened onto the concept of the Afrikaner people as a 
culttll"8l.ly distinct element wi_thin the population.· a!!..~~ proclaimed its . 
1 When Lord Charles Somerset had been Governor of the Capell~lq_l~26J 
English had been substituted for Dutch as the official language of 
the legislature, courts and civil service, and for business transactions 
as well as the medium for instruction in secondary schools. 
intention to "stD.nd for our language, our nation and our country". Its 
members sought to propagate the Afrikaans languag~, us distinct from 
Dutch; and in 1876 established u newspaper, Die Afrikaanse Patriot, 
which aimed to instruct rather than to inform, and gained a wide readership. Cl) 
. An all-embracing programme of popular education was also planned, based 
. . 
an the concept of Christian National Education which had appeared in the 
Netheriands ih 1860. (This concept held that for the furtherance of 
Christianity education ought no~ only be Christian but also expressed in 
terms meaningful to a given national group.) Du Toit aimed to reet<ore 
the influence of the NGK over the minds of the young by securing the 
principle of confessional religious instruction in the schools, and to 
protect those minds from the cultural domination of things English. In 
1877 was published the first Afrikaans history of southern Africa., ~ 
Geski.edenis van Ons Land in dieTaal van Ons Volk (The liistory of our Cou~try 
in the Language of our People), of which the greater part was written by 
Du Toit. In emotive terms it recounted wrongs that hDd been endured by 
Boers at the hands of their British conquerors, and conveyed the impress~on 
that God was specially concerned with the welfare of Afrikaners. Thus the 
! 
book was to provide a good foundation for a nationalist mythology. 
Thompson reports that Du Toit was followed by other writers, in the 
republics as well as the Cape, by whom this mythology was progressively· 
expanded, additional details being added here and additional grievances 
there, with the effect of presenting a more and more idealised picture of 
the Afrikaner people. They were always right, their enemies always wrong. 
The analogy of the trekkers with the Israelites was also develope~, so 
that Afrikaners were re~rded as having been planted by God at the southern 
tip of Africa to become a separate people who would bring light to the 
heathen. This writing reached a climax in A CentU!JOf Wrong, a propaganda 
piece written by J.C. Smuts in 1899. It was "sophisticated and bitter" 
with a spirit of "extreme anglophobia", and pictures the Boer as a white 
aristocrat with an inextinguishable love of justice and liberty.(2) 
Meanwhile in the Cape the enthusiasm of the Genootskap was infectious, 
and its methods well suited to stirring up the fervour of an intense, 
conservative and unsophisticated people - though it did not appeal to those 
who had cordial relations with English-speaking colonials. In the late 
1870s Afrikaner farmers' associations came into being, developing a concern 
for ~e cultural interests of Afrikaners..and calling .for a res~e:e~c-e. c.f 
l In 19?4 a facsimile reproduction of the first year's editions was 
publiShed (Tatelberg, Cape Town). 
(2) English edition:. A Century of Wrong issued by F .\IJ. Reitz, London, 1900. 
Smuts was the principal author. Refer Thompsen, L.N.: 11Afrikaner 
Nationalist Historiography and the Policy of Apa.rtheid11 in The Journal 
of African History Vol III No 1 (1962) pl29 
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their self-esteem. In 188o the Afrikaner Bond was established, again at 
the suggestion of Du Toit. This was the first real political party to 
emerge, and set itself to co-ordinate the activities of the various groups 
of devotees furthering the Afrikaner cause. Political independence for 
the Afrikaner people was part of its goal• 
The first Anglo-Boer War of 1880 (or the 'First War of Independence', 
as it became known to Afrikaners) did much to bind Transv~~lers together, 
and they received moral and _active support from many Afrikaners in the 
Orange Free State and the Cape. (In the latter territory there were 
petitions to the Government pleading for support fer the Transvaal, and 
money was collected for needy Boers.) The war gave form and content to 
Afrikaner nationalism, and the Boer victory at Majuba filled Afrikaners 
with pride and self-confidence, making them a\~re of their potential 
strength. Encouraged by advisers from the Netherlands and Germany, 
Presi~eDt Kruger developed a vision of an Afrikaner national state north 
of the Vaal: and the term Het Volk (The People), which had previously 
included all white inhabitants of the Transvaal, came to mean more precisely 
the Afrikaners to whom the Transvaal was ·a fatherland. 
After the war there was what looked like the beginning of a pan-
Afrikaner organisation, when the Afrikaner Bond formed affiliated branc~es 
in the Transvaal and the Orange Free State. But the interests and commerci2.::. 
rivalries of all these territories proved too diverse, and the ~ reverted 
to a Cape political party. 
Meanwhile, many became alienated by Du Toit 1 s unusually austere 
Calvinism, and the ~ turned to Jan Hofmeyr for leadership. He was r.1ore 
tolerant 1 less doctrinaire 1 and wanted a state in which ~ \'lhi te people 
might feel equally at home: and so led the party from the anti-British 
path which it had taken until then. At the same time what had been the 
focal point of their campaign for equality with English-speaking people 
in the Cape was removed, when the use of the Dutch language in Parliament, 
schools, courts and the civil service was extended as asked for, without 
much opposition. Meanwhile·to the north the Transvaalers no longer felt 
their independence threatened (though the extension of British control 
over adjoining territories (Bechuanaland in 1885, Matabeleland and 
MashonGland in 1890) was to keep some anti-British feeling simmering), 
while in the Orange Free State the Boers were by the 188os happy to have bnen 
rid of Basutoland, which ~he Cape had since proved unable to control, and 
of the diamond fields, which would have brought them a large influx of 
foreigners. So nationalist sentiment abated for a while. 
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Then came the overwhelming numbers of Uitlanders to the Transvaal 
following the discovery of gold in 1886. These were a new threat to the 
Boers there, for if the aiiens were granted the franchise not only would 
the Boers lose their poiitical dominance, but the republic and the way of 
life for which they had fought and suffered for so long would inovitably 
disappear. Thus the franchise qualifications for electing the President 
and Volksraad were raised from fiTe to ten years residence in 1890~ and to 
fourteen years residence in 1894. Then in December 1895 occurred a 
decisive event. A party of police from Rhodesia led by Dr. L.S. Jameson 
rode from Bechuanaland into the Tran.sva.a.J., hoping to help the people of 
Johannesburg seize the town and then march on Pretoria to force President 
Kruger to give them the vote: but the raiders were soon rounded up by the 
Boers. This incident aroused deep suspicion of the British in the minds 
of Afrikaners everywhere - and their bitterness was intensified by 
BritiSh attempts to conceal official complicity (for the raid had been 
planned with the connivance of Cecil Rhodes, Prime Minister of the Capo 
Colony, whUe the British High Commissioner and ColoniaJ. Secretary had been 
secretly aware of the plot). In the Cape, Hofmeyr and other Afrikaner 
moderates broke a political alliance with Rhodes and turned to look 
northwards. To an increasing extent Dutch and English-speaking people ~ow 
stood on opposite sides; and in 1898 the Afrikaner Bond was to win a 
bitterly fought election. Meanwhile the Orange Free State in 1897 
renewed a defensive alliance which had been made \iith the Transvaal in 
1889; and a Federal Council was established to bring about a union between 
the two republics. So there was a new cry tor Afrikaner volkseenheid 
(unity of the people) 
The Second Anglo-Boer War which followed in 1899 'pro~ably did more 
to unite Afrikanerdom and infuse it with purpose and determination than 
~y other single factor before or after•. The scorched-earch policy 
adopted by the British troops, and the deaths b,y disease of some 26 000 
Boer·women and children held in refugee camps, caused. much bitterness: 
all of which was increased when the republics lost their sovereign 
independence with the Treaty of Vereeniging. If the disappearance of 
the republics was .not to mean also the disappearance of the Afrikaner people 
as a distinct and separate nation with its own history, traditions, faith 
and language, then Afrikaners would have to do everything they could to 
reassert themselves. The talk of Afrikaner unity that had gro'lrtn more 
frequent on the,eve of the war became stronger with an• increasing sense 
of common destiny, and the bond between Afrikaners of the Cape and of the 
northern territories \~8 restored. Jealously the Afrikaner people guarded 
everything that was peculiar to themselves. 
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After the war Lord Milner, the British High Commissioner, n1...de mena~ing 
attempts to anglicise the population of tho former republics, by extending 
English cultural. influences at the expense of Dutch, and giving an · 
emphatically English bias to education. He encouraged the immigration of 
teachers from.Britain, so that at one stage 4oo of some 900 in these 
territories had come from overseas. English was made the official language; 
and was to be the medium of instruction in the schools - while the number of 
hours devoted to Dutch (the teaching of which had been guaranteed under the 
terms of peace) was kept within narrow limits. Meanwhile in the Cape too 
the Dutch language had lost status, ~or it had again become possible to 
enter the civil service without a knowledge of that language. Thus the 
question of language rights became unequivoce.l.ly a national. issue, and was 
to prove a successful rallying point for the nationalist movement. The next 
few years saw a great awakening of Afri~~ers throughout southern Africa-to 
their own responsibility to speak and write their language with pride. 
Language associations were formed to encourage this, through examinations in 
Dutch, the publication of school books and the award of prizes for works of 
literary merit. Nor was this concern to cease even after the Act of Unicn 
had entrenched the equal rights of both English and Dutch as the official 
languages of South Africa. Meanwhile, in the former republics some 200 
independent schools were establ~shed under local committees of parents, to 
follow the principles of Christian National Education. They were poor in 
staff and funds, but they sufficed to keep many children out of Milner's 
hated English school system. 
The minds of Afrikaners during this period also turned easily towards 
political action, for they saw that through this they could regain some, 
if not all, of the independence which they had lost. Afrikaner parties 
were formed - Het Volk in the Transvaal. and the Oz·angia Unie in the Orange 
River Colony - and after the granting in 1906 of responsible government in 
each of these territories these parties came to power. In the Cape the 
Afrikaner Bond, having in 1903 been renamed the South African Party to ''lin 
over moderate English-speaking people, was still in power; while in Nat~l 
too there were signs of Afrikaner political revival in the Volksverenig!n,g. 
All these parties were bound together by strong emotional ties, and 
constituted the strongest of all pressure groups ~rrhich directed the cow.·se of 
events towards the unification of southern Africa, After the Union had been 
constituted they joined together to form the South African National Party 
(better known as the South African Party), which wan a majority in the first 
elections and so crune to power under General L. Botha~1)Ever since then 
Afrikaners have dominated the political scene. 
r it should be noted that these. Afri.kruler-···p~ties did "enjoy the of many English-speaking people. support 
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While concern for the preservation of their language was one major 
unifying factor for Afrikaners, their Christian faith was another, and 
likewise helped to build up a strong feeling of group unity. For to most 
Afrikaners their religious convictions were very important. 
We have seen how the early trekkers saw in the Old Testament the 
history and religious experience of a pastoral people not much different 
from themselves, and how they came to think of themselves as a 'chosen 
people' just as the Israelites had been, led by God to a dangerous and 
unknown future where they were to win the surro~~ding peoples to Christian 
civilisation.(!) In this analogy there was a strongly emotive basis for a 
nationalistic movement. So the theme was taken up and elaborated at the end 
of the nineteenth and into the twentieth century by Afrikaner leaders, 
churchmen, writers and politicians. God had indeed chosen the Afrikaner 
people for a special destiny - and his hand was clearly visible in their 
history. British oppression and black harassment were a seal of· God's 
election, for according to Calvinistic tradition God tested his innocent 
servants, and righteous suffering might be taken as assurance of his favour. 
"The more we are afflicted with adversities, the more surely our fellowship 
with Christ is confirmed.'~ 'ITo suffer persecution for righteousness sake is 
a singular comfort. For it ought to occur to us how much honour God bestows 
upon us in thus furnishing us with the special badge of his soldiery • .,(2) 
The fact that after they had made a covenant with him God had given the 
trekkers victory at the battle of Blood River was further proof that he 
favoured them.(3) Then, just as the Cross was followed by the Resurrection, 
the foundation of the Boer republics resolved the sufferings of the trekkers111 
Yet by failing to celebra~e Blood River people neglected their covenant 
obligations and brought down God's wrath upon them, so that hevisited the 
Transvaalers with the oppression of British occupation. Thus God used 
historical events to break the sinful nature of his people and bring them 
to him. Indeed, because they were 1 chosen. o'f the Lord 1 they \-Jere more likely 
to incur his judgement than prosperity. Then it was by the might of God 
that the Transvaalers won thetr independence again in 1881. This \'las more 
than final proof of God's election of·them, and established beyond doubt 
that h~ desired _:t;h..~:r.!l_.~-~__!ema:i.~.-f2:!J tic-:!:~.) J.l:.r:'?~~~-~e:r!:t • .. ··- G~9- _h~d .. f$!'~ ~-~d 
tlJ Hef~r p27 supra. 
(2) Calvin, J.: Institutes, Book III, 8:1 and 8:7. 
(3) Before they left for the battle the trekkers took an oath that if 
viotory attended their arms they would build a church and keep the 
anniversary as a day of thanksgiving. 
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them independence in order that they might serve him. So on the outbreak 
of the Second Anglo-Boer War Afrikaners were firmly convinced that God was 
on their side, for he would not go baclt on his covenant with them. When 
they were defeated they saw this again in terms of the righteoun suffering. 
Even as the Resurrection of Christ was the first-fruits of his Second CoQing, 
so the republics hod been the first-fruits of a republican second condng -
and Afrikaners now looked forward to a new and greater united republic. 
Thus there developed what Moodie has described as an Afrika~or 'civil 
religion•.(l) Ordinary Afrikaners may not have had a coherent view of this 
belief-system, for their comprehension was probably haphazard and selective. 
Yet their fervent Calvinist faith 
by politicians to hold the people 
taining their national identity. 
provided a basis which could be exploited 
together and mobilise them towards main-
Their understanding that God had called 
them and intended to create another republic meant that everything which 
emphasised Afrikaner uniqueness - their language, Calvinist faith, customs 
and dress - took on a sacred significance:. while everything that threatened 
their identity became demonic. Furthermore, the fact that there was this 
impelling religious basis to the nationalist movement meant that its a~erent~ 
became imbued with a singular determination and all-pervading sense of pur-
pose. They firmly believed that they had a divine role in the shaping of 
South Africa's political destiny. (Moodie has.observed, however, that while 
leaders clearly believed that Afrikaners were called to serve God in some 
unique way, and while public mention of the calling aroused great enthusiasm 
· in Afrikaner audiences, speakers and writers seldom if ever went on to 
specify the precise content of the Afrikaner calling.(2 ) Nevertheless, 
these leaders should not be regarded as hypocrites: for while they might 
have innovated and applied their theology to new situations and condition~, 
they were themselves creations of the faith, and accepted it without question 
because they defined their own identities in terms of it.<3> 
Later this nee-Calvinist philosophy would provide a rationale for the 
·Afrikaners to maintain not on1y their national identity and separation from 
English-speaking people, but also their racial identity and separation 
from black people. 
cf. Moodie, T.D.: Power, Apartheid and the Afrikaner Civil Religion 
(1971) ppl2-36, 41-~, 50. 
(2) ibid. p213 
(3) ibid. p33 
Seeing that there was this strong religious basis and motivation 
inherent in the growth of Afrikaner nationalism, it should not be surprising 
to find that among the leaders of the movement were many cl.ergy and churchmen, 
Indeed, their contribution to the spread of this nationalism was considerable. 
Many of the clergy of the NGK in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century had received their training at the seminary at Stellenbosch in the 
Cape. (This had opened in 1859). There they had been steeped in 
conservative Calvinist theologyi and imbued with the doctrine of electi9n 
and the rigorous collectivism of Calvin's Geneva: so that they increasingly 
came to regard themselves as the leaders of'God 1 s Chosen People', and the 
prophets of his pre-destined will for the whole of southern Africa. Their 
ministry among the Afrikaner people, meanwhile, encouraged them to identify 
closely with Afrikaner traditions and c~ture. Thus, given the great pres~ 
tige of their clerical status, they took the forefront in moves to preserve 
all that was dear to Afrikaners, and played a creative role in the fcrr.1ntion 
of nationalist ideologies. 
NGK ministers, amongst whom Du Toit was prominen·t;, were founders of 
the Genootskap at Paarl, and were instrumental in propagating the tenets 
of that organisation. Churchmen were among the first to give literary 
expression to Afrikaner ideals. Church leaders were champic-ns of their 
language: and were pioneers of the new Christian National Education. Indeed~ 
by the 188os the NGK was at the forefront of moves to achieve official 
recognition in the Cape for the Dutch language; and had set up a truining 
college for Dutch teachers in Cape To~m, while ministers elsewhere were 
building schools. Davenport has reported that most members of the 
Afrikaner Bond were also members of the Church and very conscious of this 
allegiance. It was an almost universal practice for meetings of the ~ 
to begin and end with prayer. Members of local church councils 1r1ere often 
leaders in the party, and many clergy were also members, some participating 
actively in politics both inside and outside Parliament. " From their 
point of view the national revival had a spiritual. ns well as a secular 
side. As they had taken the lead in the Dutch language movement, so they 
expected the politicians to supplement the influence of the pulpit; nnrl mm:y 
must have derived satisfaction from the amount of attention paid by ~ 
congresses to topics falling within the range of Sunday observance. The 
Sunday sermon became a regular feature of the annual congress proceedings, 
and it was thought proper, at any rate on special occasions such as these, 
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to extol the nationalist virtues from the pulpit."(l) 
By the time of the Second Anglo-Boer ~Jar the Dutch Reformed Churches 
had become leaders of the Afrikaner people in the northern republics as 
well as in the Cape. lrJhen the war broke, ministers went out on commando·-
usually ne chapalnins to the forces, though at least one (General Roux) 
had a prominent combatant role. In the Cape and Natal the sympathies of 
ministers were almost all with the Boer forces.( 2) Some clergy felt it 
their duty both during the war and afterwards to denounce and even deny 
Communion to •traitors to the cause' - the Afrikaners who joined the British 
forces as National Scouts or Handsoppers. 
After the war Dutch Reformed ministers set themselves to reconstruction 
in the former republics with self-sacrificing devotion, and took the lend 
in restoring the broken morale of Afrikaners, turning their thoughts from 
the bitter defeat of the past to a more hopeful future. Propagating the 
concept of an exclusive Afrikaner nation with a divine mission, they acted 
to unite the people through their common faith (which even the differencf:s 
in outlook between the three Churches did not substantially affectl. Staunch 
opponents of Milner's anglicisation policy (and so regarded by him with 
suspiciaon and detestation), they were prominent in the establishment of 
schools where instruction could be given according to the tenets of Calvinism, 
and they took a lend in fostering the Dutch language. Thus the role of the 
Church in material. reconstruction and in rebuildi11g the morale of the J",f-
rikaner community "established it as the major bulwa:;-k of the people in their 
struggle for the preservation of their lnnguage, culture, and religion". (3) 
After the establishment of the Union of South li.frica the Boer generals 
Botha and Smuts, now the Prime Minister and his chief lieutenar.t, worked 
for a rapprochement of Afrikaners and English-speaking people in order to 
build a united nation. They believed that there should now be a single 
•stream' of white South Africans, united both politically and culturally. 
But i ~ s~o~ .. be_9~e clea.r .. t~~-~ a {P"ea t man.v Afr:i.~merf? ¥l ... th~ ~orj:P,~r~ 
1 Davenport, op.cit. p325. 
(2) By that time there were few if any remaining of the ministers who had 
been brought from Britain to serve in the NGK during the anglicisntion 
. policy of Lord Charles Somerset. 
(3) Ritner, S.R.: 1The Dutch Reformed Church and Apartheid' in Journal 
Of Contemporary History Vol. 2 No. 4 (1967) p20 
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provinces did not support such conciliation. Their leader was General 
J.B.M. Hertzog, who insisted that the white population should continue as 
two parallel •streams•, Afrikaners and English-speaking people, each group 
having equal. political rights but retaining its separate culture, language 
and traditions. Soon there wns an open split between Botha and Hertzog, 
and tinder the leadership of the latte~ there was established in 1914 the 
Nationalist Party - which was from the outset identified with the concep~ 
of an Afrikaner nation. Said Dr. Verwoerd later, 11The Nationalist Party 
was never and is not an ordinary party. It is a. na.tion on the move."(l) 
So Afrikaner nationalism for the first time became a co-ordinated, country-
wide movement. 
Botha1 s determination to stand by Britain on the outbreak of the First 
World War inflamed nationalist opinion stUl further (and he and Smuts 
soon became despised as 'collaborators' in nutionalist mythology}. Ther~ 
followed in 1914 a rebellion by some who saw the War as an opportunity to 
overthrow the Government and regain their old republican independence. 
They were quashed, however, and Jopie Fourie, an army officer who had 
defected to the rebels, was executed - but Afrikaner memories of republican 
days were stirred and many new mempars were added to the Nationalist Party. 
Meanwhile there \.,.ere changes in the NGK. In the past, although clergy-
men had been in the forefront of struggles to secure the group identity of 
Afrikaners and their language rights, the Church had not really been in-
volved in specifically political activities.(2) Now, however, there was~ 
new generation of clergy who were strongly imbued \'lith nationalism, and who 
were furthermore concerned at the widespread poverty among their people at 
that time in the face of economic competition from other population groups. 
These young ministers sought to alter the old evangelical tradition of a 
•concern for souls' to •concern for the souls and bodies of afrikcUlers•. 
What was more, several entered party politics as followers and leaders in 
the nationalist movement. Most notable among them was Dr. D.F. Ilialan, whc 
in 1915 became editor of a new nationalist newspaper, Die Burger, and was 
elected chairman of the Nationalist Party in the Cape on his cry of •Africa 
for the Afrikaner.• 
At a clergy conference in that year (called to forestall schi&n when 
some clergy supported the rebellion and some supported Botha} it was ngrecd 
that the Church indeed had a special calling \"lith regard to the ilfrikancr 
o ula.ti.on ("with whose existence it is bound up in such an intimate mam1e~11 ) 
l ~uoted in Oxford History of Sou·cn Africa (Wilson and Thompson ms.) 
Vol II p370. 
(2) Patterson suggested that this had been because the older generation of 
ministers had had o. strict conception of their ministerial functions. 
(op.ait. pl96). 
and that it had a duty to watch over particular national concerns, to teach 
the people to see the hand of God in their history, 1-::tnd "to keep £llive 
in the Afrikaner people the awareness of national c~lling and destiny, in 
which is laid up the spiritual, moral and material progress and strep.r_f.:-h 
of our people". There was a deep conviction that th<~ NGK was the Volksker~ 
(People's Church) -although there was no attempt at that stage to justify 
the assumption theologically. Concerns such as Afrikaner education, proverty 
and unity were accepted as issues relevant to the ministrations of clergy.{l) 
At the same time, however, it was agreed that the Church would only fulfil 
its high calling 11if it kept strictly outside the boundaries of party-politics 
unless religious or moral principles are at stake or the concerns of the 
Kingdom of God are touched". Thus there was a trenchant insistence that 
Church and State should remain separate. For instance, a minister should 
not tell his congregation how to vote - unless he felt clearly·, and they 
agreed, that one political party was on the side of God and the people, 
whereas the other was expressly opposed to Christian and Afrikaner ideals. 
Likewise, when Malan decided to enter party politics he had to resign from 
the ministry, rather than take temporary leave of absence from the pulpit 
to serve God in Parliament as some Gereformeerde ministers were allowed to 
do. So there arose a distinction between Vo~spoliti~ (People's politics) 
which was a legitimate concern for the Church, and party politics which 
was not.(2) However, as the years progressed the Church was gradually 
drawn into closer collaboration with politicians of the Nationalist Purty 1 
and increasingly membership of the two institutions came to overlap. 
On the death of Botha in 1919 Smuts becanePrime Minister. But five 
years later (having lost favour through his use of military to quell a 
rising of white miners protesting at proposals to make wider use of cheap 
African labour) his South African Party lost its majority in the 
Parliamentary elections, and Hertzog became Prime Minist~r at the head of 
a coalition government of the Nationalist Party and the Labour Party. {In 
the next elections of 1929 the Nationalists would obtain a clear majority.) 
One of Hertzog's aims was to secure for South Africa an independent status 
in the world. To this end he was influential at the Imperial Conference 
of Dominion Premiers in 19261 which accept~d the Balfour Declaration recog-
nising the autGnomy of members of the British Con~onwealth and their 
equality with one another. When in 1931 the British Parliament by the 
Statute of Westminster gave legislative effect to this Declaration, Hertzog 
decla~ed hl:mself satiRfied. South _Africa had m_eanwh:Ue unfurled her ~~. flaii• 
Moodie _described the involvement of the NGK i4 the affairs of the 
Afrikaner people at that time as "emotional and theologically unsoph-
isticated11. ( op. cit. p90). 
(2) ibid. pp9)-91 
??. 
Now Hertzog began to favotir qo-oper~tion with English-speaking people, 
and visualised the merging of the two Afrikaner and English-speaking 
•streams' in a new and broader white nationalism. In 1933 he formed n 
coalition government with Smuts (for the Nationalist Party show of inde-· 
pendence by refusing to follow B~tain off the gold standard had brought 
pressure for a goverrunent that would deal with economic problems in an 
economic way and not on nationalist grounds); and in the subsequent elec-tions 
their two parties together gained an overwhelming majority, and almost 
immediately fused to form the United Party. But Malan and many Nationalists 
were not enamoured with the coaliticn. So it was that, just as Hertzog 
had broken away from Botha, l-1alan in 1934 withdre\'1 with his supporters to 
form what was called the 'purified' Nationalist Party • purified of un-
Afrikaner elements. This party was determined tozesist Afrikaner integration 
in a broader white population and did nothing to hide its dislike and distrust 
of the 'English'. 
Meanwhile, the Afrikaner language movement had gained considera~le 
ground. It was clear that the language of the people, Afrikaans, had more 
chance of survival than Dutch, which was the language of sermons and lit4 
erature; but many Afrikaners tended to regprd English as the only cult~d 
language - for this had an international status and was the language of 
urban society in South Africa, and of commerce and the professions. In 
the face of this, Afrikaans newspapers were established and Afrikaans prose, 
poetry and drama was published (much of it preoccupied with Afrikaner 
history, and particularly with the Anglo-Boer War). By 1919 every Syn">d 
of the NGK had accepted Afrikaans as its official language, and work had 
started on the tre~slation of the Bible into Afrikaans - which translation 
was to be published in 1933. So Afrikaans gained respectability, and in 
1925 a joint sitting of both Houses of Parliament made it, instead of Dutch, 
an official language of South Africa, alongside English. 'The rapid devel-
opment of Afrikaner nationalism between the two World 11-lars had a close 
association with (this) growth of the Afrikaans language, und in this the 
DutCh Reformed Churches were deeply involved.' 
In 1918 there was established a fellowship known as the ~frikuner 
Broederbond, which sought to bring together all Afrikaners who longed for 
the elevation of their people. It laid emphasis on the notion that every 
Afrikaner was part of an ~lite chosen 'People of God', with its own 
character and task, and in whose history God was active. This organisation 
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went underground in 1922, but is thought to have exerted a considerable 
nationalist influence sine~ then,in manu areas of political, economic 
and social life in the country•(i) Amongst its members have been some 
hundreds of NGK ministe~a~(2) 
Prompted by the Broederbond, there was established in 1929 the 
Federasie van Afrikaanse Kultuurvereni6ipgs (FAK), to promote and co-
ordinate the growth of voluntary associations which would preserve the 
old traditional forms of Afrikaner life. Those voluntafy associations 
• which were already in existence were usually so English-oriented and English-
dominated that Afrikaners avoided them, either because they did not feel 
at home socially or speaking English, or because they objected to the fact 
that some of these organisations lacked a colour-bar and might admit a fo\o~ 
black members. Alreadr some organisations had been formed to promote the 
Afrikaans lo.nguage or the welfare of Afrikaners in need - but now the 1930s 
saw the growth of numerous and diverse orsanisations, charitable, educatioDnl 
cultural and religious.(3) It was characteristic of these to use org.anis-
ational terms and insignia of Boer forces in the Anglo-Boer War, and branche.s 
were named after nationalist heroes. Afrikaners that had joined the older 
organisations were encouraged to withdraw from them, lest they be subject 
to influences from non-Afrikaners that might reduce their group self-
consciousness, and to join the new or~anisations tlk~t had a distinctively 
Afrikaner Ethos. They were urged to speak only Afrikaans and to support 
fellow Afrikaners. Then there followed the establishment of Afrikaner 
trade unions, and economic organisations to provide financ~al backing and 
assistance to Afrikaner businesses, so that where English-speaking people 
had predominated in ur'ba:n life now Afrikrulers might be strengthened. (At the. 
same time the Afrikaner press served as a rallying point and focus for 
Afrikaner nationalism.) Owing to the close connection between Afrikaner 
culture, language and nationalism, these. many societies exercised a direct 
infiuence on political thought, and Marquard has suggested that the FAK 
11may not unfairly be regarded as a powerful unofficial. ally of the 
Nationa1.ist Party". (4) It should 'turther be observ~ that among the mOil:~ 
1 De Viiliers observed that the···mcbilisati{;:C. of .Afrikaner resources after 
1934 - in every sphere of life - was on a scale and had a co-ordinated 
intensity that could not have happened without some central directing 
and guiding agency such as the Broederbond. (in Oxford History of South 
Africa (Wilson and Thompson Eds.) p381) 
(2) Refer Patterson op.cit. p196. 
(3) For example, Afrikaner equivalents were formed parallel to the EngliSh 
dominated child welfare organisations, women's councils, student union, 
scouting movement, first-aid associations, teacher and professio~>l 
associations, Student Christian Association nnd Insti\ute of Race 
Relations. Parallel agr:icultural unions e..nd. chambers of commerce and 
industry were also established.) 
(4) Marquard, L.: The Peoples and Policies of South Africa (1969) pJ.84 
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organisations that became affiliated to the FAK there were by 195? over 
250 h h iJ. 
(1) 
c urc counc s. 
In 1938 a semi-military organisation known as the Ossewa Brandwag 
was formed to stimulate an exclusive Afrikaner nationalism, and this 
played some part in increasing the political awareness of many rank-and-
file Afrikaners. It appears that some Dutch Reformed clergy were involved 
in this movement also,· for two successive chairmen of its Supreme Council 
were ministers.(2) 
Then in the 194os there was a revival of agitation for Christian 
Nati.onal Education, led by the Gereformeerde Kerk. (3) This move~ent was to 
go much further in its de~than supporters of CNE after the Anglo-Boer 
War had done. It called for schools where all the teaching would be in 
Afriakaans, lest in parallel-medium or dual-medium schools Afrikaner 
children might be denationalised or teachers might be hindered·from 
instructing the children in the proper national spirit. In 1948 the Instit-
uut vir Christelik-Nasionale Onderwys of the FAK published a policy 
statement which asserted that "our culture must be brought into our schools -
which must be places where our children are soaked and ~ourished in the · 
Christian National spiritual and cultural 'stuff' of· our nation.· We ·Will 
have no'!;hing to do with a mixture of languages, of culture, of religion,· 
of race." Education should be imbued with a love for everything that ... is 
1 our own', and should be in a 'Christian' spirit - on Calvinist fundament-
alist principles. ~us geography should b~. t~ught .. on the basis that "every 
people and nation is attached to its own native soil,; allotted to it by the 
Creator"; and history should teacl:i that "God ••• willed separate nations and 
peoples, and Be gave to each separate nation and people its special vocation, 
task and gifts".<4> 
It is significant that three out of the ten who drew up this CNE policy 
statement were Dutch Reformed ministers, and that synods of the NGK approved 
it. Indeed, it was regarded as the task of the Dutch Reformed Churches to 
see that these educational principles were carried out; and clergy were to 
have great influence in this respect, particularly in the rural districts 
where few teachers w~uld ~r:a~e ~h~~ch di~pproval ~Y. orpP$in~ the policy.<5> 
1 Patterson op.cit. p2b9. 
(2) ibid. pl9?. 
(3) Out of that Church's theological college has grown the University of 
Potchefstroom, which openly practises CNE today. 
(4) Marquard,L.: Some Present Political Trends (1968) pp5-6; Patterson 
op.cit. p225; Thompson, L.M.:Politics in the Republic of South Africa 
(1966) p99. 
(5) \ihile Afrikaner teacher associations declared themselves in favour of 
CNE, it was stated that teachers who were not prepared to subscribe to it 
would not be appointed. As the Nationalist Party proceeded from strength 
to strength after 1948, so CNE as an official policy gained ground, its 
principles being applied in varying degrees in·the different provi~ces~ 
Bo. 
Meanwhile civil ritual and celebration were being used to give social 
expression to nationalist beliefs. The annual Day of the Covenant, commem-
orating God's protection of the the Trekkers in their victory over the 
Zulus at Blood River, had become a great religio-cultural festival, when 
churchmen, academics and politicians around the country made fiery speeches 
to unite Afrikaners in a sense of their unique identity and destiny, while 
at the same time reminding them of their sacred separation from English-
speaking people and from black people. In 1938, to commemorate the cent-
enary of the Great Trek, national-minded people organised a ceremonial trek 
of oxwagons and riders from Cape Town to Pretoria and Blood River. All along 
the way Afrikaners were caught up in the enthusiasm and many who had never 
before thought in nationalistic terms were swept into the mainstream of 
Afrikaner nationalism, with the identification of Afrikanerdom with the 
Nationalist Party. The need for Afrikaner unity was the major theme of 
speeches. In Pretoria the foundation stone was laid for a giant Voortrekker 
Monument on a hill overlooking the city. This was opened and dedicated in 
1948 at a four-day celebration, ostensibly non-political, attended by 
250 000 people, many of them dressed in trekker clothes and sporting beards 
~hich had been specially grown for the occasion. The celebration was opened 
by despatch riders who carried lighted torches from all: parts of the country 
to light the lamp inside the sacred shrine. The frontier tradition, as 
embodied in the trekkers and all that they symbolised• was perhaps more 
alive than it had ever been before. 
The entx7 of South Africa into the Second World War facilitated this 
resurgance of nationalism. Afrikaners were to a large extent either 
apathetic towards an Allied victory, or sympathetic towards Germany - some 
of them hoping that a German victory would leave the way open for the estab-
lishment of an Afrikaner republic in South Africa. Indeed, in 1942 a 
Draft Constitution for a Republic was published "with ·the permission and on 
the authority of Dr. D.F. Malan" - though it was subsequently disavowed 
by him, yet not officially repudiated by the National.ist Party. Dra\m up 
by representatives of the leading Afrikaner organisations, including the 
Dutch Reformed Churches, it clearly envisaged a republic based on Christi~~ 
National principles, from the civil benefits of which non-Afrikaners would 
be excluded. Meanwhile during the war it was difficult to fiud Dutch 
Reformed chaplains for the armed forces, even though well over half of the 
troops were Afrikaners; and, as at the time of the Anglo-Boer War, some 
ministers denounced and denied Communion to those who had volunteered for 
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military duty. 
Hertzog had proposed that South Africa remain neutral during the war, 
but had been outvoted in Parliament and so had relinquished the Premiership 
to Smuts. For a short while Hertzog:ites and I"lalanites combined as partia-
mentary opposition: but then after disagreement over the question of pushing 
for an immediate republic (Hertzog believing that this could only come with 
the co-operation of the English-speaking people) Hertzog withdrew to form 
the Afrikaner Party, and then presently retired from active politics. 
Meanwhile the exclusive Nationulist Party was ~ining support as a 
result of another development. As Afrikaners had advanced to a dominant 
position in the power structure of South Africa, they had become aware 
that their gains werebeing challenged, not by the old imperial authority, 
but by the African population. Though there had been a prominent negro-
phobic element in Afrika~er mythology from the first, this had been woven 
into a pattern that was basically anglophobic. The central argument had 
been directed against Britain and English-speaking people. Now, however, 
since the 1930s many had begun to shift the main attack from the ~glish­
speaking people to Africans, and this gradually became the principal element 
in nationalist argument. Afrikaners were called to stand together a~inst 
the rise of the black people - and Malan in 1938 described the competition 
between white·and black in the cities as a 'second Blood River'. (l)So 
Afrikaner nationalism raised anti-black feeling to the level of an ideology, 
held with the same degree· of fervour and emotionalism as had characterised 
its.other forms of expression. 
After the war the Nationalist Party cleverly exploited the weak spots 
in the policies of the governing United Party, and particularly their lack 
of definite 'Native policy•. The Nationalist manifesto, promising the 
segregation-of racial.groups from one another, was an attractive one for 
many people and gained·the Party much support. So it was that in the 
general-elections of May 1948 the Nationalist Party, in a coalition· pact 
with the Afrikaner Party~ came to power under M~an as Prime Minister. 
(Three years.later these two parties were to coalesce into one Nationalist 
Party.) Now for the ·first time a Cabinet was formed E~xclusively of 
Afrikaners,·responsible to an exclusively Afrikaner majority in the 
Assembly. 
Yet Af:i-ikoner nationalism had still not reached its peak. Far too 
~A f"rikanere, were still 
1 
"Moodie op.cit, p31? 
:O~t VOting I With .th.~. blOOd I .. So there. w~.r~ 
further nationalist campaigns in the ensuing years, to bring these people 
into the fold, and to keep the flame alight amongst •true Afriko.ners'. 
Not until the Nationalist Party had gained an increased majority in Parl-
iament, nor until South Africa had withdrawn from the British Commonwealth 
and been declared a Repilic in 1961, could protagonists of Afrikaner nation-
' (1) 
alism feel truly satisfied, 
It was one of the strengths of Malan's position that he had clung to 
a broadly Christian analogy in interpreting the hist~ of the Afrikaner 
people, From 19'4 onwards such thinking had had an increased impact on 
Afrikaner political life, and, together with the Christian National ideology, 
•was no little help towards the Nationalist victory•. 
No doubt the nationalist cause had also been boosted to some extent by 
the increasing numbers of Dutch Reformed clergy who had become involved in 
nationalist politics. (Hertzog in 1938 expressed unease at this tendency.( 2 ) 
Some ministers in the 1930s spoke in terms of a theocratic Afrikaner State 
like that of sixteenth century GenevaJ while others advanced ideas of ·· 
National Socialism. Some were involved in the shift of nationalist emphasis 
onto the 'threat• that Africans posed for Afrikaners: as, for instance, in 
1944 when a group of fifteen ministers from the three Dutch Reformed 
Churches issued a pamphlet entitled White South Africa, Save Yourself, in 
which the 'pure race• theory of the Nationalist Party was underwritten.(') 
Another e~~ple of political involvement was that of the Moderator of the 
NGK in the Transvaal, Dr. w. Nicol, who just before the 1948 elections 
~:. :,. 
published an article in a religious magazine, Die Voorlip;ter, enc9ura~,g 
Calvinist readers to vote for the 'People's Party'. Shortly afterwards)\,. 
he was appointed to the government post of Administrator of th_e Tr~svab.i.; 
Similarly 1 when the Nationalist victory had been announced at l~as·t one · 
Dutch Reformed minister held a service which he called the Oorwinnings 
Diens (Victory Service). <4) Certainly, Marquard reported that during and 
after the Second World War the Dutch Reformed Churches made their greatest 
ct on the ~owth of th~ Nationalist Party.<5> ~~-Yet some A:t.rikan~rs- today condemn the Nationalist Government fo·:r-i[d"ii'ne· 
to preserve Afrikaner traditions as it should - particularly with 
reference to race relations - and for failing to adhere to Christian 
National policies. These critics have, until recently, been led by Dr. 
Albert Hertzog, who was dismissed from the Cabinet in 1968 and estab-
lished the Hersti6fe (Re-formed) Nationalist Party. 
(2) Patterson op.cit. pl97. 
(3) ibid. pl95; Oxford History of South Africa (Wilson and Thompson Eds.) 
Vol. I!, P,7,. 
(4) Patterson op.cit. p196. 
(5) Marquard, Some Present Political Trends Pl 
Towards the end of the 1950s Pattere6n reported that several influential 
ministers were generally believed to be members of the Broederbond, while 
numbers of lesser ministers served on bodies which had become party political. 
areana, such as municipal councils and school boards. Furthermore, ther6 
was among clergy gen~rally, and particularly in the Transvaul, a tendency to 
political bias in the pulpit itself. Good Calvinist Afrikaners were asked 
to prove their love of country and nation by supporting the only truly 
Afrikaner political party, while deviationists were likely to be branded. 
Frequently divine sanction wns explicitly asserted for the policy and act-
ivities of the Nationalist Party.(l) 
All in all, it is clear that the Calvinist faith of the Afrikaners 
has played a central part in welding them together as a people, and has 
given a powerful content to nationalist mythology right from the early 
years of the Afr~~er nationalist movement. Politicians have consistently 
been.hble to exploit Afrikaners' religious sentiments and associations 
for nationalist purposes. Clearly too, through the support and leadership 
which clergy have given to the nationalist movement, the Dutch Reformed 
Churches have been intimately associated with the rise and triumph of this 
nationalism. Indeed, while it may be true that numbere ·or clergy and 
church members have kept aloof from party politics, the majority of leade~s 
have been supporters of the Nationalist Party itself, either passively or 
actively; and the Churches have generally lent 'all the considerable weight 
of their moral influence' to the policies of that Party. · The voice of 
dissidents has been rarely heard. Although there has never been any formal 
or official. relsltionship between the Churches and the Nationalist Party", 
Party, Ch~ch and Nation have been equated in the minds of ma.ny: and it has 
sometimes been said that the Churches have been the Nationalist Party at 
prayer. Indeed, Marquard reported it to be a source of pride thut the 
Nationalist Party owed its strength to its roots in the religious (and 
cultural) organisations of the Afrikaners.(2) Scholtz went so far as to 
assert 'without hesitation' that "it is principally due to the Church that 
the Afrikaner nation has not gone under"-. (3) 
(])iPatterson op.cit. ppil3,196,35?. 
(2) Marquard, Some Present Political Trends pl. 
(3) Scholtz, G.D.: Het die Afrikaanse Volk 'n Toekoms? p8o, quoted in Oxfc.:·d 
History of South Africa (Wilson nnd Thompson Eds.} Vol.II p373. 
PART TWO 
APPROACHES TO RACE RELATIONS 
IN THE 
NEDERDUITSE GEREFORMEERDE KERK 
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1. THE FORMATION OF RACIALLY SEPARATE CHURCHES 
For virtually the first two centuries of its presence in southern Africa, 
the Dutch Reformed Church which in 1804 became the Nederd~itse Gereformeerde 
Kerk in Suid-Afrika(l)was a multi-racial Church. Although in some congre-
gations black members were seated in rear pews separate from whites, it was 
the common practice for white and black Christians to be members of the same 
congregations and to worship together. 
It should be added, however, that during most of that time the Church 
had comparatively few black members, for little effort was made to win black 
people to Christianity. This was due partly to discouragement by government 
officials; partly to the prejudice of whites against educating the 'children 
of H~1 ; and partly to the fact that the profession of Christianity was one 
of the grounds upon which a slave might seek his freedom, and so was not 
encouraged by slave owners.(2) 
By the middle of' the ni.neteenth century 1 however, it was a growing 
practice for white and black people to worship separately. It seems that 
there were two basic factors which led to this. The first was the advent 
of organised missionary work. Towards the end of the eighteenth century 
there were established some Gestichte or 'institutions•, where members of 
a looal church council or lay preachers conducted missionary services for 
slaves and Coloured people, and ministered to their specific spiritual 
needs. It was felt that yet il·literate people would benefit from from such 
separate worship• From these institutions there were to grow congregations 
that consisted almost entirely of black people. Then in 1824 the first 
Synod decided to ordain missionaries - to preach the Gospel to the heathen -
but it was ruled that they could not be called to minister to white congre-
gations because their level of training would be different from that of 
ordinary ministers. The logical consequence of this move was to be an 
increase in the number of congregations which catered only for formerly 
heatheD or black peoPle•(3) Ten years later, when the Synod decided to start 
missionary work amongst African tri.bes it was stipulated that these converts 
(1) Refer p 5 supra. 
(2) It had also been ruled by the Synod of Dort in 1618 that the children 
of heathen were not to be baptised as infant baptism was a privilege 
to be given only to the chUdren of Christian parents: though in the 
Cape the baptism of children of slaves was allowed if a white person 
guaranteed that they would be brought up as Christians. 
(3) It was only in 1819 that permission to appoint a. alissionary was obtained 
from the State. The ordination of men specifically for missionary servic~ 
was an accepted policy of various Churches in Europe, such as the ~ 
vormde Kerk in the Netherlands, the Moravian Church and the Rhenish 
Mission Society. But as those Churches were not based within their 
missionary field, as was the NGK, their practice did not present the 
same dichotomy. 
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were to be grouped into •congregations of natives•, ~hus 1 f'o:r e~:p;~,e., bf 
1843 a separate congre~tion for Fingos had been started nt Beaufort West -
"because they knew neither English nor Dutch".(l) The.l834 Synod did stipulate, 
however, that African members, provided with proof of membership, were to be 
admitted to white congrega~ions, if they were in areas where there were no 
separate African congregations. 
Meanwhile the number of black members of the Church was growing. The 
1850s saw a marked extension of missionary work within the Cape, and in 186o 
work started amongst the African tribes of the Transvaal and extended in 1896 
to Bechuanaland. In 1891 a mission station had been established as far 
afield as Morgenster new Zimbabwe. 
The second factor prompting separate worship was the racial prejudice 
of white church members. During the second quarter of the ninet~enth century 
is was still quite common for black and white people to be united in o~e 
worshipping congregation: but several attempts were made by whites to ~egre­
gate them completely. Against this the Church at first stood firm. F9r 
,instance, whereas in some congregations white people received Holy Co~union 
first while the black people waited until last, the church council of Somerset 
West in 1829 asked the Cape Presbytery whether Col~people should indeed be 
permitted to take Communion at the same time as whites. The Presbytery .. 
replied: "According to the teaching of the Bible and the spirit of Christian-
ity one is in duty bound to admit such persons to Holy Communion together 
· with those born Christian." In the same year the church council of Swartla.nd 
(Malmesbury) also raised objections to common Communion. Consequently, the 
Synod of that year - after lengthy debate, and after the political commiss-
ioner had urged that the very discussion of the question was unworthy of the 
Christian religion - expressed its unanimous conviction that the admini~ 
tration of Holy Communion "simul~eously to all members without distinction 
of colour or origin" was "an unshakeable principle based on the infallible 
Word of God" and that "therefore all Christian collliiiUil:ities and each individual 
Christian are obliged to think and act accordingly". This decision, however, 
was unacceptable to the church councils; and in 1845 the council at Swellen-
dam even went to the length of threatening to impose economic santions and 
to secede under a minister "who would not act in this way". 
Meanwhile, during the 1830s more and more whites had been moving into 
the area around Stockenstr8m, and for some while they ~d worshipped with the 
Coloured congregation there. But in 1855 forty-five of them asked the 
rr!!uman RelatiODS in South Africa (ll<lK 1.')66. ~_.t) 1>1-6, 
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church council to arranse fp~ them to c~lebra~e Cpm~~o~ p~ ~ q;~~~~~~~ 
Sunday of the month, 11 ao ~I;J ;not to }l;i,nQe:r Q~e ano~h~l''''" The council ref-
used, on the grounds that ~·'s"'ch a step should be contrary to the articles 
of faith dealing with the celebration of Holy Comm~on in our Reformed 
Church, contrary to our creed and, above all, contrary to the dictates of 
Scripture." The whites then made another attempt and asked the council to 
allow them Communion on the same Sunday as the normal service, but after 
.ihat service. They -requested that they be served by their own deacons and 
that they might use their own aups. The request was referred to the 
Presbytery of Albany, which agreed unanimously that the whites might receive 
Communion after the blacks. 
This reao~ution c~used a grea~ deal o~ discuse1on and the whole matter 
was brought before the Synod of 1857. After a stormy meeting the Synod 
succwnbed to popu1ar pressure. While it regarded it 11as desirable and 
Scriptural that wherever possible our members from among the heathen be 
received and incorporated in our existing congregations", it wellt on to 
allow that in cases where this was impossible "on account of the weakness 
of some", whites and blacks might meet in separate bui.J.dings. Thus ·for the 
first time separate services and buildings far white and Coloured people 
in the same area were officially permitted. 
Clearly, while recognising that mu1ti-raciaJ. worship was the ide~ 
Christian norm, the Synod had allowed separation not on scriptural grounds 
but for expedience- to a~commodate the racial prejudice of some.(l) Marais 
has reported that "practically all the well-known church leaders of those 
days" disapproved of this colour prejudice in the Church and expressed the 
hope that the •walla of partition' between the racial groups would be 
broken away: though it was admitted that as matters stood at that time the 
interests of both racial groups made it undesirable to break the 'walls' by 
farce. On the other hand some justified the Synod decision by arguing that 
failure to respect white sentiment might alienate many Church members, and 
that separation would benefit the black people for they would feel more 
comfortable in their own congregations and have greater opportunity for 
participation in Church government. Commented a later historian: "The 
significant decision taken at this Synod not only brought about a radical 
change in the policy of the Church, but made it determinate and permanent." 
(2) 
.. Marais, B.J-.: Colour: Unsoi ved "l?robiem of the West (1952) pp29)-292; 
The Dutch Reformed Churches in .. s.A. and the Problem or Race Re ations 
NGK 1956 Statement pp3- ; The Christian Citizen in a Multi-Raciai-·-·· 
Society (1949 Conference) pp5B-59; Apartheid and the Church {Spro-on.a 
Church Commission) p30; Strassberger op.cit. pp25-35. 
(2) Kriel, C.J.: quoted by Ritner art.cit. pl.9. 
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Moreover,it was to have its effect on the whole community. "The 1857 
decision is by all odds the major watershed in the Church's racial policy. 
Here the single most influential force in the Afrikaner community sanctioned 
institutional separation ~ong lines of colour in the one vital area hitherto 
unbreached by white prejudice."(!) 
~ 1872 the church council of Swartland had effected complete separ-
ation between its white and Coloured members. Elsewhere too the distinction 
of colour gained ground rapidly, so that separate wor.mip and the formation 
of separate white or black congregations soon became the norm in the NGK. 
It should be added that some of the black converts apparently welcomed 
worshipping separately from the whites, for petitions by blacks for the 
establishment of separate congregations were presented at the Synod of 1863. 
Certainly the NGK in later years has been quick to point out that no 
official objection against this separate ministry was ever registered by 
black people.(2) 
For a time, the various Coloured and African congregations that were 
formed remained an integral part of the NGK. But it was only a short 
step between separating members of differe.nt races into separate congregations 
and organising the segregated congregations into separate Churches. So it 
was that in 1880 the NGK Synod granted its Coloured congregations autonomy: 
the right to combine to direct their own affairs - though subject to 
certain restrictions from the white Church. The following year saw the 
first Synod of the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Sendingkerk in Suid-Afrika 
(N.G. Mission Church) which was to minister largely to Coloured people. 
No mention was mad~ of a ~riptural basis for this division, nor was it 
permitted merely as a concession to 1 the weakness of some'. Rather, reported 
Hewson, "the Synod took this as a forward step with the prayer that its 
conclusions might be in harmony with the purpose of the Holy Spirit". (3 ) 
. . 
Coloured members and congregations which were already part of the NGK 
were not forced to leave to join the new Church, but any subsequent cong-
regations that were established were expected to do so. So we find- .. t;l(lat 
the StockenstrBm Coloured congregation belonged to the white Church;·.-,u~tU 
19571 and the St. Stephen's Coloured congregation in Cape Town is still 
represented at white circuit and S~nod meetings by their minister and a 
Coloured elder. 
m-Ritner· art~'c:i.t". p.l9. 
(2) Human Relations in South Africa (NGK 1966 Report) pl6. 
(3) 1949 Conference p59. 
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Once this SendingKerk had been established, African congregations 
in the Cape were also joined to it. But as missionary activity increased 
such congregations were linked together with one another to form their own 
separate Churches (the first in 1910) in different parts of the country. 
These were united in 1963 to form the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk in 
Afrika - largely for Africans. 
Similarly in 1957 there was established the Indian Reformed Church -
which in 1976 became known as the Reformed Church in Africa - ministering 
largely to Indian people. (l) 
·In each of these 1 daughter1 Churches. the white 'mother' Church at first 
retained a large say in the exercise of power. For instance, the 'daughter' 
Churches were to a large degree financially dependent on the white Church, 
owing to the poverty of the people in the black congregations. In addition 
the Synods were to include white representatives of the 'mother' Church, 
and had only restricted authority with regard to changing constitutions and 
rules, while the 'mother' Church held the right to veto decisions. In some 
Churches only white ministers could be elected to the moderature. However, 
by the 1960s we find that these restrictions were gradually being removed. 
Moreover, in 1964 a new Federal Counoi.1 {Die Federale Raad van NG Ke.rke) 
was constituted with representatives from the 'mothe~and 'daughter' Churches!. 
the purposes of which included seeking 'with honesty and sincerity an answer 
to the manifold problems created by the mul ti-ra.cial. constitution of Africa~ .. 
within and outside the Church•.(2) 
This development of separute Churches by the NGK was in line with 
much thinking in international missionary circles at the end of the 
nineteenth and begiDning of the twentieth century. For it was then being 
advocated that missionaries establish self-supporting and self-governing 
indigenous churches. Thus, for instance, the synod of the Reformed Church 
at Middelburg in the Netherlands in 1896 resolved: "Since God did not create 
all people similar, but the Javanese different from us ••• the demond must 
never be put that he adopt our forms, but there must emerge out of the bosom 
of the converte~. J~'VOll~~~-'-~~~ ~~~t~~ {Ql]l of scil83 .. l?.~a;v:e~. ~d. coi_l~ess;ion (1 The NGK missions established in Central Africa and Northern Nigeria 
_., 
··at the beginning of the twentieth century have also been developed 
into self-governing Churches. 
(2) Strassberger op.cit. pp}?-38. This Federal Council was wider than 
the old Federal Council which hD.d been established in 1907 with rep-
resentatives from thefbur white Churches. Refer P5 supra. 
that confo~.ms to his eXis~.ence."(l) Such advocacy of indige~ous churches, 
toget~er wit~ the fact ~hat various mi~sionary soci~ties ~sed oversea~, 
(whose purp<?~e was to ~va.ngeli~e the bl~ck peoples) were esta.bl~shing ·; 
in southern ~frica Churches prima~i~y f~r b~ack peo~e, may indeed have 
influenced the NGK policy. Certainly leaders of that Chur~h ~ave since 
cl~im~d tha~ ~t·· ~i4. do sp. (2) 
So we find the Reverend J. duPlessis of the NGK in 1911 enunciating 
. ·. . . . . . ·.. . . . . ·. 
t~o principles t~at he ~elieved should be ob~erve~ in missio~ty .work tn 
South· Afr~ca. First~, 11 w~ ~eed a. larger and b~tteJ:" qu~if~ed ~tive 
ministry. It iE;S a truism to say that tl'le beat w~rk for ~~e A~r~can can. 
be done by the African h~msel~, b~t it is a tr~ism that feq~res to be re-
stated nnci re-enf~rced." Secondly, 11 the ultimate object of missionary 
enterprise ~hould be the e~t~bli~men~· of a·~~tio~ nuttve Ch~ch•"(}) 
Sp too, in the 19.30s the NGK adopted a for.rnal. Missionary Policy along ~hes.e 
. . ·.. . . . . ... . . .. . ... 
lin~~· In the introd:uctory paragraph it was ~ffirmed that "while t~e 
Church ac~owledges "!;he existence among the nations of the world, of 
. . . .. . . ·' . . . ···' . . . 
ditferent eoJ.our, ~;ural ~d language groups., it ala~ O.CknO"fle4ge!3 ~~at 
. .. .· . . . . . : .. ' .. . . . . 
God 'made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face :of 
-. . . . . .· -. . . . :• ' . . : . 
the earth' (Acts 17: 26) , and that al..1 soul~ for whom the Sa vi our shed His 
. . . . . . . . - .. . . : . ' 
blood, are equal in the eye o~ God.'' The Policy t~en went on to ~;~ta~e ': 
. - - . . ' ' . . . . . 
that people converted to Christianity should be gathered unto Churches~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
which should d~v~l9P tqwn~~ achieving.th~;r 9wn indepe~dence. Eaoh ~s~ion 
Church should gradu~ly as~ume responsibility,'until it eventually achie~d 
. . . . . . . ' . 
enti~ self-support, self-gove~ent ~nd se~f-expansion, ~ ~ur.nished and 
trained its own work~rs. The Policy added that evungelis~tion shoul~ no~ 
pre~ppos~ denatio~isation. Christianity should not daprive the Afri~~ 
of his language and cultur~, but should ev~ntual.ly permeate and purify his 
. . : . . . •, ·.· 
entire nationalism. So racial.customs which did no~ militate di~ec~ly 
a~inst Christian principles should be preserved and ennobled by th~ influence 
of Ch~istiani ty. ( 4> , At . the ~e time it w~s ~ener~lly take~ fo~. gr~te~ . t~~ ~ .... 
While the black peopl~s should be helped to establisl'l their own separ~te 
. . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . 
Ch~rches, they should nqt have membership or eo~trol in the affairs of the 
whites' Church. 'In this way only w~ll each develop a mature Christian 
community. ' 
(1) Quoteq in"}fciK ],.966 B~po~t "P26-~ For f~th~~ mention of this 
th~ng refer· :PnQ infra~ · 
(2) NGK .1966 Report ppl?, 2~. 
(3) bu Ple~~s, J.i A History of Christian Missions in South Africa (1911) p4Q7. . . . . . . . . . . 
(4) Qerdener, ·a.B.A.: Recent Developments in the South African Mission 
Field (1958) pp269-273• 
However, it should be observed that much of this theory was developed 
some time after the establishment of the separate Sendin5kerk for Coloured 
people - as though to justify a practice that had already come into being. 
Similarly, it was not until the 1940s that churchmen were to put forward 
ecriptural arguments to support the formation of separate Churches. Thus, 
bearing in mind that racial prejudice had bean an important factor leading 
to the separation of whites and blacks into different worshipping congregat-
ions, it seems fair to conclude that such prejudiae in white church members 
was also a factor encouraging the establishment of separate Churches. 
During the twentieth century the missionary outreach to black people 
by the NGK, largely through its 'daughter• Churches, has been considerable -
and even more extended than the missionary work of other Christian Churches 
in southern Africa. Clearly there has been great enthusiasm for this amongst 
white NGK members.(l) 
Black members of the 'daughter• Churches, on the other hand, hav~ not 
been entirely happy with the developments. Some it is true, were glad to 
be apart from the whites - among whom they had not felt welcome nor been 
given full equality - but many have since criticised the paternalism apd 
subordination evident in relationships between the 'mother• and 1 daugh~er' 
Churches. Amongst other things, it has been observed 
that black ministers, in spite of their office, have not been accepted as 
social equals by white fellow-ministers, let alone by the laity. (2) Even in 
1962, the NGK declared that white missionaries in the 'daughter' Churches 
should be dealt with as members of thoeaChurches 'for all practical purposes• 
- but still made the reservation that in the final settlement of disciplinary 
matters they remained members of the white Church. 
In the 1940s a large number of Coloured people turned away from the 
Sendin$kerk: apparently, on the whole, because of the racial policies of 
-in-1951-Dr-~--Maian, defending the- NGK ·against charges of racial prejud:i.c·e-, 
claimed that it was spending nearly half a million pounds annually on 
mission work. Such expenditure has been in c_ontrast to the situation 
of the previous century when overseas based missions were able to 
draw on a fund of good will and money in Europe, while the NGK was 
entirely dependent on the resources of local Afrikaners, who (until 
the 1920s) possessed much land but little cash. 
(2) In 1952 it was reported that white missionaries in the Sendingkerk 
received black preachers in their studies but not in their sitting-
rooms, and that tea or a meal might be offered but not in the presence 
of the white family. (Paterson op.cit. p20l.) 
.,-. 
the ~GK.(l) Some moved to other Ch~istian Churches where racial discrim-
ination was less evident~ Of particular note was the break--e.way under. the 
chairman of the Wynberg Presbytery, the Reverend I.D. Merkel. In 195Q, 
after issuing a statement condemning racial segregation, he and his congre-
gation left the Sendiagkerk and set up, with no doctrinal change, the Calvyn 
Protestantse Kerk in Suid-Afrika. They were joined by another Coloured 
minister and a theological student, ~d by 1954 had a membership of some 
6 000 people. This, said C.J. Kriel~ was a "purely political schism11 .(2) 
Meanwhile, some other congregations within the 'daughter' 6hurches 1 having 
become financially self-supporting were dissociating themselves from the 
racial separation advocate~ by the 'mother' Church: and at its 1962 Synod 
the Sendingk.erk stressed that its Churches were open to all "irrespective 
of race and colour". 
Back in the 'mother' Church itself it was stated that none of the NGK 
provincial Synods had ever legally or in any other way forbidden communion 
of believers of different racial groups.(3) Contrary to this assertion, 
however, we find that in 1885 when union had been effected between a majority 
of the. Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk and the NGK in the Transvaal, these 
two Churches had agreed as a principle of union that "the Church allows 
no equality of treatmeilt (gelykstellipg} between whites and non-whites". 
A law had indeed been passed ruling that "members of the mission congre-
gation shall not make use of church buildings of the white members of the 
Church." ('+) This was to be an important influence on much subsequent 
thinking in N~ Synods, for the opinion of churchmembers in the Transvaal 
has borne considerable weight. Nevertheless, no clause restricting member-
ship has ever been laid down by the other Synods: and in 1956 the Federal 
Council of the NGK resolved that "as a matter of principle no person w~ll 
be excluded from corporate worship solely on the grounds of r80e or coiour." 
~5) The Church Order of the unified NGK (1962) - its defenders point but -
contains no reference to a man's colour. Yet in practice, with the single 
exception of the St. Stephen's congregation, the NGK is an exclusivelyfwhite 
Church: and black people have even recently been refused admission to 
vorahip in some white congregations. 
Between 1-9%. and ·-i9.5l the- number oi ·c.oiolired people·· .belonging to the 
NG Churches decreased from 30% to 26,4% of the tot~ Coloured population. 
(Strossberger op.cit. p39.) 
(2) Refer ibid p39; Patterson op.cit. pp201-202. 
(3) NGK 1956 Statement pll. 
(4) Cawood, op.cit. p22; Spro-cas Church Commission p30. 
(5) Spro-cas Church Commission p30. Refer also to the resolution of the 
uational missionary conference of the NGK at Kroonstad, April ~960. 
(NGK Statements on Race Relations No. 1, November ~960, pl5.) 
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At the end of the ni~et.eenth century poverty· was :i .groWing problem 
amongst whites in the rurcac.r.eaa. Because the law of inheritance necess-
itated the division ofamon•s property among his sons, farms were becoming 
smaller and smaller, until many could no longer provide a living for their 
owners: for much of the land was not suited to intensive agriculture, 
'' 
and much had deteriorated through over-grazing and deforestation. ~Jasteful 
farming methods, drought and disease aggravated the situation - as did the 
systematic devastation of land by the British forces during the Anglo-
Boer War. Thus it was that many people became bywoners.or landless squatters, 
living precariously on the margins of another man's land and working for 
him in return for a share of crops or cattle. However, after the War and 
after a harvest failure in 1903 many farmers refused to allow bywoners 
to return to their farms; while consequent competition between people 
within this squatter class enabled other farmers to lessen shares given 
to those living on their property. Thus the poverty of many increased. 
To make matters worse, there was an economic depression f~om 1906-1908. 
·In search of a livi~, more and more whites moved into the towns.(l) 
But there they found themselves in a strange world of·alien ideas. They 
had little or no formal education nor had they much knowledge of a cash 
economy, for they had been subsistence farmers. Now, without training or 
experience, they found the skilled labour field closed to the~ - for it was 
already filled by artisans who jealously guarded their skills and their 
high wases against all comers. On the other hand, they found that a virtual 
monopoly of unskilled and manual labour at low wage rates had already been 
gained by Africans (or in the western Cape by Coloured people) who had 
preceded them to the towns. Thus .many remained unempl.oyed and their po:verty 
continued. Each year the problem was to grow graver. By 1923 it would be .. 
estimated that abubt 10% of the white population could be classified a~. 
1 poor whi tea' • · 
li.3 the majority of the rural white population were Afrikaners, it 
followed that some 80% of the 'poor whites' were Afrikaners too. Thus it 
was natural that the NGK should show concern for their plight. At first 
the Church attempted to stop their movement to the towns by establishing 
land settlement schemes where they might have ~-ho1dings and be tnught 
~Between 1891 and 19Ll ~ white ~an popqlation increased by more I than 2fXJ1,. . 
better farming methods. Then in the country and in the towns local congre-
gations administered relief schemes; and orphanages and institutions for the 
aged and infirm ·were established, as well as ho~els.for indigent children 
where they mi~t receive the education which would rehabilitate them.· At 
the same time the NGK did much to bring the plight of 'poor whites' haae to 
the white population in general, by preaching the need for Christian charity 
from the pulpit, by representation to the Government, and by calling succ-
essive conferences to discuss the problem.(l)(Indeed, Strassberger has 
given much of the credit for eventually solving the 'poor white' problem 
to the Dutch Reformed Churches and their untiring efforts to\v.ards the 
education and economic growth 6f their people.f2> Meanwhile,a growing 
awareness among Afrikaner churchmen and intellectuals that much of the 
white poverty was in fact Afrikaner poverty encouraged in them a greater 
national consciousness and assertiveness over a~inst ·the English-speaking 
people. (3) On _the other hand, the competition from Africans.for unskilled 
job~ posing as it did a threat to their economic security and sense of 
superiority,engendered in Afrikaners fresh hostility against black people. 
Meanwhile, another development was to prompt a flow of Africans too 
towards the towns. In 1913 the Nat~vea Land Act ruJ.ad inter alia that only 
labourers might live on land belonging to white farmers, while those Africans 
who wished to raise their own cattle and crops should do this in African 
areas. It also stipulated that Africans might not acquire land from whites 
outside the scheduled African reserves (while whites were prohibited from 
acquiring land in these reserves).< 4> So an end was decreed to the wide-
spread practice of Africans living as tenants on land "belonging to whites, 
and two streams of Africans were to move from the 'white' rural areas: one 
into the already congested African reserves, and the other into the towns. 
Later industri.al.isation would further encourage the latter stream, and yet 
more Africans would come to face the whites in the urban situation. 
At about the same time in the mines of the Transvaal a number of 
Africans were moving up from unskilled to semi-skilled occupations 1 and so 
were increasing the use which mining companies could make of cheap labour. 
Such encroachment was not pleasing to the white miners, for they felt 
themsel:~.e..s. ~e~eed in_ :their. ~g~_opoly nf ~1) and hi&'t-.. w~seR. r.iaJ"',Y ~,_;-__ them 
1 As early as 1893 the NGK had called such a conference in the Cape. 
(2) Strassberger, op.cit. p46. 
(3) Later national-minded clergy were indeed to encourage Afrikaners to 
the towns, to take their place in industry, commerce and the public 
service 'so that the cities might be conquered by the Afrikaners'. 
(Patterson op.cit. pl94.) 
(4) Thus, occupation o..s well as r:>wner·ship of land were. to be divided on 
racial. lines, and segregation to become more rigid. 
were local people who had replaced the first generation of miners from 
overseas, and had added an emphatic racial consciousness to the self-interest 
of their predecessors. Some were Afrikaners too, for the trade unions 
had been opened to them after the recession of 1907. To these miners it was 
intolerable that black and white men should meet in equality over a machine 
or a drill. Here was further racial confrontation. 
As a concession to the interests of the white miners, Parliament in 1911 
adopted a Mines and Works Act under which regulations effectively prevented 
the employment of black people in skilled occupations on the mines - 'in the 
interest of health, safety and discipline' - and the traditional 'colour bar1 
became statutory. But in the post-war depression of 1921 the Chamber of Mines 
announced that it proposed to use more cheap African labour for semi-ski11ed 
work 1 and coal-mining companies attempted to cut wages. Promptly white miners 
came out on strike; and there followed (in March 1922) a general strike, durir~t:: 
which bands of men marched 'in the name of the white race' and fighting 
errupted. Military action under the Prime Minister, General Smuts, restored 
peace. Meanwhile, however, the 'poor white' problem had become manifestly .!: 
more critical d~ing the depression, and it too demanded government attention~~ 
So it was that economic competition between white and black people in 
the urban areas brought the question of race relations, or the •Native problem'~: 
squarely into the centre of political thinking. No longer could white people 
simply treat Africans in a paternalistic but firm manner and ensure that they 
remained in a peaceful condition. Now a positive racial policy was called for .. 
Indeed, the racial issue 1began to assume an urgency •••• that had been lacking 
before and which it was not to lose again'. 
In 1923 the Natives (Urban Areas} Act was passed empowering local 
authorities to set aside locations for African urban workers and to make 
regulat~aas controlling entry into and residence in such.areas. Thus resi-
dential segregation in urban-areas, hitherto enforced only by local regulations 
was made uniform, and there was an attempt at discouraging the movement of 
Africans to the towns. 
However, the ruling South African Party had been branded as unconcerned 
for the protection of white people (due to Smuts• handling of the miners• 
rising in 1922) 1 and in the 1924 elections there came to power under General 
Hertzog a coalition government of the Nationalist Party and the Labour Party: 
described by De Kiewiet as "a white people's front against the M.tives". (2 ) 
r At the same time the 1921 census hinted at a considerable growth in the African population, and made many whites more acutely conscious of their numerical inferiority. ( ) De Kiewiet, op.cit. p224. 
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By this time the basic pattern of racial discrimination in emplo~ent 
and of segregation in urban and rural areas had oJ.ready' been legislatively 
established, and accepted by the majority of white people. But Hertzog 
now expounded a more detailed policy of racial separation - which, he said, 
would be to the benefit of both black and white people. Africans would be 
withdrawn from competition with whites so that in their own reserves they 
could develop· their own society; while whites, protected from African 
competition,. could preserve their racial identity and western civilisation. 
Thus, two distinct 1 streams' of culture would pursue their parallel course 
into the future.{l) It was adde~though, that the white people, 'because 
of their innate and invincible superiority over the Africans•, should retain 
a dominant position in the country and act as ~rusteed concerned for the 
welfare and development of the Africans.. Thus, in the following years 
laws would be amended and old Acts changed for new in an effort to draw 
more clearly the lines between white and black. 
It was shortly before this that the NGK became explicitly involved in 
discussions on the 'Native problem•. Aw~e of the need for better under-
standing between the 
segregated Churches, 
summoned a three-day 
racial groups, and also sensitive to criticism of its 
the Federal Council of the NGK in September 1923 
{2) 
conference at Johannesburg. This was an inter-
racial meeting, and was attended by representatives from eleven Churc~os and 
missionary societies and from universities, welfare associations and various 
African organisations. It is said to have been the first conference "at 
which Natives with Englishmen and Dutchmen sat down at a round table to 
discuss together the inter-relation of the races, not only on religio~ 
matters but also social, educatienal, economic and political."(3) Th~ 
Conference did much to bring these people of different races closer together, 
and it gave a more favourable understanding of the attitude of the NGK than 
others had had of it in thP. past.<4> There it was resoived: "The Conference 
1 ibid. pp2351 241; Moodie, op.cit. p33?. Note the similarity between 
this thinking and that which argued that Afri&"l.D.ers and English-speaking 
people should likewise continue as parallel 1 streams 1 within the white 
community. (Refer p75 supra.) 
(2) This was the Council that had been formed in 1907 with representatives 
from the four white provincial Synods. Strassberger has suggested 
that one of the motives for forming this Council had been a desire for 
a united racial and mission policy. (op.cit. p298) {3) The South African Outlook, April, 1924; quoted by Gardener, op.cit. 
p181. {4) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p636; ct. Strassberger, op.cit. p299. 
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believes that complete segregation (of the races) is neither possible nor 
desirable·~ It considers, however,· th~t a partial segregation ••• while not 
providing a panacea for the Native Problem, is a useful subsidiary measure 
tending to facUitate ad.ministration."(l) 
Two years later the Federal Council appointed a standing committee 
to consider matters relating to the African people. In September 1926 
this Native Commission organised a conference at Bloemfontein for represent-
atives of eight Churches to gain a better understanding of one ancther's 
approach to the 'Native question•. While believing thnt co-operation 
between white and black people was necessary for the prosperity of the 
country, the Conference agreed that it would not necessarily be contrary 
to Christian principles if the progress of the African ~eoplo was sought 
separately from the whites. It was added, though, tb.Ett Christiane should 
keep a look out for disc~~t~on to e~ t~t all sections of society 
received equal treatment.<2> 
In January 1927 a similar conference was called by the NGK at Cape 
Town. Here a~in resolutions made it clear that the Church did not consider 
racial segregation as a cure-all for the 'Native problem'. It was, ho\'lever, 
clearly accepted as an ad hoc response to immediate practical problems •. 
Differentiation within one community was a practical expedient for··avoiding 
·friction and maintaining racial harmany.(3) 
The concern of the NGK in calling these conferences re~ected the 
growing awareness among whites of the need to introduce some sort·of ordered 
racial policy in the country. The conferences also revealed that the.NGK 
felt a need for direct communication between Christians of different racial 
groups. But already there was evident some tension between the NGK q.pproach 
to race relations and that of members of some other Churches. For instance, 
.. 
Strassberger has reported that the question of the African franchise ~as a 
major area of disagreement - and was specifically not discussed at the 1926 
conference lest the harmony which had marked the meeting become marred.(4) 
Such tensions prevented the Churches from coming to a. dee~r tial.o:gue~ o.n 
racial matters. 
(1) The South African Outlook, December 1923 1 p275; quoted by Ritner, 
art. cit. p22. Refer European and Bantu, being Papers and Addresses 
read at the Conference. 
(2) Strassberger, op.cit. pp300-301. 
(}) cf. Ritner, art.cit. pp21-22. 
(4) Strassberger, op.cit. p301. The franchise wa.e 'bei;o& diacuesed in 
political circles at that time. 
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The new Government meanwhile was taking steps to implement its policy 
o! dividing black people from white. 
A Department of Labour was created, of which a prime function was to 
establish areas of employment for 'poor whites' in which they would be 
protected from African competition, and paid not according to their prod-
uctivity but according toiheir needs as 'civilised' people. Municipalities 
and other public bodies were encouraged to employ more whites, while many 
were given unskilled or semi-Skilled work on the railways, roads and irri-
gation schemes.(l) Such manual labour had previously been despised as 
incompatible with a white skin, but now it became acceptable to 'whites -
provided it was not done for black wages or side by side with blacks. 
Meanwhile black people were being exluded from certain kinds of work and 
from opportunities for their own advancement. The Supreme Court had in 
1923 declared that regulations under the Mines and Works Act of 1911 could 
not be legally enforced, but in 1926 a joint sitting of both Houses of 
Parliament passed the Mines and Works Amendment Act, closing many avenues 
of employment in skilled trades to both Africans and Asians. The following 
year the Native Administration Act did much to remove the benefits of the 
Rule of Law from Africans and to increase the power of officials over them. 
F.or many decades sexual relations between white women and black men 
had generally been frowned upon. Although there were in some parts provisions 
for mixed marriages, in the Tro.nsvaal and similarly in Natal·, there \'iere 
eeve~penalties for ·~awful carnal intercourse between white women and 
any •native 111 , while in the Cape and Orange Free State such extra-marital 
relatione were forbidden if they were for the purpose of gain.(a) At t~e 
present time, however, many feared that the economic status of 'poor whites' 
would lead them to social equality with black people, and that then th~ough 
miscegenation they would become lost to the white racial group. 1The · 
solidarity of white society and the integrity of ita blood were supreme 
values.• So it was that in 1927 the Immorality Act was passed, prohibiting 
all extra-marital intercourse between whites and Africans. 
In the elections of 1929 the Nationalist Party, basing its campaign 
on the racial issue and a cry against the 'black peril', obtained a clear 
ma ·ority in t}lP. House of Assembl:Y: •. (3) .Hertzog 9fficiaJ.1.v committed his 
1 Between 1921 and 192~ the number of unskilled whites employed by the 
government-owned South African Railways jumped from 4 700 to not far 
short of 16 000. (Geen, op.cit. p270). 
(2) Refer Patterson, op.cit. p242. 
(3) For two decades at least the threat of British imperialism and of the 
'black perll' would rUn in harness as rallying criea for Afrikaner 
nationalism. 
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Party to keeping South Africa a "white man's land".(l) Four years lat~r, 
after losing some support because of their failure to follow Britain off 
the gold standard, the Nationalists were joined in a coalition pact by 
Smuts' South African Party, to become in 1934 the United Party. This coal-
ition was made possible by the South African Party's acceptance of the 
Nationalist segregationist racial policy - which to many of that Party 
was not a major concession. Indeed, Moodie has pointed out that Smuts 
himself had proposed a policy of racial segregation back in 1929.(2 ) So 
racial policies continued much as before, with the United Party emphasising 
that 1 the essentials of European civilisation' were of paramount importanca, 
and stressing the principle of 'Christian trusteeship•.(3) Meanwhile the 
economic depression of the early 1930s and drought had raised the number 
of 'poor whites' to one fifth of the total white population. 
In 1936 the Native Trust and Land Act gave authority for acquisition 
and allocation of further land as reserves for African settlement, but allowed 
that in the final apportionment no more than some 131 7% of the total area 
of South Africa would be used for such purposes. The Act helped to make 
more rigid the division of land ownership on racial lines, and also made 
provision for controlling Africans on white-Qwned land by requiring a 
licence for each squatter and limiting the number of labour tenants perm-
itted. The following year the Native Laws Amendment Act prohibited 
Africans from acqu~~ land in urban areas from people of other races and 
~uled that urban Africans could be sent to the reserves and refused passes 
to seek work in the towns. This would reduce their competition in the 
labour market.( 4) 
·At the same time the voting rights allowed to Africans in the Cape and 
Natal were being questioned. Since the Firat World War the value of m~ney 
had fallen and literacy among Africans had increased, so that the educational 
and economic qualifications required by those wishing the vote now had 
leas restrictive value. Lest the number of African voters be allowed 
to outnUIDber the whites, Hertzog had in 1929 introduced a Bill to deprive 
them of their common franchi~e rightsJ but this had not received the two-
thirds majority of both Houses in joint session required by the South Africa 
Act.<5> Nevertheless, the weight of the black vote had been reduced by 
hnl.f ~ 19~ whe!l voting ~ig,b.t~ ~d b~en ~x~d to wh.:i:te .~!?m.~n: and in. 
1 Oxford History of South Africa (Wi.l.a<ln aud .L'b.ompson Eds.J VcJ..II p4o4. 
(2) Moodie, op.cit. p316. 
(3) Robertson, op.cit. pl5. 
(4) While the white urban population had more than doubled between ~904 
and 1936, the African urban population had in that time more than 
trebled. (De Kiewiet, op. cit. p206.) 
(5) Hertzog had in fact sought support for such a scheme as far back as 
1926. 
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1931 the educational and economic qualifications required by white voters 
in the Cape and Natal had been waived. Now, in 1936, the fusion with Smuts' 
party having made it possible, the Representation of Natives Act was duly 
passed, eliminating Africans from the common electoral roll. A concession 
was made, however, in that African voters in the Cape were placed on a 
separate roll which was to elect three whites to the House of Assembly 
(and two to the Cape Provincial Council); while chiefs, local councils and 
advisory boards throughout the country (ad1ng as electoral colleges) were 
to elect four whites to the Senate. The Act also establiShed a Natives 
Representative Council: but this was a purely advisory body, and its impotence 
was soon demonstrated when government departments paid scant attention to 
its requests for the removal of many restrictions on the movement of 
Africans. 
This latter Act removing the African franchise together with the Native 
Trust and Land Act were considered by Hertzog and many others as the perma-
nent solution to the 'Native problem•. Moodie haa observe~however, tltat 
Hertzog envisaged the policy of segregation and white domination as applying 
only during the 'minority• of the African people, until they had developed 
to the same level of civilisation as the whites. Just as it emerged that . 
Hertzog did not mean perpetual political separation between Afrikaners_and 
English-speaking whites (l) m his racial policy, it was suggested, did 
not mean eternal separation between black and white people but eventual 
integration into a unified South Africa.(2) ~ 
The aforementioned legislation, it should be added, affected almost 
exclusively the African population, .while ;;he Coloured people were left 
practically. untouched. The Indie~ pc-:Julation, on the other hand, did have 
several measures taken against tht':m. Before Union the Transvaal had intro-
duced a registration fee for Indians, and had practically excluded further 
Indians from entering the territo~y; while in the Orange Free State there 
was a law against the entry of Asians, and Indians born in the Cape had 
no right to return there. In 1913 the Union Parliament passed the Immi-
gration Act under which the authorities could debar from entering South 
Africa anyone whosehabits of life were unsuited to the requirements of the 
country. This measure was frankly aimed at limiting Indian immigration. 
Soon many, le4 by Mo~das K. Gandhi (later Mahatma Ghandi) in n policy 
of passive resistance, were protesting against the harsh administration of 
this and other earlier laws.(3) The outcome was the Indian Relief Act of 
,
which abolished the tax on thp?e. ~n.~i.ans in Natal 'tlho n~ither 
Refer -p·n··- supra.·····-
Moodie, op.cit. pp338-339. 
Refer P55 supra. 
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reindentured nor returned to India, and which allowed the sole wife of an 
Indian to be admitted into Natal. Meanwhile, Indians were infiltratin~ 
1 white 1 areas and presenting keen competition in the sphere of retail trade, 
so that Natal in 1923 forbade them from buying or leasing municipal l~d, 
and then deprived them of the municip8l franchise. Two Bills that would 
have restricted them to specific areas throughout the Union were shelved; 
but in 1932 the Transvaal Asiatic Land Tenure Act reinforced previous laws 
forbidding Indians from owning fixed property in that province, and also 
prevented them from occupying land in proclaimed areas (including practically 
the whole of the Witwatersrand) except in the locations and bazaars set 
aside for them. 
What should be noticed is that the legislative action of this time, 
while drawing lines between white people and black, did not completely 
separate them. Similarly, it should be remembered that in the 1920s the 
conferences convened by the NGK had stated that complete racial segregation 
was neither possible nor desirable. 
In contrast to this, there was developing within the Afrikaner co~unity 
and also within the NGK during the 1930s a new concept of race relations. 
Continued anxiety for the white man's cultural identity in the face of· 
larger numbers of black people and competition from them for employmen~,and 
also anxiety for his physical identity threatened by miscegenation, le4 
many to believe that the only way their people could be safeguarded was for 
them to live entirely apart from the black people. Hence there were increasing 
calls for total separation of the racial groups. 
Ritner reported evidence of this new thinking in articles by NGK 
clergymen published in 1935.(l) There was also some indic~tion of it in 
the formal Missionary Policy adopted by the NGK Synods at that .. time.<2) 
In its paragraph on social matters it stated: 
"The traditional fear of the Afrikaner of equality 
of treatment (selykstelling) between black and white has its 
origin in his antipathy to the idea of racial fusion. The 
church declares itself unequivocally opposed to t~ts fusion 
. . . 
and_!.C?,_a;L;t that. w~d. gi..ve z:oi~4:} .. to ;~~. }?~~. on ~}le. .other _ 
r-sl) In Koers in d:Se Krisis Vol I tStellenbosch) ;Ritner1art.cit.p23. 
1 \.2) Gerdener, op.cit.pp269-272i cf. p90 sup~. · · 
hand, as little begrudges the Native and Coloured a 
social status, as honourable as he can reach. Every 
nation has the right to be 'itself and to endeavour 
to develop and elevate itself. While the church thus 
declares itself opposed to~cial equality in the sense 
of ignoring differences of race and colour between 
white and black in daily life, it favours the encour-
agement and development of social differentiation and 
intellectual or cultural segregation, to the advantage 
of both sections. 
"The policy of trusteeship, as exercised at 
present, must gradUally develop into a policy of 
complete independence and self-determination for the 
Coloured and Native in his own community, school and 
church. The NGK cor.siders all diffe.rential treatment ·· 
as a means of enhancing life and independence". 
On economic ~f.fa.irs the Polley stated~ · · 
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"The N.::ttive and C·oloured must be assisted· to develop into 
self-respecting Christian nati.onso By self-help an~ especially 
by the pro.cti·ce of self-control, own initiatiw and perseverance, 
they must-develop their o.vn. .economic solid~ty as far as possible 
apart.: from the Europeans." · · 
It was added that since the whites were the trustees of the black peoP,le 
they should help and encourage them by providing them with opportunit~es 
. . 
for labour and development. The Policy also advocated "co-equal" education 
and instruction "in their own sphere" for black people, each of whom should 
be prepared "to take up his appointed place in his country and amongst his 
people." Here were many of the themes and catchwords that were to be used 
by politicians in years to come. What was more~ this Poli•y statement 
was to be pointed to to show the Church's official approval of racial 
segregation.(l) 
In 1942 the NGK constituted a Federal Missionary Council on which 
there were representatives of the .fo'll:l' prov~cia+ s,nods. (~)Tha.t same. year 
(1 cf. eg: Cronje, G., Nicol, w. & Groenewald, E.P.: Regverdise Rasse-
Apartheid (194?) pp33,40. Patterson reported that in 1939 the Federal 
Council of the NGK voted in favour of 'segregation•. (op.cit. p205) 
Similarly the Transvaal Synod of the NGK in 1944 expressed approval 
of racial separation and white 'trusteeship' . 'founded on the principl-=t 
of Christianity'·· (Cartar, G.M.; Karis, T., & Stultz, N .tJI.: South 
Africa's Transkei (196?) p35). 
{2) This replaced the Nat.i:V'e Commission of the Federal Council. 
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the Council toOk up the question of race relations with the Government. 
There were consultations with the Minister of Native Affairs, during w~ich 
members of the Council called for separate residential areas for the diff-
erent racial groups, and for separate universities, as well as for a pro-
hibition of mixed marriages.(l) The Council also sent a memorandum to the 
Prime Minister (who was now Smuts) recommending that the Government move 
towards a policy of race separation, beginning with stronger measures against 
miscegenation and a tightening of residential and economic segregation. 
The Church declared itself "unalterably opposed to miscegenat.ion and all 
that might further miscegenation". It also informed the Government that 
it was "the sacred conviction of the Afrikaner People and Church that the 
only salvation of the people's existence lies in the implementation of this 
principle of race-eeparation".(2 ) 
At the same time the Council formed several study commissions. One 
on education proposed that African schools be placed separately under the 
Minister of Native Affairs, and that while this education should not be 
inferior to that of whites it should have its own character and be peculiar 
to the African people (~iesoortis)• Another commission was specifically 
concerned with race relations. Of note there were two conferences in 1945 
that arose from its study groups. At first in the Transvaal African ~­
isters and teachers met with representatives of the NGK and the SendinryKerk, 
and "it was clearly stated that the time had come for the whites to corifide 
more in the Africans and to give them greater responsibility". At the 
second conference in the Cape white and Coloured leaders met together und 
indicated several areas in which the relationship between white and Coloured 
people could be greatly improved. These meetings seem to indicate that· 
the Federal Missionary Council was seeking ways of coming to a better 
understanding with African and Coloured members of the 'daughter• Churc~es. 
(3) 
That the principle of total separation of the racial groups was gaining 
rapid acceptance aman~ Afrikaners was evidenced in the resolutions of a 
Congress of the People {VolkSkongres) in which the NGK participated at 
Bloemfontein in September 1944. There it was agreed: 
"That it is in the interest of the white and non-white 
peoples of South Africa that a policy of separation (apartheid) 
s~oul~ .. ~~ followed, s~ .. '!;~. th~ no~~~~te po~;ulati(!n~.sr?n~.s ..• 
Strassberger, op.cit. pp~309. 
Quoted in Ritner, art.cit. p24. 
cf. Strassberger op.cit. ~p306-307. Strassberger also reported that 
in 1935 representatives of the NGK had participated in two meetings 
organised by secular bodies with Africans and Co~oured people res-
pectively. (op.cit. p301). 
.~ . ··~ . 
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will each receive the opportunity to develop according to its 
own character, in its own territory, and can eventually gain 
control of its own affairs there." 
"That it is the Christian duty of the whites to act as 
guardian over the non-white races until they have reached the 
level where they can decide for themselves over their own 
affairs: that is, that the whites should give to them the 
necessary leadership and should assist in provid:Lng the 
necessary means for the maintenance of social services 
so long as it may be necessary."(!) 
Carter has observed that in these resollltions the Congress conceded 
that there should be a measure of African autonomy at some time in the the 
future. 11But the central issue considered was not what kind of dispensatio~ 
Africans should receive, nor how gradually to end white trusteeship, but the 
immediate methods for differentiating Africans by statute.(2) Three 
years later in July_l947, another Volksk.on.gres wOUld also call for separation 
between the races in every area of life. 
Meanwhile, the years of the Second World War and afterwards were seeing 
a large-scale development of industry in South Africa, giving employment 
opportunities to many more people and enabling most of the remainu1g 'poor 
whites' ·gradually to attain a higher economic status. Thus white poverty 
eventually ceased to be a pressing problem for the Government. 
But the flow of whites and Africans to the towns did not cease, Rather 
it accelerated during the 194os so that the 'Native problem' once more 
became acute.(3) For many Afrikaners employment opportunities were to 
low-grade jobs in the civil service, staffing post offices, pass offices, 
or public transport, or serving in the police force. Such employment 
brought them into daily contact with large numbers of black people, and 
life in .the cities gave many opportunities for this contact to be abrasive. 
With their preconceptions about black people and the ordering of society 
1 Cronj' et. al. op.cit. ppr+l-42. 
(2) Carter et.al. op.cit. p35. 
(3) By 1948 the number of Afrikaners living in the ~rgan areas had for the 
first time overtaken the nu~er of English-speaking whites living there. 
Meanwhile the number of Africans living in the to~ms had grown from 
just under 13% of the entire African population in 1911 to 27% in 
1951. (Geen, op.cit. p275.) 
on the farms, they now met an unaccustomed 'cheekiness' (as they called it) 
in city blacks. What was more, the vast pool of black labour that was ever 
available still threatened their economic security. 
The Smuts Government, however, (divided between a few who pulled in 
the direction of more freedom for Africans and others who were fearful of 
1 go~ng too fast•) had an ambivalent racial policy, and did little besides 
try vainl1 to restrict the movement of Africans to the towns. In 1946 
it set up a llative Laws Coonission under- Justice H, -:Ao Fagan to invastigate 
social problems related t·o this migration, but its report was only presented 
in March 1948, just before the United Party was ousted from power. It is 
noteworthy that this Commission found that the African reserves would be 
utterly.unable to carry the whole African population, and that the movement 
of Africans into the towns could not be prevented nor rever~·ed. (l) Meanwhile, 
the Natives' Representative Council despaired of the Govern ·e~t ignoring 
its resolutions. It took little notice of S~uts' rather vague offer to give 
it some authority over local government and development of the reserves, 
and suspended its own sittings indefinitely.(2) ~Africans, meanwhile, 
were demanding better wages and more rights, a~ the African National Congress 
(established in 1912) was growing in numbers and in influence. 
The fact that some Indians had been buying .prope~ty ~n white residential 
areas in Natal led Smuts to appoint in 1943 a ProVincial Board of Control 
to divide Natal into residential areas, in som~ o{'which no property de~s 
. . 
between whites and Indians should be allowed. He also put into operation 
an Act to peg the land situation in Natal and the trading situation in the 
Transvaal for three years. Then in 1946 the Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian 
Representation Act was passed. It provided that, except in exempted areas, 
no Asian could acquire fixed property from a white person in the Transvaal or 
Natal except under permit, while people of other races required permits if 
they wished to purchase from Asians within the exempted areas. However, the 
Act also provided for some representation of Indians in Parliament. Indian 
men in Natal and the Transvaal who possessed certain educational and financial 
qualifications were placed on a separate communal roll, to elect one white 
to the Senate, (another being appointed on their behalf) and three whites to 
the House of Assembly (while Natal Indians could elect two members, who 
might be Indians, to the Provincial Council). However, Indians boycotted 
the scheme. 
I
'U) Report of tne N~ti ve Law.s Commission(UG No.2S..:i948> 
(2) It was subsequently to be abolished in 1951. 
.. , 
•. ~ eti• 
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Then in 19481 while accusing the United Party of having no clea~cut 
~cial policy and thus of allowing the black1 threat 1 to 'white civili~ation1 
in South Africa to develop, the Nationalist Party put before the electorate 
a policy known as •apartheid'. Worked out by Afrikaner intellectuals und 
churchmen, this policy elevated racial segregation to the level of an 
ideal - according to which the racial groups would be separated from one 
another in social, economic and political spheres. Such a policy would 
secure the safety of white people from the 'black domination' which they 
feared. Yet it would not involve oppression or exploi.tation of the black 
people, for that would be 11in conflict with the Christian basis of our 
national. life". Due regard would be given to their natural rights n·to a 
proper living~ •• totheir own development in accordance with their own 
requirements and capabilities." Said an election pamphlet, this wa.s a product 
of "the experience of the established European population •••• based on the 
Christian principles of justice and reasonablene~s". It was a_vague policy, 
but to many people it seemed to o~fer &.solution to the 'Native problem•. 
So it was that with this thrust and with a strong appeal to Afrikaner 
nationalist sentiment the Nationalist Party in a coalition pact with the 
Afrikaner Party came to power in May of that year, under the leadership of 
DJ.". Malan. 
Almost i~ediately the new Government embarked on a. programme of legis-
lation and administration that systematically separated members of different 
racial groups from one another in all areas of life• 
Among the first Acts to be passed was the Prohibition of Mixed Harriages 
Act of 1949, which made marriage between white and black a crime; followed 
by the Immorality Amendment Act in 1950 which now prohibited extra-marital 
sexual intercourse between whites and people of aD1 black race. 
A Population Registration Act was adopted in 1950 1 providing for the 
classification of every person into a particular racial group and the issuing 
of racial identity cards. Such classification would help prevent individuals 
of one population group from 'passing' as members of another more privileged 
group. In the same year the Group Areas Act was adopted, empowering the 
Government to declare any area as reserved for occupation by a particular 
racial group. The principl~ of segregated residential areas had long been 
accepted in South Africa., but now this la.w made separation between people 
more rigid. Even Coloured people were to be divided from whites, and 
Indians were to be forced from areas in which they had been long-established. 
Other legislation would allow only certain categories of Africans to ~emain 
in urban areas, and provisions would be made for thelbrced removal of· 
people from one area to another. Further measures would be taken against 
the presence of African squatters and labour tenants on white farms. 'Pass 
laws• restricting the movement of all Africans would be tightened up. 
Meanwhile whites would be restricted from entering African areas. 
Africans had long been accustomed to separate facilities, but now the 
Government extended this principle and made it more rigid. Coloureds too 
would have to travel in 'non-white• railway coaches, for instance, and stand 
at 'non-white' counters-in the post office. What was more, the Reservation 
of Separate Amedities Act of 1953 would establish the principle that separate 
amenities need not be equal. Also in 1953, the Bantu Education Act would 
transfer the control of African education from provincial departments and 
!roc tbe Church~s and vest it completely in the hands of the central 
Government. The need for mother-tongue instruction would be emphasised, 
to bolster tribal self-consciousness - but this would restrict the access 
of African children to the 'white• community. Six years later the Extension 
of University Education Act would limit the admission of black students to 
open universities and provide for separate university institutions not 
merely for the three black racial groups but more particularly for each of 
three main African linguistic groups. Later the control of education for 
Coloureds and Indians would likewise be transferred to separate departments 
of the central Government. Meanwhile it would be ruled that separate welfare 
organisations • professional organisations and sporting bodies should be 
formed for each racial group. Laws would also prevent ppople of one racial 
group from attending public entertainment or being served refreshments in an 
area set aside for another group. 
In 1948 the Government re-affirmed the 'civilised labour' policy for 
the Public Service and Railways, according to which whites would be employed 
in lower skilled posts and paid at far higher rates than those received by 
blacks doing similar work in the private sector of the economy. In 1956 an 
Industrial Conciliation Act would provide fo~ 'job reservation' whereby 
specified types of work would be reserved for persons of a specified racial 
group. Registered trade unions would be prevented from having African 
members, and no further unions catering for whites, Asians and Coloured 
people together would be allowed. 
Meanwhile the Government started to pursue the disfranchisement of 
black people. In 1948 it repealed that part of the 1946 Act which had 
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given Indians in the Transvaal and Natal parliamentary representation (th,ou~h 
they had never used it). In 1951 a Separate Representation of Voter~ Bill 
would be introduced to take Coloured voters in the Cape and Natal and 
Asians in the Cape off the common roll: but having been passed bicamerally 
and not, as required by the South Africa Act, by a two-thirds majority of 
both Houses in joiit session, it would be declared invalid by the ApP,eal 
Court. There would follow a protracted constitutional struggle; but: even~ 
tually, after enlarging the Senate, the requisite two-thirds majority would 
be found in 1956 to remove the entrenched voting rights from the South 
. (1) Africa Act and to validate the Separate Representation of Voters Act. 
In its final form the latter enactment would place Coloured (and Asian~ 
voters in the Cape on a separate electoral roll to elect four whites t.e.· "!;he 
House of Assembly (and two to the Provincial Council) while the Govern6:r~ 
General would nominate one white to represent them in the Senate. Reg-
istered Coloured voters in Natal would remain on the common roll until their 
death, but no further Coloured persons would be registered as voters there. 
Then in 1959 the Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act would abolish all 
parliamentary representation of Africans: and finally in 1968 the represent-
ation of all Coloured people (and Asians) in Parliament would also be 
abolished. Thus black people were to have their voting rights eroded until 
they ceased to have any direct voice in the governing of the country.(2) 
On the question of what exactly apartheid re~uired in the way of 
territorial separation between the racial groups - and to what extent it 
would. involve more than s~mply residential segregation - the Government in 
1948 was vague • Indeed, Malan was wary of formulating teo precise a 
definition. Developments in this field we shall consider l~ter. 
Clearly apartheid in 1948 was not an entirely new concept. For it 
had its roots in the racial segregation implemented by previous governments 
of the Union, and even before that in racial policies of the various 
territories of southern Africa, both Boer·and British. What the new Gov-
ernment did was to extend and enforce the social separation which had been 
generally accepted custom for many, many years, and to systematise an 
a.J.rea4y impo._~ing set of racial laws. making t.hem. m,ore r; gtrl ~d pervusi v~~ 
1 After this had been done, th~ number of Senators would be reduc~in 
1960. 
(2) The Prohibition of Political Interference Act of 1968 would prohibit 
racially mixed political parties and make it unlawful for a person of 
one racial group to give any political assistance to persons of unother 
group. 
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Said Van den Berghe: "Apartheid differs from the race policy of earlier 
governments mostly in that its ideology is more explicit, its rationalisation 
more elaborate,- and its implementation more thorough and systematic."(l) 
Meer on the other hand has commented: "There may be those who draw academic 
distinctions between the concept of apartheid and of the segregation that 
preceded it. To blacks the difference is basically li.n~istic."(2 ) 
Some observers have suggested that the NGK played a major part in the 
evolution of Government policies of racial segregation. Certainly the 
consultations between the Federal Missionary Council and various Cabinet 
Ministers in 1942 and subsequent years clearly indicated that the Church 
was directly involved in political thinking; and the fact that the Church 
was putiing pressure on the Government towards the separation of racial 
groups was reflected in the memorandum which the Council sent to the Prime 
Minister in 1942. Some NGK thologians, as we shall consider shortly, were 
expounding a theological justification for racial segregation; while it 
is also apparent that some churchmen were involved with other intellectuals 
in the formulation of the 'apartheid' policy put forward by the Nationalist 
Party in 1948. It is noticeable, furthermore, that some legislative action 
after 1948 was in line with recommendations made by earlier Church study 
commissions, and we note, for instance, Brookes' report that in the 1949 
Parliamentary degate on racially mixed marriages it was declared that the 
three Dutch Reformed Churches had asked for their prohibition.<3> Furthermore, 
it stands to reason that the NG pattern of separation between white and 
black church members did reinforce Afrikaner attitudes of group exclusiveness 
and separation. 
Nevertheless, it should be remembered that policies of racial separation 
had been developing in southern Africa in the early nineteenth century 
before the NGK started extensive mission work or-approved of racially separate 
congregations. (4) The pattern of segregation had been legislatively estab-
lished before the NGK called its conferences of the 1920s, and Hertzog had 
expounded a detailed policy of racial separation in 1925 long before the 
formation of the Federal Missionary Council and its representations to the 
Government. So we may conclude that while there was obviously a certain 
amount of interaction between Church and State, yet their thinking on race 
lations was to a lar~re extent in para.llel. 
1 §tudY .. in Corifiic'C plic>i.cf"~va.n.···Cien Be.rghe·, P.i.. (Ed.Y:-Africa: social 
Problems of Change and Conflict (1965) pp505-507. 
(2) In Sociological Perspectives (Adam, Ed.) pl24. 
(3) Apartheid plBl. 
(4) cf. Strassberger op.cit. PP35. 309. 452. 
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3• FURTHERING APARTHEID 
(a) BIBLICAL JUSTIFICATION 
.. · 
Prior to the 1940s the common emphasis of NGK churchmen arguing in 
favour of racial segregation was that 5uch a policy Nould do justice to 
all the racial groups. A new note was struck, however, 1~ those ye~s. 
Partly in response to a·growing criticism from members of some other 
Churches, and particularly from the 'English-speaking' Churches, NGK 
theologians now began to seek a biblical basis for separation of the 
races, both within the Church and in the wider society. If it were to 
appear that such a policy was in conflict with biblical principles, it was 
reasoned, then churchmen would be obliged to seek alternatives: but if 
it was found to be compatible with Scripture, then they "need not yield 
an inch to any man's arg11!11ents". 
Amongst the fiDBt such biblical expositions was a comprehensive 
paper delivered at the 194~ Volkskongres by Professor J.D. du Toit of the 
Gereformeerde Kerk. (l) In response to this, the Congress expressed its 
conviction that the policy of racial segregation "is based on Holy 
Scripture which teaches us that God did not wish uniformity but diver~ity 
of nations, and realises his will in the pluriformity of peoples, rac~s, 
languages and cultures". (2 ) Similar anal.yses of Scripture were developed 
and elaborated through the 1940s. We shall study here thinking evidehced 
in an exposition by Professor E.P. Groenewald published in 194?; (3 ) tUld 
in a memorandum read at a national Congress of the NGK in 1950.(4) 
It was first admitted that Scripture taught the unity of mankind, in 
that God had created one man, Adam, and then a wife out of his own body, 
and then from this first couple the whole of humanity had originated in 
pursuance of God's command that they multiply and fill the earth. Thus 
Paul had been able to declare that all humanity had come from one (blood) 
(Acts 17:26), and that through Adam sin had touched all men but in Christ 
all had been redeemed (Romans 5:12; 1 Corinthians 15:21, 45). After the 
Flood the human race had developed a second time from one couple (Genesis 
7:21; 10:32). This unity was supported by the common physical resemblance 
of men and their possession of spiritual qualities that differentiated 
them from animals. 
1 'Oie God.sdienstige. Grondslag vanou Re1.so;e. be."ti',J ) published in Ins pan 
Vol. 4, No. 3 (1944)(FAK). 
(2) Cronje et.al9 op.cit. pp4l-42; refer pl03 supra. 
(3) In Cronje et. al. op. cit. pp40-67. 
(4) D:le Naturellevraagstuk (1950 Congress) pp9-14 
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Ne~~hele~s., beea.use God's 1118.jQetJ was eso greai~ that no single 
person or even people could glorify him fullYI he had willed the diversity 
of people~ so that out of this diversity his name might be brought gr~ater 
glory (cf. Philippians 2:9-ll) In Genesis 1:28 and 9.:01 man had been com-
manded to '~fill the earth", and in the genealogy of Genesis 10 it was shown 
that men had been divided by the decree of God into ;'their families, their 
languages, their lands, and their nations" and lithe nations spread abroad 
on the earth." Then by the building of the tower of Babel (Genesis 11) 
an attempt had been made to preserve the unity and homogeneity of the human 
race, but God had intervened and by his conscious act had confused the 
languages and scattered the people, so that his design for their division 
and dispersic)n had been fulfilled. That this had been by no means the 
accidental course of natural development but bad taken place under the 
hand of God was shown by Deuteronomy 32:8 : "When the Most Hi.gh gave tc the 
nations their inheritance, when he separated the sons of men1 he fixed ·the 
bounds of the peoples •••• " God himself had promised to the descendants of 
Abram and to other p.eopJ..es their dwellin.g-plaoe& (Genesis 15:18; Amos 9:7) 
and for every people he had assigned set times and places (Acts 17:26). So 
the origin of separate peoples and also the geographical area for each 
could be traced back to God 1 s· ordaining. ("It is definitely concluded that 
the thought of worl.d-d.ominion and the absorption of small nations is 
sinful st.Ul today."(l)) 
The New Testament dispensation had in no way abolished separate 
peoples nor erased their boundaries. Jesus and the apostles had accepted 
the existence and continuance of such peoples without the slightest attempt 
to change anything. Men had been able to learn from Jesus \dthout altering 
their nationality (cf. Matthew 8:5ff; l5:22ff; John 4:7ff). The distinctions 
between heathens and Israel, Samaritans and Israel 1 Greek and Israel, had 
often been mentioned. At Pentecost the divisions between existing peoples 
and languages had not been abolished but rather perpetuated in that by the 
Holy Spirit the different languages henceforth had become the means to 
carry the Gospel to the different peoples (Acts 2:8). The continuance of 
separate peoples had been assumed in Jesus' last comn~d that the Gospel 
should be declared to all nations (Matthew 28:19), and only when that had 
happened would the end come (Matthew 24:14). The peoples and nations and 
languages would continue until the end of the world so that at the Second 
Coming God would be glorified by the saved from amongst them all (Revel-
ation 7:9). 
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peoples to develop with no other purpose than that they should merely· 
merge into one unity in the course of time. Natural intercourse bebteen 
peoples had been assumed in Scripture as one of the conditions for the 
preservation of peace on earth, but this had in no way meant that the 
boundaries and divisions should be abolished. "Every individual people •••• 
has its own character, destiny and calling ••• To be able to fulfil that 
calling, the people must maintain its independence and keep its identity."(l) 
(We note Groenewald's false logic as he arrived at a similar statement thus: 
"The history of Israel shows that the people which keeps itself strictly 
separate from others and in so doing protects its purity of blood, language, 
customs and religion, can be used by God to carry out a lofty calling. 
From that we learn that only the people which keeps its identity can fulfil 
its divine destiny11 .(2) One cannot conclude from God's use of separated 
Israel that only separated peoples can be used by God.) Some might have 
said that Israel had been an exceptional instance, ordered by God to remain 
pure because it was to be the carrier of a particular revelation, and thus 
that the insturctions to it had no essential meaning for a present-day 
Christian people that had received the full revelation in Christ. Agau1st 
this it was pointed out that Paul had often spoken of the things that had 
happened to Israel as a warning for other men (eg. 1 Corinthians 10:11) 1 
and also that in the history of Israel God had made known w~~t he desired 
of any people that served him. So it was argued that the maintenance of 
blood-purity and separation of nations had never been regurdeu as merely 
of secondary impor<ktm.ce. "It is just ns essential for a people in th~ 
execution of the will of God as it is for the individual to hallow himself, 
that is to separate himself, if he will serve the Lord with his whole 
henrt."(3) 
History sho~ed, it was said, that the peoples that had protected their 
identity had been able to bring advantage to themselves and neighbouring 
people.s, while those that had abolished the divisions had perished. However, 
it was admitted that "related peoples in specified circumstances" (rasver-
wante volke in bepaa,lde omstandighere) had mixed and so new peoples hnd 
come into being; but it was argued that these had been exceptions according 
to the will of God, whereby the number of separate peoples had been enlarged 
and the diversity enriched - to the greater glory of the Creator. The 
Afrikaner people itself had developed through the fusion of HUguenot and 
Dutch, but in that fusion the survival and peculio.r calling of the French 
and Dutch people had not been ~nda~P.red •. It was when the c~ltur~y ~d 
ibid. plO. . . 
Cronje et.al. op.cit. p47. 
ibid. p48 
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religiously superior people had to bend down and relinquish its own character 
and culling that there was danger. An example of union between unequal 
groups which had not been beneficial was seen in the Samaritans - ;;who 
played no role worth mentioning and against whom the Jews developed an 
implacable hate."(l) Further, it was admitted that Scripture showed some 
exceptions to the general rule of separation amongst individuals: such as 
the reception of Rahab of Jericho into the Israelite community (Joshua 6); 
the marriage of Ruth, a Moabitess, with a Jew; the mixed ancestry of Timothy; 
and the general recruiting of proselytes. But, it was asserted, these 
exceptions did not abolish the rule. "As general principles it is laid 
down that God's curse rests on the abolition of boundaries, but his blessing 
on the respect of them."( 2) 
Such underlying principles in Scripture were sufficient to support a 
case for separation of different peoples or races the 1950 memorandum :asserted., 
Howeve·r, Groenewald went on to seek explicit pronouncements to further his 
argument. Firstly, he stated, separation between peoples should be part of 
their national life. The Old Testament showed throughout that God ha.d· 
~esired the preservation of Israel's national separateness; and even i~ 
exile, when circumstances had been hi~1ly unfavourable for the preservat~pn 
of self-identity, Israel had remained a natirmal unit and as a result colil.d 
be led back to its own land where it had been a blessing to the world in 
that the Messiah had been born out of it. Israel had been likened to the 
vineyard of God, planted in Palestine. There God had placed a strong 
fence round the vineyard and so ensured its safe growth: but as soon ~s 
the fence had been destroyed the vineyard had been picked clean (Psalm 8o:8ff), 
"Thereby is signified that the neglect of national qoundaries would mean the 
perishing of the Lord's people." In the New Testament u healthy nationalism 
and national pride had still been encouraged. Paul had prided himself that 
he was a Jew and had rebuked those that would become other than what they 
were (Philippians 3:4ff; 1 Corinthians 7:18). To bring the Gospel to 
different groups he had adapted himself to them us far as possible (1 Cor-
inthians 9:20-22): yet whilst he had suid that to the Jews he hud become 
as a Jew (which he could do because he had been a Jew) he had not said 
that to the Greeks he had become us a Greek. Rather, he had said that to 
those outside the law he had become as one outside the law, "and thus he 
did his national. identity no damuge." 
R'lrl95o' Congress pi'4 .. 
1{2) Cronj~ et. al. op.cit. p':YI .. 
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Secondly, separation should extend to social life. In the Old 
Testament social intercourse between different peoples had been strongly 
disapproved of, for it had been seen as an inuucement to miscegenation 
which might lead again to religious apostasy (Deuteronomy 7:2-4). Mixed 
marriages, particularly, had dimmed national boundaries and had resulted 
in a generation that no longer respected or even knew its own language, 
customs, religion or nationality (Nehemiah 13:23ff). "Thus the people that 
would prevent the judgement of God must ensure that, in spite of accidental 
contacts with neighbouring peoples, it guards against cultural, moral and 
other influences~(l) Such social separation had been accepted by Jesus, 
for he had made nq pronouncement to bring about social intercourse bet.ween 
Jews and Samaritans and he had used the existing separation between J~ws and 
Gentiles as an i~ge of the separation between believer und hardened sinner 
(l'1atthew 18:17) • A Jew would not enter the house of n. heathen (.Jchn 18:28); 
though the Holy Spirit had made it known to Peter that for the spJ:·t.:~v.:l:i.~g 
of the Gospel a certain social association had been permissible (i\c·i;s 10:28) 
"An unrestricted social associatiun with people that do not belong to your 
own community conduces to moral and spiritual damage. Such an intercourse 
may only exist in the interest of the Gospel of Christ."(2 ) There :;hould 
also be· sepura.tion in employment, for Israel had been directed nc•i; to plough 
with an ox and an ass together (Deuteronomy 22:10); Paul had taug!:t that 
there should be no po.rtnership between believers and unbelievers (2 '-~·)r­
inthiuns 6:14); and at Corinth he had worked not with Greek tentmo.ke:..·s but 
with Aquila, a Jew (ii.cts 18: 2f) • Further, from Paul t s teaching tho. t 
believers should not go to unbelievers for the udmini::Jtration of jus~-ice 
(1 Corinthians 6:1-5) it was argued that there should be sepo.rution between 
peoples in legal a~airs also. 
Not only was biblical argument being given for the separatiun of 
racial groups in general society, but scriptural grounds were now also 
being put forward to support separo.tion between pco1:>les within the Christi~m 
Church. !hia was significant for we remember tha.t in 1857 racial 
separation in the Church had been considered n deviation from scriptural 
precept. 
'trJ ibid. p53. 
(2) ibid. p54 
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All peoples of the world; it was argued, might freely share in the 
Gospel of Christ; and in spite of their diversity believers out of e.J.l 
races, peoples and classes were united as brothers and sisters in the 
Lord. Hoever,_this unity did not belong to the natural sphere of life 
but was a spiritual unity, born out of the common experience of the gruce 
of Christ and the indwelling of his Spirit. It was a unity "through 
faith" and because everyone had "put on Christ". ';There is neither Je"Yt 
nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male-nor 
female;· for you are all one in Christ Jesus." (Galatians 3:26-28). 
That this spiritual unity did not cancel natural distinctions anQ 
boundaries was shown by the mention of unity b.;tween man and womon 1 whose 
natural distinctions clearly remained. Furthermore, Paul had said that a 
slave' a circumstances did not have to change for him to be a "freedm:'l...'"l 
of the Lord" (1 Corinthians 7:18-24) "Spiritual. calling and Christian 
brotherhood thus do not demand social or civil equality of treutment".(l) 
Artificial divisions should certainly give way on the strength of unity in 
Christ, but not natural divisions of sex, age, class and nationality that 
lay in the order of creation, although these should be purified from all 
exaggeration and hardness. Although Christian believers were 'net of the 
world1 1 but favoured with a heavenly citizenship which they possesced in 
common with believers out of all peoples, they yet lived 'in the w0i:·:l_d 1 ; 
bound to natural forms of life. (cf. John 17:14). "The natural divisions 
are not abolished when men from different peor;les become Christians, but 
in spite of the cliviaions the possibility exists for them to have communion 
together in a higher sphere, namely that of the spirit."(2) 
This spiritual unity led to a better understanding between peoples 
and could be a substantial force in the regulation of relations between 
them. Where two peoples served the same Lord and were led and inspired 
by the same Holy Spirit a strong possibility was established that they coUld 
live in peace next to each other. Nevertheless, the distinctions that 
were there by nature would still have to be taken into consideration, other-
wise a people might forfeit the blessing of God. Separate Churches should 
be established for different peoples. The boundaries between peoples might 
be crossed for the preaching of the Gospel (as had been done by Peter when 
he had gone to Cornelius and by Paul on his missionary journeys to foreign 
lands) and for works of Christian charity (as had been indicated by the 
example of the Good Samaritan, and by the collections in the Greek congre-
t'o~s for the Jewish Ch~istians at J~~palem): but the crossing of such 
1950 Congress pll. 
Cronje et.a1. op.cit. p59. 
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boundaries in the· se'i·vice· of Christ did no-t meon in Dny way an abolition 
of the boun~ies. 
Once again, .Groenewa+d sought specific pronouncements to back up 
this argument. Some of the ·strong~st declarations of the judgement of God 
ln the Old Testament, he said, had been aimed at those who had wiped out 
the boundaries between isri:!.el .Wid Gentiles on r~ligious grounds (eg. 
Deuteronomy 7)1 w}lile the New ·Testament also asserted that between believers 
and unbelievers· shqu).'d st~d a. definite bouhdary (1 Corin.thians-10:2<>-22; 
2 Corinth~ans 6:14). This led Groenewald to claim thElt there ·also existed 
a boundary between Ch:dst~ahs of different peoples. .. v/hen Jesus .had SiJOken 
to the Syro-Phoenician woniah he had- expressly declared that· .there ·was a 
distinction between Israel arid ··the Gentile peoples· (M~fth~\..r' :15:26), and so 
Groenewald concluded that ewn if she had become a Christian thEit boundary 
would have remained between her and other Christians. Because of this 
inequaiity the Gospel could not come to Jewa and to Gentiles in the snme 
manner, and there should be a distinction in ministry to them. The belief 
that each people could best serve God within its own national boundaries 
hhd already been revealed in the message from God that Moses had taken to 
Pharaoh: 11Let my people go, that they may serve me." (Exodus 9:1). Only 
in their own land, within their own boundaries and unimpeded by the in-
fluence of foreign political, cultural and religious influences, would 
they have been nble to serve God with their whole heart. So the sume 
principle was applicable to the Christian community as it came into being 
among separate peoples. 
(We might at this point comment that a study of Groenewald's argument 
leaves us with the clear impression that, despite his denials,(l) he wus 
interpreting Scripture in an arbitrary manner to support a principle that 
he had already decided upon. Sometimes basing his argument on phraseology 
or on the fact that things were not recorded in Scripture (such as Paul's 
statement on adapting himself to the people he met, and his reference 
to working ·with a Jewish tentmaker, and Jesus' failure to promote association 
between Jews and Samaritans) t he drew conclusions. for \ihich there was no 
evidence at all. Many of the inferences he made were extremely doubt£~ 
(such as those from Moses' me~sage to Pharaoh, and from the rule ngninst 
ploughing with an ox and an ass). Further, we note a fa..JJ;p logic in his 
suggestion that separa~ion between good and evil; or between believers nr1d 
~believers should imp~y separation between one whole people and another, or 
between believers of different _peoples.) F ibi.d. pp~3. 65. 
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So NGK theologians were arguing from Scripture that racial. segregation 
in all spheres of natiunal, social and religious life was not merely 
permissible, but indeed obligatory. Closely bound up with this was the 
understanding that racial or national self-preservntion was also compatible 
with Christianity, and was also obligatory. It was the Afrikaner's right 
and obligation, they stressed, to preserve his racial and cultural identity. 
Said Dr. W. Nicol (l"loderator of the NGK in the TransvaaJ.I: self-preservation 
was "o. heal thy Christian principle". The sanctity of Illl tional existence as 
a creation of God compelled men to protect that existence, and their vocation 
towards their posterity demanded that they hand over their heritage intact 
to them •.. "We can be good Christians and still look after the survival of 
our ro.ce with a sacred enrnestness."(l) Further, it was said, the only 
wa7 to secure this racial identity was by total separation of the racial 
groups_in the country, 'as is called for by Scripture•. 
At the same time it was pointed out thD.t the black peoples had also 
been created in the image of God and so should also be allowed to secure 
their own identity. In their own sphere they would be able to devc;l::Y;? 
their talents and wealth to an unlimited extent, and as separate nntiu:1s 
to honour their God-given calling. Whereo.s if they were to mix wit~ t~e 
whites they would merely become 'imitation whites•. 
Associated with this thinking, the concept of •trusteeship' of one 
race over o.nother was developed further and shown to conform to the Christian 
doctrine of love for one's neighbour. In Galatians 4:2 the principle of 
guardianship or trusteeship of an individual had been acknowledged and 
seen as lasting for a stipulated time, usually until the child had developed 
to adulthood. So, it was argued, this principle could be applied to 
peoples as o. whole, and superior nations were called by God to accept 
responsibility for ~1ose that were less developed. No one might reject 
his responsibility as Cain had done with the question, 11ii.m I my brother's 
keeper?" The commandment had been given that everyone should love his 
neighbour as himself, which meant that the stronger should carry respons-
ibility for the welfare of the weaker, and particularly for their spiritual 
welfare. This duty was so important that Christians should be prepared 
to sacrifice some of their own comfort and freedom if by that their neighbourF 
could be helped forward (Romans 14:15; 1 Corinthians 8:9-13), and at the 
last judgement the nations would be judged o.ccording to whether this law 
of Ioye had been carried Qu1;(ME·;~;hew 25:.}l~f). Added G:r:•oez:ewald,_ no F .L~id. p21. 
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people that accepted guardianship over another in the name of God should 
do this out of self-exaltation or as a demonstration of greater worthiness, 
but out of thanld'ul recognition for the privileges that God had given and 
the responsibility that these privileges entailed. At the saoe time those 
peoples that were still 'minors' should acknowledge with thankfulness 
those that sought to help them forward, and their duty of piety demanded 
that they willingly subject themselves to the authority and discipline 
that God had put over them.(l) 
Thus it seemed that there was a firm biblical basis for the segre-
gation of racial groups in South Africa. This understanding was tG satisfy 
many in the NGK who were genuinely disturbed at aspects of current racial 
policies, yet who shrank from accepting what appeared to them to be equally 
repugnant consequences of any policy which Looked to possible racial 
inte~tion. It also provided strong argument to counter the challenge 
of those Eugl.isb-s.peakinS churchmen who held tha.t enforced separation 
of the races was a negation of Christian ethics, 
Such biblical justification soon won acceptance in many quarters 
of the NGK. For instance, the Federal Council in 1947 issued a report 
enunciating biblical support for racial segregation. This report was at 
first not accepted by the Transvaal Synod, which asked that the question 
rather be approached t.rom the point of view that in the interests of the 
Kingdom of God and of the survival of Christianity the Church was forced 
to accept such a policy of separation. However, after a further ~eeting 
behind closed doors in April 1948 a majority of the Synod now voted in 
favour of the report. "The Synod declares ••• that its policy of segr~gatiun 
iq not only born out of circumstances, but has its foundation in the Holy 
Scriptures." {2) Three yetJ.rs later the Synod would accept a ten-page 
justification of total racial segregation on scriptural grounds.(3 ) 
Meanwhile such biblic~ reasoning would to some extent be consolic1ated 
at the 1950 Congress of the whole NGK.: which Congress would also seek a 
more moral basis to segregation by calling for total geographical eepar-
ption of the races rather than the partial separation which was presently 
in practice. 
rr ::\b:i.d. ":PP6l-65. . ·····.. . . . . Quoted in Strassberger, op.cit. pp310-311. ibid. p312; Patterson op.cit. pp205, 207. 
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(b) THE BLOEMFONTEIN CONGRESS 
In April 1950 the Federal Missionary Council convened in Bloemfontein 
a three-day Congress of the NGK. Attended by some five hundred and sixty 
delegates, this Congress was to consider the 'Native question' in South 
Africa. (Other conferences concerning the Coloured and Asian peoples 
were also envisaged.) 
The Congress besan by discussing a scriptural basis for racial segre-
gation, as put forward in the memorandwn we have just· examined. This 
memorandum concluded: "Let us accept that there i.s scriptural ground not 
only for the development and survival of separate nations, but also for 
separate Churches,"(l) and the Congress declared its conviction that there 
was indeed this basis. 
There were also ~practical reasons' given to show that separation 
in the Church was beneficial. Every population group had the right to 
worship in its own language and according to its own cultural back!5 ... ·0und 
and to formulate its creed in its own way. Though we observe that. ·:;na 
memorandum stated that "except for language, our non-white groups will 
perhaps not have much to contribute: possibly a little music and ar-t and 
. (2) 
here and there an ancestral custom or sanction, but no more." Moreover, 
every group had the right to be served by its own people, and by this it 
would enjoy greater recruitment, responsibility and independence. Never-
theless, the Congress urged that the unity of all believers in Christ should 
not remain just a confession of faith, but should be put into practice by 
Christians extending the hand of respect and trust to one another. 
The Congress then went on to consider the social, economic and political 
aspects of race relations. Many of the problems and ills that were seen as 
prevalent in African society were ascribed to the fact that these people 
had had contact with and had been influenced by the Westexncivilisation of 
the whites.(}) Tribal ties, ethical norms and codes for social conduct 
that used to operate had now lost their force, with the result that African 
social. structures were disintegrating and disorder was developing. J\.frica.ns 
were unable to assimilate the culture and values of the whites, but rneanwhil~ 
came to despise their own. More integration would simply mean that the 
situat.iofl. would become worse. Th-;tre:f~£ t;h~re should ro.t~~. )?.e t~~~ 
1950 Congress .Pi?~····· .. 
ibid. p8. 
Refer ibid. pp46-81. 
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segregation, with Africans living in1heir own national homelands where 
they could develop again their own cultural forms and tribal order (though, 
in apparent contradiction, it was added that these should be "impregnated 
by the Christian civilisation"). (l) Only in this 't1ay could o. healthy, 
binding and integrated community exist. 
"Development according to peculiar types (eiesoortige ontwikkeline;), il 
it was said 1 "is nothing more than a way by which we seek to bring every 
population group to its full right, namely the right to become children 
of the Kingdom of God and wortcycitizens of their own fa.therland."( 2) Such 
separate development was not a static condition but dynamic, pointing to a 
process of development by each groupr towards its own destiny and indepen-
dent status, without conflict and friction or unequal. and unhealthy comp-
etition between more and less developed people. "Only when the less 
developed •• ho.s reached his majority and to.ken his full heritage, will '"e 
be able to extend to each other the hand of spiritual community in the· 
fullest sense of the word, when each one will contribute his own natural 
and God-given possession to mutual enrichment and we all come to mature 
manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ" (cf. · 
Ephesians 4:13). (3) If such o. goal and attitude was right, the Congr~ss 
believes, the means and methods used would also be beneficial. 
There was obvious sind.erity in the concern shown for improvement :i.n 
social conditions among Africans. In seeking tc push racial segregt1tion 
through to a total separation of white and black people churchmen believed 
that they had found a. mor~ly acceptabl~ policy that would ensure justtce 
to all peoples in the country. Total segregation would both fn.cilitat~ the 
development of the African people and eliminate friction and erunity between 
the ro.cial groups. Nor should the motives of these churchmen be seen as 
' pUrely selfish, for heavy sacrifices were called for an the part of white 
people. ~hey should be prepared to forego African labour, so that Africans 
might gradually be moved from the white industries to become productive in 
their own industries. Furthermore, the whites would have to grant sufficient 
land to the Africans for their healthy development. "This is the sacrifice 
that the whites must be prepared to make to ensure racial peace ancl the 
surviva.l of both grou.ps ... C4) 
We do note, however, that concern for the preservation of the white 
people was indeed a strong element underlying the choice of policy. For 
the Congre~s eventually resolved: 
1 Refer ibid:· p23i. ·· 
(2) ibid. pl8. 
(3) ibid. p20. 
(4) ibid. ppll?, 118. 
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"The policy of ultimate integration is rejected because 
it leads to unnecessary clashes between the two races 
and to the undermining of the future of the white race, 
with great detriment to the development of Christian 
civilisation in Africa. In addition, it has a highly 
detrimental effect on the healthy national growth of 
the Bantu himself. 
"The policy of separate development is accepted as the healthy 
foundation upon which both ~lhites and Bantu can live happily 
together without the interests of the one clashing with the 
interests of the other and without the one feeling that tho 
development of the other is a danger or threat to himself•"(l) 
The Congress rejected perpetual subordination of any kind,( 2)but 
stated that the principle of Christian trusteeship should be maintained 
as long as it was necessary for the happiness and welfare of both whites 
and Africans.(3) 
However, so strongly worded was the resolution calli~the Government 
to implement total territorial separation of the races, (4) that the Prime 
Minister, Dr. Malan, was impelled to issue a warning during a Parliamentc.ry 
debate that such a. policy was impracticable. He agreed that if totol 
separation could be attained everyone would admit that it would be the 
ideal state of affairs: but processes that had taken a long tirne to mature 
could not be reversed in a few months. Nor was complete separation the 
policy of the Nationalist Party. It would not be practicable in the 
existing circumstances of South Africa, where the entire economic structure 
was to a large extent based on black labour, for the Government to put into 
force a policy that required large economic sacrifices from the white 
electorate. (5) 
1 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
lbi·d.· pl3i. ~-- -·· .............. . 
ibid. pl9; cf. pl?l. 
ibid. pl32. Proposals for total separation were also being made 
by intellectuals in the Suid-Afrikaanse Buro vie Rasse-Aa eleenthede 
(SABRA). Established in September 1 by Afrikaner academics and 
churchmen, this body was to provide intellectual support for goverruaent 
racial policies - though there were also to be serious divergences. 
At first it enjoyed whole-hearted support from the NGK. 
ibid. pll7. 
Hansard p414l/2; Ballinger, M.: From Union to Apartheid (1969) p317. 
Patterson has pointed out, however, that the Goverment leaders were by 
no means unanimous: for on the s~~e day Dr. Verwoerd informed the · 
Senate that the Church's policy of total sep~ation was that of the 
Nationalist Party. (op.cit. pl08). 
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Nevertheless, the Govenment did subsequently set out to bolster up 
the tribalism of the Africans by invigorating or where necessary re-
creating tribal institutions und loyalties. Chiefs in the reserves were 
offe~ed the restoration of powers that they had previouSly lost; while 
the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951 made provision for the establishment of 
African tribal, regional and territorial authorities, and for the gradual 
delegation to these authorities of certain executive and administrative 
powers in their own areas. Thus is 1955 the General Council in the 
Transkei,(l) having agreed to accept the Government policy, would be 
proclaimed a _Bnntu Territorial Authority, and would in future consist only 
of black members - though whereas they had previously been indirectly 
elected their appointment would now be strictly controlled by the central 
Government. The Ciskei would likewise have an authority established 
but it would be many years before other African nreas followed suit. 
Perhaps it was because of the Government's open rejection thut the 
NGK resolution calling for total separation was not endorsed by the separnte 
(2) 
synods of the NGK, Mason has reported that one synod subgequently met 
to seek scriptural justification fdr a modified form of separation, w~~ch 
would allow for black migrant labourers to work in white industries, but 
that unanimity wus not achieved and so the matter was set aside for further 
study.<3) What was particularly significant was the fact that theN~ made 
no public response to the Government nor attempt to press home its call. 
for what it saw as the only just racial policy. It pz•cferred to remuin 
silent rather than hamper the Government. In future years it would send 
delegations to the State, which at times would leo.d to changes in lnws 
being implemented, but because these were without the knowledge of the 
general public it would seem as though the Church had simply acquiesced 
and supported the State in every respect of its racial policies.<4> 
There were present .. at the 1950 Congress representatives of the Nqr< 
•daughter' Churches - but these were white representatives, as it was ·felt 
that racial policies should be clarified before talks between m&mbers .of 
the different races could profitably be held. During the following two 
years, however, representatives of the Federal Missionary Council held 
discussions with leading black members of th0 Sotho, Zulu and Xhosa 
sections of the Church. Amongst other things the need for more black 
representation nnd consultation in the Churches was discussed. However, 
at the request of the Africans, political matters were omitted from the 
1 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Refer .. P48. supra. 
SAIRR Survey 1952-1.953, pl8. 
Mason, P.: An EusaY on Racial Tension (1954) pl04. 
Strassberger, op.cit. pp328-329, 378, 452. 
finding~which dealt with social conditions and allied problems.(!) 
Meanwhile, now that the NGK coUld show a united front it prepared to con-
fer with other Churches that were critical of its approach to race relations. 
(c~ISCUSSIONS WITH OTHER CHURCHES 
Apart !rom the conferences of the 1920s(2), there had been little 
consultation on race relations between the Dutch Reformed Churches and the 
'English-speaking' Churches. Even in those early years tension over their 
different approaches to the issue had prevented any deep dialogue. 
There had, it is true, been mutual discussion on questions relating 
to the evangelisation of Africans - at the General Missionary Conference 
of South Africa which had been founded in 1904 and had met on eight occasions 
in the following years. But this Conference had disbanded in the 1930s, 
just when the 'Native problem' had been coming to the forefront of thinking. 
White missionaries and officials of mission boaDds had been entitled to 
become members of the Cbnference, but African ministers had been allo1r1ed 
to attend only if they had been sent by bodies already represented by 
whites: so it had been suggested at the meeting in 1932 that a new body 
be formed, "particularly with a view to giving Native members a place, 
without their requiring to be nominated by missionar~ societies."(3 ) T~us 
the Christian Council of South Africa had been established in 1936 (with 
more than thirty Protestant Churches and missionary societies as membe:Js). 
In this new body Africans had been allowed to take full part in discussions 
and serve on the executive committee. However, of the Dutch Reformed 
Churches only the Transvaal synods of the NGK and of the NGK 'daughter' 
Church for Africans had joined the new Council, Then in May 1940 the 
Reverend w. Nicol, of the NGK, first President of the Council, had resigned; 
and in April 1941 the two NGK synods had withdrawn. The reasons given by 
Nicol for this action had been the small hope of any of the other Dutch 
Reformed Churches joining the Council, the limited use of the Afrikaans 
language in deliberations, and, more particularly, the divergences in 
attitude between the 'English-speaking' Churches and the NGK on most questions 
1 Refer The Racial Issue in South Africa (NGK, Bloemfontein, 1953); SiU:RR 
Surveys 1950-1954; Gerdener, op.cit.pl77; Strassberger, op.cit.p332. 
(2) Refer p 96 supra. · 
(3) Gerdener op.cit. pl73. 
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affecting the relationship between whites and blacks. The English-spenk.ing 
missionaries, he had said, had wished to see as little difference as 
possible between the white man und the African, while NGK members had fe~t 
revulsion ut the thought of welcoming even a highly civilised African 
into their homes.(l) NQ doubt the growth ofaggressive Afrikaner na'io~ism 
at that time had also been a factor behind the withdrawal. So in April 1942, 
as we have seen, the NGK had formed its own consultative body, the Federal 
Missionary Council 1 where the Dutch Reformed viewpoint of the social 
application of the Christian Gospel to South African conditions might be 
adequ~tely voiced. (There African church leaders could be co-opted 
onto various committees, but the Council itself had been limited to white 
membership.) (2) Thus Dutch Ref~rmed and 'Engl.ish-speald.ns' Churches had 
gone their separate ways. 
T·wo other instances when the NGK had declined to enter into discussion 
with represen~1tives·of other Churches because of differing ~pprouches to 
race relations might be mentioned. Firstly in 1940 an international Sunduy 
School Conference had been due in Durbun. Because a principle of racial 
integration had been accepted by t~e organisers of the conference, the NGK 
of the Orange Free State and of Natal had refuse.d to participate, while the 
NGK of the Transvaal had declared v.J.llingness to participate only on condition 
that their representatives would be treuted on the basis of racial sepur-
ation.(3) Owing to the Second World War, however, the conference had been 
cancelled. Secondly, according to Patterson, the Synodal Committee of the 
NGK in the Transvaal had in 1950 decided not to receive a delegation from 
the World Council of Churches, because the latter hud been a colour-blind 
organisation and the delegation would have included black members.<4> 
Nov in the 1950s, however, when the 'English-speaking' Churches were 
becoming more vocal in their condemnation of apartheid as implemented by the 
new Nationalist Government, both'Dutch Reformed and English-speaking church 
leaders were realising more than ever before the weakness of their divisions 
and the virtual impossibility of understanding one another's standpoints 
without adequate opportunities for consultation and discussion. Thus it wns 
(l) The South African Outlook, August 1940, pl51; December 1941, p251. 
Dvorin has observed that had the other Dutch Reformed Churches joined 
the Christian Council, they with the sympathetic· German missionary 
societies would have had sufficient representation to ensure that their 
point of view with regard to racial questions bore weight. (Dvorin, E.P.~ 
Racial Separation in South Africa (1952) p53-55). 
(2) Gerdener op.cit. pl?6.-
(3) The NGK of the Cape declined participation on the grounds that their 
Sunday Schools had developed along different lines from those to be 
dis~ussed. 
(4) Patterson, op.cit., p20?. 
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that in November 1953 the Federal Missionary Council of the NGK convened 
in Pretoria a three-day Conference of white leaders from virtually all the 
Protestant Churches and missionary societies working in South hfrica.. The 
task of that Conference was to consider the application of Christian 
principles in the country, with special reference to the extension of the 
Kingdom of God amongst the black peoples. There followed in December 1954 
a 'more comprehensive' Conference of Protestant Church leaders in Johannes-
burg, again convened by the Federal Missionary Council. This time there 
were both white and black delegates present, although they sat and ate 
a~parately. The theme was again the extension of the Kingdom of God in 
multi-racial South Africa• Each of the conferences covered a wide area of 
concerns - but we study here only the NGK thinking on theological aspects 
of race relations. 
The Reverend c.B. Brink (Moderator of the Transvaal Synod and Chairman 
of the Federal Council) spoke of the fundamental. pJ:inciples of the mission 
policy of the NGK, as he believed the majority of NGK ministers understood 
(1) them. All men were equal, he said 1 in the sense that aJ.l had been 
created in the image of God: all had the same disnitas. Yet they were not 
equal in all respects, for God had·ereated each one with his own peraon&lity 
and task in the world, and in the natural sphere differences bet,oo~een 
individuals and between peoples did exist. To say tnat one person or people 
was different : from another was not to impugn the eq~ dignity of one or 
both. '~he difficulty, however, arie~s when that equal dignity of all 
men is rationalistically transferred to the plane of the natural.. 11 ( 2) 
The NGK did inueed recognise the equal value of all men. Thus bo.rbari~s 
were not to be liquidated, but "seenas (creatures) of God, to be brought 
to the gospel of salvation. For them, too, Christ died because, however 
faintly, in their souls little sparks of God's image yet glowed~(3~ut the 
Church did not admit them equal in other~espects, so did not argue that they 
must enjoy equal rights. Rather, discrimination in the sense of differ-
entiation was indispensable for an ordered society. 
Asserted Professor E.P. Groenewo.ld, equality between all people would 
be an aspect of the future Kingdom of God. "We must guard against the dc.nge:.. 
of, consciously or unconsciously, finding ourselves in u situation which, 
here and now, wishes to make all things equal. This is an attempt to shift 
the final dispensation to our times." (4) 
1 Christian Principles in. 'Multi_;Rficiili South ·Africa (1953 Conf.erencer-
pp28:40, 14}. -
(2) ibid. p39. 
(3) We observe that Brink was close to implying that in the barbarian 
the image of God is not as obtious as in tnore civiLised p~opla. 
(4) ibid. pl45. 
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Brink went on to reject as unscriptural the suggestion that God 
was the Father of all mailkind. 11The Bible definitely does not conside~ 
man per se as a child of God or give him the power, as man, to call 
God his father."(l) By nature man was a child of wrath, and Christ h~ said 
of some: "You are of your father the devU •••• " (John 8:44; Ephesians 2:3). 
However, through Christ God had called man to become a child of God and 
to participate in the divine nature. (Hosea 11:1; 1 Peter 1:23). So man 
could become a child of God only when called and received thereto. Hd 
should receive power to become this, by being reborn through the Holy Spirit 
(John 1:12-14; 3:3-5; Romans 8:15-17). Thus God was not the Father of 
unbelievers, although he was their Creator. So, if God was not by nature 
the Father of all mankind, all men could not be said to be brothers or to 
be of equal value in God's sight. 
God the Creator was the Maker of Separations. To create a cosmos, 
he had separated things: light from darkness, waters above the firmament 
from waters under the firmament, dry land from the sea. All living 
creatures he had created each according to its own kind. 1'4ankind too had 
appeared diverse as man and woman. So in the creation there was not to be 
uniformity, but a multiplicity containing rich diversity. (Keet pointed 
out, however, that Brink spoke first of the division of light and darkness, 
and then of the differentiation between man and woman, apparently equating 
the two ideas. It was false, said Keet, to assume that differentiation or 
diversity was synonymous with separation, for man and woman had not been 
separated).(2) 
From the very beginning it had been the intention of God that mankind 
should live in separate nations and peoples, to replentah the earth (Genesis 
1:28; 9:1; cf. Acts 17:26), but in their sinful self-conceit men had wished 
to frustrate this intention and to remain ~ogether1 building a tower to 
heaven. So God as the Maker of·Separations had confounded their language 
and scattered them abroad (Genesis 11:6-8), until the completion of all 
things, and possibl7 eve~ until after that (Revelatiort 7:9; 21:24). 
Subsequent attempts nt unification were a revival of the sinful Babylonian 
spirit, and the products of such attempts in the political field were called 
'beasts' (cf. Revelation 17:13; of. Daniel 7). 
ibid. p31. 
Keet, B.B.: Whither - South Africa? (1956) p33 
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Applying this argument to the Church, Brink concluded that there 
were sufficient scriptural grounds for the NGK to feel justified in saying 
that the creation of s~parate Churches for the different racial group~ was 
not only permissible but essential. Thus its Churches had been established 
not merely for practical reasons. 
What then of the unity which Christians professed? Brink argued that 
the calling of God did not nullify natural differences in endowment, und 
he pointed out that such distinctions had been accepted in the early Church. 
Paul had urged that "in whatever state each was caJ.led1 there let him 
remain with God" (1 Corinthians 7:17-24). There had been masters and slo.ves, 
authorities and subjects, peoples and nations. Rathe~ th~n attempt to 
abolish these differences, they had been accepted to be used. Thus, while 
Paul had spoken of the unity of circumcised and uncircumcised in the Church 
(Colossians 3:11) 1 he had nevertheless taken Timothy and circumcised him 
(Acts 16:3). Consequently Brink believed that Paul .had not been pleading for 
the ending of natural diversities, but for a unity of the spirit in Christ. 
Whoever were in Christ were spiritually one, in spite of all other national, 
language or sex differences. "The body (did) not consist of one member but 
of many", which had been united in the one body by the Spirit (1 Corinth~~s 
l2:l.3-l~). In Ga.J.ati.ona 3:25-29 Paul had three times used the expression 
' 
'in Christ·• 1 saying that "you are all one in Christ Jesus"; and in John 
17:21-23 Jesus had prayed that his disciples might be one, several times 
using the expressions 1 in me 1 and 'in thee•. So the unity that had been 
advocated was to be found only in Christ and in God. It was a spiritual 
unitJ. 
This, said Brink, did not mean that the Church could escape its 
responsibility to demonstrate to the world the oneness that it confes~ed 
in Christ. "Opportun:i.ties to practise communion with all Christian 
believers, of whatever race or colour, occur often enough, and when this 
does not happen, they should be sought."(l} Further, every Christiun should 
needs deplore the multiplicity and pluriformity of Churches and admit thut 
this was not in accordance with the revealed will of God. But the oneness 
that should be striven for was a oneness of faith, not a uniformity in 
the institutional sense. Christians should not be tempted to convert the 
spiritual unity of the Church into an outward form. The Church existed 
within all the the limitations of space and time and was subject to theso. 
Only when the Kingdom of God came in perfection would these limitations 
pass away, and the unity be seen outwardly. "The fact is .tho.t unity in 
Christ is a community .of 9C1l1. transcendi~. anything_ t~at !ik'Ul C~,Il f~an _or. .. r-i953 ConfOrence i>}5. 
1.28. 
think. It belongs to those things that 1 eye hath not seen, nor ear heard ••• • 
(Gorinthians 2:9); that can be accepted only in fai.th. 11 (l) 
These arguments put forward by Brink were supported by several mewbcrs 
of the NGK.( 2) Professor G.B.A. Gardener covered sirnilnr ground when he 
spoke of the unity of the Church as a spiritual unity and argued that 11in 
its deepest essence ••• unity is not uniformity, but unanimity. 11 It was not 
in the first place something outward or formal, but something inward and 
spiritual: a unity of the Spirit, and of faith. (Ephesi~~s 4:3, 13). Yet 
at the same time this unity was represented us something manifesting itself 
outwardly (cf. Ephesians 4; John 17): the inner unity should somehow 
acquire shape and be shown by men's interest in and community with one 
another - if they indeed said that they believed in the holy catholic 
Church and the communion of saints. Nevertheless, that Gardener did not 
see such manifestation as necessarily a structural unity was shown by his 
conclusion: 11Not our differences and the distinctions we. hold it necessary 
to make, are sin, but our dissensions and the fact that with our diversity, 
we yet cannot find and practise true unity. 11 (3) Likewise, Dr. N.W. Retief 
deplored the large number of Churches and sects in South Africa, and plended 
for a greater unity amongst ~elievers: but added in parenthesis thut unity 
did not mean that there should be only one church. There could be several 
churches which were still one in Christ.< 4> 
Dr. J.c.G. Kotze stressed that the only true locus for the unity:of 
the Church was the community of koinonia of its members - which did not 
have to be produced through organisation or structures, but merely di~ 
covered, !i!:CCepted and practised. "All that is required is a healthy 
spiritual condition, in a living relationship with Christ. 11 Because of 
differences in temperament and nature, each population group's approuch 
to and practice of th~ Gospel- was different, \dth the result that the 
Church in general became richer in so far as each group made its own 
contribution to the life of the Church. Thus Kotz6 argued, that separation 
of races could serve to enrich Church life, for it allowed eacn group. a _ 
chance for free and independent development, whereas if divergent cultural 
and racial groups were pressed together into a mixed uniformity a weruter 
group was often overruled by a stronger and its talents did not achieve 
real development. Thus a 'heal.thy' division ought not to eclipse unity 
in Christ,_b~~ rather enrich ~t. Nevert~~~ss,_~otze ad~ed that ulthct~h 
(1) 0 ibid. p37. 
(2} eg: ibid. ppl44, 148-149; cf. Walker op.cit. pp855-856. 
(3} 1953 Conference ppl30-13l. 
(4) ibid. pp73.74 
. 
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circumstances of culture and language might render it difficult, groups 
should find ways of fellowship together even at the cost of great self-
denial; for if unity in Christ was not given concrete demonstration, 
division would becoma discord. Kotze did not clarify to what extent this 
fellowship should bo.::~z;Wtf but he concluded by saying that the fellovts..""lip 
of the Church was one of persons, and the extent to \"'hich unity in Christ 
was lived out in practice depended largely upon indir.idual members. On the 
basis of their deeper unity, all Christians were called to acknowledge, 
respect and love one another as of equal atntus in the Kingdom of God, even 
if there were natural differences between them. Ho1ilever, Kotzfr .... asserted 
that to transfer the conception of a mystical unity to relations between 
different peoples, regardless of their relationship with Christ, was not 
permissible: for the coming of Christ had not terminated enmity between 
nll mUn 1 but only between individuals in whom 'new men' hud been born in 
Christ. The rRlations of different peoples might indirectly ~in by the 
influence of Christ, but their discord continued so long as they were 
themselves without Christ.(l) 
If there was no coercioc· towards integration between th~ Dutch Reformed 
and 1 English-speaking' Churches, which we~ culturally similar and had 
stood side by side for so many years, how much more, urged Gerdener, 
should there be no coercion towards integration of white and African 
(2) Christians, who were different in language and I spiritual. structure. 1 
(We must point out however, that whereas there are doctrinal differences 
that to a large extent prevent unity between the Dutch Reformed and 
'English-speaki~Churches there arc not necessarily doctrinal differences 
between white and black Christians, a.s for i.nstance in the NGK 'mother' 
and ~aughter' Churches.) 
Ma.inta.ined the Reverend w.n. du Plessis (a white missionary in the 
Sendingkerk): 11Non-~ropeans as a whole are not yet ripe and ready to 
attend all European church functions, and •••• it will be many, many years 
before this will come to pass, if indeed it does come to puss. 11 Because of 
their historical and cultural background, they would not fit in and feel 
o.t home amongst whites, but they did feel perfectly happy and at home in 
their own, separate buildings.(3) Some speakers argued. that Africans 
should not be allowed to join the white Church even if they wished to do so; 
God's K"WRdom in I'1ul ti-Rucial. ·south Africa· ·n.954. Confercnce'J 
pp7S:82. Further mention of Kotz~ 1 s thinking is not included here, 
as much of it is refelcted in the NGK 1956 Statement (refer 
pl36 infra.) 
(2) 1954 Conference pll4; cf. RAce Relations Journal Vol. XVll Nos.~ 
& 2 (1950) p8. 
(3) 1954 Conference pll5. 
but Brink believed that the NG{ would allow black people to attend white 
churches if they had no place of worship of their ow.n.(l) 
NGK speakers emphasised that their 'daughter' Churches v:hich catered 
for the black racial groups should be working towards their own independence 
ae soon as possible • Gerdener warned that the NGK :•must be especially on 
its guard against the danger of retaining too much authority too long 
over its daughter churches, even if the reason is that th~y still receive 
financial support from the mother church." With the increase of African 
clergy and the growing independence of the African churches, the white 
missionary should render himself more superfluous. (2 ) (In an article 
written at that time, Gardener also urged that white 1nissionnrieE should 
in future work more in co-operation with the black people than in domination, 
more in partnership than in baasw(ap 1 for the latter attitude was unchristian. (3) At the same time, it was stated with pride that there were strong 
bonds of unity between the NGK 'n•other' and 'daughter' Churches. Several 
speakers urged tha.t there shou,ld be more contact and .. ..>-operation between 
them, that knowledge of each other and a. feeling of mutual responsibility 
might be o.roused. "However much we ••••• desire to take the road of the 
indigenous Bantu churches, we shall have to be vigilant lest separateness 
should bring about distance and produce entra.ngement. Points of contact 
should be found .:md bridges should be built."(Lt.~ 
Moving to consideration of race relations beyond the Church, we observe 
Retief's explanation that the ma.in reason for Afrikaners' desire for 
separation between white and black people was one of self-preservation. 
They wished to rnainto.in and protect themselves as a. nation, and could not 
do so if intermarriage and miscegenation were to take place, nor social 
intimacy which could give rise to miscegenation. "By means of (separation) 
we protect everything that is holy and dear to us, and we cotnmit no i~­
justice to the Non-White, but we promote (his) best interests. That is the 
conviction of our nation and of our church."(5) Elsewhere Retief remarked: 
"If we in this country wipe out the dividing line bwtween white and Bantu, 
it will be suicide on the pnrt of the whites, and this is contrary to God's 
commandment. We shall then simply be drowned in a black flood, because 
of the tremendous disparity in numbers. Therefore we have the right, und 
the duty, to tru(e measures for our survival as a white nation in South 
Africa.11 ( 6) Arfflled Profe~Ssor F .J .M. PC'tl3ieter. the cor,tmc..ndr.lent to honour 
1 1953 Conference pl5J..· 
(2) 1954 Conference pl05. 
(3) In Die Kerkbode; quoted in SAIRR Survey 1954-1955 p7. 
(4) 1953 Conference pl34, cf. p52. 
(5) ibid. p71. 
(6) In Op die Horison, Sept 1954; quoted by Keet, Whither - South Africa? 
p22. 
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one's father and mother demanded that every person keep in honour his 
people's past - in so far as it had not been tarnished by sin - and his 
mother tongue. He who left his own group and joined that of another people 
with a different language and tradition identified himself with the adopted 
group; and he who pleaded for such a step on a wide scale was in reality 
~le~ing for the destruction of his own national existence, and so was 
transgressing the commandment. (l) Said Brink: "The easiest way to exting-
uish the light of the cross in South Africa would be a policy of total 
fusion of the races. Therefore, in order to remain~ithful to his divine 
calling and to continue proclaiming the Gospel of God's love in Christ, 
the Afrikaner had to retain his identity. This obligation rested on him. 
He had to love himself, that which he had become through the grace of God, 
in order to be able to love his neighbour. He had to separate himself in 
order to be a blessing to the millions of non-whites. 11 ( 2) 
On the other hand, Brink also spoke in defence against the accusation 
that the policy advocated by the NGK was nothing else than a measure of 
self-preservation. He did not deny that there might be some or even many 
people in South Africa who thought only in terms of self-preservation, and 
pointed out that the instinct to preserve one's own life was common to all 
men. However, he doubted whether the history of South Africa would h~ve 
been the same 'if the urge to preserve themselves had been the sole or the 
main motive which had inspired his people and caused them to hold the 
views they did. '~et me ••• state that in my own church there is the c~viction 
that the policy we advocate calls for the greatest measure of exertion and 
self-denial." At the same time, "there is a great difference between the 
calling to self-denial whereby the Christian is called to lose his life 
for Christ's sake, and the desire to destroy life for the sake of cert~in 
human ideals. Suicide is not equivalent to self-abnegation and can never 
be undertaken for Christ's sake." Members of the Church.saw no other way 
than separation open to them for the future, if indeed they were to be 
true to their calling to extend the Kingdom of God in South Africa.(3) 
During discussion the threat was often made that those who supported integ-
ration "would have to be willing to accept its full consequences"; but 
seldom was any explanation given of what those consequences might be. It 
seems clear, however, that many believed a mixture of races would lead to 
the downfail of 'Christian civilisation' in South Africa.(4) 
1953 ·eoD.ierence- pi49-. 
ibid. p32. Brink suggested that Coloured people were born of sinful 
unions, in which Christians were 'drawn downwards'. 
(3) 1954 Conference p51. 
(4) cf. 1953 Conference p159. 
. 
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We shall not at this stage study the arguments put forward by 
representatives of the 'English-speaking' Churches, but observe that the 
Conferencesrevealed just how wide the differences indeed were between them 
and the NGK members on the question of race relations. 
According to a Statement released by the 1953 Gonference, the talks 
produced no change of views - though a sentiment that was often expressed 
was: "We cannot share your beliefs and convictions, but we gladly acknowledgE! 
your honesty and right to profess those convictions .. 11 (l) Dr. N. Goodall, 
an observer from the International Missionary Council, commented: "I can 
appreciate better than ever a certain deep logic in both the principles 
and policies which have been mainly expounded by members of this (NGK) 
Federal Council. I can certainly. appreciate and could wish to see realised 
that ideal of full separate development fcrthe Bantu people, an ideal to 
which you have given so much thought and towards which your mission policy 
has made, and is making, so great a contribution. 11 However, he went on to 
say that this ideal was being expounded in an era in which economic and 
industrial factors meant that separation would be impossible for an 
indefinite period, and he spoke of the suffering that fell on so many 
people 11as long as our discernment and application of God's will in this 
matter tarries." 11The need for a more excellent way is urgent; the need 
to resolve that agonising dilemma between ideal and practice, in which we 
are all involved, is desperately urgent. 11 (Z) 
Discussions at the 1954 Conference revealed a realisation arnong~t 
deleg.ates that they had responsibilities as Christian leaders, and not 
as leaders of any particular race or group. There was no general agree-
ment on principles of racial segregation or integration. (The NGK members, 
including some black people voted in favour of segregation.) In resolu-
_tions that were unanimously adopted, delegates declared that they recog-
nized and accepted one another as brothers in Christ, and they undertook 
to use every opportunity to practise the fellowship of believers. They 
called on all Christians to regard and treat every human being with honour 
and respect. (3 ) Commenting an the Conference, Archbishop G.H. Clayton of 
the Anglican Church said that it was clear that there was no difference 
at all among the whites in their goodwill towards black people. Every 
s eak.er haft -~~ e.'?J...d..e!!:.~_.hi_s __ bel~~~ th;at .. ~lll-t~~. ~.!i ... ~lii£k~. _were e'l~~l_ly 
(l) ibid. pl76. 
(2) ibid. pl}9. 
(3) 1954 Conference ppl}l-132; SAIRR Survey 1954-1955 p7; Walker op.cit. 
p909. 
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dear to the heart of God and equallY entitled to the privileges of the 
Gospel. However, whiie the whites wished to do the best fer the blacks, 
there was a wide difference of opinion as to what that best was, and as to 
the proper relation of people of different race~ to one another within 
the Christian Church. It seemed to Clayton that the practical differences 
of method between the Churches had their roots in profound theological 
differences. There was wide difference of opinion about such things as 
the doctrine of the Fatherhood of God and of the nature of the Christian 
Church, about the u1timate purpose of God for humanity and how far that 
purpose could be realised there and then. So Clayton pleaded for a deeper 
discussion of these differences on a theological level.{l) We note in 
contrast the opinion of the Reverend J.P. Whyte (General Secretary of the 
Presbyterian Church of South Africa) that any attempt to solve differences 
of policy such as total segregation or integration on a scriptural or 
theological. basis would not be helpful. The only way of securing anything 
like agreement would be by considering objectively the merits and demerits 
(2) . 
of each case. Nevertheless, both Clayton and Whyte admitted the sin-
cerity and honesty of those arguing for separation of the races. 
At this point we should mention a defence of the NGK written at about 
that time by Gerdener. He stressed that segregation, as advocated by his 
Church, was not something sta~ic or negative, leading to aloofness, repud-
iation and estrangement. It was rather a dynamic concept, 11a separation to 
live, something that leaves room for indigenous survival and development 
from within 1 11 taking account of racial aptitudes and allowing each group 
to make its full contribution to the common good. Gardener admitted that 
he could not predict all the final practical implications of such a policy, 
but stressed the need for faith to believe that, provided the starting-
point was sound in principle and motives were absolutely honest and altru-
istic, then one could leave the rest to God. Nor could he predict what 
would be the relation between separate white and black states after the 
Africans had been Christianised and become culturally and economically the 
equals of whites, but he had sufficient faith in the ~1idance of God to 
believe that two Christian groups next to each other would be guided to 
the wisest relationship. Gerdener spoke of equality of opportunity, but 
maintained that while some people were still too immature to share full 
responsibility with the more mature they should not enjoy full rights and 
rivilep;r.,s• TE .m~~ .the ~~--~--~~~e£_ :i,n .9:e~~ com-petitioA_.could O~l,..Jl'l.e~YJ. 
1 195~ Conference P'· 
(2) ibid. pl29. 
that he stood to lose, but guided and guarded as a ward· t}lrough the year.s· 
the day might yet come when he would enjoy full rights of citizenship, 
. ' 
There should be no doubt, Gerdener said, on the spiritual equality of'all 
men before God, though this did not wipe out the natural differences 
which no time could efface nor spiritual communion obliterate. Christians 
should seek to know and serve each other more and more, and no amount 
of geographical separation could remove from them responsibility for 
each other's spiritual welfare and for spiritual communion. (l) 
•, 
A few years later there was some fiuther discussion between the Churches, 
touching on race relations. This was prompted by the World Council of 
Churches, which, through its Department on Church ~d Society, initiated 
in twenty-seven countries a three-year study project on issues that were 
challenging Christian thought and action in areas of rapid social change. 
In South Africa an inter-racial study group consisting of clergy from:the 
Dutch Reformed Churches and the 'English-speaking' Churches met in May 
1958 to consider the Christian responsibility in such areas of change and 
also the question of common citizenship. It was subsequently reported that 
; 
"a very considerable measure of agreement" was reached at the meeting. Then 
in December 1959 a larger Conference of churchmen was convened to consider 
the same question. Amongst other resolutions, the Conference stressed "the 
responsibility of the Church to be a living community :ln which all believers 
·! 
share both the privileges and the duties of their common fellowship, liber-
ated from the restraints of unworthy social systems ••• ". The Conference 
called upon the Church and its individual members 11to accept and prac~ise 
respect for human personality, regardless of racial and cultural differences, 
as an essential duty and requirement laid upon us by our Master, Jesus 
Christ, and as a prerequisite to the proper solution of the problems arising 
'from rapid social chunge in a multi-racial society." However, no ~her 
common mind was expressed on race relations.(2) 
(2) 
Gel'dener, G~B-~A~i "Tile Dutch ~~ef'orcied Church·~ the :naeiai ·situation 
in South Africa." Race Rela.ti.on.s Journal. Vol. XVII Nos. l & 2 (19.50) 
ppJ.-8 ••. 
Christian Res onsibilit Towards Areas ~1959· 
Conference pl 1; SAIRR Surveys 1955-l 
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All these various consultations with English-speaking churchmen during 
the 1950s brought home to NGK leaders the realisation that their stand on 
race relations virtually isolated them from other Churches. NGK members 
found themselves constantly on the defensive, often put there by Christiru~ 
colleagues who could not be accused of lack of sympathy. 
(We note that there was no discussion between the NGK and the Roman 
Catholic Church, as many Dutch Reformed churchmen held a strong antipathy 
towards Roman Catholicism.) 
Nor did criticism come only from Christians within the country. In 
1952 Dr. W.A. Visser •t Hoeft, General Secretary of the World Council of 
Churches, visited South Africa. As a Hollander he had every tie of sympathy 
with the NGK, and in writing about his visit he expressed this sympathy and 
begged churchmen not to judge the Afrikaans Churches harshly. Yet even he 
was constrained to say that the danger in South Africa was that, "owing to 
the historical co-operation between church and nation, the church is far 
too much inclined to support uncritically the decisions and policies of 
the Afrikaner political bodies. 11 (l) Similarly, in 1955 the Reverend J.J. 
BuSkes from Amsterdam visited South Africa on behalf of the InternatiQnal 
Fellowship of Reconciliation, and his report, while expressing sympathy 
for the Afrikaner Churches in their predicament, was a scathing attac~ on 
(2) 
the Government's policy of racial segregation. 
Meanwhile, in August 1954 the Second Assembly of the World Council of 
' Churches met at Evanston, Illinois, and was attended by three delegates 
from the NGK. This Assembly adopted a resolution declaring that "any·-
form of segregation based on race, colour, or ethnic origin is contrary 
to the gospel, and is incompatible with the Christian doctrine of man:· and 
with the nature of the Church of Christ". It urged Churches to renounce 
all forms of segregation or discrimination and to work for the abolition 
of these within their own life and within society: though it recogni~ed 
that many Churches found themselves confronted 9Y historical, political, 
social and economic circumstances which might make the immediate achievement 
of such an objective extremely difficult.(3) The NGK delegates abstained 
from voting on this resolution, but no dissenting voice was raised in the 
Assel!lbl~~-;rt waR clearJ :t~.~-~'- .:~hat __ most Chu~cheR o_f the w_or.ld were ......... _ . 
1 Quoted by Marquard Peoples and Policies p231. Refer Visser •t Hoeft: 
A Visit to the South African Churches. (~ondon 1952). 
(2) Refer Buskea, J.J.: South Africa's Apartheid Policy -Unacceptable 
(Heidelberg, Transvaal, 1956). 
(3) Ecumenical Statements on Race Relations (1965) p21. 
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opposed to racial segregation as advocated by the NGK in South Africa. 
(d) 1956 DEVELOPMENTS 
Prompted by this rejection of racial segregation made by the World 
Council of Churches, the Federal Council of the NGK appointed a Commission 
for Race Relations to prepare a statement for publication overseas inter-
preting the viewpoint of the NGK. The report of this Commission was then 
approved by the synods of the Church and was first published in 1956 under 
the title: The Dutch Reformed Churches in South Africa and the Problem 
l 
of Race Relations. 
The Statement began with an historical review of the development of 
separate worship and separate Churches for the different racial groups 
within the NGK. It stressed that this separation had been done with 
sincere motives, and judged these to be: firstly, the desire to bring the 
Gospel to the black people in the 11most effect'1ve way", bearing in mind 
their particular cultural and social needs, and to prepare them for 
responsibility and leadership; and secondly, the preference of white members 
to worship separately - due to social and hygienic considerations, th~ 
"racial attitudes" of the nineteenth century and, possibly, the danget of 
miscegenaticn. (2 ) That this separation was a matter of practical pol+cy 
and not of principle was proved,it was said, by the fact that white m~ssion­
aries as well as some other white people often worshipped in the 'daughterl 
Churches, while two black congregations still belonged to the 'mother' 
l 
Church, and special services at some places were attended by believers 
from all racial groups.(3) 
In the Statement the NGK went on to assert that it could not associate 
itself unreservedly with the general cry for equality and unity in the 
world of that time, as motives and aims in this connection were not always 
Christian. However, the Church had a genuine interest in atte~pts towards 
a better embodiment and realisation of the unity of the Church of Christ, 
Scri.p'!;_\.W-e .4~~.~~~d t}?.is uni t..x~~(.~) ·-!~t. 4;i.d I!,o.t~d to. Q~ .. bro~r.t. about 
ct. ~A!RR~Survey 1955-l95b p?; C~wood op.cit. p23o .. · 
cf. Die ·Keri~::bccle 22 & 29 September 1~8, in which o.n cd3.'tcri":U. also 
attributed· the desire for sap£4-ration '.Jithin' the Church to concern 
that common worship was leading to miscegenation. (quoted by Smith, 
E.W., op.ci.t. pll2.) 
(3) cf. 1950 Congress pl6; cf. Cawood op.cit. p3Q. 
(4) We note that some of the material that follows had been contained in 
an address by Kotze at the 1954 Conference (pp65-84). 
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artifically, for it already existed in Christ. It was not to be found in 
the institutionalised or organised Church, but in the very nature of 'the 
Church, in the communion of persons assembled out of all the nations and 
united by the Holy Spirit through faith as members of the same mystic, 
spiritual body. This unity was indissoluble and much stronger and more 
dynamic than general friendship or goodwill or co-operation. It was an 
organic communion (koinonia), the Body of Christ, to be experienced only 
by the 'new creature' "in Christ. Concerning the institutionary revelation 
of the Church, the NGK believed tha~ if separate Churches co-existed as a 
result of doctrinal differences, then this was sinful schism, since but one 
truth and one spiritual reality had been re~aled. The unity of the Church 
in its concrete manifestation was the Christian ideal. Nevertheless, this 
ideal of unity did not mear1 that the one true Church could not be e~bodied 
in separate independent Churches. A multiplicity of Churches could not 
destroy the unity of the Church, but only obstruct the concrete expression 
of such unity, Various factors caused the imperfect realisation of the 
existing unity in Christ, and of the chief of these were the racial 
contrasts und racial tensions which made the expression of unity of believers 
from different nations and races very difficult. 
Working from this understanding of the unity of the Church and ~ng 
the specific racial situation in South Africa into careful considerat~on, 
the NGK stated the following as its policy: 
"(a) That the founding and development of independent indig~nous 
churches for the purpose of evangelising the native ra~es of 
South Africa, was both necessary and in accordance wit~ our 
understanding of the nature of the Chureh of the Lord ~esus 
on earth, and has been richly blessed in the many year~ that 
hc.iJe passed. 
"(b) That (when), under the pressure of circumstances, the his-
torical development in the missionary sphere throughout the 
centuries showed tendencies of unchristian exclusiveness, 
thus impeding the realisation of the true Christian fellow-
ship between believers, this happened, not through 111-will 
towards the non-whites, nor with the approval of the official 
leadership of the Church, but must be seen as the result of 
uncontrollable circumstances and of general human weakness. 
"(c) That in each congregation both the mother and the indigenous 
daughter-churches reserve the right to regulate their 
roombership according to the realistic demand of circumstances, 
and in accordance with the spirit of Christ; but at the SL1me 
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time it is also the Christian duty of the above-mentioned 
churches to educate their members for and in the practice of 
a healthy Christian communion of believers, while avoiding 
any evil motives or annoying and wilful demonstrations." 
The NGK accepted the following scriptural principles: 
The Creation of God formed a unity which at the snme time 
comprised the richest diversity. (Genesis 1 & 2) The unity 
of the humnn race was not annulled by its great diversity, 
which had been brought about by the creation and conservation 
of God. (Genesis 3:20; Acts 17:26) 
All men had been created in the image of God and consequently 
there was no respect of persons with God. In the sense of 
Creator God was Father of all mankind and all men were of 
equal worth; but in the sense of New Testament childhood and 
brotherhood he was Father of believers alone. (Genesis 1:27; 
5:1-3; Deuteronomy 32:6; Ephesians 6:9; M~uachi 2:10; John 1:12; 
Romans 8:16; Galatians 4:6) 
After the Fall God had maintained the unity and diversity of 
creation by his universal grace. He had decreed even greater 
diversity to restrict the expansion of the power of mankind 
in its apostacy and insubordination to him, and to check the 
effect of sin in this way. In his mercy he had decreed a 
multiplicity of tongues and peoples and dispersed and estab-
lished the human race over the· face of the earth. (Genesis 11:6-9; 
Acts 17:26.) 
Sin, however, had caused permanent schisms in the human race 
and only some, albeit from all nations, were ordained in Christ 
unto the eternal life. (Genesis 4:6-4; Matthew 25:32; Romans 
9:6-8; Revelation 5:9) 
The Church of Christ, gathered together from all peoples of 
the earth, formed a unity, and this unity of his mystic body, 
the communion of saints (koinonia) should always receive the 
greatest emphasis. Only of these true members of the body of 
Christ was God the Father in the deeper and more spiritual 
meaning of the word, and only they formed a true brotherhood 
who, through faith in Jesus Christ, had in a special way 
become children of God. (Matthew 12:46-50; John 17:21; 
Romans 8:15; 2 Corinthians 6:17-18; Galat~ans 3:28; 6:10.) 
... ,,. 
The natural diversity and different spheres of influence and 
relations of authority which God had ordained, were in no w~y 
broken down by this unity in Christ, but were r3ther restored 
and sanctified. This regenerating grace should be especially 
revealed in the Church of Christ in that the superior or 
stronger, in full responsibility to God and true love towards his 
neighbour, would educate and in every respect uplift the inferior 
or weaker so as to become a worthy fellow-member of the body 
of Christ. (Acts 2:6-11; Romans 13:1-7; 1 Corinthians 7:17-241 
8:9-13; 12; ~phesians 4:11-16; 5:22; 6:9; Revelation 21:24, 26.) 
The basic rule was valid here: men should love God with all 
their heart and mind and soul, and their neighbour as themselves. 
This entailed that they should do nothing through strife or vain-
glory, but in lowliness of mind should each esteem the other better 
than himself, and in righteousness should give to all what they 
deserved. (Philippians 2:3; 2 Timothy 2:22; 1 John 2:29; 3:10.) 
Continual watch should be kept that the unity in the Church of 
Christ be preserved, in spite of the diversity, and never allowed 
to degenerate into disruption as a result of oin. (Acts 6:1; 
1 Corinthians 3:lff; Ephesians 4:lff.) · 
An addendum which the Commission gave to clarify this declaration of 
policy was noted by the NGK: 
Though mankind was to be regarded as one great human family, sin had 
dispersed the nations and set them up in enmity against one another. In 
spite of the Incarnation this disruption between peoples outside Christ would 
last to the end of· time. However, in the ranks of the believing people:· of Ged 
in Christ the restored unity of a new human race should be demonstrated to the 
worla. Those who were in Christ experienced a unity of a special kind - a 
spiritual and mystic unity of believers, as members of the body of Christ -
in spite of.great differences of language, culture and race. This unity did 
not destroy the identity of nation or race, but changed the relationship bet-
ween one and another to arelationship of faith, love and brotherhood in 
Christ instead of hate and rebellion against God. The Church of Christ was 
therefore supra-national but not a-national, and the existence ang continued 
survival of independent nations and races within the Church should be 
accepted. 
1~. 
In view of this diversity of races, different independent indigenous 
Churches could arise within the same geographical area without denying or 
disturbing the essential unity of God 1 e people. Such independent Churches 
among diverging groups could develop more fully, and as a result of d~ffer­
ences of language, national character and approach could lead to a richer 
revelation of the Kingdom of God. However, the~e was the danger that wrong 
and unchristian motives and attitudes, such as a spj.rit of superiority, might 
lead to independent Churches. This would be a total contradiction of.the 
unity in Christ, by virtue of which all believers, irrespective of race or 
colour, were called to acknowledge, respe~t and love one another as "fellow 
citizens with the saints and members of the house~old of God" (Ephesians 2:1~ 
united with spiritual ties l~ftier than any natural ties of people, race or 
family. This professed unity in Christ demanded concrete expression between 
believers of different nations and races. Thus while accepting the exist-
ence of sepa~~te Churches according to each indigenous group, as a matter of 
principle no person should be excluded from corporate worship solely on the 
grounds of race or colour. 
The Commission deeply regretted that in South Africa there was great 
discrepancy in race relations between principles and practice. The expressior 
of the restored unity in Christ was impeded, partly because believers -
individually and corporately - still possessed eo much of the disposiFion 
of disruptioni and partly because of the cultural, social and political 
conditione in the country. (A hint that fear for self-preservation p~rtainec 
to this matter may be gathered from a comment by the Commission in the 
penultimate paragraph of the addendum: '~ecause of tl1e danger of being 
swallowed up by a numerically stronger heathenism. which might have caused 
European civilisation to lose its spiritual and cultural heritage, th~ 
Dutch Reformed ChUDches in South Africa did not hesitate to warn against 
the integration of European and non-white races.") A similar discrepancy 
between confession and practice could be seen in the Scriptures, where the 
people of God had been urged to strive after unity but had continually 
fallen short of it. It had required the long-suffering teaching of God to 
bring the people of Israel into a right relationship with other nations. 
In the early Christian Church, in spite of the fertour of Pentecostal life 
and power_ there had been dissension, such as that between the Greeks and 
the Hebrews (Acts 6:1). Peter had found the expression of the unity of 
believers from different nations difficult, and although he had accepted it 
in principle, in practice he had drawn back and had separated himself 
(Galatians 2:12). His action had not been justified, and under the guidance 
of Paul the principle of unit~ had been carried into practice. 
In South Africa the historical situation and the undeniable fact 
of the power of sin in all human relationships, compelled the Church of 
Christ to act carefully in its endeavour to apply the above-mentioned 
principles in practice. This need for discretion, said the Commission, 
explained why only some of the principles had been realised in the past1 
though the Church might not seek to justify its acquiescence and neglect 
on grounds of discretion. It took time for principles to become fully 
effective, and enforced practice of them was not always most fruitful. In 
the Scriptures God had spoken to man as mun in his actual situation and had 
exhorted him to seek the norm of the Kingdom of God in that situation: and 
there had been no forced application, for example, of the princip~es of 
equal worth and freedom towards the emancipation of slaves. So the enforced 
practice of unity in Christ might do more harm than good. It might involve 
the stumbling of weaker believers, for whom Paul had made allowance (Romans 
14-15) 1 or it might involve an abuse of Christian principles for purely 
secular and political interestsTh.us, while the Christian koinonia should 
be accepted and applied by believers from all nations and races, this should 
• 0 • ~ .... • • • ' • • •• • • • • 
.be done circumspectlY ··so>~that weakSr b91ievEi~ were not alieriat~d but ·.· · · 
educated to the task. 
' c . : "" ' 
t.' · The Commissian Qoncluded by observing that there was an attitude of 
goodwill between the various NGK 'mother' and 'daughter' churches, that 
would most certainly be undermined if they were to abandon the policy of 
separate churches, and so do serious damage to the extension of the Kingdom 
of God. T4ere was no indication that either white or black members desired 
to abolish the separate Churches, though there was a desire for closer 
communion of believers from different racial groups. 
We have seen that as recently as 1950 and 1953 NGK churchmen had been 
confident to argue on scriptural grounds that separate Churches for different 
racial groups had been not only permissible but imperative. Indeed, Marais 
reported that people who had opposed this appeal to Scripture had been 
declared heretics. 
Now the 1956 Statement heralded a change in thiriting, for, in contrast 
to such previous debate, it did not argue a 'scriptural basis' for separation 
within the Church. Indeed, in 196o Marais would report (as would Keet) that 
he knew of no responsible theologian in South Africa who would subscribe 
(l) to such biblical argument. Instead, the 1956 Statement efficiolly 
acknowledged that the separation which had taken place in the NGK had~been 
due to 'practical reasons•. Divi$io~ in the Church was a result of the 
finite nature of man. It was emphasised tho.t an outward uhity of the Church 
should be seen as the ideal - but it was added that separation within the 
Church did not destroy the essential, spiritual unity that was in C~st. 
Thus the Addendum, while regretting thebilure in South hfrica to express 
this unity, urged that allowance should be made for 'weaker believers' -
just as had been done b.y the Synod of 1857. So the NGK reverted to an 
earlier stance with regard to race relations in the Church (though this had 
little effect on the practical policies of the Church). The 1956 Statement 
testified to 11nn encouraging search for Christian brotherhood and unity in 
a time of discord and division."(.2) 
We note that this Statement confined itself to discussion of race 
relations within the Church, and that the NGK did not commit itself on 
race relations in the secular sphere. 
However, in June 1956 the NGK, together with the other two Dutch 
Reformed Ch~ches andtwo Afrikaans secular organisations, co-sponsored a 
Volkskopgres at Bloemfontein - at which about two-thirds of the 6oo to 700 
people attending were ministers or missionaries. "The main purpose" of 
this Congress "seemed to be to propagate the idea of total territorial 
apartheid.(3) It unequivocally rejected any policy of integration, 
expressing the conviction that "there is no possibility in South Afri~a of 
a peaceful evolutionary coming together of White and Bantu towards a unified 
society. A policy of integration will necessarily bring increasing racial 
tension and conflict and ultimately the destruction of one or both of the. 
population groups." On the contrary, the Congress was convinced that "the 
only acceptable policy that is also truly practical is that which is based 
on the principle of separate development" in separate areas. No other 
acceptable policy would have a peaceful conclusion.<4> Consequently, 
delegates were urged to help educate the public to accept the implications, 
with the sacrifices involved, of such territorial separation. 
(l) 
.(2) Oosthuizen, G.C.: in Delayed Actionl 
. ()) SAIRR Survey 1955-19561 pl52. 
(4) Volkskongres oor die Toekoms van die Bantoe (1.956 Congress) pl37• 
Here then was a reaffirmation by NGK churchmen, amongst others, of 
the call that had been made by the NGK Congress in 1950 for total geog-
raphical separation of the races. Still it was felt that this would be the 
only morally acceptable policy - in contrast to the outright baassk&p1 
or complete mastery of white over black, that generally characterised the 
racial policies of the Government at that time, under Mr. J.G. Strydom who 
had become Prime Minister in 1954. 
The Congress had been called to consider the future of Africans in 
South Africa in the light of u report made in 1954 by the government-
appointed Commission for the Socio-Economic Development of the Bantu Areas, 
under the chairmanship of Professor F .R. Toml.inson. Airaing to make the 
African reserves economically viable so that by the end of the t~entieth 
century they might carry two-thirds of the total African population, the 
Commission had postulated extensive soil-conservation schemes, intensive 
industrial development with the aid of 'white• capital and enterprise, and the 
expenditure over a period of ten years of more than £100 000 000. It had 
also maintained that tribalism and rule by chiefs were not compatible with 
u modern industrial economy, and that a revision of land tenure to provide 
for individual instead of tribal ownership of land was essential. However, 
in April 1956 the Minister of Native Affairs, Dr. H.F. Verwoerd 1 had replied 
with a White Paper declaring the Government's firm intention to revive and 
strengthen tribalism, to bolster the power of the chiefs, and not to allow 
private ownership of land i.n the reserves. The recommendation that more 
land should be purchased for African use than that still to be acquired 
under the 1936 Native Trust and Land Act had been rejected, while it had 
become clear that the Government was not prepared to spend so much money on 
the reserves. Thus any realistic attempt to develop these areas had in 
effect been nullified. Consequently the resolutions of the Congress two 
months later might be seen as a call to the Government to reconsider its 
approach. 
Indeed, after interviews with various NGK leaders Ritner reported that 
it was partly in response to the urging of influential churchmen that 
Dr. Verwoerd soon after he became Prime ~finister in 1958 made it clear that 
the aim of total separation of t~e racial groups did in fact underlie 
government po1iey.(l) For early in 1959 he announced that increasing 
powers of self-government would be given to tribal authorities established 
in terms of the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951 in the African reserves or 
'homelands' while the central Government would consider successive steps 
of 'creative w:.i.tbrlrawal 1 frcm'l those ar_-_  .ea_s. ~..,_ th~:4". 1bom_.elan_d_ .s_' Afr~cans F Ritne~, ~.cit. pJ~.--
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would learn to manage their own affairs, to tax themselves, nnd to make 
their own laws; and a Bantu Investment Corporation (subsequently set,up 
with an initial share capital of £500 000) would encourage them to develop 
their own industries. (Indeed, self-government had already advancEd so 
far, he said, that it was no longer necessary for Africans to be represented 
in the central Parliament, and such representation would, therefore, :cease 
in 1960.) Verwoerd envisaged various African 'national units' which he 
compared to colonies, and he suggested that when they had reached a 
sufficiently high standard of self-government they might ultimately become 
independent states, and form a commonwealth with neighbouring black and 
white states. 
So it was that the Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act was adopted 
later that year. That would be followed in 1963 by the Transkei Cana~it­
ution Act, whereby the Transkei would become a semi-autonomous territory 
with its own LegiSlative Assembly - until it wns eventually declared a 
'fully independent state' in October 19?6. Then in 1968 further enabling 
legislation would make it possible to steer another nine territories 
(including Ovamboland in South West Africa/Namibia) towards independence.(l) 
The 1959 Act, it was asserted, signalled the bridging of the gap between 
theory and practice which had induced uneasiness of conscience and sensi-
tivity to e~rnal criticism among intellectuals and churchmen •. 
The general argument behind this Government policy was that whites and 
Africans were plainly different from one another, with different life 
styles, cultural traits and expectations. If they remained together in 
one environment, the socio-cultural heritage of the whites would be 
swamped by the alien culture of the numerically stronger ilfricans, while 
at the same time the heritage of the Africans would be exposed to disinte-
gration (or, as some expressed it, Africans would become imitation 
Europeans rather than good Afric~. On the contrary, each of these racial 
groups should be allowed (some said was obliged) to preserve its own 
identity or 'uniqueness' and to develop its own potential 'along its own 
lines•. Consequently the racial groups should be separated from one another. 
Furthermore, because the Africans - unlike the whites, it was said - ;'do 
not constitute a homogeneous people, but form separate na~ional units on 
the basis of language and culture", they should be dividid into separate 
territories for each linguistic or cultural group, where each could 
develop in its own way. As a corollary to this, t .• e influx of Africans 
into the .. 1 wh~te• ~e~s ... should be stoooed an~ 8raduaUy reversed. A 
r The second territory to become 1 fully independent' "'ould oe Bophuthatswana in December 1977. 
minimal number should be allowed in to meet labour requirements, but they 
should be regarded as migrant workers, in effect visiting the 'white' areas 
knowing that they must later return to their own areas. Hence in the •wli~te' 
areas they should expect no civil or political rights, should possess no 
fixed property, and should be subject to control in such matters as domidile, 
employment and freedom of movement. 
The logic of Afrikaner nationalist ideology played an important part 
in the formulation of this racial theory. In the past Afrikaner nation~ists 
had urged Afrikaners to separate themselves from Engliw1-speaking people 
and organisations in order that they might foster and preserve their own 
cultur3.l identity. Now they rationalised that Africans likewise needed ·the:. 
opportunity to keep their particular cultural identity, and that the_y 
therefore needed to·separate themselves from white people. At the same 
time, such separation would ensure that the identity of the whites on the 
other hand was not jeopardieed. This nationalist logie gave the racial 
policy a great deal of respectability in the eyes of mnny Afrikaner leaders. 
It became a policy which could be pursued with virtuous zeal, for Africans 
were now being offered what Afrikaners had fought so hard for after U~ion: 
cultural, economic and even a measure of political independence. 
Henceforth to be known officially as 'separate development' rather ~han 
1apartheid1 1 the policy described by Verwoerd was widely acc~imed in ~he 
Nationalist Press as a 'new vision'. In theory it was a :trddical clepn~ture 
from authoritarian domination of whites over Africans. Africans were ~o 
(1) ' longer to be regarded as inferior but solely different. In their own 
areas they would now be able to develop to the height of their capability 
without being hampered by ceilings previously imposed by whites. Or, as 
a favourite argument put it 1 horizontal, discriminatory barriers keeping 
Africans below whites were now to be replaced by vertical, non-hierarchicai 
barriers between the racial groups. 
However, many observers have suggested that in fact the policy was 
new only in the degree of emphasis that it placed on the African 'homelands' 
and on their constitutional.relationship with the white areas. Otherwise 
it could be seen as a rationalisation to divert the criticism that was 
coming from other countries (for South Africa was at that time under 
pressure from the British Commonweal. th n.nd the United Nations to abc."Uldon 
racial discrimination); and to satisfy those whites in South Africa who 
were seekj.pP: a. ~~Fa;l ~si.s ~O;' __ ~?cial seu.,egatio:t?-•._ . "It would sal: v~-
1 Adam has suggested, though, that biological inferiority was still 
latently assumed. Refer Adam in Sociolo cal Pel's actives pp?9-82·; 
Adam, H.: Modernising Racial Domination ~m p71; cf. Van der Merwe, 
H.w.: 'Changing Attitudes of Whites Toward African Development• in 
Church and Development (19?2) pp II~ t 11 8 
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consciences troubled by overt discriinination against black pf.wpl·e in 1 whit~ 1 
areas." Some observers have also pointed out that it would in fact mClke it 
easier for the white people to control the black people, in that emphasis 
on the Africans• tribal affiliations would divide them and deter them from 
a combined African nationalism. African political aspirations would ~e 
. (1) 
deflected to areas where they would be no danger to white rule. It should 
be noted that the policy was indeed vigorously opposed by many Africans, 
who resented the deprivation of their representation in Parliament, and 
maintained that the self-government in their 'homelands' was a sham while 
the central Government inf.act kept a tight hold on all real political 
power. 
It should also be observed that the theory behind this policy over-
looked the essentially Western culture of urban Africans who had been in 
the towns for several generations. Influenced by their involvement in a 
wage economy, by formal education, and more recently by the mass media of 
communication and entertainment, they no~ had a basic set of values which 
was common to white members of the induetrialiaed society. For mnny ' 
tribal relationships played hardly any role. But now they were expect~d 
to revert to traditional tribal ways of life.(2 ) 
Meanwhile the Government's policy towards the Coloured and Indian 
peoples wns characterised by ambivalence. These peoples were segregut~d 
from the white peoPle and encouraged to develop along their O\~ lines,· but 
there was no comprehensive plan for such development. The fact that the 
Coloured people shared, for the most part, the languages, religion, culture 
and way of life of the whites (while many of the Indians were strongly 
anglicieed) made it clear that this segregation was not on grounds of 
culture but on grounds of skin colour. Nor was it legitimised by a concept 
of separate 'homelands' for these peoples - though Verwoerd did announce in 
1960 that he proposed to create a Coloured 1 state• 63) and others were later 
to suggest likewise. Indeed, because both the Coloured and Indian peoples 
were relatively small in numbers and because they were scattered around 
South Africa, it would not have been really possible to create 'homelands' 
for them. 
1 Refer Adam, Modernizing,· ·pp68-7'0", 7'5. 
(2) Thompson has also p~ted out that the essence of truditiollnl societ~es 
could not be recreated in South Africa, for the conditions in which 
they used to flourish - politic:aJ., economic and psychological self-
sufficiency - no longer existed. {Politics in the Re~ublic of South 
Africa plll; cf. Slabbert, F .von z. in Anatow of ii.l'!artheid (Ed: 
Randall, P.) (1970) pp64-6?.) 
(3) Marquard, Peoples and Policies p?8. 
A Union Council for Coloured Affairs was e-stablished in 19591 arid this 
would be replaced in 1969 by a Coloured Persons' Representative Council, 
~oughly a third of whose members would be government-nominated. This 
Co\Ul.Cil would have general advisory powers, but there would be provis:i,on 
for it to be given powers to ~egislate under government supervision o~ 
some matters affecting the Coloured people. Meanwhile the Government would 
set up in 1964 a National Indian Council, subsequently known us the South 
African Indian Council, to be a purely advisory body to the Minister of 
Indian Affairs - its members nominated by the Government (though at first 
there would be difficulty in finding people who would accept nomination). 
Then in 1968 that Council would be turned into a statutory body by Act of 
Parliament - still composed of no111.inated members only, though there \'Jould 
be provision for some members possibly to be elected in the future. Bearing 
in mind that neither of these peoples were located in one are~ Denoon has 
commented that such developments appeared to be 11designed for ethnic 
tidiness rather than any more posj. t.i -oo purpose". (l) 
We have seen tho.t in the first hnl.f of the ctm1bcy there hod been a 
certain amount of interaction between the NGK and the State, but that their 
thinking on race relations had been to a large extent in paro1lel~ W~ then 
observed in 1950 a marked difference in their approaches to r~ce relu~ions. 
Now after 1956 we perceive their policies coming closer into line with one 
another and it may be judged that the urging of Church leaders did some 
little part in prompting the State to attempt ite more far-reaching a~proach. 
(e) A MEETING WITH RE80RMED CHURCHES 
Meanwhile, during August 1958 representatives of the NGK again took 
part in consultation with other Churches - but this time with Reformed 
Churches from other parts of the world. Ten Churches in seven countries, 
of which the largest Church was the NGK1 (
2) were represented at the Reformed 
Ecumeni_clll:.J~ynod. _wh.i_ch n:tet .. that mont~ at Potc~efstroo.m in th.e Tran~v:aa!t_. 
r Denoon, op.cit. p220. The Gereformeerde Kerk in Suid-Afrika was also represented_ at the Synod. 
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There scriptural principles tor race relations were one of the major 
concerns discussed. After u committee had considered reports on this 
subject by three study groups in Scotland, the Netherlands and South Africa, 
a Statement was drawn up and adopted by the Synod. 
It was agreed, firstly, that the fundamental unity of the human race 
was at least as important as all considerations of race and colour, as 
implied in the fact that God had made of one blood all nations of men. 
(Acts 1?:26). Secondly, because in Adam all human beings had been equally 
subject to sin (Romo.ns 3:23), no race might consider itself superior to 
other races in its relationship with God. Similarly, Christ's redemption 
hn.d atoned for the sins "of the whole wor1cl11 (1 John 2:2) so all ro.ces we~~ 
included in the plan of salvation (cf. Genesis 12:3; ~htthew 28:19). From 
this it followed that a believer had prililurily to regard members of another 
race as fellow-sinners, n.nd the decisive conYnundment was that he should 
love his neighbour as himself. If the members of the other race were like~ 
wise believers, he should receive them as his brothers and sisters in Chris~. 
"In such a relationship all human distinctions, no matter how much weight 
they carry in social life, become considerations of secondary impornncp~" 
All this neither denied nor ignored the fact of the multiplicity of nations, 
but in that multiplici\y the unquestioned equality of all races, peoples 
and manifestations of true Church should be recognised. 
By its teaching and example it was said, the Church should guide and 
prepare its members for the practice of Christian communion with believers 
of other races. In common congregational meetings and in afuaitting people 
of another race to their own gatherings, members should guard against 
any impression of discrimination which could imply inferiority of the other 
race. The others should be made to feel that they were being reg~urded ~a 
fellow-~embers in the body of Christ, bound by the clos~st of ties. Mean-
while, the efforts of younger Churches to achieve full ecclesiastical 
equality with the older Churches should be encouraged, with closer co-
operation being sought on the level of church assemblies and consultations. 
The Synod further agreed that no direct scriptural evidence could be 
produced for or against marriage between people of different races. However,, 
the well-being of the Christian community ~d the pastoral care of the 
Church neceasit~ted that due considerntion be given to legal, social and 
culturnl factors which affected such ~rringes.(l) 
P> NGK1 Statemen~a on R~c~ Relations No. 1 
r SAIRR Survey 1957-1958 p19. 
(November 1960) ppl0-12; 
This Statement was an encouragement to the NGK, for it showed th~t 
there was basic agreement between other Reformed Churches an4 it on various 
principles. The equality of men before God and the brotherhood of believers 
were·agreed upon. In the Church racial differences were to be of secondary 
importance - though not to be ignored. Indeed, we find that there were 
no significant points of difference between this Statement and the one 
· published by the NGK in 1956. 
However, we note that the Statement did not disc:uss segregation of 
races within the Church. It was sufficbmtly wide in its approach to allow 
for such separation, so could be adopted by the NGK. But the Reverend A.J. 
van Wijk (an NGK representative at the Synod) later warned that some of the 
theologians from elsewhere would have disagreed with such a policy and would 
have regarded "ecclesiastical and congregational integration as a ~ 
qua non for spiritual unity". Furthermore, while the Statement apoke of the 4 
duty of the Church to scrutinise the policies of secular governments in 
the light of Scripture, the ~,nod did not study practices in South Africa. 
"No doubt serious points of difference would have appeared if the practical 
application of the Scriptural principles to every-day problems (especially 
South African problems) (sic) had been discussed."(!) Thus, although this 
broad agreement on scriptural principles was made, at least one represen-
tative of the NGK sensed that his Church was not in fundamental agreement 
with Reformed Churches in other p~rts of t~e world. Other NGK churchmen 
were also to be set thinking, and the Synod at Potchefstroom sounded a 
warning of t~s to come:. 
r 
Van W:i.jk, A .J.: "The Resolutions of the Reform~(.~ EcwnenicUl ~S;,nocl 
on Race Relations", Race Relations Journal Vol. XXVl No. 1 (1959) 
4. DISSENSION 
(a) SOME THEOLOGIANS SPFJ\K OUT 
The apartheid policy of the Nationalist Government had been vague in 
the beginning, yet it had seemed to NGK churchmen to be a Christian way 
of preserving white people or 'Christian civilisation' without doing any 
harm to the black people in the country. Soon it had been argued that the 
policy did in fact bring positive good to the black lleople too so, as we 
have seen, the justifications of theologians had given much support to 
the policy. 
However, as apartheid legislation had been progressively enacted and 
black people had been placed under more and more restrictions, a few NGK 
churchmen had begun to ask whether something was not wrong. 
Amongst them, two prominent leaders who in the 1950s spoke out clearly 
against what they believed to be bad theology and bad Christianity were 
Professor B.J. Marais and Professor B.B. Keet (head of the theological 
seminary at Stellenbosch for many years). These men did not join in p~blic 
protest, but they wrote to the official NGK journals and spoke at Church 
conferences. Each of them wrote a book addressed to Afrikaners, to me~bers 
of his own Church, pointing to the hollowness he saw :in many arguments' put 
forward by churchmen to support racial seg~gation.(l) Because they wepe 
leaders from within the NGK their criticisms were particularly signifi~ant. 
When members of the 1£nglish-speak1Dg' Churches protested against aparrheid 
and its toll of human suffering, their protests could be passed off as·: the 
manifestations of an anti-Afrikaner complex: but here was criticism voiced 
by two staunch Afrikaners. They ware severely condemned by colleagues .::md 
by the Afri.kaans Press. 'but their arguments were telling. 
Professor Marais argued that no scriptural command for separation of 
the races could be found. NGK theologians had made much of the history of 
Israel and the injunctions that it should not mix with the surrounding 
nations: but Marais argue<i that these na.tions had been Semites, like the 
Israelites, and had not belonged to another race. So the basis for this 
f Marais, B.J.: Colour: Unsolved Problem of the West (1952~Keet, B.B.: Whither- South Africa? (195G) 
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command had not been racial, but rather religious: that Israel should be 
separated from other gods and so remuin faithful to her God. The Moab-
ites could share Israel's la.nguagei the Edomites could be bound to Isra.el 
by bonds of blood; the Cano.anites could inhabit the same country as 
Israel; but as lohg as they served their own gods they should remain 
separate. The Gibeonites, on the other hand, had accepted Yahweh and 
ultimately had become Isr~elites. Throughout its history Israel had made 
proselytes from other nations and races, and no questions had been asked 
as to their racial origin. Similarly it was clear that the prohibition of 
intermarriage with other nations had been based on religious rather than 
racial grounds (Deuteronomy 7:3-5). Lik.ewioe, in the New Testament 
Christians had not been forbidden to associate with believers from other 
nations, but rather forbidden to ~socate with unbelievers even though 
these ha4 been their compatrio~s. 
Much had been made of God's dividing the people into nations at the 
tower of Babel, and it had been argued that man shoQld not undo what God 
had done. However, Marais argued, the division of humanity had occurred 
not in connection with the creation as a pennanent and static order1 
but after the fall as a temporary order. The fact that God had wil~ed 
the variety of peoples and that in this sL~ful dispensation there ~ways 
would be separate nations was not in itself a prohibition of mixing:of 
peoples. If it was such a prohibition the coming into being of all_ new 
peoples throughout the ages (including the Afrikaners) especially by 
the crossing of existing nations would have been contrary to the wi~ 
of God. "It was precisely by crossing that God built up the rich ~iety 
of peoples and even ra.ces,"(l) and for these too there was to be a fixed 
'· 
habitation (Acts 17:26). 
The fact that at Pentecost every one of the proselytes had heard ·the 
gospel in his own language had sometimes been adduced as an argument for 
keeping nations apart. But in the miracle of tongues the different 
groups had not been segregated: they had been more closely knit together 
into one congregation of Christ. The ~~rier of language with which God 
had punished the sinful world of Babel had been broken. While those 
nations at Pentecost had not lost their identity, their apartness had 
been removed. 
Criticising such scriptural arguments for segregation, Narais said: 
"I believe that this type of theology .. grows out of wishful thinking and 
is unchristian and dangerous because it tends to stimulate the arrogance 
and the selfishness of the white mun."(2) 
~Marais~ C~lour~ p2·95. • · ··· · r .. , Marais, B.J.: Human Diversity and Christian Unity (195'7) p13. 
].52. 
However, Marais stressed that for weighty practical reasons Jcpuration 
of the races might be justified; for the nature and condition of the real 
world in which the Christian was called to live would to a great extent 
determine the application of his Christian principles. 
Christianity, Marais said, combined idealism and realism in itself, and 
he pointed to what he called the radical and tht1~onservative aspects of 
the social doctrine shown in the New Testament. On the one hand, Paul 
had spoken as though earthly distinctions and social divisions had been 
wholly without sense for the true condition of the Christian. ·To the 
Colossians he had written: You "have put on the new nature, which is bei~g 
renewed in knowledge aft·er the image of its creator. Here there cannot be. 
Greek and Jew, circumcised and uncircumoised, barbarian, Scythian, slave, 
free man, but Christ is all, and in all." (Colossians 3:10-ll). A.s strongly 
he had put this new condition to the Galatians: "For as many of-you as were 
baptized into Christ have put on Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, 
there is neither slave nor free, there is netther male nor female; for you 
are all one in Christ Jesus." (Galatians 3:27-28). Such unity, said Harais, 
could not be regarded as purely spiritual, for it should inevitably have 
practical implications. On the other hand, apparently in total contradiction, 
Pnul had warned the Corinthians against any tendency to break away from the 
existing social order: "Everyone should remain in the state in which he was 
called. Were you u slave when called? Never mind." (1 Corinthians 7:20-21). 
He had given detailed instructions to masters and slaves for their mutual 
relations (Colossians 3:22ff) 1 and he had even sent a slave back to his 
master without any specific command to liberate that slave. So, according 
to the radical principle Christianity was a revolutiomLry power which 
questioned all orders of society; but according to the conservative 
principle Christianity recognised the orders of society as orders of creation 
or as being of historical origin willed by God. A clear knowledge of these 
two principles was essential for a correct understanding of the social 
doctrine of the New Testament. There was always bound to be a conflict 
between the ideal and reality, but the danger lay in stressing the one 
principle to such an extent that the other was lost sight of. 
So Marais argued that the historical situation in South f•frica should 
be taken into account, and on the grounds of practical considerations, 
such as profound linguistic and cultural differences between races and a 
marked distinction in levels of civilisation, he believed that racial 
separation was justifiable - 11 on condition that the further de-mands of 
w~~-. bro:t;he,m._oo~ are I1:9~._4enied and the fOli..CY cop.~e.rned :i...S .. isDired by __ I Marais, Colourr pp296-29ts. 
Christian love and not by racial selfishness or a feeli~g of racial 
superiority."(!) He did not, however, agree with those who had contended 
that race and nation were of such supreme and permanent importance that it' 
was the God-given duty of the Church to see that cultur~l ~d racial 
integrity was in no way endangered. In the South African- si:tuation: he 
urged a middle course between absolute integration and absoiute segrega·t'ion. 
(2) 
Marais stated that he could raise no moral or reli~ous o~Ject~on to 
the territorial separation of races as suchJ and he would even·condorie 
many temporary measures which might seem harsh and unfair, if they· ·we're 
necessary to attain the ultimate goal of separation, provided ·he was: 
convinced tho.t complete separation was possible. (However, by 1964 -·com~:J;e'te_-. 
separation seemed to him impossible in South Africa and so he argued that 
discriminatory measures could not be condoned.) He warned against segre• 
gation becoming an absolute ideology, whereby adjustments to changing 
conditions and realities were rejected.(3) 
On the subject of miscegenation, Marais stated that he was strongly 
opposed to it where people of markedly divergent colour and culture wrre 
involved. In such cases assimilation could hardly take place, and thpse 
with the higher degree of civilisation would be harmed. In South Afzi,.ca, 
where the blacks greatly outnumbered the whites, common miscegenation:. would 
mean that the whites would be engulfed and would gradually disappear, and 
with them would be lost their specific way of life. (Were the numbers 
more or less equal there would possibly not be much lost.) Thus the white 
man who had "built up a way of life ••• which he {believed represented) the 
highest and the best in the life and experience of marl, surely (hod) the 
right and the dutY to stand guard over it and to defend his heritage," 
by ensuring that it was not lost through miscegenation. This was ~mrais 1 
main argument, but he added that family life would be difficult where" 
customs were divergent, and that hybrid children would be ostracised by 
both races involved, with bad psychological effeots. Thus, although 
marriage was an intimate, personal matter, pressure should be used to 
prevent marriage between white and black people. In anawerto those who 
believed that there was no danger of ra~~ crossing on u large scale, or 
that only blacks who had accepted the Christian way of life and V·ientern 
customs would be involved, Marais argued that all possibilities should be 
taken into account and warned that the process of crossing could never 
be rever§~d C'lilCE! i:t hag_ been aJ:;t.ow.~d_, ~ven t:ttolfp:h_ ;_~. _mi_g}l.t_ prov:e. d~.~_r_ime~~~l:,-~_L:; 
(1 ibid. p2~. 
(2) Marais,Human Diversity pl5; 1953 Conference p159. 
(3) Marais, B.J.: The Two Faces of Africa (1964) pp31-32,66;cf.Marais, 
Colour p}23. 
(4) Maraisw Colour PP35. 65-?0. 
Marais· observed that selt~preservation was not as such a Christian 
aim or virtue, but that it might become a Christian virtue if the protection 
of the rights of neighbours was included. He warned against regarding 
neighbours only ~s rivals and enemies.(l) 
Prefacing remarks on race relations within the Church, Marais stressed 
that this was the mystical body of Christ and had a given unity in him. 
Thus believers did not need to create a unity by their own efforts, but 
their task was to make the given unity visible and effectual. While Pro-
testants might not see the expression of this unity as necessarily taking 
the form of one visible organisation, Marais warned of the danger of over~ 
spiritualisation and of regarding too lightly the visible Church. The 
visible Church should continually strive to reflect the invisible Church, 
which was one and transcended race and nations.(2) 
However, Marais allowed that for practical considerations of race, 
culture or language separate churches could be justified ·for different 
. racial or linguistic groups. The Bible did not forbid them. So, taking 
into account the histor~cal situation, he believed that separate churches 
were justified in South Africa - though he urged co-operation at high levels 
between white and black church leaders. He warned, however, that the 
moment a person was excluded from common worShip on grounds of race or 
colour that worship would cease to be Christian. (Marais suggested that 
any honest person would have to admit that for most white people the 
separate church system in South Africa was based on an unwillingness to 
worship regularly or naturally with black people. He pointed out that any 
German or English-speaking person would not be refused admittance to an 
Afrikaans church, but that an Afrikaans-speaking Coloured person would be 
refused regular attendance in almost any white Afrikaans church, and even 
occasional attendance in many. The Church, to be Christian, would have to 
free itself of this attitude.(3)) Separate churches for different racial 
_groups could have beneficial and positive results, said Marais, on cond-
ition that real Christian brotherhood was not thereby denied and that there 
was natural and normal contact between the different groups of believers. 
"As long as there is no exclusion from common worship I cannot see in what 
way independent 'indigenous' or •racial' Churches ••• destroy or deny the 
real unity of the people of God."( 4) 
1 . ibid. p324.· ....... · ........... -···· ... ········-·-·· ....... -
(2) In Deleyed Actionl (Geyser et.al.) p39. 
(3) Marais, Human Diversity ppl6, 18. 
(4) ibid. pl7; 1953 Conference pJ.44. Marais discussed the question of t:Q,e 
indigenisation of the Church in Africa. in The Two Faces of Africa 
ppl70-195 
Finally, we note Marais' plea that South African Christians sho~d 
realise what little emphasis the Bible laid on race and nation as such in 
comparison with the deep significance of the reconciliation of the pepple 
of God, his Church out of all nations and tongues. "When ••• will the 
realisation penetrate that to belong to the people of God is so significant 
and that such solidarity ought to be accomplished, that ••••• our membership 
of any other people is of secondary importance. Even our service to that 
other nation is dependent on our ties and loyalty to Christ and His peopl~ 
on earth."(l) 
Like Marais, Professor Keet was highly critical of those who searched 
the Scriptures in order to justify the existing situation in South Africa, 
rather than to find out what attitude they should adopt. "Without the 
background of apartheid as it is practised in this country we should never 
have drawn the conclusions we do from our study of the Bible."(2) 
He could find no scriptural grounds for racial segregation. The 
command that Israel separate herself from other peoples could not be indis-
criminately applied to all nations. Israel had had a special vocation to 
keep herself pure, not because her national existence in itself had been so 
important, but because the revelation of God had been entrusted to her, 
and out of her was to have come the Christ. It might be argued that for 
the same reason a Christian nation should not mingle with a heathen one, 
but this argument could not justify separating Christians of one race: from 
Christians of another race. Israel's separation had been a religious: 
separation, but not a racial one. The New Testament likewise had recog-
nised no social separation except on grounds of faith (2 Corinthians 6:14). 
"Everyone, according to the Bible, is my neighbour, of whatever race,. 
people or nation he may be, and if he is-my neighbour, I must be able to 
associate with him"(3) (In this sense, Keet added, one could certainly 
speak of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, even if 
strictly speaking only Christians could be called children of God.) 
Far from accepting separation between peoples, Jesus had asked the 
Samaritan woman at Jacob's well for water and had spoken to her of h.er most 
!ii.M:beia:iecf Acti.onl. ·(Geyser et·~·ai~) p'+2.· · • · • · ·· · · · 
Keet, Whither pl9; The Church and the Race Problem (Rand Daily Mail) 
(1963> p28. 
Keet, Whither p32. 
intimate concerns (John 4), so unequivocally condemning the powerful taboo 
that had rested on social intercourse between Jews and Samaritans. 
Keet pointed out the false assumption mnde by many advocates of seg-
regation that diversity was synonymous with separation. God had indeed 
willed different nations, but he had ndseparated them in the way understood 
by these advocates. Diversity was an essential part of his creation: but 
in diversity unity found its richest manifestation, and God condemned 
sinful, man-made divisions whereby men were placed in opposition to one 
another. It was true that Christ had notobliterated distinctions between 
men, but he had removed the lines that divided thema Thus those that 
argued that a Jew remained a Jew and that a man could not become a woman 
were correct. Paul had not implied that these differences as such would 
be wiped out, but he had rather stressed that they should not mean separatio~ 
(Galatians 3:28; Colossians 3:11). Though each retained his own distinct 
status (which was not necessarily unchangeable, else the abolition of 
slavery would be unscriptural) all should be regarded as one in Christ. 
Just as there was a great difference between a man and a woman which yet 
did not prevent them from living in the closest union, so in Christ there 
should be no opposition between Jew and Greek. (Keet also pointed out 
that it was not being suggested that white people should be separuted from 
other whites who were different from them, which fact confirmed thu.t 
diversity need not imply separation.(l)) 
Many white Christians in South Africa hud referred to their task of 
•trusteeship', whereby they had felt a duty to act as guardian of the· 
'undeveloped' black races and to train these to be self-reliant. This, 
conceded Keet, wu.s an admirable conception - in so far as it concerned the 
relationship between civilised and uncivilised people, and provided it 
did not imply that the guardian would always remain a guardian. Some'day 
the ward should come of age and then the authority which the guardian had 
exercised over him should come to an end. Then the guardian should rejoice, 
even t)lcugh he might be surpassed by his ward. However, Keet argued th~~t 
current declarations of apartheid policy had not made provision for this 
eventuality and hnd disregarded the rapidly growing numbers of those who 
had emerged from their 'primitive' state. Further, he asked, how was one 
to determine the point of time when a whole black society had come to 
maturity and so was qualified to be treated as the equal of whites? And 
who would be arbiter in this matter? It was difficult enough when the 
q~alifications of an individual had to be determined, but in the case of a 
~ th:i,.s '!'Jas irnpossib1.e •.. K~_et al,~o poi~ottt thA.t thP; ~~ty __ o-, .. p;uard._ia~sh=i:-l 
1 
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included the intellectual and spiritual preparation of the ward, which 
could not be performed by delegation or by sending the ward n.wuy and 
leaving him to his own devices. How could a guardian give help to a ward 
who was adjusting his primitive culture to the complexities of nodern 
industrial civilisation if guardian and ward were seldom if ever to meet?(l) 
~he fulfilment of this task of guardianship, some had argued, was 
dependent on the whites• survival as a nation (to be ensured by segregaion), 
but Keet clarified that in fact it would not depend on the colour of the 
guardiana• skin, but on their continued existence as a Christian people. 
Another argument for self-preservation through segregation had been that 
the sixth commandment forbade a mun or a nation from ~ommitting suicide. 
Keet replied that one could not assume that wiping out divisions between 
people would necessarily involve their losing their identity. The motive 
of fear could not be unconditionally condemned, for the dang~r that the 
so-culled white civilisation might be at the mercy of a semi-barbarian 
majority was not an imaginary one. However, barbarism should not be 
identified with colour. People should be grouped on different grounds, 
where white and black might together strive to preserve 'white• civilisation. 
(2) 
It had also been argued that African culture should be preserved 
through racial segregation, but Keet pointed out that proponents of this 
;: 
argument had usually been vague as to what aspects of that culture they 
had seen as valuable. He suggested that a culture based on Christianify 
would give the Africans far greater~iritual wealth. The adoption of 
Western civilisation would not mean sacrificing his language and national 
identity, but he might give to this new culture the stamp of his individual 
and communal character.(3) 
Keet felt it understandable that when civilised and uncivilised 
peoples met there should be a measure of social discrimination, for before 
there could be any intimate relation between people there should be a large 
degree of similarity of temperament, interests and ideals. However, he 
strongly criticised the colour consciousness and racial prejudice that had 
been added factors causing social discrimination in South Africa. Racial 
prejudice was so strongly felt by many whites that it assumed the character 
of a natural phenomenon, about which nothing much could be done. Some had 
even spoken o! a 'wholesome' colour consciousness which had enabled each 
1 Keet,- B.B.: The Ethics o"i .A;P.;u-theid tl957Y~:Pp4-1;; Keet, whither·-
p45. 
(2) Keet, Whither pp22, 24, 47. 
<3> ibid. ppB2•B4. 
race to be pro~d of its colour. It had been defended as a necess~ry 
condition for the preserV'"c.ltion of the white race: a virtue tha.t p~ote~ted 
whites from becoming too familiar with blacks and so from being degraded 
to the blacks' level of development. Such prejudice, said Keet, was 
irrational and therefore immoral. The identification of colour with 
civilisation 111as incorrect and there was no essential connection between 
them. Moreover, colour prejudice meant that a man's worth was measured 
not by his innate qualities but by the colour of his skin. He was condemne4 
for what he had no control over, while for that which he could change, 
his character, he received no recognition. So Keet pleaded that division 
should not be between white and black, but between civilisation and 
barbarism or between Christianity and heathenism. 
On the other hand, while some had been unwilling to admit an evil in 
colour consciousness, some had agreed that it did have evil consequences 
and they had concluded that racial segregation offered the only escape from 
these. Without segregation, it had been said, there would be constant 
friction and clashes between white and black people. This argument had 
become one of the most powerful of those advanced in favour of segregation. 
But Keet replied that if it were consistently maintained it would mean that 
no races or nations could ever live together unless they were in entire 
agreement about eve~ng.(l) 
Again, in contradiction to this argument, it had been assumed that 
with the removal of lines of division between white and black people ~olour 
consciousness would suddenly disappear and then general miscegenation:would 
take place. This 1 said Keet, was an artitrary assumption. The whole·. 
history of South Africa refuted it, for whites and blacks had naturally 
gravitated to their own communities, and there had been no tendency towards 
miscegenation except in a few individuals. In the remote future misceg-
enation on a large scale might be possible, but not before conditions had 
changed so radically that the colour of a man's skin no longer had any 
meaning. 
In reply to those who had opposed racially mixed marriages on the 
grounds that people of different races could not adapt themselves to each 
other because'their differences were too great, Keet asked whether mixed 
marriages might be permissible when the differences were not so great. 
"Surely all human beings can adapt themselves to one another, because they 
are all of one blood." Keet agreed that in the present circumstances in 
South Afi_"ica ll!ixed. mar~iages wer_e ... not possible, :k?~t he said t~.~t. i_f a 
~ibid. pPlOff, 23; I&et, Ethics pp}-4. 
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perfect white Christian and a perfect black Christian wished to become· 
married he could see no reason for preventing them.(l) 
Keet stressed tha~ racial segregation was fundamentally wrong in that 
it sacrificed the individual to the generalisations of group-thinking. A 
man was seen as one of a group according to his colour, and was without 
any personal attribues or claims. Moreover, he could not change from that 
group. The group was treated as a magnified individual with a personality 
ot its own, apart from its constituent members, and this was an abstraction 
that led to disastrous consequences. Further, segregation took the less 
advanced individuals as normative of the whole group, whereas the outcome 
would at least have been better if the groups were judged by the best 
examples it was able to produce. Yet what characterised Christian ethics 
was the emphasis laid on the worth of the individual, and on his personal.i ty 
and freedom which were essential to responsibility, Accordingly, such a 
view which regarded the groups as of major importance, to the suppression 
of the ind~vidual, should be condemned as unethical.(Z) 
Keet criticised the NGK support for a policy of total segregation, 
whereb,y the black people would form states of their own in which they could 
fully realise themselves. Such a policy was just not possible in South 
Africa after centuries of co-existence and co-operation; but further, the 
enforced mass migration that would be required could never be reconciled 
with Christian convictions. The supporters of total segregation had argued 
that th& steps which lead to it would demand great sacrifices, but thaf 
these were only transitional measures necessitated in order to reach the 
ultimate goal. How long, asked Keet, would such temporary measures of'. 
force be necessary and what mound of sorrow and misery with attendant hate 
would be built up in the meantime? Coulj the end justify the means wh~ch 
lead to it? "This is all a pipe dream in which a solution for the problem 
is sought in the easiest possible way, which is also an impossibility ... 
"The more one examines the case for complete, permanent apartheid, the less 
can one avoid the conclusion that its supporters are labouring under a 
'· 
delusion that belongs to a world of mn.k.e-believe." In fact, warned Keet, the 
wny of total segreg.ation was actually the greatest danger for thefUture of 
'white' civilisation, as it merely increased the bitterness.and hostility 
of the blaok people. 
· · Keet, Whither ppb2~3, .22; 
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At the same timei Keet believed it fo?lish to represent ·the solution 
of the raci~ problem as a choice between segreg~tion and integrat~on~ 
He did not propose. that all discrimination should disappear immediately, 
for h~ believed the black races were still for the most part ~eivilise~ 
or semi-civilised, and proper provision should accordingly be made to 
defend and safeguard the whites' spirit~al heritage~ Neverthele~s 1 the 
safe~ards should be recognised us temporary. Thus Keet advocated.u policy 
of ;partial segregation. "I consider it the only just and safe way:_ 
provided it is regarded as a temporary measure and not; as a .;permanent policY., 11 
It could only be justified morally if it served as a temporary measure to 
put an end t~ all subordination as soon as possible. Then, as ever 
greater numbers of blacks freed themselves from their barbarian po.st through 
education they should be given an opportunity to share in the privileges of 
their liberation and to toke a rightful place in the service of the country. 
Keet believed that mea~ures for segregation would be necessary 11 for a very 
long time to come11 ; yet a~ the same time he warned that social relations 
could nQt be regulated from above without impeding the development of men•·s. 
personalities. He pleaded "for less hurtful methods, and more elastic 
lines of separation in the case of those non-whites who are no longer so 
far removed from us." Surely all social contact should not have to be 
avoided.(l) --- ~ 
Speaking of the Church of Christ, Keet stressed that there could be 
no doubt about its essential unity, for if Christians were to deny this 
they woUld also have to deny their common humanity, their common depravity 
and their common redemption in Christ. This unity was an identity in the 
midst of diversity. 'rhere was a danger of emphasising either the unity 
of Christians or their diversity at the expense of the other, and so 
gaining a distorted conception of the Churcha either an artificial uniformity 
with no beauty in it, or a diversity which resolved into contrasts wh}ch 
led to estrangement and conflict. In South Africa it was the diversity 
which many had emphasised - in such a manner that it could not be seen 
as anything but division and separation. Many had interpreted the unity of 
the Church in a spiritual sense, but Keet emphasised that there should be 
some outward manifestation of this unity. "A spiritual. unity ••• that ••• does 
not reveal itself in the tangible reality of our daily lives, is no true 
unity; its genuineness can only be tested by putting it into practice." 
"The ideal of the Christian Church is and will always be not only inward, 
but outward unity also." 
4 
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Keet recognised that certain practical circumstances such as 
geographical factors and differences in language and culture might stand 
in the way of a full realisation of Christian unity: but he urged that 
differences in colour and race could never be adduced as sufficient reason 
for organising Churches on a basis of separation. In South J\frica separ-
ation of the Churches would be desirable and necessary until there had 
been a radical change in the whole attitude of the white people; for 
without that change it was only in a church for black people that a black 
man would have opportunities for development in his spiritual life and in 
his membership of a church. However, to recognise that the ideal of unity 
could not be realised because of ~an's colour consciousness (as in the NGK 
decision of 185?) did not exempt the Church from the obligation to strive 
·after outward and visible unity. The accommodation to colour consciousness 
should be clearly seen as a temporary measure, and not accepted as the 
norm. The ideal of unity should be clearly formulated, "so that we can 
by degrees work towards the attainment of our ideal, for at present there 
is the danger not only that it may be lost sight of, but that is loss 
may lead to ever greater separation." 
Those who tried to explain that the origin of the NG Sendingkerk 
could be accounted for solely by the white Christians' concern for the 
spiritual welfare of the Coloured people and for their distinctive and 
independent development, deceived themselves, for colour consciousness 
had played a great, if not an overwhelming part. Even within the separate 
Sendingkerk Keet reported that there was still this colour consciousness: 
for while the Church was served by both white and Coloured ministers, there 
was no equality of rights and privileges amongst them: "The coloured 
minister is subject to all sorts of restrictions ••• that are connected not 
with his. lack of ability, but with his status as a non-white minister." 
"In view of the fact that we have here a section of the Christian Church 
possessing the same creed as we do,. the same form of church goverrunent, 
the same liturgy and practice, and the same language, to organise separate 
churches on the grounds of difference of colour alone, shows a failure to 
understand aright the nature of the church." Keet agreed that the policy 
of separation which had led to the establishment of the Sendingkerk had 
borne rich blessing. (l) "Under present circumstances, apartheid cannot 
be unreservedly condemned. Its fruits, which can be seen so clearly in 
the growing independence and development of our coloured churches, are 
proof that God's blessing has rested upon it." But Keet continued, this 
was no proof that the policv was·the ;deal one. It could not be assumed 
f:=~~~~~~~~~g~:~;:=•i:;~tJ~~ificati~n ~~the Church'• 
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that an undivided ch~ of white and Coloured people would. not have 
brought even greater blessing. Also, there was no activity in Christians' 
imperfect ~fe of faith that was not blessed. by the grace of God des~ite 
their unfaithfulness and unbelief. The very existence of the Christian 
Church with all its imperfections and divisions was proof of this, in 
spite of so much that filled it with shame. 
With regard to the African 'daughter' Churches, Keet acknowledged 
that Africans differed from white people in culture, language and interests 
to a greater extent than did Coloured people, though these factors had 
sometimes wrongly be~n regarded as of crucial importance. It was under-
standable that Christians who differed so much from each other that they 
could not follow each other's language and thought processes, should 
prefer to have their own or~d communities. However, if these were 
based on the same creed, there should be a bond of fellowship between 
them, even though this bond between whites and Africans might be looser 
than that between whites and Coloured people. 
Lastly, Keet noted that some supporters of separate Churches had 
spoken of the need to build bridges and to find more points of contact 
between the Churches. This conclusion they had reached not because of 
the assumptions with which they had started, but in spite of them. If 
the ideal was truly one of eventual unity 1 as the concept of the Chri~tian 
Church postulated, there would be no difficulty in finding and developing 
points of contact. But Keet observed that on the congregational leve~ 
there was little show of unity between the white and black Churches, ~nd 
that even at higher levels the contact was limited. Proposals that there 
should be reciprocal attendance at public worship aroused storms of protest, 
or were~ed down on the pretext that the Lord's house and the Lord's 
table were no place to stage a demonstration.(!) 
Here then were two NGK theologians who rejected any suggestion that 
there might be scriptural. grounds for segregation of the races. They 
were not of one mind 1 however: for whereas Keet believed that a partial 
~gatiOll WllS at that t?-~. stil;t. .. _nec~s~ .!~ .SC?.~.t~_.A~-~*c.a_. 
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accept it provided it was only to be a temporary measure, Marais believed 
that separation in society and Church might indeed be justified for 
practical reasons. That Keet's criticism of segregation was more f~ 
than that of Marais was highlighted in his willingness to allow miscegen-
ation, which Marais strongly opposed. 
They were not the only ones in the NGK who were criticising curren~ 
racial practices. Patterson reported in 195? that there was inde~d some 
ferment among a number of Dutch Reformed churchmen.(l) Through direct 
or indirect participation in the various ecumenical conferences of the 
1950s, these men had become exposed to censure of their racial policies 
from members of other Churches, and had discovered that respected.Cal.vin:ist 
theologians outside the country disagreed with their theory and practice in 
such matters. Consequently there was a stirring of conscience as they 
became more sensitive to the ~p between Christian teaching and the 
reality of day-to-day injustices and h.ard.shi.ps infl:Lcted on black people 
by government legislation. 
Largely upon the initiative of some of these ministers, ecumenical 
study groups were set up in various major centres in 1959 and then dur~ng 
196o, specifically to consider the responsibilities of Christians in 
matters of race relations. Then in November 1960 eleven leading Dutch· 
Reformed theologians publiShed a collection of articles entitled Delayed 
~ 
Action1, discussing the nature of the Church and its calling in the multi-
racial situation, and making public their misgivi.ngs about racial discrimin-
ation. We mention here some points made by writers who were members of the 
NGK. 
In line with the usual thinking in that Church, Dr. G.C. Oosthuizen 
made a strong call for the development of an indigenous Church in South 
Africa. The Church should not remain a Western institution, but Should 
take root in the soil of Africa upon which it stood. Amongst other things, 
he urged that conscious efforts be made to develop a black leadership in 
the Churcll1 so that the 'younger' indigenous Churches -Jtight become leaR 
dependent on the 'mother' Churches. He then concluded .that the establishment 
of an indigenous Church would obviously lead to separate Churches for 
black and white people. However, he went further to advocate the abolition 
of laws which laid down that only whites might belong to certain Churches. 
He did not argue this on ethical grounds, but reasoned that such laws 
became redundant when an indigenous Church was formed and naturally separated 
rr-~~~ .. whi:t.2 .. ~urch; -~-~e also ~~ned that ~:"~~ .• laws .i~pe_ded Christ~ 
1 
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witness in modern-day Africa.(!) 
A stronger line was taken by Dr. G.J. Swart, who pointed out that an 
ekklesia or congregation consisted of people who had been called out 
(e~kaleio) to form a new fellowship of believers. Anyone who had been 
redeemed by Christ was a new creature, and the Church should theref.ore 
consist of new creatures, so totally and radically renew~d t~t the old 
order of things had gone forever. Those things which separated a ~ £rom 
others fell away when he was renewed in Christ. The differentiating elementf 
such as language and colour might stUl remain, but they no longer acted 
as dividing factors as they had done before their renewal-. Thus "if we 
place any restriction on membership of the Church, whether it be language 
or culture, race or colour, then we deny that every one of those who ,have 
been called is a new creature; that the old order of ·things is past." If 
Christians refused to worship with others owing to a feeling of superiority 
or racial pride, then the old prejudices in their l:i.ves were still ·paramount, 
(2) 
Dr. J .A. van Wyk likewise stressed that believers might in princ:l;.ple 
never exclude from any worship believers of other languages ·even tho~·a 
specific language might be used in a specific service. Gathered ar~d 
the Word and sacraments people of different languages should rather meet 
and find one another as people in Christ. The Church as an institution 
should not be satisfied to reflect within its structure the coming together 
of only one language group, for the reality of communication across ~ 
barriers should be recognised. So the Church should search for the form 
which this truth required of it in its particular times and circum-
stances. (3) 
On the subject of race relations outside the Church, van Wyk urged 
Christians to procla:i.m the fundamental potential that there was for people 
of all nations to be reconciled, however much they might differ from one 
another. The Church should emphasise that where people met each other and 
were guided by the Gospel they would be able to communicate with one another 
and develop a fruitful relationship; whereas without the will to communicate 
the differences between them would lead to host:i.lity. He added that no 
nation was self-sufficient. There was no nation, however developed and 
richly endowed, which did not need something from another: and no nation, 
however uncievel.op~f:l.t. w~i-~'i\ did n.~.~ hav~ _sometb.i:n.P:.. _to o-r~$tr for the. enric~me~ 
~elayed Action& (Geyser et.alJ pl20. 
ibid. ppl54=155, 
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of others. 11At the end of our difficult roads in South .Africa, Whites 
and non-Whites will have to arrive at some relationship towards each other. 
We can never live without each other. We can never live as though the other 
did not exist. We are dependent on one another and in the future will be 
connected to each other. Our life as human beings will be deeply influenced 
by our relations with each other, by our failure or by the wonder of real 
contact therein."(l) 
mead.ed Keet, "The bell has already tolled." The time had come for 
the Dutch Reformed Churches to inform the State that they could no longer 
see their way clear to continue with the apartheid policy, and to insist 
that a better way of solving the country's racial problems be sought.(2) 
That there were still more members of the NGK. who were critical of 
their Church's approach to race relations was indicated by the conviction 
of those who contributed to Delayed Action; that their work would be 
welcomed by many office-bearers and members of the Church "because it has 
put into words a sense of urgency which has been felt by many for a long 
time."(3) Nevertheless, the publication of this book raised a storm amongst 
conservative circles in the Church, and we note that the Transvaal Synod 
formally rejected the views expressed in it.(4) 
(b) §EPERCUSSIONS FROM THE COTTESLOE CONSULTA'fiON 
Meanwhile, in March 1960 South Africa had been jolted by widespread 
African protests a~inst the 'pass laws' which restrictedtleir freedom of 
movement. These protests had culminated at Sharpeville, where 67 Africans 
had been killed by the police, and 186 wounded. 
Expressing alarm at the way in which the apartheid policy was causing 
hatred and racial tension, a few influential ministers in the NGK stated 
their rejection of the policy as unethical and unscriptural and agreed to 
speak out openly in the interests of justice.(5) But another nine leading 
l!!!i!!~hl'e s:lped !1 . public .. st~e~t in which • -~~t!Y. . aff.irm~d: • 
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that the~r Church could justify and ap~ove of racial 
segrega~ion, provided :lt vas implemented ilL a ~ust and 
. ., 
honourable way and 4id not impair or offend human dignity. The Church 
accepted that th~s policy, particularly in ;i. ts initial stages 1 wou;Ld cau~e 
a certain amount of disruption and persqnal h~ship such as tha~ ;nvolved 
in the 1pass 1 sy~tem: bu~ the ministers ll:l"ged the Gove~nment to implement 
it in such a manner that human relationships would not b~ ~isturb~d and 
friction between the r~ces would be redu~ed to~ minimum.(l) . 
Also reacting to the events at Sharpeville, the Anglican ~ch~i~hop of 
Cape Town (Archbishop J. de Blank) pleaded that unless the Church i.n, South 
. . . . .. •' .. 
Africa openly and publicy repudiated the doctrine and practice of comp~sory 
. . . ,.· . . . . . 
racial segregation it wa~ condemning itself tq ext~~ation~ Various 
Churches ~d issued ~tatements condemning apartheid an4 c~ling for co-
operation between the races, and now the Archbishop called upon t~e ~hr.ee 
Dutch Reformed Churches to identify themselves ~ith this rept?-diation. 
Further, he appealed to t~e World Council of Chu~ches to sen4 out·a 
fact-finding team to investigate the racial situation .in South Africa. ·i 
- -~ , ... , . 
After a visit ~y Dr. R.s. Bilheimer of the WCC to ~onsult ~ith leaders of 
its eight member Churches i,n South Africa, and a~ter ~e~gthy negotia.,t;i.pns 
betwee~ the Anglican and Dutch :J;leformed Churches, a Consulta1;ion was :then 
·'- . ..• 
convened at Cottesloe, Johannesburg in December 1960. This was attend¢d by 
. -~ 
representatives of the wee and by official de~egations fr.o.m each of the 
member Churches. Of eighty South African delegat~s, twe~~y were ~~o~ the 
' . . . : . ·. ~ 
NGK and ten from the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk. (The NGK ~ t~e Cap~ 
. . . - . -~ 
Province and the NGK in the Transvaal were at that tim~ separate Ch~.c~es, 
so each sent a delegation.) The task of the Cons~tation was to seek 
together the guidance of God in achieving a better ~erstandiqg of his 
purpose in South Africa. 
It was clear that on the fundamental issuea of racial segregatio~ 
Dutch Reformed Churches and 1 Engl~sh-spe~g' Ch~ches stood f~ a~. 
After meeting behind closed doors for a week, the Con~ultation could not 
produce an agreed statement condemning apartheid and all its ~orks: but it 
did issue a statement urging that so far as possible the blatant inhuman-
ities and injustices of much apartheid legislation should be removed.(2) 
• The Cons~tation affirmed that within the unity of the Church 
the natwal. d.i.ve~~;1;1 Bl"'o:ng.rpe~. _was not ann,g_l~it..lJlt s~~!~:f:i.e~. 
· 1 NGK, Statements on Race Relations No.1 Wovember 1960, pPl}-14. 
(2) Cottesloe Consultation (196i) pp73-77, Each paragraph of the 
State~ent had been· agreed upon by at least eighty percent of the 
participants. 
Nevertheless., -the ._Piri tuSJ. unity of- ail who were in ChriSt 
·shou1d f~d visibl~ expression in acts of common worship and 
witness, and in fello\o!shiP and consultation on. matters of 
common concern. No-one who believed in Jesus Christ migh~ 
be excluded from any church on the grounds of his colour .or 
race. Furthermore, the State was urged to allow the. provis~on 
of adequate and convenient facilities for black people to 
worship in urban areas, rather than only in their se~egated 
tC?wnships. 
It was agreed that no sc~iptural grounds existed for 
the prohibition of racially mixed marriages,- but that the· 
well-being of the community ~d pa~toral responsibili~y 
required that due consideration ~ould be given to cer~ 
I factors which might make such marriages inadvisable• 
~ The Consultation recognised that mem~~s of all rac~al 
groups in South Africa had an equ~ right to make their 
contribution ~s the enrichment of the lif~ of their 
countcy and to share in the ens~ reaponsibi.J.i.ties 1 rewards 
and privileges. It called for more effective conaulation 
between the Government and leaders accepted by the bl~k 
people. 
labour, 
people; 
It condemned the disint~g~~ing ef~e~~~ ~t mi~~~ 
the low' wages recei~~c(b~/· 't~~· ~as·~· m~j~~i~~ 9.;:- p~a,c~ 
. . . . . . : . . .: ·.- :': . : . : ! - .. . : =!;' • ~-J • • • • • • • ' 
~d the wrongs of job reserva~ion. 
"It is our conviction that the ri~t tq c;>Wn 1~~ wher.ev:~~ 
he is· domiciled, and to participate :i,n the gove~ent of ~s 
country, is 'part of" "the ciignity or" th~ ~d~t··'~. ~~-for. this 
' I • ~ • • • • • ' • • , . . • • • ' 
reascm." a :Pol-icy· ·which permanently. deliies t.o n~n-~it.e pe_op].;e . 
. ;· . •·'. .. . . . . 
the right ·of ~·ol.laboration ili the government of, th~ co~~Y: 
of which· they are citizens cannot'. b~· j~stif~~d. 11 .. It. w~a: a4~~­
that there"· could·. be he' objection in principl~ t9 the. dire~t, 
representation ·of Colaured·peopl~ i~ P~i~ament. 
' ·.:·.:· . 
Commented Archibishop de Blank later: 11To those ••• who come from 
'• : · .. · 
outside the South African sit.uation, these principles and recommendati9ns 
. . . . . ' -
souhd: $lost platitudinous. But not within the expl.osiw Soutl:l African. . 
ecene. 11 (l) 
Simultaneously with the Consultation State~ent,_. the delegations. _from . 
the NGK i. esu~d another ·statement· i..n which they ~f~ed that .'~r P.olicy.-2.~ . : 
FDe Blank, _J_.: vu.t oi' Af~ca.. (19b'+) pl2l •. 
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differentiation can. be defended ·from ·tiie ·christian :Pofiit· ot' view" :i.:n ~bat. 
"it provides the only realistic solution to the problems of race relations 
and is therefore in the best interests of the various population groups~· 
They did not consider that themsolutiomadopted by the Consultation were 
in principle incompatible with this attitude. They had voted in favour of 
' 
the resolution dealing with the right to own land and to participate tn 
government on the understanding that, so far as the •white• areas were 
concerned, participation in the governm~nt of the country be extended only 
to the Africans domiciled in those areas "in the sense that they· have no. 
other homeland11 .(l) 
A few days later the delegates from the NGK issued a second statement, 
in which they said that if complete territorial. separation was impossible. 
then full rights, including politiCal rights, could not be withheld indef-· 
initely from blacks who were permanent residents of the 'white• areas. 
Those who disagreed with this view were cb.al.lenged to give: defiiiite· -moral 
grounds for their attitude.(2) 
These various statements attested to great changes in the thinking of 
some leaders in the NGK. Now they were accepting principles of land owner-
ship and participation in government that implied a definite break in~the 
_logical structure of total territorial. segregation.. Ritner later reported 
that some had indeed been moving for some time before Cottesloe towar4s 
this position: that while separate 'homelands' must be created to con~ain 
the bulk of the black population, if the policy of racial segregation :-was 
to square with Christian ethics some sort of compromise would have· to be 
made on the rights of those Africans permanently domiciled in 'white• areas 
to provide labour for industry. Such 'partial apartheid 1 compromise had 
in fact been suggested in the memorandum submitted to the Consultation by 
the NGK Cape delegation.(3) 
. 
On the other hand, the delegates from the Nederduitsch Hervormde "Kerk 
' 
opposed the Consultation Statement from the outset - causing much tension 
between them and the NGK delegates - and after the Consultation they issued 
a statement dissociating their Church from the findings made and affirming: 
"We wish ••• to state quite clearly that it is our conviction that sepal.!ate 
development is the only just solution of our racial problems. We therefore 
reject integration in any form as a solution of the problem."(4) This 
Church, it was said, had remained loyal to the cause of the Afrikaner 
nation. Such an assertion, with its implication that the NGK had not 
remaine~ loyal. was to be a stro~-~nfluP.;Il~~ o~. su."~ee<J~ent NGK syn.o.~ .•. 
(1 gttesloe Consultation pHO. 
(2) SAIRR Survey 1961 P66. 
(3) Ritner art.cit. p33; strassberger op.cit. p}?l. 
(4) Cottesloe Consultation P?9i cf.SAIRR Survey 196.1. p66J Refer aJ.so 
SAIRR Survey 1960 p§6. 
which did not want to break solidarity with this nor the third Dutch 
Reformed Church. 
There followed 'one of the greatest controversies in NGK circles for 
many years•. The Press published the Consultation Statement prematurely and 
immediately raised opposition among general members of the NGK to the actions 
of their Cottesloe delegates. The Prime Minister, Dr. Verwoerd, then 
attacked the delegates for misrepresenting the Afrikaner community, and 
added that their statements did not represent the opinion of the Church. 
Protest meetings were held, and church councils took decisions that not 
only rejected the Cottesloe resolutions but declared the NGK delegates 
guUty of disloyalty to the racial poli~y a Church and Government, even before 
they had had an opportunity to make their reports. One by one the provincial 
synods of the NGK dissociated themselves from the Cottesloe Statement as 
being at variance with Church policy, and furthermore voted to withdraw from ... 
the World Council of Churches (whidlwithdrawal had also been considered 
after the Evanston Assembly of 19.54 ). Asserting that the furtheranc.e of 
the highest interests of the black people could best be donetnrougb the 
application of the policy of differentiation, the Transvaal Synod urged the 
Government to accelerate plans for total territorial segregation. The 
Federal Council of the NGK meanwhile expressed the opinion that integration 
in the Church would harm rather than promote the unity of the faithful. 
Intimidated by the ferocity of the attack, several Cottesloe delegates 
recanted, and in synodal meetings men voted against their known beliefs. 
Those who stood firm on the Cottesloe statements were ostracised.(l) 
Ritner, after interviews with leading churchmen in 1966, reported that 
ministers who supported the Cottesloe position as well as opponents within 
the Church agreed that the Consultation had been a grave tactical error. One 
critic, Professor A.D. Pont, claimed that the Cottesloe men "went too far 
too fast" and "showed their hand before they could press their standpoint". 
Agreed another observer, the fault lay with the ministers, whose thinking 
had been steadily advanc:ing \i.thout commensurate preparation of the public. (2) 
Such strong rejection of the Cottesloe findings brought a sense of 
disillUSionment and frustration to those members of the NGK who were critical 
FRi.tne.r ar·t.cit~ pp3~35; SAIRR s~y·s 1.959-1961; Strassberger op.cit. p375. Ritner art.cit. p}5. 
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of its racial policies. Yet the Consultation had also give a fresh spiritual 
stimulus to maey of them, and to the ecumenical study groups which they 
had recently formed. Some members of other Churches, meanwh~le, had also 
experiencedgrowing concern at deteriorating race relations i~ South Africa; 
as well.as a new sense of urgency about the need for a more visible unity 
and united witness in the whole Church. 
So it was that in May 1962 an interdenominatioru:il.and in~erracial group 
~ . . 
of churchmen founded a monthly publication called Pro Veritate, with the aim 
of approaching and d~scussing vi tal problems of the Church and community i,n. 
the light of ~he Scriptures, and of fostering a deeper unity of Christians 
in fellowshirt This publication would serve as the mouthpiece of NGK 
dissidents and their sympathisers, who realised that if they remained silent 
on the raci~ policies of the country then their consent would be assumed. 
Soon the publication met with considerable opposition from the more con-
servative members of the NGK., and became branded as an 11integra.tionalist" 
paper which ••st~s at ·the heart of the Church."(l) 
Then ~n August 1963 many of the same churchmen were :instrumental in 
establishing the Christian Institute of ScutbimJID'ie£1. This ~tas a :fellowship 
of individual Chri.atiana across racial., deno~national and cultural barriers, 
knit together by their concern for reconciliation between individual 
believers, and "seeking to discover and to do the will of God for the whole. 
of Southern Africa and all his children who live in it. 11 Its member~ 
believed: 
- '"'·" ••••• that the commandment •love your neighbour as yourself' 
was seriously meant, and meant to be taken seriously, as well as 
to ~ positively obeyed, by Christ's followers. 
" ••••• in social justice and charity as imperative fo~ Christians, 
and in the practice of man1 s humanity to man as a divinely ~nJoined 
and th~refore practical policy. 
" ••••• -that fulfilment of the ecumenica:J_ purpose of the Church of 
Christ is no utopian pipedream, but a charge laid upon all 
Christians by the Lord of the Church and therefore basically 
real.isabl~." (2) 
In the following years the Institute was to play a significant role in 
;• 
furthering the cause of Church unity across racial and denominational div-
isions .•. __ th_t"oup:h _discu~sio~ group~. course_s aw3 ,cpnferenc~_s_,. (I~_ pa!.ii;icu~a_:r;: 
SAIRR Survey 19~3 p6. One of the editors, at least, lost his status as 
~ minister in the NGK as a result of taking up that position. (The 
Reverend R. Meyer in 1971.) · · 
The Christian Institute of Southern Africa, brochure, Jul.l 1967. 
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. it was to express concern about the racial divisions within the Dutch 
Reformed Churches.) Together with the South African Council of Churches, 
it was to sponsor an extensive study project to present an alternative tq 
the policy of racial segregation.(l) Fu~thermore, it was to promote 
various community development projects amongst black people.(2) 
It should be emphasised that this body was not a new Church but a 
fellowship of individuals who were encouraged to remain loyal to their own 
Churches. Amongst those who took the lead in establishing it were several 
prominent men from the Dutch Reformed Churches, including the Reverend 
C.F. Beyers Naude 1 who had been elected Moderator of the Southern Trans-
vaal Synod of the NGK in April 1963, but who felt constrained to resign his 
ministry in order to become Director of the Instituteo In the following 
years he was to become widel.Y respected as a leader in the search for 
Christian change in South Africa. 
However, to the majority of leaders in the NGK the fact that Afrikaner 
churchmen in the Institute publicly expressed concern at the Government's 
racial policies and at the close relationship between the Church and 
Afrikaner nationalism "was akin to treason against the Afrikaner~~ 
and it was but a short step to equate treascnwith heresy and both with 
communism and liberalism!~3) Consequently members were subjected to con-
siderab1e persecution. Several church councils and presbyteries took . 
decisions against the Institute or ag,ainst people they believed to be 
favourably disposed to it. Some clergy we·re f>rbidden to .Preach in certain 
cangcegations, while some lay people were forb,idden election to leadership 
positions in their local church. In 1966. the General Synod condemned the 
Institute for "undermining true doctrine and good order in the Church and 
sowing dissension among its members", and decreed that members of the Church 
shoula .. not belong to the Institute - thus forcing a crisis of conscience. 
·. 
on all thc!se who had joined or wished to join it. While numbers of NGK 
members continued to support the Institute, many were afraid to admit this 
openly. In 1~ the General Synod would reiterate its decision.<4> Meanwhile 
the Government would attack the Institute for "endangering the State" 1 and in 
October 1977 would eventually place it and several of its leaders, including 
Naud,, (and also the pul?lication Pro Veri.tate) \lnd.er banning orders. 
refer p.290 infra. 
Refer eg. Kairos June 1975. 
Marquard, P,!OJ>les and Policies pp233-2}4. 
refer Pro Veri tate, Novee~ber 19741 supPlement pp2-J.5. 
So it 1.~ clear that a small minority of clergymen and members in 
the NGK continued ~P criticise the implementation of racial segregation 
in South Africa. According to Naude there were many more who were convinced 
that great changes in the Church and in race attitudes were n~cessary, 
but who concealed these convictions out of fear of repercussions: for, 
the pressures within the NGK to con:torm were immense. (l) Archbishop 
Hurley - ever optimistic of this dissension that had become apparent in 
the NGK in the early 196os - was to speak in 19'72 of a tension "simmering 
probably beneath the surface until another and undoubtedly fiercer climax 
boils up."(2) 
(1) SAIRR Survey 1963 p7; cf. Ritner art.cit. p35; cf. Keet in The Church 
and the Race Problem (Rand Daily Mail) pp28-29. Also conversation 
with Dr. Naud,, September 1973. 
(2) In South African Dialogue (Ed. Rhoodie, N.J.) (1972) p466; cf. !h! 
Church and the Race Problem p32; cf. Hurley, D.E.: A Time for Faith 
h965) p6. 
5. SEPARATION CONTINtJES 
In the years following the Cottesloe Consultation there was evident 
in the NGK an element of withdrawal - away from the 1English-speald.ng 1 
Churches and away from criticism. There was evidence, too, of a hardening 
of the official policy of the Church. 
In 1961 the Cape Synod approved of attempts by several congregations to 
bring about closer contacts between congregations of the •mother' Church and 
the Sendingkerk, and encouraged all to seek ways in which to know each 
other better, to work together better and pray together. This was considered. 
an urgent matter. (l) Similarly, in 1963 both the Northern and Southern 
Transvaal Synods recognised the unity which existed between the 1 m~ther• 
and 'daughter' Churches through their commob faith, and both synods 
expressed the desire for this unity to find expression.(2) 
Later, however, we find that multi-racial worShip was no longer being 
encouraged b\.t merely permitted. The Cape Synod in 1965 warned that the 
quest for spiritual communion should not be undertaken with improper 
motives, and declared it desirable that there should be some regulation 
·of ordinary membership and of participation in ordinary worship, "sinc;:e 
the establishment of independent indigenous Churches is considered nec-
essary for kerygmatic, liturgical and other reasons." "Joint worship qtay, 
however, take place under special circumstances when such opportunities 
present themselves •••• Where members of Daughter Churches are deprived of 
Church privileges, or otherwise sincerely and earnestly desire to attend 
a service in the Mother Church and are able to follow the servica fruitfully, 
a church council should not rej,ect this." 
Then by 1966 multi-racial worship was be~g discouraged - as was 
evident from the following principles put forward by the General Synod in 
October of that year: 
11 (a) '.Che true community of believers and of the Church is in the 
first place always the community of Christ, through His 
Word and Spirit. The emphasis must always fall primarily 
on the •abiding in Christ' and not so much on the staying 
together or togetherness in ever greater or wider circles 
and connection. 
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"(b) ~rue fellowship in Christ is an unbroken reality of faith 
which can never be separated from the faith as see~g 
the unseen. Even for those who are together, the mystery 
of co~ty does not consist in being together as 
such, or in the numbers of those who are together, but 
solely and only in •abiding in Christ• 1 wh;i.ch is and 
must be the unchangeable rule, also for those who must 
obediently and in faith take leave of one another where 
the situation calls for it, or where they are by nec-
essity removed from one another. 
The sepa.r~tion or .separatiDi of people can thus never· 
be identified with the abrogation or destruction of our 
unity and community in Christ. This, however, does not 
imply that our unity in Christ must never be revealed. 
"(c) For this reason the whole idea of a sporadic fellowship 
or exercise of communion must not be accentuated. 
"(d) The provision or creation of all types of oppprtunity 
for fellowship and channels for its exercise can never 
be taken as a Biblical imperative; in other words, an 
arti£icia1 a.nd :t:orced exercise of fellowship is to -be 
rejected."(l) 
Meanwhile, following the 1962 unification of the 111hite NGK in each 
province to form one Church, there had been some reconsideration of the 
missionary regulations of this Church. Some people had spoken against tne. 
establishment of separate autonomous Churches for each racial group, as 
these Churches would not be regarded as integral parts within one united 
NGK. On the contrary, they had argued, an organisational unity of the 
Church would create an opportunity for the spiritual unity of the body of 
Christ to be manifested concretely and practically, and so should never be 
regarded as insignificant or offensive.(Z) Nevertheless, the new reg-
ulations that were framed in 1966 made separate Churches obligatory, and 
spoke of their unity in faith without envisaging an organisational unity. 
r liuman Relations in 'south Africa (NGlc' 1966 Report) pp29-3o. Refer eg. Jonker, W.D.: Die Sendingbepaling van die Nederduitse Hervormde of Gereformeerde Kerk van Transvaal. 
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"In order that everyone shoul.( be able to hear and to witness to 1he great 
deeds of God in his own language, separate autonomous Churches shall be 
constituted from the different groups of the population•" 
A lengthy historical discussion and defence of this policy was 
contained in the report of a committee on current affairs that was adopted 
by the General Synod of that year, and published under the title Human 
Relations in South Africa. This referred in an indirect manner to tqe 
fundamental unity of Christ's Church through the relationship of-believers 
to Christ. It pointed out that in New Testament times there had been but 
one Church although this had consisted of separate congregations, and that 
although there had been a meeting at Je~salem to counsel together on 
current affairs (Acts 15) there had been no unifying church structure. ·The 
sum total of the congregations had not made up the Church, but every 
congregation had revealed the Church (cf. 1 Corinthians 1:2). Nor haa the 
congreg.ations been uniform, which fact implied that the unity-of the 
Church should not be understood as uniformity. The Church ·could only 
strive for a realisation of the unity which already existed in Christ: 
and while this realisation in a visible unity should not be neglected, 
it should never be forced.(l) 
The NGK 1 it was said, had always wished to base its policy on Sc~pture 
- even though it "did not always have the same insight with reference to 
the application of Scripture.11 ( 2) (This qualification was presumably to 
account for the change of policy in 1857 - which at that time had been 
admitted to •e contrary to Scripture.) The policy of granting the 
'daughter' Churches independence was being pursued purposefully and sincerely, 
though further consideration would have to be given to the exercise of 
'spiritual communion' between the Churches and the revelation of their 
unity in diversity. However, from examples of possible contact that were 
given we gain the impression that this revealed unity was to be in the area 
of joint consu]atj on and not of joint worship. (3 ) "lrle mqst see our ··Mother 
and Daughter Churches as separate aisles of one great cathedral, establi.shed 
on the one foundation, Jesus Christ, covered by the one roof of common 
belief in Him, and permeated by the Spirit of God."(4-) 
1 NGk I9b6 RepO'"r:t ppil-i4. 
(2) ibid. p25. 
(3) ibid·~ pp36, 30. 
(4) ibid. p32. 
We note that there was a warning given that while the Churches should 
be indigenous, they .should not be termed 'national' Churches, as the ~ 
existence of a purely national Church embracing but a single people was 
at best a Jewish idea. Thus the Report approved of the way the NGK in 
Afrika had drawn together African 'daughter' Churches across ethnic, 
cultural and language barriers·.(l) Yet this approval appears to have 
been in contradiction to the common argument which justified the division 
of the NGK as being due to cultural and language differences. 
Moving to a discussion of race relations in the wider society, the 
Report argued that although there had been little reference in the Bible 
to race classification, the concept of race must have been known to the 
Israelites. It had been reflected in references to a tall and smocth-
sld.nned nation (Isaiah 18:2, ?; 45:14), and to the colour of skin of tpe 
Ethiopian (Jeremiah 13:23). Descent in a biological sense had been of 
great importance to the Israelites, as was indicated by the special sig-
nificance attached to genealogical tables9 Furthermore, Israel's tribal 
bond had been based primarily on the 'tie of blood' (cf. Judges 9:21; 
2 Samuel 19:13), and the strength of this had been revealed in such th~ngs 
., 
as the custom of levirate. marriage (Genesis }8:8; Deuteronomy 25:5-10). 
With biblical references similar to those we have already studied, 
the Report showed that the unity of mankind had been specifically taught 
in Scripture. Then it argued that within this unity diversity and pluri-
formity had been present even before the Fall, for there had been physical 
and psychological differences between man and woman and diversity in the 
rest of creation - in the light and darkness, sea and land, and all the 
kinds of plants and animals. (This, we might add, may have pointed to 
diversity in creation, but said nothing of diversity between peoples. 
Rather, man was spoken of in the singular in contrast to the plants and 
animals created according to their various kinds.) The Report emphasised 
that although God had destroyed the human race in the Flood, he had saved 
and perpetuated his gifts of diversity and pluriformity in Noah's family; 
and an intensification of the process of differentiation had been indicated 
by the table of their descendants in Genesis 10. Then, when sin had once 
again assumed appalling proportions during the building of the Tower of 
Babel, God had confounded the language of men and scattered them across the 
earth, with the result that again a variety of peoples and races had come 
into exi~tence 'to an extraordinary degree'. As u matter of course diff-
erences in development and in level of civilisation had also set in, and 
men had changed spiritually as W3ll as physically. Although the primary rr-ibid. p2?. 
cause of this int_ensification of diversity had been sin, the accomplishing 
_cause had been grace. for God had mercifully broken the concentration of 
power which had constituted resistance to him. 
Thus it was argued that Scripture had been seriously concerned with 
the fact of the existence of peoples and nations, and also, in a cert~ 
sense, of races. Furthermore, from Deuteronomy 32:8 (11 a text of which the 
reading is not altogether sure and the interpretation of which is also 
difficult") it was deduced that the fortunes of peoples had not remained 
outside the will and intervention of God, but that "£!!. occasion he allocated 
each its own aren11 - which process, it was assumed, still attended the 
providential order of God in the course of history to its end.(l) However, 
although the Report contained another section dealing •«ith human relations 
in society (and including a discussion of migratory labour) it did not 
present any theological argument for the general separation of racial groups 
from one another. 
(It should be added that the Report declared it impossible to determine 
exegetically how present-day peoples were related to the sons of Noah. 
It also noted that there were no scriptural grounds for extending the curse 
of Ham to any· existing peoples (Genesis 9:24-27). Indeed, the curse ~ad 
not applied to a.l.l Ham's descendants, but to Canaan alone, and had been 
partially fulfilled in the way in which Israel had exterminated and enslaved 
the Canaanite peoples after the entry into the Promised Land. Further, 
every curse could be lifted in principle by the grace of God in Chris~ -
and this factor Should be decisive in determining the Church's attitude 
towards all peoples.(2)) 
Bearing in mind the diversity of peoples which had been spoken of 
and which implied a distinction in development and cultural maturity, 
the Report did speak. of Christian trusteeship. This was described as :the 
calling of a Christian people to instruct in true neighbourly love the 
undeveloped peoples with whom they came into contact under the order of 
God, and in the course of time (necessary for material rehabilitation and 
spiritual growth) to lead those peoples towards full cultural evolution in 
agreement with their own character and towards political independence. 
Without such trusteeship heathen people could not become part of the 
civilisation founded on Scripture. On the one hand there should be no 
tendency by the guardian to dominate his ward or to treat him in any 
on the other hand the ward should accept 
South African Scene in the Li t of 
ppl9-20. 
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the help he received with gratitude and appreciation. The individual .who 
stood out above the general level of his own group in his spiritual, 
academic and cultural development, should be treated with understanding 
and appreciation by the gua.rd,ian. He might feel alienated from his own 
community, but should not be separated from it nor integrated into the 
more developed community. Rather, he should be lP.d to accept as a res-
ponsibility and privilege the task of helping with the development of his 
own group. 
Next the Report turned to a consideration of racially mixed marriages. 
It admitted that in the Old Testament times marriages between people of 
different population groups had taken place. Judah had married a·Canaanite 
woman (Genesis 38:2), Joseph an Egyptian (Gene~is 41:45), Mose~ a Midianite 
and later a Cushite (Exodus 2:21; Numbers 12:1) 1 Solomon an Egyptian, a 
Moabitess, an Ammonitess and other foreign women (1 Ki~gs 11:1. Refer 
also Numbers 31:91 18; Judges 3:5-6). However, these had been only 
isolated instances. Fur.thermore, the peoples concerned had had a common 
origin and had been very c~ose~y related to one another. Indeed, there had 
in all probability been only one race inhabiting the whole of Mesopotami~ 
and Egypt - the Caucasians. Thus it was argued, that such marriages ~d 
; 
not in fact involved racial mixing. 
On the other hand there had been instances in which the contracting 
of mixed marriages had been expressly forbidden for the Covenant People. 
Isaac and Jacob had not been permitted to take a Capaanite wife, but each 
had had to select one from among his own people (Genesis 24:3-4; 28:1-2). 
Moses had clearly commanded against intermarriage beteeen I~aelites and 
the peoples of Canaan (Exodus 34:11-16; Deuteronomy 7:1-4), and after the 
Exile Ezra and Nehemiah had condemned mixed marriages between Israelites and 
other peoples (Ezra 9:1-5, 12-14; Nehemiah 13:25-57; ct. also Malachi 
2:10-12). Such prohibition of intermarriage,it was pointed out, had been 
bound up with the maintenance of Israel's existence and destiny as the 
Covenant People, and had been based on the spiritual danger of unfaithfulness 
to God and of apostasy from the true religion which would have been made 
possible by their mixing with foreigners who followed other gods. Also 
of bearing on the matter had been the command to honour one's father and 
mother, according to which they had had to marry among their own people 
so as to keep the faith of their parents intact. The Report concluded: 
"This is not to say that intermarriage withilt the eame family is advocated, 
but rather within any group which has the same interests and especially 
the same religious convictions."(l) (Yet it was added that when Israel's 
~NGK 1966 Report p2, 
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spiritual character had· ~o,t ·bee~ directly -threaten,ed., tbe ·prohib~tion .of 
marriages with other ,peopl~~ had apparent],.y not had abso],.ute validity•) 
The Report did suggest that some mixing of peoples wa:s bene-f;i;ci~, 
in that through this means new variations were still appearing, n~w 
nations were being born and the diversity of peoples was multiplying, 
aJ.though the dominant and stable overall picture of existins· races and 
peoples was on the whole not being affected. Howev~r, the Report <added 
a rider that every people which came into existence had a c~l~ng to: ~e 
faithful to its own nature, to maintain and preserve that whic~ ·was· ·entrii·ated 
to it as distinctive in the interests of all ma,nkind. I·f ~~n~· :~h.o~d 
take place on a large scale or the obliteratiqn of dividing .:J:.~e-~: :be put 
forward as an ideological principle eo ·that t~~ God-willed ~vers~ty .of 
mankind stood in danger of being levelled down ·to a co~ourle~ unif~ity.1 
pe:oples would not be able to fulfil their i.ndependei::tt vqcations and live 
according to their disti.ncti.ve character, and the pure religion of Cbri;S,tian 
peoples would be th;featened. In such instan,ces mixing should Qe r~siste·d. 
with every resource as sinful. So, acting for th~ welfe1re of tb,e whole 
community 1 a Christian State would be justified in taking .. ~egislat"ive. 
action to prohibit racial mixing and mixed marriages. A race or people 
might indeed take steps to preserve and defe!ld its distinctive na;t~ in 
order to carry out its God-given c:allillg in freedom. Thus a U~¥"r.iage 
bond involved much more than the free choice of two people, fQr ·it was 
impossible to isolate an individual from social, religious ~d civU ties 
in the ordered life of the community. 
Furthermore, the Church itself had a pastoral responsibility ·to point 
out all unfavourable implications of miXed marriages, where d~ffe~~n~es 
between partners would be too great, or where their children wo~_ld· '~~- ,t)oli.~ 
into social problems. The greater the differences between partners, 'the 
less possibility there was of a successful. marriage for ·them. In,deed·,. 
Scripture viewed marriage as a relationship between two people ·w~o w~:re·. 
11 sui ted to each other in an all-embracing sense in complete conirriunity =crf"· 
life. This requires a similarity of descent, language, culture, ,colo~; 
nationality and religion ••••• " 110nly in the full experience of ·th,~ uni.~Y 
of national consciousness and community of faith does the ~remise -9f- i~e~. 
marriage lie."(l) Consequently the Report concluded that a marriage, .c)f 
people of different races "cannot fulfil all the essential requirements 
laid down for marriage by Holy Scripture, and ~at be rejected as 
(2) impendssible.11 
1W ibid. pp6, 9. 
,(2) ibid. p8. 
So the NGK in 1966 declared its mind: cih several issues· c~nb·ernin.g· 
race relations. Clearly it stood firm on its belief that there shoUld be 
some differentiation be.tween people of different racial groups. 
The folloWing year Naude reported that some ot the laity· and ·a: siMJ.l 
minority of the clergy in the NGK still attempted to justit,y rae~ seg• 
regation on biblical grounds. He reaffirmed that no theologian of·~· 
significance would 8.ny lcinger try to ~o so,and "l.idd~d that the trad.itipnai· 
concept of the Afrikaner people being in a special se~se 1 an elected· ·people 1 
had also been rejected for good. But he felt •an unhealthy silence' 
in the ranks of those theologians who had rejected ·.such concepts. Li t.t;!.e· 
instruction or education on the controvers:lal. issues of race relations·in 
the light of Scripture was being given, for clergy tended to avoid touching 
upon these issues J.aet seri.ous di.fficul ties should arise between them· 'and· 
their people. Naude believed that despite this silence a new understanding 
of the true nature and implications of biblical demands on racial issues 
was -slowly growing amongst the laity, but added that it would be a long 
time before tb.is 'UII.derstanding penetrated the rank and fila of the Ch~h· (l) 
~ MawY., B.: The Mrikaner and Race Reiaiions (1967) pp?~ 
6. NEW PRESSURES' FOR CHANGE 
The 1970s were to see attempts b,y some of the 'English-speaking' 
Churches and by the South African Council of Churches to initiate dialogue 
with the NGK on questions of common interest. Although there has been a 
willingness on the part of some members of the NGK to foster ecumenical 
consultation, little has come of these initiativas, however. Clearly 
the fact that the Churches have had differing racial policies has impeded 
discussion, while mistrust and feelings of being misunderstood over this 
issue have no doubt been prevalent. While there is this separation b~twee~ 
the Churches·there seems little chance for the arguments of English-
~peaking churchmen to have much effect on the NGK approach to race 
relations. 
On the other hand,. the NGK was in the 1970s to be faced by growing 
criticism of its racial policies and by pressure to change from two other 
sources - which were likely to have far more influence on it than the 
arguments of English.-epeaki.ng churchmen. 
The first such source of criticism and pressure was from amongst 
Reformed Churches in other parts of the world. 
In 1963 the Reformed Ecumenical Synod (l) had met at Grand Rapids, 
United States of America, where it had discussed the question of race 
relations and had stated its belief "that God's Word does not teach 
either·racial integration or separate racial development as a universally 
regulative principle expressing God's will for our Christian conduct 
in race relations. God's Word speaks relevantly to specific racial 
problems but it cannot be simply assumed that every form of separate 
racial development is either biblical or anti-biblical; neith~r can it 
simply be assumed that every form of racial integration is either biblical 
or anti-biblical." Warning that all individuals, groups and nations 
should be equally accorded God-given rights before God and the law, and 
that in the exercise of these rights they should not violate the rights of 
others. the Synod had declared: 11~£ two or more nations or ~t}>oic 
groups :1n the srune country wish to retaiJl their respective 
identities, territorial separation between these nations or ethnic groups 
~Refer pl4?·supra. 
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cannot be disapproved on the basis of principle."(l) So, as at l?otc~~ 
efstroom in 1958, it had seemed as if the NGK had had the approval of 
overseas Reformed Churches for its racial policies. 
Now, howev~r, with world opinion moving more stro~y- ~gainst the 
apartheid policy of South Africa• some leaders i,n the Gereformeerde Kerken 
' I ~ 
in the Netherlands were voicing criticism of the NGK position. ConseqU.ently 
there was much tension when the Reformed Ecumenical Synod (now with thirt~­
two member-Churches) met in August 1968, at Lunteren in the Netherlands:. 
There a thorough discussion of ~ce relations took place amidst much 
pressure for the fy.nod to condemn racial segregation. Nevertheless, t~e 
apologists for race-separation appeared to win the. day, for yet again the 
resolutions of the Synod were left open- to ·wide i~te~retation. (2) Of 
interest to us was one which placed some limitation on self-preservation: 
"Since men inherently seek their own interests rather than the welfare of 
their fellows, the church should stress the duty of men, .individually and 
collectively 1 to practise self-sacrifice for the welfare of others. Self;..· 
sacrifice for the sake of Christ is the highest fo~ of self-preservat+on, 
for self-preservation is only then concomitant with obedience to the ~econd 
great commandment when it is qualified and limited by the biblical dem~ds 
of righteousness and love, so that it does not interfere with the indet 
feasible rights of other people." One resolution, ho\'rever, which did 
stand out as being contrary to the usual line taken by the NGK was tha~ o~ 
r~cially mixed marriages. After stating that Scripture did not give a:· 
judgement about such marriages, the Synod declared that "contracting a·_ 
marriage is primarily a personal and family concern. Church and state 
should refrain from prohibiting racially mixed marriages, because they 
have no right to limit.the free choice of a marriage partner. 11 
As a result of this Synod a delegation from the NGK was invited to 
the General Synod of the Geretormeerde Kerken in the Netherlands in March 
19?0 to discuss the 1serious'differences o~ opinioh between them over 
race relations. After lengt~ debate the Dutch S,nod passed a motion 
condemning racial discrimination, and sent a letter to the South African 
Church warning it against being 11led by the idea that race purity could be 
in accordance with the Holy Scriptures11 and appealing to it to reconsider 
its approach. This was the first time that the Dutch Churches had conveyed 
official disquiet about racial separation to the South African Church. 
Relat~e between th~-~- we.t>e ,.,ow bee~ ng strained• (~) Meu.nwhile. i_n (1) De Villiers, W.B.: (Ed): Lunteren en die Rassekwessie (196YJ ~5. 
(2) ibid. pp86-88 
(3) The Star, 26th March 19'70 
February 1969 a similar letter had been received by the NGK from the 
Reformed Church of America.(l) 
.. 
Meanwhile, delegates from the NGK had in August 1964 atte.nded the 
General Assembly of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches (Presbyterian 
Alliance) at Frankfurt, Germany, There it had been resolved that "the 
exclusion of any person on grounds of race, colour, or nationality from 
any congregation or part of the life of the Church contradicts the very 
nature of the Church," and Christians had been called upon to protest 
against racial discrimination. (2) Now in August 19?0 delegates from the 
NGK encoatered strong criticism at a conference on reconc~iati~ which 
was convened bJ the World Alliance (now with about one hundred and· fifty 
member-Churches) in Nairobi. Racial segregation was condemned as being 
"against the nature of the Christian Church", while the NGK was condemned 
for implementing such segregation and for giving the impression that it 
supported a policy of white supremacy.(3) This was indeed stronger 
criticism than had been met in the Reformed Ecumenical Synod. As a 
resUlt the NGK co~sidered ceasing it membership of the World Alliance -
...... - .. but dec:i,.ded ·riot. to do so • 
............... 
Matters in the Reformed EcumeAica~ Sy~ had not been finally settled. 
There followed in March 19'72 in Pretoria a··:·Regional..:Conference of the member-
Churches of the Synod in southern Africa, at which the NGK presented a 
statement of its standpoint an race relations. In this statement the NGK 
agreed that there was a need for people of different races to join together 
for common worship, as a way of giving visible expression to the unity of 
the Church. However, the NGK felt that the Lunteren decision on racially 
mixed marriages had been a one-sided over-simplification, and that such 
marriages did indeed have implications which did not completely safeguard 
them from the 'intervention' of society, the Church or the State. The 
Church could not forbid such marriages but it did have a pastoral calling 
to warn against unfavourable complications which might affect the couple 
concerned and their descendants. The State, on the other hand, could 
forbid such marriages where they might disturb the stabi~ity of society, 
for the maintenance of peace was more important for the State than the 
free marriage choice of certajn individuals. Nevertheless, such a pro-
hibition would be an extraord~~ measure (buitepgewone maatreUl) and 
could not he norfflRtive f~r ~11 t~s and all places~ Considerin~ this and 
F,~i: -~::;·· i~~4. ~i~: . . . . . . . . . . .. -.. · ..... 
1(3) SAIRR Survey 19'70 p20. 
other standpoints, the Conference· then proposed an amendment to the 
Lunteren resolution: "Although no direct Scriptural evidence can be ··produced. 
for or against marriages between people of different racial ·and national 
groups, based on colour or race as a statement of principle, the well-
being of the community and ordered relations in a multi-racial and multi-
national situation may require that due considerativn be given to all· 
. . II 
pastoral, social and cultural and legal factors which affect such marriages. 
(1) 
Then in August 1972 the Reformed Ecumenical Synod met agal.n, .at 
Sydney, Australia; and after considering reports received from th~·~~m.be~· 
Churches it amended various resolutions which bad been adopted at ~unt~ren. 
In these amendments we see a clear swing against the policies of the N~ •. 
The first issue of interest to us was the resolution on :racially mixed 
marriages. While the Churches were urged to study the report qf the 
Pretoria Conference and its proposal in this regard, the Synod not only 
confirmed its original resolution of Lunteren but made it more specific 
by adding that Church and State had no right to restrict the choice of,; 
marriage partners "on the ground of race or colour". The second issue 'of 
note was the strong emphasis placed on the unity of the Church and the 
need for this to be manifested. In their relationShips with fellow 
believers Christians should recognise the new unity which they all had 
regardless of their race or colour 1 through redemption in Christ and their 
r~ 
common faith and obedience to the Word of God. "The God-given unity of the 
church should be expressed on congregational, presbyte~ial and synodical 
levels, as the situation requires." 11 The unity of the Body of Christ 
should come to expression in common worship, including the Lord's Supper, 
' 
among Christians regardless of race. It may be that linguistic or cultural 
differences(have)made the formation of separate congregations, often with 
their own type of preaching and worship, advisable; in (which) cases 
it is wise not to force an outward and therefore artifidll form of unity 
but to recognise the differentiation within the circle of God's people. 
(But) even though different churches for different indigenous groups may 
eXist, no person may be excluded from common worship on the grounds of 
race or colour. The worshipping together of people of different races 
is a sign of the unity of the church and the communion of saints and can 
be a Christian witness to the world." (2) These resolutions were an open 
rejection of the principle of racial segresation that the NGK had applied 
for eo long. 
m--Die Afrikaner, 19th January 19?31 ppl6-19 1\'J Pro Veritate, December 19731 ppl5-l7. 
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Though the white del.egates of the NGK votecl ~inst the resolution 
on mixed marriages (the black delegates of the 1 d.o.ughter' Churches g1 ving 
it their full support), it is apparent that theyvoted in favour of all the 
other resolutions, including that on the need for common worship. This 
fact ind;Lcated a big change in the thinking of NGK leaders, Indeed, we 
note the similarity of some of these resolutions with those of the Cottes-
loe Consultation in 1960 - which latter had been firmly rejected by the 
NGK 1 and by some of the very men who were now present at Sydney. (In fact 
there was here a return to principles that had been laid down by the NGK 
in the Cape back in 1829,) If the voting was proof of fresh thinking, 
the implications for change seemed profound. However, as occurred after 
the Cottesloe Consultation, the resolutions of the Sydne7 Synod raised a 
storm in the NGK, amidst which its white delegates denied that they had 
voted in favour of Church unity and racia.ll.y mixed woralrl.p, These denials 
were reiterated by a 'preliminary report• issued by the Broad Moderature, 
a senior committee of the Church: but they were on the other hand refuted 
b.Y other people who were present at the Synod.(l) 
The Sydney resolutions were now referred by the NGK to its own Ad~Hoc 
Commission on Racial and Ecumenical Affairs chaired by the Reverend W.~. 
Landman, which commission presented a lengthy report to the General Synod 
which met in Cape Town in October 1974. As ammended and approved by the 
Synod it was subsequently published under the title: Human Relations 
and the South African Scene in the Li$ht of Scripture. 
a 
This Report stated briefly that the Bible upheld the essential unity 
of mankind as commonly descended from Adam and then Noah, and it added that 
this common descent implied complete equality of peoples and races so that 
they could not be classified in terms of superiority or inferiority or 
difference in kind. Furthermore, all people were bound together through 
the fall of man. the 11niverREll offer of salvation in Chr~t. ru1d the common 
1 i•h.e' Ge're'icirmee.rde Kerk~· 'which ·~as"aiso 're:P'r'~se'nted at' sy'd.J:i.ey·, ... . ··--
referred the resolutions to a special cornmission whose subsequent 
report was adopted by the Synod of that Church in 1976. This 
accepted that racially mixed marriages could not be regarded as un-
lawful or forbidden solely on grounds of race or colour, but did not 
accept that Church and State should refrain from prohibiting such 
marriages. (The Da11y News, 29th January 1976) meunwhile in 1973 
the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk, which was not a member of the Reformed 
Ecumenical Synod, rejected the Sydney resolutions and, as at the time 
of·Cottesloe, was held up to be the loyal protector of the Afrikaner 
nation. (Its rejection of racially mixed worShip was unanimous.) 
( cf. SAIRR Survey 1973 p44) 
,, ... 
esChatological destiny of all believers. (1) 
Then the Report went on to place strong emphasis on the differentiation 
between peoples, which had been implicit in God 1 a command at creation 
(Genesis 1:28; 9:1,7;4cts 17:26) and which had been given new momentum 
by him at Babel. Again it was emphasised that God's latter action had 
been not only a judgement on the sinful arrogance of mnn but also an 
act of mercy and llessing preserving mankind from destruction so that 
God 1 s purpose for the fulfilment of the earth could be achieved. (2) Thus 
it was asserted that "the diversity of races and peoples to which the 
confusion of tongues contributed is an aspect of reality which God 
obviously intended for this dispensation. To deny this fact is to aide with 
the tower builders." Furthermore, the New Testament had upheld this 
diversity of peoPles (Matthew 28:19; Acts 2:5; Romans 1:16). Indeed, the 
Report suggested that Revelation 21:24-26, which had spoken of "the glory 
and the honour of the nations11 being brought into the new Jerusalem, might 
have referred to the multiplicity of cultural treasures with which the 
nations in their diversity would enrich the new dispensation - thus 
emphasising the special value of the diversity of nations in the overall 
plan of God. The New Testament had never characterised the diversity of 
nations as sinful, nor had it ever called upon Christians to renounce their 
nationality. Pa.ul had made no apology for the fact that he had been a 
Jew, nnd he had loved his own people so passionately that he had grieved 
for their lack of faith and had declared himself ready to be "cut off 
from Christ for the sake of my brethren, my kinsmen by race 11 (Romans 9:3). 
So the Report concluded that the diversity of nations - which in no way 
revoked the unity of mankind- was good, as was sound commitment to one's 
own nation .. <3 > 
The command that Israel should exist independently of other peoples, 
it was said, had been motivated primarily by religious and not by racial 
considerations and so could not be applied directly to the South African 
situation of the present day. Nor did reference in Acts 17:26 to God 
appointing specific times and boundaries for the various nations provide a 
justification for the segregation of all peoples under all circumstances. 
However, from the fact that Scripture had accepted the diversity of peoples 
as a real premise the Report argUed that it was permissible to infer that 
the New Testament allowed a country to re~ate its race relations on the 
basis of racial segregation. "When such a country honestly cernes to the 
concl~:o~§~ta:e:~-;t!:~i;~~~rma for order;in_&_l!!.?.~i,.o.l relati_o_nahips, .i.e. 
cf. pl76 supra. 
NGK 1974 Report ppl4-18, 30-32. 
love of one's rieighb'Our and social justice, can best be realised ori .the 
basis of parallel development, and if such a conviction is based on factutl.l 
reasoning, the choice of parallel development can be ,justified in the ~ight 
of what the Bible teaches."(l) 
Nevertheless, it was said that diversity should be prevented ~:z:oon'i' 
leading to sinful separation of peoples through spiri tuo.J. estrangement o~ 
attitudes of superiority (John 4:9), prejudice (Galatians 2:12!£), di~­
crimination (Acts 6:1) or hatred (Titus 3:3). Instead the Church sho~d· 
do all in its power to establish mutual understanding and respect.. Diff-. 
erent peoples had the right to an independent existence and survival., but 
bearing in mind their unity in Christ their mutual. relationships had· tp· 
be determined by their common task, the expansion of God's kingdom., -ari~· 
by the all-prevailing princiPle within the kingdom, which was love for 
God and one another. Love at the very least implied social justice, 
which meant that every people should grant to others the same rights a.pd 
privileges which it demanded for itself. So 11where a people has been 
temporarily placed in a position where it governs the :fortunes of another 
people or peoples, it must at all times check its actions against this 
demand for justice and, in particular, it niust carefully guard against 
self-aggrandisement at the expense of others11 (Roiilc:"l..ls 15:1; Philippian~ 
2:3-4). Justice demanded acts of love towards evexy person, regardless 
of his status, descent and culture. Yet while justice was based on the 
equality of all peoples as created in the image of Godt it also took 
cognisance of the inequality of gifts and talents, circumstances and 
responsibilities of each person, for these had also come from God (Matthew 
25:14ft). So a man should not wish to transform his neighbour into a 
replica of himself but should accept him in his own right as someone 
created in the image of God and should accord him sufficient scope for tru~ 
self-realisation. What was more 1 it was 11perfeetly permissible within 
the context of the second commandment for a person or his people to proteq.:t 
or safeguard their own life or existence, provided the interests of others. 
are not sacrificed to self-interest."(Z) 
The Report then went on to say that just as humanity had been divided 
into various peoples and nations, so the one Church of God comprised 
various types of people. Because this Church could not be divorced from 
its people, it should :naturally assume the cultural content related to 
those people in a:n.y particular situation. (Paul had gone· as a Jew among 
pnJews in order t~ . ~-.. ~hem over .•. ?-: t was -pointed. out.) · f_~'tih~r)Tigr~.. tp._~ . bid. pp22, 31-32. bid. pp29, 33-34. 
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miracle of ianguages at Pentecost had confirmed that it was the \'lill of 
God that each man should learn of the great deeds of God in his own 
language. So the various peoples in the Church should not be denationalised 
to a homogeneity which denied their cultural identities, linguist~c 
differences and psychological distinctiveness. Rather, ea9h people Should 
be allowed to preserve and develop what was its own, and to .practise its 
religion within the context of its own language- and culture. 
Yet while the Church displayed a pluriformity related to the diversity 
of its peoples, the Report affirmed that no Church in a particular situation 
might be a closed community meant for members of one people only. There 
should be no bar against a believer from amongst one peoPle joining the 
Church of another people should he choose to do so. Nevertheless, the 
Report did add that if such a transfer of membership should disturb the 
order and peace of the Church to such an extent that the kingdom of God 
was no longer served, or so that the fellowship of believers and their 
ability to serve should suffer and the peoples ccncerned find it difficult 
or impossible to give full expression to their national identity, then in 
such circumstances 11a temporary arrangement against the transfer of 
membership (cannot) be condemned since it would enhance the well-being of 
the churches concerned. 11 
The diversity within the Church did not abrogate its unity, the Report 
emphasised. (While at the same time the new unity of faith in Christ did 
not abrogate the natural diversity of peoples.) The unity of the Church was 
a unity in Christ, a community of faith which transcended all divisions 
{cf. 1 Corinthians 10:17; Ephesians 4:4-6). Indeed, diversity in the Church 
should never lead to spiritual estrangement between its members. Yet, 
while the unity of the Church was primarily a confessioilill. reality of faith 
in Christ, the Report emphasised that this unity should not be taken for 
granted but 11assiduously sought and protected if it is not to be lost" •. 
It should indeed be manifested in one way or another: for Christ himself 
had said that the unity of the Church would have to be observable to the 
world (John 17:20-23). 11This unity is thus not merely a spiritual unity 
residing in the invisible relationship with God or a specific attitude or 
feeling in the hearts of the faithful: it must also find concret~ expression 
in word and deed. 11 The unity of the Church would have no 'publicity value' 
if it remained merely an abstract reality. 
However, the Report went on to emphasise that the Church should proceed 
in this matter with due care and wisdom, taking account of historic.:U 
situations, levels of civilisation, degrees of maturity and the diversity 
of peoples. All compulsory and demonstrative manifestations of unity ought 
to be rejected, for these might seriously disturb the established order 
in Church and society. Nor need the 'l4li ty of the Church be revealed in 
one institutional church structure - for, it was argued, there had been 
no suggestion in the Bible that this was needed. Instead unity should 
find expression in fellowship between believers on a personal level. Com-
munications between them and.mutual understanding should be promoted by 
open dialogue, and from time to time they should meet for special occasions, 
as well as for consultations and joint planning in official church meetings. 
Believers should always be free to have fellowship with one another, and 
whenever such fellowship was curtailed by tendencies towards exclusivism the 
believers should consider it their duty to eliminate such tendencies. "On 
occasion"fellowship might also be practised by believers from various 
churches gathering to worship together. How such occasi~~s should be 
organised was the responsibility of the local church council, which s!l.ould 
ensure that the purpose of the gathering was not defeated by the manner of 
the gathering. 
Defending the NGK policy of forming separate Churches for the 
different racial groups, the Report said that the NGK had at all times 
let it be known that it wished the unity of these Churches to find expression 
in close relationships between them. There might be liaison between t~em 
at congregational, presbytery and synod levels, and they should be off}cially 
linked in federal meetings witt predetermined and clearly defined objectives. 
Where this was not practically possible, contact should be mai.ntainediby 
correspondence. Indeed, the Repo_rt said that "the sepora~e Dutch Reformed 
Church affiliations are the embodiment of only one Dutch Reformed Chur~h •••• 
If these affiliations were to exist separately without any official liaison 
among them, it would mean a contradiction of the existence of the Dutch 
Reformed Church as one whole. 11 (l) 
On the question of racially mixed marriages, the Report agreed that 
the biblical prohibition against Israelites marrying foreigners had a 
religious rather than a racial motivation; and that the Bible did not 
literally prohibit or encourage mixed marriages on purely racial grounds. 
It was said that Scripture defined marriage as a most intimate love 
relationship between one man and one woman who should be suited to one 
another in every respect (cf. Genesis 2:18). Thus if two people were not 
so suited to one another marriage between them 111ould be in conflict with 
l('jh b~bJ,ical pre~ept. An,v dl,_fJ:erences and contrasts wiUch ml,ght_ be _ 
ibid. pp37-3~, 46-50, 6,5-66, 82..ij9. . ... 
obstacles to their union, any factors which might impede the happiness and 
full development of a true marriage, or factors which would eventually 
destroy their God-given diversity and identity wauld render such a marriage 
"undesirable and impermissible". "Such factors are manifest vrhen there are 
substantial differences between the two partners in respect of religion, 
social structure, cultural pattern, biological descent ..... 11 However, the. 
Report.did add that such marriages were undesirable for as long as the 
impeding factors existed and that if these factors were removed by a 
process of acculturation a marriage could then be regarded as permissible. 
Having said that marriage was primarily a personal and family affair,. 
the Report asserted that it also had social, religious and politico-
juridical significance, and so did not fall entirely outside the conce~ 
of society, Church and State. Firstly, in view of the unfavo~able com~ 
lications that a racially mixed marriage would have for the partners the~­
selves and more particularly for their progeny, the Church ~~d a pastor~ 
calling to warn against the contracting of such marriages. Secondly, 
where the equilibrium of re~ationships in a multi-racial situation might 
be disturbed by the contracting of racially tnixed marriages, the preservation 
of peace in society would be of more importance to the Stat~ tl~ the .free 
choice of marriage partners by certai.a individuals. So when the State 
decided that in a multiracial society public order would be best preserved 
by separation of the various population groups, or when the State was 
convinced that public order was threatened by the contracting of mixed 
marriages, the prohibition of such marriages might re justified. However,, 
the Report again added that this should at all times be seen as an extl!a-
ordinary measure, to be reviewed whenever ci~cumstancee permitted.(!) 
One observer at the 1974 Synod suggested that this neport, "looked at 
within the context of the NGK ••• represents an overall, strategic victory 
for the more enlightened thinkers in that Church." This might ha.ve been 
true of the Report as originally presented: but there vras also evident: at 
the Synod 11a powerful bloc of deeply conservative thiDk:i.ng11 , which was able 
to win various amendments to th~ Report.( 2) Consequently, while the 
final document did make some concessions to thinking at the R~formed 
Ecumenical Synod, it stood firm on several issues. 
Ri! ibid. pp93-99. 
J<2} Refer Pro Veritate, Dec.ember 1974, supplement ppl-11. 
"i9l-:· 
Ne"i~~Eir· i:t~e;"i956' "Iio~- -1966'- N:Gk- :R~por~s' ·~ad. pti:t: .·forward 'any theolo.gicaJ.. 
argument. for ~-:rac:la1 ·~egreg~:tiori :~ ~oc$ety ·as a whole: but this pr~sent 
Report did' ·sUggest that ·6\ich- :segregation, _coul:d .-at 4-east .-be· .justified- ~n 
... 
the light of Scripture. The logic that reaeo~ed that because God ·had willed 
diversity of peoples it was permissible to keep 'diverse _pecip'te_s api3j.t ~hould 
be questiori~-d-1 however. (It should be pointed out that the s·ynod refused 
to approve sections of the original Report dealing with the effects of 
¢.grant labour on African family life and with the living conditions- c;>f: 
black people in urban areas. (3) Perhaps this wa,s in deference -to. th,os_e.-
who feared that th,e Report might be construed as_ crit=i:-cal :o'f" Go'Verrun_en~­
segregat;ionist policies, ~;~uch as the ·delegate -vrho w~~ed t;~at r·rw·e · w:i:;l~ "be-
putting the -Gov:er~ent in a very difficult pos:i,tii:>n11·.)" :The Report· ·d:i,d 
m~e some Q.efeJ;J.c~ of self-preservation, albeit;_ i:p terms compat:~---~le:: -w±~h·· 
the 1968 resolu,tion on this issue by the Ref~rmea-·;Ei:?umen:i,_cal ·-~~n9d• _I:Jpwev~r:, 
in contrast to the 1966 Report it did not ·re·fer '\;o the c:;¢nc_ept ·o~ t;t.tlstee·~p. 
As opposed to the discouragement which the 1966 General Synod had 
given to multi-racial wc.rship and fellowship within the Church (4-), thl.s 
present Report did emphasise fairly strongly that the unity of the. Church 
should be made manifest in some way. Here was a notable chonge in emphasis·. 
Though not accepting that there need be a structural unity within the Ohurch_, 
the Report did assert more firmly than before a fundamental necessity for 
its 'mother' and 'daughter' Churches to remain in liaison with one another. 
between members ·· · 
There should also be opportunities for fellowship and consultatio~of the 
different Churches, it was- said. Furthermore, multi-racial worship was to be 
permitted: though we observe that this was thought of as ahly being 1 on 
occasion' and was not really encouraged. Indeed the Syhod overwhelmingly 
rejected a motion introduced by Professor Marais ur~ng all, churc~ councils 
. . ... . .. . 
to open their churches to all worshippers irrespective of their race or 
colour. Inst~ad.it resol~ed that chureh councils could d~cide for them-
salves whether or not they would permit black people to use their buildings 
for worship or prayer meetings. (5) 
However, altnough the NGK thus went some way in accepting the position 
of the Reformed Ecumenical-Synod on church unity, it still did not accept 
.~latter's. position on r:=tcially mixed marFiag~~· ~he §~.~d debate __ O!,L. 
\lJ ibid. PP9~-99. 
(2) Refer Pro Veritate, December 19741 supplement ppl-11. (3) cf. NGK 1974 Report pp74-76. 
(4) Refer pl73 supra. 
(5) In some white residential areas church halls were ~ready being use~ 
by black domestic servants for these purposes. 
this iesue was a hot one and resulted in some significa11t changes to the 
original.ieport. An original recommendation that while certain factors 
made mixed marriages extremely undesirable these factors should not be seeri 
as normative for all times and all situations was replaced by a statement 
that such marriages remained undesirable for as long as the impeding factors 
existed - though it was allowed that acculturation might remove these 
factors. A difference in 'biological descent• was added to the list of 
impeding factors; and it was also asserted that these factors would render 
a mixed marriage not only •undesirable• but even 'impermissible'. Thus 
the NGK made little change in its stance on this issue. Indeed the Synod 
went on to suggest that the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act and the 
Immorality Act should be extended to apply to other racial groups, should 
they desire it. In other words, there should be a prohibition not only 
against the marriage of a white person to a black person but also, for 
instance, a~inst the marriage of an African to a Coloured person. This 
suggestion was apparently made in order to remove the implication that 
present legislation was to protect only white people • 
. Two years later the Reformed Ecumenical Synod, meeting in August 
1976 in Cape Town, reiterated its earlier resolutions on racially mixed 
marriages, re-emphasising that Scripture offered no grow1ds for regarding 
such marraiges as impermissible and that Church and State should refrain 
from limiting the free choice of a marriage partner on the grounds of race 
or colour.(l) So this Synod of Reformed Churches still stood in direct 
opposition to the stated opinion of the NGK. Such a stand was bound to 
have repercussions within that Church, and certai.nl.y some of its leading 
members soon reacted strongly. 
Meanwhile the relationship between the NGK and the Gereformeerde 
Kerken in the Netherlands was under Qiscussion. Some church leaders 
severely criticised the Netherlands Churches for not defending the NGK 
against adverse world opinion. Then in 1974 the NGK Synod resolved by an 
overwhelming majority that if the Netherlands Churches did not before the 
Synod met again in 1978 rescind their decision of March 1974 to give 
financial aid to the World Council of Churches' Programme to Combat 
Racism (2 ) - which was seen as encouraging violent change in South Africa -
then the NGK would regard its ties with those Churches as broken. (3) 
Consultations between delegations from the NGK and the Netherlands Churches 
have since been held, but it is reported that no agreement has been reached 
on ~.sic p~incieles und:_e.r~ying the N~ approE~:ch _to r~ce relati_ons. (4 ) 
1 Eculllews, leth August 1976, pp5-6. 
(2) Refer p300 infra. 
(3) The Daily News, 17th October, 1974. 
(4) EcuNews, 25th January, 1978. 
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Meanwhile some leaders in the Netherlands Churches have hit out strongly 
at the NGK support for racial segregation, and there has been talk of the 
Netherlands Churches themselves breaking with the NGK.(l) The issue is to 
be discussed by the Churches in both countries later in 1978. Should ties 
be broken, this would be another step towards the isolation of the NGK 
from other Churches.(2) 
So the NGK has in recent years been under strong pressure from 
Reformed Churches in other parts of the world for it to change its approach 
to race relations. Though the Church has on the whole stood firm against 
this pressure, there have been signs that discussions ~dth overseas church-
men have somewhat influenced the thinking of some NGK leaders, particularly 
on issues of church unity. 
The second source of pungent criticism of the NGK approach was to be 
from amongst the black members of its own 'daughter' Churches. Prior to 
the 1970s these Churches had on the 111hole officially kept silent on 
racial issues, and their leaders had seldom made critical statements if 
public. Now, however, with the growth of 'black consciousness' throug~out 
the country. encouraging black people to appreciate their own worth an~ 
human rights and to express themselves more frankly, ( 3) many blacks w~re 
becoming more vocal in their criticismns of State and Church. Inevitably 
members of the NGK 1 dau~1ter 1 Churches were being influenced by this 
tendency. So, for instance, whereas many of them had for some time felt 
embarrassment when accused by other black people of belonging to a Church 
which favoured racial segregation and which condoned the 'oppression of 
blacks•, now some we;r-e prepared to express this publicly. "For me as 
a black man," said,..One minister, 11it has become increasingly embarrassing to 
belong to a churchiwhich brought me Christ and his salvation, but which does 
not want to share ~ith me the warmth of the Christian community."(4) 
Furthermore, the meetings of the Reformed Ecumenical Synod were also having 
a considerable influence on black church leaders, as they r~cei~ed encour~ge-
1 'fne Daily News, "30tn Janu:1ry, 1978 •. · .. . 
(2) In 1976 the G~neral Synod or" the G"ereformeerde Kerk in Suid Afrika.·'· · ... ;!> 
decided by a considerable rnnjorfty to~»eak off ties with the Gereform-
eerde Kerken in the Netherlands. This was due not only to political 
but also some doctrinal i:md ethical disagreements between the Churches. 
(Pro V.eritate-, l!'eb-ruary 1976, p4.) ·· J • - •• 
(3) Refer p298 infra. 
(4) Se1epe, s. in Pro Veritate, July 1973, p20. 
ment from overseas churchmen at these gather~ngs and hear.d others critic-
ising the racial policies of their 'mothe:r;- 1 Church. "The time for the 
Mother Church and the Daughter Churches to s~ak f.rankl~ and openly with 
each other has come and Lunteren has prepared tl'le way excellentl;y," :Lt (1) : 
was said in 1968. Then in 1972 the resolutions of the S~od at S~dney, 
rejecting as they did any principle· of racial segregation in ~~e Church, 
gave new stimulus to these me~. Said one black minister: '!I 'Qeli~ve tl'lut 
the NG Kerk should ••• seriously tell its congregati9ns ~at wheneve~ a 
black man wants to worship in their church they should-receive him with all 
the love, with all the warmth that Christ would give that, black man·~· 
The d~ will arrive whe:q. the black churches will tell the NG Kerk: !Listen, 
we do not want your missionaries in our church nor do ~e want your white 
people in our church. 1 • • • Our P.<:lople •••• have now seriously come to the 
conclusion that the time of being silent is over. 11 ( 2) 
In October 1973 a meeting of one hundred African ministers of t.he 
NGK in Afrika (about a quarter of that Church's African clergy) agreed 
unanimously that apartheid was irreconcilable ~th Sc~ipture, and they called 
for reform. This public denunciation sent shock waves through the N~ and 
was followed by meetings between leaders of the two Ch1J.rches. Subsequent 
reports revealed that the black ministers- who had stressed-that their 
rejection of segregation was based on theological grounds - were uncom-
prom1smg. It was reported that u tense situation ·\r1as developing with:i,:p. the 
NGK family of Churches and that it might even divide them.(3) -
Then in September 1974 the Synod of the Sendingkerk endorsed the 
Sydney resolutions on racially mixed worship and mixed marriage - and so 
officially took a standpoint over against that of the NGK. It ~imously 
resolved that the exclusion of black believers from worship in white 
congregatione could not stand the test of Scli.pture, and the NGK was urged 
to open its dOQrs at all times to all people regardless ot their ~ace. 
Furthermore, neither Church nor State had the right to prohibit free choice 
of a marriage partner on grounds of race or coloUI.', -it \oJO.S agreed. Yet 
another significant resolution wus that which declared thnt in future white 
ministers serving iJi the Sendingkerk would have to become full members of 
that Church and subject to its supervision and discipline, rather than remain 
members of the NGK as was presently the case. There wa.s also u strong 
move to end the rillht wh:i.ch thP. NGK ll.eld to i t.ael f to ve-to decisions of 
f Llint.ere:n· -en d.ie RoEise'kwessie ·cEdi -De viiliersf· plif>. · Mannikam, E. in Pro Veritate, May 1973, pp6-8 1 cf. pp22-24. EcuNews 1 26th October 1973; 3undo.y Times1 11th November, 1973. 
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the =Sendingkerk.• So 1t became clear that· C.oloured chlirchnfen. wished to 
reject· the 1 dominat'ion' of their 'inot~e:ri ·church -and· 'to take an ind~-. 
pendent stand.. 'It .sholil.d. ·be D.Q.ded- that ~here was some -o_pen confrontation 
at the SY"nod between= white alia Coloured ~nis.ters, -~arl:i;cUial:{y ·aver 1:;~e 
ti f iall . d . . (1) l .. . ques on o_ rae · · y mJ.J.Ce :rna~J.ages. : 
The following month when representatives of each=· of.· th.e· -three .i.d.~ught.ei"' 
Churches conveyed· the official greetings of those-Churches to the General 
Synod of the NGK they were notably critical -~f the ·-•~othe:r;- 1 (ih~ch and 
unambiguous in their rejection of the present· pol:i:cies ·regard~g:,~ed, 
worship, mixed marriage and racial segregat1oJ:i.(2) 
.• . . ~ .· 
Then in June 1975 the ·General Syrio_d. of t~e NGK in Afrika met·• Whe_r¢as 
white ministers at the SendiW4terk Synod .the prev:i:cms .yfiar had· ~t¢d/'<to 
temper some of its decisions, here there was ·rio c;:ompromise. Pe;lii:ip~'-~rt.e 
decisive factor in this regard was the fact that for the first 'time i:n ~e 
history of any of the 'daughter• Churches the Moderator ·-was a ·black man 
(the Reverend E.T.S. Buti). Declaring that white ministers would be welcome: 
in the Church - but would have to become members of it and res:i,gn. their 
membership of the NGK - the Synod demanded in turn that the .NGK open :i;ts· 
doors to black ministers. It resolved that the unity of the Church should 
be manifested on an organisational and practical level, and committed itself 
to seeking unity with the other Churches of the NGK family, aSking fo~.a 
single aynod instead of the present Federal Council which recognised the 
aut~omy of each of the four Churches. It formally rejected the pol:i..t:i..c~l 
system of separate development: while Buti at one point warned that t~e 
Church must not allow itself to be dictated to by the State. Not o~y 
did the Synod give a warm welcome to two officials of the Christian 
Institute, but it decided in the face of much opposition from its while 
ministers, to seek full membership of the South African Council of Ch~ch~s; 
which body was also regarded with hostility by the NGK. (3) The Sendingkerk 
and the Reformed-Church in Africa meanwhile were to be observer membe~s of 
that Council. 110ur Black and Brown peopie are turning te> the SA Council 
of Churches," it had been said, "because they feel that there they find 
mare concern about their existential situation than they find among their 
own people in the NG Kerk." ( 4) 
Informal meetings followed between representatives of the three 
hter' Churches to discuss possibilities of c~oser unity - to which ~~~Pro Veritate, November i9?4'~ pp.5-13. 
Pro Veritate 1 December 19741 supplement pp8-9 1 12-13. 
Pro Veritate, July 19751 ppll-13. 
Pro Veritate, December 197~, supplement p6. 
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they all seemed committed. Indeed, at a meeting of 170 clergymen from, 
all four of the NG Churches in February 1976 the black delegates indicated 
··. 
that they were even prepared to tgo it alone• if the 1 mothe~ 1 Church was 
reluctant to. j-oin them in one united Church. (l) 
Later that year, following racial disturbances in 'the country, 
leaders of each of the 'daught~r• Churches issued strongly worded statements 
unequivocally rejecting racial segregation and challenging the NGK to clearly 
define where it stood on this issue.<2 ) 
So the NGK has in recent years met with strong pressure .for cha~e 
from its 'daughter' Churches- or 'sister' Churches, as some black churchme~· 
now call them. There has been a growing confrontation between them, ~d ~he 
pace at which the latter Churches have been moving has clearly been worrying 
to NGK leaders. No doubt this pressure will influence their thinking on 
race relations in some measure. For unl.ess the NGK ma.kes some c;:hanges 
in its approach to race relations, it :i._s likely that the gap between it 
and its 'daughter' Churches ~11 widen still further, leaving the NGK even 
more isolated thall it already is. (3 ) Certainly it \,ill be in the interests 
of the NGK not to allow a complete gulf to develop between them. 
Brief mention should also be made of comment that has come. froin pe-ople 
within the white Afrikaner society during the past decade. With the Nat.-
ionalist Party gaining increasing support taough the years and likely to be 
in power for some time to come, and \~th Afrikaners gaining a growing ·share 
of the income in the private sector of the economy, there has-been an 
increasing number of Afrikaners who security has no longer been depende~t 
on an unquestioning allegiance to the Volk-. Many hav~ been able to expres$ 
attitudes at variance with commonly accepted group values without risking 
estrangement from the Afrikaner community, as so often happened to Afrikaner 
rebels in the past. Consequently criticism of sacred Afrikaner traditions 
and beliefs has been expressed in recent years by several prominent 
(1) Pro V~rita:t'~, March 19?6, plb; Sunday Trib~e, 15th February 19?6. 
(2) EcuNews, 11th and 18th August 1976. 
(3) It should be noted that the •daughter' Churches have not aligned 
themselves with the NGK proposal to break with the Gereformeerde 
Kerken in the Netherlands, and will probably seek to ensure that their 
own ties with the Netherlands Churches are not broken. (cf. Pro 
Veritate, October 19?6, pl6.) ---
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Afrikaners, including respected writers and artists, journalists and 
editors of leading Afrikaans newspapers. Numbers of Afrikaner intellectuals 
have publicly cr~ticised discrimination between people on grounds of th~ir 
colour and have called for a morally justifiable racial policy. Several 
have given strong support for closer relationships bet,.,reen white people 
and black people and for equal treatment for all. SomEl have called for 
the granting of full-citizenship rights in a common society to urbanised 
black people, while others have called for an acceptance by whites of 
Coloured people as equal citizens. 
It should be added that such views have frequently been expressed 
within the broad frame\.,rork of a policy of racial segregation. Nor have 
they represented the opinions of the average AfrL~aner, for most whites 
have still wanted rigid segregntion without material sacrifices being 
required of them, and some have been anxious to support white domination 
at all costs. Nevertheless, while we cannot judge whether or not this 
new trend in thought may be encouraging leaders in the NGK to take a new 
approach to race relatio~s, it is possible that the expression of such thinking 
by prominent Afrikaners may free some churchmen to make simile~ comment. 
Certainly there have been reports of heart-searching among NGK 
academics and theologians. It is apparent that the rising generation 9f 
leaders in that Church includes many who are in real sympathy with the 
aspirations of black people, and who seek change tow~~ds a just racial 
policy for the country and towards a better manifestation of unity within 
the Church. These leaders are still the exception, but behind them, 
accord1ng to reports, there are many young ministers who will not defend 
present racial policies. "In general it can be said thut there is a s~rong 
undercurrent in the Church comprised of young ministers who would be wi.lli:ng 
to accept radical changes in church and state ••••• Usually these younger. 
ministers are not yet willing to speak out 1 but if they :r·ecei ved the ri:ght 
leadership and encouragement, they would vote for proposals more relevant 
to the current situation." (l) However, it seems that the majority of . 
delesates to church synods are still of an older generation, and there·h~ve 
been indications that the more traditionally orientated leaders have by ~o 
means been losing control in the Church. It is clear that change will ·not 
come before their influence has diminished. 
rr-Pro Veritate, December 1974, p6. 
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Having noted these various pressures and possibilities for change in 
the NGK approach to race relations, we observe that the Cape Synod, which 
in 1975 endorsed the original finding of the Landman Commission that 
factors impeding racially mixed marriages would not necessarily prevail 
for all times and in all circumstances, is to recommend to the General 
Synod of the NGK which will meet in October 1978 that its decision to 
classify such marriages as impermissible be repealed. According to 
reports, the Cape Synod will also ask the General Synod to end its support 
for the ma.intenance of race differentiation. Furthermore, it is expected 
that the Synod will asain be urged to open all church doors to people of 
all races; and to unite the NGK family of Churches into a single multi-
racial Church.(l) Such moves have clearly been motivated by deep and 
urgent questioning. If the NGK were to implement some of these proposals 
the impact on race rolations in South Africa would no doubt be substantial. 
The future is uncertain. That there will be immediate radical change 
seems unlikely. Nevertheless, the pressure !or new thinking will cont~ue. 
) 
(1) S~ek, December 1975; The Daily News, llth January, 1978. 
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1. UNITY AND SEPARATION WITHIN THE CHURCHES 
According to one church historian writing in 1910 1 the l'-'lethodist, 
Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches amongst all the Churches and 
missionary societies in southern Africa at that time were the only ones 
which drew no distinction between their white and black members.(l) 
Some of the pioneer ministers in the various branches of the 
Methodist Church (which in 1931 would be united to form the Methodist 
Church of South Africa) believed that they should ~evote themselves to 
work entirely among the black heathen. But in 1820 William Shaw went 
to the eastern Cape in a dual capacity. He had been ordained by the 
British Conference and appointed chaplain to a party of white settlers, 
but had at the same time been designated by the Missionary Society in 
Britain to undertake missionary work amongst black people. Subsequently 
all Methodist ministers that were sent to the eastern Cape or to Natal 
normally came to exercise this dual.. function. This was significant, fo;r 
few other Christian ministers at that time did so. The Methodists were 
identified with both whites and Africans as pastors and evangelists; an~ 
they met annually in District Meetings where the work of the Church we.s 
regarded as one whole.(2) There is record too of white and Coloured 
people at the Cape worshipping together in those early ciays.(3 ) In 1882 
~ 
when the Wesleyan Methodist Church south of the Trar~svaal established its 
own South African Conference, the following statement was made: "Our 
mission is not and never has been restricted to men of one nation ar 
colour. We believe that success and prosperity have b~en vouchsafed to 
us, largely because we have always sought to benefit both the European and 
Native races. This glory of our Connexi.on, will,· we tn1st, be aJ.ways 
maintained."(4) Similarly, in the Transvaal. in 1902 the Methodist 
Chairman stated his strong conviction "that English and Native work must 
(5) be vigorously prosecuted, simultaneously and in their due proportions." 
Thus it was that Du Plessis could affirm in 1910: "In th.e division of 
circuits and the allocatioft of spheres of work the mission station and 
the European congregation, the missionary and the colonial pastor, stand 
upon an equal footing.~G) 
Like the Methodist Church 1 the Anglican Church (which in 1870 would 
become known as the Church of the Province of South Africa) from the 
(1 Du Plessis, op.cit. pp294, 359 1 368"." . 
(2) Hewson, L.A.: An Introduction to South African Methodists (1951) 
ppl2, 26. 
(3) ibid. p40. 
(4) ibid. p90. 
(5) ibid. p87. 
(6) Du Plessis, op.cit. p294. 
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beginning organised itself as one Church for people of all racial groups. 
"Bishops and clergy in the various dioceses labour indifferently among 
white and coloured and black. Where the various races are mixed, as in 
the large towns and cities, it is difficult, if not impossible, to disen-
tangle white statistics from black and coloured".(l) It was reported in 
the 184os that there were no special services for converted ~1alays in Cape 
Town: "they sat in the free seats in the cathedral for matins or evensong, 
and perhaps understood a little of what was going onJ' (2 ) What was more, 
the trust deed of a Cape Town church built about·that time laid down that 
all seats were 
or colour. (3 ) 
to remain free and open to all without distinction of race 
In 1900 Bishop Cornish in the Grahamstown diocese would 
write of 11a Confirmation for whites and blacks at the same service11 • ( 4) 
The Roman Catholic Church in the early days of :its ministry in southern 
Africa did not appoint any special missionaries for work amongst black 
people, for the bishops occupied themselves first of all with "those who 
ought to be papists", and only attempted to convert heathens when time and 
men could be spared for this. It has been suggested that they were spec~ 
ifically instructed by the Pope to hold this emphasis,<5> but there is 
some doubt that this was so.<6> In later years, however, the Church 
became prominent in missionary work amongst black people, and large 
mission stations were established, especially in Basutoland and Natal. 
Nevertheless, it was generally taken for granted that converts, whethei' 
Coloured people or Africans, would become part of the common society: and 
parishes included both white and black people worshipping together, receiving 
,-,1 
the sacraments from the same priest, often being taught together in the 
same school. Thus it was reported in the 1860s that Bishop Grimley hod 
"the blacks, at least eleven of them, walking in procession" at ceremonies 
in the cathedral at Cape Town; while the l~rist Brothers admitted the sons 
of Cape Malays to their college in the Cape without any opposition.(?) 
However, while it may have been the official policy of these three 
Churches not to distinguish between people of different races, it is clear 
that there were instances when some fonn of racial segregation occurred. 
For instance, When Bishop Wilkinson of the Anglican Church visited Potch-
efstroom in the 1870s he found a Sotho Christian in the porch of the church 
listening to the service as best he could, because "natives were not 
men. 11 (B) About the .~me .. time J:3ishop allowed in the same church as white 
m-ib:id. p359. . . 
(2) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit.p96. 
(3) Clayton, G.H.: Where We Stand (1960) p8. 
(4) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p283. 
(5) cf.eg. Du Plessis, op.cit. p369. 
(6) cf. Brown, W.E.: The Catholic Church in South Africa (1960) pp194- j_<j'('. 
(7) ibid. ppl8o, 195. 
(8) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p575. 
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Bousfield dealt sharply with another congregation which attempted to 
exclude Africans from its services. (l) In 1882 the priest at Harrismith 
wrote in indignation: "!t is true that not only Natives, but any with tp.e 
slightest colour are excluded from All Saints church. I learnt this wher., 
passing, I found the priest baptising children of coloured people in his 
own room because a certain subscription had been given to erect the church 
on condition that no coloured personshould ever enter it. I felt the matter 
so serious and so disgraceful that I felt it to be my duty to bring it 
before the synod, when not a few showed strong condemnation. 11 ( 2) Again 
in 1910 there would be reports of Africans being turned away from white 
congregations in Bloemfontein and in the Transkei.<3> 
Similarly we find_that in 1856 Father Hoenderwangers of the Roman 
Catholic Church in Bloemfontein wrote to Blshop Allard asking for a letter to 
quieten some members of his Church who thought it 1tJl'Ollg for a white person 
to marry a black. The episcopal reply was unequivocal: "As to colour the 
Catholic Church does not pay attention to it. Jesus Christ died for all 
without distinction. 11 This was apparently effective, for the would-be 
moralists came and asked pardon.< 4> Later the nuns in the Transvaal 
Republic had to accept local racial prejudice and to separate. white children 
from black in their schools.(5)Then in 1897 Church authorities in Rome 
complained that Bishop Jolivet in Natal was accepting a racial division in 
the Roman Catholic institutions there. In reply he pointed out that the 
schools for Indians and Africans were supported mostly by the alms of white 
people whose wishes had to be respected; but he claimed to be gradually 
and prudently eliminating colour prejudice. He reported that e~l churches 
were of course open to Indians and Africans as well as to Coloured people 
and whites, though he added that the former racial groups still needed some 
churches of their own where sermons and devotions could be in their o1rm · 
languages. It seems that no corrective instructions were sent frolli Rome: 
though Brown has commented that "whether Bishop Jolivet could have done 
more to remove thearils which he tolerated is of course arguable11 .(6) 
Clearly instances such as these of separation between black people 
and white in local churches or in church institutions were to a large 
extent prompted by racial prejudice amongst white churchmen. It seems 
that when such occurrences came to the notice of higher authorities in 
the Churches the:y- wer.e _f~e_qt~:~n~x_ c_9.nc3:emn~d.. . ~pwe:ver, there w~.!'~. no doubt 
1 Hinchliff, P.: The Anglican Church in South Africa (1963)pl55. 
(2) Quoted in Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p4?4. 
(3) Roux, E.: Time Longer than Rope (1948) pll?. 
(4) Brown, op.cit. plBO 
(S) ibid. p303. 
(6) ibid. pl69. 
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similar incidents which did not come to light. 
Meanwhile there began another development which was to result in a 
far-reaching racial segregation in these Churches. As we have seen, (1) 
there were during the nineteenth century various types of missionary policy_. 
Some of these advocated taking the Christian faith out to Africans in their 
own traditional communities - in the belief that people should be ministered 
to not only in their own language but also in their own social setting. 
Furthermore, some missionaries urged that the cultural background of the 
Africans should be preserved, and, some said, should even be insulated 
from western influences. Accordingly each~ of these three Churches in time 
started mission congregations specifically for Africans, where they wor-
shipped in their own language and were ministered to according to their own 
particular ·needs and background. 
Now if we look at the Anglican Church, for example, we find that 
although this missionary work was in some places regarded as the responsib-
ility of the local parish clergy, it was in fact more frequently carried out 
by other clergy or 'missionaries•.(2) Indeed the Provincial Hissionary 
Conference of 1892 recommended that 11 though a parish priest is in charge 
of all souls in his district, yet to secure full ministrations for Natives11 
there should be mission clergy, directly responsible to the bishop, who 
might work within existing parishes but who would not be subject to the 
control of the parish clergy.(3) In practice this came to mean that all 
pastoral work was divided, with 'missions' on the one hand whose congregations 
were African, and 'parishes• on the other whose congregations were predomin-
antly white. That this separation of ministry constituted racial separation 
was highlighted in urb:m situations, where sometiwes a 'parish' cong.cegation 
and a 'mission' congregation used the same church building for worship but 
at different times,<4> or where separated churches were built for 'parish' 
and 1mission•.<5> (Meanwhile, in some remote rural areas scattered white 
churchmen who did not easily fit into their nearest (•mission') congregation 
were ministered to by a priest who travelled up and down the railway line, 
visiting them and taking services. (6) That there was this distinction in 
practice if not in theory between 'African work' and 1 huropean work' was 
further indicated by the fact that some dioceses for many years held an 
annual ~ss~_oz.¥1r;Y .. S.C?.Pf.~~~~c ... ~ .. s"P.e~i~~.9~lly !P..r. .~h.e .. dis.c.u.s.si.o~ of _questi;ons 
1 Refer p60 supra. 
(2) We note that the Anglican Church did not start concerted missionary 
work amongst Africans until the 1850s. 
(3) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p211; Hinchliff, Anglican. Church pl77. 
(4) eg. Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. pl29, cf plOl. 
(5) eg. ibid. ppl32, 332,482,,59Y. 
(6) Hinchliff, Anglican Church p199 
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concerning ministry amongst Africans. Nevertheless, because all congregations 
remained part of the one Church, representatives of both 'parishes' and 
'missions' met together in the diocesan synods - though. we observe that in 
some dioceses it was not until after the turn of the century that African 
lay representatiV&s were admitted to synod as well as African clergy. (l) 
Here then was a form of racial separation within the Anglican Church 
that had official approval. In the Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches 
-though perhaps to a lesser degree in the latter - it seems that on the 
whole a similar situation developed (2). In earlier days, however, not 
all church leaders would have been happy with this system. For instance, 
in 1864 a conference of Anglican dergy and laity in Natal had unanimous~y 
resolved that every priest in the diocese ought to minif~ter to both white 
and African people, and that to increase the number of mission stations 
would be to perpetuate "the mischievous separation between the races". 
"The systematic practice under which I"iissionaries minister solely to native 
congregations in places where the population is of a mixed character acts 
injuriously upon both European and native; being calculated to excite 
class prejudices, and to prevent the white population from taking that 
practical interest in the natives which would tend so much to their elevation 
•••••••••" Consequently, Archbishop Gray (at that time in charge of the 
diocese) had decided to appoint a number of clergy to minister to both 
white and African people.(3)Indeed 1 in Natal diocese most 1 missions'were 
for many years to be regarded as daughter-churches of 'parishes'. Similarly 
there were other dioceses where the di\~sion between 'mission' and 'parish' 
were not always to be clear-cut.(4) We note, for instance, that in 1903 
Bishop Chandler of Bloemfontein in his charge to Synod .stressed that clergy 
in distant parishes had responsibilities to both whites and Africans.(5)· 
Hinchliff has since commented that when Africans were still living in a 
'primitive' and rural society there was ~erhaps no alten1ative to the system 
of missions. "At least it was recognised in theory,'' he added, "that no 
distinction could be made between one Christian and another an grounds of 
colour alone."(G) 
At this point it should be observed that each of the three Churches 
were at first slow to ordain African clergy. Although the Methodist Church 
from early times made extensive use of Africans as lay preuchers and (1 L~wi's 'and' Edwards, op.cit. pb,35,-c'f·. p597· .... " ,. . .. - " -. ..... - ........... ···-
(2) Refer eg. Brown, op.cit. pp228-229; Du Plessis op.cita p294. 
(3) Welsh, op.cit. p44; Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p322; Hinchliff, 
Anglican Church p96. 
(4) Hinchliff 1 Anglican Church p249. (5) ~ewis and Edwards, op.cit. p452. 
(6) Hinchliff 1 Anglican Church pl94. 
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assi"stant missionaries, it was not until February 1871 that the first 
three African men were ordaj_ned. Similarly, it seems that it was not until 
the 18?0s that the Anglican Church started ordaining Africans.(l) Furthermore~ 
according to Brown, there was hesitation in some quarters of the Roman 
Catholic Church on this issue. For instance, although four young Zulus 
were sent to Rome to be trained for the priesthood in the 1880s, Bishop 
Delalle, Vicar Apostolic of Natal from 1903 to 1946, refused to ordain 
any more Africans until near the end of his episcopate. His reasons for 
this~re difficulties he had experienced with those few Africans already 
ordained, and his belief that their traditional culture made them temporari~s 
ill-gifted for priestly work.( 2) While these Churches may also have been 
slow in ordaining white people who had been born in southen1 Africa,<3 ) 
it was particularly significant that there was some delay before clerical 
status and responsibility were entrusted to Africans. 
On the other hand, it should also be observed that after this initial 
hesitation these Churches were to place more emphasis on the need for 
African clergy than were other Churches. In the Methodist Church the number 
of African clergy increased steadily after 1871. Indeed, in the 188os 
those who were responsible for missionary work in the Transvaal held to 
the principle that 11we must use the minimum of white men and the maximum of 
Native men11 • ( 4) The Anglican Church, meanwhile, from the 1870s onwards 
also gave much attention to the development of an African ministry. 11The 
best missionary is a properly trained Native 1 11 it was said in the 1890s. · 
11It is difficult for an Englishman to appeal to a Native mind." Su.id on~ 
\'lhite priest in 1903: "The great future of Missions lies in the part the 
natives themselves take in them. Our proper work is th~ training and 
guidance of native massionaries, and until we have these ••••• we shall never 
have a really self-dependent genuinely Native Christianity. 11 (5) So it 
was that Du Plessis could report in 1910 that the Anglican and Methodist 
Churches were well ahead of other missionary bodies in their number of 
African ministers and helpers.<6> Meanwhile authorities in Rome were 
questioning the cautious attitude of the Roman Catholic Church in this 
regard, and in 1919 an article in the Journal of the Congregation of Prop-
aganda urged the need for native clergy everywhere.(?) Later this Church 
in South Africa was to encourage the training and ordination of black 
cler y "with an enthusiasm whi.ch puts the ,;-est of South African Christendom 
1 liewson, op.cit. p?4; Lewis and Edwards, op.cit •. pp268, 363, 536. 
(2) Brown, op.cit. p325. 
(3) cf. Hinchliff 1 An~lican Church pll6. (4) Hewson, op.cit. p 9. 
(5) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. pp592, 209. 
(6) Du Plessis, op.cit. p359. 
(?) Brown, op.cit. p326. 
to shame" 9 (l) 
We find, then, that while these three Churches, in contrc.::.st to othe;~ 
Churches in southern Africa, each sought to draw people of different 
racial groups together in one Church, they did in fact tend to separate 
their African members from their white members - whether because of their 
style of missionary outreach or because of some degree of racial prejudicG. 
We also find that they were at first slow to admit Africans to positions of 
leadership. Such factors, prevalent in other Churches too, \'11ere to be 
amongst those which soom prompted the movement of many African Christic~s 
away from the Churches. 
Towards the end of the nineteenth century increasing numbe~s of Afric::t..11.r; 
became dis&~tisfied with the established Churches, so left them to fonn 
their own 's~parutist' -cr 'independent• Churches- similar to those first 
seen in West Africa in 1862 and now found throughout the continent. 
What was probably the first secessio~ in southern Africa occurred in 
1872, when about one hundred and fifty members of the Paris Bvangelical 
Missionary Society at Mount Hermon in Basutoland broke away from the con~rol 
' 
of the Society and declared that they would no longer be bound by any 
regul~tions other than those made by themselves. Apparently the: rec.son tor 
this secession was the .Africans' distrust of th~ motives und policies of 
the white missionaries when the Society had formed a synodical government 
that year. Ho\otever, the dissidents were later won back to the fold. Then 
in 1884 the first permanent secession took place when Nehemiah Tile founded 
the Tembu National Church. He ~d been a Methodist minister stationed in 
the Transkei but had been criticised by his superior over various political 
matters so had resigned to set up his own Church. The Tembu chief wn.s 
enthroned as the visible head of this Church and large numbers of the tribe 
became members. The following year there was a secession from the London 
r~ssionary Society at Taung in Bechuanaland, when a tribal chief took un 
active part in the founding of the Native Independent Congreg~tional Ch~rch, 
and appointed ministers of his own choice. In 1889 a notable secession was 
led by Pastor J.A. Winter, a white missiona.ry of the Berlin Hissicnary 
Society in Sekukuniland. Declaring that missionaries treated even educated 
Africans ns inferiors a'll.d thc.t independent Churches should be cre<-:.tecl to 
~Hinchliff; Church in South AfriCa p99. 
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be governed by Africans, he set up a Church among the Bo.pedi tribe - in 
which the first decision of the church council was to denounce and dismiss 
him as a white intruder. In the same year an evangelist of the Anglican 
Church in Pretoria formed the Africa Church. In 1896 the leader of an 
American Board Mission congregation in Nato.l seceded to for!il the Zulu 
Congregation~Church; while two years later a respected pastor of the United 
Free Church of Scotland broke away with Fingo people of his congregation 
at Loveda1e to form the African Presbyterian Church. Other Churches were 
to spring up elsewhere in years to come. 
Meanwhile Mo.ngena Mckone, a Jl.1ethodist minister in Pretoria, had 
become dissatisfied with that Church because he felt that Africans were not 
being given equal rights with the white members. HEl found that an African 
missionary was not allowed the sarne privileges as his white colleagues, 
and that if he differed from them on any matter he was obliged to subi!!i t to 
their ruling. When in November 1892 Africon ministers attending a large 
l'o1ethodist missionary conference found themselves disqualified from holding 
any positions on the central board and excluded from meetings of the white 
delegates, although the whites were free to attend meetings of the blacks, 
some withdrew in protest and resigned from the Church. Soon afterwards· 
Mokane and twenty others founded the Ethiopiru1 Church. What w~s sigr~ficant 
about this one was the fact that while other secessions had been restricted 
to particular areas or had confined themselves to one tribe or another, 
this Church \'/D.s to make its appeal to all Afric.:!.ns. (Its name was derived 
from the psalmist's prophecy that 11 Ethiopin shall soon stretch out her hands 
unto Go~'(l) which was interpreted as a promise of the ev~ngelisation of all 
Africa.) Within a short while Mckone had won over a number of leading 
preachers, including at least one from the Anglican Church, and the Church 
grew rapidly. It proselytised freely from the established Churches, won 
over some of the smaller secessions, and made strides in converting the 
unevangelised. Then, impressed by t~e success of the Negro Churches in 
America, Mckone started correspondence with the black Afric<.m r·Iethodist 
Episcopal Church in that country. In 1896 ~ conference of the Ethippian 
Church agreed to seek union with the Americnn Church, and Jrui!es Dvmne 
(who had also been a Hethodist minister) visited America where he ~1.ssurcd 
Negroes th.:"lt "the Africans would never ull0\1 the white man to ride roughshc<"~. 
over their country". He obtained the formal incorporation of the Ethicpi--tn. 
Church into the African Methodist Episcopal Church,and was appointed 
General· Superintendent of that Church in southern Africa. T\·lc- yenrs later 
an Americnn hishon visited sout.hP-rn Africa \..rhere h!?. .. ~~<;1£-i!J-~d 65. ministex:.s rf'aalin b6:3l;··Aiithoris0d version. . ... 
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and consecrated Dwane assistant bishop. Meanwhile membership of the Church 
had already grown to over 10 000. It was to be tpe largest of all the 
African independent Churches. 
Sometimes secessions took place because of disagreements with church 
leaders, or becau~e of conflicts over the control and use of church funds, 
or in reaction against church discipline. But it should be noted that 
particularly in these early secessions the underlying cause was very often 
criticism of race relations in the established Churches. Contrary to the 
teaching of church leaders Africans found that racinl discrimination was 
prevalent. Some had experienced the indignity of being turned away from 
services or meetings because of the colour of their skin. Some found that 
positions of leadership in church government were reserved for \'lhi te people, 
in practice if not in theory. Africans were not readily ordained as 
ministers, but if they were they usually had to take orders from white 
superiors. Moreover, they found that many white churchmen tended to treat 
them as if they were children. So in a desire to exercise initiative end 
leadership and to be free of white domination and paternalism many broke 
away. 
It should be added that resentment at the political and social 
disabilities imposed on black people in the wider society was also ~ 
·. 
stimulus towards parting from white people, who were seen to preach one 
thing but practice another. Indeed, Sundkler has shown that a later growth 
in the number of separatist Churches was concomitant with increasing 
government legislation discriminating against black people.(l) No doubt 
in all this Africans were encouraged by the awakening African nationnlism 
at that time, which was urging them to stand together against whites. TP.is 
influence was perhaps reflected in the slogan of Mckone's movement: 
"Africa for the Africans". In turn, ltlilliams has observed, some ministers 
of separatist Churches were to play an important role in the growth of tPis 
nationalism in that they preached "freedom from the \'llhites" 1 while their 
Churches served as prototypes for African political and social organisat~onsa 
(2) Later, however, as political movements and trade unions developed, 
nationalist fervour seems to have flowed more into these secul~r ch~mnels 
than through the Churches.(3 ) · 
1 Sundkier,·-B.G.M.: Bantu Prophets in South Afric~ (1948) pp33-34.· •· · 
(2) Williams, art.cit. pp3B0-3Bl. 
(3) Oxford History of South Africa (Wilson and Thompson Eds.) Vol.ll p83~ 
Sources used for this section: ibid. pp81-83, 434-436; Sundkler, op.cit~ 
pp32-59; Roux, op.cit. pp85-89; Handbook on Race Relations (Helln~ Ed.) 
pp565-570; Hinchliff, Church in South Africa pp90-97; Verryn 1 T.D.: 
A History of the Order of Ethiopia (1972) pp5-301 61-74. 
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Some of the separatist Churches retained the organisation, discipline, 
dogma and ritual of the Church from which they had sprung. Such Churches 
with' orthodox 1 teaching have been classified as Ethiopian Churches. r1any 
others, however, sought to produce not •a black copy of a white Church' but 
a Church suited to the particular genius and heritage of Africans. Their 
leaders noticed that white missionaries were divided among various Churches 
which differed from one another on points of doctrine and practice, and so 
they felt at liberty todffer too. In their own Churches they could 
develop their own ideas and express their own personalities. So there were 
to come into being early in the twentieth century Churches which have been 
classified as Zionist Churches. These would generally show a syncretism of 
elements of traditional Africun paganism and American pentecostal Christia.nit~; 
and would place emphasis upon apocalyptic teaching, purificatory rites, 
speaking in tongues, ritual taboos, healing ceremoni~s, and often.an ad-
mixture of the jazz cul.ture of the cities. There would be a phenomenal 
growth of these Churches or 1 sects•: but they would be largely Uik""tccompanied 
by nationalist considor~tions. 
Later in the twentieth century, however, there would be a rise of 
Messianic movements,- led by men who would become qua.si-divine fi~ras or 
......... 
black Messiahs, promising to lead black people to the Promised Land:- ··As 
white Christians had not loved black men, they \'lould say, how could the 
white Christians' Christ love black men? So as the white people had 
already received good things (us the rich man in Jesus' parable about 
Lazarus had done) the black Christ would allow only black people through 
the gate into Heaven. Clearly these movements woulft be further reactions 
against race relations as practised by white churchmen.(l) 
Meanwhile the number of African independent Churches in South Africa 
would be growing rapidly. In 1913 there \'lould be some 30 such Churches; 
by 1948 therd would be about Boo; and by 1977 the number would be calculat~d 
by some to be as many as 4 500, catering for the needs of between three 
and four million black Christians.(2 ) However, it should be recognised· 
that the great majority of these Churches were to be offshoots from other 
African independent Churches, rather than from the 'white' established 
Churches. This fact suggests that after a while race relations would 
cease ~o be the major cause of separatism. 
At first the development of the separatist Churches caused much alarm 
~hite churchmen. They were distreRsed at the fra~mentation of the ~~ .. sundkler,op.cit~ "P:P2781f;· 2·90~· "323ir";···ltlnchii"fr~·- Church in south 'A."f'ri..?_~ 
pl04. 
(2) South Africo.n Council of Churches Natione~ Conference 1977: Divisj_onnl 
Reports pl8. 
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Christian' Church, also at the possible involvement of African political 
movements in church life. Dr. Casal.is "suffered cruelly" when the members 
of his congregation at Mount Hermon saieaed in 1872, even though he managed 
to win them back to the fold. Mzimba's secession at Lovedale in 1898 was 
said to have left a scar upon the heart of Dr. Stewart "that I believe h'3 
felt each day until he died". Later Coillard, near the Zambesi, described 
separatism as the destruction of all Christian work.. The :fi.rst General 
Missionary Conference of South Africa in 1904 passed a strongly worded 
resolution which stated that "Ethiopianism is largely a misdirected use of 
newborn energy", and criticised secessionist Churches for displaying "an 
utter lack of regard for the principles of Christian comity". Nevertheless, 
the conference thought that for the moment at least the mov.::ment required 
not so much repression as careful guidance. (l) 
While some white church leaders thus condemned those who haQ seceeded 
from the established Churches, it seems that not many were prompted to 
consider the underlying causes of the secessions and in the process to 
take stock of 1•ace relations within their own Churches. The movement 
indicated that there was indeed racial discrimination in these Churches, 
and showed the need for greater responsibility and leadership to be shared 
with Africans and for them to be allowed more freedom of expression. YE;\t 
few if any changes seem to have been implemented as a direct result thereof. 
What did prompt some of the Churches to consider~eir approaches to 
race relations was the thinking in internation&l missionary circles at 
the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. 1\s we 
have seen1 (
2) missionary societies in Brit~in, America and elsewhere were 
then advocating that the 'younger churches' which their missionaries had 
established in China, India or Africa should be made fully independent and 
entrusted to their own indigenous leaders, Thus they should become;;self-
supporting, self-governing, and self-propagating" Churches.(3) This 
emphasis had considerable weight and would be carried through to the meetincs 
of the International Missionary Council in 1928 and 1938. When it was 
.first. consi~.er:':..~. in southe~n Af~~£'oJ however, it w~.s nC?.t .. ~_?..-~~!:£.. accepte~ .... 
(1) Verryn, op.cit. plO; Sundkler, op.cit. pp6o-61. The follo\dng ye~ 
the government-appointed Native Affairs Commission reported that 
the movement was not a result of politic::.l agitation; but warned that 
if misdirected by ignorant men or repressed through misunderstanding 
and harshness it might be fraught with the seeds of racial mistrust 
and discontent. (Du Plessis, op.cit. p459.) 
(2) Refer p89 supra. 
(3) Sundkler, op.cit. p29; Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p218. 
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for missionaries opposed amongst other things a 'too hasty' ordination of 
African ministers. (l) 
Then n.t the General l"iissionury Conference of 1904 the Revernnd J~. 
Jacottet of the Paris Evangelical Missionary Society spoke strongly on 
the need for an indigenous church. This should be the true aim and end of 
all missionaries, he said. "As long as Christianity remains too much 
connected qnd too closely identified with European organisation 2~d European 
ideas, it cannot become the true religion of the great bulk of the Native 
population." "A little less Presbyterianism, a littJ.e less Auglicanism, 
a little less Lutheranism ••• would do no harm, and a little more Africr.u:ti.sm 
would do a great deal more good. Christianity must lose its European form 
and colour •••• " In order to achieve this, Jacottet believed that there 
should be 'complete separation' between white and African Churches. This 
was of paramount importance, because in a multi-racial church there would 
be antagonism between racial groups and the J,fricans would always be expected 
to take second place. The first step towards the ideal should be the 
appointment of African elders and ministers (who should not become 
immitation whites); though Jacottet added that some white supervision and 
help would be necessary_before complete independence and self-government could. 
be granted to the African Churches. 
Five yeEXrs later, at the third General Nissionary Conferenc·e, the 
Reverend John Lennox of the United Free Church of Scotland at Loved~e 
spoke of the differences of language, background, outlook and civili~tion 
which separated Africans from white people. 11Christia.nity, to take a thoroug): .. 
hold of tbe Native p~ople, must take possessicn of their national spirit 
and become the free eXfression thereof. So long us Christianity continues 
to be an imported form of belief, it has failed to do its best work". 
Lennox opposed the Ji.nglican wish to maintain visibly the unity of the whole 
Catholic Church, and emphasised that what was needed in southern ld'rica 
was a racially segregated Church, divided into a white section and D.n 
African section in order to give the 1-•fricuns freedom of expression CI.Ild 
opportunities for the development of their own leadership.(2 ) 
Another powerful advocate of racially sep..1.r1:tte Churches o.t that time 
was the Reverend J. duPlessis of the NGK, who maintained that one of the 
chief objects of missionary policy was "the establishment of a self-
directing and se1f-extendinp: native Church."(3) Indeed, the ~~!Pl.~ ~f ......• -·· 
1 sundkier," ·op-.Ci.t-~ PP29-3o~· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · 
(2) Sundkler, op.cit. p31; Gerdener, op.cit. pp256, 171; 1953 Conference 
pl29; 1949 Conference p55. 
(3) Du Plessis, op.cit. pp306, 4o7; cf. p90 supra. 
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his Church, which had already divided into separate sections for different 
racial groups, was a strong one. 
The most notable outcome of this thinking was the formation in 1923 0f 
the Bantu Presbyterian Church of South Africa. Prior to this the Presby-
terian Church of Southern Africa and the United Free Church of Scotland 
had each been developing its own missions. These bodies had differed in 
their policy: the former being of the opinion that there should be only 
one Presbyterian Church for all rocial groups in the ·.country; the latter 
believing that there should be a separate Church in•hich Africans could 
take an active part in worship and administration, ruther than be consigned 
to subordinate roles in a white-dominated Church. Now, however, in July 192j 
the various missionary sections of the United Free Church in southern 
Africa were united with the Presbytery of Kaffraria of the Presbyterian 
Church to form the Bantu Presbyterian Church (with Lennox as one of its 
first office-bearers). The members of this Church would all be African. 
It was to be served by a few white missionaries, but they would be heavily 
outnumbered by African ministers. In the early years there apparently was 
a power struggle between white and black clergy, but this was sorted out as 
time passed. (1) 
This new Church should be clearly distinguished from the African 
independent Churches which had come into being because of dissatisfactio~ 
with the established Churches, At the time of its formation it was regaJ~ed 
as a new experiment in South African church life, for it was seen us a 
Church 'of the people' rather than a •racial' Church. (2) "Happy is the 
apartheid in which the self-government is real," said Dr. R.H.W. Shepherd. 
"Happy is the apartheid in which the highest office in the church is open, 
not merely in theory but in fact, to Africans. 11 ( 3 ) The Church has often 
been criticised as seeming to support racial segregation, "but at the time, 
against the background of the tensions over Ethiopianism and Zionism, it 
seemed the only way to encourage independence and responsibility amongst· 
the African mi.nisters. 11 ( 4) Wrote Dr. J. Steward: "Theoretically we are all 
agreed that there should be one church and no colour line of division, 
but that seems reserved for a day beyond our own."(5) 
(1) Gerdener1 op.cit. pp64-67, 158-159; The South African Outlook, November 
.973, ppl81-182, 193-197. 
(2) ibid. pl81. 
(3) The South African Outlook, November 1949, pl65. 
(4) Hinchliff, Church in South Africa, p96. 
(5) Quoted by Gerdener in God's·Kingdom in Multi-Hacial So~• (1954 
Conference) pll4. 
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A significant feature of this Church is the fact that it has long been 
d f "li ti b t · 1 As we have seen, (l)it concerne or reconc1 a on e ween rac1a groups. 
has since 1934 been involved in negotiations towards union with the predomin-
antly white Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa (and more recently wit~ 
the smaller black Tsenga Presbyterian Church). In this regard it was stut~d 
at the 1966 General Assembly; "We are sometimes tempted to think that the way 
would be simpler if we were to go forward as a 1 :&~tu 1 Church. It would be 
easier. But the way of Christ is not the easy way; the way of Christ is the 
way of reconciltation 1 and this is almays difficult. The committee believes 
that to reject this way forward would be to fail in our reconciling task as a 
part of the world-wide church ••• "(2) However, we also observe that while 
the 1970 General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Southern J~frica 
approved a plan to unite with the two African Churches,(}) the Bantu Pres-
byteeian Church decided in 1972 not to enter this union.(4 ) 
· Meanwhile other missionary bodies were also forming separate iifricu.n 
Churches in South Africa. In 1911 the Berlin Missionary Society created 
four regional s.ynods and placed the administration of finance and the general 
supervision of congregatiohs im. their hands, though the committee in Berlin 
still maintained general oversight of the work. This, like the formation of 
the Bantu Presbyterian Church, was a move towards independence from overseas 
control. A South African based Church that established a parallel Church 
for Africans was the Baptist Union of South Africa. This had formed a 
Baptist Missionary Society to work amongst black people, and now in 1927 
constituted under its wing a separate Bantu Baptist Church. (5 ) Thus it 
adopted a similar policy to that of the NGK. 
This pressure of missionary thinking and movement towards the form-
ation of separate African.Churches prompted much discussion in the Anglican 
Church. It seems that several leaders in that Church thought in terms 
of eventually forming a 'Native Church': but it was not always clear 
whether such a Church was envisaged as l:eing completely separate from a 
'white' Church or not.(6) Verryn has reported that even Archbishop 
1 Refer plO supra. 
(2) ~he South ·Afr1oa!l Outlook, November 19'73 1 pl97. 
(3) SAIRR Survey 1970, pl9. 
(4) Nevertheless, the three Churches are now considering union on a larger 
scale with the United Congregational Church, and are also involved in 
unity negotiations with the Anglican and lvlethodist Churches. 
(5) Gerdener, op.cit. ppl55 1 76. 
(6) cf. Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. pp209, 592, 597, ~10; Verryn, op.cit. 
PP79-80. 
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West Jones, in his private opinion, believed that for cultural reasons 
there ought to be a black Province of the Anglican Church in South Africa, 
with African priests and bishops and freedom to adapt such things as 
ceremonial to the African ethos• However, this opinion was apparently 
not shared by many other influential Anglicans, and Jones later retreated 
from it.(l) 
In 1904 the Provincial Synod, supreme legislative body of that Church, 
made a pronounceme~t on the Church's duty towards African people in which i-t 
stated that "the Church of Christ, being Catholic and composed of all nations, 
cannot attain the full measure of her beauty until each race has brought 
in to her its own special gifts n.nd graces. 11 ( 2 ) The Synod then appointed 
a commission to study the needs of African Christions " with specic:U view to 
the natural expansion of the Native Church": which commission reported to 
the 1906 Provincial Missionary Conference. There there appeared two parties, 
one in favour of and one opposed to the distinct organisation of i•frican and 
white work. The bishops were sympathetic to the idea of assistant bishops 
being appointed where necessary to take responsibility for Africnn work only, 
"but the Bishop of Pretoria was cheered when he said that the dj_ocesan 
bishops had no desire to cease to be Fathers in God of all Christians, 
black and white." Eventually, after the matter had been considered in the 
various dioceses, the next Provincial Missionary Conference in 1909 adopted 
a report which made it clear that there was to be no division of the Church. 
(Recommendations were made, however, to ensure that African opinion was 
better heard.)(3 ) Nevertheless, argument on -this matter would still be 
put forward in subsequent diocesan synods.(4) 
At this point mention should be made of a development concerning the 
Anglican Church at about that time. •·• few years after JamES Dwane had been 
made assistant bishop in charge of the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
in scuthernAf'rica, ( 5) he began to doubt the validity of his consecration. 
Then he met and became influenced by the J~ngJican priest in Queenstown, -v1ho 
explained that the African Methodist Episcopal Church could not transmit 
episcopal orders because it had never received them. So he was urged to see~t 
admission for himself and his followers in the true Catholic Church. Thus 
after corresponsence with the Archbishop of Cape Town and after a conference 
of members of his (J:lurch he and a majority of them applied to the ~-~nglicnn 
Church for a valid episcopate and priestho<>d and to be asked to be included 
1 Verrin, op~·cit·~· p79~ . . ·- ····· . . . ... - . - . . . ·~·· 
(2), Lowther Clarke, H.: Constitutional Church Government (1924) pp371-372. 
(3) Official Re ort of the Provincial Missionar Conference (1909) pp8-10, 
; Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p2l3; cf. Verryn1 opecit. p80. (4) Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. pp288, 629; cf. Victor, 0.: The Salient of 
South Africa (SPG, London, 1931) pp53-54. 
(5) Refer p208 supra. 
within the fold of the Catholic Church. B,y this they envisaged remnin~g 
a separate African Church, but now with valid orders so that their claim to 
be authentic could not be challenged. (l) Protracted negotiations follm1ed 
in August 19001 during which the Ethiopians were forced to give way en 
several. ppints, but a Compact was eventual.ly drawn up between them and 
the Anglican Bishops which established an 'Order of Ethiopia' within the 
l~glican Church, governed by its own Provincial and Chapter but subject 
to the general control of the diocesan bishops.(2) Dwane was confirmed by 
the Archbishop and formally appointed Pro\~ncial. Luter the same year he 
was ordained dencon. Then during the following years the Ethiopiru1.s were 
each prepared for Confirmation within the J:~.nglican Church, while their 
ministers were trained for ordination. 
The Compact die not, however, clearly define the situ~tion, an~ 
relations between the Ethiopians and the church authorities deteriorated. 
Then after further lengthy consultations the breach was healed and a 
Constitution for the Order of Ethiopia was approved by Provincial Synod in 
November 1909. This Constitution defined the Order as "an Order·of members 
of the Church of the Province of South Africn banded together for the 
special purpose of bringing the heathen of the a~tu Race into tne fold of 
Christ by means of the ministrations of members of their own race. 11 (3) 
Thus it was seen by church authorities as a missionary spearhead of the 
Church. Clearly defined as being outside the ordinary jurisdiction of 
parochial and missionary clergy, it was to have its own missions and finances .. 
This would mean that there were often two Anglican congregations side by. 
side - one of the Order and one of an ordinary parish - which fact would 
lend to friction between them. Nevertheless, the Order wn.s not to be o. 
separate or independent Church (as many observers were to infer(4 \for the 
Constitution stated clearly that it remained under the jurisdiction of the 
diocesan bishops, and as such was an integral part of the Anglica~ Church. 
Indeed, the Compact still affirmed that 11o.ll churches shall be open to uJ.l 
people, without distinction of race or colour11 • (It should be added that 
congregations of the Order are mostly in the eastern Cape, and comprise 
but a. small minority of the African members of the Church.) 
Neither Dwane nor any of his successors has ever been ccmsecrated 
bishop, though the Ehtiopiuns clearly expected to be given their own 
e isc_opal heu~·-· .Jt was Il;eye~ 11!~~-~--S:l~~- ~o t):wm that ,siy_;_n~ ... :tP.~.~ .·-~~~ .. 
1 The remainder of the African Methodist Epi&copal Church meanwhile 
grew from strength to strength, so th~t by 1948 it numbered so~e 
100 000 members. (Handbook on Race Relations (Hellmann Ed.) p566.) 
(2) Du Plessis reported that the bishops were warned by some thut this 
might erect ,a ·,burrier between white and black members. (op.cit. p45~") 
(3) Constitutions and Canons of the C.P.s.J •• (1970) ppl68fi. 
(4) eg. Gerdener, op.cit. pl58; 1954 Conference pll4. 
orders' did not mean g1v~ them their own bishops, and "no subsequent 
explanation has ever removed a sense of grievance" on this matter.(l) 
Indeed many left for the separatist Churches because of this. Dwane 
continued for years to campaign for the right of the Order to have its own 
bishop: but in 1915 the Episcopal. Synod stated that while the bishops 
"look forward to the time when under the guidunce of Almighty God a Native 
Episcopate will be raised up Ibn South li.frica," yet_ they "do not consider 
that it is in the best interests of the Church that there should be a 
separate Bishop for the Order of Ethiopia. 11 ( 2 ) i..gai.n in 1960 the Episcopal 
Synod considered a memorandum fz·om the Ord~r \'ihich requested that it be 
placed outside the authority of the diocesan bishops and be given full 
control of its o\~ affairs. In reply the Synod pointed out that a bishop 
could only be appointed for a specific area., and that it would therefore 
be unacceptable to allow the appointment of a bishop who would have episcopal 
jurisdiction over the Order within the existing jurisdictions of the other 
bishops of the Church. Similarly the Order could not be allowed to make 
its own decisions about developing new work without reference to or consul-
tation with the bishop of the area concerned.(}) (We add that it might 
conceivably have been possible for a diocesan bishop to appoint an assistant 
bishop to take responsibility for members of the Order in his diocese -
but that the latter would not have had any authority concerning members of 
the Order in other dioceses, and would moreover have been still subject to 
his diocesan bishop.(4) However, recent church legislation has coincidento~ 
removed this possibility, for it requires that a suffragEm (assistant) 
bishop be no longer appointed but elected by representatives of all the 
congregations in the diocese concerned.) Discussions wre still continuing 
between the bishops-and leaders of the Order over this whole issue.<5) 
As we turn to obsei'Ve the effects of pressure for the formation of 
separate African Churches on the Methodist Church, we note first the explan-
ation which Hewsor1 has given for the fact that that Church had been partic-
ularly prone to secessions. It was not because the genius of thut Church was 
essen~iaJ.ly disruptive he said, "but because the Methodist mission work in 
South Africa is of such dimensions and stretches to so very meL~y tribes 
that factors operating in all Missions and among all tribes have produced 
~~~ortionately more numerous seceasions.11 ( 6) We observe that there was Hinchliff-, --Aii6iican church p ~o~. --~----·· .... ·~-·-··--. -- .. . -.. ·- -·-· ..... -. ·-· .. -·-·-
Lowther Clarke op.cit. p387, 
Verryn1 op.cit. ppl?B-184. 
cf. 1900 Compact para. 12. 
Sources used for this section: Hinchliff, Church in South Africa p92; 
Hinchliff, Anp;lican Church pp201-203; Lewis o.nd Edwards, op.cit, pp2l7-
226; Roux, op.cit. ppB9-91; Verryn,- op.cito pp?4-193. 
(6) Hewson, op.cit. p94. 
some discussion on the question of indigenous Churches, and that in 1925 
Professor Jabavu, an African, addressed the Conference of the Wesleyan 
Methodist Church of South Africa, and urged a system of i·~frican autonomy 
within the Church. ft.fter a whole day's discussion this idea w.:1.s turned 
down,however. {1 ) On the other hand, by 1951 Hewson could write: "vJith 
the growth of our African ministry ••• the pastoral care of the African 
members of the Church is rightly passing into African hands."{2 ) 
Meanwhile, it seems that the Roman Catholi.c Church was little touched 
by the secessionist movement, and that little impression was made on it 
by calls for separate African Churches. 
Our study of these three Churches has so far been concerned pr.llnarily 
with the position of their African members, and little mention has been 
made of Indian or Coloured people. It can be said that in each of the 
Churches it was more common for people of these racial groups to 1r1orshi:p 
together with whites than it was for Africans to worship with whites: but 
it should be added that in each of the Churches separate congregations would 
at some stage be formed for them in some places. 
• 
So we see that as the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches 
moved into the twentieth century they continued, despite some pressures to 
the contrary, to uphold the ideal of bringing people of different racial 
groups together within one Church - and all their congregations were 
officially to remain open to members of any race. Yet in practice there w.:1.s 
a measure of racial separation in each of these Churches, and, as we shall 
see more clearly later1 {3) black people were in fact discriminated against 
in various ways. 
~Gardener op.c'it·.···pl~: 
{2) Hewson, op.cit. p29. 
{3) Refer p273 infra. 
2. INCREASING COMMENT, ON RACE RELATIONS 
During the first half of the nineteenth century many Christian 
missionaries in southern Afrida had been vocal protagonists of the black 
peoples, seeking to protect ~hem from encroachment and ill-treatment by 
white people. However, as we have seen, this had engendered strong 
opposition among whites, and there had consequently followed a long period 
when "fear of taking any political stand, however necessary it might 
Q (1) 
seem, •••••• acted on the missionary societies like,.,creeping paralysis." 
Of responses in the Roman Catholic Church to racial issues in society 
during the second half of that century, Brown has merely reported that Bishop 
Moran had spoken out against the granting by Britain of responiJible self-
government to the Cape.Colony, and also against the Boers being allowed to 
govern the northern territories themselves: because, he had warned, the 
interests of the white minority would dominate all policy of such governments. 
John Bird, a prominent layman of that Church, had made similar protests; 
but otherwise there had apparently been few in the Church of like mind on 
this matter.(2) In the Anglican Church Bishop W~bb had criticised the 
retrocession 0f the Transvaal to the Boers after the :First Anglo--Boer War, 
saying that Britain had thus surrendered hundreds of African people "to 
the domination of masters whom they dreaded". Similar criticisms had been 
voiced by various church leaders in 1906 when the Boers had once again bean 
granted responsible government.(3) But apart from such protests, racial 
issues had received little public attention from church leaders.(4) Indeed, 
Hinchliff has reported that in the Anglican Church round the turn of the 
century the attitude to racial discrimination had generally been "a rather 
hesitant one". (5) 
Now in April 1909 there was a new departure, Drawing up a draft 
constitution for a united South Africa, the National Convention had suggested 
that franchise qualifications should remain as before: meaning ~at while 
in the Cape the right to vote would belong to people of any racial group 
who passed certain qualifications, in Natal Indians would be denied the 
franchise and Africans would first have to obtain a stiff exem~tion from (l) MB.cUd.llan, Cape" ColoUr "P-284·;·· ref~rpp~39~ .. 59 supra. •..... ···- -·· --··-- .. 
(2) Brown, op.cit. ppl79f 1 286. . (3) Hinchliff, Anglican Church ppl86, 195; Hinchliff, Church in South Afri~ 
p95. 
(4) Hinchliff has explained this factor in the Anglican Church by; ·pointing 
out that it had been doing most of its missionary work in the British 
colonies rather than in the more rigid republics. (Anglican Church 
p230.) But we have observed that there was in fact a good deal of 
racial discrimination in the colonies too. 
(5) ibid. pl94. 
customary law, and in the Transvaal and Orange Free State only whites would 
be entitled to vote. Reacting agai~st these proposals, Archbishop Carter 
of the Anglican Church, a minister in the Methodist Church and clergy from 
the other lar&e Protestant Churches (other than the Dutch Reformed·Church~s) 
signed a letter which was "a classical statement of the case for basing 
political rights upon other grounds than race or colour". It dealt with 
all t~e arguments which had been used by advocates of racial discrimination, 
and warned that while the provi~ions of the proposed constitution appeared 
to uphold the security of white rtile in southern Afr:Lca they would inevitably 
sever the white and black population groups into opposite and hostile camps. 
This and a similar letter from an individual Methodist minister were laid 
before the Convention. But "no discussion ensued." 
Afte1· the publication of the Convention• s final report later that year 
the Archbishop and various clergy, this time including a minister of the 
NGK, were.among the signatories of an appeal to the British Parliament to 
intervene and prevent the enactment of this proposed legislation. In 
measured language the appeal urged "that the ruling principle should be 
the principle which has animated past policy - the p:Z'inciple of freedom of 
opportunity to all civilised citizens of whatever race or colour .. " A 
deputation was sent to London to argue the case in meetings with the Col-
onial Secretary and with Members of Parliament and in statements to the 
Preas. But, as we know, that September the South Africa Act was passed and 
the proposed franchise became law. However, the protests of these churchmen 
were "the beginnings of a new relationship between the Churches and South 
African society at large."(l) 
During the previous century most white church leaders had been more or 
less paternalistic in their outlook toward the black peoples. They had been 
kind and sympathetic, but fatherly, believing that blacks were not yet 
sufficiently mature to be given real responsibility in Church or State. 
For example, Bishop Gibson, Anglican coadjutor bishop of C&pe Town at the 
end of the century, had advocated that Africamin urban areas be concen-
trated into townships where they would be subject to•supervision and dis-
cipline•. He had admitted that 1 class legislation• would be entailed but 
had seen that to be necessary "as a temporary, educative, and protective 
measure, designed for the good of those on whom the legislation is imposed .. 
As things are now," he had written, "the bulk of the Kafirs have to be 
looked upon as our younger brothers; and in dealing with them festina lent~ 
must be our motto." According to Hinchliff such paternalism - the attitude 
of 'l.et.~.~-- ~~ Jd..~d to .. ,t;h~.J~~firt:~' -. had p:r.o~~;tY. .. ~ee~n. ty"Pic.al of most chu;rch 
r
Hinchliff, Church in South Africa p94; Thompson, L.M.: The Unificati~! 
of South Africa (1960) ppl09-lll, 3?5, 386; Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. 
pl41. 
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leaders of that day.(l) 
Now, however, such blatant paternalism was very slowly beginning to 
tade within the Churches (though it would persist for a long time in some 
circles). Many clergy coming to the country had been influenced by the 
work of theologians such as F.D. Maurice, and by the crusades of Anglo-
Catholic priests in the British slums. For them the ideal of a priest 
had become that of a Christian socialist, fighting the battle of the poor 
and underprivileged, striving for social justice. Then after the First 
World War this •socialism• in the Church was revitalised as the sort of 
ideals for which men such as William Temple stood began to influence church 
leaders. They came to see new social implications of the Gospel, and to 
believe that poverty, housing, conditions of employment, education, social 
justice and political rights were matters on which Christian opinion ought 
to be expressed. At the same time the economic depression and the whole 
discussion in the political arena of the 'Native problem' was creating a 
situation where social concerns were indeed of pressing importance. 
(An indication of this trend may be seen in the fact that although the 
biographies of the two previous Anglican Archbishops are substantial volumes 
while that of Carter, who was Archbishop from 1909 to 19311 is but a slim 
booklet, yet (according to Hinchliff) 'colour question~' play little part 
in the earlier works while a whole chapter of the book on Carter is devoted 
to 'political comments•. A man of Anglo-Catholic and Christian socialist 
background, he was to be known for his emphat-ic protests against discrim-
inatory legislation.(2 ) 
The fact that the creation of the Union of South Africa now made it 
more obvious that the 'Native problem' was an internal issue rather than a 
matter of tribes on distant borders may also have enc·ouraged the Churches 
to express views about the rights of black people. Certainly what did 
influence them in this regard were the voices of Africans who had been 
educated in church institutions but who found themselves without opportunity 
to use their education and abilities. They had been trained to take res-
ponsibility, but found it virtually impossible to reach positions of 
leadership in any sphere. Thus in the period between the two World Wars 
there was rising a generation of Christian Africans who resented the limit-
ations imposed upon them by whites and who were asking that their people be 
given a fairer share in the running of the country. As paternalism decline~ 
within the Churches such frustration was bound to affect white Church 
leaders and make them feel uncomfortable.(3) 
~ ~~~~~i~~i 95~~~-~cali Church i)pi§4:195·:· ......... _ ..__ · ·· · ··• · · ~- · ·----~~ ·· · ·· · 
~~'1 ibid. pp201,230-234; Hinchliff, Church in South Africa pp95, 105~ 
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Meanwhile, as we have eeen,(l)the Government was enacting more and 
more legislation which discriminated against black people. Notably, in 
1911 and again in 1926 many avenues of employment-in skilled trades were 
closed to them; in 1913 the pUrchase of land by Africans was restricted; 
in 1923 provision was made fo~ regulations controlling their entry into aud 
residence in urban areas; ~n-1936 it was ruled that no more than 13,7% of 
the land could be used for African reservGe; and in the same year ~fricans 
were eliminated from the common electoral roll. There was, moreover, an 
e?er-increasing demand among some politicans for the complete separation of 
the white and black racial groups in the country, and 'segregation' was 
being spOken of more and more on party-political platformso 
So it was that Church assemblies and synods now began to express 
concern on social matters, and "tried, little by little, to act a •. ~ a cons-
cience for the nation"• 
Among c~.lls in the A.nglican Church for new .racial policies in the 
country was that of Bishop Talbot, who in 1922 o~ganised a deputation of 
leading members of the Churches in Pretoria to diseuse with representatives 
of the State the 'inequalities of justice• that applied to whites and 
Africans. Apparently the Prime Minister there acknowledged the duty of 
the Churchib educate public opinion in such matters.(2) Mea~while at the 
Provincial Synod of 1915 "native and social questions" had been discussed., 
while at the Provincial Synod of 1929 Archbishop Carter expressed support 
for those Africans who resented legislation which concerned them intimately 
but on which their counsel had not been asked, and stressed that "the Church 
cannot countenance 1 but must resist every effort to retard the development of· 
the native races."(3) 
In 1930 the Anglicah bishops issued an important statement which 
emphasised that God was the Father of all; that man had been made in the 
image and 'after the likeness' of God; and that Christ had come to redeem 
all men, and to make them the eons of God and heirs of eternal life. 
Therefore every man, of whatever race or colour was of infinite worth in 
the sight of God. To deny this would have been to reject the very Gospel 
which Christ had come to proclaim; w~ile to thwart the progress of even the 
least of God's children or to deny them opportunity for the fullest devel-
Refer p94ff supra. 
Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p632. 
ibid. ppl98, 143. 
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opment of which they were capable would have been grave presumption. So, 
quoting from the report of the 1930 Lambeth Conference (an assembly in London 
of all the bishops of the Anglican Communion), the bishops affirmed that 
"the interests of the various sections of the community are one and in-
divisible. Therefore, any attempt to govern (only) in the interests of a 
or . 
sectioiY of the people of one colour, must in the end lead to disaster •••••• " 
~he bishops then went on to say that rights to full citizenship in 
any country not dependent on men's race or colour, but on ~heir fitness to 
discharge the.responsibilities which such citizenship u1volved. The pru1• 
ciple of trusteeship on the one hand forbade that the determining voice in 
government should be given to those who were still uncivilised and ignorant, 
for that would have entai+ed abdication of responsibilities by those who 
were their trustees; but on the other hand it required full acknowledgement 
that when individuals and peoples had progressed their position of trustee-
ship should become one of partnership. As the Lambeth Conference had 
declared: "the ruling of one race by another can only be justified from the 
Christian standpoint when the highest welfare of the subject race is th<: 
constant aim of the government, and when admission to an increasing share 
in the goverament of the country is an object steadfastly pursued." However 
the bishops added that this latter ideal could not be attained in a moment. 
In concluding, they emphasised·the need for all questions concerning 
race relations to be regarded from a definitely Christian standpoint. "The 
task of the Church is to multiply the number of persons whose relations 
with their fellows are governed by respect and reverence for the individ-
uality of others because they have learned to see them in relation to the 
purpose of God." (Lambeth Conference Report). The bishops recognised that 
in South Africa the racial issues were of a more delicate and difficult 
character than elsewhere, but they called for people to-have faith rather 
than fear. (l) 
With regard to the Methodist Church, it was significant that one of 
the reasons put forward in 1931 for the union of the three branches of 
Methodism in the country (to form the Methodist Church of South Africa) 
was the need for a more effective means of marshalling the full moral force 
of Methodists "in relation to the Government on questions of racial and 
inter-racial problems, particularly on land and educational. matters as they 
relate to the great Native people of the country. 11 ( 2 ) Year after year 
r
that Churc:h was. ~o iss~~ a '§.t~t!.n:!~~~ --~ . .f.¥.b5!=!-E,...~~~E!.~}S?Y..'., r.md its :J.,_ead_cr~ .. CPSA: Resolutions and Statements ~1971 pp~o. 
Quoted in Hewson, op.cit. pB9 
were to stress the conviction that co-operation between the racial groups 
was not merely~sirable but an urgent necessity.(l) 
The Roman Catholic Church, meanwhile, was more reticent in its commants 
on race relations. There was some criticism by the editor of the widely 
respected Catholic Magazine of the racial discrimination in the South Africa 
Act, but the bishops themselves did not protest at the implications of this 
legislation. Presumablyi Brown has suggested, they deemed that comment on 
the issue would have been "an imprudent intervention in politics". However, 
Bishop ._iatthew Gaughre:h cii.d write to a newspaper in 1910 to protest against 
proposed legislation which would have forbidden marriages between white and 
black people. Such marriages, the bishop admitted, were generally undes-
irable and the proposed law was well-intentioned enough, but it would 
introduce the moral evil of conflict between the law and the consc1ence of 
good men. CathOlic clergy would continue to bless such marriages if called 
(2) 
on to do so. We note, too, that in 1939 Bishop Henneman wrote to his 
clergy in the following terms: "The rights of man are inherent in his human 
nature, irrespective of race or colour. Any attempt therefore to introduce 
legislation based purely on race or colour must be opposed and condemned 
as unjust •••• Furtherrnore, ch~ity demands that we consider all men as our 
brethren, and treat them with one consideration. Any le&islution, therefore, 
attaching a stigma of inferiority or implying that one group of people 
despises another group, is opposed to the law of charity."(}) 
Although the second World War for a short while pushed the 'Native 
problem' into the background of thought, the question of race relations 
was amonst aspects of South African life that were discussed at a conference 
of churchmen at Fort Hare in July 1942. This three-day conference was 
convened by the Christian Council of South Africa (of which most of the 
Protestant Churches and missionary societies except the Dutch Reformed Church.,~s 
were menbers) to consider the prospects of 'Christian reconstruction' in 
South Africa. 
There Archbishop J.R. Darbyshire of the Anglican Church maintained thGt 
"there is no· room in Christian thought for racial pride or any way of life 
that denies to any men of any race or colour full citizenship in the City 
of God. The 'Dride of raee •••• that withholds frc;>~. ~.the offer.~ of the 
f
"bid ... pl02. . ·-· . .. . 
Brown, op.cit. ppl92 1 314-316. . 
The Churches' Juggement on'Apartheid' (1948) pl4 
Gospel is unchristian." An attitude of racial pride, _ he said, "violates 
the Revelation of God's universal Love as shewn in the Incarnc:1tion of our 
Lord." (l) 
The resolutions made by the Conference(Z) included a statement that 
"any naturalistic teaching of racial or national superiority is incompatible 
with the teaching and example of Christ and the implications of the Gospel." 
Relations between racial groups whould not be based on claims of superiority 
or accusations of inferiority; but should be those of mutual respect and 
service. The Conference advocated that white people should deal with the 
more 'backward' black people in a spirit of-trusteeship, but should bear in 
mind that a ward will come of age and that trus'teeshi.p should then become 
partnership. To combat the temptation to generalise about other racial 
groups, the Conference stressed the importance of personal contact between 
Christians of different races, and went on to urge that "in the matter of 
segregation and the colour bar •••• every Christian should examine his own 
conscience in relation to race prejudice; should seek to understand the 
causes of such pre~udi.ce in himself and others •••• " 
Although the concept of racial segregation was referred to, the ethics 
of such a policy were not considered. However, the Conference did recognise 
that South Africa was an economic unity in which it was essential that all 
racial groups should make the fullest contribution of which they were 
capable, and it was held it to be "contrary to Christian principles that 
one race should seek to hold another in permanent inferio~ity of status, 
or make arbitrary and discriminating conditions of progress." The Conference 
believed thftt the true interests of the white and black peoples in South 
Africa "do not, in the long run, conflict".(3) 
Finally, we note that the Conference resolved: "'l'hough separate worship 
~ normally be advisable by reason of language and other causes, we 
believe that occasiGnal joint worship is a helpful practice." Here it 
seems that delegates generally accepted the practice of s~parate worship 
for different population groups. Certainly the call for common worship was 
a very weak one.< 4> 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
ch.ristian Reconstruction in South Africa (194Z Con.ference'). pi6.· One of 
the main speakers at the Conference was the Reverend s. Mokitimi 
of the Methodist Church. As he was an African, whereas our study is 
primarily concerned with approaches to race relations by white people, 
we shall not record his comments. 
ibid. pp67-68. 
The qualification in that statement suggested an admission that their 
interests might ut the present time have conflicted to some degree. 
Mokitimi's comments in this reg.::trd were likewise not at all forceful. 
In the years following this Conference Archbishop Darbyshire assessed 
~he problem of race relations in South Africa to be due toprejudice and fear 
.a~ong the white people; and he observed that "many of them were reluctant 
to promote the education of black people lest this increase the possibility 
of miscegenation - 11 an ominous word full of dread." ·He spoke of the 
difficulty facing the Church in such a situation. To some white people'·the 
Church appeared to encourage miscegenation; to some of the Coloured people 
it appeared to deny in practice what it preached in principle; while to 
Africans it was too slow in promoting black people to positions of res-
ponsibility. For Darbyshire the best policy for the future was ob~cure.(l) 
Meanwhile, almost immediately after the Wur the 'Native problem' 
r.&ciol. 
became prominent again, and churchmen were faced by new calls for/segreg-
ation, this time under the title of 'apartheid'. Such a policy was to draw 
from the Churches a much stronger stream of comment in the years to come. 
~In !he Anglican Communion (J .w.c. Ward~ .. Ed~) (l.948) pplll-ii4. · 
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3. FACING. APARTHEID 
(a) THE ROSETTENVILLE CONFERENCE 
The advent of apartheid as the official racial policy of South ~frica, 
foilowing on the election to power of the Nationalist Party ~ May 1948, 
prompted many Churches to speak publicly of their unhappiness with such a 
policy. Some sought an opportunity to discuss the matter with heads of 
State: but such an opportunity was not given. There was "growing apprehen-
sion in a setting of mounting racial tension."(l) Then it \Y"as that the 
Christian Council of South Africa - described by Whyte as a symbol of inter-
church and inter-racial co-operation(2 ) - was urged to give a lead to Christ-
ian people, to make clear where the Churches associated with the Council 
stood on the question of Christian belief and duty in such a racial situation. 
Thus in July 1949 the Council convened a Conference at Rosettenville, 
Johannesburg, to consider the task of the Christian citizen in a multi-
r~cial society. Just over a hundred accredited representatives of twenty-
five Churches, Missionary Societies and organisations were present, including 
one representative from the Dutch Reformed Church. We consider here only 
that discussion which related to the theology of race relations. 
In an address to the Conference, the Reverend E.L. Cragg of the 
Methodist Church emphasised that man was no mere earthly being, but a child 
of God, made in God's image. The image of God in man was found in his 
spiritual nature and in his potential for development into a free, moral 
personality, linked to God in fellowship ~nd service, Man had been made 
not for himself, but to be a creature of God, endowed by God with all his 
powers of bo&y, mind and spirit, and responsible to God for the use of 
his life and his powers. So man's essential value lay in his nature as 
man, and not in his race or class or earthly position. 
There were certainly differences between men, but whatever these 
differences might have been there was a oneness in the essential humanity 
of all men. "God's family is not meant to be all of a sameness; there is 
diversity in the unity, but the essential facts and values of man's being 
·belong to all men. In the deepest things, and in God's purposes for mankind, 
race and class are irrelevant." 
Man was a fallen being, corrupted by self.assertion, greed and pride. 
All men were fallenl irrespectiye of thei~ race or .. <?1~!3§1• .... Thu!!l ... ~~l~ ... C?.P.~- .. ~The Christian Citizen in a Multi-Racial Societ (1§49 Conference) p5. 
1 
In Handbook on Bace Relations Hellmann Ed. p 66. 
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might hope to diminish social evils one could be under no illusion that a 
change of social order or ruling class would achieve an earthly Utopia. 
Nevertheless, God's purpose for man as man was to redeem him from the evil 
of his fallen nature, to restore him to his true place as a child of God, 
living under divine authority and moved by the love of God, that God's 
image might be truly seen in him. God's supreme goal for human life was 
the perfection of man's spiritual personality. 
Furthermore, man had been made for eternity. His goal was to attain 
eternal life in the eternal family of God's redeemed children. Thus, while 
the individual could not exist without society (nor society without the 
individual), it was the individual that was of final importance, for all 
earthly societies were transitory and only individuals were ~ternal. The 
place of earthly societies in God's plan was to be the sphere where indi v·-
idual personalities might live and grow, finding in co-operation the rneans 
of physical, economic, intellectual and spiritual l:ife, and where through 
the life of fellowship and love on earth they might be trained for the 
higher spiritual fellowship of heaven.(l) 
Cragg went on to say that on entering the Church, which ~as God's 
redeemed family on earth to be perfected in heaven, men entered a universal 
society which was supra-racial and supra-national. T~t was not to suggest 
that the Church on earth could ignore differences of culture and tradition, 
nor that racial differences ceased to exist in the Church. However, in 
the Church there should be a fellowship and a loyalty which was stronger 
than racial ties, a supreme loyalty to God and God's community, and a one-
ness which rose above differences, even if it did not obliterate them. 
Similarly 1 ·in society the Christian citizen's first loyalty was to God and 
to God's laws, and this loyalty came above his loyalty to race or State or 
class. "This does not mean that the ideals of heaven can be trBDSplanted 
completely into this world, for human limitations, imperfections and sinful-
ness make a perfect realisation of Christian ideals impossible in earthly 
society. Ideals have to be applied to facts as they are, and true justice 
consists in treating individuals, classes, races according to their cond-
itions and needs ~d not by any uniform theoretical pattern. 11 ( 2 ) 
In the purposes of God there had been one chosen race, Israel: for 
it had been through Israel that the true line of God's revelation had been 
made, and in Israel that Christ, the fulfilment of God's purpose of 
salvation, had come to earth. Yet Israel had been chosen not for privilege 
but for service. While the Old Testament might in part have been nationali~t 
f>i~tc:i;:e~: ppl.~l9. · · - - ······ - · · - · ···--
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and isolationist, breathing a spirit of hostility towards all other racial 
groups, yet at its highest, in its greatest prophets, it had seen Israel 
chosen not for her own sake alone but to be a light to the Gentiles, that 
in her all the families of the earth should be blessed, and that her 
religion and Messiah should become the religion and the Saviour of all 
mankind. Now God's choice of israel had passed over into his choice of the 
Church, the new Israel of God, chosen also for service. This new chosen 
people of God was not exclusive but was open to all who would enter it by 
faith in Christ. Cragg accepted that it might be true to say, as some had 
done, that God had chosen other races besides Israel to be the vehicles of 
hi' gifts: but he stressed that one could not argUe from the choice of 
Israel to the election of other races, for the election of Israel had been 
unique in that through her the way had been prepared for God himself to 
come to earth. "Every race is apt tofana.J that it is God's favourite, 
but there is more of pride than of religion in the fancy ••• If there is any 
truth in the belief in God's choice of races for His own purposes, then we 
must insist that it is an election to service, not to privilege, an election 
to share privileges with others, not to dominate them for its own gain."(l) 
Cragg dismissed as a "perverted kind of Cal vinism11 that thinking in South 
Africa which applied the doctrine of the election of individuals to races, 
so forming a belief in a chosen race, elected by God to bear rule over 
others. "This racial form of Christianity is used to give a religious 
colouring to racial pride and prejudices. 11 ( 2 ) 
Cragg could see no religious reason against a separation of white 
people and Africans in South Africa into separate States if this were prac-
ticable and desirable, any more than he could see a reason against the 
separation of French, Germans, Spaniards and Italians into their several 
territories. On the other hand, he could see no religious reasons against 
racial mixture, for the history of mankind had been one of constant migration 
and mixture, and it was no use saying that every race should stay where 
God had put it. "In fact," he observed, "South Africa is ••• a. multi-racial. 
society, and seems likely to remain so, and it is our duty to consider our 
position in this society and not in some other which could be devised if 
we could reverse the process of history."(3) 
After discussion of Cragg's address the Conference agreed to the 
followin~~tndings': 
t~~·~~,gp.~~P:. t~at. a. t~e'?l~.IQ.S?al bac~IQ"ound. i~. es~.en:tial to ~1~~ social. 
ibid. pl6. 
ibid. p21. 
and political policies~ we affirm the relevance of the Christian 
doctrine of man; as a child of God, as corrupted by sin, as redeemed 
in Christ, and as finding his true goal only in eternity. 
11 This implies that man's ·essential value lies in his nature as man, 
and not in race or culture• 
11 While acknowledgiil.g that one historic · people was chosen by God to 
be the medium of His fullest revelation in Jesus Christ, we repudiate 
the claim that any other race has been so chosen, but affirm that His 
chosen people is now the universal Church. 11 (l) 
Also addressing the Conference, the Reverend L.A. Hewson of the Meth-
odist Church judged that 1 trusteeship' need net be a discredited ideal 
provided the trustee kept faith with the ward. He believed that 'in the 
interim' racial separation might well be in the interests of the black 
people in that their land and culture would thus be secured from encroach-
ment, Taking up Hewson's points the Conference agreed: 
"At this stage in the affairs of our country we accept the principle 
of trusteeship. But we are emphatic that this policy should mean the 
preparation of the ward for taking his full Share in the life of the 
community. When this maturity has been reached by any individual the 
privileges and responsibilities of full citizenship should be granted. 
"Trusteeship, therefore, can only be an interim measure, and we look 
forward to the day when partnership shall be established involving 
worship, education, and citizenship, in cornmon. 11 ( 2 ) 
A third Methodist speaker at the Conference was the Reverend E.W. 
Grant, who was at that time President of that Church. He urged that "the 
Christian Fellowship, based on principles which themselves over-ride external 
differences, must become within the State a community in which inter-racial 
unity is demonstrated to the world." Referring to the call for an indigen-
ous church in South Africa, he pointed out that whereas the Church in Chin;::. 
was composed exclusively of Chinese nationals and the Church in many parts 
of Africa embraced almost exclusively African Christians, "the true indigen·· 
ous Church in South Africa is, and must always be, mUlti-racial." "It 
should be a Church in which the New Testament ideal is realised: in which 
different races achieve a unity of spirit and purpose within one fellow&1ip, 
while preserving all racial integrities and relinQuishing no part of any 
racial heritage which the Spirit of God can use''.Following this address 
the Con.:f.er~nce declared~ .. m-ibid. p25. r-· ibid. p57, 68. 
"In speaking to a multi~raci:al society we aff;rm, t~at the Church 
planted by God in this country is- multi-racial and ~t remai~ so. 
This is one of its glories."(l) -
At the end of deliberations the Conference issued a Statement which 
regretted that there were_ "conditions prevailing in South African social 
life which make it difficult; if not impossible, for many of our brethren 
to develop fullness of personality•" The ·statement went on to affirm certain 
t'undameEltal truths which 11we shall neglect at our perU", araongst which we 
hote the following: 
"God has created all' nieri.- in his image. Consequently, beyond all 
differences ~~~ns>the essenti.."l.l un:ity." 
"Individuals who have progressed from a primitive social structure to 
one more advanced Should share in the responsibiliti~s and rights of 
their new status." 
"The real need of South Africa is not Apartheid but £iendra~." 
(A footnote was added which rendered eendrag as 'unity througn te~ 
work.') 
Further principles were enunciated on the franchise, education~ and tho ri.e;ht. 
to work.(2 ) The Statement ended with an open invitation to members of the 
Dutch Reformed Churches to join with other Churches in discussion of the 
practical implementation of these princip1es in the ordinary affairs of 
daily life. Perhaps this invitation was in some m~asure what prompted the 
NGK to call the ecumenical conferences of tne 1950s.(3) 
(b) A BIBLICAL COMMISSION 
It is clear from a comment in the Report of the Rosettenvilla Con-
ference(4) that some churchmen were at that time searching for a scriptural 
answer to those who contended that racial segregation had scriptural 
sanction. So it was that in May 1952 the Christian Council of South Africa 
ublished the rel)ort of a Commission which it had_ ap-pointed to .!ID!esti~ate ..• 
(1 ibid. 'ppl21 14. ' - - -. 
(2) ibid. pp?~. 
(3) Refer pl25 supra. 
(4) op.cit. p42. 
the teaching of the Bible on racial issues.(l) 
The Commission began by poi~ting out that while .t~e Old Testament 
, . 
, .. recognised a distinction between Israel and the Ge:qt:qes it nevertheless 
~ . . . . . 
.had a doctrine of man as man irrespective of racial a~filiation, and recog-
nised certain fundamental characteristics belonging to all mankind. Man ha.i 
been cre~ted by God and made in the image of God. All races had had a comu.on 
origin in Adam and again in Noah, and mankind was thus of one common stock • 
. 
God was concerned with all people and controlled their destinies. The covena.I:· .... 
with Noah had been with all mankind; and God had used other nations as well ar 
Israel to carry out his purposes (eg. Isaiah 10:5ff;45:lff; Jeremiah 25:9). 
All mankind was fallen and sinful, and both Israel and the Gentiles had 
been repeatedly exposed to the judgement and wrath of God. Furthermore, 
the Wisdom .writings, and in parti.cular Job, Proverbs and Eaelesiastes 1 
dealt with man as man, his weakness, sinfulness, mortality, his destiny, and 
what should have been his true way of life and welfare. "Thus the Old 
Testament recognises a fundamental unity of mankind in origin, nature and 
experience, in sinfulness and mortality, and in the moral and spiritual 
laws to which men are subject." 
In the New Testament there was no account of the origin of man, thoug~ 
Paul had assumed the Old Testament story of Adam and had regarded mankind 
as hanng come from one common stock (eg. 1 Corinthians 15:22;· Acts 17:26). 
There was mention of God as the Father of those who believed in him (irres-
pective of their race) (eg. Galatians 3:26ff) more often than as the Father 
of all men, yet several passages did suggest a universal Fatherhood of God 
(eg. Ephesim1s 3:15; 1 Corinthians 8:6; Hebrews 12:9).(2) God was the 
source or life to all (Acts 17:24ff). Furthermore, the New Testament 
doctrine of man's nature, sin and salvation applied to man as man irres-
pective of his race. This had been most explicitly stated by Paul in 
Romans 1-3 when he had said that both Jew and Gentile lad sinned, and that 
both alike needed to be and could be justified by faith in Christ (cf. 
Galatians 2:15ff; Ephesians 2). If all men could be saved through Christ, 
1 This vas a lengthy and thorough Report, but the line of thought was 
not very clear and sometimes its choice of biblical references was 
inapposite. 
(2) In the Ol_d Testament the Fatherhood of God was generally limited to 
Israel (eg. Exodus 4:22; Hosea 11:1; Jeremiah 31:9), though there wera 
possibly exceptions to this (eg. Ps. 103:13). -
it followed that all men shared an original common spiritual nature. 
Indeed, the teaching of Jesus; while addressed mainly to Jews, had been 
general in its declaration of man's sinfulness and sonship (eg. Matthew 
5:45ff; 12:35ff). The gospel was for all mankind (Matthew 28:19) and the 
Church triumphant would include people of all races (Matthew 8:11; Revel-
ation 5:9; 7:9). All this assumed that in the deepest things of his nat~ 
mankind, irrespective of race, was one. 
Back in the Old Testament it was recognised t~at diverse races, nations 
and languages had come from common stock by a natural process (Genesis 
9:18f; lO:lf), and there was no suggestion that race would or should be 
abolished, even in the Messianic Kingdom. Though the Commission did add 
that as the story of Babel (Genesis 11) regarded the origin of different 
la.ng\lages and the scattering of races as a penol.ty for human pride, to 
prevent a particular unity which might have been used for sinful purposes 
against God, "it might therefore be argued that in an ideal world differences 
of race and language would be overcome." It was pointed out that while the 
Old Testament made a distinction between Israel and the Gentiles it had 
nothing to say about racial or national distinctions among the Gentile 
nations. Some nations were stronger and more prominent than others, but 
the Old Testament did not teach any natural· or God-given superiority or 
inferiority between them in essential human characteristics. 
The New Testament, furthermore, gave no account of the origin of race 
though it did recognise differences of race as fact. As in the Old Testa-
ment, the main racial distinction was between Israel and the Gentiles, while 
differences between the Gentile nations themselves hardly came into account, 
except in Colossians 3:~1 where they were mentioned only to be transcended 
in Christ. Thus there was no support here either for any theory of racial 
discrimination, separation, or superiority among the Gentile'nations themselves 
(As in the Old Testament, Israel had a prima~y - which was not due to racial 
factors but to its having been chosen as the vehicle of divine revelation 
and salvation - but this primacy would ultim~tely be transcended.) 
Commenting on the curse in Genesis 9:25ff the Commission pointed out tha"l; 
this ha..d not been on the Hamites in general (which people might be taken to 
include Africans) but on the Canaanites who had been among the descendants 
of Ham. The fate of Canaan to be the servant of Shem had no reference to 
the relationship between Africans and Europeans, but was obviously meant to 
justify the subjugation of the Canaanites by the Hebrews who were descendan~~ 
of Shem. It was not clear who was referred to as Japheth (Genesis 9:27) 
but there was no justification for regarding this name as standing for 
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modern Europeans, for these had not appeared in the range of Hebrew vision. 
The blessing on Japheth merely illustrated an attitude of tolerance toward 
Gentile peoples. 
Saying that Deuteronomy 32:8 explained that in :f'.ixing the boundaries 
of the nations God had left a place for Israel (cf. Acts 17:26), the 
Commission criticised the suggestion that not only·the origin of separate 
peoples but also the geographical domain of each was to·be ascribed to the 
ordination of God. The c·ommission commented: "If these texts are to be 
used to support the view that every nation or race has its own divinely 
appointed land, and that no mixture of races, or departure from the divinely 
appointed borders is legitimate, we must ask, in view of the ~ct that history 
shows a continual migration of peoples from land to land, at what particular 
period in history are we to regard the lands occupied by any particular 
people as those allotted to it by God? ••• If changes take place in the 
boundaries of any people who is to decide whether these changes have been 
ordained by God or are a sinful disobedience to the divine order? ••• In 
particular, if God has allotted each race or nation its own territory, 
the reasonable application to South Africa would seam to be that the 
European races should have remained in the lands ostensibly allotted to them 
by God, ie. Europe or Central Asia., and that the Bantu should have remained 
in the land originally allotted to them, ie. Central Africa. It would be 
difficult to provide a solid basis for the claim that God has allotted 
South Africa or any particular portions of it to the white race except on 
the assumption that whatever is is ordained by God, a plea which could be 
used to justify any aggression or conquest. The separation of different 
races into separate areas by human action has no claim to divine sanction 
. (1) 
on the basis of these texts." 
From early times intermarriage between the people of Israel and the 
inhabitants of Palestine had been prohibited: but the motive for this had 
been not racial but religious separation, to prevent the adoption of heathen 
practices (eg. Genesis 24:2ff; 28:1; Exodus 34:llff; Deuteronomy 7:3; 
Joshua.23:12)( 2 ) Nevertheless, marria~e had occurred between Israelites 
1 Race - What does the Bibi~ saY? "(1952 c'o"mmission 'Reportf'i??~ ........ . 
(2) The Commission noted that sexual rel~tions with foreigners were not 
included in the list of sexual offences in Leviticus 18 and 20. 
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and people of Palestine (eg~ JUdges 3:6) and other foreigners.(l) In 
some cases these foreign marriages had been condemned, in others not. 
The story of Ruth related as an ordinary event the marriage of two Is-
raelites with Moabite women (Ruth 1:4); and the marriage of Ruth, a Moabitess, 
with Boaz by which she became the ancestress of David was related with a 
approval. After the exile Ez~a and Nehemiah had endeavoured to enforce 
racial separation and to forbia or annul mixed mar~iages (Ezra 9-10; 
Nehemiah 10:30; 13:23ff). Yet intermarriage had taken place even among 
the priests. This, the Commission suggested, might have been due not merely 
to religious indifference 11 but to a genuine difference of opinion and ideal 
on the question of 'race purity1 • 11 The Commission concluded that Israel 
had in fact been a racially mixed people both before and after the exile. 
"God's purpose of revelation and salvation was accomplished through. the 
spiritually faithful remnant amongst a sinful nation, but there is no 
evidence that the faithful remnant at any time were racially 'pure•, and in 
view of the extent of intermarriage at all periods of their history the 
probability is against this. Spiritual faithfulness cUld racial purity are 
not necessarily connected. 11 ( 2 ) 
Following on from this it was noted that some parts of the Old Testa-
ment had demanded the extermination of the inhabitants of Palestine and 
sometimes of other foreign nations too. Deuteronomy had been particularly 
antagonistic towards foreigners (eg. Deuteronomy 7:lff; cf. Joshua 6:17; 
1 Samual 1.5:3); and some of the later prophets and psalms had displayed c;. 
similar hatred (eg. Psalm 137:8f). This attitude had been d~ partly to 
a fanatical nationalism and primitive moral standard which had demanded 
revenge from their enemies, and partly to a rel~gious concern that Israel 
be saved from con~nation by heathen practices. 
On the other hand, many foreigners had been allowed to play an important 
part in the life of Israel. Philistines, Hittites, Edomites and others had 
been members of the army and some had occupied hign places the~e and in 
the royal service (eg. 1 Samuel 22:9; 26:6; 2 SamuaJ. 1.5:18; 1 Chronicles 
12:4) as well as the temple guard (2 Kings 11:4). Even in the days of Ezra 
1 Abraham had.had·a child by an Egyptian woman (Genesis.l65; later Joseph 
had married an Egyptian (Genesis 41:4.5) ; and there, appeared to have bee:n 
other marriages with Egyptians during the sojourn in· Egypt (Leviticus 
24:10). Moses had married a Midianite (Exodus 2:16ff) and also a 
Cushite (Ethiopian) Numbers 12:1). Women ·or distant foreign cities 
(but not of Canaanite cities) might be taken. captive in war for w~ves 
(Deuteronomy 20:14ff; cf Numbers 31:9). Samson had married Philistine 
women (Judges 141 16); David had married a daughter of a foreign king, 
and a Hittite woman from whom So1omon·had been born (2 Samuel 3:3; 
11:2ff). Solomon had married many foreign wives (1 Kings 11). 
(2) 19.52 Commission Report p9. 
and Nehemiah many who had been admitted to the service of the temple had 
probably been of foreign descent (Nehemiah 7:46ff; 11:3). Furthe~nore, 
although Israel had been regarded as a holy or 'separated' people (eg. 
Deuteronomy 14:2), and although ancient custom had ruled that a foreigner 
had no rights in the nation (Deuteronomy 15:3; 23:20) 1 the ger (sojourner 
or stranger) _who had been resident in the community had been commended to 
the generosity and kindne~s of the pe~ple (Exodus 22:21; 23:9; Deuteronomy 
10:18f). According to the law of Deuteronomy he, along with the Levite, 
the fatherless and the widow, was to share in the sacrificial feasts 
(Deuterono~ 14:29; 16:11), though he was not subj~ct to religious laws 
(Deuteronomy 14:21). According to the Priestly Law he might be circumcised 
and might take part in the Passover and other sacrifices (Exodus 12:48) j 
He had the same rights and was subject to the same laws as an Israelite 
(eg. Leviticus 16:29; 17:8) - although a distinction was observed with 
regard to the Feast of Tabernacles (Leviticus (23:42). Furthermore, Levit-
icus 25:47 showed that a foreigner had been permitted to engage in business, 
to acquire wealth in Israel and even to own Hebrew slaves. Ezekiel 14:7 
recognised the duty of the ger to worship Jehovah, while Ezekiel 47:22 
stated that he was to share in the inheritance of the land. '~he ger 
therefore in the post-exilic community is practically a Gentile proselyte 
who has adopted the Jewish religion and is therefore accepted into the Jewisl. 
community in spite of his racial origin, This is important as illustrating 
that the dividing line is religious rather than racial. Nothing is said 
of intermarriage but it is difficult to believe that intermarriage would be 
prohibited in the cnse of a foreigner who has been accepted into the com-
munity.''l) 
Thus the Commission observed a broad distinction in Old Testament 
attitudes to foreigners. The narrower attitude of prohibiting intermarriage 
and encouraging complete conquest and extermination had been chiefly in 
relation to the Canaanite inhabitants of Palestine, and had been due partly 
to the natural desire for conquest and partly to the fact that the danger 
of religious contamination had been_greatest from the inhabitants of the land 
among whom the Israelites had settled. On the other hand, there had been a 
more tolerant attitude to foreigners from beyond the borders of Palestine: 
as well as to the ger or isolated foreigner living in the Israelite communi\1 
for the danger of religious contamination from these people had been less .. <2.) 
1 ibid. plO. 
(2) !nia distinction had indeed been made in Deuteronomy 20:10ff though it 
had not been absolute, for Deuteronomy 23:3 had excluded Moabites and 
Ammonites from worship because of their early hostility to Israel, anJ 
Nehemiah's policy had been directed against these peoples along with the 
inhabitants of Palestine, for in his day they had no doubt penetrata~ 
into Judah. 
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This distinction in attitudes emphasised the fact that the Old Testament 
distinctions between peoples had been based on a'desire for religious 
purity rather than on a pgrely racial concept. 
The Qommission then noted that in their anticipations of the future 
Messianic Kingdom the propheto had exhibited various points of view. Some 
of them had shown the natioi~ist hatred of the Gentiles and had expected 
either their destruction by the wrath of God or their. complete conquest 
by God and subsequent submission to Israel. Nationalist and religious 
motives had been combined here (eg. Zephaniah 2:4ff; Obadiah; Nahum; Jeremiah 
50-51). Other prophets had held to what the Commission called a •nationalist 
universalism', looking for a universal reign of God over the nntions, with 
the Gentiles in subjection to the Jews or to the Messianic King (eg. Isaiah 
49:22ff; Micah 5:4; Zechariah 9:~o). Then~ higher form of univer~alism had 
been found in Isaioh, where um:iversal peace 'had been assured for all nations 
that accepted the rule of God in Jerusalem (Isaiah 2:2-4; 11:9; Jeremiah 
3:17; Zechariah 2:11). Finally the heig~t of universalism had been reached 
in the Servant Songs of Deutero- Isaiah, where Israel had been called to be 
a light to the Gentiles and to preach th.e true religion to them (Isaiah 
49:1-6) and even to suffer for their salvation (Isaiah 5~). The story of 
Jonah had also taught the universal mercy of God to all peoples. Now the 
Commission noted that even in these most universalistic passages it had not 
been suggested that differences of race would be merged into one common 
race, or that distinctions of nationality would cease to exist, for the 
primacy of the Jews as the the people of God had been preserved in almost 
every case. Nevertheless, when all nations came up to Jerusalem for worship 
and to accept the rule and judgements of··God racial and national distinc-
tions would cease to be of any importance in God's final purpose for mankind. 
So the Commission could conclude that the fundamental racial distinction 
in the Old Testament had been that between Israel and the Gentiles en primar-
ily religious grOUDdo.. Israel, as the people of God, had been separated 
from other peoples in order that it might preserve its religious purity and 
keep the revelation of God committed to it free fran·heathen contamination: 
yet foreigners had been accepted into the community once they had adopted 
Israel's religion, and might be accepted in the Messianic Kin dom if they 
worshipped Israel's God. Meanwhile though the division of Gentiles into 
many races and nations had been admitted, no doctrine or ideal for racial 
or national separation amongst them had been laid down. Thus the only 
distinction had been that between the people of God and other peoples, nnd 
not between one peoFle and another per se. 
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From the point . of Viaw of the New- Testament, -~e call of Israel to be 
God's chosen people had been in preparation for the Inc~n~tion and the 
establishment of the universal Church of Christ. Israel had therefore 
been a unique people, and the justification for its separation from other 
peoples which had been neither rigid nor complete, had lo.in in this vocation, 
to be the channel of the true revelation of God. While it might be tr.ue 
that God had called other nations for this or that special vocation, as he 
had called Assyria or Babylon to be his instruments of judgement or Cyrus 
to be the agent for the deliverance of the Jews, no such calling was 
at all comparable to that of Israel. Of no other people could it be said 
that it had been called to be the means of the true revelation of God. 
Thus it was ndpermissible to apply to other races the Old Testament doctrine 
of the separation of Israel from the Gentiles. 
The true fulfilment of Israel as the people of God was, according 
to the New Testament 1 i.n Christ and the Christian Church. This was the 
new Israel, the new people of God with whom the new covenant had been made, 
and who had inherited the privileges, calling and obligations of the old 
Israel.(l) Now the doctrine of the purity and separation of Israel from the 
world had its Christian application in the moral and spiritual (but not 
geographical) separation of the Church from the world (eg. 2 Corinthians 
6:14ff; John 15:18ff; 17:14ff; James 4:4). As the Church included people of 
all racial groups, the spiritual line between the Church and the wo~ld could 
not coincide with any line of separation between races and peoples. God 
had now no racial favourites, but all who through faith belonged to Christ 
were his people.(2) Thus the Commission concluded: "Since the Old Testament 
teaching on race is concerned almost entirely with the relation of Israel 
to the Gentiles, which finds its application in the relation of the Church 
as the people of God to the world, there is nothing in the Old Testament 
thus interpreted in the light of the New, either to forbid or to command 
either the separation or fusion of races and peoples in the political and 
social spheres." FUJ!ther, "the final goal of history, in Old Testament 
Messianic ideals are fulfilled in the New, is the gathering of people . 
from all races and nations into one community of God, to some degree on this 
earth, completely in eternity. Whether this international religious 
community involves the fusion of races and nationalities on the political 
level is a question which the Bibl~ does not decide. 11 ( 3 ) 
(l) Refer ibid. pp22-23. 
(2) It was added that the intermarriage on which Paul had frowned was not 
marriage between people of different races but marriage between 
Christian and heathen. 
{3) ibid. 15. 
The Commission later pointed out that Jesus had set aside all questions 
of race during his ministry, and had united Jew and Gentile in one religious 
community. He had spoken to people from Idumaea and beyond Jordan (i'Jin.rk 
3:8), and had preached in the regions of Tyre and Sidon (Mark 7:24). He 
had talked freely with a Samaritan woman, and had been willing to stuy in 
Samaritan villages (John 4; Luke 9:52). His ideal of neighbourliness and 
brotherhood he had portrayed in an account of a Samaz·itan (Luke 10:30ff). 
He had praised the gratitude of a Samaritan leper (Luke 17:18), and had 
commended the faith of a Roman centurion (Matthew 8:10). His promise of 
life had been given to whoever believed, and he had finally commanded 
his apostles to "make disciples of al.l nations" (Matthew 28:19; Acts 1:8). 
Yet the Commission observed that there were some episodes in the 
gospels that did not at first sight seem to fit this universal character 
of Jesus' ministry. Most outsumdi~of these was his deaJ.ing with the Syro-
Phoenician woman (Matthew 15:2lff; Ma~k 7:24ff). Many attempts had been 
made to explain the hard treatment that he had given her. It had been 
suggested that he had wanted to test her faith; that he had been undecided 
whether he should begin a healing ministry outside Gnlilee; that he had 
wanted to teach the disciples a lesson abo~t calling foreigners 'dogs'; 
and that he had spoken in a playful tone~ However, the Commission suggested 
that once the woman had been brought to acknowledge that she was not of the 
chosen people Jesus had been able to show implic~ly that the blessings of 
the Messiah were for Gentiles as well as Jews. Thus while Jesus' words to 
his disciples, "I was sent only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,a 
and his sim:lar injunction to the apostles on the occasion of their miss-
ionary tour (Matthew 10:5ff) indicated that his ministry had &t that time 
to be limited chiefly to the Jews because of limitations of time and strength, 
later Jesus was indeed to send his apostles to the wider world. 
In the early Church some Jewish Christians had attempted to maintain 
segregation between themselves and Gentile Christians, and Peter had for 
a time been led into this path, until a vision revealed to him that all men 
were acceptable to God irrespective of their race (Acts· 10). For such 
approval of separation Peter had later been strongLy rebuked by Paul, who 
had been convinced that Jew and Gentile alike were saved by faith in Christ 
(Galatians 2:llff; cf. Ephesians 3:6). 
Under the guidance of the apostles, the Christian Church had extended 
to many lands and peoples. What was more, there had "been churches of mixed 
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racial composition at Antioch (Acts il:20J 13:1), Pisidian Antioch (Acts 
13:43, 48), Tessalonica (Acts 17:4), Berea (Acts 17:12), Corinth (Acts l8:4ff') 
Ephesus (Acts 19:10) and Rome (Romans 2:17; 11:13). Never had it been 
suggested that in any of these places it was common practice or regarded ~s 
necessary for Christians of different races to meet in separate assemblies 
.for worship or to be organised in separate bodies. On the contrary, the 
New Testament evidence suggested that apart from some Jewish Christians in 
Jerusalem people of all races had mixed freely in the Church. So the Com-
mission argued that the New Testament offered no support for racial or 
national churches either in local or in wider areas. "This is not to say 
that differences of language, custom etc. may not sometimes make it advisable 
for Christians to meet separately for worship, but it does mean that there 
is no New Testament authority for regarding racial separation within the 
Church as either essential or even desirable."{l) 
The common life of the Church had found expression in the abolition of 
those barriers that men had set up between themselves. In the new temple, 
the Church, the dividing line that hud preserved the inner ccurt of the temple 
for Jews and relegated the Gentiles to the outer court was now down 
(Ephesians 2:11-22). Distinctions due to the contingencies of birth and 
nationhood, of culture and of social status had been eliminated: for in 
the Church "there cannot be Greek and Jew, circumcised and uncircumcised, 
barbarian, Scythian, slave, free man, but Christ is all and in all" (Col-
ossians 3:11). Even the distinction between male and female was no longer 
of central significance {Galatians 3:28). There were no privileges and 
disabilities, for all were members of Christ. When Paul had declared that 
in Christ there was neither Jew nor Greek he had not meant that race as 
race ceased to exist, any more than that the distinction of male and femnle 
ceased to exist, but he had meant that loyalty to Christ and spiritual unity 
in him made these differences of little importance. 
The Commission added that Paul's words should not be interpreted as 
meaning that in the State or in society race was or should be done a~dY 
with. "The unity of which he speaks is unity 'in Christ•, that is, in the 
Christian community, and has no immediate reference to the political or 
. (2) 
social sphere." However, after saying that Christian unity could not 
remain merely 'spiritual' but should be expressed, at least within the 
Church, in outward fellowship between Christians of different race, social 
status or sex, the Commission went on to say that "if Christians of diff-
erent races meet in fellowship ·within the Churob, cun they refuse to mix 
when they meet each other ouiBide the Church in the affairs of the \~orld?. 
~l)- ibid. ·~4. . 
(2) ibid. p25. 
Unity in Christian fellowship must inevitably spread into fellowship in 
secular activity •••• If Christians of different races meet in fellowship 
and co-operation in the social, economic or political spheres, must not th~t 
same spirit of fellowship extend to those of other races who are not Christ~ 
ians?" There was no sharp line between sacred and secular• "This •••• does 
not mean that all distinctions can be immediately abolished for there may 
be other reasons for or against racial mixture or separation• but it does 
mean that there is nothing specifically Christian in favour of separation. 
The whole bias of Christianity in fact, as expressed by the command to love 
they neighbour as thyself, is in favour of unity rather than of separation, 
a fellowship both spiritual and material, spreading outwards from the iru1er 
centre of Christian life in wider and wider circles throughout the world."(l) 
The ultimate unity to which Christians looked forward was the unity 
of the Church triumphant in heaven9 The Commission found it hard to 
suppose that the various tribes, p~oples and nations which made up the 
community of the redeemed (Revelation ?:9) wo~d each keep its own segregated 
place in heaven. The transcendence of earthly conditions spoken of in Luke 
20:35 (that there would be no marriage in the new age) would surely apply 
to racial as well as to sexual differences. Having said this, the Commission 
argued that the ua:i.'tuof-helven should surely have its foretaste on earth,· at 
least within the Christian Church. Indeed, this New Testament bias towards 
unity naturally led to the· understanding that on earth as in heaven (if 
the will of God is to be done on earth) unity was the ideal. It was not 
obvious in the New Testament whether this unity should be a merging of all 
races and nations into one common nation or n unity of different races and 
nations in a world federation. The clearest picture the Bible gave of world 
unity was in Isaiah 2:2-4 1 which suggested a federation of nations under the 
sovereignty of God. The Commission felt that there w.~s much to be said 
for this type of unity - "a unity in diversity, a. unity in which each people 
still retains and cherishes what is of value in its own culture and tradition, 
while contributing its own riches to the common stock and living in co~ 
operation and harmony with others in one mankind. But such world unity and 
co-operation must ultimately be a unity on equal terms, not of superiors 
dominating over or conde_scending. to inferiors.11 ( 2 ) 
In concluding the Commission reported that it could find in the New 
Testament no clear directions for social and political life on earth. 
Mixing or s~paration of Jaw and Gentile or of other racial groups was 
neither cOIIIJI1anded nor forbidden "ior the political and social sphere. "There 
e variqus other reasons in human 
ibid. p26. 
ibid. p2?. 
sinfulness, weakness or tradition~ . 
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or in geography or history, which make· racial or social separation desirable 
or undesirable for we live in a world where the ideal is not always immed-
iately practicable, but the New .Testament gives no divine sanction on either 
side. Whether racial intermarriage and social mixing is in any particular 
instances good or bad is a matter to be determined by biology, psychology, 
sociology or economics rather than by Christian teaching."(!) With this rider 
in mind, the final emphasis of the Commission was that "the bias of the 
Christian spirit in the New Testament is towards unity rather than separation, 
a unity expressing itself in the widest possible fellowship." 
(c) METHODIST STATEMENTS 
While the Christian Council of South Africa made these contributions 
to the church debate on race relations, many of the •English-speaking' 
Churches were issuing statements condemning the introduction of apartheid 
as government policy. During subsequent years Parliament was to pass 
measure after measure to implement this policy: segregating residential 
areas and providing separate facilities and educatipnal institutions, res-
tricting the movement of people and their freedom to·meet with others, 
reserving some employment for whites and disenfranchising blacks.( 2) As 
it did so such legislation and the implementation of it was to draw ~old 
and repeated protests from the Churches and from churchmen - generally 
condemning state control which denied the dignity of human nature and seemed 
to disregard true justice. In our study, however, we must consider only 
those theological statements and discussions which reflected on the principle 
of separating different racial groups from one another. 
The Methodist Church was the first in the field in this new era, 
when in 1947 its annual Conference, its supreme legislative and executive 
body, warned of the detrimental effects of segregationalist policy for the 
country.<3> Then in September 1948.the Conference declared it a basic 
Christian principle that "every human being is entitled to fundamental 
human rights and dignity and belongs to the family of God." It was the 
duty and obligation of men of goodwill, the Conference said, to find the 
way for co-operation and friendship between members of the various racial 
ou s. and to implement it as far as ~os~ible and in a realistic manner 
1 ibid •. p25. .. 
(2) Refer pl06 supra. 
(3) The Methodist Attitude to Race, pamphlet (1961) 
so as to produce a feeling of confidence and security among all people. 
The Conference then went on to condemn discrimination that was based merely 
on grounds of race.(l) 
The following year the Conference deplored the serious deterioration 
in race relations in the country, and attributed this to the continued 
application of the policy of apartheid, "which has emphasised the things 
that divide rather than those which unite." In 1952 the Conferen9e stated 
that apartheid was "inconsistent with the highest Christian principles. 
Legislation which differentiates against particular groups merely on grounds 
of race or colour is essentially wrong."( 2 ) Then in 1956 1 havin~ noted 
reiterations by many political leaders that the aim of apartheid policy was 
to save 'white' or Western civilisation, the Conference affirmed: "We believe 
that it is much more important to make our civilisation Christian than to 
make it 1 white 1 or 'western'." It called upon all sections of the community 
to seek the path of Christian reconciliation, harmony and goodwill.(3 ) 
Meanwhile Methodist leaders were emphasising ~hat "one of the highest 
doctrines of Christianity concerns the dignity and worth of personality. 11 ( 4) 
"We all agree today ~hat it is not the work of the Church to turn Africans 
into black Europeans; but in our zeal to keep our Civilisation white, we 
may find that it ceases to be Christian."(5) 
With regard to race relations within the Meth'odist Church itself, the 
1958 Conference passed the following resolution, which was subsequently 
re-affirmed in 1959 and 196o: "The Conference declares its conviction that 
it is the will of God for the Methodist Church that it should be one and 
i 
undivided, trusting to the leading of God to bring thj.s ideal to ultimate 
fruition. It believes that an increase, not a decrease, in multi-racial 
co-operation is God's will, and throughout the organisation of the Church 
inter-racial contact should be promoted as freely as possible."(6 ) Said 
Hewson in 1951: "It would be a bitter betrayal of our incomparable heritage 
if we modernMethodists ever permit the racial division of the one Body of 
our common Lord and l"laster". "Our history has made us one multi-racial 
Church and give us pastoral care of the greatest missionary membership of 
any Christian Church in South Africa. Fidelity to that ideal is laid upon 
us b 
1 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
our ~de!standins of the teaching of the New Testament, ~d by the 
The Churches' Judgment on 'Apartheid' tl948) pll. 
The Methodist Attitude to Race, pamphlet. 
Paton, D.M.(Ed.) Church ahd Race in South Africa (1958) pll3. 
Webb, J.B. at 1953 Conference, pG2. 
Hewson, op.cit. p24. Refer also t~ the Methodist thinking at the 
Rosettenvi1le Conference, p226ff supra. 
~he Methodist Attitude to Race, pamphlet. 
events in which we believe God speaks to our time. We understand Him to 
be saying that not in apartheid but in eendrag (unity) lies the t~e destiny 
of this land."(l) 
An important discussion of racial issues wa~ that contained ~ a 
lengthy Stutemen~ published b~ this Church in Jul~ 1958, in which it set 
out its convictions concerning multi-ra~ia~ ~ociety and gave the biblica~ 
and theological basis for its attitude. (The Statement studied here is a 
revised edition of 196o.) The compilers made use of the 1952 biblical 
report published by the Christian Council of South Africa which we have just 
studied, so where the findings are the same we mention them here only 
briefly. 
Part of the Statement discussed the biblical doctrines of man and o~ 
race, and pointed out as the Christian Council report had done ~hat the Old 
Testament recognised the fundamental unity of mankind an~· that it also 
accepted without comment the fact that the Gentiles had been divided into 
separate nations. It "teaches us nothing as to whether it is God's purpose 
to keep them apart, o:o to blend them into one.'' 
Saying that the people of Israel hud be~n elected by God not to enjoy 
exclusive privileges but to share inclusive b~essings, the Statement also 
emphasised :the uniqueness of this electic;m. There could be no other people 
with a responsibility such as th~t of the people of Israel, so no other 
nation had the right to arrogate to itsel~ the Old Testament commands for 
separation or promises for peculiar favour. F,urthermore, it was quite cle<-"tt' 
that Israel had been mixed as a race and as a nation, and therefore that it 
. . :' 
had been through a racially mixed people that God 1 s supreme revelation had 
been made. Even the ancestry of Christ had not been racially pure, for it 
had included Ruth the Moabitess (Matthew 1:5). 
Referring as the Christian Councif report had done to the two traditions 
in the Old Testament regarding t~e treatment of the Gentiles, t~e Statement 
observe4 that "When every allowance is made for the religious motive of 
saving the People of God from contaminati9n by heathen practices, we mus~ 
admit that many passages still express a fanatical nationalism, a desire 
for revenge, and a hatred of foreigners. ~his fact serves as the warnin~ 
~HewSon, op.ci.t. pp29, 10}. · · ·- · . · · · 
of the Word of God to Christians of the moral depravity-to which the 
tradition of exclusiveness can drag ardently religious people." The State-
ment found it impossible to reconcile ·the noble ideals of the inclusive 
tradition, such as seen in Isaiah's vision of a commonwealth of nations 
centred in Jerusalem, with the more ·violent expressions of the exclusive 
tradition, and it urged that the Bible .bade ·mti)n make a choice between the 
two traditions, as Christ had done: "You have heard that it was said, 'you 
shall love your neighbour and hate your enemy.• But I say to you, Love 
your enemies •••• " {Matthew 5:43f). Here Christ had bidden men reject the 
old commandment and obey his new commandment. The same choice between the 
exclusive and in~lusive traditions was to be seen in the New Testament 
Church in the struggle between the champions of Judnising Christianity and 
Paul, the apostle of the Gentiles. "In the Old Testament no decision was 
made between the two traditions, and so the documents of both survive in our 
Bible; but the Christian Church decided that the mind of Christ on the matter 
was that declared by St. Paul, and so his writings are included in the New 
Testament, and thoeeof his opponents were exluded from the Canon."{l) 
Thenthe Statement observed that according to the New Testament the 
Covenant community was no longer the Hebrew people consisting of one nntion 
but the Christian Church gathered from all nations. There was st~ll a call 
to separation no longer racial, but religious, a separation from sin, not 
from people. The Church was constantly renewed by the grace nnd love of 
God given without regard to colour or race; and the community or kcinonia 
created by the Holy Spirit transcended rnce and class. 
Later an appendix to the Statement considered in detail several bib-
lical passages which are relevant to our studJ,. (Z) 
(a) Comment on the curse of Canaan {Genesis 9:20-27) was the same as 
in the Christian Council report except that the Statement added 
that the durse had not been a decree by God, but the words of 
Noah, an angry old man recovering from a drunken sleep. Certainly 
the curse was no justification for white supremacy and black 
subservience •. (3) 
(b) Some people had assumed that the fact that Josh~~ had made the 
Gibeonites "hewers of wood and drawers of water" was a warrant for 
white people to impose a servile status on black people. Contr~ 
dictin~ this the Statement Pointed out that the Gibeonites' 
l Cbi-istiM Convictions" about" Multi-Racial Society (196o) pli. . 
(2) ibid. pp20-23. 
(3) cf. Clayton, G.H. in Race Relations Journal Vol. XVll Nos. 1 & 2 (1950) 
pl2 •. 
status had been a punishment for their deceiving Joshua into 
thinking that they were a distan·t people rather than a people 
akin to the Israelites (Joshua 9:27). 
(c) It had been argued by some that the fact that Abraham had been 
told by God to heed Sarah's request to cast out from their home 
Hagar, an Egyptian, and her son Ishmael (Genesis 21:12) proved 
that God was in favour of racial segregation. However• the 
Statement pointed out that Ishmael had been circumcised by Abraham 
to include him in the covenant community (Genesis 17:11, 25). 
As Sarah had herself given Hagar to Abraham as his wife and had 
then resented the birth of Ishmael, the story illustrated jeal-
ousies rising from polygamy rather than from miscegenation. 
It had been told to explain the later antagonism between the 
Hebrews and the Ishmaelites. 
(d) In the account of the Tower of Babel (Genesis 11:1-9) the diversity 
of languages and the scatte~ing of peoples were regarded as a 
penalty for human pride which used new disc:overies for sinful 
purposes against God. On the other hand the New Testament account 
men ~ounds 
of Pentecost (Acts 2) gave/for hope that in a nobler world the 
strife resulting from differences of race and language would be 
overcome. When men resolved to extol not the mighty works of man 
but the wonderful works of God, scattered peoples would be drawn 
together and-different lan~would be harmonised. 
(e) Discussing the passages which spoke of God determining_ the bound-
aries of nations (Deuteronomy 32:8; Acts 17:26) the Statement 
raised similar questions to those posed in the Christian Council 
report. "These passages asserting a divine control of history 
cannot be applied to any particular situation without arrogating 
to ourselves divine infallibility or assering that the particular 
distribution which we may dictate is divine." Rnther the passages 
showed that God was the Lord of history and that he would make a 
home for the people who were the instruments of his salvation. 
Paul's statement :that God had "made from one every n:.1tion of men" 
was an emphatic assertion that mankind was fundamentally a unity. 
(f) Finally the Statement drew attention to Peter's visit to the home 
of Cornelius, a Gentile, where he had become convinced that God 
showed no partiality between men (Acts 10:34); and to the occasion 
at Antioch wnen he had been rebuked by Paul for withdrawing from 
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table fellowship with Gentiles (Galatians 2:llff). Paul had 
accepted that there were distinctions between people of different 
races ( 11If you, though a Jew, live like a Gentile., ••• ") but had 
asserted that those distinctions could not justify Christians 
keeping apart from one another. 
Another section of the Statement formulated and briedly commented on 
several principles of Christian doctrine, the essence of which discussion is 
given here: 
+ God had made man in his own image. In this fact was found the unity 
of the human race, which was not annulled by its diversity. There was, 
moreover, only one standard of judgment, for men were judged in God's 
sight according to their own inherent worth, and not according to any 
outward differences. 
+ As creator, God was the Father of all mankind, Because he had a rel-
ationship with all men, and because he was righteous, he demanded 
righteousness among all men, and equal justice for all men. 
+ All men were alike in being· sinners, having defaced the image of God 
within themselves, but God had not left any man in his sin. As made 
in the image of God and destined to be restored to that image and to 
become children of God, all human personalities were entitled to respect, 
freedom, and opportunities to become what God intended them to be. 
The worth and dignity of human personality were fundamental to all 
political and racial policies which claimed to be considered just. 
+ Man's sin was met by God's grace, and God had provided salvation for 
all men in Jesus Christ. Just as no one was exluded from the offer of 
God's salvation, so no one should be excluded from enjoying the full 
privileges of the fellowship of the Church, which was the community of 
salvation. 
+ Man had been made for fellowship and his true nature was developed 
in fellowship. According to the New Testament the unity of all Christians 
in the Church was to be a fellowship transcending race and class. There 
was no political scheme for unity laid down, but the command to love 
one's neighbour as interpreted by Christ required a recognition of people 
of all races as neighbours, and implicitly condemned ~1 barriers and 
restrictions that aimed at denying fellowship betWt~en individuals of 
different racial groups. 
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+ The Church vas entered by individuals not through their identi-
fication with a chosen race, but through faith in Jesus Christ. 
Its members were therefore gathered from all races: though the 
Church remained one in this relationship of faith. Because all 
the members of the Church were sinners still in the process of 
being made Christ-like, the visible Church did not yet show forth 
the ideal unity. But the Church ac~edged as sins those disunitiec 
caused by spiritual pride or racial prejudice, and sought to be 
delivered from them. 
+ The Church of Christ, in welcoming into its fellowship people 
different in sex, social status and race, did not ignore these 
differences, but received the power of the Holy Spirit to transcerA 
them in a common relationship to her Lord. In this connection the 
lltlethodist Church had declared: 11Every man has the right to worship 
in the language medium of his mother ~ongue; but every man who 
seeks reverent~y_ to worship God in Christ should be welcome in 
any Methodist Church at any time. Differences of language, custom, 
tradition and locality do justify provision for s~parate worship. 
Nevertheless, the Christian ideal is a feilowship of all believers 
in Christ. It is not enough to say that this fellowship already 
_exists 'in a spiritual sense•;· it should be expressed in outward 
form; and the Church should show this inter-racial fellowship in 
every possible way." 
Then, after this consideration of biblical teaching and after a study 
of the South African situation, the Statement ~~de several conclusions, 
of which the following should be noted: 
1. "'l:o assert a· 1 spiritlml unity' among Christians while denying its 
expression in corporate liturgical and sacramental worship savours 
of hypocrisy. We confess with shame that our Church has been and 
is guilty of this hypocrisy, and we call upon our members to repent 
and to put into practice what we believe and assert. 
"This does not imp;Ly that peoples of different languages and cul-
tures must be forced to worship together; (but) it does imply that 
a congregation from which any Christian is excluded otherwise than 
by his own preference cannot claim the title of a Christian cong-
regation, though its members may personally be avowed Christians. 
11Wa. must affirm that no plea of human sinfulness can turn aside 
this judgment, because a congregation. which lodges that appeUl is 
by its own words asking to be allowed to continue openly in a 
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known, recognised and admitted sin, in other worde to b~ @xqu~ed 
from repenting •••••••••• " 
2. "We do not consider that there are any theological grounds for 
forbidding marriage between members of different races. Inter-
racial marriages, provided they are securely founded on common 
cultural attainments and ~piritual ideals, are not contrary to the 
law of God, and the law of man should not prohibit them. 
"We do not, however, advocate a general racial admixture, believing 
that neither European nor African desires mixed·marriages. The 
essential foundations for a happy and successful marriage are a 
shared heritage of culture and religion~ ~/here this foundation is 
lacking, family life will be full of tensions and conflict, especially 
for children." 
3. Total racial segregation involving the establishment of completely 
separate and independent white and black states 11would.not· be 
unchristian, provided it were effect~d by. mutual agreement and with 
justice on both sides." However, such a policy should be rejected 
as impracticable in South Afri.ca-· ·for the white and black sections 
of the community were becoming inc:r;easi~ly and inextricably dependent 
upon one another. 
There could be no objection _to voluntary social segregation between 
groups which were widely different in c~lture, but if segregation 
were imposed by one group on another to prevent the rising group 
from challenging the privileged position of the dominant group then 
it should be objected to. The retention of one's own dominance and 
privilege can never be a Christian motive" 
Racial segregation in South Africa (which tended to involve only 
a partial separation) was based on group selfiShness, since its 
underlying motive was the preservation of the white race, of 
white privilege, and of white domination. Imposed by statute and 
enforced by legal sanctions, it was unchristian, and its application 
had led to injustice. Men were being judged by their c~lour or 
racial affiliation instead of by their character and ability. Men 
were being denied individual rights to liberty in the political, 
economic and social spheres. Men were being classified as superior or 
inferior, which fact was fostering an attitude of contempt on the one 
side, and resentment on the other. "We are therefore led by our 
studies to the conviction that it is impossible to devise or to 
apply any system of apartheid without oppression and injustice 
accompanned by brutality and hatred•" 
The Statement went on to say that in a predominantly Christian society 
every individual human being should be treated as a person of infinite 
worth, even if his economic and educational position might be low. Thus 
every person had as much right to freedom, justice, courtesy and oppor-
tunity as every other person. Whatever his racial affiliation he had a right 
to a share in the government of the State proportionate to his cultural 
development, maturity, and ability. He also had a ri.ght to enjoy the amenities 
of soc~ty and to contribute fully to its life and progress according to 
his gifts. In such a society the fellowship of Christians ought to be the 
great uniting force, and no one should be compulsorily ~xcluded from any 
part of it. On the contrary, in this fellowship indi.vidual differences 
could be means of enrichment to all, widening the outlook and ~mpathies of 
every member. 
Finally, the Methodist Church declared through this Statement that it 
did not pretend to be able to work out a detailed blue-print for the future 
of society. Its duty was to state objections when trends in political and 
social conduct went contrary to the will of God as revealed supremely in 
Christ, and to do its utmost to reverse those trends. Beyond that, it-
could but proclaim the Gospel, applying this to immediate problems as its 
wisdom permitted under God's guidance •. 
In 1961, after much thou~and planning, the Church started a vigorous 
programme of education in race relations. This was directed at its own 
members. In various ways they were encouraged to meet people of other racial 
groups, and discussion between them was promoted. Meanwhile, ministers 
were asked to ~reach sermons expressing the Christian attitude to moral and 
spiritual aspects of race relations. 
Four pahphlets were drawn up and distributed to every dhurch member. 
The first-of these stated sevora1 biblical principles related to racial 
attitudes, which were similar to those principles set out in the 1958 
Statement, which we have just considered. Two other p~phlets expressed 
rejection of the Methodist Church in South Africa and elsewhere of discrim-
ination based on race or colour, Amongst the assertions they m~de·were the 
following: 
"We reject apartheid because it exalts racial differences and tends 
to judge a man not by what he is but by the 
racial group to which he belongs." 
"•••••••••••because it hinders brotherly love, whether 
between all men or between Christian believers •••• " 
II b •t ph • I 
.1 • ••••••••• • ecause l. over-em aSl.ses a man s race or 
colour as against his moral condition, and 
stresses his supposed inherent racial charac-
teristics at the expense of his essential worth." 
"••••••••••••because it is a policy of privilege and gener-
ates a sense of self-importance ••••••••• " 
"••••••••••••because it sets out deliberately to perpetuate 
division in the Church rather than true unity, 
by encouraging and sometimes enforcing the 
separation of believers on the basis of race 
and colour." 
II b t d i t • • f f 11 h" (l) II •••••••••••• ecause i en ea oppor unl.tl.ea o e ows l.P••••• 
Then the final pamphlet stated some of the implications of a Christian 
attitude towards race relations for the life of a Christian, for the 
Christian Church, and for a Christian country.(Z) 
Another contribution towards this education programme was the publi-
cation by the Christian Citizenship Department of the Church of six sermons 
preached by the Reverend S.P. Freeland. Some of his comments are relevant 
to our study. 
All men were equal, he said, in the sense that they were made equally 
in God's image: that is, in that they possessed personality, or were made 
up of mind and spirit as well as body. They thought, felt, willed in a ' 
way that no member of the animal creation could do. Thus there was a basic 
and fundamental similarity and likeness among them. That this likeness 
existed despite many differences between men was indicated by the fact thut 
even se~ differences (which were differences of function as well as for8 
and therefore went much deeper in purpose than mere racial or colour diffc~­
ences) did not affect the underlying fact that man (including woman) was 
made 1ri God's image (Genesis 1:2?). It followed that man's real and 
essential w:orth lay in hif? n~tur.e .as ma~, in his e~ern.al spirit which 
~ the Methodist Church Re"ects A artheid paml)hlet (1961) 
j''~ These 8. 
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(1) distinguished him from the rest of creation, and not in his outward body. 
Therefore, Freeland might have added, his worth did not lie in his racial 
affiliation. 
It was this image of God, this underlying equality and worth of man, 
that was denied by implication in the doctrine of racial segregation. 
For segregation stressed the differences between men rather thun their 
essential equality with one another. It exaggerated their differences in 
racial affiliation and standard of civilisation to such u degree that man's 
worth as man was blurred and pushed into the·background. Furthermore, 
emphasis on these differences led to exaggerated ideas of their inequality 
in capacity nnd·ability and so to ideas of a supposedly ir~ate superiority 
or inferiortty. There thus arose the tendency to exalt one race above 
another, and it was forgotten that~l men were eq~ally sinners (eg. Kings 
8:46; Rcmans·3:23). Indeed the Bible condemned any separation that was 
based upon self-righteousness or supposed superiority (cf. Isaiah 65:5; 
Luke 18:llff). 
Freeland further criticised the policy of racial segregation for 
saying that each race should develop "along its own lines" instead of 
growing in likeness to God and therefore to one another. Instead of acceptin8 
that various peoples were progressing along converging ways, it sought to 
force their development into permanently parallel or even diverging ways. 
It·sough~ their eternal separation rather than their ultimate unity, and 
so was in direct contradiction to the prayer of Christ "that they may al.l 
be one•••••••" (John 17:21). 
According to the Bible, Freeland argued, man was to cut himself off 
from sin rather than from stnners, from evil rather than from people. 
He admitted that the people of Israel had temporarily had to separate 
themselves from other peoples, but pointed to Christ; who had kept himself 
free fr·om sin without separating himself from sinners. Indeed he had 
made a point of mixing with them. This was the new dispensation - whereas 
segregation not only separated people from people, but separated people 
(2) 
of God from other people of God. 
Finally, we note comment by Freeland in 1963, when he pointed out 
that some people disputed that ~ men were brothers because they believed 
that true brotherhood was to be found only 'in Christ•, arguing that it 
was of those within the Christian family that Paul had been speaking when 
he had said, "We are me1nbers one of another. 11 (Eph~te,i.ans 4i2c;) and 11You are 
Freeland, s.P.: The Christian Gospei and the Doc.trine of Separate · 
Development (19Gl) ppl9-22. 
ibid. pp36-43. 
--· 
all one in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 3:28). Said Freeland: ''There is a 
sense in which all men are brothers, for Christ clearly speaks of God as 
being the Father of all men. There is, however, a special and deeper sense 
in which those who have entered into the Christian family bj an accep~<nce 
of Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour are brothers. Whichever of these two 
views of brotherhood we accept, in neither of them are the accidental 
differences of race and colour of essential importance. (Christians) 
recognise that there are differences but they are differences within the 
family. Just as differences within any family - of age, sex, gifts, 
temperament, etc. - do not affect the unity of the family, so differences 
between men should not in any way affect their essen·tiul brotherhood. 11 (l) 
(d) ANGLICAN STATEMENTS 
The political situation in 1948 ~•d meanwhile also prompted the Anglican 
bishops to call for a Christian reappraisal of race relations in the country. 
As they had done in their statement of 1930,(Z)they began by associating 
themselves fully and completely with reolutions passed by the Lambeth 
Conference of July 1948, in which it had been declared that: 
"All men, irrespective of race or colour, are~ually the object of 
God's love and are culled to love and serve Him. 
11All men nre made in His image, for all Christ died. 
"Every individual is therefore bound by duties towards God and towards 
other men·and has certain rights without the enjoyment of which he 
cannot freely perform those duties •••••••• " 
"Discrimination between men on the grounds of race alone is inconsis-
tent with the principles of the Christian religion •••••• in every land 
men of every race should be encouraged to develop in accordance with 
their ability; and this involves fairness of opportunity •••• Every 
Churchman should be assured of a cordial welcome in any Church of our 
Communion and no one should be ineligible for any position in the 
Church by reason of colour." 
The bishoPS Quoted from the renort of a committee of the Lambeth ConferGn~P. • 
. The Church and 'the Race Problem (ROM). pl2;- .cf. Freeland, .op .• cit·. plb; 
ct. Why the Methodist Church Rejects Apartheid, pamphlet. · 
Refer p22l supra. 
in which it had been eai.dt "The Christian doctrine of man is the true 
justification for the recognition of human rights. According to this 
doctrine every individual man is of supreme value in the sight of God, 
for pe is made in the image of God, he is called to be a child of God, for 
his sake Christ died, and his heritage is life eternal. Every man must 
have freedom to respond to the call of God and be given opportunities 
whereby the whole of his personality may be fully developed to the glory of 
God. Without these elementary rights man cannot use completely the talents 
with which God· has endowed him." In conc.lusion, the bishops saw the only 
hope for the future of the people of southern Africa in the creation of 
harmonious relationships between the various racial groups. This harmony 
could only be achieved if the white people wielding power engendered a 
spirit of confidence among the black people. If, on the other hand, the 
whites sought to preserve for themselves the exclusive benefits. of 
Western civilisation, and to allow the black peopie merely its burdens, 
"South Africans will inexorably draw apart into mutually antagonistic 
racial groups." The bishops called upon people to reconsider their racial 
attitudes in the light of the teaching of Christ, and in their lives to 
uphold the Christian doctrine of the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood 
of man.(l) 
The following year, the bishops re-affirmed their conviction that no 
policy for the future of South Africa would be acceptable which did not 
envisage the extension of some effective voice in the government of the 
country to persons of all races who had attained an adequate standard of 
education; and which did not provide for all citizens opportunities for 
making the fullest contribution of which they might be capable towards 
the cultural, economic and industrial welfare of the country._ The bishops 
were of the opinion "that the most effective method of developing the latent 
possibilities of men of all races is the granting to them of real responsib-
ility, and that it is only through the co-operation of all sections of the 
population, that any country can fulfil its ~ocation to which God has 
called it." In addition the bishops called upon all members·or the Church 
to recognise the truth that through Baptism men and women of whatever race 
were made brethren in Christ, "and to face fearlessly the implications of 
this truth in the life of parish and diocese." (2) 
Then in 1950 the Provincial Synod associated itself as the bishops had 
done with the 1948 Lambeth Conference resolution on racial discrimination, 
and went on to condemn much of recent legislation(3)as ninconsi~ter.twith 
1 The. Churches' Judwent on iAi948heid• pplt.-5; ref~r t·h.e Lambeth Con-
ference 1948 (SPCK, London, 1 ) pp36, 13. 
(2) Resolutions and Statements (1971) p?. 
(3) Notably the Group Areas Ac~ of 1950 which was to segregate residential 
areas more rigidly than before. 
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the respect for human personality that should be characteristic of a 
Christian society". For, said the Synod, it was likely to divide the 
population into social classes with unequal rights, privileges and oppor-
tunities, and to relegate black people to a position of permanent inferiority. 
However, the Synod also recognised "that the Church has not in practice 
been always faithful to her own principles and has allowed herself to be 
infected by the racial prejudices prevalent in the world about her". It 
therefore called upon all members of the Church to re-examine their racial 
attitudes in the light of the Christian Gospel, "that in every parish wit-
ness may be borne to the equal standing of all churchmen before God, and 
to their brotherhood one with another in Christ." 
Commenting on this Resolution, Bishop J. Boys warned members of his 
diocese: "If it is not implemented by us •••• then we must register with 
sorrow a pitiable moral failure on the part of the Anglican Communion in 
South Africa to be true to her word."( 2 ) In 1955 the Provincial Synod would 
reiterate the resolution, e.nd. in 1960 :Lt woul.d add, inter alia, that "only 
on a Christian basis can the solu-tion to the problems of our multi-racial 
society be found in which due regard will be paid to the rightful aspir-
ati.ons of all individuals and racial groups. (3) 
Meanwhile the 1950 Provincial Synod also passed a resolution concerning 
racially mixed marriages. It recognised that due to conditions determining 
the inter-relationship of racial groups in South Africa, miscegenation, 
even when regularized by marriage, "is peculiarly un<ies1:rable on social 
grounds".<4> However, it protested strongly that recent .legislation(5) 
absolutely prohibiting any mixed marriage was "an um,rarrantable interference 
by the State with a Divine means of grace". Among other things, it would 
deny a couple who were living together 'in a state of sin' the opportunity 
of expiation by the conversion of their unhallowed union into a union sanc-
tified by God's blessing, while their enforced separation would mean 
hardship for them and any children of theirs. 
Three years later the bishops stated clearly: 11 v/e believe that the only 
national policy which is morally defensible must be that which gives the 
fullest opportunity of development to the members of all racial groups. 
We believe that it is morally wrong to follow a policy which has as its 
ob ·ect. the keeping of_ nny P.a;rt~cular racial p;:roup:s _in a per~~n:t PO.~.t.:i;_o~ . 
l Resolutions and Statements p7. 
(2) Racialism in South Africa: The Voice of the Church (1954) pl6. 
(3) Resolutions and Statements p9. . 
(4) We note that the Synod did not object to miscegenatior.~ on moral 
grounds. 
{5) The Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1949. 
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of inferiority; and we believe that racial discrimination as it is pr~ctieed 
in this country is directed to this end. In every racial grouF there are 
wide differences of ability between man and man, and it is wrong that the 
opportunities open to a man should be determined by the racial group to 
whidh he belongs and not by his own character and abilities. Such a policy 
seems to us to lead to a system of caste ag,ainst which the Christian Church 
has always set its face. 11 Some people had suggested that it would be poss-
ible to keep the different racial groups separated and yet to give to each 
of them equal opportunities for economic and cultural development, but the 
bishops did not believe this was practicable. "The industrial, economic, 
and cultural development of the country demanisthe co-operation of the differ-
ent racial groups that make up its population." Furthermore, recent legis-
lation(l)which had absolved the State fro~ providing equal facilities for 
different racial groups meant that it was "no longer legitimate to defend 
racial segregation by claiming that it does not invOlve any infringement of 
the principle of equality." 
The bishops then went on to deny that the fact that white people and 
Africans normally worshipped in different church buildings was itself an 
acceptance of the principle of segregation. Linguistic and geographical 
factors made it natural that these people should normally worship in 
different places. "But an African member of the Church is at liberty to 
worship in any church which he may desire, and no one has any authority to 
exclude any churchman of any race from any of our churches, if he presents 
himself there for the purpose of worship. 11 ( 2 ) 
Meanwhile many Diocesan Synods took up the lead given by the Provincial 
and Episcopal Synods and likewise condemned racial segregation and its 
practical implementation. For example, the Pretoria Diocesan Synod declared 
in 1949 that 11 any action, the aim of which is to hinder the just and right-
ful development of the members of any one section of the community, and to 
keep that section of the community in a state of perpetual subjection and 
subordination is unjust and contrary to the mind of C~rist".(3 ) Altogether 
the Anglican Church,of all the Churches, was to have the longest and probably 
the moat consistent record of protests against legislation and government 
action involving racial discrimination. 
The Reservation of Separate Amenities Act-;f i953o 
Racialism in South Africa p8. 
ibid. plO. 
From time to time,various individUal bishops made public statements 
expressing their opposition to policies based on racial discrimination and 
condemning aspects of the implementation of these policies. We consider 
now the theological arguments on race relations put forward .by some .of ·,tp.~m 
and by some other Anglican leaders in writings, speeches ~~ charges 'to 
synod.(l) 
Archbishop G.H. Clayton, who had become head of the Church in 1948, 
believed that every social system should be judged according to its effect 
on human personality: for Christianity ascribed personality to God himself; 
it found the key to redemption and salvation in the action of a person; 
it asserted that the personality of the Christian survived death and also 
that the Christian reached his ultimate destiny a.s a person. "So far as 
God bas revealed to us, there is nothing else, except the indivudal person, 
that is of eternal value. Heaven and earth shall paas away. But you wi11 
not pass away ••• Man•s works, man's environment, yes, and God's works, pass 
away. But man rema1ns. 11 ( 2 ) Now, Christianity did not have anything to say 
about whether or not all men or all races were equal. Clearly some men 
were in fact more able than others or were capable of doing things that 
others could not do, though there was no evidence that one race was capable 
of rising to greater intellectual. or spiritual heights than another. "But 
what Christianity does teach is that all men are equally important in the 
sight of God. 11 (3) Each man 11matters to God, and he matters for ever". 
Because all this was true, and because Christ had spoken very sternly 
against those who despised other men, Clayton criticised racial discrimin-
ation for its tendency to reject black people and produce in them a sense 
of humiliation. Furthermore, because all this was true, it was clearly 
God's will that every man should have the opportunity to develop himself to 
the utmost extent that his own capacity allowed. Dut racial discrimination 
held back black people from developing according to their abilities, and: 
thus was again strongly condemned by Clayton. It placed a man in a part~ 
icular situation out of which he could not develop or remove himself, 
because he could not change his racial affiliation. "It seems to me tha'f? it 
would be morally justifiable to say that (an African) must not be employ~d 
in a European industry at all. But if he is employed. there, it is not 
morally justifiable to say thut he must not be allowed to progress as fur 
as his ability and his energy make possible. 11 ( 4) Thus it seems that 
0 
~~-on would not have critictsed a policy. that ~volved total seJ?"lr~~.;i.-~n 
A charge 1s a solemn exhortation delivered by the ~resident of a 
synod to the whole body of the faithful, and is considered as ha~~ng 
more weight and authority than pronouncements made in other circum-
stances. · 
(2) Clayton, Where We Stand p4. 
(3) Clayton, G.H.: 'Christianity and Race' in Race Relations Journal 
Vol. XVll Nos.l & 2 (1950) .pi3. , 
(4) Racialism b. South Afripa 1)2. 
of the racial groups from one another so as not to prevent ~ m~'s develop-
ment.(l) On the other hand he did acknowledge that there would always be 
a good deal of voluntary segregation in society, for 'like tended to mix 
with like'. This was not simply a matter of race, but was due also to 
differences of education and culture and general interest, which factom~ere 
open to change. There was no particular hann in such voluntary segregatiqn1 
Clayton felt.(2 ) 
Bishop R.A. Reeves likewise emphasised the importance of the individual: 
"Whatever may be the colour of our akin, we are all God's people. We are 
all the work of His hands. Each one of us is loved and valued by Gcd, 
whatever may be our racial origin. For us, each one of us, Christ died. 11 ( 3) 
While the Christian ethic, in no sense ignored the social aspects of human 
life, it did emphasise the value of each individual human being, his worth 
as a person, and his capacity to respond to other human beings with gener-
osity and sacrifice. On the other hand, "the cardinal error of apartheid 
is that it never regards human beings as individuals. It persists in 
ignoring their personal worth because it always treats them as members of 
a particular ethnic group."(4-) Thus Reeves condemned segregation as 
clearly immoral. Similarly, Bishop c.w. Alderson argued that the tendency 
to think of men in the mass had cheapened the recognition or value of human 
personality. "We do not think of the men we meet primarily as individual 
persona, each an individual and marvellous product of the creative mind of 
God, bearing in some measure ••• God 1 a image, each a brother for whom the 
Son of God died, each (if a baptised Christian) incorporated with us, a 
living member, into Christ's Body ••• not so do we think of them, but simply 
as members of a category which we may or may not like."(5) (Said the 
Reverend T. Huddleston, when calling people to treat others as people and 
not just as members of a race: "You cannot love an abstraction: neither can 
you trust it: you c~ only know and love a person. 11 ( 6) Like Clayton, 
both these bishops spoke of the irrevocable nature of racial discrimination, 
Such discrimination was even more serious an error than discrimination on 
other grounds, "for it fixes a gulf that is for ever impassable, and has 
as ita criterion that most superifical, trivial, and insignificant aspect 
of any human being, namely the colour of his skin. 11 ( 7) People "are quite 
defenceless, and they h~ve no eacape ••• the cruelty is p~at a m~-~P~~_!h~t 
1 Where We Stand p43. · - · 
(2) ibid. p48. 
(3) Paton, D.M., op.cit. p41. 
(4) ibid. p47. 
(5) 1954 Conference p46. 
(6) Huddleston, T: ~aught for Your Comfort (1956) pl82. 
(7) Paton, D.M., op~cit. p46. 
even if he breaks down all other bars; however much he may qualify himself 
for human fellowship and friendship, his colour is ineradicable."(l) 
Again, Archdeacon R.P~Y• Rouse reasoned that because God had made 
man in his own image 1 man, and only man, could receive God 1 s grace and 
respond to his call. This constituted a binding unity within mankind~ not 
of men's own making but of God's. However, in spite of this special 
creation, all men were sinners. The only remedy for man's sinfulness wa$ 
the death of Christ, which death had not been for a chosen few but for all 
men and for all time. Because God had given his own Son for the salvation 
of men it followed that all men were precious in his sight. Sometimes it 
might be hard to realise that a •savage' in heathen surroundings was precious 
in God's sight: yet a •savage', by God's grace, could become converted. 
Thus it was clear that every man possessed a dignity given to him by God, 
a dignity not earned but-bestowed. This dignity rested in the fact that 
God had given to men various talents which he wished them to develop .and to 
use for the glory of his name and in the service of their fellows. These 
talents were diverse and not necessarily equal, but it was nevertheless 
God's will that they all in their various degrees should be developed and 
used. Consequently it should be repugnant to Christians if the development 
of a ~~•s talents was so controlled and directed by other men that he 
could not serve God and his fellowmen to the best of his ability. The 
dignity given by God to a man should be fostered and preserved. 
Rouse went on to assert that distinctions of race were part of God's 
will. Scripture clearly showed that although all men had come from a 
common source God had allowed differences of race to occur. Moreover, 
it was clear that at the end of time these differences would persist, for 
John, given a vision of heavenly things, had seen before the throne of 
God all·nations, races and tongues worshipping their Creator. Man's 
present historical situation showed that there existed well-defined racial 
groups which were at different levels of development, some having made 
enormous advances in civilisation, others having remained stationary and 
primitive. As history showed, some of the highly advanced.groups of toduy 
were at one time very primitive, while some which were once highly civilised 
had now deteriorated. So it could not be argued from levels of civilisation 
that it was God's will that one race should be for ever subordinate to 
another race.(2 ) 
Clayton did not think it wrong to be proud of one's race, of its 
traditj.nnR. of its heroes. "But the claim that because YC?U be;:t.ong to a 
~1954 Conference p4b. 
1\~J 1953 Conference pp23-25, 
particular race you have the right permanently to dominate other races 
seems to me to be unchristian. Remember what Christ said about people who 
flattered themselves that Abram was their father. To say that the race to 
which one belongs must always be dominant over another-race is unchristi~~•· 
To say that a man, because of the- race to which he belongs, must always be 
in a subordinate position, is also unchristian.-••• For Christianity ••• is 
not interested in a man's race. It is interested in the man himself. It 
is not a nation or a race that is important in the sight of God. It is the 
individuals who belong to it: and they are all diffEtrent."(l) Said 
Huddleston: "The desire to dominate in order to preserve a position of 
racial superiority, and in that process of domination to destroy personal 
relationships, the foundation of love itself. That is anti-Christ."(Z) In 
this regard several bishops expressed their dismay that the purpose of the 
policy of racial segregation had frankly been declared by some of its advo-
cates to be that of saving 'white' South Africa. Said Alderson: "It is 
a Christian duty to give rather than to receive, and to lose your life rather 
than save it. The most unchristian aspect of South African life is our 
pre-occupation with the salvation of white South Africa •••• If we believe it is 
worth saving, will not God save it, ,.,ithout all this industice and susp;!.elon 
of our fellow men. 11 ( 3 ) Beneath much of the racial prejudice that was 
prevalent in white people, bishops saw a deep_ sense of insecurity and a 
fear of losing their particular social status, whereas for Christians, they 
said, there should not be fear but faith. "Let us face the fact," said 
R~eves, "that it is God who has set us all in this land, whatever may be 
our ethnic group, cultural background and language, so that we may learn 
to live together." This was one of the most important lessons God had set 
men to learn in this world.<4> 
Clayton stressed that it did not follow from the teaching of Christian-
ity that what should be aimed at was a general amalgamation of races, by 
which all men might grow alike and racial characteristics disappear. 
Indeed, the glory and the honour of the nations were to be brought into 
the Holy City, and each should make its own contributj.on to the One Body 
(as in a family each member had his own characteristics and his own contrib-
ution to make). On the other hand this did not mean that the characteristics 
of a race should not change, for surely many would change as historical 
circumstances and environments changed. Though Clayton added that complete 
loss of a racial type, as opposed to the development of that type, would 
ndeed be a real loss.(5) 
1 Race Relations Journal art. cit. pl3. 
(2) Huddleston, op.cit. pl82. 
(3) Racialism in South Africa pl7. 
(4) Paton, D.M., op.cit. p29. 
(5) Race Relations Journal art.cit. pl4. 
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Discussing race relations within the Church itself(l) Clayton in 1950 
made many observations similar to those that were subsequently to appear 
in the Christian Council biblical report of 1952 1 but as we have already 
considered that report we shall not record these observations here. Mention 
should be made, however, of his comment with regard to the incident when 
some Jewish Christians had objected to Peter eating with the Gentile 
Christians at Antioch. "What those who came from James wanted was not that 
Gentiles should not be converted", said Clayton, "but that there should be 
parallel churches." Pointing out that the issue had been won by Paul, who 
had believed that Christ had come to break down barriers a11d that the 
Church should be one, Clayton suggested, as the Methodist Statement would 
do later, that "the fact that St. Paul's description and comments are in the 
Canon of Scripture means that the Church has accepted St. Paul's view. 11 ( 2) 
So Clayton concluded that according to the Bible as a whole Christiapity 
took no account of a man's race. It was doubtful that the Jew had been 
interested in any distinction between different kinds of Gentiles, and th~ 
Christian was not interested in any such distinctions at all. Every man 
was capable of being admitted by baptism into the family of God: and all men 
who were so baptised, because they h.:A.d a common Father, were l:rothers of 
one another. If a man was not a Christian, from the point of view of the 
Christian Church he was a p·otential Christian, and so still a brother for 
whom Christ had died. 
Clayton also asserted that Christianity had never been interested in 
purity of race. A man who was free to marry might ma~ry whom he would: but 
only 'in the Lord'. That appeared to mean that he should marry another 
Christian. The New Testament said no more than that. 
Rouse 1 meanwhile, remarked that Christianity could inspire and enrich 
any civilisation, when it brought into the life of the community in general 
the values of the Kingdom of God. This was not a monopoly of •Western 
civilisation•. He argued that in the Kingdom of God it was not civilisatio~ 
that was imponant 1 but the Christian way of life. People of all races 
were jal baPtised into the Kinp;dom o_f God. and diff_erences of race did not make ibid. ppl0-12. Diocesan charge 1949, Where We Stand pB. 
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any difference in the kind of life which they as Christians sought after. 
So "in a community sharing the same ideals and endeavouring to follow the 
same way of life there must result a fellowship. To extend the Kingdom, 
as Christians are in duty bound to do, implies first that by the power of 
the Gospel men qre converted to Christ, and then (that) they are introduced 
into a common way of life. They are brought into a fellowship, the one 
~llowship of the servants of God." A Christian.•.s ultimate question was 
not whether a person was of the same race, but whether he was a Christian, 
for that was more important in the sight of God. A white Christian's 
deeper relationships should not be with whites just because they were white, 
but with Christians of whatever race because they belonged to the Kingdom 
of God. (l) 
Affirmed Clayton, "The Church of Christ is not a group. of individuals 
each of whom has responded to the Gospel message. We are called in one 
~body. We are a multi-racial Church."(2 ) He emphasised that the duty of 
the Church was to bear witness to the uuity in Christ of all believers. 
This unity was a spiritual concept, but it should find bodily expression. 
Though Clayton did not believe it to be in accordance with the Spirit of 
Christ to force this expression everywhere and always, for regulations to 
that effect would not destroy racial prejudice, he was emphatic that no one 
who was a member of the Church in good standing might be repelled from a· 
church where he had come to worship. "I do not see how anyone can approach 
our Lord and make conditions as to which other of His disciples should 
approach Him at the same time. It would be as though someone had cor.1e to 
Him in the days of His Flesh and had said to Him that he wanted to follow 
Him but that he did not like the company He kept. I don't think our Lord 
would have accepted him as a disciple. 11 (3) This fellowship of faith in the 
Church was intended by God to be the pattern for human society.<4> 
Writing several years later, Archbishop J. de Blank, who had become 
Archbishop in 19571 covered much the same groUDd as his predecessor. 
Because man had been made in the image of God, he said, his relationship 
to his fellow man was already established, in that the other man's relat-
ionship to God was equivalent to his. In the scriptural record the first 
two imporaant questions put into the mouth of God were these: 'Man, where 
are you?' and f. Where is your brother'?' These two questions could never 
be sepa~~ted; _just as Chr;st 1 s commands that ~yo~e who would be his d~scipl~ 
1 1953 Conference pp26-2?; cf. Clayton in 1954 Conference pl6. 
(2 Where We Stand »13. 
{3) ibid. p29. 
(4) ibid. pl4; cf. Reeves in Paton, D.M., op.cit. ppl?, 4?. 
should love God and should love his neighbour always went together. Cain 
had not been allowed to say 1no 1 in answer to his own question, •Am I my 
brothe~s keeper?' So men should accept their common humanity. 
A special relationship had existed between God and people of Israel, 
but these people had been chosen not for superior qualities. Scripture 
emphasised over nnd over again "that when God ch~s a people or nn individ-
ual He chooses them, not for their own sakes or for any superior qualiti~s 
they possess, but in order that He may use them to serve the rest of the world 
until all men find their essential one-ness in Him". Furthermore, the 
Covenant with Israel had not been limited by race; and discrimination 
against foreigners had been forbidden: "You shall hc.ve one law for the 
sojourner o.nd for the native" (Leviticus 24::22); "Tho stranger who sojourns 
with you shall be to you as the native among you,· and you shall love him as 
yoursel~' (Leviticus 19:34). 
Speaking further of the Church of Christ, De Blank argued that Christ 
had broken down the 'middle wall of partition' between peoples: he was 
the reconciling agent in a divided world. "In fact, He makes the Atonem~nt, 
i.e. He effects the at-one-ment, through which men, made at one, secure 
that richness which is the fruit of a God-given unity in diversity." 
The very thought of racial discrimination 11is alien to the whole spirit of 
the Bible, and the new creation in Christ is the new patriotism which comes 
before any national or racial allegiunce, and demtmds a Christian's primary 
loyalty."(l) Christianity at its best had always jumped across social 
and racial barriers; and astonished pagans in the early days of the Church 
had cried out: 1See how these Christians love one another.' Yin the 
Kingdom of God there are no nations, there are no races, there are no co~ours, 
but n1 
.. (2) . 
o y persons ••••• 
De Blank went on to criticise those people "who profess a spiritual. 
unity in Christ in the heavenlies, in the empyrean, sufficiently vague and 
distant and future, (but) who yet reject unity in the life of everyday 
here and now". Said De Blank categorically 1 such a pc:'trtial faith '"as not 
the historic Christian faith, was not the Gospel of the Incarnation. There 
could be no doubt that physical man in his material situation was the object 
of God 1 s saving love and actioni as had been witnessed by the Incarnation. 
God's word to man was not addressed to his disembodied spirit but to man 
as he was, body, mind and spirit, his complete personality caught up in a 
chain of actual relationshiPs. Just as God had created the world. so God's 
1 In Hill, c.s.· & Mathews, D. (Ed.) :··Race - A Christian. Symposium (i§68) 
ppl23-128. 
(2) De Blank, J.: Out of Africa (1964) pp65, 52. 
will for mankind hud to be-worked out in the stuff of this material world. 
Eastern mystics might seek to ignore the world, but those who lived by the 
Bible knew that they were called to work for the establishment of God's 
kingdom in ~ world, even though it extended far beyond. For man's 
holiness to have any reality it had to be worked out in the ~ocial und 
ethical demands of ordinary life.(l) 11 We have to live our lives here _after 
the pattern shown us on the Mount •••• we are a 'colony of heaven' (Phi;l..ippi<:\.P._S 
3:20 1 Moffatt's translation) and the kind of love and service ~d fellqwsh_:;i.p· 
that unites all heaven in the praise and. worship of Almighty God is to ·be 
.expressed in our church life here below. 11 ( 2) 
Finally, we record two comments that were made by Dr. Alan Paton, one 
of the leading laymen of the Anglican Church: "Apartheid, of wha.te1rer 
brand, is a rejection of one's fellow man, not those of Kamchatka and-
Patagonia, but those who are bo~ and live and die in the same l~d. To 
make apartheid total does not fundamentally alter the fact that it is a 
rejection; Total apartheid is a device whereby one can have in imaginatipn-
rejection and justice simultaneously. Seen from a religious point of view, 
total apartheid is love of one's neighbour, provided he does not live next 
door.w(3) "What we dread about separation is not residential or terri-
torial separation, or the existence of separate congregations •••• but the' 
profound separation of man from man. We have a conviction that if separ~tion 
of man from man goes beyond practical und util~tarian considerations, anq 
becomes itself elevated into some kind of morality, thut we shall shortly 
find ourselves separated from our God. In so far as separation policy c~ 
be an act of love, we are not so greatly concerned; but if separation policy 
becomes the act of fear or of self-interest, we fear that we shall shut 
ourselves off from God. It is this knowledge I believe which prevents many 
of us from regarding separation policy as an act desi~ed by God, no matter 
h 1 ft b f th t . . . . it 11(4) ow o y may e some o e mo J.ves mspJ.rJ.ng • 
(e) ROMAN CATHOLIC STATEMENTS 
Before 1948, as we have seen, the Roman Catholic Church in South 
Africa had made few public pronouncements about race relations. In the 
followin~ yea-rs~ however. s.~veral. lengthy statements and pa.storaJ. ___ l~.tter]3 
1 In Hill & Mathews, op.cit. ppl29-130. 
(2) Out of Africa p52. 
(3) Paton, A: Hope for South Africa (1958) p54. 
(4) Paton, A: Christian Unity: A South African View (1951) plO~ 
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were to be issued by the bishops of that Church, meeting in Plenary 
Session in the Southern African Catholic Bishops' Conference.(l) 
The first declaration was a Statement on Race Relations issued by 
the Bishops' Conference in June 1952.(2) In this the bishops emphasised 
the full dignity of all men, and the great truth that all were bound together 
in one household of God. They pointed to the fundamental Christian truths 
~at man had been created by God in his own image, with a spiritu~ soul, 
the power of reason and free will; that he was fallen but redeemed and 
restored in Christ to supernatural grace and the heritage of Heaven; that 
Christ had died for all men and that all now had the same right to eternal 
salvation. 
It was not easy, the bishops said, for fallen men, even with the help 
of God's grace, to attain the ideal of love of God above all things und of 
one another fQr his sake 1 and this was ~articularly so in South Africa. 
"Were the att~tude of the Europeans the sole reason for South Africa's racial 
problem, it would be simple enough to condemn it as unjust and un-Christian, 
and, by a determined process of education, endeavour to modify it. However, 
the problem is far mare complex than that. Its complexity arises out of 
the fact that the great majority of non-European~ and particularly the 
A!ricans, have not reached a stage of development that would justify their 
integration into a homogeneous society with the Europeans." The bishops 
did recognise that there were many black people well qualified to parti-
cipate fully in the social, political and economic life of the country, 
patterned after 'western standards'; but they believed that the majority 
were totally unprepared for this. "Ther.e must be gradual development and 
prudent adaptation. Nozo must they be required to conform in every respect 
to European ways, for their own distinctive qualities are capable of rich 
development." 
Speaking of charity, the bishops said that this forbade the harbouring 
of dislike or contempt for any person, but "does not, of course, oblige 
us to disregard differences of condition and culture11 , for "social inequal-
ities in no way detract from the great truth that all men are the creatures 
and children of God". Of justice, they said that it "demands that we give 
every man his due. It is a virtue that prompts us to recognise the rights 
of others and forbids us to hinder their legitimate exercise. These are 
rights that flow from the very nature and constitution of man, whatever 
the in:eo.!lalities .. ill:. the natural ~d socic.l spheres!" TP.e bish.o]?.s .. _ then we_n~ 
This was a permanent consultative body, establi&~ed in 194? to co-
ordinate and organise various aspects of activity in the Church. 
Pastoral Letters ppl-7. 
on to stress that all rights had duties as their counterparts •. 
Their statement concluded with the following assertions: 
"(1) Discrimination based exclusively on grounds of colour is an 
offence against the right of non-Europeans to their n~tural 
dignity as human persons. 
11 (2) Though most of the basic rights of non-Europeans nre in theory 
respected, conditions arising out of discriminatory legislation •• o. 
social conventions and inefficient administration seriously 
impair the exercise of these fundamental rights ••••••• 
"(3) Justice demands that non-Europeans be permitted to evolve 
gradually towards full participation in trLe political, economic 
and cultural life of the country. 
11 (4) This evolution cannot come about without earnest endeavours 
on the part of non-Europeans to prepare themselves for the duties 
connected with the rights they hope to enjoy. 
"These are the principles that must govern any Christian solution to 
the racial problem •••• What has been said remains in the realm of 
principle; it is for the men versed and specialised in different 
branches of study and technique to apply these principles to difficult 
and complicated situations. It will be no east task •••••••• " 
In July 1957 the Bishops' Conference issued a second and stronger 
Statement on Apartheid.(!) This opened with a severe and uncompromising 
condemnation: "The basic principle of apartheid is the preservation of 
what is called white civilisation. This is identified with white 
supremacy, which means the enjoyment by white men only of full political, 
social, economic and cultural rights. Persons of other race must be 
satisfied with what the white man judges can be conceded to them 
without endangering his privileged position. White supremacy is an 
absolute. It overrides justice. It transcends the teach!~g of Christ. 
It is a purpose dwarfing every other purpose, an·. end justifying any 
means." Against the argument that under the policy of segregation 
different races were being given the opportunity to pursue their 
respective and distinctive social and cultural evolutions according to 
the will of God, the bishops replied that this sounded plausible only 
if one overlooked the fact that the separate development of the races !ibid. pp13-l.7. ... .. 
was indeed subordinate to the principle of white supremacy, in which i 1the 
white man makes himself the agent of God's will and the interpreter of 
His providence in assigning the range and determining the bounds of non-
white development." 
"It is a sin to humiliate one's fellow man," the bishops said. 11There 
is in each human person, by God's creation, a dignity inseparably connected 
with his quality of rational and free being. This dignity has been immeas-
urably enhanced by the mystery of our redemption. In the words of St. 
Peter we are •a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a consecrated nation' 
(1 Peter 2:9). Christ Himself has said, 'I have cal.led you my friends.' 
(John 15:15). No man has the right to despise what God has honoured, to 
belittle one whom Christ has called friend, to brand a fellow man with the 
stigma of inborn inferiority. It is an insult to human dignity, a slur 
upon God's noble work of creation and redemption. Christ has warned u~ 
against inflicting such injuries: • ••• any man who says Raca to his brother 
must answer for it before the Council •••• •(Matthew 5:22). 11 
Although the bishops condemned the principle of racial segregation as 
intrinsically evil, they did not condemn all South Africa's differential 
legislation, believing that it was not unjust for a state to make provision 
in its laws and administration for the differences that did exist bet\oJeen 
·people. "If some require special protection it must be accorded." The 
bishops believed that people could not fully share in the same political 
and economic institutions until culturally they had a great deal in common. 
So once again they advocated moderation, and warned that the sweeping away 
of every difference and the immediate extension of full ci\~l rights to· 
all would bring confusion, the collapse of all public order, and the complete 
dissolution of society. 11All social change must be gradual if it is not to 
be disastrous." Nevertheless, they emphasised that a change should come 
soon if South Africa was not indeed to face a disastrous future. There 
should be the elaboration of a sensible and just policy enabling any person, 
·irrespective of race, to qualify for the enjoyment of full civil rights• 
Next the bishops addressed a candid word to white Roman Catholics. 
The practice of segregation, though officially not recognised in the local 
churches was indeed present in many of the church societies and institutions 
and in the social life of church people. "In the light of Christ's teaching 
this cannot be tolerated for ever ••• we are hypocrites if we condemn apart-
heid in South African society and condone it in our own institutions." 
11This does not mean that we can easily disregard all differences of mentalit~, 
condition, language and social custom. The church does not enforce hunmn 
associations that, because of these differences, can produce no good. 
She understands that the spiritual welfare of her children cannot be fostered 
in a social atmosphere wholly alien and uncongenial. But the Christian 
duty remains of seeking to unite rather than separate, to dissolve 
differenc·es rather than perpetuate them.. A different colour can be no 
reason for separation when culture, custom, social condition and, above all, 
a common faith and common love of Christ impel towards unity." 
In conclusion the bishops reiterated their plea to all white South 
Africans to consitler carefully the implications of racial segregation, "its 
evil and anti-christian character, the injustices that flow from it, the 
resentment and bitterness it arouses, the harvest of disaster that it must 
produce •••••• " 
Then in 196o the biShops again set forth the themes of the essential 
uni.ty and dignity of al.l men as seen in the light of basic Christian 
doctrines. Again they emphasised that all human beings were one, sharing 
the same human nature, all made in the. image and likeness of God, and all 
with an eternal destiny. This unity was strengthene~they said, by the 
truth that all men were brothers in Christ, for Christ had taken to himself 
the same nature as all men had, and it had been through that human nature 
that he had redeemed men by his death. It was true that man differed .. from 
man in the heritage of the past that he carried with. him and in the ability 
that he had to contribute to the common good, and these inequalities shquld 
be taken into account in the order5.ng of social life: but they could not 
deny the fundamental unity of the human race. (Nor did they render les~ 
forceful the fundamental rights which each man possessed, arising precisely 
from the obligations he had to fulfil his nature and reach his destiny.) 
The unity of men "overrides all differences and make us one family, the 
human family, all ultimately related to one another." Furthermore, this 
essential unity of men showed the value of each human perscn, and the great 
dignity he possessed. Group loyalties and social distinction~ should be 
subordinate to this great overriding fact of the hurr~ person's dignity 
and his unity with all fellow men.(l) 
This strong emphasis on 
~e bishops in 1966 •. ~o~ I . ibid. pp21.,;.23 
the unity of mankind was once more set forth 
the~ drew ~ttention .t~ cha~~~rs of the Vatican 
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Council Decree entitled the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the 
Modern World, which had said that "God has willed thc"\t all men should 
constitute one family, and treat one another in a spirit of brotherhood8. 
For having been created in the image of God ••• all men are called to one and 
the same goal, namely1 God himself. 11 Indeed, the whole economy of the 
Redemption of mankind, they said, could not be understood without the 
essential unity of the human race(~For as in Adam all die, so also in Christ 
shall all be made alive" (1 Corinithians 15:22)). It was a matter of faith 
that all men, without exeption, had their origin in Adam ("The God who made 
the world and everything in it ••• made from one every nation of men to live 
on all the face of the earth" (Acts 17:26)); it was a matter of faith that 
aJ.l men, inheriting the sin of Adam, needed Redemption; it was a matter 
of faith. that Christ, dying on the Cross, had died for all men, redeeming 
them from sin ("Jesus Christ the righteous ••• is the expiation for our sins, 
and not for ours only but also for the sins of the whole world" (lJohn 2:2)). 
"To the Christian the sequence is obvious: One Creator, one Human Race, 
one Redeemer. This is the groundwork of our Christian faith ••••• Cl) 
The Vatican Decree, it was pointed out, had emphasised that while the 
world was being torn into opposing camps by conflicting forces, and while 
racial and other disputes continued, men nevertheless had an innate sense 
of unity and interdependence. Man, by his very nature, needed the company 
of his fellow men. It was only through constant commerce with them, through 
brotherly dialogue, through the give and take of social routine, that his 
talents were sharpened, his personality developed, to fit him for his destiny. 
both in time and eternity. This social exchange knew of no impediment of 
colour, creed or class. Indeed, where there were inequalities close inter-
communion became all the more necessary and all the mor~ fruitful, This 
natural right of free association among men was unassailable, and could not 
be either diminished or taken awaJ on racial grounds or on the pretext that 
such association would damage the common good. On the contrary, it \·ras 
the prohibition of easy inter-communion among all peoples of the state which 
really offended against the common good.(2 ) 
The Decree had also warned that while people should develop a generous 
and loyal. devotion to their own country, this should be done 'without ony 
narrowing of mind'• In other words, they should always look simultaneously 
to the welfare of the whole human family, which was tied together by r~ifold 
bonds linking races, peoples and nations. The true patriot saw his own 
nation as only one of the whole family of nations. Indeed, his love for his 
e~Ple .w~s de.e_Pened and enric;.J:l~P.. by its ~'J..os.e fellpws~P with other 
ibid. ppq9-50. 
ibid. p46. 
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(1) 
members of the family of nations, to 1r1hich of recessity it belonged, 
On a similar theme the bishops had Slid in 1960: "National groups may well 
exist within a community, and they have their legitimate claims, but they 
must be subordinate to the good of the whole community. They arise fro~:1 
reasons of history and customi but they are not unchangeable, and in the 
course of time they alter or even disappear through merging into other 
groups that must be left to the Providence of Godo 11 ( 2) 
While the Vatican Decree had allowed that 11all men are not alike from 
the point of view of varying physical power and diversity of intellectual 
and moral resources", it had nevertheless declared that with respect to· 
the fundamental. rights of a person, every type of discrimination including 
that of culture, race or colour was to be overcome and eradicated as 11con-
trary to God 1 s intent". (3) In a similar \'lay, the bishops called for a 
transcendence of racial discrimination and for the treatment of fellowmen 
as human persons, essentially the same as oneself. They called for justice 
and love, which expressed concretely the unity of the human race and which 
gave meaning and life to the statement that zal men, no matter what their 
race or colour, were equal in the sight of God.<4> Commented the bishops 
in 1962, when urging that a man• s colour should never offer an excuse or 
pretext for injustice: "Since we are people of diverse ·racial and natio~al 
origins, it seems inevitable that human weakness wil.l express itself in 
colour prejudice and in national misunderstandings. The fact of human 
frailty should not however constitute an insurmountable barrier to the 
building up of mutual trust and co-operation, if we remain faithful to the 
moral principles which are the foundation of ehristian tradition 1 where 
Justice joins hands with Cha.rity•. 11 (5) 
Finally, we note the bishops' exhortation in 1960 that 11 the people 
of South Africa must see in their history the Providence of God, which ~as 
brought them together as one community, tl1ough of differeng origins and. 
stages of social development. In that Providence they have lived together 
for a long period, and have already been associated in all spheres of life. 
In the light of the same Providence they have been called to a unique task, 
that of achieving a way of life whereby all can live together in peace and 
mutual assistance. 11 ( 6) 
"{i) ibid. 
(2) ibid. 
(3) ibid. 
(4) ibid. 
(5) ibid. 
(6) ibid. 
pp50-51. 
p24. 
p!t-9 (1966). 
p25 (196C), p3? (1962). 
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Among all the leaders of the Roman Catholic Church in South Africo, 
at that time Archbishop D.E. Hurley of the Archdiocese of Durban was 
probably the most outspoken in criticism of the policy of racial segregation. 
He did say that a policy of separation could not be condemned in principle. 
111flhen groups cannot get along together it is better for them to separate, ;r 
he said 1 and he pointed to the biblical precedent of Abraham and Lot 
separating into different areas (Genesis 13:9). Such a principle could not 
be ruled out entirely.(!) On the other hand, however, he argued that it was 
by its practical application in South Africa that the policy showed itself 
to be questionable. There the cardinal principle of legislation was an 
overriding concern for the well-being and self-preservation of the white 
section of the population. "This is totally anti-Ghristian because the 
supreme moral value in Christianity is love for mankind based on love for 
God. Therefore to place the self-preservation of a race, nationality or 
culture above neighbourly love is an inversion of Christian values." 
S~ch self-preservation seemed to have fallen under the judgement of Christ 
when he had said, 11He that will save his life shall lose it, and he that 
shall lose his life for my sake shall find it." At the same time the bias 
towards self•preservation for the whites amounted to the limitation and 
suppression of the rights of black people. Protagonists of segregation had 
argued that its ultimate aim was peace and harmony among the racial group~, 
and that if it was necessary to commit injustice to achieve this it was 
worth the price: but Hurley replied that such an acceptance of the maxim· 
that the end justified the means was a "frightful perversion of morality;r~ 
To justify the moral acceptability of racial segregation Hurley aug-· 
gested that there were four conditions which should be demonstrated as 
possible of fulfilment: (a) The policy should be feasible. Men should be 
able to spell out in clear detail how the races were to be separated and 
what the implications of this would be. It was not enough to say that 
segregation was a trend towards a distant and not too clearly defined goal. 
(b) The policy should meet with the free consent of each racial group inyolve4J 
for it would have far-raching repercussions on the rights of all their 
peoples. Hurley dismissed the contention that there were not separate 
parties involved b~that the Government could legitin~tely provide for its 
citizens what it deemed would. in the long run be in the interests of all. 
This might have been so if the citizens in question had all been equal before 
the law and had all received equal treatment from the government - but in 
South Africa "this is not the case." (c) The policy should ensure a 
proportionate share of sacrifice. (d) The rights of all parties should be 
~~guatel~ protected during the transition period. However, Hurley concluded 
Hurley, D.E.: Human Dignity and Race Relations tl90b) p6. 
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that not one of these four conditions showed any likelihood of being 
fulfilled in South Africa, and thus that racial segregation as contemplated 
could not be pursued without injustice, nor was it in accord with the · 
Christian ethic.(l) 
For Hurley the main evil of segregation was that it refused recognition 
of human dignity, "and by every cruel refinement of le:w,. custom and con-
vention pours scorn on the humanity of men and women created with an inborn 
hunger for recognition, for acceptance by their fellow-meJ;l11 • In. the ·cBRs-
ciousness that accompanied all man's thinking and doing there was an aware-
ness of what he ~~s, a realisition of identity, of self-hood. Of all his 
treasured rights and attributes there was none more treasured than this: 
"the quality of being human, the quality of being capable of rational. 
thought and free choice and tender emotion: of being worthy of the de~th of 
God- and of the life of God." Man's consciousness of his dignity was 
concomitant with his awareness of the spiritual element of his nature. He 
found that he was outside the realm of quantity and measure, the character-
istics of material and physical things. There was no way of calculating 
the force of an idea or measuring the power of a great emotion. They were 
capable of almost infinite communication, and it was by this power of 
communication that the spiritual transcended the physical and the sensual 
and was capable of becoming invmlved in a world outside itself. This 
opening to infinity, characteristic of the spiritual, Hurley identified as 
the constituent of human dignity. 11\vhen a man realises, no matter how 
confusedly, that he has within himself the power of communication with the 
infinite - with the physical infinite of the universe and the spiritual 
infinite of its Creator - he knows with a deep and unconquerable conviction 
that he is aubservient to no other man, that only the infinite can demund 
the absolute dedication of his life and the ultimate loyalty of his spirit. 
He is a person inviolable." But in South Africa the hunger in the heart of 
the black man, Hurley judged, was for everyday acceptance of this his hwnan 
dignity.<2> 
Some people had maintained that there was nothing more conducj_ve to a 
proper respect for human dignity than reasonable pride of race and nation: 
for human dignity dealt not with humanity in the abstract, but witn people 
who belonged to races and nations, who could be justifiably proud of 
belonging to them, of inheriting their traditions and sharing in their 
aChievements. However, Hurley questioned what was in fact 'reasonable' 
pride. In terms of real human values it was much more important to be 
human than to be this or that kind of huMan. Cnlour, rae"~ and culture 
-~The Church and the Race Problem (RDMJ p31; Hurley, D.E.: Aparthe.id: 
A Crisis of the Christian Conscience (1964) ppl:L-14. 
(2) Apartheid: A Crisis ppl7-1B; Human Dignity p2. 
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were incidental differences.. Being human was a vaiue thD.t transcended ·chem 
all by an infinite distance. To be reasonable then in oneis pride of race 
and nation was to keep a sense of proportion, not to concentrate so exclusive~ 
on racial and national vai.ues that there cou.id be no appreciation of what one 
had in common with all mankind. iiTo be reasonable indeed one should be concen~, 
trating most of the time on this common human heritage, enjoying it; revellin8 
in it, glorying in it - with a little time off now and again to glory in one'a 
particular national or racial expression of it ~ and the national and racial 
expression of others as well." 11H\lman dign:l.ty is the value beyond nationalisr:; 
beyond any class or oaate distinction, any particUlarism.(l) 
Hurley placed great emphasis on the need for love. He belieVed that 
mankind was involved in a single destiny, that all men shared together the 
pain and work of the world, and so the building and transforming or the 
world demanded an increasing degree of human communication in thought, in 
action and in love. Christianity was the acceptance of the law of love as 
the fundamental law (Mark 12:28-}4). That this was no mere secondary 
aspect of the way of life taught by Christ was obvious from the standards 
by which Christian behaviour was to be assessed: whether men had fed the 
hungry, welcomed strangers, etc. (Matthew 25:34-35). At the hour of his 
farewell Christ had reiterated this need for love (John 13:34-35; 15:12-14, l'D 
Love was the supreme test of the Christian spirit - a love which ~auld be 
extended to all men (Matthew 5:46-48). On the other hand Hurley believed 
that in South Africa the legislation for·racial segregation so regulated 
relations between men that the observance of this law of love was impedad.(2) 
In conclusion we note Hurley's plea that the white people in South 
Africa should see in their black neighbours not a menace to their whiteness 
but the warm and precious value of human dignity. "In the light of this 
endeavour the white man's civilisation no longer appears as something fragile 
and delicate that needs protecting and defending. No longer does the white 
man profess his lack of faith in the ability of his Christian culture to 
absorb new human contacts. He is suddenly aware that Christian civilisation 
is a vigorous, confident, dynamic growth, thriving and expanding on new human 
contacts, that the refusal of such contact~ is the very negation of all that 
Christian civilisation has ever been and claims to b~, and a deni~ of the 
. . . • ~ .. . = ' . " ' - ' • -~ . . : : ...• ~: ! :•:- ,. : • . ' ~- · •• : 
faith that inspries .. it.· Fired, '4th _these. convictions there is noti1ing he 
. ' ; . ! . . . -. . ·: .•. 
finds.'mor~ exciting th~ encounters with me~ of othe~ cul~~es, f~r he_knowa· 
. . ... · \ . ,,•:',, .. ··· 
that he will discover in them new reflectio~ o'.f .the God in whom he believesi 
~ : i ,I • • ' 
new achievements of the hu~n spiri_t. ' He ~owe that·. in his_ own life 
... " 
Christianity has, ~fortunately, its limitations, that his· own culture is·,· 
f::,~y~ir.i!? ~~~0fo: Fai~<l~5') Pl5; A~eidz A C~ais pp~5L cf ~ The Church and the Race Problem .; (RDM) p30. . . v . ' ; ... . . _ ... 
... · 
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far from exhausting the potentialities of the human race. He strongly sus-
pects and hopes that his encounters with other men will reveal new attitudes 
for his faith to embrace, new values for his culture to adopt in exchange for 
what he may have to offer himself."(l) 
(f) CONTRADICTION BErWEEN TEACHING AND PRACTICE 
These various theological statements by councils and leaders in the 
Methodist, Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches showed clearly that the 
official polic1 of each of these Churches was to unite people of different 
racial groups into one Church and to condemn racial segregation and dis-
crimination. 
On the other hand, however, wldl.e councils and assemblies may well 
have made such statements, the church leaders who were openly cr.1tical of 
policies of racial segregation were comparatively few. Nor did they 
express the views of the majority of white members in those Chu:rches. Indeed 1 
there was a considerable gap between their decisions and statements and the 
fairly complacent approach to race relations that was more common amongs~ 
white churchmen. What was more, the criticism of seg~ion that was voiced 
by such leaders did not on the whole filter down at all forcefully to ordin-
ary church members, for the majority of them either were oblivious that such 
statements werebeing made or else listened patiently to them but ignored 
any implications for their own lives. Many clergy, it should be added, were 
amongst those content with the status guo in the country.(2 ) 
Meanwhile in the life of the Churches themselves there was still a 
large measure of separation between white and black members, as well as a 
fair amount of discrimination against black people.(3) 
At national and regional levels church courts were usually multi-racial, 
with white and black clergy and lay representatives deliberating together. 
Having said this, however, it should be added that there was for many years 
(1) Human Dignity plO. 
(2) One press statement of note was that released by Archbishop W.P. Whelan 
of the Roman Catholic Church in February 1964 which was interpreted by 
many as a qualified acceptance of the policy of racial segregation. It 
was promptly followed by a statement from the Bishops' Conference r9-
affirming the official policy of that Church as set out in their earl~~: 
statements and saying that comments by individual bishops were made on 
their own responsibility9 (SAIRR Survey 1964 pll; Pastoral Letters p41). 
(3) Refer p202 supra. 
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a notable exception in the Methodist Church, where District Synods (except 
for the Cape Synod) each met in two sections, one for white delegates, one 
for Africans. It was only now in the 196os that they were changing their 
policy in order to have joint sessions with white and African dele~tes 
together. Furthermore, in that Church congregations were grouped regionally 
into circuits which were defined not only geographically but also according 
to race, so that there were often separate circuits '~thin one area, each 
for a different racial groupa. 
Also at a regional leve1, multi-racial gatherings were held from time 
to time, and services at great festivals or on special occasions were usually 
attended by members of different racial groups. 
Then at the local level all congregations were open to members of any 
racial group, and some church notice-beards bore a notice to this effect. 
There were indeed some multi-racial congregations. These were to be found 
in some cathedrals in the centre ofcd.ties and in some areas where racial 
segregation had not been strictly enfor~e~. Th~y w~re more common in the 
Cape where white and Coloured people had lived ~n close proximity to one 
another for some time, but there were also congregations elsewhe.re \'IThere. 
whites and Coloured people or Indians worshipped together - for there was 
no language barrier betweEil them. In some places .. there were individual 
Africans who attended basically white services, but seldom in large numb~rs. 
However, it·should be added that in many of these mixed congregations there 
was a tendency for black people to sit in rear pews, either voluntarily or 
because they had been shown there by church officers. (l) Furthermore, 
they seldom participated in other activities of those congregations, 
largely because they did not feel at ease among white people or because 
they were ignoredby them and not made to feel welcome. 
Such multi-racial congregations were comparatively few in numbel' 1 
however, and were becoming fewer as the policy of residential segregation 
became ·more strictly enforeed. Certainly it was more common for local 
congregations to be racially homogeneous. This was usually because people 
of different racial groups were living in separate areas, or because they 
spoke different languages. But separation did also occur where no such 
practical reasons applied. Sometimes this may have been due to racial 
prejudice in the people who started such congregations. Certainly there 
were many white churchmen who were opposed to any thought of regular multi-
racial worship. For several reasons, then, there would betwo or more 
i
egations in orae area. each ministering to peo"Ole of one -oarticular 
When white people visited Africancongregations they were.usually 
shown by church officers to the front seats. 
racial group. Even in the Roman Catholic Church (which probably had a 
greater measure of un~ty than the other two Churches) this was so.(l) 
The Anglican Church attempted to remove any suggestion that by such separ-
ation it was countenancing racial segregation by amending its legislation 
in 1955 to give 'missions' and 'parishes• the same status and to declaz·e 
them both equally 'pastoral charges• - but this did not alter the fact 
that there was racial separation in its ranks. 
Usually the different congregations in one area would use separate 
church buildings, but in some places they used the same ones. In some 
'white' urban areas a service in an African langTUage was held in the local 
church on a Sunday afternoon for domestic servants who were at work during 
the hours of morning services, but these services were usually the respons-
ibility of the nearest African congregation rather than the white congregatioz1 
in whose premises they met. Seldom were the people concerned integrated 
into the life of the local white congregation. 
Most church leaders saw no harm in having services in different 
languages or according to different cultural backgrounds for different 
people, providing there was no compulsion about where one should worship 
nor exclusion of anyone. Leaders stressed repeatedly and clearly that no 
person of whatever race might be turned away from any congregation or 
service.<2) 
In this regard we note the strong stand taken by these three. Churches 
against the 'Church Clause' of the 1957 Native Laws Amendment Bill, which 
as finally enacted made it possible for the State to direct that the 
attendance of Africans at any church service ir a 1white 1 area should 
cease as from a date specified. Whereas the Dutch Reformed Churches 
accepted this legislation, the Methodist Church asser·ted that it was un-
christian and could not be regarded as binding upon the conscience of any 
of its members; the Anglican bishops called upon the clergy and members of 
their Church to disobey any government notice that might be issued in terms 
of it; and the bishops of the Roman Catholic Church solemnly declared tho.t 
11Catholic churches must, and shall, remain open to all without regard to 
their racial origin •••• there is no restriction on attendance at an? Catholic 
Church •••••••• <3 ) These protests received immediate and tremendous support 
from the laity of the Churches. It should be added t.hour;rh, that ~u~p. .. _. __ 
1 Strassberger has observed that wherever Roman Catholics exercised free 
choice of association there did not seem to be any greater fellowship 
between white and black members than in other Churches. (op.cit. pl40.) 
(2) cf. Webb in 1953 Confere~ce pl55; Clayton, Where We Stand ppl3, 51; 
De Blank, Out of Africa ppll6, 132. 
(3) Brookes, E.B. and Macaulay, J.B.: Civil Liberty in South Africa (1958) 
ppl22-l32; SAIRR Survey 1956-1957 ppl?-25; Christian Convictions pl7o 
support was basically in protest against the State's intrusion on men's 
right to freedom of worship, rather than a direct affirmation that people 
of diff~rent racial groups should worship together.(l) 
Not only was there separation between people of different racial groups 
in the local congregations. While some of the organisations that were 
organised on a national level for men, women or young people in these 
Churches were multi-racial, there were many that catered only for one partic-
ular racial group.(2) Furthermore, there were church schools that refused 
to accept black pupils. Indeed, government politicians often derided the 
Churches for criticising racial segregation while turning away black appli-
cants (sometimes the children of clergy) from their white schools. There 
were some attempts within the Churches to encourage racial integration in 
these schools,(3 ) but ~ost of them had autonomous boards of governors and 
so were not in fact subject to the wishes of the Churches.(4) 
A further important aspect of these Churches was the fact that in 
each of them the power was generally held by white reople. Although blac~ 
members vastly outnumbered white members they were not represented in church 
courts in similar proportion. On the contrary, most courts had white 
majorities. Indeed the national Conference of the Methodist Church was so 
structured that it could never have a majority of black delegates. Further-
more, boards of trustees maintained a white voting majority - and were re-
quired to do so by the State in order that they might each register as ~­
'white body' before they could hold property in 'white' areas. 
Although the Churches did put emphasis on the essential need for black 
clergy, whose numbers were increasing considerably, they were still being 
tardy in advancing blacks to positions of higher authority. Consequently 
the vast majority of positions in their hierarchies were filled by white 
people. In the Roman Catholic Church there were two African bishops conse-
crated in the 1950s, but by the early 1970s there would be only one black 
bishop amongst twenty-six. In the Anglican Church there were a number of 
African Archdeacons (who had jurisdiction over white clergy and lay people), 
but it was not until 1960 that an African, the Reverend A.H. Zttlu, was consec-
rated assistant bishop, nor until 1966 that he became a diocesan bi.mop. 
Indeed. there was strong adverse reaction from manv white members of the 
1 Although the Government has appar.ently not yet invoked this legislation, 
there have been occasions when under legislation enacted in 1937 
services mainly for Africans in the white areas have been discontinued 
by government or police action. (cf. Cawood, op.cit. ppl2-13.) 
(2) ihid. pp53, 66, Bo. 
(3) of. Hinchliff• Anglican Church, p240. 
(4) One reason for this discrimination was that the schools were afraid of 
losing their State subsidy if they went contrary to government policy. 
Diocese of Zululand when he was elected to be bishop of that diocese - some, 
for instance, refusing to allow their children to be confirmed bv him.(l) 
In the Methodist Church it was not until 1968 that a black man, the Reverend 
J.C. Mvusi, was appointed Chairman of a District: though it should be added 
that in 1963 the Reverend Seth Mokitimi was elected to be thefirst black 
President of that Church (and automatically served as Chairman of his 
District during his year of office). 
Because white people were more familiar than Africans vdth procedures 
followed in decision-making bodies, and because the language used there and 
in official com:mmications was usually Englisn1 they tended to be more adept 
~ debates and so effectively retained power, whether consciously or 
unconsciously. Furthermore, they tended to see matters in terms of white 
concerns and interests and so frequently neglected the more specifically 
black point of view. 
One important area of racial discrimination was that of clergy stipends. 
In the Roman Catholic Church all priests received the same stipends, but in 
the Methodist ChurCh the scale of minimum stipends varied for each racial 
group, and in the Anglican Church eleven out of fourteen dioceses likewise 
had racial disparity while in another two dioceses stipends were the ~ne 
for all clergy but child allowances differed for each racial group.(2) 
In the deployment of clergy, too, there was not complete equality 
between the racial groups. In the early 196os white clergy were still being 
appointed to some black congregations, but seldom if ever was a black man 
appointed to a white congregation, even when educational qualifications and 
cultural sophistication fitted some for such appointments. (Similarly, 
white clergy were more often invited to preach in black congregations than 
blacks in white congregations.) 
It should be added that the fact that white people in the country were 
generally more wealthy than black people led to various other inequalities 
within the Churches. As deployment of clergy usually depended on financial 
resources rather than the size or needs of congregations, white people had 
more clersv mini.ate-r:l.n& _to ~h~!'l. than. did the black people. e:ven thC?uJZh .. tP..~ 
1· It should be added that in 1961 there were only three bishops in the 
Anglican Church who had been born in southern Africa, of wh~~ Zulu 
was one. (Hinchliff1 Angl.ican Church p24o~) There had been pressure 
for a Sotho priest to be consecrated bishop back in 1922, but this had 
been unsuccessful. (Lewis and Edwards, op.cit. p4?4.) 
(2). Further inequality, in the Roman Catholic Church as well, was due to 
the fact that in white congregations (which tended to be wealthier 
than black) clergy received more in the way of gifts and better housing. 
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whites were outnumbered by the blacks.(l) One consequence of this was that 
there were in many regions more white congregations c>r parishes than black 
and thus greater white representation in church courts to which each cong-
regation or parish sent delegates. Also, on bodies \:-lhere all clergy were 
present the whites were again in the majority. Meanwhile, again because 
of the disparity in wealth, the buildings and equipment of black congreg-
ations were usually inferior to those of white congregations, or else were 
completely lacking. 
So for the most part the life of these three Churches reflected 
prevailing race relations in the country. Said Huddleston: "In the Church, 
as outside it, it is prejudice and fear and racialism itself which operate 
to confound the principles and ideals of episcopal pronouncements,. 11 ( 2) 
On the other hand, when seen in their wider soci.al context it is 
observed that these Churches were some of the few places in the country 
where black and white people could meet in ~~ environment of relative 
acceptance. They also constituted probably the only area of society where 
some black people exercised any authority over white people. Indeed, 
Kuper has suggested that the large growth of African membership in these 
Churches during the twentieth century indicated some affirmation and acc~p­
tance by Africans of white Christians: though Paton was probably correct 
when he attributed this growth to the devoted work of missionaries rathe+ 
than to the example of such Christians.(3) 
Protests by black church members against racial discrimination in their 
Churches was growing; and there was at one time a movement for a black 
split in the Methodist Church which abated only when Mokitimi was elected 
President. Among white churchmen there were also many who were dissatis-
fied with such race relations and who searched their consciences. Some 
were active in encouraging people of different racial groups to meet for 
fellowship, discussion and worship together, in the hopes of 'healing the 
wounds of separation•. Some joined the Christian Institute, of which we 
have spoken,( 4) to identify with and work with people from other Churches 
in the cause of better race relations. Individuals were loud in their 
criticiRm of church ~-'f!t'P.. (5) and church courts admitted the weakness in 
(1 According t~ the Spro-cas Church C~mmission(p43) there were in 1972 
1 380 white and only 144 black priests in the Roman Catholic Church in 
southern Africa. 
(2) Huddleston, op.cit. p59. 
(3) Kuper in Oxford History of South Africa (Wilson and Thompson Eds.) 
Vol.ll pP442, 453 1 466j Paton, Christian Unity pll. (4) Refer pl70 supra. 
(5) cf. eg. Cawood, op.cit. pp52, 65, 79; Church and the Race Problem 
(ROM) pp5-7, 17-18. 
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their own camp. The Anglican Provincial Synod in 19.50 recognised "that 
the Church has not in practice been always faithful to her 0\m principles ... •"; 
in 1957 the Roman Catholic bishops decried segregation in the instititions of 
their Church; and the following year the Methodist Church confessed its 
failure to express in its worship a unity among Christianli. Yet they seldo1:i 
proceeded beyond issuing statements to taking effective action expressing 
their ideals. 
Such contradiction between teaching and practice led many Dutch 
Reformed churchmen to resent all the more deeply the accusations by English-
speaking churchmen that their practice of racial separation was unchristinno 
It also prompted many outside observers to accuse these Churches of hypoc-
ricy. Cettainly there was a need for them to improve their own race 
relations if they were to continue criticising the.St.nte and society for 
their segregation and discrimination. 
A study of church statements and discussion in the later 196os reveals 
that although these Churches continhed to protest against hardship to 
people caused by the enforcement of racial segregation, and against measures 
imposed by the State to silence church criticism, less attention was at 
that time being given to specifically theological argUMent on the principle 
of segregation. Perhaps this was because what could be said had already 
been said in many different ways. Perhaps it was because there was some 
realisition that something more was wanted than just statements and debate. 
(1) 
It was in the midst of such developments and with a sense of urgency 
that A Message to the People of South Africa would be published.- cast in 
a different style from that of the traditional church statement or reRol-
ution • .-
{1) cf. criticisms of Huddleston, op,cit. pp55-61; ~l8ee, M.: 
Christianity (Sheed and Ware., London, 1968) pp86f.f. 
t.Jhite 
-
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4. A NEW THRUST 
(a) APARTHEID TERMED A 'PSEUDO-GOSPEL 1 
In May 1968 the Christian Council of South Africa convened a conference 
of church leaders to consider the prevalence of various 'pseudo-gospels' in 
Church and society, Of particular relevance to our study was an address· 
given at this conference by the Reverend John Davies (of the Anglican Church). 
(l) He did not define the term, but said that 'pseudo-gospels', like the 
true Gospel of Christ, came "claiming to be good ne\'IS, claiming to have a 
valid answer to our problems, claiming the attention and belief that is due 
to Christ11 • They were, however, fraud and deviation, falsifying and corrup-
ting witness to the genuine Gospel. Amongst such pseudo-gospels facing the 
Church in South Africa was the doctrine of racial segregation. In scattered 
references through a detailed address Davies showed how this clashed with the 
true Gospel. 
The Christian Gospel declared that men could find hope and security in 
the free gift of the grace of God in Christ, and called them to live in faith 
with an unknown future. It did not promise that nothing could ever be lost. 
But it did show that really worthwhile possession took place by finding on 
the far side of losing; and emphasised, particularly in the resurrection of 
Christ, that all that was really valid in a person could not be finally lost. 
So it answered one of the basic fears of man that he might lose his identity 
and individuality by becoming absorbed in an amorphous mass of people. On 
the other hand, the pseudo-gospel of racial segregation declared that men 
could depend on something more immediately verifiable and tangible than God's 
grace - racial identity - to give that security. Thus it exploited men's 
preference for dealing with what they knew and could identify. It invited 
them to safeguard their future by a policy of racial self-preservation. 
The Christian Gospel stated that separation was the supreme danger for 
men, the clearest opposite force to the purpose of God which was characterised 
as love. According to this Gospel men found their identity in association 
with Christ and with one another, and depended on the real validity of factors 
which enabled them to respond positively to one another. The Gospel did 
not deny differences between people, but it did say that those differences 
should not necessarily lead to hostility. It asserted that hostility between 
individuals and between groups was due to human sin, which had been conquered 
in the resurrection of Christ when a reconciliation had been made in him. 
Christ in his resurrection had defeated the forces which were hostile to r Pseudo GosEels .in Church and Soc~et£ li%8 c'orii.erenie )" pp24-}6. ····- ··-· 
2~. 
community, of which the most potent was death. So this Gospel also answered 
the basic human fear of isolation. On the other hand, the pseudo-gospel of 
racial segregation required men to identify themselves in terms of those 
factors. which asserted their difference from other people, and to charac-
terise themselves in dissociation from others. It stated that hostility was 
quite simply due to the differences between people, and that the cure was . 
for people to be separated from one another. Reconciliation was impossible. 
So that no one should be afraid of being isolated, this pseudo-gospel 
offered men a way to make absolutely sure of their relatedness b.f narrowing 
its range and insisting that relatedness meant relatedness to those who were 
visibly similar. 
The Christian Gospel declared that a man need not have anxiety about 
maintaining faithfulness to his ancestors and to what they had stood far, 
for Christ was their Saviour and a man's links with them were through him. 
But the pseudo-gospel of racial segregation declared that men discovered 
their identity in their loyalty to their ancestral group. 
The Christian Gospel presented as the final image of blessedness the 
picture of a city in which different members had a relationship of function 
towards one another in virtue of their different abilities which they could 
use for the benefit of the whole. But the pseudo-gospel of racial segreg-
ation called men to identify themselves not in the flexible terms of the 
functions which they fulfilled but in the rigid terms of the status which 
they had acquired from their ancestry. (Thus, for example, an individual 
would be thought of first as an African and then as a teacher.) 
The Christian Gospel declared that the Kingdom of God wasalready 
present in the world and was demanding men's obedience and commitment at 
the present time. But the pseudo-gospel of racial segregation alleged that 
the Kingdom would be a purely future phenomenon, and that the implementation 
of its conditions could be left to a future state. 
To many people racial segregation seemed to be a necessary and permanent 
expression of the will of Go~for it offered salvation and security. But 
the salvation it offered was a self-salvation based on an assertion of 
racial identity, and the security it offered was based on the dominance of 
one group over all others. It sacrificed people's humanity, for it insisted 
that racial identity was the most important feature of a person, taking 
priority over the features which really made him human - the ability to 
respond to the love of God and man, and the freedom to grow as a unique 
individual in relationships with other people. In practice, it led to a 
whole range of obstacles which restricted the ability of a person to obey 
the Christian Gospel's command to love his neighbour as himself; and it 
entailed great suffering in its implementation. These factors, Davies said, 
exposed the character of the pseudo-gospel. To accept such separation as 
normative of men's relationships was to curse as undesirable the reconcili-
ation and fellowship which Christ had bought for meno It was to call good 
evil and to reinforce divisions which the Holy Spiri 1; was calling men to 
overcome. 
So Davies and those who spoke with him-of racial segregation as a 
'pseudo-gospel' gave a new emphasis to the theological consideration of 
race relations. Instead of looking at this in the wide perspective of 
relationships between groups of people, they narrowed their emphasis to 
consider racial thinking as it affected the individual in his relationships 
with other individuals. No longer did they speak of an ideology which could 
be dismissed by an individual as fairly remote from him and impersonal. N m·,' 
they spoke of a 1 gospel 1 as it presented itself to the individual: and in 
doing so contrasted it to the Gospel by which Christians professed to live. 
This was to be the line of thought in a document {of which Davies was one 
of the authors- and which showeddose similarities tc his address) which 
was discussed at that conference before being directed to the Churches. 
(b) 'A MESSJ,lGE TO THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH AFRICA 1 
In September 1968 the South African Council of Churches (this being the 
new title adopted the previous May by the Christian Council of South Africa) 
issued A Message to the People of South Africa. This was a document drawn 
up by a theological commission of the Council composed of theologians and 
ministers of various churches and confessional stand-points, including 
members of the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches.(l) The 
Council also published an Authorised Summary of the Message.( 2 ) 
The Message began by stating several principles that were understood 
to be declared by the Gospel of Jesus Christ: 
Christ was the truth who set men free from all f£use hopes of freedom 
and security. 
Refer ·sAIRR ·survey 1968, p2i. 
De Gruchy, J.W. & De Villiers, 
(1969) ppl2-15. 
W. B. (Eds.) : The Message in Perspecti·;re 
28). 
In the crucifixion of Christ sin had been forgiven. God had triumphed 
over the forces that threatened to isolate and destroy man. 
In the resurrection of Christ God had shown himself as the destroyer of 
the most potent of all forms of separation, namely death; and he had 
"proved the power of his love to overthrow the evil powers of fear, 
envy and pride which cause hostility between men". 
By the work of Christ walls of division had been broken down and men 
were being reconciled to God and to one another. Barriers such as race, 
nationality, language and culture had no rightful place in the inclusive 
brotherhood of Christian disciples. 
God was the master of the world and of history; and it was to him alone,. 
not to any subsection of humanity, ·that men owed their primary obedience 
and commitment. 
The Kingdom of God was already present in Christ and through the Ho~y 
Spirit, and therefore demanded men's obedience and faith at the present 
time. 
This Gospel, it was said, offered hope and security for. the whole life of 
man. It was to be understood not only in a mystical and ethical sense for 
the salvation of the individual, and not only in a sacramental and eccles-
iastical sensa within the framework of the Church, but in a cultural, 
social and cosmic sense as the salvation of human existence in its entirety. 
Furthermore, this Gospel was not only the object of men's hopes for the 
future but sh9uld be experienced as a reality in the present. 
The Message observed that in South Africa a policy of racial segregation 
was being deliberately effected, touching many aspects of life. It was 
being seen by many people not merely as a temporary political policy but as 
a necessary and permanent expression of the will of God, and as the genuine 
form of Christian obedience for the country. "There are alarming signs 
that this doctrine of separation has become, for ma~y, a false faith, a 
novel gospel which offers happiness and peace for the community and for the 
individual. It holds out to men a security built not on Christ but on the 
theory of separation and the preservation of their racial identity." So 
the Message set out to show that racial segregation inevitably conflicted 
with the Christian Gospel, which offered salvation, both social and individua."'. 
through faith in Christ alone. 
Firstly the Message suggested that early Christians had discovered 
that God was creating a new community in which differences of race, nation, 
culture, language and tradition no longer had power to separate man from 
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man. Christians were now under an obligation to assert this claim and to 
live by it. The most significant features of a man were "the characteri~t~cs 
which enable him~ beadisciple of Christ - his ability to respond to love, 
to make choices, to work as a servant of his fellowmen; these are t~e gif~s 
of the grace of God at work in the individual person." (The Summary clarified 
this and even gave a new slant when it translated that the most i~portant 
feature of a man ~AG.s "the nature which he has in common with all men and 
also the gifts and abilities which are given to him as a unique individual 
by the grace of God11 • To insist that racial characteristics were more sig-
nificant than these characteristics was "to reject Q..ur own humanity as \'Jell 
as the humanity of the other man11 (or according to the Summary, "to reject 
what is most significant about our own humanity •••• "). Nevertheless, in 
South Africa everyone was expected to believe "that a man's racial ident~ty 
is the most important thing about him11 • Only when this identity had been 
clearly established could any significant decisions be made concerning an 
individual, and a tragic insecurity and helplessness afflicted those whose 
racial classification was in doubt. P.arodied the Message: "He who has 
racial identity has life; he who has not racial identity has not life." 
Secondly, the Message countered the suggestion that racial segregation 
was an order of creation confirmed by the confusion of tongues at the Tower 
of Babel, by showing that this dieunity had been healed at Pentecost. 
Biblical teaching about creation had nothing to say about distinctions bet-
ween races and na tiona. God had made mrm - the whole human race - in his 
image. Where differences between people were used as signs of opposing 
groups or were exploited to generate hostility, this was due to human sin. 
(The Summary again said something different: "Where different groups of 
people are hostile to each other, this is due to human sin •••• 11 ) Any 
Christian scheme for the rectifying of man's disorders, the Message said 1 
should take account of this essentially sinful element in the divisions 
between men: yet it should also take account of the reconciliation already 
made in Christ. On the other hand, the policy of racial segregation promised 
peace and harmony between peoples not by a faithful pursuit of the recon-
ciliation wrought by Christ, but through separation, "which, being precisely 
the opposite course, is a demonstration of unbelief and distrust in the 
power of the Gospel". As any demonstration of the reality of reconciliaticn 
would endanger this policy, its advocates inevitably found themselves opposed 
to the Church if it sought to live according to the Gospel and to show 
that God's grace had overcome racial hostilities. 
The Message also argued that the policy of racial segregation was based 
on the domination of one group over all others and depended on the main-
tenance of white supremacy: which again meant that it was rooted in and 
dependent on a policy of sin. According to the Christian Gospel a man's 
brothers were not merely the menbers of his own race, nor the people with 
whom he might choose to associate. His brother was any person whom God had 
given to him: so that to dissociate from that person on the grounds of nat-
ural distinction was to despise God's gift and to reject Christ. 
Thirdly, the Message asserted the Christian Gospel's declaration 
that God was love. and that if this was so then separation was "the ulti-
mately opposite force to God. The will to be separate is the most. complete 
refusal of the truth." The Gospel declared that separation was the supreme 
threat and danger to men, but that in Christ it had been overcome. It was 
in association with Christ and with one another that men found their true 
identity. Yet the policy of racial segregation had a view of life which 
insisted that men found their identity in dissociation and in distinction 
from one another. It rejected as undesirable the reconciliation and fellow-
ship which God had given to men by his Son. "It seeks to limit the limit-
lessness of God's grace by which all men may be accepted in Jesus Chris~. 
It seeks to confine the operation of God's grace within the barriers of human 
distinctions. It reinforces divisions which the Holy Spirit is calling 
the People of God to overcome." So the Message concluded that a policy 
of racial segregation called good evil, and was a form of resistance to the 
Holy Spirit. 
Finally, the Message argued that according to the Gospel Christ was 
man's master and to him all authority had been given. So Christians betrayed 
their calling if they gave their highest loyalty, which was due to Christ, 
to one group or t~dition 1 especially where that group was demanding self-
expression at the expense of other groups. Yet, in South Africa it seemed 
that many did believe that their primary loyalty should be to their group •• 
This kind of.belief came as an attractive substitute for the claims of 
Christ. It encouraged a loyalty expressed in self-assertion; it offered a 
way of salvation with no cross. However, God judged men not by their 
faithfulness to a sectional group but by their willingness to be made new 
in the community of Christ. So the Message suggested that Christ was 
inevitably a threat to much that was called 'the South African way of life' i 
and it implied that some (the Su~nary stated that many) features of the 
social order would have to pass away~ the lordship of Christ was to be 
fully acknowledged and if the peace of God was to be revealed as the des-
troyer of men's fear. 
If the Church failed to witness to the true Gospel of Jesus Christ 
it would find itself witnessing to a false gospel. "If we seek to reconcile 
Christianity with the so-called •South African way of life' (or any other 
way of life) we shall find tha~ we have allowed an idol to take the place of 
Christ. Where the Church thus abandons its obedience to Christ, it ceases 
to be the Church; it breaks the links between itself and the Kingdom of 
God. We confess, therefore that we are under an obligation to live in 
accordance with the Christian understanding of man and of community, even if 
this be contrary to some of the customs and laws of this country." People 
should be able to see in the Church an inclusive fellowship and a frGedom 
of association, and the power of God changing hostility into love. But, 
the Message regretted, even in the life of the Church there was conformity 
to the practices of racial segregation. "Our task is to work for the 
expression of God's reconciliation here and now. We are not required to 
wait for a distant 'heaven' where all problems will have been solved. \Vhat 
Christ has done, he has done already. We can.accept his work or reject it: 
we can hide from it or seek to live by it. But we cannot postpone it, for 
it is already achieved. And we cannot destroy it, for it is the work of the 
eternal God." "The word of God is not bound, and •••• it will move with power 
in these days, whether men hear or whether they refuse to hear". 
So saying, the Message put to every Christian in South Africa the 
question: "To whc:m, or to what are you truly giving your first loyalty, your 
primary commitment? Is it to a subsection of mankind, an ethnic group, a 
human tradition, a political idea; or to Christ?" 
The major downfall of this Message was the fact that it was a poorly 
written document. It made bad use of punctuation and tenses, the line of 
argument was confused at times, and in parts the meaning wus not clear. 
As it was sent to a wide readership this factor was to lead to much mis-
understanding and criticism. Presumably it was one of the reasons for the 
publication of the Authorised Summary. One gains tue impression that the 
Summary sought to remove doubtful passo.ges from the text and to improve 
it, rather than me~ely to summarise it. 
An important emphasis of the Message was that the Gospel of Christ 
offered hope and security not just for the individual but for the whole life 
of man, for the whole of society. Furthermore it was important for its 
urging that men should not wait for reconciliation and unity at a future 
date, in a heavenly kingdom, but should make it present there and then. 
The Gospel needed to be experienced in the present time. The Kingdom of 
God was already present and demanded obedience and faith in the present. 
However, although the Message did say that by the work of Christ men were 
being reconciled to each other, and although it spoke of the pursuit of 
the reconciliation wrought by Christ1 it also at times suggested that 
reconciliation between man and man was in fact already achieved. On the 
contrary, although Christ had broken down barriers so that reconciliation 
might be possible - and would be effected in the ideal community - still 
sin did divide men, as could easily be observed in society. 
The new way of arguing that racial segregation was basically hostile 
to the Christian faith was significant, as was the new challenge to indiv-
iduals to be obedient to the demands of Christ. But there was a danger of 
over-simplification when the Message posited loyalty to Christ over against 
loyalty to one's group, for many people would have seen these as not nee~ 
essarily mutually exclusive. Certainly the Message showed that racial 
segregation had become not just a political policy but an ideology: thou$h 
the terming of it as a 'gospel' was to cause confusion. 
(c) REACTIONS TO THE MESSAGE 
Close on seven thousand copies of the Message were sent out to Christ-
ians of all denominations, with the invitation that they should give it 
serious consideration and should sign it as an expression of their Chr-istian 
commitment. Relatively speaking, the number of people who were known to 
have signed ·the Message (about two thousand by December 1968) was slight, 
but it was significant that of those about six hundred were ministers of 
member-Churches of the South African Council of Churches. 
The Message aroused strong condemnation from tne Prime Minister, Mr. 
B.J. Vorster, who warned that church leaders should not turn their pulpits 
into political platforms but should return to proclaiming the word of God. 
Reacting to his warnings, twelve leading clergymen (including the Anglican 
Archbishop) sent an open letter to him in which they said: 
"As regards, then, the policy of apartheid of the Government which 
you lead, it is obviously not in accordance with the intention of 
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God as revealed by Him in His Word. It clashes with the universally 
held convictions of Christian faith. Any church in South Africa 
wanting to justify the policy of apartheid, as taught and practised 
in our country, ~s being in accordance with the Christian doctrine of 
faith and moralityj does so in opposition to the obvious testimony of 
the Scriptures." 
" ••••• as long as att~mpts are made to justify the policy of apartheid 
by an appeai to Godis Word, we will persist in denying their validity; 
and as long as it is alleged that the application of this policy 
conforms .to the norms of Christian ethics, we will persist in denying 
its validity."(l) 
This letter received support from many Christian ministers in the country. 
The response of the various Church courts was, on the whole, favourable 
towards the Message, though cautious. The Conference of the Methodist 
Church commended the Authorised Summary to members of that Church for 
"serious study and careful consideration". In the Anglican Provincial Synod 
the Message was apparently not acceptable in its entirety, but the Synod 
endorsed the principles underlying it and associated itself with the call to 
repentance and renewed commitment. It urged .clergy to expound the Message 
and with thelaity to study and act upon it: and also voted a substantial 
financial contribution towards the production and dissemination of further 
study material.(2) 
The Bishops' Conference of the Roman Catholic Church, meeting in 
August 1969, gratefully recognised the Message as a prophetic summons to all 
Christians and Churches to reform their lives according to the Gospel and 
to apply the precept of Christian love of all men in a truly effective way 
both in their individual lives and in their communities, not al.lowing any 
ideology of nation or race to take precedence over the Gospel. The bishops 
whole-heartedly endorsed the substance and aims of the Message and accepted 
it as a basis for further ecumenical study and action. Though they added: 
"The Conference does indeed feel that the South African situation is more 
complex than appears to be recognised in the Message. And it must also 
confess its inability to associate itself with all th~ theological and ethic~l 
elements in the Message, some of which proceed from a tradition and outlook 
1 De Gruchy & De Viliiers, op.cit:p}l. · ... M...... · 
(2) ibid. pp37-38; SAIRR Survey 1969, pl2; Faith in Action, December 
1968, p}. From correspondence with some who took part in the Anglican 
Provincial Synod debate, it seems that there were no particular points 
of major objection to the Message - but that there were objections to 
the wording of the document. 
.. ""'.,. 
different from the Catholic one."(l) 
In Durban the Diocesan Synod of that Church endorsed the Message, and 
a Pastoral Letter signed by Archbishop Hurley was issued. Based on the 
Message, it said that the policy of separating racial groups was creating 
a most unhappy atmosphere of superiority of one race over ethers. "We must 
know clearly, and be brave enough to admit openly, that the most important 
thing about a man is not his race. The most important things are the common 
nature he shares with othe~ and his own unique gifts and abilities given to 
him by God's grace."(2 ) 
Then in February i9?2 the Bishops' Conference issued A Call to Cons-
cience addressed to Catholics in Squtbex;n .Africa by :their Bishops. This was 
not a reply to the Message, but might be seen as an attempt at a statement 
which was more acceptable to the Roman Catholic bishops. The bishops 
expressed deep concern about the quality of life in South Africa and about 
all that was dehumanising and out of harmony with the mind of Christ. 
"The social situation here gives us serious misgivings. Legislation and 
conventions divide even those who are called to live and work together and 
to share the same bread in Christ. We are thus prevented from knowing one 
another. A social gulf separates us as Christians and hwnans, causing 
ignorance of one another, resentment and suspicion. In collaboration with 
other Christians and all who are willing to work with us, we must do every-
thing in our power to stop this fragmentation of brotherhood and love." 
The bishops urged Christians to work for social justice 1 and particularly 
interracial justice, and they stressed that witness to this should begin at 
home if it was to be credible. The problems that were faced should not make 
men lose hope or energy. "Moral courage and a sense of human dignity and · 
vocation are essential to Christian Witness. St. Paul has told us: 'There 
is nothing I cannot master with the help of the One who gives me strength' 
(Philippians 4:13 - Jerusalem Bible) •" Then in the major part of this docu-
ment the bishops went on to consider the effects of various aspects of 
apartheid legislation, and stroogly attacked the inequalities that resulted 
from tr~s. They concluded by stressing that so long as the evil of racialism 
existed no one might rest. The greatest evil of all would be to disregard 
its existence. Other Churches supported this document, while Naud~ described 
it as "the most significant statement from official Church leadership on 
the racial issue".(3) 
On the other hand. however, the Executive Committee of the Baptist 
·ur- K.airos 1 October 1969~ Correspondence. with-·ieading members of this . 
Church has not elicited clarification of the theological and ethical 
objections to the Message. 
(2) Bulletin of the Archdiocese of Durban, October 1969. 
(3) SAIRR Survey 19?2, p46. 
Union of South Africa in November 1968 issued a lengthy statement in which 
it strongly criticised much of the theological reasoning and some of the 
conclusions contained in the Message.(l) A year later this Church- largely 
as a result of the publication of the Message, it would seem - withdrew 
its membership of the South African Council of Churches.(2) The Dutch 
Reformed Churches, meanwhilet remained silent on the Message, though there 
was editorial comment in some of their newspapers. 
(d) · A REPORl' ON THE CHURCH 
Realising the need to work out in detail the implications of princj_ples 
expressed in the Message, the South African Council of Churches and the 
Christian Institute of Southern Africa in mid-1969 jointly sponsored what 
was to become a three-to-four year •study Project on Christianity in Apart-
heid Society' (Spro-cas). Under this project six study commissions were 
established - in the fields of economics, education, law, politics, society, 
and the Church - whose task was to examine South Africa's national life 
in the light of the Message and to make recommendations for change towards 
an acceptable social order.(3) 
In July 1972 the Church Commission (which reflected a wide range of 
Church affiliations and included members of the Anglican, Methodist and 
Roman Catholic Churches) published its report, Apartheid and the Church. 
A lengthy work, it was a searching and critical study of church life in 
South Africa which called for a radical self-examination o.f the Church, its 
policies and structures. 
While not suggesting that the Message itself had been beyond criticism 
nor that it had been a final theological pronouncement, the Commission 
believed that that document had been badly misunderstood. It stressed that 
while the Message had interpreted the Christian Gospel as advocating an 
open and common society in the Church and also ideally in society, "this 
does not mean that there are absolutely no circumstances possible in which 
litica.l. partiti.on may be .neceeea.ry." Tho~ the 9ommission add~.d .:tha.~ ...... 
1 be Gruchy & De ~illiers, op.cit.pp39-41. 
(2) The Star, 12th November 1969. 
C') More than 130 leading South Africans of various racial groups and 
interests agreed to serve on these commissions. 
such necessity "must be very serious and it must be purely practical." 
Further, it was emphasised that the Message had not been an attempt to trans-
form the Christian message into a social Gospel wi thaJt leiiJD.iDder. "It merely 
seeks to state what the Gospel says when applied to rebutting the ~deology 
of apartheid. 11 (l) 
In an attempt to clarify passages that had been criticised, the 
Commission drew up a new Summary of the Message.(2) In this parts of the 
original Message were re-worded or even expanded a little, but mainly it 
was freely re-arranged and shortened. We judge that this new Summdry was 
a great improvement; but note here only two extracts which bear on our 
discussion: 
Clarifying what had been meant when racial segregation had been des-
cribed as a false gospel, it was said that "the ideology of apartheid 
calls to its support a heretical interpretaion of Scripture and implies 
in the end that we must believe in a different novel gospel •. It offers 
also a 'salvation', namely, the political salvation or security of our 
society through the way of separation. ~ut the Christian Gospel denies 
that either the individual or society can be saved through any programme 
which is hostile to God's purpose of reconciliation and unity." 
"To be realistic (especially as few of us are faithful and obedient 
Christians) the State must take pragmatic account of the divisions 
between men and between groups of men in proposing any scheme for the 
ordering of our relationships. But even the state must see men's wish 
to divide into permanently separate groups as the essentially sinful 
element it is. It may not regard the differences or divisions between 
men as of ultimate significance or make separation between them the 
ultimate ideal. If it does it stands in opposition to Christ and the 
reconciliation made for us in Him." 
In an examination of biblical texts which many people had used to 
support racial segregation,(3) the Commission argued that the placing of the 
story of the Tower of Babel long after the creation showed that the diversit-y 
of languages between men (and any cultural differences that might result 
from their being separated by language) were by no means to be regarded as 
as fundamental a~ ~he singularity and unit~ of man whi~n was the ord~r o~ . 
·Apartheid and the Church pp4-5. ·· · 
ibid. pp77:Sl. 
ibid. pp34-36. 
creation. Moreover, part of the meaning of Pentecost was that the effect 
of the babel of languages in dividing men had now been overcome by the 
Holy Spirit. Men from every part of the known world and speaking every 
kind of language had become visibly Wlited into one cor..gregation. "The 
curse of Babel is overcome by the redemption through Christ." 
The Commission pointed out that there were two possible meanings in 
Deuteronomy 32:8: either that when the nations had settled in their 
separate localities God had seen to it that there was room for Israel 
(Massoretic text); or that God had parcelled out the nations to the heaveply 
beings for them to look after (Qumran and Septuagint text).(l) The passag~ 
had merely been concerned to explain the special relationship between God 
and the nation of Israel, and neither of the readings meant that the different 
nations should not mix with one another. The Commission then suggested that 
in Acts 1?:26 Paul had been rebutting the Athenians' idea that they were 
essentially different in origin from the rest of mankL~d and had been showing 
that the determining of times and places had not been subject totheir own 
control. (However, there was no evidence in the text to support this 
suggestion. Rather it would seem that wh~n Paul asserted that God made all 
the nations and determined their times and places he merely wished to show 
the greatness of God, who needed nothing from men.) 
In a later discussion of the biblical witness on. race relations (2) 
the Commission referred to many passages that we have already studied, but 
we briefly trace here their line of argument. They pointed out that God 
had chosen the people of Israel not ~ecause they had been intrinsically 
different from or superior to the other peoples of the earth, nor because 
they had merited special favour to the exclusion of the Gentiles, but in 
order that they might be the instrument ~hrough which God blessed the 
Gentiles. The Israelites had had to count the purity of their religion us 
of supreme importance and to take any measures necessary to prevent its 
being compromised and distorted by syncretism with the false religions of 
the heathen round about them. The Books of Ruth and Jonah stood as witnesses 
to the fact that the basic issue had not been fundamentally that of race or 
people but that of religion. The Commission pointed to various instances of 
foreigners, including black people, living in the midst of Israel without 
any thoughtthat such integration had been wrong. However, despite these 
examples and despite warnings by their prophets the Israelites had come to 
interpret their election in nationalistic terms, as meaning that God had 
favoured them not only above but to the exclusion of the Gentiles. So 
~cf. New English Bible~- Rei·er ai.so to __ ,Daniel 10:20f; Psalm 82. 
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there had developed a strict segregation in all spheres of life between 
them and all other peoples. 
Then with the advent of Jesus Christ there had been a complete break 
with this nationalism. He had been of mixed ancestry and had repudiated 
the laws and taboos of segregation. He had prophesied that by his death and 
ascension he would draw all men across all boundaries to himself and thus 
draw them together (John 12:32). For he ~~d himself been the new Adam 
representing all mankind, and their unity in h~m had been accomplished and 
(rather than any natural diversity) had been revealed as their fundamental 
condition. 
In the early Church some Jewish Christians, including Peter, had 
believed that they should revert to their traditional segregation, but Paul 
had accused them of abandoning the true Gospel. He had insisted that the 
Gospel of justification by grace alone, through faith, posited all men a~ 
equal and identical in their standing before God, so that none might separate 
themselves from others on the understanding that any differences between 
them were more fundamental than their solidarity in sin and forgiveness. 
Indeed, it had become now an essential of the Gcopel that Jewish and Gentile 
Christians should sit and eat around the same table in visible unity (cf. 
Galatians 2:12). An invisible unity was not e~ough. (Added the Commission: 
"Paul is therefore asserting precisely the opposite to the idea that the 
sacrament of Communion must not be used 'as a demonstration of ecumenicc~ 
unity' between the different national and racial groups in the Church" -
as had been insisted b,y some Dutch Reformed theologians.) Elsewhere in 
the New Testament it had been emphasised that in the Church Christians had 
together become a new "chosen race ••• a holy nation, God's own people" (1 Pete:;:· 
2:9); and that all previous natural distinctions had become quite secondary 
to this. All Gentile Christians of whatever race and all Jewish Christians 
had been united together into "one new man" in Christ (Ephesians 2:15). 
This had meant that if any groups of believers had rejected the fellowship 
of any other group· on racial grounds it would have been rejecting what 
Christ had accomplished and would have been cutting itself off from the ;•one 
new man" which was the true Church. Thus· there had 'been no racial or 
national segregation in the New Testament Church. It had recognised only 
one separation: that between believers and unbelievers, which had not even 
been a rigid separation (for Christians had been sent to live in and withesR 
to the world) but had been merely a detachment Christians had had to observe 
in circumstances where they might have been detrimentally influenced b,y bad 
company. Within the Church no Christian of one race might say to one of 
another, "I have no need of you" (1 Corinthians 1.2:13, 2lff). 
So Scripture proclaimed that man's fundamental 'identity' was in 
Christ and thus in the community of Christ's Church rather than in men's 
separate groupings. This primary identity overruled all other classificatio~; 
whether they were racial, social, cultural or political. In Christ all the 
differences between men could no longer have decisive significance, and they 
could therefo~e have no power to keep men apart froo one anothe~. "To be 
faithful to Christ and His Gospel is to live by this truth and so to let the· 
unity which Christ has given us become concrete and visible in our lives. 
We are called, as members of the one Body of Christ,. to share and manifest 
together a corporate unity in Christ. This involves common warship, prayer 
and discussion, and united witness and compassionate service in: the world.i' 
Whilst elsewhere emphasising this uhity of the Church, the Commission 
did warn ag,ainst overlooking the differences that existed between races 
and groups of people.(l) The need for adaptation to different cultures 
and backgrounds had been seen by Paul when he had declared that. in his 
evangelism of Jews and Gentiles he had radically adapted himself to their 
different religious cultures. "I have become all things to all men, that I 
might by all means save some." (1 Corinthians 9:19-2}). Similarly, the form 
of the Gospel had been transformed as it had moved from the aewish Pales-
tiirl.an culture and ethos into the Hellenistic culture and ethos of the pagan 
Roman empire. For instance, key ideas such as 1 the Kingdom of God' and 
'Messiah' had been translated into concepts such as •eternal life' and •Son 
of God• which had been more easily understood by non-Jews; and John had 
attempted to use elements of the Greek ·concept of a universal Logos to 
explain the meaning of the Messiah to his readers. Indeed, the Gospel did 
not reject differences in culture (in so far as these did not hinder the 
Lordship of Christ) but it added to them by giving to each Christian a 
different spiritual gift with which to serve God in and through the Church. 
So the Church was called to recognise and even encourage diversity within 
its own body. It should become 1 indigenised' in each racial or cultural 
group. (The Commission noted that the Church should also adapt its life and 
worship to different subgroups within the same broad culture, such as to 
modern, urban youth.) At the same time, the Commission warned that the 
essential Gospel itself should not be compromised. Thus John had used the 
Greek idea of the Logos critically and partially, subjecting it to the 
basic norm of the Gospel of the Incarnation itself and so in fact transformir-s 
it. In contrast some of the African separatist movements had sought to 
. become indige.nous but had ribid .. -·Pii50-59~ . ~one to extremes which had not observed this • ,, •• •· o •' I •'•• ..... 
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principle and so had resulted in syncretism. 
A further warning was given that indigenisation ··of the Gospel might not 
be thought of as a rigid or static adaptation, for this would assume that 
culture was a static and urchanstng phenomenon. In this regard it was 
pointed out that the culture of many Africans was being transformed bf such 
things as education and urbanisation and was becoming radically different 
from the oid tribal culture., Fu:fthermore, it was pointed out that the cul-
tures of two groups which had originally been disparate might in time become 
broadly homogeneous. Thus, for example, the more educated and sophisticated 
of the Coloured people had to a large extent become culturally onewith the 
white people. So "the Church should adapt itself by conforming not to the 
se.pa.rate (racial) groupings prescribed for it by the Government or society 
but to the actual differences between cultural trends which overlap racial 
groups." 
While it was not legitimate to have an ideological separation between 
racial groups (made in principle and therefore rigidly) by which groups 
rejected and excluded one another, the Commission did allow that there might 
legitimately be a purely practical, fluid separation for worship, in which 
every group was open to every other one and joyfully welcomed members from 
them. 
However1 there was to be a manifest unity in the Church. This need was 
not denied but enhanced by the need to recognise differences between people. 
Scripture regarded the differences between men not as opposite nor as anta-
gonisitc but as complementary. Paul had made it clear that diverse spiritual 
gifts and functions in the Church were all for the common good of the Church 
(1 Corinthians 12:4-13) • Ie had explained how each member of the Church needed 
the complementary gifts or function of every fellow member and that this 
bound them together in one corporal unity just as the different parts of a 
man's body all needed each other in the unity of the whole. Stressed the 
Commission, this common need of each. other bound church members into a conrete 
bodily umion - not merely a spiritual unity. "Paul, who is no docetist, 
here takes absolutely seriously the incarnational aspect of the Church's 
unity." This principle applied not only to peoPle with differ~nt spiritual 
functions, but also to people of different cultural groups: for Jews and Greek£: 
were "by one Spirit ... all baptised into one body." 
So the Commission suggested that different 'indigenous• styles of worship 
ne~ded the enrichment of mutual influence and even fusion with one another~ 
The more •stilted and restrained• worship of many white people might be 
enriched by the emphases on 1 atmosphere 1 and a place for warm emotion,. 
on spontaneity, on movement and on a real sense of belonging which were to 
be found in the worship of many black people. In theology, too, the white 
man might very often learn much from the culturally different way of thinking 
of even a more 1 primitivei African. So Christians should open the way to 
the enrichment of their cultures by exposure to one another in common worshipo 
The Commission then went on to argue that the same scriptural principle 
of unity which demanded joint worship also demanded united government of 
the Church. In the New Testament it vas clear that when the Gentile churches 
had emerged these had not been autonomous but had been regarded as extensions 
of the one Church centred in Jerusale~ •. Later Jerusalem's hegemony had 
become less effective - for geographical reasons and not because of diff-
erences of race or language - but a strong sense of the general unity of the 
Church had nevertheless remained. So it was argued that there should not 
be a separation of different cultural or racial groups under~parate church 
courts. If language and cultural differences made it difficult for one 
group to follow a court's proceedings and to feel free to participate in 
them fully, it might be well to hold separate courts: but even this should 
explicitly be regarded as a temporary arrangement for the period it would 
take the different groups to get to know one another's languages and cul~ural 
ways. Moreover, separate courts on the regional level should not be comp-
letely separate but linked together as far as possible within some kind of 
federal scheme on the national level. "Thus the separation must be for 
merely practical and ~ ideological grounds and it must therefore be under-
stood as a temporary expedient which is limited at all points to what is 
really necessary." "In every way possible the whole Church should seek to 
manifest visibly and corporately the unity between all groups within it which 
Christ has given to it as His om Body." 
We shall not at this point study other observations by the Commis-
sion, but note that its report was wide-ranging. On the one hand it was 
critical of the principle of segregation that was held by the Dutch Reformed 
Churches and of the paternalism that was frequently evident there: while 
on the other hand it criticised in some detail the discrimination between 
racial groups that obtained in many areas of life in the 'English-speaking' 
Churches. It sought to analyse, too, the underlying causes for the existent 
racial attitudes in the Churches and the factors which hindered a more 
faithful representation of the Gospel of Christ. In concluslon the 
Commission made many practical recommendations: amongst which we note an 
urgent call for a substantial programme of ~ducation in attitudes reflecting 
faith in the Gospel of reconciliationi and also a call for a deliberate 
policy of education of black people for leadership in every area of the life 
of the Church. 
Here then was a cry for change in the Church. The other study 
commissions, meanwhile, were publishing far-raching reports and recommen-
dations for change in other areas of society. Together they represented a 
substantial attempt by Christians to point men towards new approaches to 
race relations for South Africa. It remained to be seen whether their 
efforts would be heeded. 
At the beginning of 1972 the South African Council of Churches and the 
Christian Institute sponsored a two-year follow-up, known as the 'Special 
Programme for Christian Action in Society' (Spro-cas 2) 1 which sought to 
implement some of the recommendations that had been made and to enable and 
stimulate action for social change. Its dual thrusts into the white and, 
black communities, each developing programmes relevant to the differing needs 
of those communities, were to continue the challeng,.(l) 
Other factor~meanwhile, were prompting changes within the Churches 
themselves. 
Refer Randall,P.: A Taste of Power (1973> ppl06ff.· This Programme 
expired at the end of 19?3. Its two thrusts were continued by newly-
created autonomous organisations: the Programme fo~ Social Change which 
planned to promote communication and co-operation among those working 
for change in the white community, but which made little impact and so 
ended in 19?5i and the Black Community Programmes which sought to 
help black people work for change, and which was banned by the 
Government in October 1977. 
5. CHANGES AFOOT 
... . . ~ 
... ··· . 
Just as the NGK was in the 19?0s being faced by grown1g criticism and 
pressure from black church members on the one hand and from Churches in 
other parts of the world on the other, so too were the AnglicarL1 Methodist 
and Roman Catholic Churches being affected by pressure from such sources. 
As Western civilisation had been a dominant force in southern Africa 
for so many year.a, not only had white people tended to see themselves as 
culturally superior to black people, but black people had conversely tended 
to see themselves as inferior to white people. They had accepted the 
common assumption that the western way of life was the norm for being re-
garded as 'civilised•, and many black people had striven to become the same 
as a white man in every respect except colour. Now, however, there was 
developing a 'black consciousness' which encouraged black people to reject 
any suggestion that they were inferior, to see and appreciate their own 
inherent worth as human beings, and to take pride in the fact that they 
were black and in their own particular cultural background. Proponents of 
this thinking urged others to cease former attitudes of servility towards 
white people and to act with a sense of their own dignity. They encouraged 
them to see ·that they too, with their particular abilities and point of view, 
indeed had something of value to contribute to the life of society as a (l) 
whole. At the same time they were becoming increasingly conscious and 
resentful of discrirrd.nation against black people on. racial. grounds, and 
consequently were more vocal in their criticism of this and also of pater-
nal.ism amongst white people. There were cal.ls for black solidarity, and 
many withdrew from multi-racial organisations because they felt that "no 
useful purpose could be served in maintaining a wishy-washy contact with 
whites". Some vigorously repudiated white 'liberals' who had in the past 
espoused the cause of the black people.(2) This 'black consciousness' was 
not yet a strong popular movement, but it was growing, especially among 
intellectuals and young peo~le. It was to have various repercussions in 
1 A simple indication of this thinking was the rejection of their comr•iori. 
appellation 1Non-\Yhites 1 for the more positive 'Blacks•. 
(2) There were striking similarities between this thinking and that of 
Afrikaner nationalism at the beginning of the century, when Afrik~ner 
leaders, resenting the British victory over them in the Anglo-Boer 
War and the subsequent cultural and economic predominance of English-
spanking people, encouraged their people not to feel inferior but to 
take pride in their own cultural background, language and achievements, 
and to assert themselves and their own identity. 
the Churches. 
Firstly, there was a growing tendency for black churchmen to assert 
themselves in the life and courts of their Churches. Many began to art-
iculate their dissatisfactions with these Churches, to criticise more 
openly than before the racial separation and discrimination that was present 
in church structures, and to demand that changes be made. In particular, 
emphasis was given to the need for more leadership positions to be entrusted 
to black people. Sometimes white churchmen were condemned for hypocrisy, 
and on occasions there were threats of a mass withdrawal of black people 
from one Church or another. This new assertiveness and this criticism was 
to prompt several changes in the Churches, some of which we shall mention 
shortly. 
Secondly, many African churchmen pointed out that western music, ar1hit-
ecture and religious symbolism had been imposed on them, while their own 
cultural forms had been ignored or suppressed. They complained likewise 
that the emphases of the Churches and their western liturgies did not meet 
the spiritual needs of African people. For these reasons the appeal of ~e 
African independent churches was growing tremendously and there was every 
indication that it would continue to do so.(l) As a result of such obser-
vations, there was much consideration in the Churches of the need for worship 
to be 'indigenous•, and there is evidence that attention was being given to 
this in current liturgical reform. Furthermore, there developed what might 
be called 'African theology1 1 which sought to make Christian theology 
indigenous, whereby the Gospel was spelled out for and took shape in African 
thought-forms and in terms of African culture. To a certain extent there 
was with this an examination of the relationships between Christian and 
traditional African beliefs and practices. 
Thirdly and closely linked with this latter factor was the development 
of 'black theology•, not only amongst Africans but amongst other black 
peoples as well. This sought to understand and interpret the Christian 
Gospel from the point of view of black people in their particular sociologicaJ 
situationi or, more specifically, to answer the question: ;'What does Jesus 
Christ mean ·to us in terms o:f' our political situation a~ oonressed ~e_oole. 11 
1 Between 1946 and 1960 the total membership of these Churches increased 
from 9,6% to 21% of the African population. Whisson has suggested 
that their growth and maturing org~sation will give membership of 
them a.n equal status alternative to membership of the established 
Churches, so that they might become the greatest challenge that the 
latter Churches have hitherto faced. (in Towards Social Change 
(Spro-cas Social Commission) (1971) p86). · 
,oo. 
So much of the theological understanding in the Churches had been shaped by 
men who had been members of a ruling elite, that while Jesus Christ appeared 
to be one making appeals to the rich to relieve the burden of the poor, he 
hardly ever appeared as the one standing alongside the poor encouraging them 
to stake their rightful claims. Now 'black theology 0 sought to help black 
people see Christ as liberator, and to understand that in preaching good 
news to the poor, proclaiming release to the captives and setting at liberty 
those who were oppressed (Luke 4:18) God was indeedmncerned to set the 
black man free frompcverty, humiliation and exploitation at the hands or 
white people. "We understand Christ's liberation to be a liberation not 
only from circumstances of internal bondage but also a liberation from 
circumstances of external enslavement".(l) So this was "a theological study 
of disinheritance and liberation from the perspective of people who are 
oppressed because of their colour11 .(2) It was similar to the 'black theology' 
of the United States of America and the 'theology of liberation' of Latin 
America, yet the particular men involved in South Africa had a different 
background and history and so brought different insights to bear as they 
grappled with their significantly different situation. As a theological 
movement it was still in its early stages but it was bound to have an 
important influence on any future consideration of the theology of race 
relations.(3) 
Meanwhile,in September 1970 the Executive Committee of the World 
Council of Churches announced that as part of its Progrnr.nne to Combat Racism 
it would make grants totalling 200 000 American dollars to organisations 
combating racism in various parts of the world, including several movements 
in southern Africa. The grants were to be used for legal aid and for 
educational, health and welfare measures, nnd each organisation concerned 
had given an assurance that it would not 'use the money for military purpos~s~ 
However, some of those organisations were committed to bring about political 
change by violent means, which fact meant that the World Council was impli-
citly encouraging violence in southern Africa. This caused widespread 
indignation in the country, and amongst those to raise their voice in 
criticism were the Churches. It i~ ~~y,ond the scope of our study_~o_4i~~~s~ 
iUJP.t·o veritate, July 19'71, p25. · 
(2) The BLack Sash1 June 1971 1 p22. (3) cf. Becken, H-J.(Ed.): Relevant Theology for Africa (Lutheran Publishing 
House, Durban, 1972); Motlhabi1 M. (Ed.): Essays an Black Theology 
(UCM, Johrum.eeburg, 1972). 
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the ethics of violent change. What should be observed, however, was that 
this decision of the World Counc~l prompted its South African member-
Churches to intensify their witness to justice and reconciliation in society 
and, more particularly, within their own structures. The need for change 
had become manifestly mare urgent• if it was to be peaceful. Moreover, tho 
Churches needed to show the world that they were indeed working for such 
change. 
In October 1970 the Conference of the Methodist Church unanimously 
passed a resolution which took exception to the action of the World Council -
but which at the same time acknowledged 11 our own shortcomings in seeking 
a solution of the problem of racism". The Church pledged itself to seek 
true unity between the races in Church and nation.(l) The following mon~~ 
the Provincial Synod of the Anglican Church likewise criticised the World 
Council - but acknowledged that the growing condemnation of South Africa ~y 
the rest of the world "is a judgement on our policies of racial discr;min-
ation and a warning to us11 • It confessed that the Church had frequently 
been ineffectual as a witness to the lordship of Christ_, and o.s an a~ent .for 
change in society, and added that the Church should acknowle~ge its failure 
to remove racial prejudice from within its own ranks. So ull church me~~ers 
were called upon to "work for the restoration of a Christian fellowship in 
which sinful racial descrimination has no place".(l) 
Reaction did not stop short at making statements, however. At the same 
Synod the Anglican Church established a 'Programme for Human Relations and 
Reconciliation' which was to approach the problem of race relations from 
various angles. The first major thrust was an educational programme of 
planned change in racial attitudes. As part of this :programme, 'Challenge 
Groups' were formed at provincial, diocesan and parish levels with the 
following aims: 
"First to identify those features in the life (including the general 
attitudes and responses of members) and form (structures and procedures) 
of the Church which contribute to the formation and perpetuation of · 
those attitudes and responses which alienate the races from each other 
and in which the Church is conformed to the apartheid society in such 
a way as to hinder its witness. 
"Then to challenge the Church at any of these points identified ••• 
11and •••• to stimulate creative reformation, so that there may be closer 
~ .tJro Veritate, Novem~r ·1970, pl3. 
1 
Pro Ver1tate 1 Decemb•r 1970, plO, 
--· 
... 
connection between the values the Church professes and the concrete 
expressions of its life and form."(l) 
Also in order to encourage a change in attitudes, conscious efforts were 
made to create opportunities for people of different races to meet one anoT.her 
within the church context. Meanwhile some sought ways of supporting by 
encouragement and practical means those people who were suffering unpleasant 
consequences, due to State strictures or otherwise, because of their stand 
for better race relations. The second major thrust by the Church was a 
programme for community development amohg under-privileged people. Some 
dioceses appoint~d full-time community development officers, while a large 
and comprehensive pilot project was initiated on an ecumenical basis in 
Zululand. 
In a similar manner, the Methodist Church established a 'Programme for 
Justice and Reconciliation'. The Roma~ Catholic Church was not directly 
involved in the action of the World Council of Churches which started these 
activities (for it was not a member of that council) but _it too formed 
1Justice and Peace Commissions• at diocesan and pari&1 levels with similar 
aims to those of the other Churches. (The South African Council of Churches, 
meanwhile, established in November 1972 its own Division to co-ordinate 
and assist the responses of Churches to social issues and particularly to 
racial justice.) 
There was a mixed response amongst church members to these various 
programmes9 Some showed apathy; some hostility. Others were greatly encour-
aged to see the Churches move from issuing statements to concerted action for 
better race relations. Whether the attitudes of people were being changed 
by such action remained to be seen, but there is evidence that the programmes 
did have a definite impact on the structures of these Churches. 
So it is that, due in some measure to pressure of opinion from church 
bodies overseas, and more particularly to pressure from black members within 
the Churches, as well as from many white members, there have in recent years 
been various noteworthy changes in race relations within the Anglican, 
Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches. 
In 1976 the Conference of the Methodist Church instructed its synods 
·"U) t'rom. a working paper of ProVincial Standing comniittee. · - · ·······•· 
to investigate a plan for the progressive integration of their circuits 
b.f 1980. Subsequently several circuits have been redefined on a purely 
geographical basis, so that clergy and officials in those situations now 
minister to people of various racial groups, albeit usually in separate 
congregations within each circuit.(l-l 
In the same year the Roman Catholic Church decided in principle to 
integrate its schools, and was supported in this move by the Anglican and 
Methodist Churches. At the beginning of the following year some black 
pupils were admitted to various schools, but after negotiations between 
church and government authorities it was agreed to freeze the situation 
pending the outcome of further discussions. Subsequently the Government gave 
authorisation for black pupils to attend white church schools providing each 
pupil had the approval of the respective provincial administration. By 
March 1978 it was reported that there were about 500 black pupils at formerly 
white church schools around the country (though the Transvao.l. Provincial 
Administration was still ref~ to approve the enrollment of about 200 in 
that province).(2) 
Meanwhile a more balanced racial representation had been achieved in 
some church courts, and others were striving to that end. Several more 
black bishops had been consecrated in both the Anglican and Roman Catholic 
Churches; and in the Methodist Church a Coloured man, the Reverend A. 
Hendricks, was elected President in 1975 and then again in 1977. Other 
black clergy were promoted to various senior positions, and some prominent 
lay officers were black people. In a few situations in each of the Churches 
black clergymen were appointed to minister to white congreg~tions. 
Some church courts were now using simultaneous translation equipment 
during their debates, and new efforts were being made to translate official 
documents and communications into African languages. Though there was still 
need for more of this, as was evidenced by the decision of the Anglican 
Provincial Synod in 1976, on the prompting of an African bishop, to postpone 
two major agenda items until its next meeting in 1979 because the reports 
on them had not been translated into other langues. 
Furthermore, significant moves were being made towards the racial 
parity of clergy stipends. In 1976 the Methodist Church established a 
minimum rate with no reference to race and started towards a progressive 
equalisitian of stipends.(3) In the Anglican Church every diocese had attain~ 
'!'he Da,ily News, l<fth October 197b, 14th ·~·iay 19'7?; ECUNews, 15th July 
1977. 
(2) SAIRR Survey 1977 1 p41; The Dail} News 28th March 1978. (3) The Daily News, 20th October 1976 • 
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parity for its own clergy (sometimes through the white clergy voluntarily 
forfeiting increments), and in 1977 that Church started a scheme to bring 
parity between stipends paid in the richer and poorer dioceses. 
Having said this, however, it should be added that there is still much 
evidence of separation between the r~cial groups within these three Churches. 
As with the NGK, ·the. future is uncertain. That there will soon be 
complete uniformity between teaching and practice is unlikely. Nevertheless, 
pressures for change will comtinue. 
PART FOUR 
A. CRITIQUE 
,306. 
We have gained some insight into the theological ~pproaches to race 
relations that have been evident in the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk 
on the one hand, and the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches 
on the other. The debate on these approaches has been wide-ranging, and 
argw)'lents have changed through the years. Now we should make some assessment 
of important aspects in this thinking. , 
1. GOD'S 'CHOSEN PEOPLE' 
The history of the Afrikaner people shows a long tradition of belief 
that they have been a 'Chosen People' of God - 'called ' by God to serve 
him in a special way, by bringing Christianity and a 'Christian way of life' 
to southern Africa and safeguarding it there. We have see how this belief 
arose during the time of the Voortrekkers, and was later usog. to.great.·. 
effect by nationalists to weld Afrikaners together. We have seen too that 
Dutch Reformed churchmen have been among the leaders_in propounding this 
doctrine - though it is significant that NGK theologians of today would 
reject it.(l) 
No doubt it was their Calvinist background that enabled Afrikaners to 
think of themselves as a chosen people. The doctrine of election, teaching 
that some people are chosen by God in preference to others, filled a central 
place in the Institutes of Calvin. Some critics have argued that this 
doctrine applied only to individuals rather than to peoples as a whole: 
though there is the possibility, as Moodie has suggested, that a covenant 
between God and a people was allowed by Calvin when he reasoned that God 
predestined not only individuals, as he had give!f~e~~~~ogf/"in tho whole 
posterity of Abrahom, to make it plain that the future condition of each 
nation was entirely at his disposal11 .(2) Yet this people of God that Calvin 
spoke of should not be broadened out and identified \dth a. whole nation us 
such. Indeed, Calvin's teaching was developed further by Afrilcaner churchme~~ 
Nevertheless, whether or not this was so it was that teaching that gave 
impetus to their belief in being specially chosen by God. 
1 at. pl80· supr.a.. 
(2) ~alvin, ·Institutos, .Book III, .21:5; Moodie, op.cit.p41. 
However, it should be added that an equol.ly important ir.:fluence 
towards this thinking was the fact that the Afrikaners felt their existence 
threatened by other peoples round about them. Being devout Qnd very cons-
cious of their Christian faith, it was significant to them that the bl<:•ck 
people threatening them were heathens. As they read their Bibles they 
found their circumstances strikingly similar to those of the People of 
Israel, who had likewise journeyed through many dangers to a new land where 
they had had to uphold their Faith amidst heathen pE=oples and influences. 
So it was fairly natural to identify with Israel and come to think of them-
selves as a 'Chosen People', as Israel had been. God himself had led them 
to this land which he hud given them. This understanding gr.ve them encour-
agement in the face of opponents. It also served to justify their concern 
for their own preservation us a people. For just as Israel had had to gua1~ 
her unity and purity in order to preserve her Faith, so Afr~Lners were to 
guard their particular national characteristics and way of life - or, as they 
described it, 'Christian civilisation' - in order to preserve the Christian 
faith in southern Africa. (That the emphasis was placed on preserving 
Christianity rather than bringing it to that p::.lrt of the world, may be seen 
in the fact that there was for many years not only little attempt made by 
the Dutch Reformed Church to spread the faith amongst black people, but also 
frequently antagonism towards missionary endeavour by other Churches.) 
Furthermore, this notion that they were a special. people before God 
served to justify their feeling of superiority over black people. 
Now, we must allow that God may use various nations for particular 
purposes or as vehicles of his gifts (as he was seen to do in Old Testament 
times). So, indeed, he has used people from Europe to bring the Gospel of 
Christ to southern Africa. But we cannot deduce from this that God has 
chosen one people in preference to another, nor favoured one above another •. 
The fact that God may use a people does not mean that they are superior 
to other peoples nor more special in God's sight than others- as has been 
implied when Afrikaners have called themselves 'Chosen People'.(l) Nor 
may they on these grounds preserve for themselves a special place in society • 
. 
Israel was chosen not because she was superior to other peoples, nor that 
God might bestow privilege on her, but that she might serve him. 
Furthermore, it is important to recognise that no nation has been 
called to a vocation comparable to that of the People of Israel - who were 
chosen by God to be the means of his revelation to the world in preparation 
r We note that others, such as Puritans in America and Germany have at some stage thought of themselves as chosen people in much the same wr~ as have Afrikaners. 
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for the Incarnation. Thus, bea.ring in mind the importnnce a.nd special 
status that is commonly attributed by the title 'Chosen People 1 , we would 
suggest tho. t this title should rightly be given only, in the first inst1.'.11cc .. 
to the People of Isr~el with their unique and supreme calling,. and in the 
second instance to the Christian Church 1 which has taken the pl.:.'..ce of the 
Old Israel in revealing God - and which is open across national boundaries 
to all peoples.(l) 
Any suggestion that one people in South Africa has been specially 
chosen by God in preference to others should be rej.ected; and. warning 
should be given against arrogance when one people or. r::tce see ther11sel ves as 
agents of God's will to the extent that they become interpreters of his 
providence for other peoples or races. 
2. 'CHRISTIAN TRUSTEESHIP' 
Ever since the early days of their settlement at the Ca.pe, there has 
been wide-spread tendency among white people in southern Africa to regard 
themselves as superior to black people. Judging their own culture to be 
more advanced than that of Africans, many have been inclined to think of 
themselves as endowed with greater intelligence and initiative, and have 
been disposed to look down on blacks as immature, backward, even stupid. 
During the nineteenth century this attitude was modified slightly as 
the work of Christian missionaries developed, and then as liberal human-
itarianism became for a. time the political tradition of the Cape. White 
people were prompted to show concern for the welfare of their 'inferiors• •. 
As bearers of a 'higher civilisation' they cast themselves into the role 
of caring for the blacks - who were 'immature children' needing the help 
and supervision of their ruling fathers, and guidance towards a western way 
of life. So there developed the concept of whites acti.ng as 1 guardians' 
of the black people or •trustees• with the responsibility of managing 
their affairs. 
This concept of trusteeship of one people by another was not unique 
to South Africa.. It had been developed towards the end of the eighteenth 
We note that Karl Barth was critical of suggestions th~t peo~les may 
have particular historical missions. ·(Church Dogmatics, Vol.III 4, 
p300). 
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century by British statesmen in India who had held that Britain should rule 
the Indian Empire until the Indians had "become suff:Lciently enlightened to 
frrune a regular government for themselves". It had also been applied in 
the United States of America in 18}1 when the federal government h~d been 
declared trustee for the land of the Cherokee Indians. Now the concept 
was gaining international popularity a~d was given sanction by the Cove1~~t 
of the League of Nations, whereby Mandatory Powers were given the •sacred 
trust• of administering territories "inhabited by peoples unable to stand 
by themselves under the strenuous conditions of :t;he modern world", and the 
task of promoting the welfare and •social progress' c)f those inhabitants. 
Subsequently. the ~nited Nations Charter was to retain the concept when 
speaking of some nations taking responsibility for the development of 
others. (l) 
As elsewhere, •trusteeship' was not a specific programme in South 
Africa but merely a principle, susceptible of varied interpretations. It 
was developed into a political doctrine under the government of Smuts, who 
held that "the upliftment of the backward peoples is the sacred trust of 
. "1" t• II ( 2) It 1 db h" t t d "b th . . ,"1 Cl.Vl. 1.sa 1.on • wa.s a so use y 1.s opponen s o escr1. e e1.r rac1.tt.L 
policies. Said Malan: "I regard the Bantu not as strangers and not as n. 
menace to the white people, but as our children for whose welfare we are 
responsible, and as an asset to the country."(}) On the other hand, Pro-
fessor Hoernl~, one of the foremost liberals in the country, upheld trustee-
ship as something liberals should strive for, providing it was given a 
liberal interpretation.<4> 
As the concept developed, it took on a specifically Christian overtone, 
and 'Christian trusteeship' was propounded by churcrunen as well as politicians~ 
Superior nations had been called by God to accept responsibility for those 
nations tlla t were supposedly 'less developed • than they. It \'IO.s the 
'Christian duty' of whites in South Africa to act as guardians for the 
blacks - not only bringing the Gospel to them, but helping them in their 
social, educational and economic development towards 'maturity'. ~Ie have 
seen that prominent NGK gatherings encouraged this principle, and that as 
recently as 1966 an NGK report described it as the calling of a Christian 
people.< 5) Likewise, leaders in the 'English-speaking Churches (at least 
until 1949) accepted the idea.<6) 
1 Rheinallt Jones, J.D.: Christian Trusteeship (SAIRR !4emoro.nduE11 1949) 
pp2-}. 
(2) Smuts, J.C.: The Basis of Trusteeship in African Native Policy, p?. 
(3) Quoted in Dvorin, op.cit. p95. 
(4) Hoeml.e, R.F .A.: South African Native Policy and the Liberal Spirit 
(1939) ppl53-154. 
(5) Refer pp 102 1lo4,121,177 supra. 
(6) Refer pp 591222,224,229 supra. 
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Because trusteeship implies taking c~re of black people ruther than 
exploiting or_oppressing them, the concept has been an attractive one. 
Indeed, we must acknowledge that the will to care for other people is 
admirable, particularly when some sacrifice is 9alled for on the part of 
those who are caring.(l) The principle seems to conform with Christ's 
comm:tnd that everyone should love his neighbour - though \·Je musf assert 
that it co.nn.ot be directly deduced from th::tt comll'k"Uld, .us hets been suggested. 
Nor may we accept the assertion that this is ~ biblicnl concept by extending 
the principle of guardianship of an individual as mentioned in Galatians 4:2 
. (2) 
to apPlJ to peoples ns a whole. 
The term •trusteeship' is seldom used with reference to race relations 
in South Afric~ nowadays - yet because it has been put forward as a Christian 
appraoch to race relations, nnd because the underlying attitudes are still 
prevalent, we should examine the concept. It is a vngue one which has not 
been clearly thought out by its advocates. Indeed, it would seem to be in 
basic contradiction to the political ideal of racial separation - which ~~s 
been supported by many of those who have culled for trusteeship. (3) For a 
guardian cannot give help to his ward if they are seldom if ever to meet one 
another: so how are black poople to learn from white people if segregation 
is to keep them separate? Moreover, if trusteeship is seen us preparing 
Africans for a western way of life, this is contrary to the principle which 
is supposed to underlie segregation, that peoples be enabled to develov 
their ~ distinctive culture and civilisation at their own pace in their 
own situations. 
While some have defined trusteeship c.s preparing black people for a 
western way of life, they have not made it clear that evidence would be 
required to show that the blacks had in fact adopted such a way of life, 
or were able to take responsibility for themselves within it. Others have 
simply maintained that whites should act as trustees for the black people 
_until the latter group. has "reached the level where they candecide for 
themselves over their own affairs". But it has not been clarified what 
that 1level 1 should be, nor how it should be determined whether people 
have reached it. What evidence would be required to show that they were 
able to take responsibility for themselves? Furthenaore, while it might 
be possible to judge the matur~ty of an individual in some \'IO.y, ho\'1 would 
one go about judging the maturity of a group? How many people in the 
of. p 117 supra. 
Refer ibid. 
The Nationalist Party at one time urged that apartheid be administereQ 
in a spirit of Christian trusteeship. 
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group should be deemed mature before that group as a whole was allowed to 
graduate from a position of trusteeship? (We should add thct it has not 
been defined what would actually happen when the black people have even-
tually 'come of age 1 .) 
A serious criticism of trusteeship is that it deals 111i. th black people 
en masse and does not allow for individuals who might be deemed to have 
•reached maturity', whether because they have become urbanised and western-
ised or because they seem able to act responsibly. If these individunls 
are to be treated justly, surely they should be granted the privileges and 
responsibilities of full citizenship, free from trus·~eeship. Yet the NGK 
Report of 1966 (while saying that they should be treated with understanding) 
emphasised that they should not be admitted to the more developed community. 
(l) In contrast, one of the emphases of Christ~•nity lies on the individu~la 
Although God does create man within communities, he creates each human being 
separately, He has 11clll.led you by n~e11 (Isaiah 43:1) and knows you 11per-
(2) 
sonally11 • It-is each individual that matters to God a.nd is loved by hia., 
It is the individual that is of eternal value. So the Christian ethic 
emphasises the worth of ench person, and men are· to be judged by their 
character and ability and not by the group to which they belong, their race 
or colour. Thus, if a racial policy regards people not as individuals with 
personal attribu~es and claims but ohly as members of a particular racial 
or colour group; if the individual is sacrified to the generalisations 
of group-thinking; then such a policy should be condemned as being contrl:'..ry 
to Christian teaching. 
It must be clearly seen that the concept of trusteeship has provided 
white people with u rationalisation for their domination over black people. 
Just as n trustee retains authority over his ward, controls his life and 
makes decisions on his behalf, so white people have nrgued thnt they, as 
trustees, have had the right to retain power and leadership over black 
people and even to control their daily living. This control, they have 
said, has been for the benefit of the black people. 11We know what is good 
for them." So •trusteeship' has seemed to replace domination in the interests 
of a conquering and colonising power by domination in the interests of those 
conquered,(3 ) and the white people have been encouraged to believe in all 
~incerity that their donunation has been not only just, but beneficial to 
the black people. However, whether or not the domination has changed in 
character, it is clear that it has still ren1ained domination - and, as we 
(1 Refer p178 supra. 
(2) cf. Brunner, E.: Justice and the Social Order (1945) pp39-40. 
(3) cf. Hoernle, op.cit. p57. 
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shall observe shortly, this has not in fact been beneficial to black 
people for it has indeed hindered their development. So trusteeship m~y be 
seen as a euphemistic term, disguising the maintenance of white superic•ri t~,, 
It has been described by one observer as 'benevolent despotism 1 .(l) 
If trusteeship is to be genuine then at some stage the ward must 
'come of age' and the authority which the trustee has exercised over him 
must come to an end. Then the trustee must allow the ward to take a full 
share in the life of the community, us an equal with him. Nearly all those 
who have urged the practice of trusteeship have stressed that it must 
essentially be an interim measure. But if the decision as to when the period 
of trusteeship is to end is left solely to the whites, it is likely that 
they would be influenced by their own.interests, and would continue the 
trusteeship indefiniely so as to maintain their superior position. Indeed, 
in 1939 Hoernle observed that trusteeship tended to be administered as if 
it were a permanent institution, as if the relation of ward to trustee 
would remain the standing pattern for all time of whites• relations with 
blacks.(2) Then in 1956 Keet warned against a guardian always remaining a 
guardian, and observed that current declarations of ap...'U"theid seemed to 
disregard the rapidly growing numbers of Africans who had emerged from their 
'primitive state•. Today, still, whites maintain that they must guide the 
black people for their future, and are still reluctant to relinquish 
authority over them. 'Trustees' plead that time is necessary for the 
spiritual growth and material preparedness of the black people to care for 
their own welfare. But the danger is~at that time will last for ever. 
It should be acknowledged that many white people, including supporters 
of the policy of racial segregation, have been dedicated to working for the 
welfare of black people. Many have been sincere and well-meaning in their 
relations with ~~d treatment of blacks, and have frequently displayed gen-
erosity tm1ards them. But all too often their approach has been pa:t;ernal-
istic: one of condescension from ~ position of power and control, maint~ining 
a rigid principle of inequality. There has, perhaps subconsciously, been an 
underlying attitude that black people are backward or like children - and 
blacks have been told that they should willingly and humbly submit to the 
authority and discipline imposed by the whites and should gratefully accept 
the help that they have received. (3) This paternalism has been wide-spre;:~d. 
1 That some advocates of trusteeship have recognised this tendency is 
seen in their warnings against domination over a 1:1ard by his trustee. 
(refer eg. pl77 supra.) 
(2) Hoernl~, op.cit. p58. 
(3) Refer eg. ppll8 1178 supra. 
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It has been evident in the relationships between individuals and their 
domestic servants; as well as in the actions of state officials who "con-
descendingly receive triba.l honours, assure their 'children' of sympathy, 
and dispense government favours". It has been noticeable in liberals 
espousing the cause of bla.ck people and mixing ~dth them, a.s much as in 
supporters of segregation~ In the NGK the Churches for black people h~ve 
been termed 'daughter Churches' even after the recognition of their indepen-
dence; while the Spro-cas Church Commission d~cerned 11a.n enderr~c general 
attitude" of paternalism in the English-speaking Churches too.(l) 
Brookes has suggested that paternalism is preferable to negligence, 
uncaring or cruelty.( 2) At first this may seem true: but it overlooks the 
effects of paternalisr.1. Because paternalism appears to be a benevolent 
approach, it enables whites who are racialistic to remain psychologically 
blind to their racialism and convinced thut they ·are only benevolent in the:i.l' 
attitude. Because they relate downward to blacks as superiors to inferiors, 
they are inhibited.from recognising maturity in a black person, and there is 
little chance for real understanding between them, nor for ~tual acceptnnc~, 
In contrast to the fundamental tenet of effective community development that 
people should be encouraged to take responsibility for themselves and help 
themselves, paternalism inspires whites to do things ~ the black people -
and so denies them opportunities for taking such responsibilities themselves. 
Further, paternalism encourages a dependent attitudE! among black people, 
prompting them to accept uncritically the actions a.nu decisions of white 
leaders. It has stifled initiative and self-confidence among mnny black 
people. It has inhibited the· development of black leaders, and has blocked 
them from taking over the real centres of power. Thus, encouraged by pro-
ponents of black consciousness', many blacks have come to clespise whites 
for their very condescension; and many who have become aware that paternalism 
has inhibited the development of their people, would, in disagreement with 
B.t>ookes, prefer whites to be uncaring ruther than l:x'l.ternalistic. The concept 
of trusteeship, it is true, has in some measure been a. result of a. paternal-
istic outlook: but it should be strongly criticised for the way it has 
itself encouraged and reinforced such paternalisg. 
~Spro-cas Church Commission p46. 
1 
Brookes, White Rule p84, 
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3. SELF-PRESERVATION 
It is not really surprising that self-preservation in the face of 
other peoples has been a rlrominent concern for many \"lhite people in South 
Africa. As we have seen, whites at one stage found themselves competing 
against a very much larger black population for land and livestock - their 
very livelihood - which competition frequently involved bloodshed~ L~ter 
many whites were unable to find employment and u livelihood in the to~n1s 
because of the plentiful black labour there' More recently whites have 
been challenged by increasing demands from black people, and have had fore-
bodings of happenings similar to those in other parts of Africa, where whitcb 
have been attacked or killed or have had to flee their homes and livelihood 
in the face of black people taking over political power. Nor is it surprising 
that whites, apart from being concerned for their own safety as individuals, 
have also sought to preserve their racial group as a whole with its dis-
tinctive characteristics - for they have found securj.ty ~.ri thin that groupir..g 
of people similD-r to themselves·. Likewise, because they have hD.d llll idcntit;y 
rooted in their western culture and traditions, it is understandable that 
they have been anxious to preserve that culture against o.ssimilation by the 
more numerous black people, and that Afrikaners have also sought to preserve 
their distinctive national characteristics against aoglicisation. The in-
stinct to preserve one's own life as well as one's own identity amongst 
others is common to all men. 
As concern for their self-preservntion has been u major impetus townrds 
the policy of racial segregation, and has provided something of a ratio~~le 
for that policy, we should emmine arguments that hav·e been put forward to 
defend and encourage this concern. 
It has been argued that every person has a right to preserve himself. 
"That every living being has the right to protect himself is a law of 
nature which no thinking person can doubt. The capacity to de so was given 
by the Creator to every being - certainly with the intention thnt he use 
it."(l) Following on from this, it has been argued that u national, racial 
or cultural group has the right to defend itself and its own identity. \~ith 
these assertions we may agree - providing such praservation is not maintair~!!cl 
at the expense of others, nor involves their subjugation. The right of 
all individuals and groups to their own preservation must be respected ru1d 
guarded. (Thus we mo.y agree with those who stress thut change to a new 
political power structure in South Africa should guarantee the survival of 
~Dr. T.C. de Villiers in lnspan, June 1948: quoted by Moodie, op.cit. 
p319. 
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white people there with freedom to maintain their own racial identity and 
culture.) 
Some have added that if people have ~on:i..l t up a way of lifo which they 
believe to be Qetter than any other, then they have a right to defend t~'t 
too. Providing that way of life does not restrict the freedom of other men 
or groups, nor prevent those from choosing their own way of life, we may 
accept this assertion. But here it should be emphasj.sed that the way of 
life of white people in South Africa has been based on their political, 
social and economic privilege and their domination over black people. A 
way of life on this basis they have no right to defend.(l) 
Many Dutch Reformed churchmen have gone further than asserting a right 
to the preservation of one's own racial and cultural identity, to assert 
that the white people in South Africa have indeed a solemn duty to preserve 
th~s. They are obliged to tuke measures for the survival of the white 
population group with its distinctive identity. Some have given this ob-
ligation sacred overtones, and hnve described it as 11 u healthy Christian 
principle11 • Various arguments have been put forward to support this. 
It has been argued that the white population group and the Afrikaner 
national group (as well as other racial groupings) are a creation of God 1 
and therefore that the white man and Afrikaner is compelled to protect the 
identity of his group. But Barth's response to such an assertion seems 
telling. He agreed it to be important that a man should honour his people 
his language, fatherland and ·culture - and t~eat them with love and fidelity; 
for these had been given him by God. A man should joyfully and thankfully 
be what he was. But Barth gave stern warning that a man should not regard 
it as o. fixed determination by God that he should be within his particular 
people. That determination might change and be replaced by another. "It 
must not be decked out as an order of creation." Nor should the past and 
present of a people nor its language and territory be thought of as 1 holy 1 • 
The historical existence and task of a people could not be an end in itself. 
"To ascribe to (groups or peoples) a divinely willed and guaranteed persis-
·tence is quite azbitrnry and even laughable for those who are prep~red to 
hear the divine cormnL:llld. 11 ( 2) . 
Nor may it be argued that the loss of privilege would endanger the 
right to preservation of a cultural identity: for many peopies, such ns 
Indians in South Africa, have maintained an exclusive identity withou·c 
access to political power. (cf. Spro-cas Social Commission pl2.) 
(2) Barth, Church Dowottics Vol 111 4, pp289-304. Likewise, Reinhold. NiebuL:c 
argued that one should not regard •creation' as fixed, "but us part of 
the historic development to which every race and p0rson (is) subject11 u 
(in Love and Justice (Robertson, D.B.(Ed.)) pl52.) 
• 
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It has been suggested that in order for Christianity to continue in 
southern Africa, as God surely wills, then white people who brought the 
Gospel to those parts should be preserved to spread it further amongst 
the heathen. Similarly, they should be ~r~served to bring the bl~ck pec;l0 
to !naturity• through Christian trusteeship. If the \llhites were to disnppe~("_ 
it has been said, Christianity and western civilisation would disappe~r. 
The fault of this argument lies in the fact that it identifies Christicuu~y 
nnd western civilisation with the whites, and does not credit that many 
black people have become imbued with them and might well see to their 
continuance should it happen that· the whites no longer remain as n distinc-
tive group. 
Some have pointed to the biblical commandment to honour one's father 
and mother (Exodus 20:12), suggesting that this demands that every person 
keeps in honour his forebears' culture, language and traditions and ensures 
that these be not destroyed. A man must defend his heritage. Should he 
not preserve it, or should he leave his own group to join another, thell 
he would be breaking this important commandment. But tlrls, we suggest, 
is stretching the commandment too far - a commandment which essentially 
calls for respect in personal relationships. Similarly, we cannot accept 
the suggestion that a man's 'vocation towards his posterity' demands that 
he hand over his heritage just as he received it. For he would surely 
give more benefit to his descendants if he sought to improve what had been 
given to him and to adapt it to changing historical circmustances and en-
vironments, 
Many have argued with feeling that it would amount to suicide if the 
white people allowed their racial group or their culture to be destroyed, 
and that they would th~s be breaking the sixth commandment: 11You shall not 
kill" (Exodus 20:13). To avoid this, they should do all that they could to 
preserve the identity of their peo:i)le. Again a comrru::.ndment has been gi. ven 
a figurative exegesis, prohibiting the 'death' of a rucinl identity or 
culture, but again we would warn against giving the commandments too wide 
an interpretation. The most r~tent understanding of this one is thut it 
forbids that a man should be put to death. Now, hur~~ life would not 
necessarily be endangered if racial characteristics or u culture were 
al.lowed to disappear through miscegenation or through the predominance of 
another culture within the population. But the mention of suicide and 
the invocation of the sixth commandment in this context does have the con.TJ...)·-
tation of physicaldeath - and so is misleading. We should recognise the 
high emotional content in this argument. Indeed, emotionalism is present 
in many discussions on the question of self-preservation. The very 
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suggestion that u man has a duty to protect his rc~ciaJ. and cultural identity 
is an emotive one. However, we may conclude that none of the arguments 
given shows convincingly that there is in fact such an obligation laid 
upon men. We might add that any individual should have the right and freoclo!"'. 
to withdraw from his ro.cial or cultural group and dissociate himself froir, 
the identity of that group. 
The appeal for the preservation of the white population group has been 
tempered by some who have asserted that black people likewise have a right 
to self-preservation, and ~a should be encouraged to preserve their O\in 
cultures and to secure their own identity within these. This, us we have 
seen, has been an argument for the government policy of •separate development' 
But it is significant that such proponents have usually been ~-gue as to what 
aspects of black culture they have regarded as particularly valuable. 
Moreover, white people have been more anxious for the preservation of the 
black peoples' identity thL\n have the black people themselves, at least 
until the growth of 'black consciousness'. It seems clear thnt the whites• 
call for black self-preservation q~s been basically to nnke their pre-
occupation with their own preservation seem more presentable, us well as to 
give support to the policy of racial segregation. 
We would at this point comment on the counter-argument of other church-
men that self-preservation falls under the judgement of Christ, who said 
that "whoever would save his life will lose it; and whoever loses his life 
for my sake, he will save it". (Luke 9:24). This saying is surely not o. 
blanket condemnation of concern for one 1 s mm safety and protection. Chris·t 
was warning his disciples that if they were to follow hie they might well 
face suffering and death inflicted by others. If they -v1ere prepared to cl.ie 
because of their allegiance to him ('for my sake') they would retain the 
eternal life promised to them, anu a share in the Kingdom of God. But if 
in order to save their earthly life they denied him, then God would be 
ashamed of them and they might lose their inheritance in his Kingdom. It 
seems clear that Christ was warning against seeking to preserve oneself by 
denying allegiance to him, but was in no way condemning those who sought to 
preserve themselves in other circumstances, where the question of allegi~nce 
to him had no bearing on the situation. 
It is not wrong to be proud of one's own people, their culture and 
traditions (in so far as these have not been tarnished by sin), nor is it 
wrong to want to preserve whatever elements of these seem worthwhile. 
Certainly there is a need for some appreciation of what is one's own if one 
is fully to app:recia.te what belongs to others. But it is sa.cl that 11Jhites in 
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South Africa have had this great pre-occupation with the preservation of 
their own identity, seeing in black people a menace to their 'whiteness' 
rather than a common human dignity. For this pre-oc·cupation has been founcl.ed 
on fear. How much better would be an attitude of faith that all th~t is 
really valuable in a person cannot finally be lost; (1.\hat God will preser·v(; 
what is worth preserving. (Though we must appreciate that this suggestion 
is not likely to bear much weight with those who have no belief in God,nor 
those who have seen culture and values which they believed to be of value 
for all men suppressed other parts of the world.) 
Clayton suggested that the complete loss of a racial type would limit 
the diversity of mankind and so be a real loss to humanity. This is ques-
tionable, however, for just as one racial type might disappear in the course 
of time so another might appear, and diversity. thus continue. F\.-,!'thermore 
it is important to recognise that racial or group characteristics may have 
limitations, and that some change and development of them could well be 
healthy and beneficial. Such development should be allowed to happen. 
Indeed, there is some truth in the comment by Brookes that when the whites 
in South Africa are ready to lose themselves they will be big enough to find 
themselves.( 2) There is need for them to appreciate Hurley's observation 
that their civilisation is not a fragile, delicate thing w-hich needs protec-
ting, but something vigorous which thrives on encoun.ters with other cultures\ 
and may profitably adopt new values in exchange for what it offers to others., 
(3) Western civilisation, said Marquard, 11is not preserved by 'protecting' 
it by hot-house methods, but •••• flourishes only when it expands and seeks 
to attract to its ranks on terms of equality all, of whatever colour, who 
are imbued with the spirit of liberty, of culture, and of humanity that is 
characteristic of the greatest traditions. 11 ( 4) Indeed., one should keep a 
sense of proportion and not concentrate so exclusively on one's own racial 
and national values that there can be no appreciation of what is valuable 
in others and of what one has in common with all mankind. Said Hurley, 
one should concentrate~ of the time on one's common human heritage. 
The true patriot sees his own nation as only one of the whole family of 
nations, and love for his own people should be enriched by close fellowship 
with other peoples. 
1 cf. p280 supra. 
(2) Brookes, E.H.: The City of God and the Politics of Crisis (196o) p38. 
(3) Refer p272 supra. 
(4) Marquard, Peoples and Policies p260. 
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4. MISCOOENATION 
We have seen that during the early years of whit.e settlement at the 
Cape miscegenation did take place, by irregular liaisons and sometimes 
through intermarriage. But as the white society became more settled such 
miscegenation became less and less acceptable to them, until by the 
beginning of the nineteenth century their disapproval had become abhorrence. 
Today it is probably true to say that the majority of white South Africans 
contemplate miscegenation with a shudder of aversion amounting to angry 
horror. "How would you like your daughter (or sister) to marry a black 
man?" is the popular expression of this dislike. 
MacCrone(l) explained this aversion in terms of unconscious psychologicaJ 
factors. He pointed to a universal belief among white people that black 
men are more virile and sexually more potent than they, and that black women 
are more voluptuous and have more 'abandon'. Black people, whites surmise, 
indulge their sexual appetites more freely and more promiscuously than do 
whites. Because of the fascination of this 'freer se~~ life', and because 
people of a socially superior class often find more complete sexual grati-
fication in intercourse with those who belong to a socially inferior and 
despised class, it is feared that a black person might exercise a greater 
attraction upon a white nk~ or woman than would partners of his or her own 
race. Consequently, primitive jealousy shows itself in a blend of anger, 
resentment, horror and fear; and miscegenation comes to be regarded as a 
form of perversion. Equally, jealousy, as well as the projection of the white 
man's own sexual desires onto the black man, gives rise to the fixed idea 
that every black man prefers a white woman to a woman of his own race: 
which belief serves to maintain suspicion und hostility against the black 
man, and makes it more difficult for him to become a serious rival of the 
white man.( 2) 
The same explanations may also account for an excessive concern for 
the honour of white women - which white men have felt it incumbent upon 
themselves to protect. A strong element in the ideal picture of the Afrik-
aner ~ is the concept of her as a white woman, chaste and aloof amongst 
a black population. The notion of any white woman in t~e arms of a black 
man, particularly if it is of her own free will, is enough to give rise to 
most pronounced emotional reactions in a white man. In turn, this concern 
for her purity has been readily displaced onto the white race as a whole and 
1 MacCrone, Race Attitudes pp}00-304• 
(2) We· note, on the other hand, that a prominent reason given for the 
Immorality Act is that it is to protect the innocent black woman from 
the guiles of the white man. This is a rationalisation. 
has become a demand for the preservation of the 'purity of the race'. 
Another factor which no doubt encourages the whites' aversion to 
miscegenation is their concern for their own preservation as a distinctive 
people. If miscegenation became a common practice, then, it is feared, 
there would be complete biological assimilation, and the white people would 
disappear in a Coloured mass. 
Marquard suggested that fear of miscegenation is the strongest motive 
for racial prejudice, and so seems to be one of the main reasons for the 
policy of racial segregation.(l) A great deal of social discrimination is 
justified popularly on the grounds that it prevents a lead up to mixed 
marriages which would endanger the white race in South Africa. "It is 
felt that if there is once political equality, that things will not stop 
there. They will go further, and continue an economic and social lines. 
It is felt that you will ultimately have social equality, which in the 
long run it will not be possible to stop, und if you have social equality, 
you subsequently get mixing of blood, and the ruin of the White race. 11 ( 2 ) 
Some would perhaps tolerate every degree of equality or integration except 
this last, but because they believe this to be the inevitable outcome they 
reject the whole development. Indeed, fear of miscegenation is expressed 
ago.in and again in discussions on race relations. "Lincoln's reply, that 
because he wanted justice for a Negro woman it did not mean that he wanted 
to marry her, has little effect ori this deeply rooted. anxiety."(3 ) 
Arguing for the prohibition of miscegenation, some Dutch Reformed 
theologians (and the NGK Report of 1966) have pointed out that God willed 
a diversity among the peoples of the earth, and that it would thus be con-
trary to his will and therefore sinful if peoples were to intertnarry .::md 
through miscegenation become one uniform type of people where previously 
th t d . t• t• t B t . . 1 M . h "d (4) ere were wo l.S 1.nc 1.ve ypes. u l.S l.s c ear, as ara1.s as sal. , 
that the variety of peoples has in fact been increased through miscegenati :'11·· 
and new peoples have come into being - whilst the peoples from which they 
carne have continued through those individuals who have not engaged in·mixed 
marriages.( 5) 
This might explain why prejudice is particularly strong against social 
activities where physical contact between people .of different races 
is close and on a basis of equality rather than a master/servant 
relationship. 
(2) Quoted in Tatz, C.M.: Shadow and Substance in South Africa (1962)p76. 
(3) Marquard, Peoples and Policies pl27. 
(4) Refer Pl51 supra. 
(5) We have observed that God has not ordained particular variations to be 
fixed for all time, so that it would be in .order for each of these to 
change at the same time as the overall diversity changes. (Refer p315 
.,,...,,..::'!-) 
At first, too, Dutch Reformed theologians pointed to the strong 
prohibitions in the Old Testament against Israelites marrying people from 
other nations, to show that intermarriage had been condemned by God. 
However, it has since been admitted that such prohibit~ons were not to 
preserve racial purity but to ensure the religious purity of the Israelites, 
lest their mixing with other peoples led them to~llow other gods. It 
h 1 b h 1 1 th t . t . d"d . f t (l) as a so een s own c ear y a ~n ermarr~ages ~ ~n ac occur. 
The NGK Report of 1966 wished to prevent these marriages being taken as 
examples of racial mixing, by suggesting that all the peoples in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt were probably of one race,( 2) but whether this is correct or not, 
it remains certain thut there were no racial prohibitions against oixing. 
Likewise, it has been admitted that the New Testament does not discourage 
marriage between people of different races, but only between Chr: .. stian and 
unbeliever. (One argqment against miscegenation has been that today, too, 
Christians should only tnarry Christians, so that the purity of the faith in 
southern Africa may be preserved: but it should be rememberd that many 
black people are indeed Christians - so marriage between these and white 
Christians cannot be precluded.) Thus theologians from both Dutch Reformed 
and 'English-speaking' Churches have agreed that no direct scriptural 
argume~~ can be produced either against or for miscegenation. 
However, when one turns to social considerations involved in a mixed 
marriage there is no clear-cut pronouncement that can be made. It may be 
accepted that for an ideal marriage there should be a degree of similarity 
between the partners - but it is not easy to state to what extent that 
similarity should be present. Dutch Reformed churchmen have asserted thut 
there should be"a similarity" of descent, language, culture, colour, nation-· 
ality and religion11 ( 3)if a couple are to live together happily. Where 
customs ar.e divergent they will find it difficult to adapt themselves to 
one another and their family life will be full of tension. Where their 
cultural backgrounds are different they will find assimilation difficult nn' 
that partner with the higher degree of civilisation will be 1 harmed 1 • A 
marriage between people of different races in South Africa, it is concluded, 
would not have all the similarities required, and so would not be permiss-
ible. English-speaking churchmen have also placed great emphasis on such 
social and cultural factors, but in contrast they have seemed prepared to 
allow intermarriage - providing due consideration has been given to these 
factors by the partners concerned. We should point out that just because 
a man and a woman may be of different races does not mean that they are 
1 Refer eg. p2}4 
(2) Refer Pl?B supra. 
(3) Refer Pl79 supra. 
supra. 
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totally dissimilar, as is suggested by those arguing against miscegenation. 
Indeed, they may have the same language and religion, and a similar back-
ground of urban culture, customs and interests. We must admit that differ-
ences may militate against their marriage (just as differences may_militate 
against a marriage between people of the same race); but we assert that 
where individuals have given careful thought to their differences, and are 
convinced that such differences are not too great, then there can be no 
objection on these grounds to their marriage. 
Another point which has been argued by opponents of miscegenation is 
that children of a mixed marriage will suffer because they will be notice-
able by their hybrid features and will be teased by other children and 
probably ostracised by both racial groups. It is not easy to judge whether 
this will be so, as it may depend on their pariicul~ social situation, but 
it is a question which should be carefully weighud . by couples considering 
marriage. (As a couple may decide not to have children, this obviously 
cannot be a reason to prevent all mixed marriage&J Certainly in u society 
such as that in South Africa, where there is strong public opinion against 
miscegenation, the partners in a mixed marriage as well as their children 
are likely to experience contempt and ostrAcism. Moreover, where there is 
legal discrimination between people of different races in most situations of 
daily living, a mixed marriage would be difficult because partners could not 
do everything together. Also, as happens to. some Coloured families, a f~~ly 
may be dividad if some of the children are 'darker' than the others so that 
they associate with different racial group~. However, while for many people, 
both Afrikaans-- and English-speaking, these conditions prevalent in South 
Africa may make intermarriage "peculiarly undesirable" 1 we 1r1ould assert 
that these are not reasons for preventing a mixed couple from marrying, if 
they are aware of sueh difficulties and prepared to develop their marriage 
life within them. 
The question then to be decided upon is whether the State has the right 
to legislate against miscegenation, as has been done in South Africa by the 
Immorality Act and the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act. Many Dutch Re-
formed theologians have argued that the State does have this right. The 
choice of a marriage partner implicates many more than the two people con-
cerned, for it is impossible to isolate these individuals from their communit;y 
More important than their free choice is the maintenance of peace: so the 
State, acting for the welfare of the whole community, may forbid ·miscegen-
ation where this may damage or disturb the stability of society. Furtherr.;ore J 
it has been argued, a racial group may take steps to preserve ite distinctive 
nature, and this may be done by government legislation preventing their 
assimilation into anQther race. However, it was added in 1972 that such 
legislation should be an •extraordinary measure•, not normative for all times 
and all places.(l) In contrast to this stand, the Reformed Ecumenical 
Synod in 1968 said that State and church have no ri~1t to limit the free 
choice of a m~rriage_partner.(2 ) Leaders of the Anglican, Methodist and 
Roman Catholic Churches have stated that absolute prohibition of miscegen-
ation by the State would be an unwarrantable interference in a personal 
concern. (3) 
When we turn to Bonhoeffer we find he held that everyone has the right 
to personal choice of a marriage partner. He admitted that social, religious 
and biological factors must be considered in making that choice, but he 
stated that racial and national restriction of the right of marriage would 
rob it of its universal human title and declare it to be a purely racial 
and national institution. Where alien authorities assert a claim to direct 
and shape the coming generation, they thereby "impoverish the abundance of 
God's creation which seeks to develop through the desire of individuals .for 
children of their own and not through the compulsory breeding of a. partic-
ular human type. This constitutes a disastrous interference in the natural 
order of the world." Brunner likewise believed tho.t every man has the right 
to freedom in the use of his sexual powers, and he stated that the abolition 
by the State of this freedom in favour of eugenic planning is "one of the 
most terrible forms of despotic injustice11 .(4) 
However, lest this be taken a.s unequivocal support for those who would 
allow miscegenation, we note that both these theologians did qualify their 
stand. Both allowed (as Dutch Reformed churchmen ho.ve done) that some 
limitation might be validly imposed where free use of that right to choose 
a marriage partner wouldbe detrimental to the community - though they 
emphasised that such restriction should be occasional, and should operate 
"within the narrowest limits".(5) 
So the argument hinges on the question whether and to what extent 
miscegenation might be detrimental to a particular community. In South 
Africa it has been urged that wide-spread miscegenation would result in the 
1 Refer p;LB3 · SU!J.ra. 
(2) Refer p182 supra. 
(3) Refer pp2231248,254 supra. 
·( 4) Bonhoeffer 1 D.: Ethics, ppl.28-130; Brunner, Justice nnd the Social 
Order, p61. 
(5) We observe that th~ total prohibition of all sexunl intercourse and 
marriage between white and black people in South Africa is not in 
accord with the 'limited restriction' allowed by these theologians, 
nor even with the •extraordinary measure' permitted by the NGK in 19'72. 
development of a homogeneobs·popUlat~on, wi~n u-correspona1ng Ioss of 
distinctive cultures, and also of the white race as a distinctive group. 
(That it is the loss of the white race which is the real concern may be 
seen in the inconsistency that miscegenation is only prohibited betwe.en 
bluck and white people, but not between people of different black races 
(such as African and Indiun) even though these may have different and 
distinctive cultures.) Again it should be said that the disappearance 
of a culture or of a racial group would not really be detrimental to the 
South African community for variety in the population would continue. 
Furthermore those qualities or ·characteristics of n culture or group which 
were valuable to society would be fostered by society and hence would 
be unlikely to disappear. Indeed, we must ask whether there would in 
fact be any disappearance of a culture or racial group, if misceg .... nation 
were permitted in terms of the law. Without denying that legislation has 
been a cause of separation between white and black population groups, 
it would seem true to say that on the whole people have also naturally 
gravitated towards their own racial groups, as has generally occurred 
among language and national groups throughout the world. This natural 
tendency would seem likely to continue, even where the social gap between 
black and white had narrowed. For we should bear in mind the revulsion 
against miscegenation that is so prevalent amongst white peopQe. This 
alone would be a strong social deterrent against miscegenation. More-
over, the growth of 'black consciousness' among many of the more westernised 
Africans may well discourage them from liaisons with white people. The 
fact that there were comparatively few mixed marriages prior to prohibitive 
legislation is surely significant. In the period between 1925 and 1949 
there were an average of only ?9 mixed marriages per annum with a gradual 
drop over the latter seven years.(l) It is true that if prohibitive 
legislation were removed there mi&1t be an increase in the number of extra-
marital liaisons between white and black individuals. Also, mixed marriages 
would once ~gain occur. But there seems to be no compelling reason why the 
i 
1 Moreover, only some 10 to 20% of these marriages involved white 
women. Patterson pointed out that the legislation of 1949 came 
at a time when social sanctions against miscegenation were stronger 
than they had ever been. (Patterson, op.cit. i~43.) Commented 
Marquard: with only 75 mixed marriages as against 28 000 
white marriages in 1946 "the Act hardly seemed to have been 
necessary". (Marqua.rd. 1 Peoples and Policies ::p162; cf. Hoernle, 
op.cit. pp55-56.) 
ratio of such marriages to uni-rqcial marriages would now be considerably 
greater than it was before the legislation was introduced. In short, we 
agree with Keet's obse~tion(l)that until conditions in the country have 
changed so radically that colour no longer has any meaning, miscegenation 
is ur.l.ikely to take place on a wide scale: and we conclude that this compnra-
tively small incidence of miscegenation, though increasing the lliloured 
population, would not automatically lead to a complete biological or cultural 
assimilation and so would not greatly alter the racial or cultural composition 
of the population. Thus we must disagree with the claim that the free use 
of the right to choose a marriage partner would in this way be detrimentGil 
to South Africa: and hence there seems here no adequate reason for the 
State to im~ose legislative restrictions on this right. 
5; THE UNITY AND DIVERSITY OF HANKIND 
Two biblical principles that have been discussed a great denl in the 
theological debate on race relations in South Africa have been these of the 
unit~ and the diversity of mankind. 
Firstly, it is clear that all men share the same human nature, as is 
witnessed by their common physical resemblance and by their common spiritual 
qualities which differentiate them from other orders of creation. There is 
a basic and fundamental likeness in all men. This unity is emphasised in 
the Old Testament doctrine of creation which speaks of men having a comment 
origin in Adam and again in Noah; while in the New Testament Paul similarly 
regarded mankind as having come from one common stock, for God."made from 
one every nation of men" (Acts 17:26). We may not accept the literal 
derivation of all men from one person, but this does not deny the under-
lying truth of mankind's unitJ that Genesis portrays. Likewise, whether or 
not we accept that it was due to the failure of one rilan, Adam, that sin 
touched all men 1 we may accept the underlying truth th~t all men have sinned; 
just as it is clear that all are redeemed through Jesus Christ. Finally, 
all men have an eternal. destiny. Other orders of creation, and the works 
of man's own making,are all transitory: only human individuals are eternal~ 
Emphasised Brunner, those who take their point of view from the Bible are 
completely indifferent to the question of biological genealogy, believing 
that the unity of the divine creation of man lies upon u quite different 
1 Refer p 158 supra. 
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plane: "its one origin and its one destiny in God's creative \~ord and plnn 
of snlvation11 .(l) Thus, in the deepest nspects of his origin, nature and 
experience, mankind, irrespective of racial differences, is one. 
Closely related . to this principle is the understanding thatall men 
have a common dignity, in that all are created in the image of God. (Thus 
it is a dignity which is not earned but which is bestowed upon them.) 
Every man is of infinite worth and of equal value in the sight of God, and 
all men are equally the object of God's love. So it may be concluded that an 
individual's essential value lies in his nature as m~m, 111hich nature he 
holds in common with all other men: and his value is not in his particular 
· racial affiliation or earthly position. 
Theologians of the 1 English-speaking1 Churches Emd the Roman Catholic 
Church have continually stressed this unity of mankind: but we find that 
while Dutch Reformed theologians have agreed that there is this basic unity 
they have made little more than passing reference to it. Indeed, it would 
appear that some have sought to move attention away from man's unity by 
implying that it is synonymous with uniformity - which is plainly contr~­
dicted by the obvious diversity of mankind. Further, English-speaking 
theologians have strongly emphasised the equal dignity that is in all men: 
but their Dutch Reformed counterparts have again·made little mention of it. 
Though we cannot immediately assume from this that the latter would deny 
an equal dignity, such an implication has sometimes been made, as when 
Brink suggested that the image of God might be stronger in some people th~ 
in others.(2) 
As if to impugn a unity and common dignity, Dutch Reformed theologians 
have denied that God may be called the Father of all mankind, and conse-
quently have denied that there is a 'brotherhood of man'• Such a suggestion 
was unscriptural, said Brink and others at the 1953 Conference. People do 
not have the right to call God •Father' unless they have been reborn through 
the Holy Spirit: thus all people cannot be referred to as brothers or as 
of equal value in God 1 s sight.<3 ) This stance was modified by the NGK 
Statement of 1956 which admitted that in the sense of Creator God ~ the 
Father of all mankind, and that nl.l are therefore of equal worth: yet it was 
stressed that in a 'deeper and more spiritual' sense God is the ~·ather only 
of those who have faith in Jesus Christ, and only these form a true b.rother-
h . d (4) 00 • English-speaking theologians have accepted that in the Old Testam~nt 
(1 
(2) 
C~> 
(4) 
Brunner, E.: Man in Revolt 
Refer pl25 supra. 
Refer pl26 supra. 
Refer pl38 supra. 
pp332-333. 
the Fatherhood of God is generally limited to the people of Israel, and that 
the New Testament more often speaks of God as Father of all who believe in 
him than as Father of all men• Although some biblical passages do suggest 
a universal Fatherhood (eg. Ephesians 3:15) 1 we may accept that God is 
indeed Father of believers in a mor9 particular sense. It should be empha-
sised, however, that this in no wa~ denies the basic unity of mankind, nor 
man's common relationship to their one Creator~ Indeed, if the fundan1ental 
unity is agreed upon, argument as to whether mankind may be loosely termeu 
a brotherhood or not seems to be merely a question of terminology and not a 
crucial consideration. Whether God is referred to as Father of all or only 
as Father of believers, there is no distinction between people of different 
races. Lest there might be inferences to the contrary, it should be remembere·· 
that there is at least a brotherhood between white and black Christians (in 
that God is at least Father of 8.11 believers), c~nd thus if black unbelievers 
are to be excluded from this brotherhood, so too should white unbelievers 
be excluded. 
Secondly, over against its unity, there is a noticeable diversity in 
mankind. Not only are individuals distinctive, but races are different 
from one another. There is diversity in physical features, in language, 
in historical background, in talents and interests. This diversity is 
clearly recognised in Scri~ture where it is understood to persist to the end 
of time (Revelation 7:9). There is no suggestion that it ought to be abol-
ished. Indeed, it is seen as an essential and original part of God's 
creation. Said Brunner: "The inequality which results froJn individuo.lity 
is just as much created and willed by God as that which is common to all 
mankind. Inequality springs from the same root and hence has the same 
dignity as equality."(!) This diversity in no way destroys man's underlying 
unity - but rather enriches it. Brunner again said that while the elements 
which compose the humanum are blended differently and are represented in 
a different degree, the essential elements are never wholly absent. "They 
bear a different imprint, but at bottom they have in common that which is 
essential and fundamental ••••• Every human being, to \Y'hatever race he may 
belong, shares in the common treasure of the humanum.~2) 
In their diversity_it is clear that one man may be capable of doing 
things that another man cannot do, so that in this sense they are not equ~l. 
Some theologians have drawn attention to this inequality (in order to 
argue that there is therefore no necessity for all people to be given equal 
Brunner, Justice and the Social Order p4o. 
Brunner, Man in Revolt p334. 
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rights(1~, but it must be emphasised that such inequality does not deny the 
essential equality of dignity that all men have as men. Scripture does not 
teach any natural or God-given su~eriority or inferiority between races in 
essential human characteristics.( ) 
English-speaking theologians have aJ.lo\oJed that there is plainly a 
diversity among men and have welcomed it. Dutch Reformed theologians, how-
ever, have made a special point of emphasising it. ~~ey have shown that it 
is created by God, and have said that it therefore must not be destroyed -
and precautions should be taken against the disappeax~ce of any particular 
identity within the variety.(}) Notably, it has been said that division should 
be maintained between peoples lest their diversity should be lost in uni-
formity. Some theologians have even spoken of diversity as if it 1r1ere 
synonymous with division( 4>, and one gains the impression that others have 
hoped that frequent emphasis on diversity would lead their readers to make 
such an association, and so to conclude that God has willed both diversity 
and division between different peoples. (5) It should be warned, ho1r1ever, 
as Keet has done( 6), that diversity is~ the same as division. 
In forming a sound doctrine for race relations, both this unity and 
this diversity of mankind must be taken into account. Both are established 
by creation, and both are important.· One aspect mu.st not be over-emphasised 
to the detriment of the other. In South Africa,Dutch Reformed theologians 
and othemwho have propounded the policy of racial segregation have tended 
to lay all emphasis on the differences that exist between racial groups, but 
in doing so they have to a great extent lost sight of the essential unity 
that there is between black and white people as people. Man's worth us man 
has been bl~red and pushed into the background. On the other hand, while 
those in the •English-speaking-' Churches have usually found men's common 
humanity to be a factor of greater significance than their racial differences, 
they have frequently thought of people as uniform, and important differencest 
(1) eg. pl25 supra. 
(2) We would suggest that 'human rights' should be allowed in accordance 
with men's common human dignity, and not in accordance with their 
abilities. It should also be noted that there is no evidence that 
one race is in the long run inherently i_ncapable of rising to the sar.1e 
heights as another race. Brunner's suggestion that ·not every race 
is capable of civilisation to the same extent needs some qualificaion. 
(Man in Revolt p334l. 
(3) This we have already discussed.; refer pp320 1314 supra. ( 4) eg. Pl26 supra. 
(5) cf. Gardener, art.cit, p4. 
(6) Refer Pl56 supra. 
such as those of culture and background, have sometimes been overlooked. 
However, while emphasising that both these factors, unity and diversity, 
are important, we would assert that the unity is of priDe importance, for 
man's humanity is fundat1enta1. As Brunner said, while the one aspect does 
not annul the other, the cardinal factor is the unity of mankind and men's 
consequent dignity and equality. In the order of value, he explained, a 
man and woman are first human beings, then husband and \·dfe. "Their dignity 
as persons, as hucan beings, transcends the creaturely distinction of kind 
and function ••••• Hence the rights of the human being as such take precedence 
(over) all rights which arise from the differentiation of human beings •••• 11 
"In the Christian idea of justice, equ.:l.li ty and the equal rights of all are 
primary. while the difference of what is due to each in the fellowship is, 
though not inessential, secondary."(!) 
6. MUST RACIAL GROUPS BE SEPARATED? 
During the 194os, as we have seen, there was a movement amongst Dutch 
R~formed theologians in South Africa to find a biblical justification for 
the policy of separating racial groups from one another. Some sought 
explicit pronouncements in Scripture which would show that such separ~tion 
was obligatory, according to the will of God.( 2) But many of the references 
that were pointed to ha.d little bearing on the subject, and inferences 111ere 
made for which there was no sound evidence at all. It was clear to other 
churchmen, including some from the NGK, that Scripture was often being 
interpreted in an arbitrary manner to support a principle that hud already 
been decided upon. There are, however, several important passages that we 
cannot so lightly dismiss, for they do seem relevant to the discussion and 
havetrequently been referred to by supporters of racial segregation in 
more recent times. 
Dutch Reformed theologians have aruged that it was from the very 
beginning the intention of God that mankind should be divided into separate 
nations and peoples. Brink even described God the Creator as the 'Maker of 
Separations•.(3) In support of this tinderstanding, particular attention 
Brunner, Justice ond the Social Order pp53 1 43. 
eg. PPll3-114 supra. 
Refer p 126 supra. 
has been given to Genesis chapters 10 and 11. After the Flood man wa~ 
commanded to "fill the earth" i and the genealogical table 'in Genesis 10 
shows that mankind was soon divided into different rultions. However, althougt 
it is apparent that this diVision was not condemned by God - so that we mn.y 
accept, with Ba.rth(l), that there was some divine disposing in it- we should 
nevertheless point out that this text simply recounts the situation and 
gives no indication that the dividing was specifically commanded by God. 
Then, it has been argued, the bUilding of the Tower of Babel was an 
attempt by men to frustrate God's intention of division and to remain to-
gether: with the result that God had to intervene, confuse their languages, 
and scatter them in order to fulfil his design of di·~rision and dispersion .. 
God decreed even greater diversity than there had been, to prevent such 
attempts at unification. English-speaking theologians, on the COlltrary, 
have suggested that God intervened not because the unity evidenced at Babel. 
· was in itself sinful, but because this united action of building the tower 
was an act of pride and might have been used for sin.ful purposes against 
God. The scattering was a penalty for human pride. Furthorlight has been 
shed on the matter by Barth, when he pointed out that before the building 
of the tower (at the beginning of Genesis 11) man was not divided but still 
united. So it was not their desire to be one that was wrong, but their 
~iety ubout their Giv~n unity anu their arroganoe in attempting to build 
their own guarantee of unity. They became no longer united naturally but 
thrust together by an ideology and deployment of force. Thus - because they 
misused the unity already given them - they were scattered by God. The 
separation, said Barth, "although right as concerns the divine .will and 
action, is altogether wrong as concerns the human. We read unmistakeably 
of an original unity of the race forfeited and lost by its sin and guilt. 
We read of a judgement of God which, if it is not wi·thout grace, is still 
a judgement under which man stands." Barth reasoned that God's grace was 
to be seen in this action, in that human sin would not be able to threaten 
again the continuance of the the race as a. whole: yet, llt the same time, 
the disposition w~e a severe one, for men would also be separated from one 
another in good.t 2) 
We may conclude by admitting, as Dutch Ieformed theologians have 
asserted, that there has at least been a divine dis~osition of acceptance 
towards separation of peoples (as shown in Genesis 10), and also that the 
division of mankind at ·Babel was indeed willed by God. Yet it is clec:\r 
1 Barth, op.cit. Vol.IIl 4, p312. 
(2) ibid. p317. 
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that this division was not an original and permanent order of creation 
but took place long afterwards. It was riot to restore a division th~t huJ 
already been ordained, but was a response to the sinfulness of mnn. Thus 
the diVision is not to be regarded as as fundamental as mankind's unity, 
nor should it be seen as the ideal. 
Indeed, English-speaking theologians have suggested that the barrie~ 
of language with which God punished the sinful world of Babel has since 
been broken by the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Whereas supporters of seg-
regation have argued thut at Pentecost proselytes heard the gospel in their 
own languages and so their divisions were perpetuated, it would seem that 
these different people were in fact drawn together into one church fellow-
ship. Their distinctions were not abolished, but their apartness was removed., 
The Holy Spirit had bridged the gulf between peoples and overcome their 
separation. 
Two other texts that have received great emphasis from Dutch Reformed 
theologians are Deuteronomy }2:8 and Acts 17:26, which speak of God separ-
ating peoples and fixing the 'boundaries uf their habitation'. These 
passages, it has been argued, are further evidence that it is God's will 
that peoples should remain separate. It is true that the passage in Deut-
eronomy states that God dispersed mankind, but again there is no indication 
that this was an order of creation or to be final and permanent. Likewise, 
while both passages are describing the greatness of God, and that it is due 
to him that peoples have their very existence ·and l<lnd on which to dwell, 
neither asserts that the boundaries of those lands are to remain unchanged 
for all time. (Indeed, as it is clear from history that there ho.s been 
a continual migration of peoples we cannot point to c.ny particular bound-
aries as being those al.located by God.) Moreover, the 'boundaries' may be 
understood as defining the areas of habitationfilr each group, but not nec-
essarily as dividing one group from another. The pas~ges do not rule 
outthe possibility that the territories of different peoples may overlc.p 
with one another. 
In the early stages of debate Dutch Reformed theologians made much of 
the many biblical injunctions that the people of Israel should keep theQselveS 
separate from other peop!es, and it was argued that racial grou~s t~lay 
should likewise be segregated. However, it is clear from our study that the 
motive for Israel's se1nration was religious purity rather than any racial 
ideal. The true faith was to be protected from the contamination of heat!len 
beliefs and practices, as might have occurred in a mixed society. Thus the 
commands to Israel may be used to support separation between Christians and 
unbelievers, but not separation between people of different races. Theol-
ogians who support segregation have now admitted this. 
We conclude by asserting that there is no indication in ScrilJture th<:::i; 
different peoples or racial groups ~ be kept separate and prevented from 
mixing. Segregation is not obligatory. Today most Dutch Reformed theologians 
would agree with this assertion. 
7. MAY RJ-\.CIAL GROUPS BE SEPARATED? 
Having seen that Scri~ture does not command se~ration of racial Groups, 
we must now concede that on the other hand Scripture does not literally 
forbid it. (It should be borne in mind that we are at present speruting of 
society as a whole, and not of the Church community.) We have just recognised 
that the Old Testament does indicate an acceptance by God of groups or 
nations separating from one another, and we remember, for instance, that 
there was no condemnation of Abraham and Lot and their peoples parting to 
settle in different areas so as to stop the strife that was between them 
(Genesis 13:8ff). Indeed, the Tower of Babel episode suggests that God 
himself separated men as an act of judgement on their sinfulness. There 
does not seem to be any specific prohibition against peoples living npart 
from one another. Leaders of the 'English-speaking' Churches and the Rome..n 
Catholic Church have apparently recognised this. Cragg snid that he cotuu 
see no religious reason against segregation of whites and Africans into 
different States, any more than he could see a reason against the segregnticr 
of French, Germans and Italians into their several territories.(l) Clayton 
would not condemn separation of races as unchristion provided the developrr.en·;·. 
of individuals was not hindered. Hurley, likewise, could not condemn 
separation in principle.(2) Thus some people would argue that because Scrip-
ture does not explicitly forbid it, racial groups may indeed be separated 
from one another. 
(1) We note that France and Germany comprise the people tha.t are na.tura.J.ly 
settled in those territories, whereas the formation of separate states 
in South Africa for the different racial groups would involve mass 
movements of people that are at present intermingled. This means 
that a simple analogy cannot be made between these countries. 
(2) Refer pp228 1256 1270,266 supra. 
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However, we would reply that such a conclusion would be the result 
of far too legalistic use of Scripture. Instead we should look beyond 
the lack . of .specific injunctions to ascertain what the very 
ethos of biblical teaching is in this regard. This we shall examine shortly:. 
(l) but we ~uggest at this point that the New Testament as well as parts 
of the Old hold. out the hope of reconciliation between men, and that there 
' ~ I 
is in Scripture a distinct,_ bias towards the integration of peoples rather 
than their separation. If we should find that this is indeed so, then we 
must ourely answer that according to biblical teaching racial groups should 
not be purposefully separated from one another. 
Now,·however,we should·investigate the question from another starting 
point, to determine whether. racial separation might be acceptable in terms 
···:.-
of-justice to all men. · 
...... : .. ! 
First we examine the concept of total separation of·racial groups, 
remembering that this was what the 1950 Congress of the NGK urged the 
Government of South Africa to implement as soon as possible. It was a 
~olicy that Hoernl6 said should claim support from liberal~rninded people.( 2) 
For separation to be total there would need to be ser~rute, self-
contained, social units, each racially homogeneous, co-operating on a 
. 
footing of mutual recognition with one another. (Accordingly ~ l~fricans 
would reside permanently in African areas. Said Hoernlt;, "permanent residen:·· 
is a sham, unless the resident makes, or earns, his living where he resides11 • 
(3) This territorial separation would need to carry with it complete econ-
omic separation, involvin~for instance; the development of an inde~endent 
African economy, with African employers of African workers, and a diversi-
fication of skilled occupations and professions supplying the African com-
munity with all essential services required. With this territorial and 
economic separation would need to go political separation, so that each 
unit wns self-governing, Such overall separation, providing it was 
total, would (as the advocates of segregation have long argued) obviate 
the tension and conflicts that so often arise when people of. different race~ 
(1) Refer pp J4lff infra. 
(2) Hoernle, op.cit. pl81. 
(3) ibid pl?O. 
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live and work together. It would free black people from domination by 
whites, and from racial discrindnation and denials of social equality; 
and it would al.so relieve the fear that many whites have of the black 
majority and of being ousted from their livelihood.(l) 
Now, if such total separation were to be just, it would need (in our 
estimation) to comply with the following provisos: 
+ Firstly~ separation Should not be imposed by one group on another 
without their free consent. It should be the product of genuine and 
extensive discussion and of agreement by representative national and 
local leaders of the groups concerned. There ccn be no objection to 
voluntary segregation. (Though this is not to suggest that such would 
be ideal.) 
+ Secondly, the free development and rights of individuals must be 
safeguarded, not only in the final separation but also in the process 
towarde separation. Some, including the NGK Congress in 1950(2), have 
argued that if the ultimate goal of separate development is beneficiul 
then the methods used to bring about that separation may be approved 
of. The negative aspect of a policy which restri.cts rights and freedoms 
is counterbalanced, they have said, by providing something better in 
the end. But we cannot accept such an argument that the end justifies 
the means, and must urge that if injustice is involved in implementing 
racial separation then alternative policies must be sought to ensure 
the peaceful co-existence of different racial groups. 
+ Thirdly, the apportionment of land and economic resources should ensure 
that these are fairly distributed among the groups involved. 
+ Fourthly, it seems important that for total separation to be reasc~1bly 
advocated it must be practicable - for if it cannot be fully implemented 
then it will lead to injustice for some people. For instance, if largo 
numbers of one racial group are obliged to remain within the area of 
another group they may still find themselves discriminated against 
because of their ro.ce. 
In South Africa the government policy of rn.cial segregation, cls ex-
pressed by its ideologists though not necessarily as envisaged by politicans, 
1 Dutch Reformed theologians nowadays advance these 'practic~' reasons 
for racial sepa.ration rather than specificu.lly scriptural or theological 
reasons. 
(2) "Refer also pl53 supra.. 
. 
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plans for a total separation of the racial groups in the country. CuntrUl 
to this policy, as we have seen(l), will be the removal of African people 
from the 1 white 1 areas into nine or ten tribal 'homelands' or Bantust~o' 
with their own political institutions. The Government hus started to 
implement this separation. But on examination we find that such implemen-
tation does not comply with the stipulations that we have made for total 
separation to be acceptable. 
Although some African leaders have agreed that the establisht1cnt of 
such 'homelands' seems the best way forward, and have started working 
towards the self-government of these areas, there has not been general 
consensus. Debate outside the apartheid framework,.hus bee:n restricted, ond 
opponents of the system have been prevented from organising themselves far 
effective counter-pressure and therefore have been unn.ble to share in such 
a far-uaching decision. 11The majority support which the apartheid policy 
now seems to receive within the tribal framework cannot be considered as 
representative of African opinion since the basic rules for this game are 
laid down by the ruling group and the alternative of a corM1on non-racial 
society is excluded from African political activity within apartheid rules." 
(2) (Indeed, Carter and Adam have surmised that the very consultation and 
compromise that would be essential for a mutually agreeable separation would 
in itself help to provide an atmosphere in which n~cial societies coulu 
be organised, (3)) So we find that it is the white Go.vernment that ·is defining 
the boundaries of the 'homelands' and putting its own conditions on what goes 
on within them. Separation is being imposed by one group on another without_ 
their free consent. 
Tow~rds the attainment of this se1nration, many Africans who have been 
regarded as 'superfluous' in the cities have been 'endorsed out' to the 
'homelands'. Whole communities of Jl.frico.n people have been removed from 
'white' areas and resettled in African territory. This resettlement has 
more often than not brought social disruption and great physical euffering 
to the people concerned (at which the 'English-speaking' Churches have been 
loud in their protest).(4) So in the process of separation it would seem 
that the rights and welfare of individuals have not been safeguarded. 
Only 13-15% of South Africa's land area has been set aside for the 
1 Refer p 143 supra. 
(2) Adam in Sociological Perspectives p92. 
(3) ibid. p95• Cart&r op.cit. plB2. 
(4) cf. eg._ Desmond, C.: The Discarded People (Christian Institute, 
Johannesburg, 1969). It should be added that some white people have 
similarly had to move from areas how proclaimed 'black': but Schlemmer 
reports that during 1970 less than 1,5% of families forced to resett10 
were white. (Schlemmer, L.: Social Change and Political Policy in 
South Africa (19?0) p8.) 
African 'homelands' - to cater for ?00fo of the totol population. Though 
these areas do not include any large cities, they are already he~vily 
populated, with 110 persona per square mile compared with 34 persons per 
square mile in other ports of the country. (l) Bearing in mind that only 
half the African population is at present settled in these areas, it seems 
clear that they should be greatly enlarged if the apportionment of lund for 
total separation of the races is to be just.(2) Furthermore, th~se areas are 
/ 
mostly rural, with a lack of exploitable resources, nnd are ~itherto un-
developed. They are at present incalJable of providing for ~e sheer surviv~­
of all their inhabitants (most of whom depend on earnings tram labour in 
- I 
.' 
the 'white' areas) and could not support a much larger population! unless 
there were to be a vast and systematic inflow of capitc"ll. Thus a just 
partition would require not only a greater percentage of land to be alloccted 
to the Africans, but also some purt of the industrial sections of the country 
and the developed ports, as well as a share in mineral resources such as 
the vast goldmines of the Witwatersrand - all of which have been developed 
largely on the basis of black labour. Such division is not envisaged by 
the Government, nor does it seem likely that the whi.te electorate would 
agree to it. 
This latter point brings us to consider the very practicability of 
total separation of the races. Despite rigorous enforcement of existing 
restrictions, the influx of Africans into the 'white• urb~ areus is cont-
inuing,· so that now nearly one-third of the 15 million Africans live there 
permanently - mostly in sesregated townships on the edge of the cities.~ 
The African urban population rose from 3,5 million in 196o to 4,2 million 
in 19'70, hence outnumbering the white population of both urbrul and rural 
areas. Although 80% of the whites live in cities, they nre outnumbered 
there by blacks in the ratio -of about 2:1.(3 ) Besides intensifying influx 
control, the Government has encouraged the movement of labour-intensive 
industries to border areas adjacent to 'homelands' so that African labour 
may continue to reside within those 1 homelands 1 ; and white immigration hc:ts 
also been encouraged, to provide skilled manpower in the cities; yet the 
urban racial ratio has been little affected. Indeed, it v:ould seem unlikely 
that this ratio can even be preserved, let alone reversed. 11According to 
(1) Adam, Modernizing p93. 
(2) We note, too., that some of the tribal areas are not themselves geog-
raphically consolidated, which suggests that political independence or 
sovereignty would huve doubtful significance. In 1971 there were 81 
pieces of 'homeland' throughout the country, with KwaZulu consisting 
of no less than 29 Dieces. (Slabbert in Spro-cas Social Conwoission 
Report p68.) The Government is attempting, by ~ppropriation of lanu 
and mass removals of people, to consolidate these areas to some 
extent. 
(3) Schlemmer, L.: City or Rural 'Homeland' p4; Adam in Sociological 
Perspectives p85. 
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the most optimistic projections of conservative demographers and politicians, 
the majority of the Black population will remain de facto in the common 
society."(l) 
Furthermore, one of the imperative requirements of a highly industrial-
ised country such as South Africa is the availability of a large unskilled 
and semi-skilled labour force. From the earliest days of their sc-~ttlement 
at the Cape, the economy of the white society has depenc.led on black lab-
ourers. Imported slaves and Hottentots were employed at an early stage. 
Later Africans were 'apprenticed' to white farmers or voluntarily entered 
their service. Then were it not for African workers the development of the 
diamond and gold mining industries in the nineteenth century would not have 
been possible. Now domestic service, agricutlrure, mines, industries, rouds 
and railways 1 and every manner of manual. work draws Afric£:~n men a.nd many 
women away from their tribal territory to employment in the 1 white 1 areas. 
Moreover, the African population of South iLfrica cannot even supply the 
demand, so African workers for the mines ore recruited from neighbouring 
states and as far afield as Mala\.,ri. Meanwhile, there is a shortage of semi-· 
skilled labour in the country, which has meant that since 19'70 there has been 
a growing number of black people employed in semi-skilled and operative 
jobs that were previously reserved for white people. So it is clear that 
if all African servants ancl workers were removed frc,m the 'white' areas, the 
life of the white community would be completely disorganised and much of ·it 
would come to a standstill. Consequently, if only for their own economic 
necessity, it does not seem likely that the white electorate would agree to 
a total separation of Africans from whites, even if this were practicable. (Z) 
On the other hand, most of the African people depend for their very sub-
sistence on the wages that they earn in the employment of whites, There 
are few African men physically capable of working for a wage who do not 
spend some portion of their lives in white employment, whilst many spend ull 
their working lives thus, except for periodic holidays in their nominal 
'homes' in the African areas. Thus the two racial. groups are in the present 
economic system so intimately interdependent that any sharp break would 
spell disaster for both. 
1 Van der Merwe, Ch~ging Attitudes pll3. Some opposition politicians 
ho.ve suggested that African townships iri urban areas be declured part 
of the 'homelands•: but this seems to be side-stepping the basic issue. 
{2) A simple example qf this was seen in 1968 when attemp~ to remove 
African domestic servants from Randburg (where basic a.~a.rtheid policy 
has wide support) were strenuously resisted; and \.,rhen attempts to make 
Pietersburg u 'white by night' town met with the suggestion from 
prominent townspeople that the scheme should be pursued a.s slowly as 
possible - over some ten years - as it would inconvenience the whites. 
(Siedle, R. in Anatomy of Apartheid (Randall, Ed.) p50.) In contrast 
we remember that the NGK bus been among those bodies which have c~lled 
white people to make sacrifices in order that total separation mi~~t 
be attuined. (Refer pl20,cf.pl42 supra.) 
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(At this point it should be noted that we have only considered the 
possible separation of whites and Africans. Although the Coloured and Asian 
peoples are segregated into separate residential areas (as are the Africans) 
the Government has not proposed establishing separate and independent 
'homelands' for them1 but envisages them remaining within the white economye 
Indeed, to separate them completely from all other racial groups would 
present similar problems to those we have just discussed, aggravated by the 
fact that these are smaller yet scattered communities.) 
It is to such demographic and economic factors that many competent 
observers have pointed to show that a programme of total s~paration of the 
races in South Africa is impracticable - an illusion. 11The interdependency 
of all groups determines the continued economic progress of the country and 
it will never be possible to devise a set of completely independent racially 
defined economies."(l) Racial segregation "is completely utopian in that it 
can never be implemented in the form of an equitable geographic, political 
and economic partition of the country the only form of implementation"; 
said Schlemmer, "which would preserve the moral justification which its 
adherents claim for it." (2) 
Thus we must conclude that while the concept of total separation of 
racial groups may be deemed just if it meets certain provisos, the present 
South African movement towards total separation is not acceptable in terms 
of justice to all men, nor does it seem feasible to pursue total separation 
as a truly Christian proposal for South Afri.ca •.. 
Having thus dismissed the concept of total separation of races for 
South Africa, we cannot immediately assume that the only Christian alter-
nati~e must be one of total integration. A concc.pt of partial separation -
being a mean between total separation on the one hand and total integration 
1 Doxey, u.v. in Sociolo cal Pers cUves (Adam, Ed.,J i-'---09 
(2) Schlemmer in Anatomy of Apartheid Randall, Ed.) p20. c~. Brookes, 
White Rule plGO, Keet, pl59 supra. This is not suggesting that economic 
necessities are in fact undermining the Government's re.cial policies 
and forcing it towards a policy of integration, as has been suggested 
·by~me observers. It has been pointed out by others that in fact the 
Government is not literally pursuing the official ideology - not 
attempting to implement total separation. (Refer eg. Johnstone,F.A.: 
'White Prosperity and Wh~upremacy in South Africa Today•· in African 
Affairs, Vol.69. No.275 (April 1970); Adam, Modernizing ppl45-156; 
Asheron, A.: 'Race and Politics in South Africa' in New Left Review 
No. 53 (1969) p64l Kuper, L. & Smith, M.G. (Eds.): Pluralism in Afri£~ 
(1969) pl87.) 
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on the other - might be acceptable: provided that it at least met the same 
requirements as we have applied to the concept of total separation.(l) 
In a sense, the present situation in South Africa is de facto one of 
partial segregation, in that people of different races are largely but not 
totally separated from one another. However; this is unacceptable, for most 
black people are required to play a part in a common society and economy, 
yet are discriminated against and denied equal·rights with the whites in 
that society. Though they are in the majorityt they are denied access to 
most of the country's land and economic resources, and are prevented from 
taking part in the decision-making and power structures of the country.(2) 
It is not for us in this study to consider all possible variations of 
partial separation, but for anexample we briefly examine one that has been 
proposed. It has been suggested by Cilliers that those of the African 
popu~ation who are still involved in tribal social structures and belong to 
a predominantly subsistence economy in the rural areas - and so are culturall;::· 
distinct, subscribing to a value system quite different from that of modern 
western, urban culture - should be encouraged to develop within their own 
tribal areas, separated from the rest of the population. At the same time, 
the white people together with the Coloured and Asian peoples and those of 
the African population who are permanent residents of the urban centres -
all of whom by and large can be said to share a value system and to have 
many cultural features in common - should be encouraged to develop a common 
cuture in a common society. There would then evolve two different societies 
(on the one hand African tribal, on the other hand multi-racial) each sep-
arated from the other; each accommodating those in the population who 
shared one value system to such a degree that it could form a basis for 
the evolution of a society with its own social structure, economic system, 
cultural setting and political organisation; and each having jurisdiction 
over separate territory within which it could develop and i;1aintain a relati\"e 
degree of self-sufficien~y.(3) 
Now, within the western society there would need to be no social or 
economic discrimination on grounds of race, but an equality of rights and u 
sharing of power. The white people would need to overcome their fear of 
Marais and K~et both called for a middle course of partial'sepa~ation, 
Keet stressing that this should be a temporary measure until 'more 
primitive' black people had been educated and were able to take part 
in a common society on an equal footing with others. (refer pp153,160, 
cf.pl68 supra.) 
(2) It would seem that the NGK was strong in its caJ.l for total separation 
largely because it had to admit that the existing partial separation 
was indefensible. 
(3) Cilliers, S.P.: Appeal to Reason (1971) pp6-l2. 
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domination by a black oajority~ albeit a smaller one within the conmon 
society, and would have to make similar sacrifices to those expected of them 
97 a policy of total separation~ Though not as much land would be required 
for the tribal areas, for a smaller African population would nee~ to be 
accommodated there, ne~ertheless land and economic resources would have to 
be redistributed so as to make these areas economically self-contained~ and 
also to allow the possibility of economic and social modernisation there. 
For it should not be expected that the tribal sodiety should always retain 
its traditional way of life. If the separation was to be genuine, and not to 
become the same as the present situation in South Africa, then it would be 
imperative that members of the tribal society should not cross to the 
western society as migrant workers or 'visiting aliens' (unless there was 
to be no discrimination against them there - which would contradict the 
basic intent of the policy). However, as we have just seen, nearly all 
African men have to work for some time in the 'white• ·economy, because 
they require the money - and also because the econo~ requires their labour. 
(This situation would only change if the tribal areas were greatly developed -
and if the western society were prepared to make cut-backs in its own 
development so as not to need the influx of labour.) Furthermore, many 
"Africans in the western society would still have families in the tribal 
society and could not be expected to dissociate from 1;hem. So Schlemmer's 
general observation would seem to be as true for this policy as for any 
other: that inter-relationship and economic interdependence between people 
of different races will force a considerable degree of unity in South Africa, 
no matter what attempts are made to separate the population into a n~~ber 
of autonomous political systems.(l) 
So it seems that while proposals for partial separation of racial groups 
in South Africa may appear attractive as means of compromise between seg-
regation and integration, yet there is a strong likelihood that they 1 like 
total separation, will be impracticable and unable to comply-with the stip-
ulations of justice. 
Thus we conclude that nny practical implementation of racial se~~ation 
in South Africa is likely to be unacceptable. 
1 bchlemmer 1 Social Change p23. 
8. WHAT IS THE IDEAL ORDER FOR RACE. RELATIONS_1 
~esus Christ, it has been pointed out bj advocate'S of racial segregatiorJ> 
accepted the existence and continuance of different peoples without attempt:i.nj 
to change their differences. This is true. But, far from accepting the 
separation between peoples, Christ was remarkable for the way he ignored 
social taboos that divided them from one another. For instance, he had 
many dealings with Samaritans, who were customarily segregated from the Jews, 
and he sent his apostles out to all nations.(l) He did not obliterate dis-
tinctions between men, but he did remove the lines that divided them. The 
very command that one· should love one 1 s neighbour - who may be of another 
people or race - envisages that one should have some sort of fellowship 
with him. Again, in the command to love one's enemies, Christ put the em-
phasis on inclusiveness rather than exclusiveness in social relations. 
Similarly, Paul accepted the existence of national differences and of 
social distinctions between people without attempting to change these: 
but he emphasised that 1in Christ• these differences should not entail 
separation. In Christ all should be regarded as one, and there should be 
no opposition between Jew and Gentile. These injunctions he gave to the 
Christian community, rather than to those in the wider social or political 
sphere, but they are significant for our discussion at this point, for they 
sho\'1 that Paul believed inclusiveness and unity to be according to the will 
of Christ a~ to be the ideal for relationships between men. As we shall 
discuss later(2), the new people of God in the Church are called to be one-
united not only in faith but in fellowship - and so we can surely accept 
this unity as God 1 s pattern for human society, the ideal for the whole of 
humanity. This understanding would concur with our earlier conclusion(}) 
that the unity of mankind was a fundamental order of God's creation, not to 
be annulled by men's diversity and certainly prior to the biblical concept 
of God scattering people at the Tower of Babel. 
When the New Testament and parts of the Old Testament look towards tho 
future, there are anticipations of a Messianic Kingdom or a Church triumphant 
in heaven where people \dll be.gathered together in an ultimate unity. 
Then differences of race or language will not cease to exist: yet they will 
not divide men from one another. Racial and national distinctions will hnve 
no importance in God's final purpose for mankind. So, if unity is the 
ultimate goal of God 1 s creation, it seems reasonable to suppose that this 
Ret·er p: 238 · supra. 
Refer pp}44ff intra. 
Refer P~5ff supra. 
unity should also be the ideal for mankind at the present - particularly if 
God's will is to be 'done on earth as it is in heaven•. 
We may come then to the same conclusion as was made by the Biblical 
Commission of the Christian Council in 1952: that "the bias of the Christian 
spirit in the New Testament is towards unity rather than separation".(l) The 
New Testament does not give clear directions for social and political life 
outside· the Church, but it seems to suggest that a unity in fellowship is 
the ideal for relations between men and groups of men.(l 
Next we should consider more general Christian teaching. 
A system of racial separation by definition pays attention only to the 
racial groups to which a man belongs, and overlooks his individuality. His· 
personal attributes and claims are forgotten, and he is seen merely as a 
member of a particular group (usually according to the colour of his skin), 
and is treated as one of that group. His place of residence and work, 
his movement and his style of life, are dependent not on his own character 
or capabilities nor on his own choice, but on his particular group affiliatio~. 
Moreover, he cannot change from that group, so will always be consigned to 
the particular place in society which his group is given. · In short, the 
individual is sacrificed to the generalisations of group-thinking. On the 
other hand, as we have said before(2 ) 1 Christianity lays great emphasis on 
the imporance of each individual, his worth as a person, created in the 
image of God. It is the individual alone that is of eternal value. In 
no sense does the Christian ethic ignore the social aspects of human life, 
but it emphasises the value of each human being within his society. · Now, 
in contrast to a system of racial separation, a system of integration or 
unit~ in fellowship would allow a man to be regarded as an ·individual, and 
treated according to his own merits. His racial affiliation need not be 
ignored, for this is part of what makes the individual what he is, but 
that affiliation would not be seen as his most imporant attribute nor would 
he be classified or treated simply according to that affiliation. He would 
be treated as an individual and could find his own place in society accordine 
to his character and qualities. So, in contrast to the group-thinking 
of racial separation, integration would allow the Christian emphasis on the 
ind_ividual. Thus we would assert that it is integration which seems most 
appropriate as an ideal in the light of this Christian teaching. 
We have seen that Christianity understands there to be an essential 
unity in mankind. This would suggest that an individual is placed not or~y 
~Refer p 24i supra~ r-, Refer p 311 supra. 
in a particular group but also in mankind as u whole,, o.nd that he has a 
part to play not only within his group but also within mankind as a whole. 
Barth explained that while a man belongs wholly and utterly to his own 
people, the horizon by which his people is surrounded and within which 
it exists is humanity, which means that he himself belongs also wholly 
and utterly to humanity. Man is not first and intrinsically in his own 
people and then perhaps in humanity us well, but he is essentie~ly in both. 
Langu~ 1 loco.tion and history need not be barriers between peoples, and 
are often inter-related, which means that the confrontation between one's 
own people and other peoples is reversible, fluid and removable. So Barth 
spoke of man as being in transition from a narrower to a wider field, from 
his own people to other peoples, and he believed that the divine disposition 
by which each individual has his own place in his peopli-) and its relationshir 
to others is not merely the assignment of a place but the giving of a 
direction- from his own people to humanity.(!) A system of racial separation 
confines a man to his particult~ racial group, and restricts him from move-
ment out into the wider humanity. It tends to deaden any sensa of the comm-
unity of mankind. But a systec of integration would allow that he is indeed 
part of the total mankind and would permit him free movement within it. 
We have seen, too, that Christianity recognises the great diversity 
that there is between individuals and between groups of people within mankinq 
In looking towards the underlying unity of humanity, this diversity is not 
lost sight of. We have shown in this present discussion that even as Jesus 
Christ and Paul and the biblical vision of the future have pointed towards 
the ideal of a unity in fellowship, they have not denied the differences 
that exist between people nor suggested that these differences should.be 
abolished. (Furthermore, Christian emphasis on the importance of each 
individual has enhanced awareness of this diversity, for it shows that each 
man is unique, not just one of a number.) So it.should be firmly stated 
that in advocating an integration of people and of racial groups we are not 
calling for uniformity.. We would disagree with those who have argued thut 
integration will of necessity bring fusion and uniformity,(2) and have 
elsewhere suggested that should integration encourage miscegenation them thi~:· 
would in fact increase the diversity of mankinP by bringing new varieties 
into being.(3) 
Far from denying the ongoing diversity of mankind",: we pcint out that 
f Qarth, op. cit. Vol III 4, pp286-302, cf. pp319-320. Refer eg. Hoernle, op.cit. pl67. Refer p320 supra. 
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this diversity in itself requires the integration of different people. 
The uniqueness of every individual constitutes his limitation. One lacks 
in his being what another has, and has what another lacks. This meuns 
that individuals need to complement one another, and to depend upon one 
another - and it is in association that they find their identities and 
develop their own personalities. For Christianity, this mutual dependence 
in community f:'-ele·Cf~RfhHW•~:tna?(l) Furthermore, as with individuals, 
so no people or race is self-sufficient. There is no people, however 
developed and richly endowed, which does not need something from another: tmd 
there is no people, however underdeveloped, which does not have something to 
offer for the enrichment of others.(2) Thus, for the continued development 
of peoples it is necessary that they mix with other peoples and internet 
with them. While retaining and cherishing what is of value in their own 
cultures and traditions, they contribute their riches to the common stock 
and share what they wish to of the riches of others. Different races need 
to complement one another - and to do this they must. share a common life. 
It must be acknowledged that integration would not be easy to implement 
in South Africa by peaceful means. Human weakness and sinfulness would 
hinder such a radical change from the present order of racial separation 
(which weakness we shall be considering shortly(3~. Nevertheless, it is 
clear from our examination of theological approaches to the problem, thnt the 
Christian ideal for the ordering of race relations is one of unity or 
integration rather than sep~ration. This is the ideal that Christians 
should hold up before the country. 
9. MAY RACIAL GROUPS BE SEPARATED \viTHIN THE CHURCH"l 
Long before church leaders in southern Africa were prompted to e~nine 
alternatives of racial separation or integration for the country as a whole, 
they were faced with these two alternatives within the Church itself. 
Ever since 1829 when white members of the NGK asked to worship separately 
from black members, and since the turn of the century when black Christians 
were moving out of the 'English-speaking' Churches to form their own in-
dependent Churches, the problems of race relations within the Church have 
cf. Brunner~ Man in Hevolt pp323~324. 
cf. pl64 supra. 
Refer pp36l infra. 
called for the attention of theologians. 
It is clear from the New Testament that the early Christian Church 1r1US 
of mixed racial composition. Some Jewish Christians attempted to maintain 
a separation between themselves and Gentile Christiru1s 1 and Peter was for 
a while party to this: but their attitude was sternly rebuked by Paul 
(Galatians 2:llff; ci. Acts 10:9ff). Otherwise it appears that people of 
different races mixed together freely within the local church communities,(l) 
without any suggestion of meeting separately for worship or being organised 
in separate bodies, There was a strong sense of all Christians being members 
of one wide Church: and Paul's writings contain ma,ny exhortations emphasising 
this unity (eg, Galatians 3:28; Colossians 3:11; cf, Ephesians 2:llff, 3:6). 
Indeed, it was understood to be the will of Christ that all Christians should 
be one (cf. John 17:20ff). 
Therefore we may assert that there is no scriptural authority for 
regarding racial separation within the Church as either essent~ or 
desirable. During the 194os and as late as 1953 somE! Dutch Reformed church-
men maintained that such separation wa~ demanded by Scripture (basing their 
arugment on the same texts which they used to show that separation was 
obligatory in social and political spheres(2)~ but today they would find no 
support from NGK theologians for such a doctrine.<3 ) 
However, the NGK does still assert that the biblical understanding of 
the nature of the Church would n~t be denied by a racial separation of 
church members: or, in other words, it is asserted that such separation is 
permissible. It has been strongly emphasised that the unity of the Church 
is essentially a spiritual or mystic unity. Christians are united in faith, 
through a common experience of thegr.ace of Christ and the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit. They are one 'in Christ' (Galatians 3:26-29; cf. John 17:21-23L 
Their unity is inward, unseen, a unity in spirit. There is no need to give 
this inward unity any outward manifestation, Dutch Reformed churchmen have 
said. Because it is in the very nature of the Church, it exists without 
the efforts of men. Furthermore, it is indissoluble, and thus is not des-
troyed when ~hristians of different racial groups worship separately or 
form separate church structures. 
Since the 1950s several leaders inile NGK have urged that some effort 
should be made to put the unity into practice. It s1ould be shown by a 
cf. p 239 supra. 
cf. p 127 supra. 
Refer p:l.41 supra.· 
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'healthy Christian communion of believers•, all acknowledging, respecting 
and loving one another as 'fellow citizens' of the Kingdom of God. Quite 
how this is to be done has been left very vague and seems to depend on the 
individual Christians themselves - though they have been frequently warned 
against 'artificial and forced' exercises of fellowship, and multi-racial 
worship has not been encouraged. (In fact, as we have seen, such worship 
was being discouraged in 1966; though after pressure from Reformed Churches 
in other parts of the world the NGK in 19?2 admitted that there was a need 
for common worship.) However, what has been continually emphasised is that 
the Church need ~ have an institutional or structural unity - for this 
might prove to be un 'artificial 1 unity. True, some have lamented the large 
number of Churches that are in existence and have warned that a watch be 
kept against the disruption of the one Church, but we find that their concerr-
has usually been lest doctrinal differences fragment the Church, rather 
than a c·oncern about racial separation. Also, whlle calls have been made 
for more contact and co-operation between the NG •mother' and 'daughter' 
Churches - lest their separateness become estrangement - these calls seem to 
have been for consultation between leaders rather than for joint worship at 
a congregational level, and it has not been suggested that the Churches need 
organically unite to become one body. Thus we find that though some NGK 
leaders have indeed expressed concern thnt there should be a better em-
bodiment and realisation of the unity of the Church, their concern has been 
partial. They have tended to think in terms of token gestures of acceptance 
between individual Christians of different racial groups, but have not allowed 
that outward realisation of the Church's unity need include structural 
unity. Separate congregations and Churches for different racial groups 
remain permissible. 
On the other hand, while theologians of the Anglican, Methodist and 
Roman Catholic .Churches (as well as Dutch Reformed churchmen such as Marais 
and Keet) have acknowledged the 'spiritual unity' of the Church as emphasise~ 
by the NGK, they have warned against a danger of 1 over-spiritualisation1 -
by which they have meant a tendency to place all emphasis on spiritual unity 
and little on the need for this unity to be made manifest in day-to-day 
life. The visible Church, they have said, should not be regarded too 
lightly, for it should continually strive to reflect the invisible Church. 
The ideal of the Church is not only inward unity but outward unity also. 
Most leaders have stressed that this outward unity must include struc-
tural unity, so that Christians of different races roay together be members 
of one organisational Church. But, beyond this need for one Church, we fino 
·that only a few English-speaking churchmen have called for regular multi-
racial worship at a congregational level. Most frequently the caLl has 
been simply for inter-racial fellowship within the broad Church - a call 
similar to those made by Dutch Reformed churchman, although the English-
speaking calls have been more assertive, and within these Churches more 
inter-racial fellowship has been achieved. Thus we find that while they 
have held that it is not permissible to establish ~eparate Churches for 
different racial groups,· they have allowed separate local congregations~ 
Our first task is to consider whether separate congregations for 
different racial groups may be permitted. 
It would seem true to say that racial consciousness in white church 
members has been an important factor behind the establishment of separate 
congregations in South African Churches. In the Anglican Methodist and 
Roman Catholic Churches, if black and white people have attended the same 
service the blacks have frequently been relegated to sit apart in the rear 
pews of the church: and in some places black people have even been excluded 
from services. There has frequently been evidence, in recent times as in the 
past, of white peoPle bitterly opposed to mixed worship, and ~o being 
ministered to by black clergy. Certainly black people have often felt 
unwelcome or patronised within the company of white churchmen - and this 
has been one of the reasons why many have left to establish independent 
Churches. We observe that few English-speaking churc:h leaders have openly 
ascribed the establishment of separate congregations to such racial cons-
ciousness: yet this consciousness must surely have played a part as-congre-
gations bec"ame established. In the NGK, meanwhile, it was certainly a major 
fac.tor behind their policy of separation. This has been admitted by that 
Church, though leaders have attempted to play down the fact. (l) Whereas 
it had been previously regarded as 'an unshakeable principle' of biblical 
teaching and of the spirit of Christianity that people of different races 
should worship together, permission was given in 1857 for their separation -
•on account of the weakness of some•, so that worshippers of different rnces 
might not'hinder• one another nor tension be engendered between them.. S~ce 
then it has ~een admitted that white members have long been averse to mixing 
at worship with black people because of 'social and hygienic considerations'! 
and we have seen that some have even feared that mixed worship might encourn~ 
•abhorrent' miscegenation. So it is that the NGK maintains separation as 
~ of. pplJ6ff, 142 Supra. 
·' 
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an accommodation to •weaker be~ievers•, as an ~~owance for the finite 
nature of man. 
It is true that both the NGK(~) and the other three Churches have 
resolved that none should be excluded from worship because of his r~ce or 
colour. In the latter Churches this has been dogmatic~ly asserted by rncmy. 
Certainly, just as Jesus Christ welcomed the company of anybody that came 
to him (irrespective of their sex or social class or nationality or whether 
they were regarded by others as 'sinners' or 'righteous'), so it should be a 
fundamental principle th~t anybody may enter a Christian church for prayere 
The moment a person is excluded from a worship service because of his race 
or colour, or in other words because of the racia~ consciousness of others, 
then that worship ceases to be truly Christian. However, while it is 
important that this principle should be emphatically stated, it !~S not 
countered the formation of separate congregations: for it has remained 
possible, without exluding any people from a congregation, to establish cthez· 
congregations for them and to encourage them to worship there. 
We would strongly assert that racial consciousness in church members 
is not a valid reason for separating worshippers into different congregations-
We have a~eady pointed out that the Christian ethic emphasises the worth 
of each individual, and calls for men to be ~udged by their character and 
ability and not by their racial affiliation. 2) The individual should not 
be sacrificed to the generalisation of group-thinking. Therefore the 
Christian Church should not allow itself to be swayed by those members who 
think in racial generalisations. It should not fall into the error of 
classifying and separating its members simply according to their race or 
colour. 
Some have argued that to compel Christians to worship together in 
multi-racial congregations would not be in accordance with the spirit of 
Christ, and would do more harm than good to the Cht~ch in that those who 
were particularly racia~ly conscious would become resentful and might be 
alienated from the Church. Thus ·it would invo~ve 1~he stumbling of wea."<.er 
believers, for whom Paul made al~owance (Romans ~4-~5). It must be acknow-
ledged that there is some force in this argument. Neverthe~ess, the Church 
should be seen to stand by its princip~es. Thus if Christian teaching sr:: .. ys 
that people should not be classified simply according to their race., then 
where separation between church members is ca~led for or already practised 
simply because of a racial consciousness in some members, there church w, kefer p92 supra. 
1 
Refer p3ll supra. 
leaders should be urged to make a stand on principle. The Church will ~e 
more credible in the eyes of outsiders, as well as of members who are qpposed. 
to racial separation, if it has the courage to bring people of different 
races together in mixed congregations, even if some racially conscious 
members then leave to warship elsewhere. This does not mean that racial 
consciousness shoUld be ignored. Certainly it should be realistically 
worked through: but it should not be allowed to pressure the Church into a 
policy of racial separation. 
What has also militated against white and black Christians mixing 
together in one congregation has been the fact that people naturally seek 
fellowship with others of their own social class or with the same level of 
education or similar interests. Conversely, a business executive and a 
domestic servant or labourer, for instance, may find it hard to meet freely 
in a relationship of equality. Thus where church membership is to involve 
not only worship but fellowship and discussion as well, it is evident that 
people will gravitate towards others who are similar to themselves. Because 
social class distinctions in South Africa have frequently coincided with 
racial distinctions, this factor has tended to reinforce racial separation 
in the Churches. However, it is a factor which may be worked through in 
pastoral ministry, and is certainly not an acceptable ~eason for separating 
peoPle into different congregations. 
Another feature which explains why some congregations are racially 
homogeneous, is the fact that black and white people in South Africa 
usually live apart from one another in separate residential areas, whether 
by custom or according to government legislation. :Because people usually 
wish to attend worship on Sundays near their homes, particularly if transport 
to another centre is poor or non-existent, it is inevitable that congregation:-: 
will be ~armed in the residential areas and so ca·ter only for those of the 
racial group living there. Where there is indeeG-only one racial group 
living in an area it is justifiable that a congregation there should be 
racially homogeneous. But where residential areas are not far from one 
another, people from those areas should be able to come together for worsh~Pv 
and there is therefore no geographical reason for establishing separate 
congregations for different racial groups. Further, where there are in 
fact people of one race living amongst those of another (as in white suburbs 
where black domestic servants live on the property of their employers) it 
seems obvious that congregations there should cater for more than one racial 
group (subject to language and cultural considerations that we shall exami~e 
(1) 
shortly. 
Of the clergy and church workers who were involved in establishing 
the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches in South Africa during 
the nineteenth century, some came to the country as chaplains ministering 
to armed forces or to the white settlers, while others came as missionaries 
devoted to spreading Christianity among the heathen black p~ople. (Some, 
it is true, came in a dual capacity.) Similarly, i11 the NGK some men were 
ordained as missionaries with the sole task of preaching to the heathen, and 
their work was seen as distinct from that of other clergy, even before the 
NGK agreed to people of different races worshipping se~~ately. Today too, 
many personnel in each of these Churches, whether from overseas or born in 
the country, see their ministry as a specifically missionary one amongst 
black people, as against other clergy who are concerned with minjstry 
amongst their min white people. This dichoto~ bet,~en missionary outreach 
to heathens and ministry to those who are already Christians may be seen as 
another factor which has encouraged the evolution of the more or less parallel 
system of some congregations for black members and others for white members. 
However, it should be remembered that many black people are now of a second 
or third generation of C~istians, which means that work amongst them should 
no longer be regarded as simply 'missionary work', but seen as similar to 
ministry amongst white people. Thus where this is the case it should be 
possible to minister to black and white Christians within the same congre-
gation. Nevertheless, it must be added that ministry to people of an 
African cultural background may differ from ministry to people brought up 
in a western society with a largely Christian background, nnd so may need to 
be organised separately. 
This brings us to consider the central argument that has been put for-
ward to support a policy of forming separate congregations for different 
racial groups. It has been maintained that if a man's worship is to be 
whole-hearted and truly spiritual, then he must 'feel at home' in that 
worship, must understand what is being said, and must be able to express 
his faith in a way that is natural to him. Thus he has the right and the 
need to worship in his own language and against his own cultural background 
or ethos. To make this possible, it is concluded, sep&rate congregations 
should be formed for different language and cultural groups (which, it is 
said, largely coincide with different racial groups). 
1 We notice that it is the English-speaking church leaders rather than 
the Dutch Reformed who have justified separateoongregations on the 
grounds of geographical separation. This is probably because the 
former have wished to suggest that it is by circumstance rather than 
design that separate congregations have come into being. 
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This arguccnt has been put forward in both the NGK and the other three 
Churches (though to a lesser extent in the Roman Catholic Church). It was 
originally prompted by thinking in international missionnry bodies towards 
the end of the nineteenth century, when there wao a swing away from the 
earlier practice of imposing western or 'Christian' culture on converts, 
to a new vision of Christian life and worship taking indigenous forms among 
other peoples. It is significant, however, that the argument was only 
formulated after the custum of establishing separate congregations had 
already been followed for some time. Thus it was not the reason for the 
original separation of racial groups into different congregations. Never-
theless, it is an argument that bears much weight. 
Firstly, we must agree that a man must be able to worship in his own 
language. This has been a fundamental tenet of most Churches sin~e the 
Reformation, and is one with which the Roman Catholic Church has more 
recently concurred. 
Secondly, we must accept that for the Christian Gospel to be communicate( 
most effectively, its presentation should be adapted to those who are 
listening. This includes adapting it to their particular cultural back-
ground (just as it may be adapted to different age groups or sub-groups 
within a society). Such need for adaptation was appreciated in the early 
Church, where Paul became 11all things to all men11 (1 Corinthians 9:19-23), and 
where the form of the Gospel changed as it moved from the Jewish culture of 
Palestine to the Hellenistic culture of the wider Roman :ompire. Similarly, 
the worship within which the Gospel is communicated, if it is to be a true 
expression of the worshippers, should be adapted to different cultural 
groups. 
Certainly the requirement for unity in the Church does not demand that 
there should be uniformity. Just as we have seen that within the unity of 
mankind there is diversity (which is an important feature of God's creation), 
so within the unity of the Church there should be room for diversity. The 
Church should recognise and welcome the diversity of men ~1d of their needs, 
and should encourage expression of this diversity in its life (provided, 
of course, t~at the essential unity is not compromised). Believing that 
all Christians should be united, the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic 
Churches haie tended to assume that unity requires uniformity - which hns 
meant that to a large degree they have failed_to encourage Africans to 
develop, l,iturgies and styles of worship true to their cultural idiom. 
Or, in other words, some have argued that the Church should be non-raci~, 
3.52· 
but in doing this have overlooked cultural differences and so again have 
not allowed African needs and emphases to emerge. This has prompted many 
Africans to move away from those Churches to independent Churches, where 
ritual and rhythm and dance, for instance, have been greatly emphasised, 
Similarly it has given rise to the recent development of African or black 
theology (which has been stronger amongst members of those three Churches 
than amongst members of the NGK). So it is clear that those Ghurches 
have failed to meet some of the deeper needs of many of tharmembers. The 
growth of black theology is to be welcomed, as it attempts to translate the 
Gospel more radically into African ways of thinking and to develop forms 
of worship in terms of Africanculture, experience and spiritual needs.(l) 
Now, as we have agreed that men in their _diversity should be able to 
worship each in his own language·and according to his own cultural back-
ground, we must conclude that separate services for different language and 
cultural groups are permissible. Further, because worship is the major part 
of the life of a congregation, and because fellowship and discussion within 
a congregation may also require language and cultural similarities, we must 
allow that separate congregations for these different groups are likewise 
permissible. 
It should be stressed, however, that people may not be regimented into 
separate~oups. Anyone should be free to attend a service or join a cong-
regation that is primarily for a language or cultural group other thar. his 
own. He should not be excluded because he is different, either by church 
regulations or by the exclusive attitudes of other members. 
It should further be remembered that language and cultural groupings 
may cut across racial differences, or, in other words, that some such 
groupings should be multi-racial. For instance, Indian and Coloured people 
in South Africa commonly use the same languages as the white people 
(Afrikaans in some areas, English in others), and the culture of the Col-
oured people and to a large extent that of Indian people today is similar 
to that of the whites. Thus these black peoples should be grouped with 
white people. (It is clear then that the separation of these tl~ee racial 
groups by the NGK and also in some places in the other Churches has not been 
simply due to linguistic and cultural factors, as has frequently beer. 
alleged, but to a large extent due to racial consciousness.) B~cause racial 
1 R~f'er p298 supra. 'l.'he warning of the Spro-cas (;burch Commission should 
be borne in mind, however: that the essential Gospel must remain 
authentic and not be subverted by syncretism. (refer p294 supra.) 
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and colour differences per ~ do not require different forms of worship, 
it is not permissible to form separate congregations on the basis of those 
differences. So it should be emphasised that language and cultural dif.f~ 
ences1 but not racial differences, may divide church members into separate 
congregations. 
Having admitted that such separation is permissible, we must bear in 
mind that the unity of the Church should nevertheless be maintained, and 
we shall argue shortly that this unity must be given out\lard expression; 
that separated congregations should be visibly united in one institutional 
Church. The Church should seek every possibility to bring its different 
members and different congregations together. Where differences of language 
and culture (and location) cause people normally to worship separately, the 
Church should encourage them to meet at least occasionally for worship, 
discussion and fellowship, that they may learn to know, understand and love 
one another, and that their meeting may witness to the fact that they belong 
to one Church. We would go further to urge that, where possible, different 
language and cultural groups in an area should form one extended congre8[ttion) 
using the same buildings (perhaps at different times) and sharing adminis-
trative facilities and clergy (whether one who is able to minister in each 
language or culture, or more ·than one who work together as a team). Nore 
than this, it shoUld be possible ~n many places to develop forms of worship 
in which different cultural needs are each given a part, and in which two 
or more languages may be used, whether si~ltaneously or alternating with 
each other.(l) So again it should be said that while separate congregations 
may be permissible the ideal of uniting Christians in one fellowship should 
be striven for as far as possible. 
Christians have diverse spiritual gifts, all "for the common good" of 
the Church. Each member needs the complementary gifts or function of every 
fellow member - and this need binds them all together in one corporate 
unity (1 Corinthians 12:4-26).(2) So different individuals and groups within 
the Church should be able to support one another and learn from one another -
and for this to happen it is necessary that they should meet. The Church 
should open the way to their enrichment by bringing them together. An 
example of new insights gained is seen in a report of the consecration of 
the Anglican Bishop of Swaziland in September 19?5. After taking pa:>:-t in 
this multi-racial service, where the congregation sang choruses accompanied 
by hand-clapping, and where the procession of clergy "was helped on its 
1 wriere worshippers do not understand each language used this practice 
may prove tiresome to them if done frequently; but where they are 
conversant with each language it may be enriching for them, for sometn~~S 
said in one language or idiom may bring new insights or understanding tr_• 
someone who is from another language group~ 
(2) cf. p344 supra. 
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"Even when the whites have gone-, if their black replacements have been 
thoroughly schooled in white norms and procedures, other blacks, who 
know only their traditional methods, will not feel at home in the 
courts and councils of the churcha"(l) 
This factor Verryn has described as 'ecclesiastical imperialism' arising 
from an "unsuspected arrogance lurking in the (white man's) self-identifi-
cation with his own cultural norms". 
So it is that white members of these Churches need to look critically 
at themselves and realise to what extent they subconsciously maintain their 
own cultural ethos as normative, and to what extent they do control the 
leadership of their Churches.(2 ) Some churchmen, we have observed, are 
indeed now giving attention to this matter and are encouraging the rise of 
black leaders. 
(To this end and to obviate the danger that Verryn has described, the 
Spro-cas Church Commission has gone so far as to suggest that if language 
and cultural differences make it difficult for one group to follow a church 
council's proceedings and to feel free to participate in them fully, then 
it may be preferable to form separate councils on a regional level - provided 
these were linked together within some federal scheme on a nationallevel. 
Such separate regional councils should be seen as temporary, until the 
different groups came to know one another's languages and cultural ways. (3) 
Weshould point out, however, that the different groups would not get to know 
one another unless they were to meet on a regional lHvcl, and so we would 
suggest that it would be preferable to encourage each group tocaucus separ-
ately but within a combined regional council - particularly if these Churches 
wished to preserve as much unity in their structures as possible.) 
In contrast to these three Churches, the NGK has long expressed the 
need to foster black responsibility and leadership, \;lith this concern in 
mind, leaders have argued that the talents of black people will not be 
developed if they remain in a Church where whites are dominant. Nor will 
blacks be able to try the skills that they do learn, for if there is to be 
competition between them and white people for leadership positions the latter 
will have the advantage through longer experience. Furthermore, the racial 
consciousness of the whites will make them reluctant to relinquish tl;.'.:ir 
power to black leaders. But if they were in their own separate Churches, 
black people would not be tied to western cultural patterns so would be 
able to develop 'indigenous' forms of church life and government, and 
VerL•yn, op.cit. ·pp18-19. 
) We remember that a desire to be in positions of leadership has been one 
of the reasons for Africans leaving to form independent Churches. 
) Refer p296 ·supra. 
and therefore ineffective and useless in~rms of God's purpose for it, a 
(1) light which has been put out, salt which has lost its savour." The 
Church exists as God's reconciling and uniting agent, bringing men together, 
and it needs to act and to be seen as such. 
Although the NGK has argued that in New Testament times there was no 
unifying Church structure,(2) it is clear that when local churches emerged 
these were not autonomous but regarded as extensions of the one Church 
centred in Jerusalem, from where emissaries were sent out to inspect them •• 
The Council of Jerusalem felt itself able to take decisions concerning doctrine 
and practice for the Church as a whole, and it took it for granted that 
these would be accepted and applied even in the Gentile churches outside 
Palestine (Acta 15). When Jerusalem's hegemony became less effective the 
Church developed along geographical and to·some extent national lines (until 
Rome was able to assert a central hegemony once more). Yet in any one area 
it remained united - even when the area comprised bo·th Jewish and Gentile 
Christians.(3) Thus there is strong precedent for uniting different groups 
within one Church. 
So we would assert that the unity of the Church must be made outwardly 
manifest. To this end, we have already said that the Church shouln seek 
every possibility to bring its different members and different congregations 
together for worship, fellowship and discussion, and for united witness 
and service in the world.(4) But if the unity of the Church is really to 
be outwardly manifest, then this sort of coming together - all too often 
sporadic - will not be sufficient evidence, particularly to critical obser-
vers. Thus different. groups and congregations must be associated within 
one Church or structural unity. Indeed, if there is to be a concession in 
allowing different language or cultural groups to warship separately and 
perhaps form separate congregations, then the need to bring these different 
congregations within one organisational unity is all the more pressing.(5) 
Moreover, it would not be sufficient to link different groups together 
simply under the bonner of a denominational heading, or by a joint council 
at national level. The unity of the Church must be seen in a united structure 
or organisation at a regional level at least, where individual members of the 
Church may sense a solidarity with one another, and .,.there the unity will be 
1 ibid. p~3. 
(2) Refer p 175 supra. 
(3) Spro-cas Church Commission p56. 
(4) Refer p 353 supra. 
(5) Similarly there is a need for the Churches that are divided _because 
of differences in doctrine or practice to seek an outward unity. 
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more explicit to onl.ookers~ 
This demand that different racial., cultural and language groups be 
brought together within one Church, does not mean that a uniformity should 
be imposed· upon them. While members of a united Church, they should be 
enabled to express themeel ves in their own languages and against their 
particular cultural backgrounds - and their very diversity should not be 
allowed to preclude them from sharing together in~e leadership and life 
of that Church.(i) 
We have seen that the bias of New Testament teaching and of the 
Christian understanding of human relations is towards the unity or 
integration of diverse peoples rather than their separ~tion.(2) This 
unity was a fundamental order of God's: ·creation, and is God's final purpose 
for men. It should at least be real~sed in the new people of God, the 
Christian Church. So Christians of different races should come together in 
a visible unity within the Church: and their fellowship should not stop 
short within the Church, but overnow into their lives.in the wider commu-
nity. The Church should be a pattern for human society, and Christians 
are called to demonstrate to the world the unity which_God intends for 
mankind. 
The Spro-cas Church Commission suggested that ~he NGK itself to somu 
. extent sought uniformity by separating different racial groups_and so 
maintaining uniformity within each racial Church. (Report pp48-49.) 
Refer pp3!al! 'Siupra. 
PART FIVE 
FACTORS INFLUENCING 
WHITE CHURCH MEMBERS 
IN THEIR 
APPROACHES TO RACE RELATIONS 
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we have seen that the Christian faith calls for all people of whatever 
racial groups to live together in unity, both in the Church and in the wider 
society. Now we should ask why Churches in South Africa have largely 
failed to implement this ideal even though they may have accepted it; or 
why they have indeed promoted a contrary ideal of separation of racial 
groups. 
1. FACTORS GENERALLY INFLUENCING WHITE P:EX>PLE 
We should first gain some understanding of the fear, racial prejudice 
and self-interest that have been generally prevalent within the white 
population of the country. 
(a)~ 
Now constituting only 17 15% of the population of South Africa, white 
people have always been vastly outnumbered by black people, and pa.rticnlarly 
by Africans (who now represent ?0,2% of the population). This fact that 
they have been such a small minority has prompted whites to fear for their 
own existence. 
Conflicts over land and wars with African tribes during the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries prompted whites to fear for their lives, for their 
personal. safety. (That there has remained a lingeri:ng memory of such open 
black-white hostilities and of the threat to white people \'lr..ich those 
hostilities posed is indicated by the importance which Afrikaners have given 
to the annual Day of the Covenant, when the trekker victory over the Zulus 
at Blood River has been celebrated.) More recently threats by militant 
black leaders elsewhere in Africa and the killing of white people in other 
parts of the continent (notably in the Congo in the early 1960s) have left 
many whites in South Africa with a fear that they might be killed should 
they lose their control over the black population. 
Furthermore, the movement of Africans to the cities at the beginning 
of the twentieth century, and the dearth of employment far many whites 
during times of economic depression evoked in white people another fear: 
the fear that they might be displaced by black people from their livelihood 
and material well-being. That this fear has remained may be seen in legis-
lation that has reserved many types of work for white people. Then too, 
just as anxieties and a sense of threat from lower status groups are fairly 
typical among members of privileged groups, so there has been a fear among 
whites of losing the political, social and economic privileges that they 
have enjoyed over black people.(l) 
These (ears have been accompanied by an even more potent though largely 
.. 
irrational fear that the white people as a whole might lose their racial 
and cultural identity and become 'swamped' by the •rising tide of black 
people'. It has been feared that unless some control be imposed 'Christian 
ciVilisa.tion1 might be overtaken by the 1 primitive 1 culture of the more 
numerous Africans, nnd the white people as such would be annihilated, lost 
in an amorphous mass of colour. This a...11Xiety has been stimulated by Afrik-
aner nationalism, as it bas defined and placed great value on the group 
identity of Afrikaners. (Such anxiety is fairly typical of situations where 
a need for group identification is strongly felt.) We may see signs of this 
fear in alarmist predictions of a high birth rate amongst Africans, and in 
the common aversion to interracial mixture through miscegenation. 
To a large extent these fears have been vague and unconscious, yet 
they·· have been specifically stated on occasions. They have been readily 
excite<\ .. in the minds of people who have been conditioned by the sec~ionalism 
of South African society, and politicians have frequently resorted to a 
\ 
swart gevaar (black danger) bogey to attract political support. 
So it is fear that has moulded much of the white man's thinking and 
his emotional reaction to black people. This has in turn led to hostility 
towards blacks, ae a defence mechaniam. It has encouraged -t;he doctrine 
of white supremacy, and has prompted opposition to even small extensions 
of African political rights - seen as the thin end of a wedge which might 
overthrow white domination. It has contributed to the desire for racial 
1 We note that even many Indians and Coloured peop~e - who huve enjoyed 
some social and economic privileges - have feared a reversal of the 
racial order and been ambivalent about the risk of supplanting a white 
government with a black one. 
(1) 
segregation, by which whites have sought security within their own laagero 
Segregation, in turn1 has been conducive to anxie~, for it has made 
black people virtual strangers for most whites - and a stranger is generally 
more easily feared. More important, the system of white supremacy has given 
rise to the fear of reprisal by black people. For, not unnaturally; whites 
have projected their own hostility onto blacks; while some sense of guilt at 
their domination, even though dimly perceived, has easily been translated 
into fears of what blacks might do in revenge if given the chance. "If 
white men are now afraid of the black men it is because they know deep down 
within themselves - even it may be, unconsciously - that they have created 
the situation where such a fear is justified.11 ( 2) This has been compounded 
by mounting demands by black leaders and by the growing incidence of •terr-
orism' on the borders of the country.(3) So fear of retribution has reinforce~ 
the whites' initial fears - and exacerbated their hostility - and so a 
continuing cycle has occurred. 
We pause to observe that many African leaders have given assurances 
that their hostility has not been racially motivated and that they hove 
not been seeking a reversal of the existing racial domination. In the face 
of great provocation Chief Lutuli, leader of the African National Congress 
in 1960, consistently maintained a policy of co-operation between white and 
black. Nelson Mandela. sto..ted in a speech from the dock in 1964: "The ANC 
has spent half a century fighting against racialism. When it triumphs, 
it wUl not change that policy. 11 Still this organisation emphasises its 
nonracial stand.(4) Similarly, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi of Kwa.Zulu has sought 
to al.lay the fears of whites: "The Africans are magnanimous people and that 
is why even against their strong feelings, they still co-operate in the hope 
that the White man might in turn show real goodwill.11 (5) Indeed, it has 
been poiDted out by blacks that the poverty of the African on the one hand 
and the white man's skill in creating wealth on the other provide limitless 
scope for col~boration across the colour line, so that white men will find 
.themselves wanted.(6) The status of the minority white group has been based 
W Ma.cCrone saw sialilarities between mtes' treatment of Africans and the 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
characteristic behaviour of conventional neurotics, showing aggression 
and repression, segregation and isolation. (Race Attitudes pp308-310) 
De Blank, Out of Africa. p44. · 
Though the majority of whites have at the same time suppressed any 
awareness of or been oblivious of the increasing signs that there is 
indeed hostility and resentment amongst black people within treco~try.) 
Adam, Modernizing ppll,ll5. 
Buthelezi, G.D.: White and Black Nationalism, EtrJdcity and the F~F~ 
of the Homelands (1974) pB. 
Ngubane, J.K. in Sociological Perspectives (Adam,· Ed.) p22. 
on their privilege, but once that is ended by a majority government there 
will be no basis for conflict. A material equality of chances will be what 
is. sought for after a successful African revolution, rather than the politicaJ. 
suppression of a population group.(l) 
However, racial discrimination by the whites and also the terms in which 
their policies have been justified - encouraging people to see blacks and 
whites as incompatible with one another - have been constant encouragement 
to counter-racialism. Moreover, it must be observed that white intransigence 
has driven many African nationalist movements in Africa from a non-violent 
philosophy to accept the alternative of armed struggle, and as their struggles 
for liberation have intensified so has their radical outlook. There are indee0 
signs of this development in South Africa. So, as Adam has pointed out, even 
the most astute analysts of white rule have tended to be pessimist:c about 
the outcome of an eventual change in power. Said Legum: "After the kind of 
treatment Black ~outh Africans have received over threemnturies, why 
should one suppose they will behave any better than White South Africans?11 ( 2) 
Warned Schlemmer: "If the whites continue with current policies or modified 
versions of these policies until violent revolution, mass labour unrest, or 
something else leads to a collapse of White control then a merciful and 
tolerant treatment of Whites by Blacks in the initial stages could hardly 
be expected."(3) 
(b) RACIAL PREJUDICE 
In the early days of white settlement in southern Africa there was no 
distinction made between people on the grounds of their racial affiliation. 
But with time, as it became apparent that many disparities'between white 
and black individuals related to features common to members of their part-
icular racial groups, there developed in whites a racial consciousness and ~· 
tendency to classify people according to the colour of their skin. \~ites 
began to generalise about black people, to think of them in terms of stereo-
typed categories. What was more, they came to think of blao:::)>.s as inferior 
to them: for the latter did not have the white man's command of a written 
language, his more advanced technological skill, nor such things as guns 
1 cf. Adam, Modernizing pll. 
(2) quoted in ibid. pll; cf. Van den Berghe quoted in ibid. pll8. 
(3) In Anatomy of Apartheid (Randall, Ed.) p28o 
and wagons. Not only were the cultures of the black peoples deemed inferior, 
but many whites believed that these peoples were also innately inferior in 
intelligence. At the same time the different standards of cleanliness 
amongst the black people aroused feelings of repulsion in the whites. So 
racial_ prejudice developed in the white community. 
MacCrone has suggested that features of western culture may have played 
a hidden role in this development.(l) For instance, the symbolism of the 
colours white and black - the former being used to express purity and the 
latter to express that which is sinister or diabolical - 1nay have encouraged 
fear of black people.(Z) Similarly, blackness was associated with dirt,. 
and also with the lower, animal, sexually repressed side of man's nature. 
In ~urope black men were customarily seen as savage or uncivilised beings. 
Whether or not suchfactors influenced the image of black people h~ld by 
whites in southern Africa, it was not unnatural for those whites to recoil 
to some extent from people whose social habits and ways of life were so 
different from theirs. To dislike the unlike, to disapprove and condemn 
as abnormal any departure from the accustomed, is a universal feature of 
social contacts between members of different groups, and a common cause 
of group prejudice. 
Since those early days, the long history in which master/servant 
relationships have been virtually the only form of aba!.Bl. contact between 
white and black people has reinforced white opinion of blacks as inferior. 
From early childhood most whites have been accu6Dmed to see black people 
as members of a servant class, who have done the physical labour in the 
community and have occupied an inferior status in the social system. Thus 
whites have grown up to regard blacks as menial by nature and have proceeded 
to relate to them in accordance with the social habits of their own group 
in an attitude of aloofness and superiority. To see a person as primarily 
a member of a particular goup is a clear-cut and pragmatically convenient 
method of relating to him. So for the white individual a rigid group-
definition has set the place of a black man in society and dictated how he 
should be dealt with. The white man~ s relationship with him has been pre-
scribed, and to act accordingly has been the path of least resistance ~nd so 
has been emotionally satisfying. In this respect, racial prejudice has been 
a matter of habit. At the same time, however, memories of violent conflicts 
with Africans on the frontiers as well as more recent threats of economic 
(1 MacCrone, Race Attitudes pp296-}00. 
(2) Bastide argued. that the cultural aspects behind racial prejudice are 
merely derivatives of this earlier symbolism. (Bastide, R.: 'Colour, 
Racism, and Christianity' in Daedalus Vol. 96 No. 2 (Spring 1967) 
pp312ff.) 
competition from them have prompted whites to feel threatened and hostile. 
Such fear has been an important stimulant of prejudice.(!) 
Such prejudice has been sustained through the years in various ways. 
In white homes it has been moulded into the personality throUgh the example 
and direct teaching of parents. In schools children have been influenced 
by the attitudes of their teachers and by history text-books which have 
portrayed the black man as aggressor.(Z) Some Churches too, as we have seen, 
have played a part by providing scriptural justification for practices of 
discrimination. Moreover, the development of excluoive and aggressive 
Afrikaner nationalism, incorporating anti-black feeling as one of its comP-
cnents and raising this to the level of an ideology held with fervour and 
emotionalism, has been an important social process fostering racial prejudice •. 
At the annual Day of the Covenant celebrations the exclusive whit~ attitude 
against the black man as traditional past enemy as well as potential future 
enemy has been intensified. 
Kuper has pointed out that government legislation, particularly since 
1948, has also fostered racial prejudice - initially by heighte~g racial 
consciousness amongst the people.(3) By the Population Registration Act of 
1950 each person has been classified according to a racial category. Other 
legislation has ruled that his education, ~riage,· place of residence, 
franchise, oc~upation, medical treatment, and his attendance at places of 
entertainment and public gatherings, as well as other social situations, 
must be gov~ned by his racial classification. So racial differentiation 
has been woven into the perception of individuals and hus formed a guide to 
their conduct. Further, a system of punishment and reward has emphasised 
the primacy of racial criterion in daily living. Many acts which have not 
in themselves been criminal offenceu, have become such if they should involve 
forbidden relations with someone of another race. Thus there has always been 
present the threat of punishment as a criminal if one should 
tran~gress across the racial line. Organisations have been obliged to re-
examine and perhaps modify their policies in the light of racial laws, and 
even those who have opposed these laws have become more racially conscious 
under conditions in which inter-racial contact has savoured of delibe~ate 
(2) 
(3) 
Rose tells us that all theories of the prejudiced persouul..ity observe 
a basic insecurity underneath prejudiced behaviour. (Refer Rose, B.W.: 
Prejudice and Personality (1962).) 
Refer Thompson, art.cit. 
Kuper in Africa: Social Problems of Change and Conflict (Von den Bergq~, 
Ed.) PP23B!242. 
defiance. At the same time, the reservation of amenities for a particular 
racial group has provided reward for those so benefitted; and there has been 
the promise of ultimate reward embodied in t:1e whole concept of separate 
development along racial lines. Now, racial consciousness that has been 
heightened in this way need not necessa~ily lead to an increase in racial 
prejudice, but on the whole it seems that it has done so. Emphasising as 
they have·the unfitness of someone of another race as ~reighbour or a 
marriage partner, racial laws have encourage~ unfavourable stereotypes. In 
that they have rested on the basic incompatibility of the races, the racial 
policies of the Government have created and intensif:ied competition between 
them. Conflict in racial contact has been encouraged, since there has been 
an ideologieal expectation of conflict. Discrimination has been invited, 
since self-preservation has been assumed to depend on withholding from other 
races, as far as possible, any opportunities which might contribu~e to their 
power as competing groups. Further, as a result of systematic discrimi~ticn 
in society the white man has found himself consistently in a superior position, 
and this routine experience may be expected to have reinforced his sentiments 
of superiority. Indeed, discrimination has severely limited opportunities 
for development for members of black races, and so has given a realistic 
basis for the white man's sentiments of superiority. Kuper has also pointed 
out that people generally tend to disapprove of an act because it is a cr~me, 
and hence the legislative creation of new crimes relating to inter-racial 
contact has exerted pressure towards disapproval of inter-racial contact, 
thus laying a basis for racial prejudice.(l) In all, government enforced 
discrimination has not only generated racial prejudice, but has reinforced 
already existing prejudices, in the white public as well as in the legislators 
themselves. As generations of white politicians have persistently defined 
and emphasised the situation in terms of race conflict, thereby heightening 
racial tension and antagonisms in the minds of the white electorate, s0 
this electorate has in turn become even more race-conscious and as a result 
made consistent demands upon politicians that they uphold and consolidate 
white supremacy. As Schlemmer said: "A class system such as South Africa's 
tends not only to be reinforced by racialism, but in turn continu~lly breeds 
more racialism."(2) 
However, we must not conclude that racial prejudice in white South 
Africans can be explained simply in terms of psycholo~cal p~ocesses within 
1 ibid. p245. 
(2) In Anatomy of Apartheid (Randall, Ed.) p28. 
the minds of individuals. It is necessary to see that certain social 
d b f h "ud" (1) nee s have also een responsible for the prevalence o sue preJ ~ce. 
Racial prejudice has had an important functional value for the white society., 
Firstly, it has not only assisted in maintaining group consciousness, in 
that it has strenuously denied any kind of equality with people of other 
races, but it has preserved the unity of that group. Any tendency in a 
white individual to deviate from the common attitude toward blacks has had 
very little chance of developing, so long as he has wished to regard himself, 
or to be regarded, as a member of the group. His attitude towards blacks 
has become a criterion of group membership and so has ens~ed the unity of 
his group. Further, since this attitude has been a negative or hostile 
one directed upon an out-group, it has prmvided an outlet for the 4ischarge 
of hostile impulses which might otherwise have tended to weaken the unity 
of the in-group. 
Secondly, racial prejudice has preserved the security of the white 
group and has safeguarded their privileges, in that it has kept the black 
people 'in their place', and so has prevented them from being in a position 
to threaten or challenge the white group. Prejudices have had a direct 
survival value for the whites. If they were to have changed their attitudes 
towards black people they would certainly have faced the loss of their 
supremacy. Whereas in other situations a change of mind would have remained 
without political consequences, in South Africa such a change would have 
altered the social structure. Thus racialism in South Africa has differed 
from other forms of race prejudice. 
Thirdly, racial prejudice has played an important role in justifying 
to whites their right to treat blacks in the way they have done.(2 ) 
Prejudice has found more or less rat:l.onal reasons for actions to which \-lhites 
have felt themselves impelled. Proponents of the status guo have been able 
to justify the situation by pandering to the prejudice of others and drawing 
invidious comparisons between races and cultures. Further, as we have seen 
in the NGK, the very existence of racial consciousness or prejudice among 
whites has been used to show that racial separation has been necessary for 
peace. (At the same time, the obligation to discriminate has provided the 
prejudiced person who has claimed to be unprejudiced with a convenient excuse 
for conformity and private discrimination.) Thus racial prejudice has 
l kefer eg. Schlemmer in ibid. pp2~28; Spro-cas Social Commission ppB,2l. 
(2) Refer. eg. Turner, R. in Directions of Ch e in South African Politics 
(Randall, Ed.) (1971) pp? ?9. Turner spoke of racial prejudice as 
a 'secondary reality'• 
provided a rationalisation for exploitation, and has given white people 
security from guilt. So we may see that racial prejudice in South Africa 
has been due not merely to personality components in themselves, but in some 
measure to its usefulness in preserving and justifying the unity and privllego .. 
of the white people. 
Built into the white society in South Africa has been a com}:lex se·i; 
of prejudices: shown by numerous studies revealing strong resistance on the 
part of whites to accept black people as social equals~ 
(c) SELF-INTEREST 
Some observers have suggested that fear has been t~e. greatest deter-
minant in the racial policies of the white people in So~th Africa.(l) Others 
have argued that racial prejudice has been the m~~e basic factor.(2) However, 
it seems clear that the attitudes of moat whites have been not simply the 
result of fear or prejudice, but have been also very deeply rooted in and 
logically related to their material and psychological. self-interest. 
The rate of economic growth and industrialisation in South Africa has 
been among the fastest in the world. While people from all racial groups 
have benefitted from this, it has been the white peo:ple who have had the 
greatest gain. Although they have constituted such a small proportion of 
the population, they have had control over 87% of the territory, including 
virtually all developed areas, citiGa and large towns, and embracing virtually 
all economic resources in the country. They have also maintained con·trol 
over the large and cheap labour force that has been available from within 
the African population, and over the economic benefits from this labour. 
So they have been able to secure for themselves a standard of living that 
has been much higher than that of the rest of the population: ~he average 
per capita income of whites being over thirteen times higher than the 
average income of Africans.(3) Indeed, their standard of living has been 
one of the highest in tle world. Now, the greater thE~ privileges of a 
particular group, the greater will be the incentive for that group to rally 
1 Refer eg. Faton, A. in ibid. ~5. 
(2) Refer eg. Van den Berghe 1 Study in Conflict pl41. (3) Spro-cas Social Commission·pl4. 
.. 
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to the defence of those privileges; This seems to have been true for the 
whites in South Africa. Their privilege has depended wholly on their re-
taining political and economic power exclusiveiy in their 0~1 hands - and 
this they have obviously sought to do (as we shall see from the following 
observations). 
The South Africa Act itself placed severe restrictions on the political 
rights of black people, and with subsequent ~~gislation has denied them any 
part in electing representatives to the central Parliament. Thus legis-
lative power has been reserved for the white people. Moreover, by encouragin@ 
and reinforcing existing tribal differences among the Africans, and cultural 
differences between these and the Coloured and Asian peoples, the government 
has succeeded in fragmenting the black masses and blocking attempts at their 
political solidarity. In particular, it bas sought to prevent Af~icans 
from developing a sustained nationalism capable of wielding a power to match 
that of the State. B,y establishing in the various •Bantustans• tribal 
authorities with their own legislative assemblies (under the oversight of 
the central government ar.d ~requently including people appointed by it) 1 
whites have hoped to deflect the aspirations of black leaders, and the 
inevitable political consequences of African economic advancement, away 
from the white sphere of interest. 
The white government has maintained control over the lives ~nd movement 
of all black people. This has_been facilitated by the policy of segregation, 
grouping black people together in areas of their own - for surveillance and 
supervision is generally easier when those being controlled are living 
together. Many Africans have been compelled to leave the 1 white 1 urban 
areas, and rigid pass laws have severely restricted the influx of others 
(so limiting amongst other things their opportunities for employment)D At 
the same time, as Meer has suggested, the migratory labour system has preventeJ 
the black masses from presenting any re~ threat to the government. The 
African worker has had no real roots and no single loyalty, but has moved 
between the rural 'homeland' and the town, often bet;ween two women and two 
families. In such a situation aggression resulting from instability and 
deprivation, and which should grow outwards und bece>me rationally locked 
in conflict with its true source of provocation, has been deflected inwards 
and irrationally dissipated in the neighbourhood and family, through violence 
in his own community.(l) 
~Meer, '· iu Sociological Perspectives (Adam, ~.} pl25. 
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Government legislation has reserved for white people many types of 
employment, and in particular skilled eMployment within the common society. 
This legislation has been backed up by press'LU·e from white staff and public 
against employers who might engage a black person in a position •tradition-
ally' held by a white. So opportunities for upward occupational mobility 
have been denied black people. (Some blacks, it is true, have recently 
·come to occupy skilled manual and routine white-collar positions - but the' 
proportion of them at these levels has still been very small.) Meanwhile, 
the per capit~ public expenditure on education for Africans has been much 
smaller than on education for whites. So poor educational facilities, as 
well as the lack of compulsory schooling for Africans, has further hampered 
their advancement. Furthermore, because there has been a large reserve of 
African labour, these workers have. been paid low wages - and their wide-
spre~d poverty has in turn limited their power. In uddition, the formation 
of trade unions for Africans has been discouraged, and those that have been 
established have been excluded from legal recognition. Also, strikes 
by African workers have been declared illegal. Thus they have had no power 
to negotiate on their own behalf, nor to compete in an organised form for 
a more equitable share of the national product. On the other hand, the 
white community has had compulsory and free schooling and the State has 
made good provision for their tertiary education. Because there has been 
a shortage of whites to fill the skilled positions reserved for them, thei~ 
salaries have been high: and even where white and black people have done 
the same work it has been customary to pay the whites considerably more than 
the blacks. Thus it has been ensured that no member of the white group 
should desqend to an unprivileged stratum, regardless of his abilities. 
The control of economic power has remained firmly with the white population 
group, and blacks have been denied access to this control. 
Social privileges have also been preserved for white people. On the 
one hand, rapid industrialisation has created a large black urban prolet-
ariat (now comprising about one-third of the fifteen. million Africans in 
the country), many of whom have broken with the tribal way of life to adopt 
aspects of western civilisation. Some integration of them with white peOlll~ 
in commercial and industrial_spheres has been necessary for ecomomic growth, 
and they have enjoyed some measure of economic advancement (though not 
equal with that of the whites). However, on the other hru1d 7 as this has 
happened so the whites have feared that if social distinctions should 
disappear political distinctions could no longer be maintained. Thus they 
have emphasised racially defined barriers at every level of social organis-
ation.. Egalitarian contact in public has been restricted, and the Gove~ent 
has prevented cultural and sporting competition b~tween black and white on 
the basis of merit.(l) In private life also contact between whites and blac~ 
has become institutionalised and segmented. Separate but not necessarily 
equal social institutions and amenities have been es1~ablished for the various 
racial groups - and many amentities have been providEld only for whites · 
(thus giving them more privileges). So the traditional social order has 
been preserved and social privileges have not been shared but safeguarded 
for white people. 
Meanwhile legislative and executive action by the Government against 
social change has been backed by a subtle balance of persuasion and coercionu 
In terms of persuasion, the system has made rewards available to intellectual 
and professional people; and there has been considerable propaganda on the 
mass media (much of which has been controlled by the State). CoG~cive 
measures, on the other hand, have been both overt and covert. By such 
actions as censorship, w~thdrawal of passports, interrogation, imprisonment, 
banning orders and deportation, the Government has sought to intimidate 
those who have nctcomplied with the system or who have been strong in 
voicing criticism. At the same time, there has been a build-up of the 
country's security police and military strength, in the belief that the 
white electorate can in the long run defend itself from internal uprisings 
and external pressures. 
These observations lead us to the conclusion that white people in 
South Africa have been determined to hold political and economic power, 
material and social privilege, to themselves. This has amounted to main-
taining a position of domination over black people. For a long while it 
was not thought disgraceful for politicians to state publicly that they 
stood for such white domination' ar.d the policy of Mr. Strydom was openly 
one of baasskap:_ "that the Europeans must stand their ground and mus·t remain 
boss in South Africa." Later this policy mellowed under Dr. Verwoerd, yet 
he still asserted: "We want to make South Africa White •••• Keeping it White 
can only mean one thing, namely White domination, not leadership, not 
guidance, but control, supremacy. 11 ( 2) Some people even argued that white 
supremacy was in the interests of black people as well ~s whites, in that i~ 
ensured racial peace and economic pro~perity for~ in the country.(3). 
ur-There kve been some changes l.n gov~rnment sports policy recell-!:ly~-· 
(2) Quoted in Van den Berghe, Study in Conflict pll8. 
(3) The 'prosperity' of the black people has been judged in contrast to 
the great poverty of many black peoples in other parts cf Africa. 
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However, more recently protagonists of racial segregation have urged that 
white people should ~ seek to dominate blacks, and that se1aration of racia: 
or cultural groups into different autonomous ar~as will prevent domination 
and allow ~ group complete freedom and power within its own shpere. Yet 
it is clear that such people have been attempting to play down the whites' 
concern for supremacy. Indeed, the very ideology of racial segregation ha~ 
served as a justification for whites retaining the~r politically and econom-
ically superior position, albeit only within the 'white' areas (which, as 
we have seen, have been deemed to constitute the major portion of the country). 
(1) 
Many have sought to defend government policies in South Africa as 
simply making allowance for cultural differences between the various racial 
groups, However, it is possible to see the social situation in ot~er 
perspectives, which illuminate the more basic factor of self-interest in 
the whites that we have been considering. Firstly, ~he country may be 
viewed in terms of the theory of a plural society as originally expounded 
by Furnivall.(2) This theory emphasises the basically exploitative nature of 
the colonial type of plural society, in which a socially distinct population 
group maintains political domination over other distinct groups i:n order 
to extract labour from them for the benefit 6f the economy owned by the 
dominant group. The control exercised by the dominant group is not geared 
to the common good of all groups in the society, but operates to the advantage 
o~ the ruling group. The ruling group segregates itself from other socially 
and ethnically distinct groups in all spheres except those which are necessary 
for the continuation of economic activity and the administration of the countr.1 
Control is essentially coercive, and the social and cultural sepuration is 
maintained in such a way a.s to discourage subject groups from assuming the 
right to share in the material priviJ.eges enjoyed by the dominant group. 
Looking at the basic pattern of South African society, we may see that it 
has matched this exploitative colonial pattern to a large degree (though not 
necessarily exactly- (3)). But because racial and cultural distinctions 
have been prominent these have tended to obscure the underlying economic 
m-·observed Schlemmer: "Altruistic conce.n\ among White policy-makers 
for the preservation of Bantu culture for its own sake would be very 
surprising indeed." ( Ci tz or Rural 1 Homeland' p}.) Adam 1 in his book 
Mpdernising Racial Domination, has shown that the theory of racial 
segresation has formed a cover for "one of the most advanced and 
effective patterns of rational, oligo.rchic domination", "an incl'.;.asingly 
streamlined and expanding system of sophisticated dominance". (op.cit. 
ppl6, 15.) 
(2) Furnivall, J.s.: Colonial Policy and Practice (University Press, 
Cambridge, 1948) pp303-}l2. Refer also Kuper and Smith, op.cit. 
(3) Refer Rex, J.: 'The Plural Society: The South African Case' in~~ 
Vol. XII No.4 (1971) pp4ol-4l}• 
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interest of the dominant white group. 
Alternatively, the .South African situation may be viewed as a situation 
of class conflict, where class divisions have followed racial lines.(l) 
The various racial groups have come to fill different positions in the 
occupational structure, and typically self-reinforcing class divisions 
have come into being between them, coinciding roughly with their racial 
differences. Whites have occupied virtually all the executive, higher 
technical and supervisory positions in the economy and the administration. 
Other whites who have had poorer education and who have occupied lower 
status positions have tended to identify themselves with these in the white 
middle class or exec~tive groups, due to their common race affiliation with 
the white executives nnd also to the much higher wages that they have earned 
in comparison with the black proletariat. At the same time these whites in 
working class positions have tended to be hostile towards black workers. 
So the working class has, in a sense, been divided along racial lines: the 
white workers forming an 'aristocracy' of labour and sharing with the middle 
and executive classes of whites the affluence and privileged status in society. 
On the other hand, the vast majority of black people living in the common 
society have been employed at unskilled levels in the economy, and oo have 
together formed one class group. (Those black people who have attained a 
'middle class' status may be regarded as largely outside the class system 
since they have neither been members of the black proletariat nor have had 
access to the political and economic power of the whites.) 
In a rapidly expanding economy the potential normally exists for class 
cleavages to become modified or blurred by the upward occupational mobility 
of members of the labouring classes. But in South Africa this process has 
been discouraged. Whites have used theix· political power to press for 
protected employment and for a virtual monopoly of moat skilled positions 
and of high wages. They have made sure that their class has not been 
threatened b.y blacks moving upward. At the same time, the racial identity 
of the classes as well as the laws and social norms which have made it vir-
tually impossible for members of one racial group to become assimilated 
into another group, have given the class system a caste-like character. 
The situation cannot be described as simply one of class conflict, for 
class interests have been reinforced by racial differences. Nevertheleso, 
we may see a picture of society in which distinctions in power and autho~ity~ 
Refer eg. bchlemmer in Alltitu& of Apartheid 1.Randall 1 Ed.) pp21-24; 
Spro-cas Social Commission ppl}-20. 
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occupational status and standard of living - all factors which constitute 
or relate to clnss divisions - have corresponded almost completely with 
racial differences. Because of this, racial and cultural distinctions 
have tended to obscure the underlying-self-interest of the white privileged 
'class•. 
The Spro-cas Social Commission has suggested that the explanation of 
the South African situation according to cultural rather than economic 
factors may not have been u deliberate deception on the part of all the white&. 
"It is the system which is exploitative rather than the people in it."(l) 
Certainly, many whites have probably been unaware that their high standard 
of living has depended on the existence of poorly paid black labour, and it 
would seem true that most white employers have not deliberately exploited 
blacks, but have done as much as they could for ther.o within the norms of the 
economic system. Yet this does not deny that a hidden-self-interest has 
allowed domination over black people to continue. 
We may indeed conclude that one of the important factors affecting 
race relations in South Africa has been the self-interest of the white 
people. Racial discrimination and segregation have been encouraged bY them, 
in order to maintain their privilege and preserve their power and wealth. 
From all these observations it seems clear that fear, racial prejudice 
and self-interest, intertwined with one another, have had a considerable 
influence on the attitudes and actions of the majority of white people in 
South Africa. When we bear in mind that some 94% of' the white population 
have considered themselves to be Christians, it seems reaeonablo to conclude 
that these factors have also influenced the majority of white members in 
the Christian Churches. Indeed, the Spro-cas Church Commission asserted 
that "the attitudes and motives of Church members in South Africa _strongly 
reflect the situation in the country as a whole11 .(2) 
~-~pro-cas Social Commission pii. 
1 
Spro-cas Church Commission pl8, 
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2. WHAT HAS PROMPrED LEADERS IN THE NEI>ERDUITSE GEREFORMEERDE KERK 'ro 
ADVOCATE RACIAL SEGREGATION? 
In the NGK the opinion of ordinary members has held great weight. 
In each congregation they have been responsible for electing a church council 
which, with the minister, has regulated the affairs of that congregation~ 
While the minister has had much prestige and authority, a great deal 9f 
power has been vested in the council itself. Thus by electing to the council 
elders and deacons with attitudes generally acceptable to them;" and also by 
subsequent social pressure on those elected, the people in general have been 
able to exert a fair amount of influence over their council - and over their 
minister. Furthermore, because in the overall organisation and government 
of the NGK the local congregation has had an important status, it has been 
possible for churchcouncils to join together to exert considerable influence 
on the h:1:gher courts of the Church. We have seen an obvious example of this 
in the events leading up to 1857 when the Synod reluctantly agreed to bow 
to the pressure of church councils and allow black and white worshippers to 
meet in separate buildings. We have seen, too, how delegates to synods 
after the 1960 Cottesloe Consultation were able to pressure their office-
bearers and leaders into changing their position even on matters of principle<· 
So, while not denying that synods and church councils have been able to 
influence those below them in the church structures, nor denying that clergy 
and lay leaders have had influenoe over peopoe in their communities, we 
may discern that there has at the same time been a line of influence moving 
from the members of the congregations upwards to the leadership of the Church,. 
Judging that the majority of NGK members (as.of other white people in 
the country) hav~ had their racial attitudes moulded to a large extent by 
fear, racial prejudice and self-interest, we may thue conclude that these 
three factors have through those members influenced the Church as a whole 
in its approach to race relations. What is more, these factors have no 
doubt directly influenced many of the clergy and lay leaders themselves, 
quite apart from such indirect influence through ohurch members. Thus, 
as we have seen, it was largely the racial consciousness of members, bound 
up with prejudice and hostility towards black people, that initially 
prompted the Church to separate its black and white worshippers into 
different congregations and Churches.(l) Then, for instance, the Missionary 
Policy of the 1930s when advocating racial segregation in society spoke of 
"the traditional fear" in Afrikaners of equality of treatment between black 
(1) Refer p347 supra. 
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and white and of their 11antipa.thy to the idea of racial fusion11 • The res-
ol~tions of the 1950 Congress rejected racial integration lest it might 
lead to 11 the undermining of the future of the white race11 .(l) Indeed, fear, 
racial prejudice and self-interest have been basic factors underlying the 
NGK advocacy of racial segregation both within its own. structures and in 
the wider society. 
However, there have also been other contributo17 factors. 
Quite naturally, clergy and church councils have cared for the well-
being of their church members. So when large numbers of these members were 
suffering from severe poverty after the Anglo-Boer War and during later 
periods of economic depression church leaders sought to help them. (Added 
impUlse was given to their efforts by the fact that the moral staudards of 
many 'poor whites' was believed to be deteriorating due to their situation.) 
The cause of this poverty was seen as the unequal competition for employment 
that was coming from black people who were likewise moving into the urban 
areas. So, for the sake of their own people, church leaders were prompted 
to think in terms of racial discrimination or 'differentiation' and to 
encourage segregation of the racial groups in order that this competition 
might cease. At first in the 1920s only partial segregation was advocated, 
but as the plight of many continued so by the 1930s there was a cry from 
the Church for total segregation. 
Meanwhile, a deep concern for their people led many church leaders to 
identify themselves closely with Afrikaner traditions and culture. VJe have 
seen that many of ther.1 played a creative role in the formation of Afrikaner 
nationalist ideologies, and how they took a lead in the spread of this 
nationalism and were involved in many of the organisations that fostered 
it.(2) We have see~too, how nationalist sentiments gradually moved to 
include calls for separation not only from English-speaking people but from 
black people as well. The strength of this nationalist consciousness should 
not be under-estimated. Not only did NGK leaders influence it, but its 
fervour in turn influenced those leaders - and so eventually was one of the 
factors which swept them and their Church into advocating racial segregation~ 
Afrikaner mythology created an intellectual and emotional climate in which 
it was easy for churchmen to accept segregation as a rational and moral policy 
(In this connection it should be mentioned that the Afrikaner Broederbo~ 
~Refer PP101,12l supra. 
~--· Refer PP73ff supra. 
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may well have exerted pressure on NGK leaders to support its ideals of 
racial segregation. De Villiers has reported that in 1967 a delegate to 
the synod of Gereformeerde Kerk tried unsuccessfully to persuade the 
synod to record its opposition to attempts by the Broederbond to 'dictate• 
to church members. Quoting a •strictly confidential' circular of 1st 
August 1962, he maintained in his petition that it was clear that the 
Broederbond sought to tell members how to act at church meetings. However, 
because the petition did not conform to correct procedure the synod refused 
to discuss it)1 )) 
As we have also seen, some church leaders were drawn by their nationalist 
sentiments into close collaboration with politicians of the Nationalist 
party- who must have had some sort of influence on their racial attitudes.<2) 
Furthermore there had been a hLstory of co-operation between the Dutch 
Reformed Church and the State. In the Cape Colony until 18o4 that Church haC. 
been regarded as the State Church and aid of government administrators; 
and from then until 1843 (and to a lesser extent until 1850), though no 
longer established in the strict sense of the word, it had continued to 
occupy a privileged position and to receive financial support from the State. 
Later the trekkers had made the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk the State 
Church of the Transvaal. -This background must have made it seem natural 
for leaders of the·NGK to co-operate with the Government after Union, and 
particularly once the Nationalist Party had come to power. Certainly 
liaison with Party·and with Government has helped churchmen to support 
uncritically the racial policies and decisions of Afrikaner political leaders-. 
In all this church leaders have experienced considerable pressure from 
their fellows to conform. While their Church and their Government have 
been beset by criticism from other Churches and from other countrie~ Afrikane:fS 
have been called to remain united and loyal to their people. Once the Afrik··· 
aner people had achieved ascendency through their promotion of the policy of 
apartheid churchmen could not betray them by conde~ing that policy. Indeed, 
the NGK as a whole has been accused by the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk of 
being disloyal whenever it has seemed to slacken its support for racial 
segregation. Strassberger has reported that disagreement with the State's 
policies has evenbeen seen as disloyalty to the Church and thus to the 
Christian faith.(3) In all, church leaders have been reluctant to entertain 
serious doubts about segregation for fear of being-identified with reviled 
In Oxford History of South Africa (Wilson and Thompson Eds.) p397. 
Refer P77 supra. 
Refer PP75ff supra. 
Strassberger, op.cit. p45. 
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'liberals' and so of becoming alienated from their people. For clergy 
there has been the added fear that no congregation would •call' them to 
aarve if they were known to have •stepped out of line•. So it is that some 
leaders who have spoken out against their country's racial policies have 
been persuaded to return to the common approach - as happened after the 
Cottesloe Consultation. 
Thus besides the general racial attitudes that have been common runongst 
white people, the particular social situation of Afrikaners and the rise 
of Afrikaner nationalism have had a profound influence on the thinking of 
leaders in the NGK concerning race relations. All these have been the 
factors that have led churchmen not only to advocate racial segregation but 
to seek and find support for it in Scripture and theological argument. 
These have been the factors that to a large degree explain their theological 
stance on this issue. 
Nevertheless, it must be added that the Calvinist background of these 
churchmen has facilitated this development. The doctrines of election and 
predestination have had a central place in their thinking, maintaining that 
God has chosen some people in preference to others, and that he has pre-
destined only some to salvation. These doctrines, modified to some extent, 
have encouraged Afrikaners to think of themselves as elect or set apart by 
God, and therefore as superior to the 'heathen' black people round about 
them and able to stand separate and aloof from them. Furthermore, the 
profound conviction that their task as a 'Chosen People' has been to bring 
the Christian faith to South Africa and to preserve it ther~ has encouraged 
them to believe that they have been given a divine mandate to protect their 
own way of ~ife, or 'Christian civilisation' 1 and tc> preserve themselves 
and their distinct identity as a people. Such a demand for preservation, 
they have said, has again necessitated that they segregate themselves from 
black people.. Thus Ca1vini.st thinking has helped leaders of t.he NGK to an 
over-emphasised pride in their own people and culture, and has at the same 
time allowed them to separate themselves from other peoples. Furthermore, 
it has provided a formidable theological rationale for those churchmen 
wishing to defend segregation.(!) 
1 After a sociological survey R. Buis has recently asserted that the 
religious beliefs of BGK members have been amorigst the causes of their 
comparatively unfavourable attitudes towards black peoplea We would 
agree that these beliefs have played a part in those attitudes: but we 
find his particular research inconclusive, as "it has not considered tr-€ 
possible correlation of Afrikaner nationalist sympathies with committe~ 
membership of the NGK. (Buis, R.: Religious Beliefs and White Prejud~~¢ 
· (Ravan, Johannesburg, 1975).) 
Another significant feature has been the fact that, generally speaking, 
the majority of NGK leaders have been conservative in their theology. There 
was a time in the middle of the nineteenth century when theological liberals 
found their way into the pulpits of the Cape, but their liberalism met with 
strong opposition and they soon became an insignificant minority,(l) Thus 
churchmen have on the whole adhered, often dogmatically, to traditional 
beliefs and understandings, and have not easily adjusted to new insights. 
With this theological conservatism has gone fairly naturally a politicul 
conservatism, which has enabled them to support in an unquestioning manner 
the racial segregation that has been customary for so many, many year~. 
(Though we remember· that in the 186os there were some church leaders who 
criticised the NGK decision to allow the racial separation of worshippers.(Z)) 
Furthermore an evangelical stance has enabled even prominent theologians 
to accept fundamentalist interpretations of Scripture which have supported 
calls for racial segregation but Which have not been able to stand up 
before more searching criticism. Associated with this evangelical thinking 
has been a strongly pietistic approach which has placed emphasis on personal 
religious life rather than on doctrine, and which has allowed churchmen to 
regard the harmful effects of segregation as unrelated to their Christian 
responsibility in society. 
This conservatism has been encouraged by the fact that BGK leaders have 
to a· considerable extent been isolated from thinking in other parts of the 
world and from trends that have occurred in other Churches, During the 
nineteenth century, in the interior particul~rly but also to a large extent 
in the Cape, churchmen were geographically cut off from "the mellowing breezes 
of liberalism that blew from Europe". Elsewhere Churches were adjusting to 
the vast social and industrial changes of those times, but in southern Africa 
Calvinism was to move "straight out of the seventeenth century into the 
twentieth". It is true that some new thinking and political outlooks were 
taken to southern Africa by Christian missionaries from other Churches, but 
their aggressiveness and their criticism of race relations there prjudiced 
the Dutch Reformed churchmen against what they were saying.(3) Meanwhile, 
after a great evangelical revival in the NGK in the early 186os many young 
men offered themselves for the ministry and so obviated the earlier need 
to import clergymen from abroad. In a newly established theological 
seminary at Stellenbosch they and others after them were "solidly and 
thoroughly trained in a conservative and 'orthodox theology that wns beth 
1 Refer Hinchliff, Church in South Africa pp79-84; Moodie, op.cit. pp74ff; 
Patterson, op.cit. plB6. 
(2) Refer p87 supra. 
(3) Refer pp23f'f supra. 
Calvinist and fundame~talfit•i'~ (~) t Lc..t~r th~ gr~wth o·{~frikaner nationalism 
encouraged church leaders and their people to be inward looking and to 
avoid association with other communities who might influence them in some 
,. .. 
way and so weaken their group identity. Thus they were cut off from, or were 
able to ignore, the development of the 'social gospel' early in the twentieth 
century., and then the new ideas about race relations that swept the world 
after the Second World War. 
What is more, it is evident that, in recent decades at least, ecumenical 
involvement between NGK leaders and leaders of other Churches in South Africa 
has been limited. As we know, there has been no co-operation between the 
NGK and the Roman Catholic Church at all. Back in 1941 the NGK withdrew its 
membership of the Christian Council of South Africa. In the 1950s there were 
discussions with other Churches on the application of Christian pl'inciples 
in the country, but consideration of racial issues did not on the whole 
(2) go very deep lest the Churches offended one another. Indeed, sensitivity 
over the fact that their racial policies have been different has meant that, 
generally speaking, NGK leaders have looked askance at 'liberalistic' 
tendencies in the 'English-speaking' Churches and have had little to do 
with their leaders even where matters other than race relations have been 
concerned. Certainly when the NGK has had its racial policies criticised 
its leaders either have te~ed to defend those policies all the more vigor-
ously, or have merely withdrawn from debate and so increased their isolation -
as occurred after the Cottesloe Consultation when they withdrew from the 
World Concil of Churches and shunned further involvement with their critics 
in South Africa. Observed Strassberger: "The DRC has, as a result of much 
criticism from outside and from the other churches within the country, 
become hyper-sensitive to criticism and this has created a climate which rnakec 
it virtually impossible to enter into real dialogue with the majority of the 
ministers and members of the DRC. 11 (3) 
Then too it should be observed that the NGK policy of separating white 
and black worshippers into different Churches has p:t·evented white church 
leaders from hearing what black churchmen have been saying; and so, in the 
opinion of at least one observer, "has made them largely blind to and 
unconscious of black aspirations". 
1 Hinchliff, Church in South Africa p83. 
(2) It should be added, though, that some NGK leaders were indeed prompted 
by these discussions to speak ·out later against the racial policies of 
their Church. 
(3) Strassberger, op.cit. p45. 
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Thus NGK lc<..Lders huve been isc.l.:~t-od- ·froo a grea.t- deal· or-thinking 
elsewhere (whether in Churches overseas or in South Africa or in the NGK 
1 daugnter1 Churches) and have been shielded from pressure that might have 
persuaded them to change their approach to race relations. 
Having said this, we must acknowledge that the NGK has retained links 
with· the Gereformeerde Kerken in the Netherlands and with two international 
associations of Reformed Churches (l)_ though we notice that recent statemen~ 
by these bodies condemning racial discrimination hate prompted the NGK to 
threaten breaking its ties with them. On the other hand it is also true 
that through the years some theologians in the NGK have studied in Europe 
and that some of these have found encouragement from German and Dutch 
thinking for their Afrikaner nationalism. Furthermore, as we have seen, 
the NGK has clauned that it was influenced towards its separation of racial 
groups into different Churches by thinking in international missionary 
circles. Certainly many churchmen have been influenced by the arguments of 
the Dutch theologian Abraham Kuyper, who made a strong plea for missionaries 
to establish independent, indigenous Churches; and a recent-study by Dr. 
J.H. Bavinck, at one time a Dutch missionary in Indonesia, has also been 
much referred to in support of this principle. However, in so far as any 
correlation might be seen between such overseas thinking and the NGK concept 
of separation of racial groups in society as well as Church, we (bearing in 
mind the great weight of sociological factors on the Afrikaner) would 
judge that this thinking has been basically supportive rather than £oraative 
of the NGK stance. 
All these observations give us some idea c:i 1llhat bas prompted leaders in 
the NGK to advocate racial segregation. It seems fa.ir to judge that while 
some may perhaps have been consciously moved by ulterior motives to adopt 
such an approach, others have honestly believed that total segregation wo~~ 
be the moral solution to the problem of race relations in the co~ti7• J;.~d3ed.. 
many critics of this policy have spoken of the personal integrity and 
sincerity of church leaders propounding it. 
In conclusion it should be remembered that not all leadera of the NGK 
have advocated segregation. As we have been told, a number of. them have in 
recent years been critical of this approach. Most have concealed their 
misgivings for fear of repercussions: but some have voiced their criticism -
and been vilified by other churchmen for it. It has not been easy for a 
member of this Church to go against the infiuences that have pointed towards 
racial segregation as an ideal for South Africa • 
... 
~The Reformed Ecumenical ~y~~d and t~e World Alliance of Reformed Ch~rche~ 
3. WHAT HAS ENABLED, SOME LEADERS IN THE ANGLICAN, ME.'THODIST hND ROMAN 
CATHOLIC CHURCHES ;TO ADVOCATE RACIAL INT~!.9.!i! 
It should not be thought that only Afrikaners in South Africa have 
been imbued with fear, racial prejudice and self-interest. These factors 
have been just as evident amongst members of the English-speaking white 
population. In the :lirst instance it should be remembered that although their 
struggle for survival may not have been as severe as tha.t of the Dutch farme:t·S 
yet many of them in the nineteenth century were caught up in wars against 
African tribes. Since then they may not have felt as compelling a need to 
protect their cul.ture or the identity of their people as the Afrikaners 
have done - for they have· been able, at least for many decades, to feel 
themselves culturally and in a sense politically part of another home in 
Britain, and many have had extensive and often personal contacts .,.·ith the 
rest of the vast English-speaking world. Yet with the receding of British 
influence in South Africa since it was declared a Republic in 1961, and \vith 
iuurd.gration to Britain and elsewhere not as easy for South Africans as i·!; 
once was, these people have become more emotic.nally tied to ·the South African 
situation and more committed to their continhed existence there. Thus it 
would seem reasonab.le to suppose that fear for their future has been a fl.ctor 
for them too. Certainly they, as part of the white privileged minority, huve 
had no less cause for fear than have the Afrikaners. Secondly, although 
many of them have been prepared to accept black people as social equals, 
there has been little to suggest that the majority of them have been any less 
prejudiced against blacks than have been Afrikaners. Indeed, we have seen 
that English-speaking people in the Cape Colony and Natal were responsible 
for much legislation that discriminated against blacks and that many were 
unsympathetic and even brutal towards them.(l) Since the establishment of 
the Union, too, they have played a considerable role in the furtherance of 
social discrimination, and it has been clearly apparent that many of them 
have regarded black people as 'primitive• or 'incapable' and that they hnve 
treated them without consideration simply because they have been black. 
Certainly black people have often expressed preference for the open discrim-
ination shown by Afrikaners as against the 'facade of equality' shown by 
English-speaking whites who have been •too hypocritical to admit their 
prejudice'. Thirdly, it should be remembered that English-speaking whites 
have had a share in the political power held by the Afrikaners; th<.<:!; they h:xve 
.(1) Refer pp 4-6,49,56 supra. 
for ~ years controlled most of the private sector of the economy, and 
in particular the goid•mining industry; a~d that they have enjoyed the srun~ 
sort of material comforts as have Afrikaners. Secure in their overall 
economic domination, they have been able to view the racial issue in a 
more lenient fashion than have Afrikaners - (l) yet like them, they have 
been concerned to preserve their own white privileges. For exan1ple, 
English-speaking farmers and later mine owners and industrialists have 
co-operated with the State in forming and then butressing P~d perpetuating 
the socio-economic system in order to secure a plentiful supply of cheap 
African labour and so to maximise their output and profits. English-
speaking workers lk~ve been at the forefront of those who have striven to 
protect their monopoly of skill and high wages from encr~~hment by black 
people. Further, it was only with the electoral support of oany English-
speaking people that the removal of the franchise from black people was 
possible. Thus self-interest has been plainly evident. So what we have 
said about the preva.lenc_e of fear, racial prejudice and self-interest amongst 
the majority of whites in South Africa should be seen as applying to a 
majority of the E:nglish-speoki.ng whites as well as of the Afrikanersu 
With this in mind it is not surprising that a large proportion of the 
English-speaking white population has supported the concept of racial 
segregation. Indeed, Schlemmer reported a poll in A]):i-11 19'70 which showed th<:.t 
as many as 40% of English-speaking whites believed that 11Apartheid is the 
(2) 
only way to solve our Bantu problem11 , and he added that many others 
questioned would have agreed with apartheid in principle except for expressir..g 
opposition to the present policy on the grounds of dissatisfaction with the 
way it was being implemented. They might have disapproved of obvious 
instances of callousness or injustice, or been worried about the effect of 
job reservation on the economic prosperity of the country - but on the whole 
would have co-operated with the Government. Certainly, with a mellowing of 
Afrikaner nationalism and frequent affirmations by the Government of its 
intent to foster white unity without disadv.antage to the English-speaking 
population, increasing numbers of these people have come to support the 
Nationalist Party. Meanwhile the United Party(3) -'for which most English-
speaking people have- been accustomed to vote - has been in fundamental 
~eement with the aims of apartheid and has really differed with the 
1 cf. Robertson, op.cit. pp3-4. 
(2) In Directions of C~ (Rundall,_ Ed.) p22. _ 
(3) This was disbanded in 1977 and replaced by the New Republic Pa~~y. 
Nationalists only on the methods by which this should be achieved. Its 
policy envisaging a federation of black and white self-governing territories 
has been only a modified form of segregation. It has insisted on residentic~. 
social and educational separation, with an "enlightened, just, but firm White 
leadershiy'. (l) So we can see that amongst the majority of the English-
speaking whites there has been basic agreement with Afrikaners on racial 
issues. 
Having said this, we shouid acknowledge that moat of the real opposition 
to racial segregation that has come from within the white population has 
been voiced b,y English-speaking people. Nevertheless, these dissenters have 
been only a small minority: drawn largely from the ranks of academics, 
church leaders, professional people, writers, trade union organisers, and a 
small number of top businessmen, supported by much o! the English-language 
press. Most of them have supported the Progressive Party (formed in 1959 -
now the Progressive Federal Party) which has called for a common society in 
which political, social and occupational mobility would be possible for all 
racial groups.(2) Yet it should be noticed that even this Party has stood 
only for a gradual integration of different racial groups, and for a franchise 
which, though non-racial, would be dependent on educational and property 
qualifications that would retain for wnites a secure majority for many years. 
Moreover, it is significant that most of the people who have supported this 
Party have been from the intellectual and managerial elite, whose social and 
economic positions have been secure and would not be greatly threatened by 
the advent of a common socie~y. To the left of these, who ~ve been 
described by some as 'cautiously progressive•, the number of whites who have 
been openly and unreservedly liberal in outlook has been very small. (The 
former Liberal and Communist parties, advocating an unrestricted, equal 
franchise for all people, never gained many white supporters.) 
So we come to the question under consideration. Having observed that 
the majority of English-speaking whites have been subject to fear, racial 
1 Refer eg. ibid. pp52ff; Robertson, op.cit. pp42-46, 186; Marquard, 
Peoples and Policies ppl6?-168. 
(2) An indication of the numbers of people involved here may be gathered 
·from the estimate in 1970 that the Progressive Party then commanded pot-
ential support from no more than 10% of white voters: representing 
nearly 2CY/o of English-speaking voters and less than 1.% of Afrikaners. 
Refer Directionea of Change (Randall, Ed.) pp25-26i Schlemmer, Social 
Change p3B. The Party has,however,gained support since then.· 
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prejudice and self-interest in the same way as Afrikaners and that they have 
been in basic agreement with the latter in supporting some form of racial 
segregation, we must ask what has enabled many leaders in the Anglican, 
Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches, unlike leaders in the NGK, to take n 
contrary stance and argue that there should be racial integration in Church 
and society.(l) 
Whereas NGK leadership has to a considerable extent been.isolated 
from thinking in other parts of the world, these Churches under discussion 
have been open to a continuai flow cf ideas from abroad. Indeed, they 
have retained strong links with Churches overseas. The Roman Catholic Church 
in South Africa is an integral part of a world~wide Church deriving its 
authority from Rome, and its bishops are finally appointed by the Pope. The 
constituent parts of the Methodist Church only became completely i~dependent 
from their parent bodies in Britain when they united in 1931. Meanwhile 
although the Anglican Church became self-governing in 1870 it has maintained 
close contact with other Churches in~e world-wide Anglican C~ion. Con-
sequently through the years many of the clergy in these three Churches have 
come from other countries where they have lived in different social and 
political situations from those in southern Africa and where they have been 
subject to different influences in their upbringing and education from those 
affecting people born locally. We have seen, for instance, that Anglican 
and Methodist missionaries in the nineteenth century l1ad been influenced 
by the Evangelical revival and recent ferment in social thought in Britain; 
and that early in the twentieth century many came from there with a new 
understanding of the ~oeial gospel'. Furthermore, many clergy born in South 
Africa have received their training overseas, and some have ministered for som~ 
time in congregations in other parts of the world. Then too the Anglican and 
Methodist Churches have maintained close association with various inter-
national bodies such as the World Council of Churches. All these overseas 
links have meant that many churchmen from South Africa have attended conference 
overseas, have studied writings and reports and have met with leaders who have 
visited South Africa.. As a result they have been ablu to keep in touch 
with trends in theology and church practice as well as in race relations 
in other countries, and have been able to compare these with those in their 
'(l)Researchers in 1970 found that the leadership of the 'English-speaking' 
Churches was overwhelmingly Progressive or liberal in political outlook: 
a smaller proportion of the religious elite claiming to support the 
United Party than in any other elite group. (Refer Whisson ~ Spro-cas 
Social Commission p85.) 
own situation.(i) Most important, they have been made aware of thinking 
that has not been influenced by the distinctive sociological situation in 
South Africa. It is this that has encouraged many of them to develop their 
theological understanding which has favoured the integration of different 
peoples rather than their segregation. That others have indeed recognised 
that overseas thinking has encouraged the Churches to oppose racial fegrega.tior.·. 
is indicated by the Government's strict surveillance over books brought by 
clergy into the count~, and 1is restrictions on the entry of clergy and 
religious leaders from elsewhere into South Africa. Numbers of them have 
been refused entry or re-entry permits, and several have been deported. 
Furthermore, again in contrast to the NGK, these Churches have generally 
been open to and have encouraged ecumenical contact within the country. 
The Anglican and Methodist Churches were leaders in the establishment of 
the Christian Council of South Africa. More recently they (together with 
various Presbyterian and Congregational Churches) have jointly established 
a Church Unity Commission and have declared their intent to seek unity with 
one another. Meanwhile the Roman Catholic Church has been involved in top-
level discussions on doctrine with the Anglican Church. All three Churches 
have been co-operating with one another and with others in various ventures 
at national and local levels. Of the leaders and church members who have 
been involved· in these ecumenical relationships, many, though not all, have 
come to see that for there to be true unity in the whole Church there must 
necessarily be a coming-together not only of different denominations but 
also of different racial groups within one Church. (2) At the atune time, 
the links between the Churches have enabled a cross-Uo\'1 of ideas on race 
relations. Some leaders have become aware of thinking from other traditions, 
and some have been influenced by leaders in other Churches. Where there has 
been movement for better race relations in one Church, this has sometimes 
stimulated leaders in another Church to attempt the same thing.(3) Moreover, 
wh~reas those actively working for racial reconciliation have been in the 
minority in their own Churches and so have_ sometimes felt disheartened, 
many of them have found encouragement through their associations with like-
minded people from .other Churches. Enthusiasm for better race relations hus 
been maintained and new strength derived from one another. So it is 
1 For instance, we have heard reports from the Lambeth Conference and the 
Vatican Council being quoted in local statementf3 criticising racial 
policies. 
(2) In this regard it seems significant t~at the South African Council of 
Churches whose.task is to promote co-operation between Churches h~ 
become renowned for its stand for racial integration. 
(3) For instance, the recent call in the Roman Catholic Church to open its 
schools to members of all races was followed by similar calls in the 
Anglican and Methodist Churches. 
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apparent that loc~ ecumenical contact has been another factor enabling 
church leaders to become aware of different thinking from th~t in their o~m 
situation; and has also encouraged some to see the necessity for people of 
different racial groups within the Church to come together. 
In addition, it should be remembered that white clergy in these three 
Churches have had black clergy working within.the same structures and some-
times alongside them, and have sometimes themselves been ministering to 
black people. Although they have often related to their black colleagues 
in a paternalistic manner, their very association with one another has 
made their situation different from that of NGK clergy, and has encouraged 
some to be more understanding and accepting of black people. Certainly, 
with the rise of some blacks to senior positions in these Churches and 
latterly with the new readiness of many black churchnten to speak out more 
strongly, white church leaders have had shown to them some of the inequalitie~ 
that have been consequent on racial discrimination and segregation and some 
have been so prompted to seek their redress. 
No doubt some church leaders have also.been influenced by other committed 
Christians who have not had leadership positions in any Church but who have 
been at the forefront of those opposing racial segregation in one way or 
another, working individually or through secular organisations as well as 
through church groups. Many·such people have promoted educational prograr~nes 
or encouraged people of different races to meet one another or given assistan~ 
to those who have suffered from racial discrimination. At the same time they 
have given support and encouragement to those leaders of their Churches who 
have been similarly committed. Again, the fact that there have been prop-
otionately more people (whether Christian or otherwise) in the English-
speaking community calling for alternatives to racial segregation than there 
have been in the Afrikaner community has meant that some of these clergy 
have been subject to stronger influences in this direction than have most 
NGK clergy. 
Another factor of possible significance has been the particular 
approach of the Anglican and Methodist Churches to evangelism. Whereas the 
Dutch Reformed Church in the Cape was for many years basically concerned 
only with white people, and even discouraged missionary work amongst blacks, 
these Churches (influenced by the enthusiasm ·in Britain early in the nine-
teenth cent~ for missionary endeavour) were from practically the outset 
of their involvement in southern Af~ca deeply concerned for the black people 
and had soon started missionary work amongst them. Indeed, they were soon 
ministering to more black people than white. This desire to lli..n people to 
their Fc.ith must have made it fairly logical for white missione.ries tc think 
of black converts as coming into their Church. We note in this regard that 
the movement of Africe~s away from the established Churches to form their 
own independent Churches evoked in some missionaries wh<:tt was clmost em 
instinct to keep all their members within one fold. MeaTJ.while in the Ror:1c.n 
Catholic Church the doctrin~ emphases on the unity and catholicity of the 
true Church meant that 1r1hen they eventually started missionary 1r1ork leaders 
took it for granted that black converts would be joined together with white 
members in one church structure. (In contrast, the NGK hnd nlre~dy begun 
moving towards separation between white and black worshippers before it 
started missionary work in real earnest, and so it naturally sought to \~n 
black converts into their own separate Churches. 
Now the fact t~at leaders in these three Churches have seen the 
desirability and also the possibility of bringing black and white people 
together in one Church must have helped them to accept tho idea of black 
Wld white people living together in.~the wider society~ 
We go on to observe that leaders of the two episcopnl Churches have 
on the whole been more vocal in their condemnation of racial segregation ~d 
calls for integration than have leaders of other Churches. The statement 
by the Anglican bishops in 1930 was one of the first to call attention to 
Christian principles relating to racial problems, and since then many 
Anglican bishops have been noted for their pronouncements and actions in 
the cause of closer race relations. Although the bishops of the Roman 
Catholic Church before the 1950s deemed it imprudent to mcke public state-
ments on race relations, since then they too have mruie severc.l importo.nt 
pronouncements and have numbered some outspoken critics of segregation. 
One reason for bishops making a stand for integration of all races in the 
Church is that an essential function of a bishop is not only to represent 
the unity of the apostolic Church but also to preserve that unity - and so 
to oppose division between different groups. Furthermore, the very nature 
of their office has enabled them to make this stund. For they,· singly and 
together, have hod absolute authority to set the principles of their Churcl1 
(l) whereas in the NGK lay representatives in synod have been able to 
resc·ind decisions taken by church leaders, as we have seen happened after 
1 With the reservation that the Roman Catholic bishops h::lve been ultim-
ately responsible to Rome. 
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in the world at that time; as well as to the fact that racial separation 
and discrimination which had to a large extent been merely customary 
was now being enforced with a new intensity; but it also seems likely that 
the strength of criticism was to some extent reaction .against a Government 
whose members had waged bitter campaigns against the English-speaking 
people of the country. Likewise, it is possible that subsequent attempts 
of the Government to suppress criticism by English-speaking churchmen has 
merely strengthened the resolve of some to oppose segregation.(l) 
All these observations give us some idea of what has enabled many 
(but not all) leaders in the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches 
to advocate principles of racial integration and unity even in thefcace of 
strong sociological pressures to the contrary. Such integration has been 
the official policy of each of these Churches - though within their struct~es 
and in the life of their white members in the wider society these principles 
have not always been implemented. 
1 It would also seem true to sny that discussion on race relations 
between leaders of 'English-speaking' Churches and those of the NGK 
has been hampered not just because they have been of opposing theolog-
ical convictions, but also because they have belonged to population 
groups which have to some extent been in conflict with one another. 
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4. WHY .HAVE ANGLICAN, .METHODIS~ AND ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCHMEN FAIL~ TO 
IMPLEMENT THE RACii\.L INTEGRATION ADVOCATED BY THEIR LEJU>ERS? 
We have seen that fear, racial prejudice and self-interest have been 
prevalent amongst the majority of white people in South Africa. Undoubtedly 
these factors have to some extent influenced most of the white members 
(including many leaders) of the Anglican, Methodist tmd Rom<..".ll Catholic 
Churches in much the same way as they have influenced other white people. 
Deep-seated and long-established, they have prompted white churchmen just 
as other whites to discriminate against black people and to seek separation 
from them in Church as well as society. What is more, white people have 
been conditioned from nn early age to believe that such discrimination and 
segregation is right - and, as we have seeD, the conditioning process is 
still actively at work(l)• Indeed, it is because people have beP.n so cond-
itioned to accept racial discrimination us an ineYitable and just way of 
living that it has taken until the middle of the twentieth century for even 
church leaders (elsewhere as well as in South Africa.) to recognise it for 
what it is and to condemn it (just as it took centuries before the Christian 
Church throughout the world stopped to question the practice of slavery). 
To counteract these underlying influences and to reverse this · 
conditioning has been extremely difficult: and in this regard church leaders 
have been largely unsuccessf~. For the pressures of life and the values 
and customs of an apartheid society have been part of the everyday experience 
of church people, tmd so have had much stronger impact upon them than has th;:o 
contrary teaching or example of their churfh leaders whose involvement 
with them has usually been confined to a relatively ~1 part of their 
lives. So potent have been fear, prejudice ru1d self-interest that many 
people who have agreed ~~th church teaching in a theoretical perspective and 
have professed a willingness to accept black people on terms of equality, 
have nevertheless behaved to the contrary when confronted by situations in 
d t d 1 . . (2) ay- o- ay 1V1ng. 
It would seem that many church leaders who have sought change in r~ce 
relations have failed to comprehend the very depth of fear and racial 
prejudice in their white church members and the hidden strength of self~ 
(1) Refer pp365ff supra. 
(2) Van der Merwe has pointed out that the attitudes expressed by people 
(in response to questionnaires) are seldom accurate indications of 
how they will behave in o.n acturu. situation. (Changing li.ttitud~ pl). 
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interest in them. Consequently it should not be surprising that their 
attempts to bring change have tended to be ineffectual - for any approach 
which fails to understand these factors and take them into serious consider-
ation is bound to fail for lack of contact with the rea.J..ities of the situ-
ation. Simply preaching against racial prejudice has been insufficient, 
and pointing to scriptural comment on fear h~s been luihelpful.(l) Similarly, 
accusations of selfishness and appeals to the consciences of churchmen have 
generally been futile - for people who have sincerely viewed the situation 
in terms of cultural and social differences between racial groups, have 
been unAble to see themselves as exPLoiters of black peo9le. Moreover, 
many church leaders have not fully understood the process of conditioning 
that has been going on round them and the resistance to change which this 
has engendered, and so have been unable to respond to it in ~n effective 
manner. 
While, as we have recognised,. there is n need for church leaders to 
see the social situation from an objective point of view and to become 
aware of thinking that has not been influenced by the distinctive sociolo-
gical pressures that have been prevalent in South Africa,<2\t would appec.r 
an the other hand that many clergy (to some extent because of their profess-
ional status and education) have been too removed from the social conditions 
and pressures under which their church members have been living and working,_ 
with the result that their teaching has often been too theoretical and 
unrelated to the actualities of life. This has encouraged church members 
subconsoiously to make a distinction between their c~hurch life and faith 
an the one hand, and the other areas of their life, such as their work 
situation, their social relations or ~oir pol!t~al vie~ 
So they have not applied church exhortations and teaching in those areas. 
A significant factor widely evident in these Churches under discussion 
(as in the NGK) has been pietism, or belief that Christianity has primarily 
to do with the conversion and sanctification of the individ~, disregardina 
the need for Christian involvement and action in society. There has been 
strong pressure put on church leaders by people of this tradition to 'stop 
preaching politics' and preach only 'the Word of God'. It has been reasoned 
1 In this manner the Spro-cas Church Commission enunciated biblical 
responses to prejudice and fear. (op.cit.pP18-22) 
(2) Refer p387· supra •. 
by them that if nll people simply become converted to Christ then their 
pride and sin would disappear and the consequent problems of rnce relntious 
would fall away. "Wherever the Church consisted of the truly converted11 1 . 
it has been said, "there racial differences would be forgotten as men learnt 
th;;tt their only glory lay in their being part of the people of God." Many 
have believed that such 'conversion' would provide a genuine solution for 
the country. Howeve~ it seems clear that this approach has underestirr~ted 
the:real. power of the influences of which we have been speuking and so does 
not present a realistic hope. Meanwhile critics of this approach have 
suggested that some people have turned to such a pietistic solution in order 
to escape from social responsibility. Because they have not desired to 
become personally involved in social and political issues as Christians, they 
have resorted to a wholly inward and individualistic interpretation of 
Christianity which has enabled them to avoid making a stand on issues when 
. (1) 
this has threatened to be costly. Certainly, whether or not pietism 
has been genuine it has shielded a vast number of churchmen from having to 
join with others in calling for an alternative form of race relations to 
that of segregation. 
Linked with this pietism has often been an Erastianism, according to 
which churchmen have not only argued that the Church should confine its 
concern to care for people's souls, but have also accepted the State's 
absolute authority in its own sphere. This has meant that the Church should 
never challenge or question any action by the State, for that would be to 
trespass on preserves forbidden to it. It should merely do its best in 
its own congregational life to live by the Spirit of Christ so far as the 
laws of the land permit. Such thinking has again prevented churchmen from 
giving attention to race relations in the country. 
The division of the Church into different denominations has been yet 
another factor counter~cting the call of church leaders for people to live 
together in unity. If churchmen cannot be reconciled and united with one 
another, it has been said, how can they in any way expect those outside 
the Churches to be reconciled and united? Furthermore, the division of each 
Church into separate congregations for different racial groups has likewise 
worked against those who have called for racial unity. Critics outside the 
Churches have made much of the 'hypocrisy' of these Churches in this respect: 
while those within the Churches have not been given n clear e~nple of true 
1 Refer eg. Spro-cas Church Commission pp63-65. 
fiUf.II~UilUll~ll 
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unity by their Church~ nor a lead for them to follow. (We note that there 
is a circular situation here: for while the Church cannot give u lead to 
its members until it ~~mgyes its own racial .d~visions, it cannot remove those 
..... f.!!io~~- ~~!~ ••. ·) 
divisions until its members are prepared to do so.) At the same time, 
separate congregations have meant that many churchmen have been able to 
express agreement with culls by their leaders for them to be accepting of 
people of other racial groups without being held in a church situation 
where they have had to put this acceptance into practice. 
Although the majority of English-speaking white people have described 
themselves as Christians, it seems that in the lives of most of them their 
Church has played only a very small part. Even of those who have placed their 
names on church membership rolls, a large proportion have been nominal 
members only, and there has in latter years been a fairly widespread decline 
in regular attendance at Sunday worship.(l) This has been another reason 
for the fact that clergy have been able to have but little influence on 
the daily lives of the average church member. Indeed, some observers have 
discerned an actual decline in their influence (as also, to some extent, 
in that of NGK clergy). Their role has been seen by many laymen as merely 
that of maintaining the Church as an institutio~presiding over worship, 
•witnessing to Christ•, and showing concern for indi.vidual and family 
morality. So, it has become difficult for clergy to make demands on their 
church members, or for the Ch~rch as a whole to exerciso any real discipline. 
"Whereas the Reformers considered discipline to be one of the important 
marks of the Church, ranking close behind the \~ord and So.crarnents, English-
speaking Protestant Churches today practise very little reo.l discipline·.u (2) 
This lack of influence has meant that clergy who have wished to turn their 
people from racial segregation have been able to make little effect. 
Though they have spoken and written of a need for closer unity· amongst 
peoples; though educational programmes have been used to point people to 
what seems right in·race~Ulations; though church councils and assemblies h~v~ 
adopted resolutions calling fer \Jlit;y aid m em. to segregation, the influence 
of these measures has been minimal. Indeed, increasing calls for better 
race relations have been paralleled by an increasing indifference to them 
amongst church people. 
So we begin to see that various factors have accounted for the failure 
of white churchmen to follow the precepts of those church leaders who have 
called for people of different racial groups to live together in nn integ~eJ 
Though obviously in mony local churches 
this generalisation. 
Spro-cas Church Commission p28~ 
there have been exceptions to 
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society. At the same time there have been several factors which have 
hindered or discouraged the church ieaders themsel vee from making a clear 
stand in this regard. 
The very indifference of chUrchmen to the racial issue and the fact 
that church leaders have found themselves more or less impotent to bring 
change in race 
despair at the 
for change.(l) 
relations has evoked in some a sense of frustration and 
situation. This despair has in turn inhibited their efficacy· 
(It should also be observed that many who have keenly felt 
the need for change have been ·burdened by a sense of guilt - in that they 
have been compelled by legislation and society to comply with the policy 
of segregation and to benefit from being members of the white privileged 
group even though such actions and privileges have been inconsistent with 
their own principles. Furthermore, many churchmen have become bewildered 
by the development of 'black consciousness': as they have, for instance, 
heard black members being urged to caucus separately within the ch~h 
structures in apparent contradiction to the Church's principle of integration1 
or as they have heard themselves criticised for being patronising 'white 
liberals' by black people whose cause they have espoused.(2) 
We have seen that many white churchmen have been quick to condemn 
clergy if they have felt them to be too critical of the country's racial 
policies or to be 'preaching politics•. It has often happened that some 
of these people have left their local church or even denomination for one 
where the problems of race relations have not been brought to the fore, 
while many others have stopped attending worship or chtirch activities al-
together. (It is significant that during the period l95l-l96o, when it 
was the most outspoken in criticism of government racial policies, the 
Anglican Church was the only large Church which seriously decreased in the 
number of its white adherents, while the other large Churches increased 
their numbers.(}~ This readiness of members to leave their Church has 
meant that some clergy who have felt the need for changes in race relations 
have nevertheless remained ~uiet about their concern - and some have ex-
perienced pressure from their lay leaders to this end lest criticism of 
the racial situation offend people in those congregations and result in a 
(l) There have been reports of clergy in both the Methodist and Roman 
Catholic Churches who have in recent years left the ministry, disill-
usioned with the apparent unwillingness of their Church to change in 
its race relations. (Refer Strassberger, op.cit. pp74, 450; Pro 
Veritate December 1976 pl}.) ---
(2) of. p 469 infra. 
(3) Cawood op.cit. p7, table C; 
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loss of membership and finance. For such losses would threaten the growth 
and security of the institutional Church which it has been their task to 
advance. (In this regard the Spro-cas Church Comffiission(l) pointed out that 
people usually have a need to succeed in what they are doing, or, conversely, 
a fear of failure. Accordingly clergy have been encouraged to put emphasis 
on·matters of individual morality or on the development of their congregation 
• in which they have been confident of their own competence ~ ~ather than 
on matters of social ethics which have been more complex and have rendered 
less visible results.) Furthermore, there has been a naturai inclination 
in many clergy to avoid causing controversy because of the tensions that 
this would bring to the life of their church; while some have failed to 
speak prophetically lest they encounter personal rejection from members of 
their congregations.(2) 
Then again, some clergy, even when they have been resolutely committed 
to a policy of racial integration, have been prepared to speak up for it 
only in so far as they have seen the possibility of carrying their people 
with them;. believing that they would be able to accomplish more by moving 
gradually than by demanding the immediate and total reversal of all discrim-
ination. There is some merit in such gradual movement, for there is always 
the danger that radical statements or action will divorce leaders from their 
people and so render the former ineffective. (For instance, we have heard 
it said that the Cottesloe Consultation findings were rejected by the NGK 
because its leaders "went too far too fast".) llowever there is on the other 
hand the danger that those trying to move gradually will in fact not move 
their congregations at all - as appears to have happened in many situationso 
(3) 
It should be added that many of these pressures against clergy m~irig 
a clear stand for racial integration have aJ.so faced lay leade-rs seeki.Ilg_ . 
. ~ ... ,." 
for change in race relations. In addition, because 'the life of a. loc&l 
congregation is largely shaped by the strengths, weaknesses and interests -Of 
its clergyman, if he had not been concerned for social justice lay people 
have found it difficult to make a stand in this regard. 
l op.cit. ppl8-l9a 
(2) To conform to generally accepted standardsis psychologically reinforci~~ 
and rewarding. On the other hand, some clergy ha.ve indeed been rejecteCL 
by their congregations for their failure to conform in this way. 
(3) Whisson gave a graphic explanation of the predicament of church le~der~ 
"As vehicles for the conversion of the voters, the English churches are 
obviously of great importance, but in hauling the congregations up the 
gradient of self-denial, there is always the possibility that the lef.d 
engines will become detached from the trucks, or that the cargo of vott~t' 
will have leaked away before significant change can be achieved. 11 
(in Spro-cas Social Commission p85). 
Meanwhile most black chtirch leaders and members have been so conditioned 
by paternalism, in the Churches as well as in society, that (apart from those 
who have recently become mar~ vocal in criticism)they have generally been 
unable to say with frankness what they have .thought of current race relations. 
Thus white churchmen have been deprived of criticism from black people 
that might have been a power for change at an earlier time than the present. 
State action and controls have aiso inhibited and curtailed church 
leaders from criticising segregation and from working for ulternative~rms 
of race relations. Some churchmen have had their writings censored when 
considered undesirable by government officials, while the threat of such 
action has dampened the enthusiasm of others. Same have been discouraged 
by the strong possibility of police informers being present at church gather-
ings or in their worshipping congregations; or have shrunk from the risk of 
security police investigation, which has at times involved intimidatory 
dawn raids on the homes of church leaders. Some have been inhibited by 
fear of being deprived of their passport or of being detained - as has 
happened to several. A number of church leaders have had banning orders 
served on them, drastically restricting their movement, preventing them 
from attending gatherings of more than two people, and prohibiting others 
from quoting them. Some have been placed under house arrest. Meanwhile 
church w~rkers from foreign countries have been deterred by the knowledge 
that their right to remain in, or return to, South Africa might not be 
renewed if the Government should take exception to anything that they have 
said. S.everal, as we have said before, have been refused residence permits, 
and others have been deported.(l) 
Furthermore, government propaganda against church moves for integration 
has been strong. Politicians and Cabinet Ministers have slated clergy for 
using their pulpits for 'political purposes'; and the State-controlled radio 
has condemned Churches and churchmen for aspects of their life and message, 
Without. giving opportunity for these to reply to the churges through the 
same medium. Obviously the weight of these attacks together with criticism 
in the mare conservative secular press has done much to alienate people froffi 
church leaders. 
Now it should be said that many attempts have been made to bring people 
of different racial groups together for worship or fellowShip and discussir.A 
within the church context. However, all too often interest in such meatiq~ 
has dwindled because of differences in language or levels of education or 
~Pro Veri tate., in April 1972 carried a long list of churchmen acted 
1 against by the State to that. date. 
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because of the lack of common experiences and concerns amongst those people 
involved. Sometimes the pressure of white public opinion and the threat of 
social ostracism. has inhibited white church members from taking part; while 
many black church members have recently tended to shun such multi-racial 
gatherings as •meaningless'. In addition, many other factors have limited 
the very organisation of such meetings. Because most AfrictUlS living on 
the outskirts of cities have arrived home from their employment only late 
in the evening, before leaving again early next morning, while many whites 
have wished to preserve their week-end for recreation and family activities, 
difficulties have been experienced in finding times for meeting that have 
been suitable to all. Entrance into African areas, whether urban or rural, 
has been prohibited for laymen of other racial groups without special permitst 
and where conferences have been held in •white' areas permits have been 
required for Africans to remain there overnight. Not only have these 
requirements caused aeministrative difficulties, but sometimes permits have 
been refused. In many PLaces the absence of public transport that people of 
~ne racial group may use to reach the residential area of another group 
has also hindered the organisation of multi-racial gatherings; while the 
lack of public transport facilities and restaurants that may be used hy 
people of more than one racial group together has limited combined outings. 
In addition,·because an association between a man and a woman of different 
racial groups might be seen by the police as a contravention or attempt to 
contravene the Immorality Act, a white man giving a black woman·a lift home 
after an evening meeting, for instance, has had to run the risk of being 
stopped and asked to explain himself. Furthermore, legislation has forbidder.. 
the provision of entertainment for multi-racial gatherings, even in church 
halls, unless this has been reserved for specifically invited individuals or 
groups - and even then there have been other legislative restrictions to 
be complied with. What is more, apart from specific restrictions contained 
in legislation there has been an inhibiting factor of uncertainty'", engen-
dered by the wideness and vagueness of many regulations. It has· been 
difficult for church leaders to disturb the real inner conviction of some 
white people that all multi-racial meetings are wrong. A great many people 
have assumed that the law has allowed them less freedom than it actually 
has 1 with the result that even legally permissible actions or inter-racial 
contact has been seen as inadvisable or dangerous. All these factors have 
meant that opportunities for meeting have often been neglected, and multi-
racial groups have not easily been formed. Where meetings have taken place, 
limitations have frequently tended to give to them an air of artificiality, 
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As we have seen, legislation has also prevented church institutions 
and church schools from admitting people of more than one racial group, 
and those concerned have usually accepted these conditions in order to con-
tinue their establishments. "Faced with the choice of institutional contin-
uation or institutional suicide for an uncompromising morul st~ndard, the 
o...re.~ . Churches have preferred the former." In some 'white' lll'ee.a ohm'Oh sJ.tes 
have been granted only on condition that the trustees have guaranteed that 
·no black person would be allowed to attend church activities there: while 
church officials applying for permission to occupy church sites in some 
African areas have had to undertake not to criticise government policye(l) 
In concluding1it should be added that while governme~1t legislation and 
local regulctions have indeed hampered church leaders who have sought the 
integration of people of different races, it is also likely that some 
leaders have found such legislation to be a convenient excuse exonerating 
them from making concerted effort towards change in race relations •. 
Commented Meer: "It is highly doubtful whether a single Church, Catholic 
and Anglican included, would dare to integrate all its activities if laws 
against social integration were suddenly d.ropped. 11 ( 2) 
Nevertheless, despite all that has been said1 there have indeed been some 
leaders in the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches who have 
been loud in their calls for racial integration. Over against their promp-
ting, however, many other factors have clearly held sway. So it is that 
white churchmen have failed to implement this ideal of integration, either 
in society or in their very Churches. 
PFor further legislative restrictions affecting the Church, refer Spro-cas Church Commission pp6-l?. In Sociological Perspectives (Adam, Ed.) pl24. 
PART SIX 
C.OMMENT ON 
SOME A VENUES FOR CHANGE 
TOWARDS A NEW ORDER 
OF RACE RELA~ 
Our study has traced theological approaches to race relations in four 
of the major Christian Churches in South Africa. We have seen on the one 
hand arguments put forward by leaders of the Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk 
to justify a policy of separating people of different racial groups from 
one another, both in the Church and in the wider society: nnd·o11 the other 
hand arguments by leaders in the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic 
Churches upholding a contrary ideal of people of different races living 
together in unity. \~e have made a critical assessment of these approaches -
and have also observed the various factors that have given rise to them, and 
to the actual race relations in these Churches. There our study might end. 
However, having in our examination come to the conclusion that the will 
of God is1br people of different races not to separate from one a~other but 
to live together in harmony and mutual acceptance, it seems fitting that 
we should conclude by commenting on several factors that our study has 
shown need attention from churchmen who wish to bring this ideal into being~ 
1. We have seen that through the years church leaders, particularly in 
the Anglican, 1-iethodist and Roman Catholic Churches, have m..'"tde many and 
repeated statements protesting at the racial separation evident in society 
and Church in South Africa. Again and again they have called for unity and 
fellowship between people of different races; and t() back this up they have 
pointed to Scripture and to theological understandings to show the funda-
mental unity of mankind, the common dignity of all, ·and the need for love 
and mutual acceptance. But on the whole their calls hLlVe made little effect 
on the lives of their white church-people or of the wider population. 
While sincere protest, exhortation and rational argument may perhaps 
convert a few individuals, they are unlikely to influence the thinking of a 
significant number of whites or of their political leaders. For most have 
been so conditioned by the social system that they nre now unt~ble to questior. 
it. Moreover, they have too much to lose in the way of material, politic~~ 
and status privileges to be expected readily to change their outlook nnd 
behaviour. Said Schlemmer: 11It is ••• fatuous to assume that Whites generally 
will ever be so moved by appeals, protest or pressure that they will change 
their opinions and jettison their self-interest overnight. 11 (l) Racial 
domination has become too firmly entrenched to be shaken by merely verbal 
assaults• 
On the contrary, some critics hnve suggested that protests may in fact 
strengthen the status quo: by providing •safety valves' for t~e harmless 
release of hostile reuctions to the apartheid system; and by creating an 
impression that the situation is more flexible and less urgent than it really 
is, thus encouraging patient optimism and inactivity• Protests may inJeed 
be useful to the Government as democratic ornamentation, for the social 
system depends on its semblance of democratic legitimacy in contrast to 
'lawlessness• elsewhere in Africa. A certain amount of cautious dissidence 
and protest (under pernk~ent supervision and restrictions by the r:overnment) 
mny reconcile the conscience of white people with 11estern norms of democracy, 
and improve South Africa's image abroad. In this way it is possible that 
inefficacious protest from peopte such as church leaders may indeed contribute 
to the overall strength of racial segregation rather than its downfall. (2) 
Many black people have looked with contempt on 1'ruitless protest by 
churchmen, and have levelled the accusation that it has simply been a way 
. (3) 
for some whites to salve their over-burdened consciences. Certainly 
there is a danger that protest might become simply an end in itself - as 
was suggested by the following editorial comment in a South African liber~ 
journal: "The important thing is not whether we succeed, though that would 
be highly acceptable, and should never be thought to be impossible. The 
important thing is tha.t life and truth and light should persist in us."( 4) 
However, having considered all these observations, we .would nevertheless 
assert that church leaders who are critical of racial segregation should 
continue to make protests against its implementation, and to issue st~tements 
criticising its rationale and pointing to what they believe to be a 
Christian &lte~~a~ive for race relations. It is imperative that injustices 
that arise from segregation should be branded, and that arguments tlk•t 
have been put forward by academics and theologians in support of such a 
system shoul~ be logically countered. There is a continual need for 
(1) Social Chapge p47. 
(2) Adam, Modernizing pp47-49, 65-66; Schlemmer in Spro•cas Social 
Commission pl64. 
(3) Schlemmer in Spro-ca.s Social Commission pl?9. 
(4) RealitY.l (November 1969) p3: quoted by Adam, Modernizing pll6. 
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theologians to give an objective and well informed critique of the system 
from clearly defined theological positions, and to provide stable benc~narks 
against which racial policies may be evaluated. Biblical principles may 
have been enunciated before, but they should be repeated for each rising 
generation to hear,. lest with the passage of time people forget how common 
i 
custom has deviated from an acceptable stundard. All who call themselves 
Christians should be reminded of Christ's example and teaching about love, 
and of the revealed will of God for reconciliation between people. Christ-
ians should be challenged by the Church to compare their lives and the 
conditions of their society with biblical teaching, and asked whether they 
are really committed to living according to the principles of their faith 
concerning human relationships~(l) 
Protests and statements should confront not onl.y those who actively 
support racial segregation, but also those who acquiesce in its implementation 
Though the likelihood of such statements prompting change nny be minimal, 
nevertheless this should be their prime objective. Indeed, it should be 
borne in mind that "without doubt •••• _critiques have, on occasion, embarrassed 
the government, sobered wh.o.t might be more extreme race laws or ameliorated 
their implementation11.(2 ) 
At the same time it should be observed that protests nnd statements 
have in the past served to maintain a sense of purpose among those wishing 
for social reform, and in this way they have been valuable. Thus they 
should continue to be made - not merely in order tc give encouragement to 
others who are opposed to government racial policies - but in the hopes 
that those others might be prompted to speak out where they would have been 
silent, or to act where they would have been still. Without signs that 
some are of the same mind as they, many might lose hope and incentive for 
change. 
The sort of statements of which we hav~ been 13peaking would show that 
leading Christians, and also Churches in their official policy, are opposed 
to racial discrimination - which should indeed be made clear. Church mcmber!:i 
1 
(2) 
Observers generally seem to have given little attention to this need 
for statements, apart from Whisson. The Spro-cas Church Commission 
called Churches to draw up confessions of faith or theological declar-· 
ations which stated clearly their position on the ro.cial issue. 11The 
need for n confessional symbol concerning this critical area of Church 
life in South Africa is urgent. It should then be made quite clear to 
all prospective members of the Church that they are necessarily comrdt·· 
ting themselves to what such a confessi.cn . or statement stands for." 
(Spro-cas Church Commission p?O) (For Whisson comment refer Spro-cas 
Social.· Co,mmiesion pl.Q4) 
Adam, Moaemizinej p,56. 
should continually be reminded of this. At the some time, such statements 
might keep in the Church some people, bluck or white, who 1r10uld otherwise 
r~ject t~e Christian faith because it seemed to accept such discrimination 
(though it must be admitted that the poor example of the Churches in race 
relations among their members may be more telling than their word in this 
regard). Furthermore, such statements would mean that when the world looked 
back after whatever conflict may come in South Africa, it \'tould be clear th~t 
the Church as a whole ~~ not been silenced from calling for change. 
Certainly, more is needed than moralism or 'outworn clich's and stale 
oratory•. Bare criticism and challenges have frequently alienated those to 
whom they have been directed, provoking in them an aggressive, defensive 
reaction and so hindering rather than aiding change. Rather than simply 
making completely negative protests (as has all too often been done), church 
leaders firstly should speak from within an awareness th&t 'l too am involved 
in this sin1 1 and secondly should strive to give people positive guidelines 
for new forms of race relations. They need to find new ways of communicating 
biblical and theological truths to people··' both in the Church f.llld outside 
of it. They need to discover new styles of prophetic ministry. Fresh 
impact must continually be made.(l) Yet, while doing this, church leaders 
should bear in mind the dangers and limitations that we have just observed 
of protests and statements. Obviously their statements a~ould not be made 
in isolation, but linked with more salient action towards change. 
2. We have suggested that ronny church leaders who have 'dshed for changed 
race relations in South Africa have not appreciated the real depth and 
strength of fear, racial prejudice and self-interest that are prevalent 
among white people in the country. We repeat that if churchmen are to be 
effective in working towards change, it is important that they should have 
a full understanding of these hidden influences, and of the conditioning 
processes that are active in society, as well as of the various other 
historical and sociological factors that have led to the present situaticn 
(such as this study has set forth). Church leaders must be able to spew< 
and act from a well informed position, knowing the extent of the prooleo 
with which they are dealing. So we would suggest that the Churches should 
1 The 1968 Message to the People of South Africa was ~n attempt at this, 
but the fact that it was poorly written curtailed its usefulness. 
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give attention to educating more of their clergy and lay leaders in the 
underlying dynamics of the South African situation• 
Also to this end it should be remembered that white church leaders 
have opportunities that comparatively few other whites have to meet and talk 
with black people on a basis of equality, and so to gain a true picture of 
their concerns and feelings. This they should do, that they themselves 
may become more aware of implications of the social situation. 
Then there is a need for white people in general to be shown the 
realities and implications of present race relations in South Africa. As 
observers have pointed out, much of the stability of the apartheid system 
rests on a climate of ignorance and self-deception among white people. 
Said one leading Afrikaner: 11In South Africa the majority of the ·.-1hite 
population live in the blissful dreamland of ignorance with its false 
illusion of peace, safety, and the supremacy of the White."(l) Certainly 
ignorance is one of the major barriers facing those who seek change. Thus, 
while proclaiming what they believe to be the will of God for race relations, 
church leaders should try to m1lke white people fully aware of the present. 
racial situation, the reasons for it and its implica.t;ions. In an honest 
and sober way they should point out the discrimina.ti()n and inequalities that 
are present, and should show the consequent sufferings of black people and 
the bitterness that is ever growing among them, thus seeking to make white 
people fully aware of the cost of racial. domination in human and llll:.lterial. 
te:nns- not only for black people but also for whitas.(2) At the same time 
it is imporaant that co~nonly held fallacies - and particularly those used 
to justify racial discriiatnation - should be removed. So awareness of the 
social situation may help white people, even if only to a small extant, to 
react rationally rather than irrationally to the sociologicnl situntion and 
the increasing pressures that are presently upon them to chAnge. For. the 
nature of their reactions will not only affect the manner in which change is 
eventually brought about, but also the structure of the new society. Church 
leaders have many opportunities to teach, which other groups and organisations 
do not have. It is important that they should use these opportunities to 
help people towards a better understanding of race relations.(3) 
1 · Quoted by Van der Merwe, Changing Attitudes pl4 .. 
(2) One of the defences of those charged with gross injustice in the past 
has always been that they did not know what was going on. 
(3) Spro-cas was noteworthy for its collection and publication of information 
on race relations in South Africa, but its effect has been limited in 
that the contents of its sometimes cumbersome reports have not been 
widely disseminated among church members. 
Alongside such discussion there needs to be some concerted teaching 
on the social responsibilities that Christians have. We have seen that 
pietism is a controlling factor in much church life j_n South Africa. If 
there is to be a change in approach to race relations in a significant numbei 
of church members, then the emphasis which has been placed by pietism on the 
need for personal faith will have to be balanced by emphasis on the respon-
sibility for social action which falls to all who follow Christ. New ways 
must be found to represent this repponsibility in a convincing manner to 
those church members who do not wish to accept it. 
It should be emphasised, however, that mere education of white people is 
unlikely to persuade them to 'change heart•. Some observers have suggested 
that the careful and objective presentation of facts can do much to reduce 
racial prejudice, by showing that unfavourable stereotypes (which play an 
important role in prejudice)are indeed only stereotypes. But it is important 
to understand that racial. prejudice is more profound than mere ignorance and 
operates on an emotional plane. If robbed of implausiable rationalisations 
it is quite capable of inventing more plausible ones. So MacCrone warned 
that to expose the irrationalities of prejudice is pSJchologically futile, 
since this cannot be affect~d by logic, argument or rational·thought.(l) 
Men's attitudes will not be changed by enlightenment alone. 
3. We have seen that people in South Africa have been conditioned to claasif~ 
others according to their racial affiliation, and to think of people from 
other racial groups in terms of stereotypes: so that, for instance, a white 
man may regard all black people as being the same as the domestic servants 
or labourers that he sees in day-to-day life. It is on this tendency for 
people to relate to others not as individuals but in accordance with their 
classification and stereotype that much of the stability of the social 
system rests. Thus, particularly if the emphasis of Christian teaching on 
each person's individual.ity is accepted, there is a real need for people to 
move away from thinking in categories and to recognise the unique personalit~ 
and qualities of each person they meet. 
1 MacCrone, Race Attitudes p29l; Malherbe, E.G.: !«lee Attitudes and-
Education (1946) pl7; cf. Mann, J.W. in Sociological Perspectives (Adam, Ed.) p6l. 
One way of encouraging this change of outlook is to bring people of 
different races together in non-discriminatory situations where they may 
experience relationships with members of other racial groups on a basis of 
equality. Finding themselves in a situation where their relationship is not 
defined in racial terms, they may then begin to perceive each other as 
individuals. Now, the Anglican, Methodist and Roman Catholic Churches are 
in a very good position to promote personal contact or meeting between people 
of different races, because their members are drawn from different racial 
groups, Many opportunities could be made within church life for these 
members to come together for worship, fellowship or discussion. Said the 
Spro-cas Church Commission: "The Church js still in a unique position to 
promote inter-racial contact, communication and dialogue on a large scale 
and should make effective use of its opportunities."(l) Indeed, the fostering 
of such meeting points is a vital activity for those churchmen who wish to 
stimulate change in race relations. 
Although, as we have seen, there are many difficulties and hinderances 
to such meeting 1 (
2)it seems important that chur~h leaders should not be 
daunted in this matter, but encouraged to find ways round those difficulties. 
Nevertheless, there are some warnings that should be borne in mind by those 
pursuing this course. 
It should be noted that under some conditions social meeting may 
increase tensions between people of different races rather than·~educe it. 
A great deal will depend on the nature of a meeting and of personal contact 
that is made there. Lever has pointed out that situations should be arranged. 
in such a way as to be of a stereotype-breaking nature. Contacts which 
highlight the lower status position of black people are not likely to lead 
to understanding but will serve to l'&inforce unfavourable stereotypes: 
therefore contact will be more effective when members of the black group 
are of the same or a higher status than those of the white group. Similarly, 
contact will not be very effective when the cultural differences between 
groups are considerable: therefore attention should be concentrated on 
beinging together those who are of a similar (probably urbanised) culture. 
Emphasis should be on what the groups have in common, such as their religious, 
social and economic interests and values. The most favourable situation 
will occur where people have to co-operate with each other as equals in 
order to achieve a common objective. Not only will people learn to see each 
1 Spro-cas Church Commission p?l. 
(2) Refer eg.p399 supra. 
1:· '· 
other as individuals, but if they find that they get on well together then 
there will be reason for them to enquire just how realistic their fears and 
prejudices are.(l) 
~t should certainly be guarded against is a paternalistic approach 
by white people towards blacks. This has been a failing of many white 
liberals both within the Church and in the wider social sphere. Perhaps 
encouraged b,y the fact that their contact has been with black people who 
have been of a lower social status or who have been less educated or in need 
of some kind of assistance, many whites have been condescending, and although 
well-meaning have tended to do things for black people rather than with 
- -
them. Such paternalism has evoked strong reaction from black people, and 
in recent times some of these have spoken with bitterness of multi~racial 
groups 'controlled by arrogant liberals' who have acted as 'self-appointed 
trustees of black interests•.(2) So it is important that white people who 
wish to encourage inter-racial meetings and also those who become involved 
in such meeting, should be sensitive to the self-respect of black people and 
should learn to listen to them rather than to lead them. 
It should be observed that there has recently been a growing withdrawal 
of more politicised black people from the few remaining multi-racial 
organisations in the country into their own black organisations. Such 
withdrawal has been evident within the Churches too, where many articulate 
black members are no longer interested in meeting with white members. They 
comment that multi-racial groups have tended to smooth over tensions between 
people of different races, giving black people a~se sense of acceptance 
and optimism.· These groups have also tended to control the responses of 
black people to their situation and to curb expression of their antagonism. 
Moreover, the actual and potential political solidarity of black people has 
been undermined, in that multi-racial contacts have drawn the attention of 
black people away from meaningful social and political involvement within 
their own communities. At the same time the process of unconditioning white 
people fro~ thoir prejudice through introduoinb thee tc• multi-racial groups 
has been slow, thus enabling them to retain their position of dominancec So 
it is possible that such groups have indirectly even been a help to white 
1 Lever, H. in Spro-cas Social Commission ppl40-141. 
(2) One black critic questioned the motives of Whites who become engaged in 
multi-racial endeavours: "The liberal is in fact appeasing his o1rm cons-
cience, or at best is eager to demonstrate his identification with the 
Black people only so far as it does not sever all his ties with his rel·4 
atives on the other side of the colour line. Being White, he possesseo 
the natural passport to the exlusive pool of \.,rhite privileges from whicL 
he does not hesitate to extract whatever suits him. Yet, since he identi-
fies with the Blacks, he moves around his White circles - Whites-only 
beaches, restaurahts, and cinemas - with a lighter load, feeling that be 
is not like the rest." (Biko, s. in Vander Merwe, H.W. & \.,relsh 1 D.(Eds .. ),; 
Student Perspectives on South Africa (1972) pl94. 
IUUUll~llQIJ~ 
domination. 
As we shall emphasise shortly, there is indeed a need for consolidation 
among black people, e~~&lthough this may r1&~!e them on occasions to group 
separately from whites. Conversely there is much sense in the argument of 
Schlemmer that "the appropriate role for whites who are opposed to apartheid 
is not to attempt to woo the friendship and goodwill of blacks in a situation 
where the prevailing political and economic system makes a complete.and 
utter mockery of such peripheral contact and friendships, but to work primari)j 
in their own groups and in white-controlled organisations to facilitate the 
advancement of black interest, aspirations and infiuence. 11 (l)There is indeed 
a need for whites who wish for change in race relations to be concentrating 
their action within white groups and organisations. Nevertheless, we 
would urge that running parallel with these black and white uni-racial 
activities there should be some form of multi-racia~ contact and meeting. 
For white people need to be given the experience of meeting blacks on a 
basis of ~quality, that they may come to see them as individuals and to 
understand some of their needs and interests. If the attitudes of only a 
few whites are influenced significantly by such meeting, this will still 
be valuable. Indeed, some of them may become the leaders for change af'tCJ:Ilm'fti'·W 
(2) Furthermore, multi-racial meeting may soften the resistance of some 
whites to black progress - even just sufficiently to give blacks an oppor-
tunity to gain confidence and bargaining power. At least some people will 
gain experience of the difficulties and benefits of a multi-racial society, 
which will help them adjust more easily to a changed order in South Africa 
and assist them in helping others to make that adjustment. In particular, 
church leaders should be e.ncouraging meeting between people of different 
races, for the Church is called to witness to reconciliation between people 
and to~ the unity which is God's will for man •. 
Having said this, we must add that mere contact between white and black 
people will not be sufficient in itself to change the social situation in 
South Africa. New relationships may effect changes in the structure of 
society in different spheres, but these changes must still be transposed 
to the collective or public domain. Thus leaders for change must consider 
means by which these inter-racial contacts may be rendered politically 
1 Schlemmer in Spro-cas Social Commission pl62. Buthelezi has likewise 
said that the white liberal has an important role to play within his 
own white group. (Buthelezi, op.cit.· pl.) 
(2) Just as some of the leaders of today first became concerned for better 
race relations after they had become involved in multi-racial 
meetings. 
.. ·.··.• 
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effective for movement from racial domination to equal participation in 
all areas of life.(l) 
4. Some people have put all emphasis on the need for changing the racial 
attitudes of whites, assuming that a change in racial practices will follow 
as a matter of course. However, it should be understood that racial attit-
udes are easily shaped by influences from the social system and so tend 
merely to reflect the system. Racial discrimination in society (particu-
larly where the individual is forced to discriminate) tends to reinforce 
prejudice: so that where discrimination continues there prejudice will be 
likely to continue. Thus if the social situation of those individuals who 
·have had their attitudes changed remains unaltered i.t will be highly likely 
tbat the modification of their attitudes will be only temporary, and that 
these will revert to their former content.(2) 
So it is that other people would consider it necessary to re-structure 
social situations before attempting a change in attitudes. Not only would 
this procedure mean that changed attitudes would be less likely to revert 
back, but it would prove helpful in the initial changing of attitudes. For, 
just as attitudes tend to conform to social norms, so changing discrimin-
atory practices may lead to change in discriminatory attitudes. People 
presented with institutional change usually adapt thei.r attitudes to the 
effected changes, particularly if such changes have been introduced under 
favourable conditions and do not overtly indicate a threat to people's 
sense of security. Thus there is argument for those working for change 
in race relations to start by changing racial practices: though the greatest 
problem at the practical level will be to initiate changes without necess-
arily having to wait until full agreement has been obtained in advance from 
those concerned. 
So it seems clear that the changing of racial attitudes and the chnngir..g 
of racial practices should be worked for simultaneously. On the one hand 
the effect of all conscious efforts to change attitudes and reduce rncial 
prejudice will depend largely on the extent to which changes in the social 
(1) cf. Kuper and Smith, op.cit. ppl?O, 182-190. 
(2) Refer Schlemmer in Anatomy of Apartheid (Randall, Ed.) pp26-28. 
and economic structure of soeiety have already occurred; while on the other 
hand a change in attitudes will be necessary before some social changes cun 
be effected. Thus we must underline the need for church leaders not o~y 
to be concerned with changing attitudes, but also to exert themselves for 
the removal of racial barriers and discrimination built into the structures 
of society. Clearly it is important that churchmen should be active as 
Christians in political, economic and social spheres, and doing all that 
they can in those spheres to bring justice and equality for all peoPle• 
5. The most serious handicap to the effective implementation by churchmen 
of programmes to change racial attitudes and practices is the very discrim-
ination and disunity that is evident within the ChurChes themselves. We 
have seen that black and white church members are generally divided from 
one another into separate congregations; and that leadership tends to be 
concentrated in the hands of white people. ~Je have seen that white church 
members generally show the same attitudes towards black people as do other 
white people in the wider society. So the Churches set a poor ex~~ple in 
race relations. 
People within the Churches are more likely to follow the accepted 
practices of their Churches than to re-orientate themselves according to the 
teaching of the relatively few leaders who urge them to change their attit-
udes. At the same time, people outside the Churches scoff at such teaching 
and retort, 'Physician heal yourself. 1 Thus if the Churches are to be 
effective in assisting South Africa towards the achievement of a just social 
order they must organise their own lives and government consistently with 
the ideal of all men living together in harmony. There is an immediate and 
urgent need for the Churches to erase discrimination within their own 
structures and to make their leadership more representative of their nulti-
rac'ial membership. Urged the Spro-cas Church Commission: the Church is 
called "to engage in radical self-exarrdnation, to identify all the points 
at Uhich discrimination is being practised in her, to welcome all frank 
(1) 
criticism of such discrimination and to move quickly to elimine.te it." 
This must be one of the prime tasks of churchmen who seek for a change in 
"'" (1.) Spro-cas Church Commission p42. 
race relations in the country. 
6. Until now we ho.ve been speaking of avenues for change basically within 
the white community in South Africa• Certainly it is among white people 
that there is needed a change in racial attitudes and a movement away from 
discriminatory practices. Nevertheless, because the proportion of whites 
who may change voluntarily is never likely to be very large or very powerful, 
it is clear that some assertiveness from black people themselves is going to 
be necessary for incisive change in the country. Thus it is that great 
weight should be given by churchmen to action within the black communities. 
There are several areas that should receive attention in this regard. 
We have seen the need for more black people (who have generally been 
conditioned by society to accept an inferior status) to develop a sense of 
their own dignity and value as individua1s 1 to appreciate their own abilities 
and the merits of thair particular culture, and to gain slf-esteem. This 
consciousness is necessary if more black people are to gain an active apprec-
iation or the rights that are due to them within the overall society. Many 
black church leaders are playing an active part in this· 1 conscientisation', 
and others should be encouraged to do so. 
In association with this thrust, there is need for community development 
programmes which encourage individuals and communities towards a spirit of 
self-help. Again the Churches can play a valuable part in this, and we 
have seen that some have indeed committed themselves to such programmes. 
These tasks are for black people to undertake, but white churchmen mo.y give 
encouragement and play an enabling role - provided they only become involved 
.where they are wanted by black people, and not in a patronising manner. 
Further, for meaningful change to occur in South Africa it is necessary 
that black people should develop a confidence in themselves and their own 
leaders, and self-assurance as a group with common inte~ests. For this to 
happen, we have said, it will be necessary for black people at times to 
withdraw into their own organisations and communities, that they may togethe~ 
gain an understanding of the situation, articulate their group interests and 
gain organiaationoJ. experience and barfiaining strength. So it is that some 
have said to whites: 'Let us go our own way for a while - that later we 
may meet as equals. 1 Many churchmen have been reluctant to let this happen 
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within church life (as for instance to withdraw into a separate consultation 
during a church synod) and have argued that it would contradict the principle 
of the Church being a multi-racial community. However, if black people are 
to gain a real share in power structures then they will need to gain con-
fidence in this way, and should be allowed to do so - providing the necessity 
for black and white to meet again after their separation is always borne in 
mind. 
At the same time there is a need to prepare black people for leadership 
positions in every area of life. This should be a deliberate policy within 
the Churches (where there are at present comparatively few blacks in senior 
positions), particularly if it is accepted that the proportion of black to 
white church members should be roughly reflected in the proportion of black 
to white church leaders (black members being a large majority). More effort 
and imagination should be given to recruit&ng black c~ergy and lay leaders, 
and these should be given opportunities for furthering their education, and 
opportunities for experienc~ in leadership roles - experience, that is, not 
in 1 token' positions but in positions where they have real power. This will 
mean not only that whites should be prepared to share leadership, but also 
that some should responsibly relinquish their_ positions. (Care should be 
taken, though, to ensure that those promoted to leadership positions do 
have a degree of competence, for if they show that they do not they will 
merely reinforce the stereotype belief of whites that black people are not 
yet ready to take such positions.) Many whites have countered that such 
moves would amount to racial discrimination in reverse, in that a man would 
be chosen because of his racial affiliatiorl and not because he was the best 
man for the job. There may be some truth in this, but if it is understood 
that blacks have been hindered from advancing to leadership positions by 
discrimination·against them, such as in the pcovision of less adequate 
educational facilities for them than whites have had, then it should be 
accepted that this imbalance needs to be overcome in some way. To make a 
.conscious effort at training them for leadership would seem to be o. fair 
way of doing this. 
It should be added that Churches and white churchmen should take 
seriously the protests of black people. What blacks feel and think has too 
often been ignored by w~ites - though they have sometimes reacted with 
resentment, perhaps tinged with fear.(l) As a community of people who are 
called to be aware of one another's needs, the Church should give particular 
1 cf. Hoerill~, op.cit. pvii; Buthelezi, op.cit. pl. 
attention to consultation between people of different racial groups. 
7. Finally it should be remembered that the most effective agents of change 
in any situation are those who have already changed. Thus churchmen who wish 
all peoples to live together in harmony and mutual acceptance shoUbd ideally 
proclaim the sort of 'alternative society• they envisage, not merely by 
their word but by their very style of life. (This, Paton has pointed out, 
was all that was done by the great Hebrew prophets.) Those who want change 
must learn to live differently now. 
For white people this will mean rejecting values which have emphasised 
concern for one's own well-being, which have necessitated holding on to 
political and economic power, social and material privilege, and which have 
called cne to find security within one 1 s own racial identity. Instead, 
their personal lives will need to show a deep concern for the welfare of 
others and a willingness to share with them. This may require an attempt to 
identify themselves with those in society who are discriminated against ~d 
held in poverty and powerlessness, by adopting a lower standard of living 
and a simplici~'. in life-style. (Though the colour of their skin will 
prevent white people from identifying completely with black people and living 
under the same disabilities.) Certainly they will need to realise fully 
the Christian values of love and compassion in all that they do. (l) 
So we have come to see that there are several factors that need attentio~ 
from churchmen who wish to help bring in a new order of race relations - in 
which people of different racial groups might live together in an integr~ted 
1 cf. Paton in Directions of Change (Randall, Ed.) p46; Turner in ibid. 
pp84-85;· Schlemmer in Spro-cas Social Commission pl91. Valuable 
models of complete identification with the poor and oppressed may be 
found in the life-sty)es of many church leaders in South America. 
society where there is mutual acceptance and equality of opportunity. The 
thrusts we have spoken of are those that have been indicated by our present 
study, and it is by no means suggested that these are the only avenues 
open for change. Furthermore our present comments have obviously been in 
gnneral terms. lt is for churchmen to translate these into specific 
action according to their particular situations. Many are indeed already 
applying some of these thrusts;. 
Alongside other factors that are moving the country towards change 
(such.as economic problems• a restlessness runongst Afrikaner intellectuals, 
growing pressure from within the local black community and from other 
countries, and guerilla activity and political developments in neighbouring 
territories) individual Christians as well as Churches as a whole could 
together make an important contribution towards a new order in South Africa. 
The situation, as we have seen, is a comples oneo Yet those Christians 
who seek for change should not be mesmerised by ita complexity, nor by 
their apparent powerlessness in the face of the whole ideology of apartheid. 
They would be untrue to their Christian faith if they ~ave up the struggle 
and resigned themselves to being helpless units in o vast state of affairs. 
Indeed, there is a real need for them to move forward in confidence and 
hope. The future may be uncertain, but, as Brookes has pointed out, God 
did not create humanity in vain; Christ did not die in vain; history is 
a movement towards a consummation of love and life and victory. "There 
is a victory, but it is God's victory, not ours, in a cosmic struggle, our 
own part in which we WJ.y not be able to see."(l) 
rBroo~ .. City of God pp94-95 1 7. 
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